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THE TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (DEVELOPMENT PLANNING)
(SCOTLAND) REGULATIONS 2008
SUBMISSION OF THE REPORT OF THE EXAMINATION
We refer to our appointment by the Scottish Ministers to conduct the examination of
the Tayplan Proposed Strategic Development Plan. Having satisfied ourselves that
the strategic development planning authority’s consultation and engagement
exercises conformed with their participation statement, our examination of the plan
commenced on 12 July 2016. We have completed the examination, and now submit
our report.
In our examination, we considered all 32 issues arising from unresolved
representations which were identified by the authority. In each case, we have taken
account of the summaries of the representations and the responses, as prepared by
the authority, and the original representations. We have set out our conclusions and
recommendations in relation to each issue in our report.
The examination process included site inspections and requests for additional
information from the authority and other parties. A hearing season was held on 13
December 2016. This dealt with housing land supply matters mainly relating to
Issues 14, 16 and 17.
It is now for Scottish Ministers to consider the report and decide whether or not to
approve the Tayplan Proposed Strategic Development Plan, with or without
modifications.
A letter is being issued to all those who submitted representations to inform them
that the examination has been completed and that the report has been submitted to
Scottish Ministers. It will advise them that the report is now published and available
to view at our web site at:
http://www.dpea.scotland.gov.uk/CaseDetails.aspx?id=117486
4 The Courtyard, Callendar Business Park, Falkirk, FK1 1XR
DX 557005 Falkirk
www.dpea.scotland.gov.uk=
www.gov.scot/Topics/Planning/Appeals
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It would be helpful to know, in due course, whether or not Ministers approve
the plan as submitted, or if any modifications are proposed. If a Ministerial
approval letter is issued then please provide a copy for our website.
Yours sincerely

Stephen Hall

Sinéad Lynch

Reporter

Reporter
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Examination of Conformity with the Participation Statement
1. Section 12(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended)
states that a person appointed to examine a proposed strategic development plan “is firstly
to examine … the extent to which the strategic development planning authority’s actings
with regard to consultation and the involvement with the public at large as respects the
proposed plan have conformed with (or have been beyond the requirements of) the
participation statement of the authority which was current when the proposed plan was
published under section 10(1)(a).” Paragraph 110 of Planning Circular 6:2013:
Development Planning indicates that in this assessment the appointed person is only
expected to refer to existing published documents such as the participation statement, the
report on conformity and any representations relating to the authority’s consultation and
public involvement activities.
2. The proposed TAYplan Strategic Development Plan was published in May 2015. The
development plan scheme current at that time was published in March 2015.
3. The development plan scheme contains, at pages 6 to 10, the authority’s ‘participation
statement’. This includes the various measures the authority proposed to take to inform
stakeholders about the development plan process. These include actions relating to:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

The period for representations;
Advertisements;
News releases;
Posters/leaflets;
Information events;
Community councils and elected members;
Online;
Youth camp 2015; and
Other publicity.

4. I have also considered some more general statements on page 6 of the development
plan scheme that could also be said to constitute undertakings with regard to participation.
5. The report on conformity with the participation statement was published in February
2016, and submitted to Ministers along with the proposed plan. It sets out the manner in
which the authority considers its actions in regard to the participation conformed with, or
went beyond the requirements of, the proposals (listed above) contained in the
development plan scheme. I am aware of four representations on the proposed plan that
criticized the authority’s approach to consultation. However, I have concluded that these
did not demonstrate any departure from the commitments contained in the participation
statement.
6. Having considered the report on conformity, I have concluded that I am satisfied with
the authority’s actings as regards consultation and involving the public. Being satisfied, I
therefore proceeded to examine the issues raised in representations on the proposed local
development plan.

Stephen Hall
19 July 2016
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Issue 001

Vision and Transformational Projects Map

Development
plan reference:

Page 4 and 5: Vision and Transformational
Projects Map

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue representation
reference:
Seeking a change
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368)
Scottish Enterprise (909506)
Scottish Property Federation (444087)
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253)

Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825)
R Watson & Son (846824)
Scotia Homes Ltd (910294)
NHS Tayside (908896)
The Pilkington Trust & Stewart Milne
Group (904840)
Scottish Enterprise (909506)
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(835401)
Scottish Water (762198)

Supporting as written
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826)
F M & G Batchelor (846821)
J G Lang & Son (846827)
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:

The Vision of how the region should be in 2036 and the Transformational Projects map of
where the key strategic projects are proposed.

Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Vision Statement
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/539) considers a vision statement is needed
because they consider Page 4 (Doc80) is an "illustration with no text".
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/495) considers that text should be added to the end of the
vision to create a well-rounded vision for the TAYplan Area where the importance of a
strong economic base is made clear.
Transformational Projects Map
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/539) would like to see explanatory text to
accompany the map on page 5 (Doc80).
Scottish Enterprise (909506/347) suggests the transformational projects map should be
shown in a wider Scottish context and that this would provide greater clarity. They also
consider that the grey/white colours used are ‘unclear’.
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Summary of Representations Supporting as written
Vision Statement
Scottish Water (762198/265) supports the vision.
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/192) supports the vision as they
consider it to implicitly seek to address strategic sustainability issues relevant to Scottish
Environment Protection Agency’s remit. The respondent also supports the emphasis
placed on climate change within the plan as a whole which is encapsulated within the
vision.
NHS Tayside (908896/321) supports the images on page 4 (vision) (Doc80) as they
consider them to be inclusive and to acknowledge different segments of the population.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) support the vision as it highlights quality of life
as a keystone of the vitality and attractiveness of the region. They also express concern
for how the region can build on its strengths, to retain high quality graduates produced in
Dundee and to seize opportunities for energy-based services arising from the maritime
renewables and leisure sectors.
Transformational Projects Map
The Pilkington Trust & Stewart Milne Group (904840/253) supports the transformational
projects map showing the long term aspiration for the expansion of Perth and supports
the allocation of West/North West Perth as a strategic development area to facilitate this
(see also Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 010 Strategic
Development Areas).
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/411) supports the
transformational projects including Dundee Linlathen.
Scottish Enterprise (909506/347) considers the plan ‘user-friendly’, and the
transformational projects map on page 5 (Doc80) to be a ‘clear visual presentation of the
key themes’.
Vision Statement and Transformational Projects Map
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/277) supports the vision, as well as the location priorities and
transformational projects. They also highlight their concerns that Councils in the region
are granting planning permissions that the respondent considers to be contrary to the
current Plan. They support a single authority for the Dundee Area.
J G Lang & Son (846827/437) supports the vision, specifically as they consider it relates
to areas they are interested in. However, expresses concern over the delivery of
Strategic Development Areas at Cupar North and St Andrews West and Science Park.
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/408), F M & G
Batchelor (846821/489), R Watson & Son (846824/459), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/476),
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/509), Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/398) support the vision
as they consider it to support national planning policy objectives ‘tailored to the cityregion, whilst seeking to secure sustainable economic, social and environmental growth’.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Vision Statement
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/539) propose the addition of a vision statement
on page 4 (Doc80).
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/495) propose the following to be added to the end of the
vision statement “and enjoy an environment where the expansion and growth of existing
businesses and industries is actively encouraged and supported”.
Transformational Projects Map
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/539) propose additional explanatory text to
accompany the Transformational Projects map on page 5 (Doc80) (the respondent does
not state what this text should say).
Scottish Enterprise (909506/347) propose amendment of the Transformational Projects
Map on page 5 to show the context within which TAYplan sits within the wider
region/Scotland and to change the grey/white colours for greater clarity.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
The vision set out on page 4 of the Proposed Plan (Doc 80) is a direct continuation of the
current vision in the approved TAYplan (2012) page 6 (Doc16). Following consideration
in Topic Paper 1: Vision and Outcomes (2015) (Doc103) it is clear that this vision remains
relevant and appropriate as a long term vision. It also continues to reflect the spirit and
emphasis of the visions set out for the Single Outcome Agreements and Community
Plans covering each of the constituent councils (as also considered in Topic Paper 1
page 10 – Doc103).
Topic Paper 1 (Doc103) also details TAYplan’s consideration of outcomes and related
thinking and the impact this has had on the vision. In particular it shows that the vision is
consistent with national outcomes thinking and the four outcomes identified by TAYplan in
Topic Paper 1 Section 7 (Doc103). Therefore the TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014)
page 7 (Doc56) made clear that there was no proposal to alter the vision.
Responses To Representations Seeking a change
Vision Statement
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/539) - Page 4 (Doc80) of the Proposed Plan
already sets out a vision statement and TAYplan believe this to be clear to the reader.
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/495) - The proposed additional text would result in a long
detailed vision statement. TAYplan consider that the proposed vision already clearly
encapsulates the ambition for a strong economic base. TAYplan does not consider any
change to the vision necessary.
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Transformational Projects Map
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/539) - TAYplan considers the map on page 5
(Doc 80) to need little explanation, and anything that may be unclear is reiterated later in
the plan. TAYplan consider that adding text would distract from the graphic and repeat
material explained later in the document. TAYplan does not consider these proposed
changes to be necessary or appropriate.
Scottish Enterprise (909506/347) - TAYplan consider the map to be of proportionate scale
in order to show suitable detail of the Transformational Projects shown. The colours used
are light in order to make the details, including the topography, clear. TAYplan does not
consider these proposed changes to be necessary or appropriate.
Responses to Representations Supporting as written
Scottish Water (762198/265), Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/192),
NHS Tayside (908896/321), The Pilkington Trust & Stewart Milne Group (904840/253),
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/411), Dundee Civic
Trust (845127/277), J G Lang & Son (846827/437), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd &
James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/408), F M & G Batchelor (846821/489) R Watson &
Son (846824/459), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/476), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/509),
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/398), Scottish Enterprise (909506/347) and Scottish Property
Federation (444087/510) - TAYplan welcomes the support for these issues.
Conclusion
The vision is a continuation of the approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) with the
Transformational Projects Map summarising several key points from subsequent policies.
TAYplan considers there to be no further merit in the addition of further text to the vision
statement or in altering the Transformational Project Map graphic. The respondents have
also provided no robust or compelling evidence for the alternatives or any alternative text
to consider.
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan and propose that the Vision Statement and
Transformational Projects Map, stay as written and unchanged.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Vision Statement
1. St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/539) – This representation calls for the
inclusion of a vision statement on page 4 of the Proposed Plan, but I find that such a
statement is already included on this page. On this basis, I conclude that no change is
required.
2. The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/495) – This representation seeks to add additional text
to the vision statement relating to supporting existing businesses. The proposed vision
currently includes references to making the Tayplan area more competitive, and a place
where businesses choose to invest and create jobs. I do not consider these references
apply only to new businesses.
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3. The proposed additional text covers similar ground to matters already covered in the
proposed vision. It would also unbalance the text somewhat by devoting significantly
more words to economic concerns than to other environmental and social matters. For
these reasons I conclude that the suggested additional text should not be added to the
plan.
Transformational Projects Map
4. St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/539) – This representation seeks further
explanatory text to accompany this map. I consider that this is clearly an introductory
section of the plan, and that most readers will understand that more detail on the projects
shown on this map will be found later in the document. With the possible exception of
differentiating the settlements themselves (see below), all the notations on the map are
explained on the key. The individual strategic development areas are identified and
named, and the road upgrades are described. I agree with the Tayplan authority that
adding further text would disturb the graphical simplicity of the diagram. For these
reasons I conclude that no change is required.
5. Scottish Enterprise (909506/347) – This representation argues the map should also
show the wider Scottish and regional context. As regards where the Tayplan area sits
within Scotland, I consider this is adequately and prominently illustrated on the map on
page 2 of the plan. However I agree it is not particularly easy to orientate the projects
shown on the map within the region. The various main settlements are shown as orange
‘blobs’, but not named, apart from Dundee and Perth. I conclude that the map would be
easier to use and understand if the main settlements were named, and I do not consider
this would unduly disrupt the graphical simplicity and impact of the map. I therefore
recommend a suitable modification below.
Reporter’s recommendations:
I recommend the following additional settlements be named on the map on page 5 of the
plan: Blairgowrie/Rattray, Forfar, Montrose, Arbroath, Cupar and St Andrews.
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Issue 002

Policy 1 Location Priorities - Settlement Hierarchy – Named
Settlements

Development
plan reference:

Policy 1 Part A and Map 1 and supporting text
pages 10 to 13

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
Dr Peter Symon (548525)
A & J Stephen Ltd (846846)
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825)
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277)
Muir Homes Ltd (346675)
Scottish Enterprise (909506)
Springfield Properties (910130)

Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826)
Scotia Homes Ltd (910294)
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
NHS Tayside (908896)
The Pilkington Trust & Stewart Milne
Group (904840)
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(835401)
Scottish Water (762198)
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership
(908118)
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235)

Supporting as written
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
Strategic Land (Scotland) Ltd/Iain Bett
(752940)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
Policy 1 Part A and Map 1 set out the settlement hierarchy. This identifies all principal
settlements, where most new development is to be focussed. Principal settlements are
where the majority of the people, jobs, services and facilities of the TAYplan area are
concentrated. It also groups them in to 3 tiers. Each tier describes the broad role these
settlements will play in accommodating future development.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a change
Add a Settlement to Hierarchy
Muir Homes Ltd (346675/454) proposes the addition of Auchtermuchty as a Tier 3
settlement. They consider that it is a similar size to Newburgh and that it is ‘a gateway
settlement’ for A91 to M90 and also near Ladybank rail station. They consider that ‘the
current Plan, and therefore Local Development Plan as a result, frustrate necessary
development in Auchtermuchty’. They also consider that the plan contains ‘no justification
for settlement tiering especially for tier 3’.
A & J Stephen Ltd (846846/546) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/529)
propose the addition of Burrelton as a Tier 2 settlement on the basis that it lies between 2
other principal settlements on the A94 corridor (Scone and Cupar Angus) and that it ‘can
assist in the early delivery of Cross Tay Link Road (CTLR)’.
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Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/529) propose that Liff and Ballumbie
should be identified as part of Dundee Core Area.
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/413) support the
settlement hierarchy and settlements identified but propose the addition of Dundee
Linlathen Strategic Development Area to the list of settlements named as part of the
Dundee Core Area. They consider that this change would reflect the current inclusion of
Dundee Western Gateway Strategic Development Area which is named in this way. The
respondent considers that there is considerable potential for planned growth to the east of
Dundee along the A92.
Remove a Settlement from the Hierarchy
Springfield Properties (910130/339) supports the inclusion of Dundee Western Gateway
within Tier 1 but proposes removal of Muirhead/Birkhill. This is because they suggest that
Angus Council did not investigate this at Main Issues Report stage and is not promoting
Muirhead/Birkhill as a growth centre. They suggest that if the Local Authority does not
consider the area as suitable for development then the issue maybe its identification as a
principal settlement in the first instance. They therefore consider it is not functioning as a
tier 1 settlement and should be removed from the settlement hierarchy.
Dr Peter Symon (548525/410) proposes the deletion of Balbeggie, Perth Airport, and all
other settlements listed that are located ‘within or just outwith the two Core Areas’. This is
on the basis that these are ‘not settlements’, because the population of each falls below
the number and density thresholds for classification as a "settlement" by National
Records of Scotland (002/Extract/1). Therefore, the respondent suggests that any
development in these locations would be sufficient to 'cross the threshold of settlement'
and would, based on this view point, 'constitute the creation of a new settlement'. The
respondent notes, however, that the glossary in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84)
does not include 'settlement'.
Dr Peter Symon (548525/410) also suggests that 'inadequate transport infrastructure' in
these locations means the resulting settlement pattern would be unsustainable and would
lead to suburbanisation of the countryside and the greenbelt. The respondent also
suggests that their proposed amendments would comply with Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) (Doc84) objectives of sustainable development and avoidance of suburbanisation
of the countryside. They also consider that it would avoid duplication with locations
designated as Strategic Development Areas.
A & J Stephen Ltd (846846/547) propose the deletion of Perth Airport from Tier 1
because they consider it is not a settlement and its identification as one within the Perth
Core Area is ‘an anomaly that conflicts with other locational priorities in the Perth Core
Area and on the A94 corridor’.
Amend Map 1
Scottish Enterprise (909506/348) propose the addition of an inset context map to Map 1
which shows TAYplan’s position within Scotland so its location can be understood.
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Summary of Supporting Representations
Support Specific Settlements Being in the Hierarchy
Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/479) supports Brechin as Tier 3 Settlement.
Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/478) supports Forfar as Tier 2 Settlement.
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/513) supports Kirriemuir as Tier 3 Settlement.
Strategic Land (Scotland) Ltd/Iain Bett (752940/451) support Dundee Core Area
(including Muirhead/Birkhill) as a Tier 1 principal settlement. They consider that as a
result TAYplan and Dundee Local Development Plan should support new villages at
South Auchray.
Scottish Enterprise (835481/368) support reference to Dundee Western Gateway as a
principal settlement in Dundee Core Area. They consider that this area is capable of
delivering well-designed, desirable places to live and work and they consider this to
reflect TAYplan's aspirations and the six place shaping qualities of Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) (Doc84).
The Pilkington Trust & Stewart Milne Group (904840/254) supports the identification of
Perth Core Area as a Tier 1 principal settlement and suggest that it has the existing and
planned infrastructure to support new development and facilitate the growth of the
economy. They particularly support development in the North West of Perth which they
consider will ‘enable Perth to grow in a sustainable manner through the concentration of
facilities and services and through the enhancement of accessibility to Perth city centre’.
Support Strategy and Hierarchy
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/416) supports the settlement hierarchy and
sequential approach but recognises the need to ‘appreciate the viability of smaller
settlements’.
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/515) and Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/480) each support the
continued approach of prioritising land release within principal settlements ahead of other
locations as consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84).
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/357) support approach as consistent
with the Regional Transport Strategy.
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/033) support approach from
sustainability perspective.
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/193) support the strategy as part of a
response to emissions, climate change, travel choices and air quality.
Scottish Water (762198/266) support the continuation of the current development
strategy.
NHS Tayside (908896/322) support the continuation the same strategic focus as the
previous plan, concentrating development in a tiered way as part of the ‘long term
9
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planning to drive sustainability and economic progress for the region’.
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/279) supports Policy 1 on the basis that it represents the
‘best use of resources and infrastructure capitalising on investment, skills and strategic
infrastructure'. They consider that one of the constituent authorities has granted some
planning permissions which the respondent considers to be contrary to the Plan. They
question what powers TAYplan has to ensure the plan is adhered to and they consider
that a single authority should be responsible for the wider Dundee area.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Add a Settlement to Hierarchy
Muir Homes Ltd (346675/454) propose the addition of Auchtermuchty to as a Tier 3
settlement.
A & J Stephen Ltd (846846/546) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/529)
propose the addition of Burrelton as a Tier 2 Principal Settlement.
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/529) propose that Liff and Ballumbie
should be part of Dundee Core Area.
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/413) propose the
addition of Dundee Linlathen Strategic Development Area as part of the definition of
Dundee Core Area in Policy 1 Part A
Remove a Settlement from the Hierarchy
Springfield Properties (910130/339) propose the removal of Birkhill/Muirhead Tier 1 to
either Tier 2 or Tier 3.
Dr Peter Symon (548525/410) proposes the deletion from Tier 1 of Balbeggie, Perth
Airport and all other settlements listed that are located ‘within or just outwith the two Core
Areas’.
A & J Stephen Ltd (846846/547) propose the deletion of Perth Airport from the list of
principal settlements.
Amend Map 1
Scottish Enterprise (909506/348) propose adding to Map 1 a context map of TAYplan
within Scotland as an inset.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
In 2009, when preparing the approved TAYplan (2012), the current and future roles
anticipated for the principal settlements were considered. This included their roles in what
were then the operational Structure Plans and also other factors such as population size
and the significance of the settlements now and in the future. Other related factors were
considered in the TAYplan Background Technical Paper (2010) pages 106-114 (Doc17).
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This accompanied the TAYplan Main Issues Report (2010) (Doc118).
TAYplan specifically sought views in the Main Issues Report (2010) Question 12
(pages 40 to 47) (Doc118) about whether respondents agreed with the identified principal
settlements. The responses were considered in Topic Paper 6: Spatial Strategy (2011)
(Doc122). At this stage little justification was provided by respondents to support their
views that settlements should be added, removed or be in different tiers. TAYplan
expressed its thinking on principal settlements in Topic Paper 6: Spatial Strategy (2011)
pages 5 to 7 (Doc122). Although some representations were also received at proposed
plan stage in 2011 these also lacked justification and TAYplan did not make any changes
prior to submission. Scottish Ministers then approved the plan and also made no changes
to the principal settlements defined in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 (Doc16).
When the review of the approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) began it was determined that
the current vision was appropriate (see Issue 001) and that no further changes would be
necessary to the principal settlements approach or to those named principal settlements.
This was made clear in Main Issues Report (2014) pages 56 and 57 (Doc56). Policy 1A/
Map 1 (Doc80) therefore represent a continuation of the approved TAYplan (2012)
(Doc16).
Authority’s Responses to Proposed Changes
Add a Settlement to Hierarchy
Muir Homes Ltd (346675/454) - It should be made clear that Proposed Plan (2015)
Policy 1 (Doc80) does not prevent development from taking place in non-principal
settlements such as Auchtermuchty. This is covered under Policy 1 Part C (Doc80).
The fact that other principal settlements may have a similar size of population does not
provide sufficient justification for adding this as a principal settlement. As described
above, population size is not the single determining factor for the inclusion of a settlement
within the hierarchy.
TAYplan would also not expect to include significant justification for choices of principal
settlements, or indeed other detailed technical matters, within the Plan itself. These
considerations are explained in background papers as noted above in the context section.
The respondent has provided no other justification for their proposed change.
Topic Paper 1 (2015) Vision and Outcomes (Doc103) shows where TAYplan concluded
that the current vision remained relevant and appropriate. As a consequence TAYplan
considered that with no change to the vision there was also no need to substantively
amend the location priorities designed to deliver it. Therefore the Main Issues Report
(2014) pages 56 and 57 (Doc56) consultation made clear that no substantive changes
were proposed to the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 Location Priorities (Doc16).
A & J Stephen Ltd (846846/546) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/529)
- TAYplan does not consider that Burrelton being located on an A-class road between two
principal settlements to be appropriate justification for it to become a principal settlement.
There are also already three existing principal settlements close by; Blairgowrie/Rattray,
Coupar Angus and Alyth. Each is larger and has a more substantial range of services and
facilities. These therefore continue to be best placed to accommodate the majority of
additional growth for this part of the TAYplan area. TAYplan is not persuaded that there is
11
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any evidence to suggest how Burrelton becoming a principal settlement would have any
impact on the ‘early delivery’ of the Cross Tay Link Road.
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/413) - Dundee
Western Gateway is specifically mentioned in Policy 1 Part A (Doc80) to make clear that
the new villages and Liff Hospital are part of the Dundee Core Area and to differentiate
these from villages which are not part of the Core Area e.g. Liff. This was not felt
necessary for Linlathen Strategic Development Area as it continues to be a Strategic
Development Area identified in Policy 3 (Doc80) and there is no equivalent risk of
confusion with neighbouring villages. TAYplan therefore does not consider that the
current approach is either unclear or prejudicial to the Linlathen Strategic Development
Area coming forward and therefore considers that no change is necessary.
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/529) - TAYplan does not consider that any
justification has been provided for Liff and Ballumbie to be identified as part of Dundee
Core Area. There are numerous villages and small settlements close to Dundee which
are not part of the Core Area. If all of them were included the consequence would be a
more dispersed pattern of development when the policy focus is on concentrating growth
in Dundee and improving the quality of place. The policy is currently clear, if a settlement
is named then it is within the Dundee Core Area, if it is not named then it is not.
Remove a Settlement from the Hierarchy
Springfield Properties (910130/339), Dr Peter Symon (548525/410) and A & J Stephen
Ltd (846846/547) - The two core areas recognise that the settlements functioning as the
cities include some localities that are not part of the contiguous urban area (e.g. Scone or
Newport) and some which are not within the same council area (e.g. Invergowrie or
Muirhead/Birkhill).
The identification of sites for different types of land use is a matter for the respective
councils through their Local Development Plans. For clarity it is not the case that any and
every part of the Core Area must automatically accommodate significant amounts of
growth. Firstly this would be impractical since there must be sufficient, suitable space to
accommodate the development and associated infrastructure from a physical point of
view. Secondly, Strategic and Local Development Plans also protect sensitive areas for a
limited range of land uses and also against risks such as flooding. These decisions also
affect where development is best located. The Proposed Plan and respective Local
Development Plans must be read together. The respondents have provided no
compelling justification to substantiate their views and therefore TAYplan proposes no
change.
Springfield Properties (910130/339) - Muirhead/Birkhill is part of functional urban area of
Dundee. It would therefore seem odd to remove it. Although Angus Council has chosen
not to accommodate growth there now, this does not mean it would not or could not in the
future. Any Council may determine that it can best accommodate planned development in
other principal settlements and still deliver the vision and outcomes of the Strategic
Development Plan. There is also no obligation on councils to accommodate set levels of
development in each principal settlement, this is what Local Development Plans are for
and will vary dependent on local and strategic circumstances. The respondents have
provided no compelling justification to substantiate their proposed changes and therefore
TAYplan proposes no changes.
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Dr Peter Symon (548525/410) - The National Records of Scotland definition of what
constitutes a settlement for (002/Extract/1) statistical purposes is not the basis for
choosing principal settlements or determining which form part of the Dundee and Perth
Core Areas. There are numerous small settlements and hamlets that are not recorded in
the National Records of Scotland mid-year population estimates for settlements and
localities. Some examples of these in the TAYplan area include Monikie in Angus,
Balmarino in Fife and, Rait in Perth & Kinross, but this does not mean they are not
settlements, it just means that National Records of Scotland does not publish a mid-year
population estimate for them.
It is also important to note that TAYplan’s strategy is about focussing the majority of all
new development in principal settlements and not just homes. Therefore TAYplan is
satisfied that the inclusion of Perth Airport does not present any issues.
TAYplan has used the term ‘settlement’ because it is scale-neutral. There was a need to
avoid using the terms ‘town’ or ‘cities’ because both are often confused by historic status
and local government administrative areas. Such an approach may also fail to recognise
important non-residential locations.
TAYplan is satisfied that the plan clearly explains which settlements are included in
Policy 1 Part A and Map 1 as principal settlements (and within Core Areas) and also
describes that Local Development Plans will identify settlement boundaries. Therefore
even if National Records of Scotland uses a specific definition for statistical purposes
TAYplan has made openly clear how it defines principal settlements in Policy 1/Map 1
and pages 12 and 13 (Doc80). TAYplan does not consider there to be a need to change
this and does not accept that it means some of the settlements identified are ‘not
settlements’. For the same reason TAYplan does not agree that this means that
development in these locations constitutes ‘new settlements’.
The respondent provides no evidence to justify how the resulting settlement pattern from
the Core Areas in Policy 1 would be ‘unsustainable’ and would lead to ‘suburbanisation of
the countryside and the greenbelt’. The purpose of the settlement hierarchy is to avoid
these outcomes. As described above the identification of land is a matter for the
respective Local Development Plan and the Perth greenbelt will play an important role in
influencing this for the Perth Core Area. In a separate response this respondent proposes
the deletion of the Perth Green Belt in Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for
Issue 006 Policy 1D Green Belt. TAYplan considers this proposed removal of the green
belt would result in a greater likelihood of suburbanising the countryside than focusing the
majority of growth in the Perth Core Area.
TAYplan does not consider that there is any duplication between Policy 1 and locations
designated as Strategic Development Areas (Policy 3). There is one reference to Dundee
Western Gateway which was originally included in the approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16)
and continues (the reasons for this have already been stated above). TAYplan cannot
identify any other instance where a specific Strategic Development Area is mentioned in
Policy 1 or where there is any other reference on pages 10 to 13 (Doc80) that would
constitute duplication rather than helpful context setting to link policies in a plan.
A & J Stephen Ltd (846846/547) - As noted above Policy 1 is not just about residential
development and therefore it remains appropriate to retain Perth Airport in the Perth Core
Area.
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Amend Map 1
Scottish Enterprise (909506/348) - When preparing the Proposed Plan TAYplan
considered whether to include inset context maps. However, there is already a large map
showing the geographical location of TAYplan within Scotland on Proposed Plan (2015)
page 2 (Doc80). TAYplan is satisfied that the reader can gain a clear understanding of
the context of TAYplan without the need for the inset maps proposed. Therefore TAYplan
proposes no change.
Authority’s Responses to Supporting Representations
Support Specific Settlements Being in the Hierarchy
Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/479), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/515), Scotia Homes Ltd
(910294/480), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/478), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/513) and
Strategic Land (Scotland) Ltd/Iain Bett (752940/451) - TAYplan welcomes the support for
the inclusion of these principal settlements and the continuation of the location priorities
from the approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16).
Strategic Land (Scotland) Ltd/Iain Bett (752940/451) - Although the respondent supports
the inclusion of Muirhead/Birkhill in Tier 1 they suggest that TAYplan and Dundee Local
Development Plan should include land at South Auchry. This is a matter for the Dundee
City Council but it should be made clear that the location priorities do not automatically
mean that any development within a tier 1 settlement is appropriate. Policy 1 must be
read in conjunction with the rest of the Proposed Plan and the respective Local
Development Plan. This may mean that open countryside or other protected land as well
as issues relating to access etc. are factors for consideration before any land is allocated.
For clarity there are no Strategic Development Areas planned at South Auchry. TAYplan
does not support any changes to accommodate this site. The growth of Dundee will be
considered through the preparation of the third (next) Strategic Development Plan as
noted in the Proposed Action Programme (2015) page 59 (Doc76).
Support Strategy and Hierarchy
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/416) – TAYplan welcomes the recognition of these
different matters in setting out the location priorities.
Scottish Enterprise (835481/368), Dundee Civic Trust (845127/279), The Pilkington
Trust & Stewart Milne Group (904840/254), Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235/357), SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/033), Scottish
Environment Protection Agency (835401/193), Scottish Water (762198/266) and NHS
Tayside (908896/322) - TAYplan welcomes the support for the continuation of the
approach set out in Policy 1 (Doc80) and agrees that this is consistent with Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84).
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/279) - There is no legal duty or remit for TAYplan to
comment upon the conformity or otherwise of planning applications. It is the duty of
councils as Local Planning Authorities to determine planning applications and make the
appropriate decisions. Council boundaries or any amendments to these are a matter for
Scottish Government and the Boundary Commission.
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Conclusion
Policy 1 is a continuation of the approach in the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1
(Doc16). No changes were proposed at Main Issues Report stage (2014) (Doc56)
because this strategy is directly designed to deliver the vision, which itself is not proposed
to change. It is also noted that Scottish Government has not raised any issues with this
Policy and several Key Agencies have specifically supported the policy or have not
sought changes to it.
TAYplan does not consider that any compelling justification has been made to add or
remove any settlements from the hierarchy or to change the tiers of any settlement.
TAYplan is also not persuaded that the proposed changes to Map 1 are necessary.
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (2015) (Doc80) and propose that the elements
dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written and
unchanged. TAYplan is satisfied that many of these issues are dealt with appropriately by
the Policy as currently written, by supporting elements of other Proposed Plan (2015)
(Doc80) policies or Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84). TAYplan therefore proposes
to make no change to Policy 1 Part A, Map 1 and subsequent related supporting text.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Add a Settlement to the Hierarchy
1. The Tayplan authority points to the Background Technical Note of 2010
(Document 17) and Topic Paper 6: Spatial Strategy of 2011 (Document 122) as
explaining the considerations that went into the identification of the settlements that
should be included in each tier of the settlement hierarchy. These documents discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of various spatial strategies, and offer some background
to the decisions to designate certain settlements, such as Anstruther and Leuchars/
Guardbridge as principal settlements. However, they do not contain a comprehensive
analysis or methodology for the selection of the principal settlements. They do not
constitute a clear rationale to explain why particular settlements were placed into
particular tiers of the settlement hierarchy, or why certain settlements were omitted from
the hierarchy altogether. It would have been useful to have had sight of such a rationale.
2. The Proposed Plan itself notes that principal settlements are where most growth will
occur. As such I would expect factors that might qualify a settlement to be a principal
settlement might include having a good range of services, employment opportunities and
good transport links. The role and status of the settlement in its local area might also be
relevant. A settlement’s status as a principal settlement, and the tier in the hierarchy in
which it is placed, will therefore depend on more than just the size of its population.
3. Muir Homes Ltd (346675/454) - Turning to the specific suggestions made in
representations, Auchtermuchty is a small town in north Fife. It contains a range of
facilities including shops, a health centre and a school. Its location on the A91 trunk road
provides good accessibility to the national and local road network, and a number of bus
routes serve the town. I agree with the respondent that, in character, Auchtermuchty is
not very different from Newburgh, which has been designated as a principal settlement
(tier 3).
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4. For these reasons I consider that the designation of Auchtermuchty as a principal
settlement would not have been out of place. I also note that the Tayplan authority has
not provided any strong justification, either above or in supporting documents, for not
identifying it as a principal settlement. However, such decisions are marginal, especially,
as in this case, where the town is relatively small. I am also conscious that the proposal
to designate Auchtermuchty as a principal settlement has not been subject to public
consultation, and that such a change could have significant implications for the future
planning of the town. On this basis, and on balance, I conclude that Auchtermuchty
should not be designated as a principal settlement at this time. However, I consider that
its status could usefully be reviewed by the Tayplan authority before the preparation of
the next strategic development plan.
5. A & J Stephen Ltd (846846/546) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277/529) - Burrelton is a small village with few facilities located around two
kilometres south-west of the town of Coupar Angus. Coupar Angus is a tier 3 principal
settlement, contains a much wider range of services than Burrelton, and is significantly
larger. I therefore conclude that Coupar Angus (and indeed Blairgowrie/Rattray) are likely
to be better placed than Burrelton to accommodate the growth that is required in this part
of the plan area, and hence that Burrelton should not be identified as a principal
settlement. The respondent has not made any compelling case as to why significant
development in Burrelton is necessary to support the delivery of the Cross-Tay Link
Road.
6. Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/529) – Liff is a small village west of,
and physically separated from, Dundee. It has few facilities of its own, and has a largely
rural character different to that of the main urban area. It is situated in attractive
countryside that forms part of the landscape setting of Dundee, though the Dundee
Western Gateway proposal (which is listed as forming a part of the Dundee Core Area in
Policy 1A) includes land at Liff Hospital. Nevertheless, I am not satisfied that Liff village
itself is an appropriate location towards which Policy 1A should be directing development,
and I conclude that Liff should not be added to the list of principal settlements that
constitute Dundee City.
7. Ballumbie is a suburban housing area on the north-eastern fringe of Dundee. I
consider it clearly to form a part of the city, and as such it does not need to be separately
referred to in Policy 1A.
8. Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/413) – Linlathen
is a large greenfield employment land allocation on the eastern fringe of Dundee. Once
developed it will clearly form a contiguous part of the city, and as such it does not require
to be separately referred to in Policy 1A. There is no need to provide a ‘balance’ with
Dundee Western Gateway, as there is no doubt that Linlathen will form part of the
Dundee Core Area. Dundee Western Gateway is a more dispersed proposal than
Linlathen, with some areas physically separated from the city. Therefore there is a
stronger need to clarify that the Western Gateway forms a part of the Core Area, than
there is for Linlathen.
Remove a Settlement from the Hierarchy
9. Springfield Properties (910130/339) – Birkhill/Muirhead is an area of suburban
housing to the north-west of Dundee, separated from the main urban area only by the
quasi-urban uses of a golf course and a cemetery. The area has a suburban character
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similar to other peripheral parts of the city, and I agree with the Tayplan authority that it is,
in effect, a functional part of the city, despite being in a different local authority area.
Because of the physical separation between Birkhill/ Muirhead and the main part of
Dundee, I consider it is helpful to include this settlement in the list of settlements that form
a part of the Dundee Core Area. This serves to clarify that Birkhill/Muirhead will be
considered a part of the Core Area in strategic planning terms. This is not to say that
development land will necessarily be released in this area through every local
development plan cycle, just as land may not always be released adjacent to other
peripheral suburban areas.
10. Given my conclusion that Birkhill/ Muirhead is, in effect, a functional part of Dundee,
it would not be appropriate to re-assign it to tier 2 or tier 3 of the settlement hierarchy. I
am not concerned that the identification of Birkhill/Muirhead as part of the Dundee Core
Area will compromise the development of Dundee Western Gateway. The Proposed
Plan’s commitment to the Western Gateway is clear.
11. A & J Stephen Ltd (846846/547) and Dr Peter Symon (548525/410) – Perth Airport
is located in rural surroundings around four kilometres north-east of Perth. As well as the
airport, a number of businesses appear to operate from the site. Although the airport is
clearly physically separated from the city, I accept that there may be a strong functional
relationship in business, economic development and recreational terms. An airport (even
of this small scale) has special locational attributes that may make it an appropriate
location to which to direct certain types of new development. As the Tayplan authority
notes above, the settlement hierarchy is not only concerned with residential development.
In this case, I expect that economic or recreational development may be more
appropriate. On this basis I accept Perth Airport’s inclusion within the definition of the
Perth Core Area.
12. Dr Peter Symon (548525/410) – The village of Balbeggie is situated around six
kilometres north-east of Perth. Despite a certain amount of modern development, it
retains a rural village character. There is currently little sense of it being a functional part
of Perth. However, the village hosts a reasonable range of facilities including a school
and a number of shops.
13. Balbeggie’s inclusion as part of the Perth Core Area is rolled forward from the
existing approved strategic development plan. Perhaps because of this existing status, I
note that the adopted Perth and Kinross Local Development Plan (Document 05)
allocates a large site to the south-west of the village for the development of 100 houses.
This may be expected to change the character of the village somewhat. Given the scale
of this committed development, and the current status of Balbeggie as part of the Core
Area, I conclude, on balance, that no change is required to the Proposed Plan.
14. I agree with the Tayplan authority that the National Records of Scotland’s
classification of settlements has been arrived at for different purposes than strategic
planning, and that therefore this classification is of little relevance to this examination. I
do not accept that development at Perth Airport or Balbeggie, even if such development
resulted in a reclassification by the National Records of Scotland, would necessarily
constitute a new settlement in planning terms. Taking the example of Balbeggie, the
Perth and Kinross Local Development Plan allocates land for a significant extension of
the village, in line with the location priorities set out in the existing approved strategic
development plan. But this development will still be focussed on the existing village and
its facilities, and can in no way be described as a new settlement. I therefore detect no
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contradiction with the statement in paragraph 4 on page 13 of the Proposed Plan that
there will be no need for any new settlements during the lifetime of the plan.
15. In terms of the other settlements listed as forming a part of the Perth Core Area,
these all appear to be more substantial and have a more suburban character than
Balbeggie. Oudenarde is effectively a strategic extension to Bridge of Earn. I accept that
the direction of the majority of new development by Policy 1A to these settlements in the
Core Area may result, in due course, in additional suburban housing being built in and
around these communities. However the plan contains safeguards to minimise any
adverse impacts of this, including the sequential approach set out in Policy 1B, the
maintenance of the Perth Green Belt, and the development quality considerations set out
in Policy 2. There is no suggestion that all development requirements can be
accommodated in the 11 strategic development areas alone.
Amend Map 1
16. Regarding Map 1, while ‘focussing in’ on the principal settlements would increase
the scale, I do not find the map to be hard to interpret at its existing scale. On the other
hand, excluding peripheral parts of the plan area might generate some confusion as to
whether or not principal settlements existed in the areas not shown. For these reasons, I
consider it necessary for Map 1 to show the entirety of the plan area. Given the map on
page 2 of the Proposed Plan that shows the Tayplan area in its Scottish context, I do not
consider an inset showing this information is required in Map 1.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 003

Policy 1A Location Priorities - Settlement Hierarchy – Policy
Principle

Development
plan reference:

Policy 1 Part A and Map 1
pages 10 to 13

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
Dr Peter Symon (548525)
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826)
F M & G Batchelor (846821)
J G Lang & Son (846827)
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292)
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825)
R Watson & Son (846824)
Scotia Homes Ltd (910294)
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277)
Wallace Land Investment Management
(343111)
Barratt North Scotland (910146)

Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes
(843701)
Scottish Property Federation (444087)
Supporting as written
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826)
Scotia Homes Ltd (910294)
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(835401)
Scottish Water (762198)
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership
(908118)
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
Policy 1 Part A and Map 1 set out the settlement hierarchy. This identifies all principal
settlements, where most new development is to be focussed. It also groups them into 3
tiers. Each tier describes the broad role these settlements will play in accommodating
future development. The specific identification of sites and the scale of development to be
accommodated is a matter for Local Development Plans.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a change
Issue Regarding the Tier of a Settlement in the Hierarchy
Barratt North Scotland (910146/386) supports Monifieth being a tier 1 principal settlement
but suggests that this is not reflected in Policy 4 Part A/Map 4 (Doc80) housing supply
targets for South Angus.
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/308), Scottish Property Federation
(444087/510), Dr Peter Symon (548525/410) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277/529) each seek the removal of or changes to tiers 2 and 3 of the settlement
hierarchy because each consider this currently constrains development in particular
settlements.
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Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/308) consider that the Montrose Port
Strategic Development Area (Policy 3 – Doc80) and proposals for a regional rail freight
facility at Montrose (Map 10 (Doc80) and Proposed Action Programme (Doc76)) justify
higher housing supply targets than proposed in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) for Montrose.
They consider Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 109 (Doc84) to support this.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) seeks removal of the tiered approach or,
alternatively, an amendment to the definition of tier 2 settlements because they consider
that the settlement hierarchy could constrain some settlements from making a significant
contribution to the regional economy.
The respondent cites particular instances where sites may be in close proximity to
Strategic Development Areas (Policy 3) (Doc80). They suggest that these areas should
be ’given the opportunity to absorb a larger scale of the housing land requirements
identified in Policy 4’ (Doc80) in order to ‘promote sustainable development by locating
homes and areas of business close to each other’.
Dr Peter Symon (548525/410) proposes a reduction in the number of tiers outwith the
Core Areas. This is to ‘achieve consistency across the TAYplan region, particularly with
the Fife and Angus Council areas’ and avoid what is described as ‘duplication of
locational priorities (based on both area and settlement)’. He also suggests merit in
adopting the approaches of Clydeplan (Doc14) and SESplan (Doc15) in achieving an
‘economic and effective expression of spatial development priorities’. He suggests that
this should be done by ‘using sub-regional areas as the initial basis for distinguishing
such priorities’ and secondly to consider specific locations within or outwith these subareas.
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/529) considers that Tiers 2 and 3 are 'too
prescriptive' and that the current descriptions have the ability to 'stifle potential
development opportunities' and limit the release of what they term as 'sustainable,
locationally sensitive, market driven development' before it has been assessed in detail.
They also propose changing Auchterarder from a Tier 3 settlement to a Tier 2 settlement
on the basis of its location on what is described as the 'strategic road (A9) and rail
corridor between Perth and Stirling/Glasgow'.
Reconsider the Strategic Role of Settlements
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/251) proposes that TAYplan should
review the strategic nature and capacity of settlements across the region. The respondent
considers that Kinross is an example of a place future growth should be focused.
Make Clear That ‘Majority’ Does Not Mean ‘All’
Related issues are also covered in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for
Issue 005 Policy 1C Settlement Boundaries.
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/399), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/511), Delson Contracts
Ltd (846826/512), F M & G Batchelor (846821/490), J G Lang & Son (846827/438),
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/412), R Watson &
Son (846824/461) and Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/477) propose alterations to make clear
that the word 'majority' does not mean 'all' when referring to focusing the majority of new
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development within principal settlements. They suggest that some local authorities
consider that 'majority' means 'all'. They consider that such a change is justified on the
basis of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 40 and 110 to 119 (Doc84).
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/399), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates
Ltd (846825/412) and J G Lang & Son (846827/438) suggest Angus and Fife to be
examples of this (above).
Summary of Supporting Representations
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/416) supports the settlement hierarchy and
sequential approach but recognises the need to ‘appreciate the viability of smaller
settlements’.
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/515) and Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/480) each support the
continued approach of prioritising land release within principal settlements ahead of other
locations as consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84).
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/357) support approach as consistent
with the Regional Transport Strategy (Doc94).
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/033) support approach from
sustainability perspective.
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/193) support the strategy as part of a
response to emissions, climate change, travel choices and air quality.
Scottish Water (762198/266) support the continuation of the current development
strategy.
NHS Tayside (908896/322) support the continuation the same strategic focus as the
previous plan, concentrating development in a tiered way as part of the ‘long term
planning to drive sustainability and economic progress for the region’.
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/279) supports Policy 1 on the basis that it represents the
'best use of resources and infrastructure capitalising on investment, skills and strategic
infrastructure'. They consider that one of the constituent authorities has granted some
planning permissions which the respondent considers to be contrary to the Plan. They
question what powers TAYplan has to ensure the plan is adhered to and they consider
that a single authority should be responsible for the wider Dundee area.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Issue Regarding the Tier of a Settlement in the Hierarchy
Barratt North Scotland (910146/386) propose no specific changes to Policy 1A regarding
their comments about Monifieth. Instead the related modifications appear to be in their
response to Policy 4 Homes (PLAN2015_387) and this issue is covered in the Schedule 4
Summary of Unresolved Issues for 014. This representation includes comments and
proposed changes to Policy 1 Part B which are considered in the Schedule 4 Summary of
Unresolved Issues for 004 Policy 1B Location Priorities – Sequential Approach.
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Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/308) propose the deletion of tiers 2
and 3.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) propose the removal of tiers 2 and 3 or the
amendment of the description for Tier 2 (in Policy 1 Part A) to say ‘accommodate an
appropriate share of the additional development based on the need and demand of a
settlement’.
Dr Peter Symon (548525/410) proposes the revision of Pages 10, 11 and 13 to reduce
the number of tiers of settlements, outwith the two Core Areas, to one or two levels of
‘Key, Strategic or Principal Towns’.
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/529) propose:



changing Auchterarder from Tier 3 to Tier 2
new text saying "Local Development Plan Main Issues Reports should fully consider
options for housing and other development in all Tier 1 to 3 Principal Settlements.
Where there are no or limited sustainable development opportunities remaining within
existing settlement boundaries, full consideration should be given to reviewing those
development boundaries to facilitate the numerical requirements of Policy 4: Homes."

Reconsider the Strategic Role of Settlements
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/251) propose a further review to
consider the strategic nature of settlements across the plan area and for TAYplan to
explore the future capacity of these settlements in a strategic manner.
Make Clear That ‘Majority’ Does Not Mean ‘All’
Related modifications are also sought in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues
for Issue 005 Policy 1C Settlement Boundaries.
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/512), J G Lang & Son (846827/438), F M & G Batchelor
(846821/490), R Watson & Son (846824/461), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/477), Delson
Contracts Ltd (846826/511) and Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates
Ltd (846825/412) all propose amendments to Policy 1A as follows:
"Strategies, plans, programmes and development proposals shall focus the majority, but
not all of development in the region's principal settlements as shown on Map 1 (opposite).
Local Development Plans should also prioritise brownfield sites in preference to
greenfield allocations, including outwith settlements where they support strategic planning
objectives. In order to ensure that sustainable development opportunities are achieved
across the whole of the SDP area Local Development Plans should review all
development boundaries, both within the principle settlements and within other
settlements to facilitate the numerical requirements of Policy 4: Homes."
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/399) propose amendments to Policy 1A as follows:
Policy 1A is amended as follows: "Strategies, plans, programmes and development
proposals shall focus the majority, but not all of development in the region's principal
settlements as shown on Map 1 (opposite). Local Development Plans should also
prioritise brownfield sites in preference to greenfield allocations, including outwith
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settlements where they support strategic planning objectives. In order to ensure that
sustainable development opportunities are achieved across the whole of the SDP area
Local Development Plans should review all development boundaries, both within the
principle settlements and within other settlements to facilitate the numerical requirements
of Policy 4: Homes. The redevelopment of Crail Airfield as a new sustainable mixed use
settlement within the St Andrews and East Fife Housing Market Area will complement the
Principal Settlement Hierarchy."
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
In 2009, when preparing the approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16), the current and future
roles anticipated for the principal settlements were considered. This included their roles in
what were then the operational Structure Plans and also other factors such as population
size and the significance of the settlements now and in the future. Other related factors
were considered in the TAYplan Background Technical Paper (2010) pages 106-114
(Doc17). This accompanied the TAYplan Main Issues Report (2010) (Doc118).
TAYplan specifically sought views in the Main Issues Report (2010) Question 12
(pages 40 to 47) (Doc118) about whether respondents agreed with the identified principal
settlements. The responses were considered in Topic Paper 6: Spatial Strategy (2011)
(Doc106). At this stage little justification was provided by respondents to support their
views that settlements should be added, removed or be in different tiers. TAYplan
expressed its thinking on principal settlements in Topic Paper 6: Spatial Strategy (2011)
pages 5 to 7 (Doc106). Although some representations were also received at proposed
plan stage in 2011 these also lacked justification and TAYplan did not make any changes
prior to submission. Scottish Ministers then approved the plan and also made no changes
to the principal settlements defined in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 (Doc16).
When the review of the approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) began it was determined that
the current vision was appropriate and that no further changes would be necessary to the
principal settlements approach or to those named principal settlements. This was made
clear in Main Issues Report (2014) pages 56 and 57 (Doc56). Policy 1A/Map 1 (Doc80)
therefore represent a continuation of the approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16).
Authority’s Response to Proposed Changes
Issue Regarding the Tier of a Settlement in the Hierarchy
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/529) - No evidence has been provided for
changing Auchterarder from Tier 3 to Tier 2. It is therefore unclear what advantage or
difference, if any, this would make. The current description of tier 3 settlements
appropriately describes the scale of development already planned there. TAYplan is not
persuaded that any compelling evidence has been provided to adequately justify this
proposed change.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) - When preparing the approved TAYplan
(2012) (Doc16) it was recognised that outside of the Dundee and Perth Core Areas there
was a range of other principal settlements. Some had larger populations and
concentrations of services and infrastructure than others. The current approach does not
prevent development per se in these principal settlements; rather it explains the reality
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that the larger principal settlements (Tier 2) have larger markets and stronger economic
roles than the smaller principal settlements (Tier 3).
When considering some of the Tier 2 principal settlements, several contain major drivers
of growth such as Montrose Port and St Andrews University. These make a significant
contribution to the region’s economy and bring some growth and new development but
they do not necessarily result in substantial growth on the scale anticipated within the two
core areas. The scale of house building planned (Housing Supply Targets set out in
Policy 4/Map 4 – Doc80) are set out for housing market areas and not settlements. They
are based on identified need and demand for new homes from the robust and credible
TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97). Proposed
Plan (2015) Policy 1 (Doc80) sets out the focus for development. It is for individual
Councils to determine the specific sites and share of development to be accommodated
within each principal settlement. This also does not prevent additional growth in areas
neighbouring Strategic Development Areas, although, given their scale, it is likely that the
Strategic Development Areas will be the growth nodes. Pointing this out in Policy 3
(Doc80) provides certainty and clarity for investors.
Dr Peter Symon (548525/410) - The TAYplan area is different to the Clydeplan and
SESplan areas. First, it has two cities rather than one large conurbation. Second, it is
made up of a large area where 75% of people live in the principal settlements identified.
These are where most people, jobs, services and facilities are and it makes sense that
these are the basis for the strategy.
Sub-regions can work within large conurbations or to differentiate between settlements
groupings. Although TAYplan considered this when preparing the approved TAYplan
(2012) (Doc16) the strong interdependencies between principal settlements made this
confusing and difficult to express. It also made it difficult to adequately evidence any
choices for sub-regions that would be meaningful. The respondent has not provided any
evidence to support this position or any suggestion of what sub-regions could be adopted.
The least confusing way to express some of these interdependencies was through the
identification of the Core Areas, which went on to form part of Policy 1. Similarly even if
sub-regions had been created TAYplan would still want to focus the majority of new
development within the principal settlements of those sub-regions. As such TAYplan
considers the present approach to be the simplest and clearest way to demonstrate
location priorities necessary for the sustainable pattern of development demanded by the
vision and reflected in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) Paragraphs 40 and 76 to 83
(Doc84).
TAYplan does not consider there to be any inconsistency between the identification of
principal settlements across all four council areas. The issues relating to this have been
considered in more detail in the Schedule 4 Summaries of Unresolved Issues 002 Named
Settlements and 004 Sequential Approach. Even without the amendments proposed here
and on the respondent’s other representations TAYplan does not consider there to be a
‘duplication of locational priorities (based on both area and settlement)’. Policy 1 is clear
about where development should be concentrated and sets out an appropriate framework
to consider other locations. TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that the proposed
amendments would bring clarity or value to delivering the vision.
Barratt North Scotland (910146/386) and Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes
(843701/308) - These representations raise issues that are strongly related to housing
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covered in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues 014. Housing supply targets
and housing land requirements in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) have been reached by
considering the conclusions of the ‘robust and credible’ TAYplan-wide Joint Housing
Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97) and related matters considered in the
TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48 (Doc100) and Topic Paper 2
Growth (2015) pages 22 to 52 (Doc104).
The housing supply targets and housing land requirement are presented for the South
Angus part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area and the North Angus Housing
Market Area – not at settlement level. However, Policy 1 does set out where Local
Development Plans should identify land to accommodate the majority of homes to meet
this identified need and demand for new homes. This will be the principal settlements
within the respective housing market areas. It will be for the Angus Local Development
Plan to determine the most appropriate sites within principal settlements to accommodate
new homes (and indeed other land uses). There is no requirement in either Policy 1 or
Policy 4 (Doc80) that directs Local Development Plans to provide any quota for any
particular principal settlements versus another.
Barratt North Scotland (910146/386) – Policy 1A and Map 1 make clear for the South
Angus part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area that the majority of these new
homes will need to be accommodated in Monifieth, Carnoustie and Muirhead/Birkhill.
Therefore TAYplan does not agree that Policy 4 (Doc80) fails to recognise the status of
Monifieth or any other principal settlement and proposes no change to this policy. The
respondent has also raised this issue in relation to Policy 4. This and related issues are
considered in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues 014.
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/308) – Policy 1A and Map 1 make
clear for the North Angus Housing Market Area the majority of these new homes will need
to be accommodated in Brechin and Montrose. The respondent does not provide any
other justification for their proposed changes at Montrose than the presence of the
Montrose Port Strategic Development Area and Regional Transport Strategy proposals
for rail freight.
This does not demonstrate any shortcoming in the Proposed Plan. The growth planned
for reflects the projected growth for the area. As part of the broader growth assumptions
for the TAYplan-wide Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97) it was
recognised that the types of skills associated with growth in the offshore and port sector
were already present in Montrose and along the A90/A92 corridor and north to Aberdeen.
Therefore this growth may not necessarily result in substantial demand for new homes
but instead be fed by the existing workforce and skills base that is within reach of
Montrose.
Following the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100) TAYplan is satisfied that
the planned scale of growth is appropriate. Again, the respondent has not provided any
alternatives to this and no evidence that refutes the conclusions of the TAYplan-wide
Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97). Therefore TAYplan does
not agree that Policy 4 (Doc80) fails to recognise the status of Montrose or any other
principal settlement and proposes no change. The respondent has also raised related
comments in response to Policy 4 (Doc80). This and related issues are considered in the
Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues 014.
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Reconsider the Strategic Role of Settlements
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/251) - TAYplan is satisfied that it has
considered the role of settlements including Kinross and that no additional evidence has
been presented which justifies the changes sought. More detailed issues; including the
identification of specific sites is a matter for the respective Local Development
Framework. There are also no Strategic Development Areas in Kinross.
Make Clear That ‘Majority’ Does Not Mean ‘All’
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/399), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/511, 846826/512), F M &
G Batchelor (846821/490), J G Lang & Son (846827/438), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd
& James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/412), R Watson & Son (846824/461) and Scotia
Homes Ltd (910294/477) - Related issues are also covered in the Schedule 4 Summary
of Unresolved Issues for Issue 005 Policy 1C Settlement Boundaries.
TAYplan is confident that the definition of the word 'majority' is clear in meaning a share
larger than all others combined. TAYplan is also confident that this could not be mistaken
for the word ‘all’ which means everything or 100%. As written Policy 1 is clear in what it
asks for. It recognises that principal settlements are where most jobs, services and
facilities are already located and this complements the vision. The approach recognises
that there are circumstances in which development in other locations (outwith principal
settlements) may be necessary or appropriate. It also recognises that it may be
appropriate for local authorities to determine that all of the housing allocations should be
directed towards principal settlements. TAYplan is satisfied that Policy 1 Part B and Part
C (Doc80) provide a clear framework to operate such an approach that is clear to users of
the plan.
The respondents justify the proposed changes on the basis of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 40, 110 and 119 (Doc84).
Paragraph 40 (Doc84) lists a series of important considerations for a sustainable pattern
of development. TAYplan considers that the vision, Policy 1 and all other policies in the
Proposed Plan (2015) reflect these priorities in the optimal way. The respondents have
provided no evidence to link Policies in the proposed plan with action on the ground
which has directly led to circumstances that contravene these policy intentions. TAYplan
is therefore not persuaded that the proposed amendments would better deliver Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) or the vision. Given what they seek TAYplan considers
that if these amendments were to be included in the Plan the likelihood of delivering these
intentions of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) and the TAYplan vision (Doc80)
would be greatly diminished.
Paragraph 110 (Doc84) sets out three principles for Scottish Planning Policy’s approach
to housing but neither of these three specifies the need to set out the approach proposed
by the respondents. Paragraph 119 (Doc84) describes the need for a 5 year effective
land supply at all times but does not specify the measures that the respondents proposed
as the solution. Therefore reference to these paragraphs does not provide any further
compelling evidence to support taking forward the proposed amendments.
Responses to Supporting Representations
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/416) - TAYplan welcomes the recognition of these
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different matters in setting out the location priorities.
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/515), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/480), Dundee Civic Trust
(845127/279), Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/357), SEStran Regional
Transport Partnership (908118/033), Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(835401/193), Scottish Water (762198/266) and NHS Tayside (908896/322) - TAYplan
welcomes this support for the continuation of the location priorities set out in Policy 1.
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/279) - For clarity there is no legal duty or remit for TAYplan
to comment upon the conformity or otherwise of planning applications. It is the duty of
councils as Local Planning Authorities to determine planning applications and make the
appropriate decisions. Council boundaries or any amendments to these are a matter for
Scottish Government and the Boundary Commission.
Conclusion
Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 1 (Doc80) is a continuation of the approved TAYplan (2012)
Policy 1 (Doc16). No changes were proposed at Main Issues Report (2014) stage
because this strategy is directly designed to deliver the vision, which is not proposed to
change. The approach in Policy 1 is also consistent with that of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 40 and 76 to 81 (Doc84).
TAYplan does not consider that any robust or compelling evidence has been provided to
justify the proposed changes to the settlement tiers, their descriptions and operation in
Policy 1/Map 1 or the related supporting text on page 13 (Doc80).
TAYplan considers that the amendments proposed to tier descriptions would change the
location priorities in a way that would adversely affect the delivery of the vision by
concentrating more development in smaller settlements than intended. As such it would
result in a fundamentally different spatial strategy than the one which currently exists in
the approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) and is proposed to continue in Proposed TAYplan
(2015). Given that no change is proposed to the vision TAYplan is satisfied that there is
also no change needed to Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 1 (Doc80).
TAYplan is also not persuaded that the word ‘majority’ is unclear and is confident that
users of the plan will not require the difference between ‘majority’ and ‘all’ to be explained
to them.
TAYplan is satisfied that it has appropriately considered the current and future role of
settlements and establishes a clear framework for Local Development Plans to identify
sites, whilst also considering other important factors that influence the location of
development in a way which reflects the vision.
It is also noted that Scottish Government has not raised any issues with Policy 1A and
Map 1 and that several Key Agencies have specifically supported the policy.
TAYplan is satisfied that many of these issues are dealt with appropriately by the Policy
as currently written and supported by other policies in the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80)
and Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84).
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (2015) and propose that the elements dealt with in
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this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written and unchanged.
TAYplan therefore proposes to make no change to Policy 1 Part A, Map 1 (Doc80) and
subsequent related supporting text.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Tier of a Settlement in the Hierarchy
1. Some representations argue that, rather than specifying a settlement hierarchy, the
plan should simply allocate development to the various sub-areas of the plan area. As
regards housing development, this is effectively the approach taken by Map 4 of the
Proposed Plan, which sets out housing land requirements for each housing market area.
The inclusion of the principal settlement hierarchy additionally serves to ensure that local
development plans concentrate the majority of new development in and around the larger
population centres. This approach reflects paragraph 76 of Scottish Planning Policy,
which states that, in the pressured areas easily accessible from Scotland’s cities and
main towns (as I would characterise most of the plan area), plans should make provision
for most new urban development to take place within, or in planned extensions to,
existing settlements.
2. Thus I consider that the broad approach taken by Policy 1A, to identify a hierarchy of
principal settlements, complies with national policy. It also serves to achieve reasonable
strategic planning aims, such as the avoidance of sporadic development, and the guiding
of most new development to locations where the infrastructure exists to support it. I
therefore recommend no change to the broad approach of Policy 1A.
3. Concerns are also expressed that the settlement hierarchy unreasonably restricts
development opportunities outwith the Dundee and Perth Core Areas. At least as
regards housing development, Policy 1/Map 1 needs to be considered alongside
Policy 4/Map 4 to arrive at a complete picture of the Proposed Plan’s approach to the
distribution of development. Taking the example of North Angus, Map 4 identifies an
average annual housing land requirement of 83 homes (996 homes over 12 years).
There are no tier 1 settlements in North Angus, and so Policy 1A directs the majority of
this development to the principal tier 2 settlement of Montrose and, to a lesser extent, the
tier 3 settlement of Brechin.
4. In the same way, the effect of Policy 1A and Policy 4 acting together would be to
direct significant housing development to the other tier 2 (and to a lesser extent tier 3)
settlements in the plan area. In each case, the level of proposed development in the
relevant housing market area is derived from the housing need and demand assessment,
which has been determined to be robust and credible by the Scottish Government’s
Centre for Housing Market Analysis. Greater Perth and Greater Dundee form separate
housing market areas with separately calculated levels of housing need and demand.
5. Apart from the Perth and Dundee Core Areas themselves (as defined in Policy 1A),
the only other principal settlement in either the Perth or Dundee Housing Market Areas is
Carnoustie (tier 3). Thus, with this one possible exception, the overall effect of Policy 1
and Policy 4 cannot be to transfer development pressure (at least for housing
development) from the tier 2 and tier 3 settlements to Dundee and Perth. Rather, each
principal settlement is expected to accommodate most of the housing development
arising from need and demand arising in its particular housing market area. I therefore
conclude that the proposed settlement hierarchy cannot be construed as unduly
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restricting growth in the tier 2 and tier 3 settlements.
6. There may or may not be legitimate concerns regarding the way local development
plans have interpreted the policy direction given by Policy 1A, but this is a matter to raise
at the local development plan preparation stage.
7. Barratt North Scotland (910146/386) – Policy 1A appears to define Monifieth as one
of the tier 1 principal settlements that makes up the Dundee Core Area. However, I do
not believe that the intention can be that all the listed settlements within the Dundee and
Perth Core Areas are to be regarded as individual tier 1 principal settlements in their own
right. Some, such as Almondbank and Balbeggie are much smaller than could
individually be described as separate principal settlements of any tier. Rather, I assume
the intention is to define those outlying settlements that are nevertheless to be considered
a functional part of one of the two tier 1 principal settlements of the Perth and Dundee
Core Areas.
8. Therefore, Monifieth’s status as part of a tier 1 principal settlement does not mean
that significant housing development need necessarily be directed to Monifieth in
isolation. Rather, I consider the intention behind Policy 1A to be that sites in and around
Monifieth have the potential to contribute to meeting housing need and demand arising in
the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area in the same way that sites in and around other
parts of the city do.
9. The housing land requirement for South Angus, as set out on Map 4 of the Proposed
Plan is for an average of 77 homes per year (924 over 12 years). This figure is derived
from the housing need and demand assessment which has been found to be robust and
credible by the Scottish Government’s Centre for Housing Market Analysis. The parts of
the Dundee Core Area listed as forming part of the principal settlement within South
Angus are Monifieth and Birkhill/ Muirhead. The effect of proposed Policy 1A/Map 1
would be that the majority of the 924 homes should be located at Monifieth or Birkhill/
Muirhead, with a small share also being taken by the tier 3 settlement of Carnoustie. The
effect of the sequential approach set out in Policy 1B is also to direct this development to
sites within and on the edge of Monifieth, Birkhill/Muirhead or Carnoustie. I do not
consider that these provisions can be interpreted as underplaying Monifieth’s potential
role in meeting housing need and demand in South Angus. I conclude that no change is
required.
10. Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/529) considers that Auchterarder
should be elevated from tier 3 to tier 2 status. Auchterarder is a substantial town enjoying
a good range of facilities, nearby employment opportunities and good accessibility by
road and rail. It seems to me that it is a more significant town than most of the other
identified tier 3 settlements, but less significant than most of the tier 2 towns. The
decision as to whether to place Auchterarder in tier 2 or tier 3 is therefore a marginal one.
However, considering its role within the Strathearn Housing Market Area, I consider that it
is likely to have a subservient role to the larger tier 2 settlement of Crieff. I therefore
consider that there is not a clear case that Auchterarder’s placement in tier 3 of the
hierarchy is misplaced, and I decline to recommend a change.
Strategic Role of Settlements
11. Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/251) - I have some sympathy that a
clear rationale for why particular settlements have been placed in the different tiers of the
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hierarchy appears to be lacking. The strategic development areas have also been rolled
forward from the existing approved plan without change, and there is little evidence that a
comprehensive study of new strategic opportunities was undertaken as part of the
preparation process of the Proposed Plan. These are actions that the Tayplan authority
could consider in preparation for the next iteration of the plan. However, at this stage in
the process of preparing this plan, there is now no opportunity for the comprehensive
strategic review of settlement capacity sought by this representation. I therefore
recommend no change.
Policy Wording
12. Several representations seek a change to Policy 1A to clarify that not all
development need be located in principal settlements. Proposed Policy 1A states that the
majority of new development should be focussed in principal settlements. Chambers
Dictionary defines the word ‘majority’ as ‘the greater number’. I am therefore clear that
the policy could not reasonably be interpreted as meaning that all development should be
located in principal settlements. Rather, it means that most development, or strictly
speaking any proportion above 50%, should be directed to principal settlements.
13. This principle, set out in Policy 1A, is however supported by the sequential approach
proposed in Policy 1B. This prioritises land release in principal settlements ahead of land
in non-principal settlements. It seems to me that if respondents are concerned about a
lack of land release in non-principal settlements, then it is the application of this
sequential approach, rather than the wording of Policy 1A that would be responsible for
this. I consider the sequential approach under Issue 04 of this report.
14. I also note that proposed Policy 1C states that “local development plans may also
provide for some development in settlements that are not defined as principal
settlements” [subject to various caveats]. If respondents are of the view that local
development plans are not, in fact, providing for such development in these locations,
then this is a matter most appropriately raised at the local development plan stage.
15. For these reasons I conclude that the wording of Policy 1A cannot be construed as
meaning that all development should take place in principal settlements, and that
therefore no change is required.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 004

Location Priorities - Policy 1 Part B Sequential Approach

Development
plan reference:

Policy 1 Part B, Map 1 and supporting text
pages 10 and 13

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network
(763366)
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes
(910368)
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292)
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825)
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277)
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254)
Homes for Scotland (785148)
Barratt North Scotland (910146)
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne
Homes (843701)

Scottish Property Federation (444087)
Springfield Properties (910130)
Support as written
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(835401)
Scottish Water (762198)
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership
(908118)
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
Policy 1 Part B is the sequential approach which prioritises new development on land
within principal settlements (brownfield or greenfield) ahead of land elsewhere. This
works in conjunction with Policy 1A which defines the principal settlements and Policy 1C
which describes the circumstances in which development may take place in locations that
are not principal settlements.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
There is a significant overlap between some of the comments made here relating to
Policy 1 Part B and those made by these and other respondents to Policy 4 in the
Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for 018 covering Policy 4 Homes Part B and
Part F.
Summary of Representations Seeking a change
Consider Too Much Emphasis on Brownfield Land
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/550), Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400),
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414), Stewart Milne
Homes North Scotland (347277/530) and Homes for Scotland (785148/237) each
consider that the current sequential approach inhibits development because it places ‘too
much’ emphasis on brownfield land that is considered to have little or no likelihood of
being developed.
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Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) is concerned that too much emphasis is
placed brownfield sites ‘before any other development can take place’. They suggest that
not all proposals are suitable for a brownfield location and that many existing brownfield
sites are either constrained, or unviable for development. This, they suggest, does not
provide a ‘range of effective sites’ and ‘constrains’ the supply of housing and employment
land.
Springfield Properties (910130/340) supports the sequential approach but considers the
emphasis on 'brownfield primacy' may undermine the deliverability of a range and choice
of housing. They suggest TAYplan should highlight the need to balance the 'planning
benefits of delivering brownfield land' with the need to ensure the overall strategy is
'viable' and 'can deliver appropriate development at the right time, in the right places'.
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/309) and Barratt North Scotland
(910146/386) consider that too much emphasis is placed on developing land within
principal settlements, especially brownfield land, in preference to elsewhere. They
suggest that although this may be preferable to promote sustainable development, the
development of greenfield sites on the edge of settlements can be as sustainable, if not,
more sustainable than brownfield sites. This is suggested to be because these are
located close to existing infrastructure and services, ensuring they are accessible without
a car as well as more easily incorporating sustainable building practices. They consider
that reliance on brownfield sites can hinder the delivery of an adequate supply of housing
land and that this can be overcome with a range of sites, including greenfield land on the
edge of settlements. They consider that such locations should therefore be given greater
emphasis in the Strategic Development Plan.
Brownfield Land in Dundee
Homes for Scotland (785148/237), Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/530), A
& J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/550), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414) and Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400) each consider that
there is currently ‘too heavy’ reliance on brownfield land in Dundee City and that
authorities in general should rebalance their profile of greenfield vs brownfield land,
especially for what they describe as 'longstanding brownfield sites'.
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/530), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd &
James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414) and Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400) consider
that there is an 'overwhelming need for greenfield development' in Dundee Core Area and
that ‘currently no market choice exists there’.
Pace of Development for Brownfield Sites
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414) propose that
the Plan should recognise that brownfield sites in stronger market areas will come
forward ahead of other sites in weaker areas and that 'greenfield land will need to be
allocated to satisfy Scottish Planning Policy requirements' (Doc84).
Homes for Scotland (785148/237) consider that in the short to medium term, some local
authorities will ‘need to accept that more greenfield land will need to be identified, and
that brownfield sites in stronger market areas will have significantly more chance of being
delivered than those in weaker market areas and regeneration areas’.
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Impact on Brownfield Proposals in the Countryside
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400) consider that the sequential approach 'prejudices' the
redevelopment of brownfield sites with listed buildings in the countryside and reference
Crail Airfield as an example. The respondent is promoting Crail Airfield as a location for
new development.
Proposed Market Driven Solution
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/372) proposes changes on the basis that in order to
maintain a 5 year supply of effective housing land at all times, the location and supply of
housing land must be ‘market driven; building houses in locations where people want to
live’. They suggest Local Authorities should work in partnership with developers to ensure
a continuing supply of effective land and that brownfield land should only be prioritised for
housing development where it can be demonstrated that there are no significant
constraints that would prevent the site from being delivered in the short term or that would
make the development unviable.
Propose Merging Points 1 and 2 of the Sequential Approach
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/309), Barratt North Scotland
(910146/386), Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/530), Linlathen Estates
(Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414) and Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/400) each propose amendments so that part 1 (land within principal settlements)
and part 2 (land on the edge of principal settlements) are merged or become joint equal.
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/309) and Barratt North Scotland
(910146/386) seek the merger of Policy 1B (Doc80) parts 1 & 2 and addition of a point C
to remove what they term ‘long standing undeveloped brownfield sites’ from Local
Development Plans and replace them with greenfield sites so that an effective supply of
housing land is maintained.
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/309) considers that reliance on
brownfield land can hinder the delivery of an adequate supply of land. They cite the
Angus Housing Land Audit (2014) (Doc9) house building rates for the North Angus
Housing Market Area (which includes the principal settlements of Brechin and Montrose).
They suggest that since 2009 build rates in North Angus have not exceeded 58 homes
per year. They also suggest that future programming never exceeds 59 homes per year
and that this is less than the requirements identified in the Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4
(Doc80).
They consider this to be the result of too much brownfield land. They suggest that ‘of the
15 effective sites in North Angus, 9 of these are constrained’. They suggest that this is ‘in
addition to 9 more sites identified under the constrained supply’ in the audit.
They consider that ‘too much reliance is being placed on existing, long standing
brownfield sites within settlement boundaries’. They suggest that greenfield sites on the
edge of settlements can be sustainable by being located close of existing infrastructure
and services, ensuring they are accessible without a car. They consider that such
locations should be given ‘greater emphasis in the Strategic Development Plan’ and
should not be ‘overlooked’ as they make an ‘appropriate contribution’ to the housing land
supply on a range of sites.
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Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/530) propose that greenfield sites on the
edge of Dundee and sites within Dundee Core Area should be considered as first equal.
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414) and Landvest
PCC Ltd (910292/400) propose changes that ensure the sequential approach is applied
'flexibly in Dundee City' so that brownfield and edge of settlement greenfield sites are
'equal first choice'.
Propose De-allocation or Removal of Sites from Plans
Homes for Scotland (785148/237), Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/530)
and A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/550) would like changes to ensure that
Local Authorities are not 'too dogged' in following the sequential approach. In particularly
they focus on changes to gain a 'better balance' between the 'planning benefits of
brownfield land' and the 'viability' of delivering sufficient homes to meet requirements.
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414) and Landvest
PCC Ltd (910292/400) call for the deallocation of brownfield land to allow what they
describe as 'viable greenfield land' to come forward.
Homes for Scotland (785148/237) consider it important that the Strategic Development
Plan is not worded in a way which may ‘discourage local authorities from rebalancing
their profile of brownfield and greenfield sites’ in favour of a ‘more realistic and deliverable
short to medium term strategy’. They therefore suggest it would be helpful if the Strategic
Development Plan would ‘support local authorities in de-allocating undeliverable
brownfield sites’ where this would ‘better support’ the delivery of TAYplan.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) suggest that ‘long standing brownfield
allocations should be removed from the Plan and alternative sites allocated in their place’.
They seek changes that result in brownfield sites and development of ‘sustainable
greenfield sites adjacent to settlement boundaries’ having equal priority. They consider
that this would ‘ensure the land supply requirements are met, as well as providing a range
of sites in line with the Scottish Planning Policy (2014)’ (Doc84).
Proposed Enhancement of Brownfield Remediation
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366/257) proposes the addition of text to
particularly focus on brownfield sites in need of remediation and regeneration. The
respondent promotes the Gas Holder Site on East Dock Street in Dundee (004/Extract/1)
for a range of land uses; pointing out a series of cost related factors that are suggested to
have affected the site's redevelopment.
Summary of Supporting Representations
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/279) supports Policy 1 on the basis that it represents 'best
use of resources and infrastructure capitalising on investment, skills and strategic
infrastructure'. They consider that one of the constituent authorities has granted some
planning permissions which the respondent considers to be contrary to the Plan. They
question what powers TAYplan has to ensure the plan is adhered to and they consider
that a single authority should be responsible for the wider Dundee area.
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Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/416) support the order of land release set out in the
sequential approach.
NHS Tayside (908896/322) support the continuation the same strategic focus as the
previous plan, concentrating development in a tiered way as part of the ‘long term
planning to drive sustainability and economic progress for the region’.
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/193) support the strategy as part of a
response to emissions, climate change, travel choices and air quality.
Scottish Water (762198/266) support the continuation of the current development
strategy.
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/033) support approach from
sustainability perspective.
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/357) support approach as consistent
with the Regional Transport Strategy (Doc94).
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Note to Reporter - Some respondents have sought modifications categorised under
headings (below) which they consider to be the solution to the issues they have raised
under alternative headings (above). For example some of those who consider there to be
too much emphasis on brownfield land seek solutions that are about the de-allocation of
land.
Consider Too Much Emphasis on Brownfield Land
Springfield Properties (910130/340) propose changes highlighting the need to: ‘balance
the planning benefits of delivering brownfield land with the need to ensure overall strategy
is viable and can deliver appropriate development at the right time, in the right places’.
Homes for Scotland (785148/237) and A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/550)
propose that TAYplan should deter local authorities from being ‘too dogged’ in following
the brownfield-first approach.
Homes for Scotland (785148/237), Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/530),
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/550), Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400) and
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414) propose that in
the 'how this policy works' text reference could be made to ‘local authorities working
positively and pro-actively with the house-building industry, Scottish Government and
others to overcome obstacles to the delivery of new homes on brownfield sites’.
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/309) and Barratt North Scotland
(910146/386 propose the merger of points 1 and 2 of the sequential approach (see
below).
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) proposes that ‘long standing brownfield
allocations should be removed from the Plan and alternative sites allocated in their place’.
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Brownfield Land in Dundee
Homes for Scotland (785148/237), Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/530),
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/550), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd &
James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414) and Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400) each
propose that authorities should rebalance their profile of greenfield vs brownfield land in
Dundee City, especially for what they describe as 'longstanding brownfield sites'.
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/530), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd &
James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414) and Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400) imply that
there is a need for more or alternative sites to be identified in Dundee City.
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400) propose that TAYplan should positively encourage and
facilitated greenfield allocations in appropriate locations within the Dundee Core Area.
Pace of Development for Brownfield Sites
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414) and Homes for
Scotland (785148/237) both propose changes that are described below regarding the reallocation/de-allocation of sites.
Impact on Brownfield Proposals in the Countryside
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400) propose that TAYplan should provide an exceptions
policy identifying that the regeneration of Crail Airfield, as a rural brownfield site, will be
prioritised for redevelopment.
Proposed Market Driven Solution
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/372) propose:
 changing the opening sentence of Policy 1B to say "Strategies, plans and
programmes shall prioritise land release for all principal settlements using the
sequential approach in this Policy; and prioritise within each category, as appropriate
and where viable, the reuse of previously developed land and buildings (particularly
listed buildings) as follows:"
 In the 'how this policy works' section of Policy 1, reference should be made to ‘the
need for local authorities to ensure they have a realistic mix of brownfield and
greenfield sites allocated for housing which are effective and can be delivered in the
short to medium term’.
Propose Merging Points 1 and 2 of the Sequential Approach
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/309) and Barratt North Scotland
(910146/386) propose amendment of the sequential approach in Policy 1 Part B to read
as follows:
‘1. Land within Principal Settlements; and, land on the edge of Principal Settlements; then
2. Where there is insufficient land or where the nature/scale of land use required to
deliver the Plan cannot be accommodated within or on the edge of principal settlements,
the expansion of other settlements should be considered. An additional requirement
should be added as follows:
3. Where a long standing brownfield site has failed to be developed, they should be
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removed from Local Development Plans and appropriate greenfield sites should be
identified for development to ensure an adequate supply of housing land is maintained.’
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/530), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd &
James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414) propose that in the 'how this policy works' text,
TAYplan should ‘better balance the planning benefits of developing brownfield land with
the need to ensure the overall strategy of each Local Development Plan is viable and will
deliver the housing and other development needs of the area in the volumes and
timescales required and make greenfield edge of settlement locations within the Dundee
Core Area, equal first locations for development’.
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400) propose that TAYplan should identify that greenfield
edge of settlement locations within the Dundee Core Area should be considered on an
equal basis as brownfield land.
Propose De-allocation or Removal of Sites from Plans
Homes for Scotland (785148/237) proposes that the 'how this policy works' text should
point out the need to ‘balance the planning benefits of developing brownfield land with the
need to ensure the overall strategy of each Local Development Plan is viable and will
deliver the housing and other development needs of the area in the volumes required, at
the right time’.
Homes for Scotland (785148/237), Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/530),
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/550), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd &
James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414) and Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400) propose
that the Strategic Development Plan could point out that achieving a developable strategy
may require the de-allocation of ‘long-standing brownfield sites that are not likely to be
implemented in the plan period’.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) proposes that ‘long standing brownfield
allocations should be removed from the Plan and alternative sites allocated in their place’.
Proposed Enhancement of Brownfield Remediation
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366/257) - Proposes that where it says: "…and
prioritise within each category as appropriate, the reuse of previously developed land and
buildings (particularly listed buildings)’ the following text should be added: "paying
particularly favourable attention to land and buildings in need of remediation and
redevelopment."
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 1 (Doc80) is a continuation of Approved TAYplan (2012)
Policy 1 (Doc16) and the emphasis and intent has not changed. It continues to define
principal settlements (Policy 1 Part A and Map 1) as the locations where most new
development will take place. There are no new principal settlements and none have been
removed.
The original basis for this was that principal settlements are where most of the existing
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people, jobs, services, infrastructure and facilities are already concentrated. Focusing the
majority of new development in these locations brings people closer to jobs and services.
It also brings businesses closer together. This optimises the opportunities for use of
active and passenger transport and promotes access. It reduces the need to travel which
has an impact on health and carbon emissions. It also contributes to reducing pressure
on the countryside. It also builds in the ability to maximise the use of existing
infrastructure capacity. These factors have not changed and continue to sit well with the
vision and outcomes (see Topic Paper 1: Vision and Outcomes 2015 (Doc103)).
The sequential approach (Policy 1B) is the part of the Policy designed to ensure that
development is focused within the defined principal settlements ahead of other locations.
Following the pre-Main Issues Report consultation (2013) and the vision and outcomes
work (Topic Paper 1: Vision and Outcomes 2015 (Doc103)) it was clear that the existing
vision remained relevant and appropriate. Therefore there was no need to change the
vision and also there was not considered to be any reason to fundamentally change the
location priorities set out in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 (Doc16).
The Main Issues Report (2014) page 7 and page 56 (Doc56) both explained that no
changes were proposed to the vision or the operation of Policy 1: Location Priorities.
However, Page 56 (Doc56) notes that some clarity would be provided to explain that it will
be for Local Development Plans to define the specific boundaries of principal settlements.
Although Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) was published in the closing week of
the Main Issues Report (2014) (Doc56) consultation it was clear that the Policy 1 Location
Priorities continued to reflect the priorities set out in Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 9 to 22, 28 to 30, 40, 45 to 46, 48 and 76 to 83 (Doc84).
Therefore Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 1B (Doc80) is identical to approved TAYplan
(2012) Policy 1B (Doc16). It continues to prioritise all land within principal settlements
(brownfield or greenfield) ahead of other locations (greenfield or brownfield). This
continues to mean that an unprotected greenfield site within a principal settlement may be
preferable to a brownfield site outwith a principal settlement. It also continues to mean
that a brownfield site within a principal settlement may be preferable to a greenfield site
that is also in a principal settlement. This has not changed.
Authority’s Response to Proposed Changes
Consider Too Much Emphasis on Brownfield Land
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/550), Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400),
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414), Stewart Milne
Homes North Scotland (347277/530), Homes for Scotland (785148/237), Scottish
Property Federation (444087/510) and Springfield Properties (910130/340) Prioritising the re-use of previously developed land and buildings is a legitimate, logical
and long-recognised principle of land use planning that is outlined in Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) Paragraph 40 bullet point 3 (Doc84). The regeneration and continued use of
previously developed land and buildings within settlements also makes a direct
contribution to the Plan’s vision to create better quality places.
However, Policy 1 does recognise that there is an uneven distribution of brownfield land
throughout the TAYplan area and that greenfield land within principal settlements can
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contribute to the delivery of the vision better than some brownfield land outwith them.
Therefore TAYplan does not agree with the assertion that the sequential approach
(Policy 1B) is a ‘brownfield first strategy’ and that no greenfield land is allowed to be
developed until all brownfield land has been exhausted. This interpretation does not
reflect the sequential approach in Policy 1B, as described in the context section above.
Policy 1B does two things:




First; the sequential approach prioritises land within principal settlements ahead of
land elsewhere. It prioritises both greenfield and brownfield land within principal
settlements ahead of both greenfield and brownfield land in other locations (as
described in the context section above). This is clear from the policy itself and also
from the ‘how this policy works’ section of the Proposed Plan paragraph 3 on page 13.
Second; Policy 1B sets out the framework for greenfield or brownfield land on the
edge of principal settlements and in other places. Policy 1C considers land in
settlements that are not principal settlements. Again this is clear from Policy 1 and
from page 13 ‘how this policy works’ (Doc80).

For clarity therefore Policy 1 does not take the view that greenfield is bad and brownfield
is good. It takes the view that land within principal settlements is the first priority and that
brownfield land within principal settlements forms an important priority to support renewal
and regeneration.
The proposed changes are misrepresentative of how the policy is written and how it
operates. The changes sought, in TAYplan’s view, can already be achieved by Policy 1B
(Doc80) as currently written.
The TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) page 56 (Doc56) makes clear that there was no
intention to amend the approved TAYplan (2012) vision or Policy 1 location priorities
(Doc16). The sequential approach in particular is strongly aligned with the vision and the
outcomes which underpin it. To make changes to this would have a fundamental impact
on the plan and delivery of its vision. This is because Policy 1 sets out the location
priorities for every land use except for those covered by Policy 7: Energy, Waste and
Resource Management Infrastructure (Doc80).
The respondents have not addressed the issue of delivering the vision and its connection
to the sequential approach; nor have they provided any indication of how their proposed
changes would be better placed to support its delivery.
TAYplan remains satisfied that the sequential approach, as written, provides a clear
framework for Local Development Plans and for planning proposals. It provides a logical
and well recognised framework given the vision and the intentions of Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) paragraph 40 and 76 to 83 (Doc84).
TAYplan considers that Policy 1 (Doc80) already includes appropriate consideration of
the 'planning benefits of delivering brownfield land' with the need to ensure overall
strategy is 'viable' and 'can deliver appropriate development at the right time, in the right
places'. The mechanisms are explained above. There is already guidance for planning
authorities in determining the effectiveness of sites and Councils use their annual housing
land audits to monitor this. Policy 1A makes clear that ‘the right places’ are the principal
settlements and defines these. It sets out the circumstances to prioritise land release
(Policy 1B and 1C). The focus is on prioritising both brownfield and greenfield land
release within principal settlements ahead of land elsewhere. TAYplan is satisfied that
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this provides the appropriate balance within the context of delivering the vision and the
outcomes which underpin it.
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that removing this will better contribute to the vision
of the Plan or the outcomes which underpin it and proposes no change.
Brownfield Land in Dundee
Homes for Scotland (785148/237), Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/530),
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/550), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd &
James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414) and Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400) - TAYplan
does not agree with the view that brownfield sites (particularly in Dundee) are not
effective or are not being developed but that greenfield land will be.
For clarity the role of identifying sites in Local Development Plans for all land uses
(including housing) is a matter for the respective Local Development Planning authority –
in this case Dundee City Council. Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 1 and 1B in particular,
sets out a clear framework for councils to follow when considering which sites to allocate.
The respondents appear to seek changes that would result in more greenfield land being
identified on the edge of Dundee. They also appear to consider that there is ‘too much’
land that is currently identified on brownfield sites and imply that this is a barrier to
delivery.
None of the respondents have provided any evidence to substantiate their views that ‘too
much’ brownfield land is allocated in Dundee City. Nowhere have they defined what, in
their view, constitutes ‘too much’ brownfield land and nor have they shown what share, if
any, presents what they consider to be a constraint and whether this is the same or
different to the amount of brownfield land that is identified in the respective plan or
housing land audit.
There is some recognition that Dundee City, as a former industrial centre and the largest
settlement in the region, is home to numerous brownfield sites whose reuse is, in
principle, acceptable in planning terms. It is also entirely logical and appropriate that
Dundee City Council should consider such sites on the merit of their locational and
regeneration advantages and doing so is consistent with Policy 1.
The Dundee Housing Land Audit (2014) (Doc32) summary table on page 7 shows that
the 5 year effective land supply was 3,221 homes of which 2,818 were brownfield
and 403 were greenfield. This demonstrates that there is a mix of greenfield and
brownfield sites. The majority of the greenfield sites relate to Dundee Western Gateway
Strategic Development Area and these sites are currently allocated in the Dundee Local
Development Plan (2013) (Doc4). There are a larger number of brownfield sites of
varying sizes. Some are former school sites owned by Dundee City Council and others
are privately owned including some by developers or where a developer is named.
The Dundee Housing Land Audit (2014) page 12 (Doc32) shows constrained sites. One
is a brownfield site for 46 homes and two others are greenfield sites for a combined total
of 285 homes.
It should be noted that the Dundee Local Development Plan (2013) proposals map
(Doc4) shows greenfield land which is beyond the urban area but still within the council’s
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administrative area. Some of this land is protected as open countryside. This is a
legitimate and appropriate approach. Although Dundee City is a tier 1 settlement this
does not mean that every piece of land will be appropriate for development, there is still
countryside, parks, allotments and open space as well as areas of steep topography and
flood risk. There are also areas specifically allocated for business and other nonresidential land uses.
From a contextual point of view it should be made clear that the Dundee Local
Development Plan (2013) (Doc4) is delivering the approved TAYplan (2012). Approved
TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16) directs Dundee City Council to plan for 610 homes per
year. This is considerably more than the housing land requirement of 528 set out in
Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80). The Dundee City Council Housing Land
Audit (2014) (Doc32) suggests that there is currently sufficient land to meet and exceed
the 610 homes per year sought from the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc80). It
should be noted that some of this covers the period of lower completions in previous
years shown on page 14 (Doc32) of the audit. However, the key point is that the audit
shows there to be sufficient effective land to meet the requirements of the Proposed Plan
(2015) Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) – albeit that this only covers some of the plan period.
It is not evident that there is an issue with the delivery of brownfield land in Dundee City.
On a very basic level more of the constrained land supply appears to be greenfield than
brownfield. It is clear that there are more brownfield sites and more homes can be
accommodated on brownfield sites than greenfield. This is not illogical and is consistent
with a strategy which asks planning authorities to consider such matters. The majority of
sites are within Dundee City or part of Strategic Development Areas which have a
housing component.
Even with this very high level analysis it is difficult to conclude that there is a problem with
the brownfield land supply that requires the solution sought by the respondents. It is also
not clear that the solution sought by the respondents would even bring about the
circumstances they appear to seek. TAYplan is persuaded that Dundee City Council is
best placed to determine which sites to allocate and that Policy 1 forms an appropriate
basis upon which to continue this.
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that there is any evidence which supports the
proposed changes sought by the respondents and is satisfied that the current situation
logically reflects the framework set out in Policy 1. The proposed changes would lead to a
situation where more land that is currently countryside would be identified for
development and, presumably, this would replace much of the brownfield land that is
identified in the Dundee Housing Land Audit (2014) (Doc32). Again TAYplan is not
convinced that this is necessary or that it would result in a position which is better placed
to deliver the vision and outcomes which underpin it.
TAYplan is satisfied that Policy 1B remains and appropriate mechanism to deliver the
vision and that the situation described by the respondents does not exist. TAYplan
therefore proposes to make no changes to Policy 1B.
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/530), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd &
James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/414) and Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400) - TAYplan
does not agree with the assertion that there is 'no market choice' in Dundee or the
Dundee Core Area. No evidence has been presented by the respondents to explain what
constitutes a ‘lack of market choice’ nor has any criteria been set to determine how this
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would be judged. The high level analysis above shows there are numerous greenfield and
brownfield sites in different parts of Dundee City.
Examination of the equivalent information in annual Housing Land Audits for Angus
(Doc10), Fife (Doc41) and Perth & Kinross (Doc68) shows that there is a mix of greenfield
and brownfield sites to support the delivery of housing land requirements set out in Map 4
for each respective area. Where a Local Development Plan needs to identify additional
new sites or replace existing ones Policy 1 sets out an appropriate and clear framework
which is strongly aligned with the vision.
TAYplan does not accept that the brownfield or greenfield characteristic of a site
automatically pre-determines either its effectiveness or is marketability. Again the
respondents provide no evidence to substantiate this claim. TAYplan is therefore not
persuaded that there is a lack of market choice in Dundee Core Area.
It is for each Council to determine which sites to identify in its Local Development Plan
based on Policy 1. TAYplan is not persuaded that the assertions by the respondents are
well evidenced and therefore is not persuaded that these justify a change to Policy 1B.
Pace of Development for Brownfield Sites
Homes for Scotland (785148/237) and Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller
Estates Ltd (846825/414) - TAYplan agrees that sites located in areas that already have a
strong and proven market will be the ones that are most attractive to developers.
However, the Strategic Development Plan is trying to deliver more fundamental change to
transform place quality and quality of life. Although this will be an outcome of
development it will also be a driver of it. TAYplan considers that more places should be
places where people want to live. In particular this means making the principal
settlements the focus for all types of development, rather than their surroundings.
TAYplan also agrees that some greenfield land will need to be identified by Local
Development Plans. This was recognised when preparing the approved TAYplan (2012)
Policy 1 (Doc16). In Topic Paper 6: Spatial Strategy (2011) pages 7 to 11 (Doc122) it was
decided to give greenfield and brownfield land within principal settlements the same
priority. There is a disproportionate distribution of brownfield land across the region and
not all principal settlements have sufficient brownfield land to meet all of the housing land
requirements. Policy 1 has been written specifically with this in mind. This is why the
sequential approach is not a brownfield first strategy and instead is about land within
principal settlements (greenfield or brownfield) as opposed to land elsewhere. However,
this does not necessarily mean that the land being promoted by these and other
respondents will automatically be allocated in Local Development Plans.
Impact on Brownfield Proposals in the Countryside
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400) - Exceptions policies are usually designed to facilitate
affordable housing or to enable the needs of particular groups, such as agricultural
workers, to be met by allowing housebuilding to take place in locations which ordinarily
would not be considered for this. TAYplan is not persuaded that an exceptions policy is
necessary bring about ‘the regeneration of Crail Airfield’. TAYplan is also not persuaded
that bringing about ‘the regeneration of Crail Airfield’ provides adequate justification for
the establishment of an exceptions policy. No evidence has been provided to consider the
risk that equivalent proposals in other places may use such an exceptions policy as a
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precedent to bypass the sequential approach. This has the potential to undermine the
vision and outcomes of the Plan.
Policy 1 focuses the majority of new development in principal settlements ahead of
elsewhere. Policy 1B and 1C also sets out the circumstances in which development could
take place in non-principal settlements and in these circumstances promotes reuse of
previously developed land and buildings ahead of greenfield development. In
implementing such an approach any Council would need to be satisfied that it had
exhausted all other possibilities.
Policy 1 is to ensure that homes, jobs, services and facilities are located in close
proximity to promote access, active and healthy lifestyles and to reduce the need to
travel, reduce carbon emission and improve air quality. This supports the vision and the
outcomes which underpin it. It should be a logical consequence that greenfield or
brownfield land which is not within or on the edge of a principal settlement and is not a
Strategic Development Area would not be the first priority for development.
The submission Proposed FIFEplan (2015) (Doc79) has identified and made assumptions
for enough housing land to support the delivery of 210 homes per year for the St Andrews
and East Fife Housing Market Area based on the Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5
(Doc16). Proposed TAYplan (2015) Policy 4 (Doc80) sets out a lower housing land
requirement for this housing market area. Therefore there is a strong likelihood that Fife
Council will already have identified sufficient land to deliver the homes in Proposed
TAYplan (2015) Policy 4 (Doc80). Fife Council would need to decide whether there were
justifiable reasons why Crail Airfield, or indeed any other location(s), offers better
opportunities to deliver the vision and outcomes than other currently or newly identified
sites.
Proposed Market Driven Solution
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/372) - TAYplan agrees that Local Authorities should
work with house builders etc. as a matter of course and is aware that this is happening.
TAYplan has met with Homes for Scotland officers and members at various points during
the preparation of the Proposed Plan (2015) as well as in the preparation of material such
as the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97).
Scottish Government is also presently leading work on housing. However, the provision to
do this is already clear from Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 112 (Doc84) and
TAYplan does not consider there to be additional value in repeating this.
The market is an important part of housing but the driver for the plan is the delivery of the
vision. The housing market is one amongst a range of many factors that will play a role in
achieving the vision. TAYplan wants to see the region transform so that many more parts
of the region are places where people want to live. However, the implication of the
respondent is that homes should be built where there is presently a consumer demand.
Sometimes this will fulfil the strategy and achieve the vision and outcomes, but other
times it will not. Also the strategy is attempting to transform the region, including places
which may not always have been amongst the top choices of consumers. This aims for a
more equitable and holistic approach. TAYplan supports the essence of what is being
suggested but the vision has primacy as this is the basis for the Strategic Development
Plan and also the Single Outcome Agreements and Community Plans it is helping to
deliver (and which drive its vision) – see Topic Paper 1: Vision and Outcomes (2015)
(Doc103).
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TAYplan is therefore satisfied that Policy 1 is appropriate and fit for purpose in delivering
the vision and will support development where it also delivers the vision.
Propose Merging Points 1 and 2 of the Sequential Approach
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/309), Barratt North Scotland
(910146/386), Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/530), A & J Stephen Ltd &
Avant Homes (910368/550), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd
(846825/414) and Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400) - The proposed changes are slightly
different but each has the same outcome which is to give equal priority to locations within
principal settlements and locations on their edges. This is effectively a merger of the first
two elements of Policy 1B (Doc80).
Doing this would mean that any site which is on the edge of a principal settlement would
have the same priority as any site within it. The respondents appear to seek this change
to release what they describe as ‘greenfield sites on the edge of principal settlements,
particularly Dundee’.
The respondents have not provided any detailed evidence to explain why giving Policy 1B
parts 1 and 2 equal priority would be beneficial for delivering the vision or would
automatically lead to delivery of the outcome they seek.
TAYplan has considered the Dundee Housing Land Audit (2014) (Doc32), described
above, and cannot find any evidence that there is an issue with the delivery of brownfield
land in Dundee that requires a change to Policy 1B. TAYplan is therefore not persuaded
that changes are needed to Policy 1B to remedy this situation because TAYplan is not
convinced that the situation exists.
On a point of principle merging Policy 1B parts 1 and 2, as proposed by the respondents,
would result in locations on the edge of principal settlements being as preferable as
locations within them. TAYplan considers this to be ill-thought out. Such an approach
fundamentally conflicts with Policy 1C (Doc80), poses risks to Policy 1D (Doc80) for St
Andrews and Perth (here it may well be inoperable due to the greenbelt) and also
Policy 4F (Doc80) which is designed to ensure that development in areas surrounding
Dundee and Perth do not conflict with the delivery of Strategic Development Areas and
regeneration. These policies would either limit the intention of the proposed changes or
would also need to be removed to allow the proposed changes to operate as the
respondents appear to wish. Were this to happen then the ability to deliver the Plan’s
vision and the outcomes which underpin it would be fundamentally compromised because
the removal of these other elements would remove policies which limit the
suburbanisation of the countryside and unsustainable travel patterns.
The purpose of the location priorities at present are to make sure that most new
development is within principal settlements as these are where most people, jobs,
services and facilities already exist and for the reasons described in the context section
above. In a number of cases Strategic Development Areas have been proposed to
ensure that there is a co-ordination between the delivery of development and
infrastructure to create good quality places. These efforts would be fundamentally
compromised as a consequence of the proposed changes.
The respondents do not appear to have thought through the operational consequences
upon delivering the vision of the changes they have sought. Their changes will result in a
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different vision being delivered. This would fundamentally change the basis of the plan
and move it out of alignment with national outcomes and also the visions of the Single
Outcome Agreements and Community Plans for the four Councils. The current vision is
strongly aligned to these and is borne from them.
The existing framework in Policy 1B appropriately considers edge of settlement locations.
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that these changes should be made and that they
would result in fundamental risks to the delivery of the Plan which compromises the
vision.
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/309), Barratt North Scotland
(910146/386) - TAYplan does not agree that Scottish Planning Policies (2014) 110
and 119 (Doc84) support the case for the proposed changes. Paragraph 110 (Doc84)
explains that a series of factors can contribute to successful and sustainable places.
Paragraph 119 (Doc84) explains the need to identify land which is effective or expected
of becoming effective in the plan period. Neither paragraph says or hints at anything that
could logically be interpreted to mean that the respondents’ proposed changes will be
achieved by merging the first two sequential priorities in the Proposed TAYplan (2015)
Policy 1B (Doc80).
The proposed new third bullet point for Policy 1B is not considered to be a point that is
relevant to the sequential approach but is instead a separate point. Nevertheless,
TAYplan is satisfied that Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 117 (Doc84) already
provides sufficient clarity on the range of sources of housing land supply and this is also
described on Proposed Plan (2015) page 27 diagram and page 28 paragraph 2 (Doc80).
Councils already have the ability to de-allocate or remove sites and replace them with
alternatives or a mixture of these. TAYplan does not consider there to be any additional
value in pointing this out in the plan. The operational framework within which the
proposed text would operate is also not clear, is not explained by the respondents and
appears to require a strong degree of subjective judgement. This may actually lead to
more ambiguity, confusion and delay than it resolves. For example, there are no
proposed criteria to describe the circumstances in which this would apply leaving it open
to each Local Development Plan. This could promote inconsistency and also result in
considerable time at four different examinations where debates are held on what criteria
have been used and why. Therefore TAYplan is not persuaded that the proposed
changes offer any better solution to the issues perceived by the respondents.
The respondents have provided no compelling evidence to demonstrate, or indeed
guarantee, that their proposed amendments would better deliver the vision and outcomes
of this plan. Given the uncertainties and subjective nature of the proposed new third bullet
point, and also the issues raised above regarding merger of Policy 1B parts 1 and 2, the
proposed changes collectively appear to present fundamental risks to delivery of the
vision and the operation of the plan. This in turn will adversely affect wider objectives
including those sought by the Single Outcome Agreements and Community Plans (See
Topic Paper 1: Vision and Outcomes 2015 Doc103).
TAYplan is not persuaded that the proposed changes bring about a better or more
workable way of delivering the vision. TAYplan is satisfied that as currently written
Policy 1 offers the best, most logical and most easily understood way to achieve the
vision. Therefore no changes are proposed.
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Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701) PLAN2015_309 - TAYplan does not
agree that the example of North Angus Housing Market Area described by the
respondent provides any evidence to support their proposed changes to Policy 1B.
The Angus Housing Land Audit (2014) (Doc9) identifies the effective and constrained
land supply, including future anticipated build rates 2014/15 to 2020/21 for North Angus
on pages 10 to 12 (Doc9). It shows recent completion rates on pages 22 (Doc9).
The respondent is correct that anticipated build rates for North Angus Housing Market
Area do not exceed 59 homes per year for the 2014/15 to 2020/21. The respondent is
also correct that since 2009 build rates have not exceeded 58 homes per year (Doc9).
There has been a fall in the build rates for all council areas and housing market areas
covered by TAYplan since 2009. This coincides with the economic downturn when UK
housebuilding rates fell. This was driven by a mixture of more stringent lending criteria for
developers and consumers, reduced job security, contraction of supply chain output and
capacity, as well as that of developers. There were also drops in land prices which
resulted in some land owners declining to sell and some institutional investors taking
fewer risks in the property market. Although TAYplan agrees that build rates fell during
this period the respondent does not appear to have considered these factors as plausible
explanations for this. Instead they have concluded that build rates falling must be
symptomatic of too much reliance on brownfield land. They have presented no evidence
to demonstrate that this is the case.
TAYplan disagrees with the assertion that 9 of the 15 listed sites in the effective land
supply for North Angus are constrained. The constrained land supply is listed separately
in the same section, although it also happens to contain 9 sites. The respondent appears
to have translated the term ‘Cons’ in the status column for 9 of the effective sites to mean
that the site is constrained. However, the key at the foot of each page explains that
‘Cons’ = ‘under construction’. This clearly has a very different meaning to the one inferred
by the respondent.
For clarity of the 15 sites identified as effective 9 are under construction (including the
large greenfield site at Brechin Road in Montrose), 4 have a detailed planning consent, 1
has outline planning consent and 1 is allocated in the Angus Local Plan Review (2009)
(Doc12). None of the sites are likely to be deleted. The sites which are constrained are
listed in the audit and the reasons for constraint are set out e.g. marketability or
ownership etc. None of these reasons appears to be that the site is on brownfield land.
TAYplan agrees that the anticipated build rates for the period 2014/15 to 2020/21 fall
below the rates set out in Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80). However, there
are two important factors which the respondent does not appear to reference. Firstly, the
role of small sites – according to the Angus Housing Land Audit (2014) pages 10 to 12
(Doc9) small sites are expected to contribute a further 92 homes. These are not included
in the site programming figures and therefore do not appear to have been referenced by
the respondent. Secondly, this housing land audit does not include any of the new sites
proposed for allocation in the Proposed Angus Local Development Plan (2015) (Doc77).
This suggests that the figures quoted by the respondent reflect only a partial picture.
For clarity the role of the Proposed Angus Local Development Plan (2015) (Doc77) is to
delivery approved TAYplan (2012) Policies 1 and 5 (Doc16). This includes higher housing
figures than those in the Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80). Scottish Planning
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Policy (2014) Paragraph 117 (Doc84) makes clear the variety of sources of land and the
assumptions that planning authorities can make for this.
Angus Council has now published its Angus Housing Land Audit (2015) (Doc10)
which now includes all of the sites proposed for allocation in the Proposed Angus
Local Development Plan (2015) (Doc77). Based on the table in Section 4, Page 6 of
the Angus Housing Land Audit (2015) (Doc10) the anticipated build rate for the 7 years
2015/16 to 2021/22 averages 92 homes per year (excluding the contribution of small
sites). Pages 7 to 9 (Doc10) show the effective sites, of which there are now 20, with a
mix of greenfield and brownfield sites.
Although the respondent has made a series of accurate points they have also made
some that have been shown to be inaccurate or incomplete. The issues relating to future
build rates are now superseded by the sites in the Proposed Angus Local Development
Plan (2015) (Doc77) and the Angus Housing Land Audit (2015) (Doc10). There are also
numerous plausible and rational explanations for recent build rates and sites coming
forward more slowly than before. It is therefore difficult to conclude that the issues raised
are the consequence of ‘too much reliance on brownfield land’ any more than the
multitude of other related factors, particularly those that are consequent of the economic
downturn. TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that this evidence supports the view of the
respondent or that it provides any robust or compelling justification for their proposed
changes. Therefore TAYplan remains satisfied that Proposed Plan Policy 1 is appropriate
and proposes to make no changes.
Proposed De-allocation or Removal of Sites from Plans
Homes for Scotland (785148/237), Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/530),
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/550) and Scottish Property Federation
(444087/510) - The respondents make the implicit assumption that brownfield sites are
automatically constrained and that greenfield sites are automatically not constrained.
TAYplan is not persuaded that this interpretation is accurate. The respondents have
provided no evidence to substantiate this.
The housing land audits for Angus (Doc10), Dundee City (Doc32), Fife (Doc41) and
Perth & Kinross (Doc68) all set out a variety of greenfield and brownfield sites which are
effective and their anticipated build rates. They also include constrained sites which are
also a mixture of greenfield and brownfield sites.
On the surface this would appear to suggest that effectiveness or otherwise is not
automatically dictated by the brownfield or greenfield status of a site.
TAYplan agrees that some sites will take longer to come forward than others. This can
often be related to complexities of site ownership, infrastructure or access provision, the
wider economic situation including lending climate, or other factors. None of these is an
automatic consequence of whether the site is greenfield or brownfield.
Although housing land will be one of the major land uses for which the sequential
approach is used it will not be the only one. When considering which sites to identify for
homes in their Local Development Plans Councils know:



the scale of housing land requirement from Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80),
the different sources of land to contribute to this from Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
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paragraph 117 (Doc84) and Proposed Plan (2015) page 27 diagram and page 28
paragraph 3 (Doc80); and,
the priority for identifying sites in principal settlements using the sequential approach
as set out in Policy 1B (Doc80).

TAYplan agrees that in identifying land for homes and other land uses Councils may need
to choose to de-allocate some long-standing sites whose future delivery is unlikely.
However, this does not automatically mean that the locations promoted by these
respondents, or others, will consequently be allocated instead.
It does mean that this is a decision to be taken by Councils and that they are still best
placed to make that decision within the operational framework that is set out in Policy 1.
The respondents have provided no compelling evidence to explain how Policy 1 should
change to bring about the circumstances they wish to see. TAYplan is satisfied that this
can already be achieved without a change to the plan and without the need to develop a
set of complex and potentially unworkable criteria. Proposed sites are a matter to be dealt
with when each Local Development Plan is examined and will inevitably be examined as
part of any consideration of different sites and their rationale.
TAYplan is satisfied that Policy 1, in its entirety, provides appropriate clarity and direction
to planning authorities, developers and other organisations about the priorities for land
release. TAYplan is also satisfied that Policy 1 is well placed to deliver the vision and the
outcomes which underpin it. The identification and allocation of sites is a matter for Local
Development Plans. They are best placed to judge the conclusions of their Main Issues
Reports and the various assessments and land audits which support the preparation and
ongoing monitoring of Local Development Plans. Therefore TAYplan is not persuaded
that there is any additional value in pointing out that Councils can remove/replace
previously allocated sites in their subsequent Local Development Plans.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) - TAYplan does not agree with the view that
the prioritisation set out in Policy 1 fails to provide a ‘range of effective sites’ and
‘constrains’ the supply of housing and employment land. The respondent has provided no
evidence to suggest any clear link between the effectiveness of employment and housing
land within principal settlements and sites outside of them. Nor have they provided any
clear evidence to link such a situation to the framework set out in Policy 1. The analysis of
housing land audits (above) demonstrates that this is not the case.
Consideration of the four employment land audits Angus (Doc11), Dundee City (Doc31),
Fife (Doc39) and Perth & Kinross (Doc67) shows a variety of sites that are ‘marketable’
(immediately available or with minor constraints). Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 3 (Doc80)
and approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 4 (Doc16) both work on the basis of providing a
supply of employment land to support the varying needs of different businesses but do
not specify any particular scale. The four employment land audits do not raise any issues
that could not be overcome by the operation of the framework in Policy 1.
Therefore TAYplan is not persuaded that there is any evidence to reinforce the claims
made by the respondent or to justify their proposed changes as the optimum solution to
this. Therefore TAYplan remains satisfied that Policy 1 as a whole, and Policy 1B in
particular, remain appropriate and does not propose to make any changes.
Homes for Scotland (785148/237), Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/530)
and A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/550) - TAYplan is not aware that any
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authority is 'too dogged' in following the sequential approach; albeit that Policy 1 is there
to be followed so that the location priorities and vision are delivered. The respondents
have not defined what they consider would constitute being ‘too dogged’ and nor have
they cited any evidence to substantiate this claim.
The high level analysis of employment and housing land audits in particular (above) finds
no evidence to suggest that the circumstances described exist or that Policy 1B, as
currently written, is the driving factor for this. The identification of specific sites is a Local
Development Plan matter. This may not always result in the allocation of sites being
promoted by respondents but such an outcome does not mean that the approach is
wrong or that the authorities who implement it are being ‘too dogged’. Rather that they
are operating a clear and logical policy framework designed to support the delivery of the
vision.
Proposed Enhancement of Brownfield Remediation
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366/257) - TAYplan considers that introducing the
proposed changes would add confusion because the essence of the changes is implicit in
the existing text. For instance it is difficult to think of examples of previously developed
land and buildings where remediation and regeneration would not be either the outcome
or the process by which they were brought back into use. The current text promotes this
outcome and is reinforced elsewhere, for example by Policies 1C and 4F (Doc80).
TAYplan is not persuaded that the proposed changes would improve the policy or result
in any additional value that is not already apparent from the text as written. TAYplan is
also not persuaded that the proposed changes would bring about the result sought by the
respondent. TAYplan is convinced they would lead to confusion. TAYplan is therefore
satisfied that the text should remain as written and proposes no change.
Authority’s Response to Supporting Representations
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/279), Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/357),
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/033), Scottish Environment Protection
Agency (835401/193), Scottish Water (762198/266 and NHS Tayside (908896/322) TAYplan welcomes this support for the continuation of the location priorities set out in
Policy 1.
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/279) - There is no legal duty or remit for TAYplan to
comment upon the conformity or otherwise of planning applications. It is the duty of
councils as Local Planning Authorities to determine planning applications and make the
appropriate decisions. Council boundaries or any amendments to these are a matter for
Scottish Government and the Boundary Commission.
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/416) - TAYplan welcomes the recognition of these
different matters in setting out the location priorities.
Conclusion
Policy 1B remains identical to the same Policy in the approved TAYplan (2012) and it was
made clear that no changes were proposed to this at Main Issues Report stage in 2014.
The respondents have provided no compelling or robust evidence and, in some cases
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none at all, to substantiate or justify the changes they seek. TAYplan’s high level analysis
(presented above) makes clear that there is no evidence to reinforce the claims made by
the respondents. The points raised by the respondents are poorly evidenced and
unproven.
TAYplan remains satisfied that Policy 1 as a whole, and particularly Policy 1B (the
sequential approach), are clearly written and that councils are more than capable of
implementing this through their Local Development Plans.
The location, design and layout of development are central to the Proposed Plan vision.
To change Policy 1 (Doc80) in the ways proposed could have fundamental implications
for delivering the Proposed Plan’s vision and the outcomes which underpin it; and,
ultimately delivering the four Single Outcome Agreements and Community Plan’s
covering the TAYplan area, from whose visions this Proposed Plan originates.
It is also noted that Scottish Government (910172) have not sought changes to Policy 1B
and that several Key Agencies have specifically supported the policy.
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May 2015) and propose that the elements dealt
with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written and unchanged.
TAYplan is satisfied that many of these issues are dealt with appropriately by the Policy
as currently written or by supporting elements of other Policies in the Proposed Plan
(2015) (Doc80).
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Policy 1B, as proposed, in effect sets up two parallel hierarchies: land within principal
settlements is prioritised ahead of land on the edge of principal settlements or in and
around other settlements; and previously developed land is prioritised ahead of greenfield
sites. The Tayplan authority confirms above that the intention here is for the former of
these hierarchies to take precedence over the latter, i.e. all land within principal
settlements (greenfield or brownfield) is to be prioritised ahead of other locations. I agree
this is the natural inference to be drawn from the wording of the policy.
2. The focus on principal settlements is justified by the Tayplan authority as: bringing
people closer to where jobs and services are located; bringing businesses closer
together; optimising opportunities for active travel; reducing the need to travel; reducing
pressure on the countryside; and maximising the use of existing infrastructure. I agree
these are powerful arguments for retaining a spatial strategy focussed on principal
settlements.
3. It may be that there are some greenfield sites within the boundaries of principal
settlements, but I expect many of these will have a green space or recreational
function and so not necessarily be suitable for development. Most new development
within settlement boundaries is likely to be on previously used (brownfield) land. For
instance 85% of Dundee’s effective housing land supply is on brownfield land. The
priorities placed on land within principal settlements and on brownfield land are therefore
distinct, but have a considerable practical overlap.
4. Paragraph 40 of Scottish Planning Policy requires development plans to consider the
re-use or re-development of brownfield land before new development takes place on
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greenfield sites. It is therefore not unreasonable for Policy 1B to prioritise the use of
previously used land in the way it does. Where insufficient effective brownfield sites are
available to meet development requirements, Policy 1B allows for urban expansions to be
considered. Broadly, I consider that the prioritisation given by Policy 1B to land within
principal settlements and to previously developed land is justified and appropriate.
5. However, concerns are expressed regarding a perceived over-reliance on brownfield
sites in the plan area, particularly in Dundee. Paragraph 119 of Scottish Planning Policy
requires local development plans to allocate a range of sites, and I agree that nothing in
the strategic development plan should act to frustrate this national requirement. That
said, I do not interpret paragraph 119 as necessarily requiring a particular balance of
greenfield and brownfield development. The required range could be provided through
the allocation of a mixture of large and small sites, inner city and suburban sites, and
sites suitable for a range of different house types.
6. The 2016 version of the Dundee Housing Land Audit (Hearing Document 34)
indicates a 5 year effective housing land supply of 3,124 homes, of which 2,667 (85%) is
on brownfield sites. Map 4 of the Proposed Plan indicates an average annual housing
supply target for Dundee City of 480 homes. There therefore appears to be over six
years effective housing land supply in the city. In preparation for the hearing held on
housing matters, the Tayplan authority submitted tables showing recent and anticipated
completions in Dundee (Hearing Document 32). This showed the city’s proposed housing
supply target had consistently been exceeded in the pre-downturn years of 2002/ 09, and
was anticipated to be exceeded in every year from 2017. I conclude from this analysis
that the evidence does not show that the reliance on brownfield land in Dundee is unduly
constraining housing development in the city.
7. Regarding market choice in Dundee, it may that the urban brownfield sites which
comprise the bulk of the land supply have historically produced more higher density and
flatted accommodation than detached housing. However, if a strong demand exists for
detached housing in the city then there is no obstacle to this being delivered on
brownfield sites. I also note that housing demand originating in Dundee City can
theoretically be met in other parts of the Greater Dundee Housing Marker Area, for
instance in South Angus. Taking development in these areas into account is likely to
increase the choice of new homes available to the Dundee market.
8. In North Angus, the 2016 version of the Angus Housing Land Audit (Hearing
Document 33) indicates a 5 year effective land supply of 538 homes (2016/ 21). Map 4
of the Proposed Plan indicates an average annual housing supply target for North Angus
of 75 homes. Therefore, there appears to be over seven years effective housing land
supply in this area. Six constrained sites are noted, but these are only given a total
capacity of 10 units. This audit does not distinguish between greenfield and brownfield
sites, but regardless of this, I conclude that the evidence does not show that the nature of
the land supply in North Angus is constraining housing development in this area.
9. Policy 1 is intended to apply to all types of development, not just housing. However, I
have not been supplied with evidence demonstrating that the focus on brownfield
development in Dundee or elsewhere is constraining overall levels of any other form of
development, for instance business and industry.
10. Considered in isolation, I agree that Policy 1B’s directions to local development
plans to prioritise brownfield land and land within principal settlements could theoretically
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produce a suite of allocated sites that was not sufficiently effective to secure the required
levels of development. However, the plan is to be read as a whole. At least as far as
housing development is concerned, Policy 4B of the Proposed Plan requires local
development plans to identify land that is effective, or expected to become effective, and
ensure minimum of 5 years effective land supply at all times. Policy 4B therefore
provides some reassurance that Policy 1B will not be used to justify a reliance on urban
brownfield sites that are not effective.
11. However, given the level of concern expressed about this matter, and the
importance of maintaining an effective land supply, I consider that it would be beneficial to
add some additional text to Policy 1B and its supporting text. Policy 1 is the part of the
Proposed Plan that sets out to direct local development plans as to the types of sites that
should be identified for development. In this regard, the factors of deliverability and the
range of sites are also important, and worthy of mention. I therefore recommend a
suitable form of words to include in Policy 1B and the supporting text below, consistent
with the provisions of Scottish Planning Policy.
12. It is suggested that text should be added to the Proposed Plan relating to deallocating sites that have been identified for development for many years, but remained
undeveloped. I agree that all allocations in local development plans should be critically
assessed when those plans come to be reviewed. Where sites have not been developed,
planning authorities should examine why this is, and consider options including taking
action to remove constraints, amending the proposed mix of uses, or de-allocation.
13. As regards housing land, local development plans are required to allocate sufficient
sites that are effective or expected to become effective, and to maintain an effective 5year supply at all times. It may be possible to demonstrate that certain constrained
brownfield sites that have not come forward for development over many years do not
contribute to the effective supply. Such arguments would need to be presented through
the local development plan preparation process. However, provided sufficient effective
(or expected to become effective) sites were included in the plan to meet the housing
land requirement, the ongoing inclusion of certain additional constrained sites may not be
unduly problematic. This is especially the case in Dundee, where Policy 4E allows for
additional land to be allocated beyond what is required to satisfy the housing land
requirement.
14. It is argued that some types of development are not suited for urban or brownfield
sites. I agree that there may be occasions where suitable brownfield sites are not
available to meet particular development requirements (for instance for very large
footprint industrial developments). However, I consider that the language of Policy 1B, in
referring to ‘prioritising’ land within principal settlements and previously developed land,
provides enough flexibility to accommodate these special cases.
15. I agree that it is very worthwhile for stakeholders, including local authorities, the
Scottish Government, landowners and developers, to work together to overcome
obstacles to the development of brownfield land, in particular the removal of development
constraints such as contamination. The Tayplan authority may wish to consider including
further references to this matter in the action programme. However, I suspect that it is
likely to be for the individual local authorities, perhaps through the action programmes
accompanying the local development plans, to take the lead on this matter.
16. Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/400) - An exception to the approach proposed in
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Policy 1B is sought for rural brownfield sites such as Crail Airfield. I consider that it is
Policy 1C that addresses proposals for development in the countryside, and I therefore
consider this matter further at Issue 05.
17. National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366/257) - Policy 1B of the Proposed Plan
already requires strategies, plans and programmes to prioritise the reuse of previously
developed land and buildings. I consider that this wording serves to give clear support
and priority to the redevelopment of brownfield land. I therefore conclude that it is
unnecessary to add to the text in the way suggested in this representation.
18. The Gas Holder site at Dock Street, Dundee would appear to be a significant and
high profile opportunity for remediation and redevelopment. However, it is located within
an established industrial area, and is already allocated as a principal economic
development area in the Dundee Local Development Plan. In these circumstances I do
not consider that it is necessary to separately identify the site as an opportunity site in the
strategic development plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
I recommend that:
1. Policy 1B be amended to read: “Strategies, plans and programmes shall prioritise
land release for all principal settlements using the sequential approach in this policy; shall
prioritise within each category, as appropriate, the reuse of previously developed land
and buildings (particularly listed buildings); and shall ensure that such land is effective or
expected to become effective in the plan period, and that a range of sites is made
available, as follows: [continue as in Proposed Plan]”
2. The first two sentences of the third paragraph on page 13 of the plan be amended to
read: “Local development plans will identify appropriate effective land that is capable of
delivering this sustainable pattern of development in the plan period, whilst also
considering the requirements of other policies in this plan. This will provide for a mix of
development, infrastructure and green space on a range of sites.”
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Issue 005

Policy 1C Location Priorities – Outside of Principal Settlements
and Settlement Boundaries

Development
plan reference:

Policy 1C, Map 1 and supporting text pages 10
and 13

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368)
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes
(910368)
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826)
F M & G Batchelor (846821)
J G Lang & Son (846827)
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292)
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825)
R Watson & Son (846824)
Scotia Homes Ltd (910294)
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277)

Homes for Scotland (785148)
Scone Estate (909972)
Scottish Government (910172)
Supporting as written
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254)
NHS Tayside (908896)
SEPA (835401)
Scottish Water (762198)
Sportscotland (905989)
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership
(908118)
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
The majority of new development will be concentrated in the principal settlements, named
in Policy 1 and Map 1, ahead of other locations. Policy 1C sets out the circumstances in
which development may take place outside of principal settlements and this works in
conjunction with Policy 4F. Settlement boundaries are defined in Local Development
Plans and this is described in the text on page 13.
Planning Authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a change
Settlement Boundaries
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/549), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/511),
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/512), F M & G Batchelor (846821/490), R Watson & Son
(846824/461), Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/399), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/412), Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/529), J G
Lang & Son (846827/438), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/477) and Homes for Scotland
(785148/236) consider the current text in the ‘how this policy works’ section on page 13
(Doc80) to be ‘misleading with regard to reviewing settlement boundaries’. They propose
a requirement for Local Development Plan Main Issues Reports to review settlement
boundaries as they consider that this 'does not take place as a matter of course'. They
propose amendments that would result in a requirement that development options for all
settlements should be explored in the Main Issues Report for each Local Development
Plan.
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A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/549) and Homes for Scotland (785148/236)
propose changes to require Main Issues Reports for Local Development Plans to 'fully
consider options for housing and other development in all tier 1 to 3 principal settlements'.
They also propose that where no or limited sustainable development opportunities exist
then [settlement] development boundaries should be reviewed.
They suggest as an example that Angus Council 'chose not to consider the allocation of
land in or adjacent to Birkhill/Muirhead' when preparing their Local Development Plan.
They suggest that this meant no land was allocated there. They consider that if a
settlement is identified in a settlement hierarchy then it ought to be expected to
accommodate growth.
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/399) suggest there is a need for the review of settlement
boundaries to be explored for other settlements [not principal settlements] and villages
and brownfield sites. The respondent is promoting Crail Airfield as a development location
which they consider to be of historic and strategic importance.
Change Wording from ‘May’ to ‘Should’
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/415), J G Lang &
Son (846827/439), R Watson & Son (846824/462), Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/401) and
F M & G Batchelor (846821/491) propose changes to Policy 1C to alter the word 'may' to
'should' so that it 'more positively' promotes development in locations outside of principal
settlements. They consider that this would provide greater choice of housing sites, a
sustainable pattern of development and would reflect the requirements of Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 40, 110 and 119 (Doc84).
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/415) also consider
that this should take place whilst promoting brownfield and regeneration.
Crail Airfield and Policy 1C
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/401) suggests that the proposed plan ignores sites such as
Crail Airfield and proposes additional policy text which they suggest would resolve this
issue.
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/402) considers that the ‘policy omission’ of Crail Airfield in the
Strategic Development Plan fails to address the future strategic development of a site,
which they consider to be of national historical and planning policy importance. They
propose that Policy 1 should clearly say that development ‘can and should’ take place
outwith the Principal Settlements where this reflects Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraph 40 (Doc84) for promoting a sustainable pattern of development using a site
specific policy. The respondent also considers that reuse of this site is consistent with
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 80 (Doc84).
The respondent considers there to be a ‘strategic policy vacuum’ since the previous Fife
Structure Plan (2009) included Policy BL1 (Doc44) which covered rural brownfield sites.
The respondent considers that TAYplan should identify the airfield’s ‘ability to contribute
to future housing requirements’. The respondent considers development on the site to be
consistent with Policy 1B sequential approach.
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New Criteria for Policy 1C
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/498) proposes additional text for Policy 1C to require
assessment of how proposals in the countryside contribute to sustainable economic
growth and resilience. The respondent considers that this will strengthen the overall
policy, take account of the important role development in the countryside can play in the
context of economic and tourism growth, and be in line with the thrust of Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84).
Scone Estate (909972/466) proposes changes to Policy 1C on the basis that, as currently
written, it suggests that the countryside or villages are 'inherently unsustainable' as
locations for housing and that this causes 'suburbanisation of the countryside'. They
consider that Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 79 (Doc84) provides examples
of suitable development for the countryside that they suggest would not constitute
'suburbanisation of the countryside' or lead to 'unsustainable travel patterns'. They also
consider that some of these examples are restricted by greenbelts and that ‘small scale’
housing development could support the implementation of Policy 8 Green Networks
(Doc80).
Strengthen Read Across with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
Scottish Government (910172/331) proposes amendments to the text on page 13
(Doc80) which describes varying approaches to development in rural areas. Although
supportive of the statement the amendments sought are to clarify what is meant by 'a
varied approach' and to link the statement directly with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
(Doc84).
Summary of Supporting Representations
Scottish Water (762198/266) support the continuation of the current development
strategy.
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/193) support the strategy as part of a
response to emissions, climate change, travel choices and air quality.
NHS Tayside (908896/322) support this as a continuation to long term planning to drive
sustainability and economic progress for the region.
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/279) supports Policy 1 on the basis that it represents 'best
use of resources and infrastructure capitalising on investment, skills and strategic
infrastructure'. They argue though that Angus Council has granted some planning
permissions which they consider to be contrary to the Plan. They question what powers
TAYplan has to ensure the plan is adhered to and consider that a single authority should
be responsible for the wider Dundee area.
sportscotland (905989/004) support the approach with regard to sport and recreation e.g.
access to water rather than a complete ban.
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/373) supports development being able to take place
in settlements that are not principal settlements which they argue is 'vital to support
sustainable economic growth and the viability of local services and facilities'.
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Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/357) support approach as consistent
with the Regional Transport Strategy (Doc94).
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/033) support approach from
sustainability perspective.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Settlement Boundaries
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/512), J G Lang & Son (846827/438), F M & G Batchelor
(846821/490), R Watson & Son (846824/461), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/477), Stewart
Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/529), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/511), and
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/412), propose
amendments to Policy 1A as follows:
"Strategies, plans, programmes and development proposals shall focus the majority, but
not all of development in the region's principal settlements as shown on Map 1 (opposite).
Local Development Plans should also prioritise brownfield sites in preference to
greenfield allocations, including outwith settlements where they support strategic planning
objectives. In order to ensure that sustainable development opportunities are achieved
across the whole of the SDP area Local Development Plans should review all
development boundaries, both within the principle settlements and within other
settlements to facilitate the numerical requirements of Policy 4: Homes."
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/549) propose an additional paragraph to the
'how this policy works' on page 13 to read:
‘Local Development Plan Main Issues Reports shall fully consider options for housing and
other development in all Tier 1 to 3 principal settlements. Where there are no or limited
sustainable development opportunities remaining within existing settlement boundaries,
full consideration shall be given to reviewing those development boundaries to facilitate
the numerical requirements of Policy 4: Homes.’
Homes for Scotland (785148/236) propose an additional paragraph to the 'how this policy
works' on page 13 to read:
‘Local Development Plan Main Issues Reports should consider options for housing and
other development in all Tier 1 to 3 principle settlements. Consideration should be given
to reviewing development boundaries where this is necessitated by there being no or
limited sustainable development opportunities remaining within existing settlement
boundaries.’
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/399) propose amendments to Policy 1A as follows:
Policy 1A is amended as follows: "Strategies, plans, programmes and development
proposals shall focus the majority, but not all of development in the region's principal
settlements as shown on Map 1 (opposite). Local Development Plans should also
prioritise brownfield sites in preference to greenfield allocations, including outwith
settlements where they support strategic planning objectives. In order to ensure that
sustainable development opportunities are achieved across the whole of the SDP area
Local Development Plans should review all development boundaries, both within the
principle settlements and within other settlements to facilitate the numerical requirements
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of Policy 4: Homes. The redevelopment of Crail Airfield as a new sustainable mixed use
settlement within the St Andrews and East Fife Housing Market Area will complement the
Principal Settlement Hierarchy."
Change Wording from ‘May’ to ‘Should’
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/415), J G Lang &
Son (846827/439), R Watson & Son (846824/462) and F M & G Batchelor (846821/491)
propose amendments so that Policy 1C first sentence reads:
‘Local Development Plans are encouraged to also provide for some development in
settlements that are not defined as principal settlements (Policy 1A)’.
Crail Airfield and Policy 1C
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/401) propose amendments so that Policy 1C first sentence
reads:
‘Local Development Plans are encouraged to also provide for some development in
settlements that are not defined as principal settlements (Policy 1A). In addition, the
redevelopment of Crail Airfield for mixed use development will also be encouraged.’
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/402) propose the addition of a new a new section entitled
Policy 1E Crail Airfield to read as follows:
‘E. Crail Airfield
The redevelopment of Crail Airfield for mixed use development will also be encouraged.’
New Criteria for Policy 1C
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/498) propose amendments to Policy 1C so that it reads:
‘Local Development Plans may also provide for some development in settlements that are
not defined as principal settlements (Policy 1A). This is provided that it can be
accommodated and supported by the settlement, and in the countryside; that the
development genuinely contributes to the outcomes of this Plan; and, it meets specific
local needs or does not undermine regeneration of the cities or respective settlement.
Proposals for development in the countryside should be assessed against the need to
avoid suburbanisation of the countryside and unsustainable patterns of travel and
development however any assessment of such should take full account of the proposal’s
ability to contribute to sustainable economic growth and resilience.’
Scone Estate (909972/466) proposes that Policy 1C should be changed to state: - Local
Development Plans may also provide for some development in settlements that are not
defined as principal settlements (Policy 1A). This is provided that it can be
accommodated and supported in settlements or in the countryside.
Strengthen Read Across with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
Scottish Government (910172/331) proposes that the following text should be added at
the end of paragraph six on page 13:
‘…in accordance with the different types of rural area and approaches to rural
development outlined in the Scottish Planning Policy.’
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Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 1 (Doc80) is almost identical to Approved TAYplan (2012)
Policy 1 (Doc16) and the emphasis and intent has not changed. Changes have been
made to clarify what is meant by ‘core areas’ and also to explain development outside of
principal settlements. Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 1 Part C (Doc80) covers development
outside of principal settlements. This continues the approach set out in approved
TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 Part A (Doc16) which covers this.
Some amendments have been made to break the text into smaller sentences to make it
more understandable and easy to follow for readers. These changes do not alter the
meaning of the Policy:









The words ‘…in rural areas…’ have been changed to ‘…in the countryside…’ This is
because ‘rural areas’ is also not defined anywhere else in the Plan and can have a
specific meaning. Similarly not all of the countryside is defined as rural areas.
The word ‘objectives’ has been replaced by the word ‘outcomes’. This is because the
Proposed Plan (2015) does not state objectives and instead encapsulates these within
policies and within the outcomes set out as part of the vision. The outcomes are
described on page 8 (Doc80).
The phrase from approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 (Doc16) ‘…or supports
regeneration of the local economy.’ has been replaced by the phrase ‘…or does not
undermine regeneration of the cities or respective settlement.’ The words ‘local
economy’ and the context within which it had been used is now considered to be too
vague and potentially confusing.
The final sentence of Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 1 Part C (Doc80) is new and is
specifically added to reinforce the position taken in the earlier part of the policy. It is
also clarifying the purpose and linking it specifically with Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 76 to 83 (Doc84) by using the identical terminology.
The new wording set out in the Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 1 Part C (Doc80) is
clearer and more explicitly relates to the terminology in Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4
Part F (Doc80) which works in conjunction with this policy.

The meaning of the policy has not changed. Instead the amendments clarify the role of
principal settlements (and by default areas that are not principal settlements). This
responds to some uncertainties amongst practitioners about how this applied.
The Main Issues Report (2014) page 56 (Doc56) makes clear TAYplan’s intention to
retain the current approach but to clarify that the boundaries of principal settlements are
defined in Local Development Plans. This is presented in the ‘how the policy works’
section on page 13 (Doc80).
Authority’s Response to Proposed Changes
Settlement Boundaries
Several of these respondents seek related changes in the Summary of Unresolved Issues
for Issue 003 Policy 1A Settlement Hierarchy – Policy Principle.
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/549), Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/399),
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/511), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/512), F M & G
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Batchelor (846821/490), J G Lang & Son (846827/438), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd &
James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/412), R Watson & Son (846824/461), Stewart Milne
Homes North Scotland (347277/529), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/477) and Homes for
Scotland (785148/236) - TAYplan does not agree that the current text in the ‘how this
policy works’ section on page 13 (Doc80) is ‘misleading’ with regard to reviewing
settlement boundaries. This text was added to make clear to users of the Plan that,
although TAYplan defines the principal settlements, it is for the respective Local
Development Plan to define their boundaries. Although this is also the case in the
approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 (Doc16) it was clear from telephone discussions that
some plan users would find it helpful to make these points more clearly.
TAYplan does not agree with the view that settlement boundaries are ‘not reviewed in
Local Development Plan Main Issues Reports as a matter of course’. For example both
Angus Council (Doc13) and Fife Council (Doc42) explored potential growth options and
the potential locations for this at their respective Main Issues Report stage.
Fife Council provided an additional stage (Doc38) to this process to support stakeholders
prior to publication of their proposed plan. Angus Council, through their work, concluded
that amendments to the settlement boundaries of Arbroath, Forfar, Kirriemuir, Monifieth
and Montrose as well as Edzell, Friockheim, Letham and Newtyle were appropriate. The
specific direction, locations and scale of growth and their implications for settlement
boundaries are best considered through the Local Development Plan process. It is
entirely proportionate and appropriate within the context of Policy 1 (Doc80) to conclude
that there is no additional need to consider growth that may affect the settlement
boundary in other settlements.
TAYplan is also not persuaded that the proposed amendments are appropriate or
necessary. As written the amendments imply that Local Development Plan Main Issues
Reports should focus their attention on the boundaries of all settlements (not just principal
settlements) and review the boundaries. There is also an implication that where an
authority has decided not to amend a boundary that this constitutes a failure in the
process. TAYplan does not share this view.
Firstly, Policy 1 already establishes a clear framework for considering land release in
locations that are not in principal settlements through Policy 1 Part B and Part C. This
approach remains the same as the one set out in approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16)
albeit that Part C has been amended slightly to reflect Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 40 and 76 to 83 (Doc84) and to offer greater clarity.
Secondly, TAYplan considers that any decision by a Council to review and subsequently
amend a settlement boundary should be driven by planning issues and not a blanket
requirement to review all boundaries as a matter of course. TAYplan does not consider
there to be value in using Main Issues Reports to examine every settlement boundary.
This is because not every settlement will be expected to accommodate development that
would lead to such a requirement and the sheer number of settlements in Angus, Fife and
Perth & Kinross would make their Main Issues Reports extremely cumbersome.
TAYplan therefore remains satisfied that Policy 1C provides the appropriate framework
for where development may take place outside of principal settlements and this works in
conjunction with the rest of Policy 1 and other policies in the Proposed Plan (2015).
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/399), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates
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Ltd (846825/412) and J G Lang & Son (846827/438) - TAYplan does not agree with the
assertion that Angus and Fife Councils have not considered settlement boundaries in the
preparation of their respective Local Development Plans. The respondents have provided
no evidence to substantiate this.
As noted above both councils used their Main Issues Reports to consider possible
locations for growth around their principal settlements and have also proposed locations
for growth in some of their larger non-principal settlements. It seems entirely logical and
proportionate for Councils to use their Main Issues Reports to explore the issues and
possible options and to determine whether there is then a need to review boundaries. As
such TAYplan is not persuaded that any compelling case has been made for the
proposed amendments.
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/399) - TAYplan’s response is covered overleaf under the
section relating to Crail Airfield.
Change Wording from ‘May’ to ‘Should’
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/415), J G Lang &
Son (846827/439), R Watson & Son (846824/462) and F M & G Batchelor (846821/491) Policy 1C is designed to recognise that principal settlements will not be the only place
where ‘development’, as defined in law (Doc80) can take place. But it is also designed to
ensure that in these circumstances it is not to the detriment of the vision or the strategy
designed to deliver it.
Although Policy 1C (Doc80) allows some development outside of principal settlements,
the policy onus is on the proponent to justify their development rather than upon the
Council to justify why it should not take place. TAYplan does not agree that the word
'may' should be replaced in Policy 1C first sentence. The word 'may' indicates that the
option is open to Local Development Plans in response to the issues they face. The word
'should' requires them to do so irrespective of the issues or to justify why they have not
done so. The word ‘encourage’ also pushes Councils along a similar route.
The purpose of the proposed changes appears to be that more development can take
place in locations outside of principal settlements. This is not necessarily beneficial for
delivering the vision. Policy 1C already provides for these circumstances as written and
thus the outcomes sought by the respondents can already occur, provided the stated
criteria are met and also that there is no other option having first explored all potential
options under the sequential approach in Policy 1B (Doc80).
The consequence of the proposed changes would be to weaken the existing approach
shifting away from a principal settlement focus. The original basis for this is that principal
settlements are where most of the existing people, jobs, services, infrastructure and
facilities are already concentrated. Focusing the majority of new development in these
locations brings people closer to jobs and services. It also brings businesses closer
together. This optimises the opportunities for use of active and passenger transport and
promotes access. It reduces the need to travel which has an impact on health and carbon
emissions. It also contributes to reducing pressure on the countryside. These factors
have not changed and continue to sit well with the vision and outcomes (see Topic
Paper 1: Vision and Outcomes 2015 – Doc103).
TAYplan is not persuaded that these proposed changes would support the vision better
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than what is presently written in Policy 1C and has concerns that these proposed
changes would fundamentally shift the emphasis of Policy 1 away from principal
settlements to the detriment of the vision and other elements policies of the Proposed
Plan (2015) (Doc80).
Crail Airfield and Policy 1C
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/399, 401 + 402) from above.
The respondent has sought several changes to Policy 1(Doc80) in these representations
and also those covered in the Schedule 4 Summaries of Unresolved Issues for
Issues 003 Policy 1A Settlement Hierarchy – Policy Principal and 004 Policy 1B
Sequential Approach.
This series of changes seek to bring about specific recognition for Crail Airfield and to
amend Policy 1 to specifically enable development to take place there. Although the
proposed changes may deliver what the respondent seeks, no justification has been
provided which supports this or which explains how this better delivers the vision.
TAYplan does not agree with the premise that redevelopment of Crail Airfield as a ‘new,
sustainable, mixed use settlement’ will ‘complement the Principal Settlement Hierarchy’.
Crail Airfield is not part of a principal settlement or a non-principal settlement; it is also not
a Strategic Development Area. It is a rural site outside of any settlement. Policy 1B
sequential approach is clear that brownfield or greenfield land outside of principal
settlements is the lowest priority for development. Policy 1C provides appropriate criteria
to enable developers and planning authorities to consider whether proposals for
development outside of principal settlements are appropriate. The fact that this site is
brownfield does not automatically make it suitable for new development, including
residential uses. No compelling evidence has been provided by the respondent to explain
how the redevelopment of this site would be better placed to deliver the vision than other
locations which are within settlements (principal or non-principal) and/or Strategic
Development Areas.
For clarity the Fife Structure Plan (2009) was replaced in the TAYplan area on 8
June 2012 when the Scottish Ministers approved the TAYplan Strategic Development
Plan (2012) (Doc16). Although the Fife Structure Plan (2009) supporting text may have
specifically referenced Crail Airfield, TAYplan does not consider there to be any strategic
policy vacuum, as implied by the respondent. Policy 1 is clear through Parts 1A, 1B
and 1C (Doc80) about the priorities for land release and the framework for Local
Development Plans to identify land. Policy 4 (Doc80) is clear about the housing land
requirement and Policy 3 (Doc80) is clear what sites are (and by default which are not)
Strategic Development Areas.
The respondent refers to Fife Structure Plan (2009) Policy BL1 (Doc44) which considered
the re-use of brownfield land. However, the policy did not specifically name Crail Airfield
and this was instead referenced in the supporting text under paragraph 3.4 (Doc44). This
paragraph recognised that the most appropriate re-use of significant areas of derelict land
in the countryside would be rehabilitation to agriculture, woodland, countryside recreation
and nature conservation. However it recognised that land uses including leisure and
tourism may be appropriate at other significant sites such as Crail Airfield, however this
would exclude large-scale housing. This position appears to differ from the inference by
the respondent that Crail Airfield was identified in the Fife Structure Plan (2009) and that
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it would make a significant contribution to the housing land supply. The more recent
Adopted St Andrews and East Fife Local Plan (2012) pages 111 and 112 (Doc6) also
identify Crail Airfield as an area of mixed use that may include limited housing
development. This refers to the importance of securing the restoration and re-use of built
heritage of the site.
The respondent is correct that Crail Airfield is within the St Andrews and East Fife
Housing Market Area. It is important to make clear that the Proposed FIFEplan
Examination Version (2015) (Doc79) is planning for 210 homes per year based on
approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16). The Proposed FIFEplan (2015) (Doc79) has
identified sufficient housing land to support this and followed the approach in the
approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) to ensure a generous supply of land which is higher
than the 210 homes per year. This is equivalent to the housing land requirement
approach of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84) but pre-dates its
operation.
The housing supply targets and land requirement set out in Proposed Plan (2015)
Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) are lower than the 210 homes per year. This suggests that the
subsequent FIFEplan may therefore already have a considerable share of the land
needed to support the delivery of this plan. As such it would need to consider whether
Crail Airfield, and other sites (including those already identified), offer the best
opportunities to deliver the TAYplan vision (Doc80) and indeed the intentions for a
sustainable pattern of development set out in in Policy 1 (Doc80) Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) paragraphs 40 and 76 to 83 (Doc84).
The respondent has provided no evidence to justify why possibly 400 to 500 new homes
would be best accommodated in a countryside location and why Crail Airfield in particular
fulfils such a need. Given the points made above it is unclear what role Crail Airfield
would play in meeting identified need and demand for new homes that would justify such
a significant modification to and departure from current policy.
TAYplan is not persuaded Crail Airfield could automatically deliver the consequences of
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 40 (Doc84) as suggested by the respondent.
Paragraph 40 (Doc84) does refer to prioritising brownfield land ahead of greenfield.
However, when read as a whole it is difficult to conclude how a location which is not part
of any existing settlement (whether brownfield or not) could contribute to the other criteria
in Paragraph 40 (Doc84) better than locations which are part of existing principal
settlements (or indeed non-principal settlements). Policy 1, as currently written, therefore
reflects the priorities of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 40 and also 76 to 83
(Doc84) appropriately. TAYplan does not agree with the respondent that their proposed
changes better contribute to achieving the intentions of Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraph 40 (Doc84).
TAYplan is not persuaded that Policy 1 (Doc80) is where such an amendment would sit.
There is no need to use a Policy designed to describe development patterns (Policy 1) to
highlight one individual site, particularly when its contribution towards that strategy may
be questionable. Any details regarding strategic scale sites are covered by Policy 3
(Doc80) which covers Strategic Development Areas.
To be clear, and as noted by the respondent, Crail Airfield is not a Strategic Development
Area. No proposals were received regarding this at Pre-Main Issues (2013) or Main
Issues Report (2014) stages. Topic Paper 2 Growth (2015) pages 52 to 93
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(005/SL/Doc18) consider all proposed and current Strategic Development Areas and
concludes that there is no need to remove or amend the current ones or to add any
new ones. Strategic Development Areas have been considered in more detail in the
Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 010 Policy 3D Strategic
Development Areas.
The changes proposed above (and those sought in the Schedule 4 Summary of
Unresolved Issues for Issues 004 Policy 1B sequential Approach) would fundamentally
weaken the Plan. This is because there are numerous other large sites, including former
airfields, whose promoters could use the same precedent to argue for equivalent
development on the same basis. The result would be wide-scale development of homes
and other land uses in countryside locations whose inhabitants would have to travel to
access jobs, services and facilities. This would fundamentally fail to deliver Policy 1 as
currently written and be contrary to the vision.
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that there is a policy vacuum or any compelling
evidence to include the changes proposed.
TAYplan is also not persuaded that either the proposed changes (above) or the part of
the Plan to which they are proposed are either appropriate or necessary. TAYplan
considers that these proposed changes would undermine the Proposed Plan (2015) and
delivery of the vision. TAYplan therefore proposes to make no change.
New Criteria for Policy 1C
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/498) - TAYplan does not consider that the proposed
changes bring any additional clarity to the Proposed Plan or that they would bring about
the outcomes sought by the respondent. TAYplan is satisfied that Policy 1C (Doc80) is
already appropriately written and that this and Policies 2 and 9 (Doc80) are appropriate to
bring about what is being sought by the respondent.
Scone Estate (909972/466) - To be clear the current approach in Policy 1 does not
suggest that locations outside of principal settlements are unsustainable, but it does
recognise that locations within principal settlements are the most sustainable. Given that
there is a very clear strategic focus on principal settlements to deliver the vision it is also
necessary to recognise that some development will take place outside of these areas.
Policy 1C sets out the approach for this and works in conjunction with Policy 4F (and also
Policies 2 and 9) (Doc80).
Policy 1 balances the realities that development pressures from the larger settlements
can affect wider areas and that it is important to ensure that these needs are met within
those largest settlements. This approach is designed to ensure small settlements are
sustained whilst also not being subject to the sometimes adverse outcomes of
development related to nearby principal settlements. Such an approach is in the best
interests of a living, working countryside and vibrant rural areas.
Strengthen Read Across with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
Scottish Government (910172/331) - TAYplan understands the rationale for the proposed
changes but is satisfied that the current language is adequate and clear. Any choice to
add the proposed wording would not interfere with the plan but TAYplan considers that it
would un-necessarily repeat Scottish Planning Policy. This is something TAYplan has
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tried to avoid and has only done where it is contextually necessary for clarity and/or the
operation of the plan. Therefore TAYplan does not propose to make this proposed
change.
Authority’s Response to Supporting Representations
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/279), Scottish Water (762198/266), Scottish Environment
Protection Agency (835401/193), NHS Tayside (908896/322), Tactran Regional
Transport Partnership (441235/357), SEStran Regional Transport Partnership
(908118/033) and Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/373) - TAYplan welcomes the
support for this policy.
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/279) - There is no legal or operational role for TAYplan to
comment on planning applications. This is done by the respective Councils as
determining authorities.
Council boundaries are a matter for the Scottish Government and the appropriate public
bodies who oversee such matters.
sportscotland (905989/004) - TAYplan welcomes the support for the policy and agrees
that Policy 1 does not prevent development outside of principal settlements, including
those types referred to by the respondent. This does not mean, however, that such
developments are automatically appropriate since they must also conform to other
policies in the Proposed Plan and those of the respective Local Development Plan.
Conclusions
Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 1 is a continuation of the Policy 1 in the approved TAYplan
(2012). No changes, besides enhanced explanation, were proposed at Main Issues
Report stage because this strategy is directly designed to deliver the vision, which is not
proposed to change.
TAYplan does not consider that any compelling evidence has been provided to justify the
proposed changes.
Although these proposed changes appear to be incremental and minor on the surface
their impact would fundamentally and significantly undermine the entire basis of the Plan
and thereby the delivery of the vision. The current balance remains appropriate and
subject to the minor comments above neither Scottish Government nor any key
government agencies have sought changes to the purpose or operation of this policy.
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May, 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Settlement Boundaries
1. The final sentence of the first paragraph of page 13 of the Proposed Plan states that
the boundaries of principal settlements “are defined and reviewed regularly through the
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respective local development plan”. Above, the Tayplan authority states that the intention
here is to clarify that such reviews are not the responsibility of the strategic development
plan. The authority also expressly disagrees with the view that principal settlement
boundaries are not reviewed as a matter of course. Given that principal settlements are
to be the focus for new development, I agree that I would expect such reviews to be a
normal part of the local development plan preparation process.
2. Given the scepticism expressed in representations regarding whether such boundary
reviews are in fact carried out, I consider it would be helpful to amend the wording of the
final sentence of the first paragraph of page 13 to specifically direct that there should be
such reviews. This is not to say that the reviews will necessarily produce additional land
release. I expect such reviews could be relatively high level, and not necessarily be
major or onerous pieces of work.
3. This change relates to principal settlements. On balance, I agree with the Tayplan
authority that a requirement to review all settlement boundaries at every local
development plan cycle may be excessive. Non-principal settlements may be expected
to experience slower rates of change, and are not the intended focus for significant new
development. Their boundaries will need to be reviewed periodically, but given resource
pressures this may not be practicable or necessary during each local development plan
cycle.
4. It is also suggested that text should be added to the plan requiring local development
plans to consider housing options within all principal settlements, and if no opportunities
exist, to review their boundaries with a view to expanding the settlement. On one level, it
appears to me that this is the process that is already proposed by Policy 1B. This sets
out a sequential approach whereby local development plans are to prioritise land release
firstly within, and then on the edge of, principal settlements.
5. The Proposed Plan does not contain a requirement to release land in every principal
settlement. However, I note that, practically, there are a very limited number of principal
settlements in each housing market area in which to focus the housing land requirement.
That said, there may be occasions where the housing land requirement can be achieved
through the development of brownfield land and established allocations from earlier
plans.
6. In the case of settlements listed as forming part of the Dundee or Perth Core Areas,
such as Birkhill/Muirhead, I concluded at Issue 03 that such outlying settlements are most
logically considered a functional part of one of the two tier 1 principal settlements of the
Perth and Dundee Core Areas. Therefore, their status as part of a tier 1 principal
settlement does not mean that significant housing development need necessarily be
directed to them in isolation. Rather, such settlements have the potential to contribute to
meeting housing need and demand arising in the relevant housing market area in the
same way that sites in and around other parts of the cities do.
7. Overall, I therefore consider that it is unnecessary for the plan to require land release
in every principal settlement.
Non-principal Settlements
8. Representations seek for Policy 1C to require there to be some provision for
development in non-principal settlements. Such settlements will range in size from small
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towns such as Auchtermuchty with several thousand inhabitants, to small villages with
populations of only a few hundred. I consider it unlikely that provision should be made for
new development in all these settlements, but that is not to say that expansion may not
be appropriate in some of them.
9. I have already concluded at Issue 03 that the Proposed Plan’s prioritisation of
principal settlements is appropriate. However, I agree that some development in other
settlements may also be valuable. Such development may help to maintain a population
base necessary to support local services, or may bring about the remediation of
brownfield sites in a way that would improve the amenity of the settlement. It could also
increase range and choice in the housing market. However, unchecked development in
smaller settlements could have serious adverse consequences, such as increasing the
length of commuter journeys. For these reasons I consider it is right for the plan to allow
for some development in smaller settlements but to focus the majority of growth in
principal settlements.
10. Given my support for most development being focussed on principal settlements, the
amount of development likely to be directed at non-principal settlements will be relatively
small. Paragraph 41 of Circular 6/2013: Development Planning states that strategic
development plans should be specific enough to limit the options available to subsequent
LDPs to those that would have a broadly similar impact on other planning authorities and
strategic infrastructure and greenspace networks. In this context, I consider that whether
or not local development plans choose to allocate a small proportion of the housing land
requirement to non-principal settlements is unlikely to have significant cross-boundary
implications requiring to be addressed by the strategic plan. It is enough that Policy 1C
provides the option to local development plans to make such allocations if local
circumstances justify this. On this basis I recommend no change to the plan.
11. It is alleged that some local development plans have failed to respond to the
equivalent policy to Policy 1C in the existing approved strategic development plan, and
have not properly considered the option of making allocations in non-principal
settlements. If this is indeed the case, I consider this is a matter to raise through the
preparation of those local development plans. Policy 1C is sufficiently clear that the
option to provide for new development in non-principal settlements exists.
Brownfield Sites in the Countryside
12. Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/399, 401 + 402) - It is suggested that the Proposed Plan
should offer greater support for the development of rural brownfield sites in preference to
greenfield sites, so long as such sites support strategic planning objectives. As a general
point, I do not agree that the development of rural brownfield land will necessarily be
preferable to the release of greenfield sites. The remediation of brownfield land will
usually constitute a planning gain, but may be offset by negative impacts such as damage
to landscape quality or increased length of commuting journeys. Conversely, although
agricultural land is a non-renewable resource, the release of accessible greenfield sites
adjacent to principal settlements may be the most sustainable means of providing for
necessary growth. For these reasons I conclude that it would not be appropriate for the
plan to promote the development of rural brownfield sites ahead of all greenfield sites.
13. As regards Crail Airfield, I have a limited amount of information before me regarding
the planning merits and potential impacts of this development proposal. I am therefore
reluctant to recommend amending the plan to offer specific support for this development.
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It would also be at odds with the remainder of Policy 1 for it to make specific mention of
this one individual development site.
14. I acknowledge the significance of the proposal and the historic importance of the
site. However, I note that the site is allocated in the adopted St Andrews and East Fife
Local Plan (Document 06) as an area of mixed use, with provision for employment uses,
commercial or leisure development, holiday accommodation, and limited housing
development. It does not therefore appear to be essential for separate provision to be
made for this development in the strategic development plan.
15. In more general terms, proposed Policy 1C does provide for some development in
the countryside, while noting that this should avoid the suburbanisation of the countryside
and unsustainable patterns of travel and development. It seems to me that this provision
makes some allowance for the high-quality redevelopment of rural brownfield sites.
Development in the Countryside
16. The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/498) – This representation suggests including
consideration of how proposals may contribute to sustainable economic growth and
resilience within the policy relating to development in the countryside. I consider that
these factors are important, but are not limited to rural development, which is the subject
matter of this policy. The plan is to be read as a whole, and there are various other
references that offer support to sustainable economic growth. These include Policy 3C
which seeks to assist in growing the year-round economy including the role of the
tourism, sporting and recreational sectors; and Policy 2C which focuses on the creation of
resilient and future-ready places. I therefore conclude that it is unnecessary to add these
additional considerations into Policy 1C.
17. Scone Estate (909972/466) – This representation suggests that development in the
countryside or villages is not necessarily unsustainable, and that various of the caveats
proposed in Policy 1C should therefore be removed. I have already accepted that the
Proposed Plan’s strategy of focussing most development in principal settlements is
appropriate. I consider that such a focus does need to be balanced with a level of
restriction elsewhere if it is to work effectively. As paragraph 76 of Scottish Planning
Policy notes, in pressured rural areas it is necessary for most urban development to take
place within or next to existing settlements.
18. However, there will be an ongoing need for a level of development in the
countryside, to meet local needs and for types of development than cannot realistically be
located in urban areas. As the respondent themselves state: “there is scope for
countryside development without causing suburbanisation of the countryside or
unsustainable patterns of travel and development”. I agree with this statement, but I do
not believe it runs counter to the provisions of Policy 1C. It is specifically only those
proposals that do cause suburbanisation or are unsustainable that Policy 1C seeks to
restrict. On this basis, I conclude that no change to the policy is required.
Links to Scottish Planning Policy
19. Scottish Government (910172/331) – This representation suggests adding a
reference to the types of rural area and approaches to rural development outlined in
Scottish Planning Policy. I am not generally attracted by the inclusion of cross-references
to external documents within policy statements in development plans. In this case,
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Scottish Planning Policy may be subject to change within the lifetime of the plan. This
could effectively change the meaning of the plan without the agreement of the Tayplan
authority, and without public consultation. Such cross references also detract from the
usability of the plan by requiring reference to a separate document.
20. The existing text of the Proposed Plan makes clear that a varied approach may
be taken to development in the countryside to reflect the different characteristics of rural
area within the plan area. This statement conforms with the approach set out at
paragraphs 81 to 83 of Scottish Planning Policy, and I therefore conclude that there is no
necessity to amend the plan in this instance.
Reporter’s recommendations:
I recommend that the final sentence of the first paragraph of page 13 be amended to
read: “Their boundaries should be defined and reviewed regularly through the respective
local development plan.”
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Issue 006

Policy 1 Location Priorities - Green Belts

Development
plan reference:

Policy 1 Part D and Map 1 pages 10 to 13

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
Dr Peter Symon (548525)
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes
(910368)
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277)
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
Homes for Scotland (785148)
Jennifer Hopgood (348875)
Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community
Council (910325)
Scone Estate (909972)
St Andrews Environmental Protection
Association Ltd (STEPAL) (910367)

St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253)
Supporting as written
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(835401)
Scottish Water (762198)
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership
(908118)
sportscotland (905989)
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
Policy 1 Part D (Doc80) proposes the continuation of green belts for both Perth and St
Andrews. These are also shown in Map 1. It is for Local Development Plans to define
their respective boundaries.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
TAYplan’s Operational Remit
Jennifer Hopgood (348875/517) expresses concern about the landscape impacts of St
Andrews West and Science Park Strategic Development Area (Policy 3) (Doc80) on St
Andrews and suggests that it cannot be accommodated within the town's boundary and
will be outside the boundary of the town. She also considers that 'high quality green
space and access routes that connect to the St Andrews Coast Green Network ’cannot
in any way compensate for the loss of the landscape setting to the west of St Andrews'.
She notes that TAYplan is not consulted on any planning application from any constituent
council, and has no remit to individually comment on planning applications. As a result
she considers this to mean that there is what she describes as ‘very little concern in
TAYplan about the future of St Andrews and its landscape setting’. Matters relating to
Strategic Development Areas (Policy 3) (Doc80) are specifically covered in the
Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues 010 Strategic Development Areas.
Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community Council (910325/560) and St Andrews
Environmental Protection Association Limited (STEPAL) (910367/551) are each
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concerned about development in the St Andrews area that they consider to be adversely
impacting on the green belt. They note that TAYplan is not involved in commenting on
planning applications. St Andrews Environmental Protection Association Limited
(STEPAL) (910367/551) consider this to mean that TAYplan has been ‘silent’ on the issue
of green belt protection. They consider these circumstances to be ‘disappointing’ and
suggest this could be overcome if TAYplan ‘set out policies, procedures and standards for
the protection of the environment’ rather than what they consider to be the current
situation where TAYplan is 'nominally responsible for Green Belt, but takes no active part
in commenting on planning applications which would erode it'. They consider that a
continuation of this will make the designation of green belt effectively redundant.
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/540) considers that the green belts for St
Andrews and Perth are ‘vital’ to ‘protect their landscape setting from development’. They
consider there should be a reference to continually audit development of brownfield sites
and ensure consistency with future allocations for all categories of land use. They also
propose the strengthening of Policy 1D (Doc80) to provide an ‘unambiguous definition of
green belts and very clear direction to developers and infrastructure providers regarding
the need for consistency with policies 2, 7, 8 and 9 (Doc80)’.
Review of Green Belts
Homes for Scotland (785148/238) consider that the principle of green belt and extent of
its boundaries should be kept under review through Local Development Plans. Stewart
Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/531) and A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes
(910368/552) share this view and justify it on the basis of Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraph 51 (Doc84). S tewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/531) and A & J
Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/552) suggest that this would enable ‘early scoping
for future opportunities to develop in the West of St Andrews Strategic Development Area
and in the Perth Core Area’.
Green Belt Proposed for Dundee
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/418) appear to suggest the need for a green belt
around Dundee in order to 'restrict’ what they describe as ‘further encroachment of
developments into open space on the periphery of Dundee'. They also suggest that no
evidence is provided about why a green belt has not been adopted for Dundee.
Proposed Deletion or Review of the Perth Green Belt
Scone Estate (909972/460) propose a review of the Perth green belt in the light of revised
Scottish Planning Policy content to ensure that the designation is ‘necessary,
proportionate and appropriate’ and ‘does not harm the potential sustainable development
of Perth, Perthshire and consequently the TAYplan area’. They also propose that the
Proposed Plan requires the Perth & Kinross Local Development Plan review to address
the content of its green belt policy to ensure it allows for appropriate types of renewable
energy where what they term ‘understandable locational requirements can be met such
as acceptable landscape and visual impact’. They justify this on the basis of Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 50, 54, 155 and 156 (Doc84).
They consider that other policies and designations - such as designed landscapes and
gardens along with Perth & Kinross Council’s ‘Housing in the countryside policy’ could do
the same job as the green belt. They also consider that the size of the green belt is
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disproportionate to Perth's size; and, that the methodology for the green belt boundaries
is out of date and that landscape management is not static.
They go on to suggest that the green belt coverage of the Scone Estate limits its ability to
operate and list locations in their ownership, including land and buildings, where they
would be interested in pursuing development which they suggest is prevented by the
green belt. They acknowledge recent support for this by Perth & Kinross Council which
they say was ‘rejected at examination for the Local Development Plan (2014) by the
reporter’ (Doc5).
Dr Peter Symon (548525/410) proposes the deletion of the Perth green belt to comply
with Scottish Planning Policy (2014), paragraph 49 (Doc84).
Summary of Supporting Representations
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/279) supports Policy 1 (Doc80) on the basis that it
represents 'best use of resources and infrastructure capitalising on investment, skills and
strategic infrastructure'. They consider that one of the constituent authorities has granted
some planning permissions which the respondent considers to be contrary to the Plan.
They question what powers TAYplan has to ensure the plan is adhered to and they
consider that a single authority should be responsible for the wider Dundee area.
NHS Tayside (908896/322) supports the continuation the same strategic focus as the
previous plan, concentrating development in a tiered way as part of the ‘long term
planning to drive sustainability and economic progress for the region’.
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/193) support the strategy as part of a
response to emissions, climate change, travel choices and air quality.
Scottish Water (762198/266) support the continuation of the current development
strategy.
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/033) support approach from
sustainability perspective.
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/357) support approach as consistent
with the Regional Transport Strategy (Doc94).
sportscotland (905989/00)5 supports the policy on the basis that some sport or recreation
related development requires an outdoor countryside location and these are considered
to be ‘permissible in the Green belt’, in accordance with Scottish Planning Policy.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
TAYplan’s Operational Remit
Jennifer Hopgood (348875/517) appears to seek the removal of St Andrews West
Strategic Development Area from the Plan.
Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community Council (910325/560) and St Andrews
Environmental Protection Association Limited (STEPAL) (910367/551) both propose
stronger protection for the St Andrews green belt.
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St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/540) propose a reference to continually audit
development of brownfield sites and ensure consistency with future allocations for all
categories of land use. They also propose the strengthening of Policy 1D to provide an
‘unambiguous definition of green belts and very clear direction to developers and
infrastructure providers regarding the need for consistency with policies 2, 7, 8 and 9
(Doc80)’.
Review of Green Belts
Homes for Scotland (785148/238), Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/531)
and A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/552) each propose amendments to the
final paragraph of the ‘how this policy works’ (page 13) (Doc80) to refer to the need to
keep the principle and extent of green belts under review through the local development
plan preparation and review process.
Green Belt Proposed for Dundee
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/418) proposes amendments at the end of the policy
statement saying that ‘urgent consideration should be given to introducing a similar green
belt policy for Dundee, with the same objectives’.
Perth Green Belt
Scone Estate (909972/460) propose two amendments as follows:



That the status of the Perth green belt is reviewed in the light of revised Scottish
Planning Policy; and,
That TAYplan requires the Perth & Kinross Local Development Plan review to address
the content of the green belt policy to ensure that it allows for appropriate types of
renewable energy where understandable locational requirements can be met such as
acceptable landscape and visual impact.

Dr Peter Symon (548525/410) proposes the following amendments:
Page 10 - Delete Policy 1D Green Belts (Doc80)
Page 13 - Delete paragraph 6, commencing "Green Belts" (Doc80)
Page 13 - Delete paragraph 4, commencing "There will be" (Doc80)
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
The green belt for St Andrews was established in the Fife Structure Plan (2009) Policy
ENV1 (Doc44). The approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 3 (Doc80) directs Fife to continue
with the establishment of the green belt at St Andrews and directs Perth & Kinross
Council to establish a green belt for Perth. This requirement continues in Proposed Plan
(2015) Policy 1 Part D (Doc80).
The green belts have now been established in the Perth & Kinross Local Development
Plan (2014) (Doc5) and the St Andrews & East Fife Local Plan (2012). Therefore the role
of the Strategic Development Plan is to state that these are proposed to continue and this
is set out in Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 1 Part D (Doc80). The remaining details are a
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matter for the respective councils as described in Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 48 to 55 (Doc84). Both St Andrews and Perth differ in character and so the
respective Councils are considered to be best placed to determine the details regarding
appropriate land uses within the context of policies already set out in the Proposed Plan
(2015) (Doc80).
Responses to Proposed Changes
TAYplan’s Operational Remit
Jennifer Hopgood (348875/517), Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community Council
(910325/560), St Andrews Environmental Protection Association Limited (STEPAL)
(910367/551) and St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/540) - For clarity TAYplan
does not have any operational duty or remit to comment on the general conformity or
otherwise of any planning applications or development plans. As such TAYplan is not
resourced to carry out such functions. The consideration of planning applications is
carried out by Local Planning Authorities. The Planning etc. (Scotland) Act 2006
section 16 (6) (Doc74) requires Local Development Plans to be consistent with the
respective Strategic Development Plan. Judgements about the general conformity or
otherwise of Local Development Plans with an approved TAYplan will take place at the
Examination stage of the respective proposed Local Development Plan.
TAYplan does not agree that it is ‘silent on protecting the green belt’. The green belt for
St Andrews was originally put forward by the Fife Structure Plan (2009) Policy ENV1
(Doc44). Subsequently the Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 3 (Doc16) continued the
green belts for St Andrews and Perth and these continue under Proposed Plan (2015)
Policy 1 (Doc80).
TAYplan considers that the appropriate protection and policy framework to define the
purpose, role and operation of green belts as well as appropriate development within
them has been established by Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 49 to 53
(Doc84). Paragraph 52 (Doc84) also makes provision for Local Authorities to specify
appropriate land uses. TAYplan does not consider it necessary to repeat Scottish
Planning Policy. Proposed Plan (2015) also sets out broader measures for environmental
protection and place quality in Policies 2, 8 and 9 (Doc80). Therefore TAYplan does not
consider that additional policy protection is necessary.
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/540) - TAYplan agrees that it is important to
evaluate brownfield land capacity. Councils already evaluate brownfield land, as well as
other considerations, for both housing and employment land annually through land audits.
Councils also undertake urban capacity studies to identify additional, potential sources of
land that have not been identified in previous housing land audits. Land audits and Urban
Capacity Studies are published as a matter of public record. Their conclusions are also
considered in depth during the review and preparation of Local Development Plans.
Therefore TAYplan is satisfied that there is no need for additional requirements to carry
out this type of evaluation.
Review of Green Belts
Homes for Scotland (785148/238), Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/531)
and A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/552) - TAYplan considers that the
approach of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 48 to 55 (Doc84) covers the
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spatial strategy considerations that any planning authority would need to explore in
preparing a new plan or reviewing an existing plan, including the principle and extent of
green belts. As such any planning authority is therefore already expected to review their
current position in light of the emerging issues and investigate such changes in their Main
Issues Report. TAYplan does not consider there to be a need to repeat Scottish Planning
Policy.
The TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) pages 7 and 16 to 20 (Doc56) make clear that
no changes were proposed to the vision, the spatial strategy or the Strategic
Development Areas that had been set out in the approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16). This
consequently meant that there was no strategic reason to consider a review of either the
principle or the extent of the St Andrews and Perth green belts. Therefore any decision to
amend the boundary of either green belt will be driven by local priorities that would, in
accordance with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 48 to 55 (Doc84), need to be
investigated at Local Development Plan Main Issues stage.
Green Belt Proposed for Dundee
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/418) - TAYplan considers that the approach of
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 48 to 55 (Doc84) appropriately cover various
matters of spatial strategy including green belts. The key point of paragraph 49 (Doc84)
is that green belts will not be necessary for most settlements because other mechanisms
can provide the appropriate basis for directing development to the right locations.
TAYplan considers that Policy 1 is already clear in setting out those settlements which
constitute the Dundee Core Area (and which do not); prioritising development within
principal settlements ahead of other locations; and, also the approach to development
outside of principal settlements established in Proposed Plan (2015) Policies 1C and 4F
(Doc80), which operate together as explained on Page 13 (Doc80). Proposed Plan (2015)
Policies 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9 (Doc80) also specifically direct development to specific
locations; which afford protection to particular assets or ensure that adverse impacts are
limited through design.
The St Andrews greenbelt was originally established by the Fife Structure Plan (2009)
Policy ENV1 (Doc44). This continued along with the establishment of a green belt for
Perth in the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 3 (Doc16) which protects and enhances the
character, landscape setting and identity of those settlements or others that are included
within the designated green belts. No equivalent need was established for Dundee that
could not otherwise have been achieved by the methods currently deployed for
determining the location of new development.
No evidence has been presented to make a strategic case for a green belt at Dundee
based on the principles set out in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 48 to 55
(Doc84) or to explore whether this would be better at achieving the outcomes sought than
the existing policy framework or other mechanisms. The Proposed Action Programme
(2015) page 59 (Doc76) indicates that the next Strategic Development Plan review will
consider the growth of Dundee, what this means and the necessary policy tools.
Therefore TAYplan does not propose to make the proposed changes.
Perth Green Belt
Scone Estate (909972/460) - TAYplan considers that the approach of Scottish Planning
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Policy (2014) paragraphs 48 to 55 (Doc84) covers the spatial strategy considerations that
any planning authority would need to explore in preparing a new plan or reviewing an
existing plan, including the principle and extent of green belts. As such any planning
authority is therefore already expected to review their current position in light of the
emerging issues and investigate such changes in their Main Issues Report. TAYplan
does not consider there to be a need to repeat Scottish Planning Policy.
The TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) pages 7, 56 and 57 (Doc56) made clear that no
changes were proposed to the vision, the spatial strategy or the Strategic Development
Areas that had been set out in the approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16). This consequently
meant that there was no strategic reason to consider a review of either the principle or the
extent of the Perth green belt (or the St Andrews green belt). Therefore any decision to
amend the boundary of either green belt will be driven by local priorities that would, in
accordance with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 48 to 55 (Doc84), need to be
investigated at Local Development Plan Main Issues stage.
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 51 (Doc84) already explains the factors that
Local Development Plans should consider when drawing boundaries for green belts.
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 52 (Doc84) already explains that Local
Development Plans should describe the types of development that are appropriate within
green belts and provides some examples of what these ‘may include’. As noted above
there are no strategic issues that have been identified in TAYplan’s work or by
respondents that justify removal or alteration to the Perth green belt or what types of
development may take place there. Therefore these decisions will be driven by local
matters that are best judged by Perth & Kinross Council.
Dr Peter Symon (548525/410) - TAYplan agrees that not every settlement will need a
green belt as set out in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 49 (Doc84). The
purpose of the Perth and St Andrews green belts are to protect and enhance the
character, landscape setting and identity of those settlements or others that affected by
the designated green belts. This is consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraph 40 bullet 2 (Doc84). This is a continuation of the current approach of green
belts at Perth and St Andrews as set out in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 3. The
respondent has not provided any compelling evidence to justify the deletion of either the
Perth or the St Andrews green belts.
TAYplan remains satisfied that there will be no need for any new settlements during the
lifetime of this Plan (as stated on Proposed Plan (2015) page 13 – Doc80) and considers
that no compelling evidence has been provided to the contrary. TAYplan does not
propose to make any changes.
Authority’s Responses to Supporting Representations
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/279), Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/357),
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/033), Scottish Environment Protection
Agency (835401/193), Scottish Water (762198/266) and NHS Tayside (908896/322) TAYplan welcomes this support for the continuation of the location priorities set out in
Policy 1.
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/279) - There is no legal duty for TAYplan to comment on the
conformity or otherwise of planning applications. It is the duty of councils as Local
Planning Authorities to determine planning applications and make the appropriate
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decisions. Council boundaries or any amendments to these are a matter for Scottish
Government and the appropriate public bodies.
TAYplan agrees with sportscotland (905989) PLAN2015_5 that Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraph 52 (Doc84) describes some sport and recreational land uses that may
be appropriate within green belts.
Overall
TAYplan considers that Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 48 to 55 (Doc84)
contain a clear framework to ensure that green belts are considered as part of any review
of spatial strategies. This also provides clarity for Local Development Plans about their
role in determining the boundaries of green belts and appropriate land uses within them.
TAYplan does not consider it to be necessary to repeat Scottish Planning Policy.
TAYplan considers that no compelling evidence has been provided which suggests a
strategic case for the removal or amendment of the St Andrews or Perth green belts.
This means that any local issues relating to boundaries or land uses within green belts
can be appropriately considered by the respective Council when preparing their Local
Development Plans.
Therefore TAYplan proposes to retain the current approach to continue the Perth and St
Andrews green belts and to make no changes to the Proposed Plan.
TAYplan is satisfied that many of these issues are dealt with appropriately by the Policy
as currently written, by supporting elements of other Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80)
policies or Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84). It is also noted that Scottish
Government/Key Agencies have specifically supported the policy and/or have not sought
changes to it.
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Green Belt Protection
1. Paragraph 41 of Circular 6/2013: Development Planning states that strategic
greenspace networks (including green belts) are expected to be a principal topic for
strategic development plans. However, strategic development plans are not generally
site specific, and their role with regard to green belts is likely to be limited to defining any
need for green belts, and possibly also their general extent. Paragraphs 51 and 52 of
Scottish Planning Policy are clear that it is for local development plans to show the
detailed boundary of green belts, and describe the types and scales of development
which would be appropriate within them.
2. Therefore, I consider that the concerns that have been expressed regarding the level
of protection given to the St Andrews Green Belt are largely for the Fife Local
Development Plan to address. In expressing its ongoing support for the implementation
of a green belt at St Andrews to preserve its setting, views and character including its
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historic core, I consider that the Proposed Plan fulfils its role with regard to this policy
area. It would not be appropriate for the strategic development plan to define green belt
boundaries, as this is a role for the local development plan. The plan is to be read as a
whole, and so cross references to other policies in the plan are unnecessary. I note that
brownfield land is monitored through Fife Council’s housing land audit and urban capacity
studies. For these reasons I conclude that no change is required to the plan.
3. The question of whether the Tayplan authority should comment on planning
applications is beyond the scope of this examination. However, I note that Section 4 of
the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended) requires strategic
development planning authorities to prepare strategic development plans and other
related documents, but does not place a duty on them to comment on planning
applications. Nor are there any requirements in planning legislation for such authorities to
be consulted on any classes of planning application.
4. The St Andrews West and Science Park Strategic Development Area is of longstanding, and is an allocation in the adopted St Andrews and East Fife Local
Development Plan 2012. It is discussed further at Issue 10 of this report.
Green Belt Reviews
5. Green belts are policy tools for long term settlement management. Paragraph 50 of
Scottish Planning Policy states that “in developing the spatial strategy, planning
authorities should identify … locations for longer term development and, where
necessary, review the boundaries of any green belt”. Thus it is not expected that green
belt boundaries should be reviewed as a matter of course. While comprehensive green
belt reviews may be required from time-to-time, it is not helpful to the long term certainty
that they are intended to provide for such reviews to happen too frequently. This is not to
say that it may not be necessary to remove individual sites from the green belt when local
development plans are reviewed in order to meet identified requirements for new
development land.
6. In this particular development plan cycle, the Tayplan authority’s evidence on housing
matters is that, although some additional individual development sites might need to be
identified, planned levels of growth can be accommodated within the existing spatial
strategy. Housing supply targets for St Andrews and East Fife and for Greater Perth
(subject to my recommendations at Issue 16) are lower than in the existing approved
plan. Therefore, there does not appear to be a strong necessity for there to be
comprehensive green belt reviews in the forthcoming local development plan cycle.
7. I also note that both the Perth and St Andrews Green Belts were established, and
their detailed boundaries considered, relatively recently. Therefore, there is a less
pressing case for an early review than there might for longer established green belts
which had not been subject to a comprehensive review in some time.
Dundee Green Belt
8. It is somewhat unusual for a city of Dundee’s size not to have a green belt. However,
national policy does not direct that green belts must be designated in any particular
circumstances. Rather, Scottish Planning Policy states that: “For most settlements a
green belt is not necessary as other policies can provide an appropriate basis for
directing development to the right locations. However, where the planning authority
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considers it appropriate, the development plan may designate a green belt around a city.”
There is therefore no national direction that green belts must be introduced in any
particular circumstances.
9. The potential purposes of a green belt are also set out in Scottish Planning Policy,
including directing development to the most appropriate places, supporting regeneration,
protecting the landscape setting of the settlement, and providing access to open space.
These are broadly the advantages that the respondent sees in designating a green belt
around Dundee. However, the respondent has provided no compelling evidence that the
existing suite of non-green belt policies is failing to direct development in and around
Dundee to appropriate places. On this basis, and because national policy does not
require the introduction of green belts in any particular circumstances, I conclude that no
change to the plan is required.
Perth Green Belt
10. I note that the Perth Green Belt was first established through the approved Tayplan
Strategic Development Plan of 2012, and was subsequently implemented through the
Perth and Kinross Local Development Plan of 2014. It therefore appears early to
conclude that boundaries are significantly out-of-date and in need of comprehensive
review, or that whole concept of a green belt around Perth should be discarded.
Paragraph 49 of Scottish Planning Policy does note that in many cases other policies can
provide an appropriate basis for directing development to the right locations. However, it
also allows local authorities the freedom to designate green belts where they feel this is
appropriate. I therefore conclude that there is no clear case for abandoning the Perth
Green Belt.
11. Paragraphs 51 and 52 of Scottish Planning Policy state it is for local development
plans to show the detailed boundary of any green belt, and set out types and scales of
development which would be appropriate in a green belt. Questions of the detailed extent
of the green belt, and whether, for instance, renewable energy development should be
permitted, are therefore for the local development plan process to address.
12. Green belts are not necessarily permanent, and it always remains open to local
development plans to remove sites from the green belt and identify them for development
if necessary to meet identified needs. If it is indeed the case that the most sustainable
locations for meeting development needs lie within the current green belt, then there is
therefore no barrier to these being released through the review of the local development
plan.
13. The individual locations mentioned in the representation from Scone Estate are
matters of local detail best considered through the local development plan process.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 007

Policy 2d: Shaping Better Quality Places – Efficient Resource
Consumption

Development
plan reference:

Policy 2D
Page 14

Reporter:
Sinéad Lynch

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826)
F M & G Batchelor (846821)
J G Lang & Son (846827)
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292)
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825)
R Watson & Son (846824)
Scotia Homes Ltd (910294)
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277)
Sustrans (346798)

Supporting as written
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
Headon Developments Ltd (752939)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Water (762198)
SEPA (835401)
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership
(908118)
sportscotland (905989)
Springfield Properties (910130)
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
This policy applies to all types of development and all scales of development within the
TAYplan area. It sets out a series of issues for which attention should be given to ensure
that we are facilitating the development of better quality places. These solutions will be
determined by local circumstances and this is not a one size fits all approach.
Policy 2D specifically relates to ensuring efficient resource consumption in terms of waste
management solutions and high resource efficiency.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Policy 2D: Efficient Resource Consumption
Sustrans (346798/486) support the policy, but seek explicit recognition of the significant
impact that increasing the number of people travelling actively, or on public transport,
would have on reducing emissions and improving air quality.
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/532) consider that the energy performance
of buildings should be a matter for building standards rather than planning policy as
consider it unnecessary to duplicate provisions made elsewhere and request that
reference is only made to the aspirations and the other mechanisms of control.
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/417), J G Lang &
Son (846827/440), Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/403), F M & G Batchelor (846821/492), R
Watson & Son (846824/463), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/516) and Scotia Homes Ltd
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(910294/481) support the policy, specifically the role of orientation, design and materials
in ensuring efficient resource consumption. They consider that the energy performance
of buildings should be a matter for building standards rather than planning policy as
consider it unnecessary to duplicate provisions made elsewhere. They consider that the
building design, materials and construction have the potential to offer a more effective
approach to carbon reductions than through the use of low carbon generating
technologies.
Summary of Representations Supporting as Written
Whole Policy
Scottish Water (762198/267) supports the whole policy as the promotion of water
efficiency is a key focus for Scottish Water.
SEPA (835401/194) support the whole policy and considers that this provides a strong
framework to Local Development Plans. The respondent furthermore welcomes that a
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (Doc91) was carried out and that this has informed the
Proposed Plan spatial strategy.
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/280) support the whole policy as it is considered essential for
long term sustainability and attracting and retaining investment.
NHS Tayside (908896/323) support the whole policy and notes the positive impact of
designing places and spaces contributing to a healthier population.
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/028) support the whole policy. The
respondent notes that it would be good to see the role transport sustainability has played
in defining development areas.
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/359) support the whole policy which is
consistent with and complements the Regional Transport Strategy (Doc94).
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/419) support the whole policy, with specific
emphasis on the reduction of carbon emissions and health.
Springfield Properties (910130/341) support the whole policy, with specific recognition
given to the concept of lifetime communities which is particularly welcomed.
Headon Developments Ltd (752939/499) support the whole policy as this outcome, which
is consistent with Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (Doc84), was a key driver in the
masterplanning work for St Andrews West Strategic Development Area (007/Extract/1) to
date with the Urban Initiatives authored masterplan commended by Architecture and
Design Scotland.
sportscotland (905989/006) supports the whole policy, encouraging the development of
sports pitches and facilities.
sportscotland (905989/007) support the lifetime communities diagram and explanatory
text as shows the holistic system.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Policy 2D: Efficient Resource Consumption
Sustrans (346798/486) - Propose a change to Policy 2. D. ii. to seek explicit recognition
of the significant impact that increasing the number of people travelling actively, or on
public transport, would have on reducing emissions and improving air quality.
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/532) - Propose a change to Policy 2 D. ii.
b. & c. Suggested Change: ‘The energy performance of buildings should however be a
matter for building standards rather than planning policy. We therefore consider it
unnecessary to duplicate provisions made elsewhere and request that reference only is
made to aspirations and the other mechanisms of control.’
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/417), J G Lang &
Son (846827/440), Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/403), F M & G Batchelor (846821/492), R
Watson & Son (846824/463), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/516) and Scotia Homes Ltd
(910294/481) - Suggested Change: Insert ‘encouraging’ at the start of criterion (b) and
insert at the end of criterion (b) a sentence confirming ‘this is a matter which will be
secured in practice through building regulations requirements. A flexible planning policy
approach should be adopted in accordance with the principles of Fabric First + LZCT+
Allowable Solutions.’
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Authority’s Response to Proposed Modifications
Context
Policy 2 Part D develops upon the Approved TAYplan SDP (2012) (Doc16) in Policy 2
Parts D and E. This section emphasises the importance of building in waste
management solutions and energy efficiency in new developments. To fulfil the Zero
Waste Scotland Plan (2010) (Doc117) new development will also need to design-in
space and other appropriate measures to allow users/inhabitants to separate and store
waste prior to collection. In addition, there is an emphasis on heat networks.
Development should also be capable of accommodating/connecting to heat network
technology.
Policy 2D: Efficient Resource Consumption
Sustrans (346798/486) - TAYplan welcomes the support for this policy. TAYplan
consider that recognition has been given to the positive impacts of active travel in
reducing emissions and improving air quality, both in the explanatory text following
Policy 2 (Doc80) and in Policy 7 (Doc80), Policy 8 (Doc80) and Policy 9 (Doc80).
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/532), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd &
James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/417), J G Lang & Son (846827/440), Landvest PCC
Ltd (910292/403), F M & G Batchelor (846821/492), R Watson & Son (846824/463),
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/516) and Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/481) - TAYplan
welcomes the support for this policy.
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In respect of the change being sought, the Proposed Plan has a strong emphasis on
helping achieve relevant targets in the Climate Change Act (2009) (Doc26). This is
required within the Planning etc. (Scotland) Act (2006) (Doc74). TAYplan consider that
the energy performance of buildings is important to help achieve the stated outcomes.
The policy is flexible to at least align with building control regulations. Paragraph 154 of
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) specifically states that ‘The planning system
should support the transformational change to a low carbon economy, consistent with
national objectives and targets, including deriving:
– 30% of overall energy demand from renewable sources by 2020;
– 11% of heat demand from renewable sources by 2020; and
– the equivalent of 100% of electricity demand from renewable sources by 2020.’
This statement reinforces the flexibility required in this policy, particularly given the 20
year lifespan of the Strategic Development Plan.
The Strategic Development Plan must consider these standards as they are legitimate
and important components of any development to reduce resource demand and switch
to low/zero carbon energy sources. Failure to consider this element of place quality
would represent a major deficit in any policy framework, particularly one which aims to
support the delivery of targets to reduce carbon emissions in the Climate Change
(Scotland) Act 2009 (Doc26) through a variety of measures.
TAYplan considers that the policy is consistent with national standards in considering the
current economic climate. The changes being sought by the respondents to this policy
would run contrary to Planning Authorities being required/encouraged by the Scottish
Government to assist in meeting Climate Change targets.
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Authority’s Response to Supporting Representations
Scottish Water (762198/267), SEPA (835401/194), Dundee Civic Trust (845127/280),
NHS Tayside (908896/323), SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/028),
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/359), Friends of the Earth Tayside
(845935/419), Springfield Properties (910130/341), Headon Developments Ltd
(752939/499), sportscotland (905989/006) and sportscotland (905989/007) - TAYplan
welcome the support the Policy 2.
Conclusions
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
TAYplan is satisfied that many of these issues are dealt with appropriately by the Policy
as currently written or by supporting elements of Policies 3, 4, 8 and 10.
Quality of place is central to the Proposed Plan vision. To change this Policy could have
fundamental implications for delivering the Scottish Government’s objective of improving
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the quality of our places. More specifically, to change any part of Policy 2D could mean
that the targets set out in the Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 (Doc26) are no longer
fully considered and consequently the energy targets set out in Scottish Planning Policy
might not be achieved.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Support
1. The support for Policy 2 Part D. Efficient resource consumption is noted.
Travelling and Land Use
2. A change is sought to Part ii, through the introduction of an explicit reference to the
impact of people travelling on public transport, or actively travelling, could have on energy
consumption.
3. I find the issue of travelling and land use is addressed at Policy 2 Part B Active and
healthy by design, where paragraph iv. makes clear and explicit reference to transport
and land use integration. Sub-paragraphs a, b, and c address matters such as reducing
the need to travel and improving accessibility by active travel methods, efficient use of
existing infrastructure and transport integration. Paragraphs 2 and 3 on page 17 sets out
the Plan’s approach to reducing energy consumption through better quality development,
and addresses travel and energy consumption.
4. In addition, Policy 7 Energy, Waste and Resources, Policy 8 Green Networks and
Policy 9 Managing Tayplan’s Assets each address the issue of travel, transport and
energy efficiency, if not explicitly then implicitly in related matters set out in the policies
themselves and the accompanying text. Although not referred to by Tayplan in its
response to the representation, I find that Policy 10 Connecting People, Places and
Markets also addresses the issue of travel and energy at Part D iii of the policy.
5. I conclude that the change requested to the text of Policy 2 is not supported, as there
are many similar references to the issue in both the polices and accompanying text of the
Plan.
Other Regulatory Processes
6. There are a number of representations seeking to modify Policy 2 Part D ii,
expressing concern that the references to “designing in the capability for low/zero carbon
heat and power generating technologies and storage to reduce carbon emissions and
consumption” should either be omitted from the policy or additional text added to make
clear that such matters would be determined through the building regulations
requirements process.
7. I find that the policy as currently worded does not duplicate provisions made in other
regulatory processes. Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) is clear at paragraph 156 that
“Strategic development plans should support national priorities for the construction or
improvement of strategic energy infrastructure, including generation, storage,
transmission and distribution networks. They should address cross-boundary issues,
promoting an approach to electricity and heat that supports the transition to a low carbon
economy.”.
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8. Strategic Development Plans (SDP) should seek to reflect SPP at paragraph 154,
bullet point 3 which states: “guide development to appropriate locations and advise on the
issues that will be taken into account when specific proposals are being assessed;”.
9. Including a reference to appropriate design, in accordance with national planning
policy, does not replicate or duplicate the building regulation process, it informs it and
aligns with it.
10. I conclude that there is no change necessary to this part of the Plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 008

Policy 2: Shaping Better Quality Places – Whole Policy and
Other

Development
plan reference:

Policy 2
Page 14

Reporter:
Sinéad Lynch

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368)
D Barrie (907989)
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
Linda Harcus (910169)
Andrew Collins (909358)
Andrew Dundas (821782)
Ms McEwen (832812)
RSPB Scotland (910180)
Scottish Natural Heritage (869435)
Sustrans (346798)

Supporting as written
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
Headon Developments Ltd (752939)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Water (762198)
SEPA (835401)
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership
(908118)
sportscotland (905989)
Springfield Properties (910130)
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
This policy applies to all types of development and all scales of development within the
TAYplan area. It sets out a series of issues for which attention should be given to ensure
that we are facilitating the development of better quality places. These solutions will be
determined by local circumstances and this is not a one size fits all approach.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a change
Whole Policy
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/501) consider that the addition of two further criteria could
provide greater strength and guidance/direction for development proposals coming
forward.
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/420) consider that statements in explanatory text
accompanying policy should be enhanced by providing figures, trends and projections.
A) Design and Masterplanning
Andrew Dundas (821782/185) suggests an alteration to building design standards as the
respondent considers that the Planning system ‘perpetuates conformity in building
designs.’ The respondent considers that we need to include colour in building as is
considered to happen elsewhere in the UK and across Europe and North America.
Scottish Natural Heritage (869435/187) consider that masterplans should reflect the key
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requirements of development frameworks, not the other way around. The respondent
considers that the suggested alternative wording would reinforce the importance of a
plan-led system.
Linda Harcus (910169/328) considers Scotland to lack good design to create style. The
respondent considers the V&A to be good but considers the need for this across all
buildings. The respondent considers that if we build attractive quality buildings and
efficient smarter infrastructure in the countryside, the TAYplan area will flourish. The
respondent considers Dundee to have a unique vantage point to become a great city.
B) Transport
Andrew Collins (909358/247) considers that Policy 2 should explicitly endorse the
important concept of filtered permeability, developing references to interconnected
spaces already made in the policy. The respondent also considers that there is some
confusion about the intent of Designing Streets which can be interpreted as encouraging
integrated road networks instead of integrated path networks.
Policy 2A: Place Led
D Barrie (907989/015) considers Dundee Waterfront to obstruct views of the Tay.
Policy 2B: Active and Healthy by Design
Sustrans (346798/487) supports the policy, but suggests that it should be extended to
include all active travel.
Policy 2C: Resilient and Future Ready
Ms McEwen (832812/002) considers that policy statement 2C should include the
requirement for new building design in flood plain/flood risk areas and all hard ground
surfaces to be made from permeable materials.
RSPB Scotland (910180/346) supports the policy. However, the respondent considers
that the insertion of an additional sub-section of Policy 2C related to opportunities for
managed re-alignment and intertidal exchange.
Summary of Representations Supporting as Written
Whole Policy
Scottish Water (762198/267) supports the whole policy as the promotion of water
efficiency is a key focus for Scottish Water.
SEPA (835401/194) support the whole policy and considers that this provides a strong
framework to Local Development Plans. The respondent furthermore welcomes that a
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (Doc91) was carried out and that this has informed the
Proposed Plan spatial strategy.
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/280) support the whole policy as it is considered essential for
long term sustainability and attracting and retaining investment.
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NHS Tayside (908896/323) support the whole policy and notes the positive impact of
designing places and spaces contributing to a healthier population.
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/028) support the whole policy. The
respondent notes that it would be good to see the role transport sustainability has played
in defining development areas.
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/359) support the whole policy which is
consistent with and complements the Regional Transport Strategy (Doc94).
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/419) support the whole policy, with specific
emphasis on the reduction of carbon emissions and health.
Springfield Properties (910130/341) support the whole policy, with specific recognition
given to the concept of lifetime communities which is particularly welcomed.
Headon Developments Ltd (752939/499) support the whole policy as this outcome, which
is consistent with Scottish Planning Policy, was a key driver in the masterplanning work
for St Andrews West and Science Park Strategic Development Area (008/Extract/3) to
date with the Urban Initiatives authored masterplan commended by Architecture and
Design Scotland.
Policy 2B: Active and Healthy by Design
sportscotland (905989/006) supports the whole policy, encouraging the development of
sports pitches and facilities.
Lifetime Communities
sportscotland (905989/007) support the lifetime communities diagram and explanatory
text as shows the holistic system.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Whole Policy
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/501) - Propose the addition of two further criteria could
provide greater strength and guidance/direction for development proposals coming
forward: ‘Realistic - this is to ensure development proposals can be realised on the
ground and are achievable in the context and timescales provided for (where
appropriate). Adaptable - this to ensure places and spaces have the ability to grow and
respond to changing needs, markets and users requirements.’
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/420):




Propose that the general statements should be strengthened to give a greater sense
of urgency given the increasing levels of obesity and related diseases linked to
inactivity, the increased incidence even now of serious flooding incidents, and the
urgent need to improve resource efficiency and reduce carbon emissions.
Also propose that some figures should be included to support this, illustrating the
trends and projections.
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A) Design and Masterplanning
Andrew Dundas (821782/185) - Suggests alteration to building design standards.
Scottish Natural Heritage (869435/187) - Propose change: ‘To deliver better quality
development and places which respond to climate change, Local Development Plans,
design frameworks masterplans/briefs and development proposals should be:’ to ‘To
deliver better quality development and places which respond to climate change, Local
Development Plans, design frameworks and design briefs should be prepared in advance
of masterplans and development proposals. Plans and proposals should be:’
Linda Harcus (910169/328) - Implied change sought to have a better design in all
buildings.
B) Transport
Andrew Collins (909358/247):






Propose that Policy 2 should explicitly endorse the important concept of “filtered
permeability”. There are references to interconnected spaces but it is not made clear
that these this should only refer to sustainable transport: “B iv c. support land use and
transport integration by transport assessments/appraisals and travel plans where
appropriate, including necessary on and off-site infrastructure.” It should be made
clear that the transport integration should NOT include any vehicular traffic other than
public transport.
Propose that the word “existing” should be deleted from the following clause:
“Integrate Networks. Making it easy, safe and desirable to walk and cycle within and
between neighbourhoods utilising existing green networks (e.g. green space and
water networks) and enhance these areas to deliver a better quality of place and life.”
Propose that Policy 2 should also make it clear that dead end roads (with turning
spaces and filtered permeability) are to be encouraged within new housing
developments.

Policy 2A: Place Led
D Barrie (907989/015) - No specific change specified.
Policy 2B: Active and Healthy by Design
Sustrans (346798/487) - Propose a change to Policy 2. B. iv. b. to extend this provision to
include all active travel.
Policy 2C: Resilient and Future Ready
Ms McEwen (832812/002) - Propose that policy statement 2C should include the
requirement for new building design in flood plain/flood risk areas and all hard ground
surfaces to be made from permeable materials.
RSPB Scotland (910180/346) - Propose change to Policy 2C to insert between iii and iv
"opportunities for managed re-alignment and intertidal exchange" will be explored.
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Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Authority’s response to proposed modifications
Whole Policy
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/501) - TAYplan does not consider it necessary to add the
suggested additional criteria. Both suggested criteria are covered elsewhere within this
policy and within Policy 1 Location Priorities (Doc80) and Policy 3 Investment (Doc80).
TAYplan consider that Policy 2A focuses on realistic criteria through which distinctive
places can be delivered on the ground. TAYplan do not consider that further detail
should be included at this scale but instead specific components related to delivery on the
ground would be considered through the Local Development Plan (Doc5). TAYplan also
consider that Policy 2B, C and D promotes adaptable places providing a framework for
places to mature and develop to changing circumstances. Therefore TAYplan does not
consider any change to be necessary.
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/420) - TAYplan consider there to be a sufficient
level of detail provided in the Proposed Plan on health and climate change resilience.
The Strategic Development Plan should be a concise document with any additional
information in background documents. Additional figures backing up statements in the
Proposed Plan are available in the Monitoring Statement (2014) pages 12-14 and
pages 56-57 (Doc101) and Topic Paper 3: Assets, Resources and Infrastructure
pages 24-30 (Doc105). Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be
necessary.
A) Design and Masterplanning
Andrew Dundas (821782/185) - TAYplan is satisfied that Policy 2 provides a framework
for good quality design and places across the TAYplan area. Changes to building design
standards would occur nationally through the Scottish Government. The Scottish
Government’s guidance on Creating Places (2013) (Doc29) is central to TAYplan’s
Policy 2 on Shaping Better Quality Places to ensure a level of consistency in good design
across Scotland. Policy 2 is consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (Doc84). Therefore
TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Scottish Natural Heritage (869435/187) - TAYplan is satisfied that the wording in Policy 2
provides Local Development Plans with the required direction and is consistent with
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84). Scottish Planning Policy (page 17) (Doc84) sets
out the scale at which Masterplans fit into the planning system. It is not considered that
this needs to be repeated within the Strategic Development Plan. Therefore TAYplan
does not consider any change to be necessary.
Linda Harcus (910169/328) - TAYplan welcome the support for this policy. In respect of
the implied change sought to have better design in all buildings, TAYplan does not
consider that this policy contradicts other policies in the Plan. Each policy should be read
together. The principles in Policy 2 are integral to the delivery of all policies in the Plan
and accords with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84). Therefore TAYplan does not
consider any change to be necessary.
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B) Transport
Andrew Collins (909358/247) - TAYplan considers that sufficient consideration of
interconnected spaces has been provided at the strategic scale. TAYplan’s strategy does
not promote that there will be no use of the private car, instead it promotes greater choice
and opportunities to use public transport and ensuring this is integrated within the
makeup of a place. Further detailed consideration of the concept of filtered permeability
would be considered through Local Development Plans and Masterplans for individual
development proposals. SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118)
PLAN2015_28 and Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235) PLAN2015_359
both support the whole policy and consider it to be consistent with and complement the
Regional Transport Strategies (Doc94).
TAYplan do not consider it necessary for the word ‘existing’ to be removed from the
clause on page 16. The place led approach highlighted through this diagram focuses on
existing green networks. Policy 8 (Doc80) provides further detail on TAYplan’s approach
to new green networks and the strategy for this.
TAYplan do not consider that specific detail as to the types of roads used in housing
estates is necessary at a strategic scale. This is an issue which would be dealt with
through any relevant masterplanning in referring to the guidance set out in Designing
Streets (2010) (Doc30). Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be
necessary.
Policy 2A: Place Led
D Barrie (907989/015) - The Dundee Waterfront Strategic Development Area is part of a
wider Masterplan (008/Extract/1) which has considered, among other things, views from
all directions along the Waterfront and from the city centre. TAYplan considers the
proposals to enhance the River Tay as a regional asset and setting. Dundee Waterfront
is within TAYplan's green network strategy and design, open space and views in/ out of
the Tay are essential to the work that has been undertaken in developing this. Therefore
TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Policy 2B: Active and Healthy by Design
Sustrans (346798/487) - TAYplan welcome the support for this policy. TAYplan consider
that subsection 2B of this policy provides scope for all activity travel in referring to 'related
facilities' in policy part iv) a). Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be
necessary.
Policy 2C: Resilient and Future Ready
Ms McEwen (832812/002) - TAYplan consider that Policy 2C states a presumption
against development in areas vulnerable to flood risk. However, in situations where
building does take place in areas of flood risk, the policy highlights that adaptability and
resilience will be critical in ensuring that design and longevity is considered.
TAYplan does not consider there to be a need for a specific reference to permeable
materials as this is covered in the Building Regulations Technical Handbook – Domestic
(page 152) (Doc20) and Non Domestic (pages 430 point 3c) (Doc21). TAYplan do not
consider there to be a need for this to be repeated.
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It is also noted that both Scottish Environment Protection Agency and Scottish Water
support the whole policy recognising that the Proposed Plan provides a strong framework
to Local Development Plans, welcoming the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment carried out
by TAYplan and supporting water efficiency as a key focus of the policy. Therefore
TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
RSPB Scotland (910180/346) - TAYplan welcome the support for this policy. TAYplan do
not consider the suggested additional text to be required in the Strategic Development
Plan. It is considered that Policy 2C provides sufficient guidance to Local Development
Plans and further detail around managed re-alignment and intertidal exchange would be
considered through the Local Development Plan. Therefore TAYplan does not consider
any change to be necessary.
Authority’s response to supporting representations
Scottish Water (762198/267), SEPA (835401/194), Dundee Civic Trust (845127/280),
NHS Tayside (908896/323), SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/028),
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/359) Friends of the Earth Tayside
(845935/419), Springfield Properties (910130/341), Headon Developments Ltd
(752939/499), sportscotland (905989/006, 905989/007) - TAYplan welcome the support
the Policy 2.
Conclusions
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
TAYplan is satisfied that many of these issues are dealt with appropriately by the Policy
as currently written or by supporting elements of Policies 3, 4, 8 and 10.
Quality of place is central to the Proposed Plan vision. To change this Policy could have
fundamental implications for delivering the Scottish Government’s objective of improving
the quality of our places. A number of the points raised relate to detailed wording which
TAYplan consider to be covered in Scottish Planning Policy (Doc84)/Creating Places
(Doc29) guidance and that there is no need to repeat this at the strategic scale. TAYplan
also note the significant support for this policy from Government/Key Agencies including
Scottish Water, Scottish Environment Protection Agency, NHS Tayside, SEStran
Regional Transport Partnership, Tactran Regional Transport Partnership, and
Sportscotland.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Support
1. The support for Policy 2 as set out in representations is noted.
Whole Policy
2. A representation is seeking to add two additional criteria to Policy 2, one suggesting
that development will need to be realistic and the other that development be adaptable. I
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consider that such criteria are in fact already contained within the Plan at Policy 1
Location Priorities, particularly in the supporting text to that policy on page 13, and at
Policy 2 itself. Policy 3 Investment also addresses delivering successful places, including
realistic and adaptable development. I find that further detail on delivery of development
should be considered through the Local Development Plans. I conclude that there should
be no change to the Plan.
3. I find that, generally, the other policies in the Plan are consistent with Policy 2. The
representation does not give any examples of where any inconsistency might occur,
either by policy number or page reference. The representation is generally supportive of
Policy 2, and I conclude that there should be no change to the plan.
General Comments
4. I find that overall, this Plan provides a reasonable policy base for enabling Local
Development Plans (LDP) to deliver high quality development which is appropriate
for its location and setting. National design standards and guidance informs both
Strategic Development Plans (SDP) and LDPs, providing a reasoned policy base on
which to make development management decisions. I find that this plan reflects such
national guidance, and that Policy 2 is consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (SPP)
paragraph 37, in that Policy 2 reflects the national emphasis on successful places. I
conclude that there is no change required to the Plan.
5. It is suggested in a representation that the wording of the introductory paragraph
to Policy 2 should be re-worded to reinforce the importance of the plan-led system. I
conclude that the existing wording is consistent with the Table at paragraph 57 (page 17)
of SPP, and no change is required to the Plan.
6. A representation is seeking a stronger basis for good design, particularly in the city
of Dundee. I find that this SDP provides a reasonable policy base for enabling LDPs to
deliver high quality development which is appropriate for its location and setting. National
design standards and guidance informs both SDPs and the Dundee LDP, providing a
reasoned policy base on which to make development management decisions. I find
that this plan reflects such national guidance, and that Policy 2 is consistent with SPP
paragraph 37, in that Policy 2 reflects the national emphasis on successful places. I
conclude that there is no change required to the Plan.
Transport
7. The comments made in this representation, I find, mainly relate to matters of design
that would be dealt with at LDP stage, or though the development management process
when a proposal is being appraised.
8. I find that Policy 2 generally provides the appropriate policy context at the strategic
level for interconnected spaces and filtered permeability, and that any further detail on
such matters, and matters relating to issues such as individual roads within housing
proposals should properly be dealt with in LDPs and in the consideration of development
proposals.
9. The representation suggests that the word “existing” be removed from the Plan- Led
Approach diagram on page 16 of the Plan, in the clause headed “Integrate Networks”. I
find that this diagram appears to set out the approach to how sites and development
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reacts to existing contexts, connections, networks and character. This Plan contains
Policy 8 Green Networks, which sets out opportunities to develop new networks and
connectivity. I conclude that the matter is already addressed in Policy 8, and the context
of the diagram on page 16 is appropriately addressing existing contexts. I recommend no
change to the Plan.
Policy 2 Part A: Place Led
10. A representation considers that the Dundee Waterfront Strategic Development Area
(SDA) is too built up and obstructs views of the Tay river from the park.
11. The Dundee Waterfront SDA is part of a wider Masterplan which has considered,
among other things, views from all directions along the Waterfront and from the city
centre. Dundee Waterfront is within the Plan’s green network strategy and design, open
space and views in/out of the Tay are essential to the work that has been undertaken in
developing this. Major elements of the masterplan were under construction at the time of
my site visit, and therefore I consider it unlikely that the masterplan for the Waterfront will
not be implemented. The individual design characteristics of development within SDAs is
not a matter for this Plan. I recommend no change.
Policy 2 Part B: Active and Healthy by Design
12. A representation seeks to remove the word “walkable” from Part B, iv., b of
Policy 2 and replace it with “active travel”. Tayplan does not agree, as it considers that
subsection 2B of this policy provides scope for all active travel in referring to 'related
facilities' in policy part iv) a).
13. I find that although the preceding paragraph (Part B, iv., a) does refer to related
facilities, the change suggested in the representation would provide a more coherent
text, in that the policy is not limiting the best use of existing infrastructure to walking
environments only, which is implied in the current text. Amending the wording to refer to
active travel would, I conclude, properly reflect the overall intentions of Policy 2. The Plan
should be modified accordingly.
Policy 2 Part C: Resilient and Future Ready
14. A representation is seeking to have a new criterion inserted into Part C Resilient and
future-ready, requiring all development in flood plains and/or flood risk areas to use
permeable materials.
15. I find that a specific reference to permeable materials is not required in this SDP, as
this matter is properly covered in the Building Regulations Technical Handbook –
Domestic and Non Domestic.
16. The support of both Scottish Environment Protection Agency and Scottish Water for
Policy 2 is noted, particularly in relation to flooding. I recommend no modification to the
Plan.
17. A representation is seeking to include additional text to be inserted into Part C
Resilient and future-ready, at the end of existing criterion iii, as follows: “Opportunities for
managed re-alignment and intertidal exchange will be explored.”
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18. Tayplan does not support the suggested modification, as it is considered that
Policy 2C provides sufficient guidance to Local Development Plans and further detail
around managed re-alignment and intertidal exchange would be considered through the
Local Development Plan.
19. I find that the criterion as currently worded does not identify specific mitigation and
management measures to reduce flood risk. Including a reference to the measures that
might be required to mitigate coastal flooding would, I consider, place undue emphasis on
such matters, when they are properly included in the inclusive wording that is currently in
place. I find that such specific mitigation measures would properly be addressed at LDP
stage in the development plan process. I recommend no modification to the Plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
I recommend that Policy 2 Shaping Better Quality Places, Part B. Active and healthy by
design, iv., b. be deleted and replaced by:
“b. make the best use of existing infrastructure to achieve an active travel environment
combining different land uses with green space; and,”
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Issue 009

Policy 3: A First Choice for Investment – Whole Policy

Development
plan reference:

Policy 3 Parts A, B, C, D and E and Map 3 Pages 20 to 23

Reporter:
Sinéad Lynch

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368)
Comrie Development Trust (910287)
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
Thomas Wallace (910151)
RSPB Scotland (910180)
Scottish Enterprise (909506)
Scottish Government (910172)
Scottish Property Federation (444087)
sportscotland (905989)

Springfield Properties (910130)
JWK Properties (910156)
Supporting as written
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Water (762198)
sportscotland (905989)
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
Policy 3 Parts A, B and C is a continuation of the same approach set out in approved
TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) and the previous Policy 3 (Employment Land). The approach is
to ensure that Local Development Plans provide and safeguard a supply of employment
land capable of being brought forward which meets the diverse and varying needs of a
range of different potential business users. It also recognises the importance of the
visitor economy.
The approach set out in Proposed TAYplan (2015) (Doc80) Policy 3 Parts D and E is the
same as approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) Policy 4 parts A and B. The wording has
changed slightly but the emphasis has not. There are no new Strategic Development
Areas and none have been deleted.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Economic Growth
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/504) consider that, for completeness, reference should be
made within the policy supporting text to the National Tourism Development Framework
(Doc62), as the Framework highlights the importance of the tourism industry to Scotland's
economy would be welcomed.
Comrie Development Trust (910287/396) consider that tourism and events uses should
be added to the footnote defining land for employment uses.
Thomas Wallace (910151/316) consider it unclear what is meant by sustainable
economic growth. It is highlighted that oil and gas are not sustainable in the long term,
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but that the plan seems to give equal emphasis and priority to these industries. This is
against the broader concern of the document about the impacts of Climate Change.
Springfield Properties (910130/342) consider that opportunities for land for the
development of investment areas should be specifically identified within the principle
settlements within the hierarchy. The respondent considers that the importance of design
frameworks within the areas should be emphasised with the onus being on the Council to
work with landowners/developers in control of the land to set up the frameworks to make
the process smoother.
JWK Properties (910156/320) do not consider Policy 3C to be specific enough in
terms of its guidance to Local Development Plans, given the importance of tourism to
the regional economy. The respondent also wishes for JWK Properties planning
consent, 10/01899/AMM, for a 300 bed, 5-star hotel on an approximate 9.5 ha site at
Burnfoot, Kinfauns, Perth and Kinross to be included as a Strategic Development Area.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) support the quality of life basis for the plan
and how this can support growth. The respondent suggests that 'key challenge for the
region' is to build on its existing strengths, and develop as a destination to attract tourism;
to retain graduates; and to seize the opportunities for energy based services arising from
the maritime renewables and leisure sectors.
National Marine Plan and Energy
Scottish Government (910172/329) recommends that the Strategic Development Plan
refers to the National Marine Plan as being a relevant part of the general planning and/or
decision making framework. The respondent considers that if this is not considered
possible or appropriate in view of the current text structure then the respondent considers
that this should be referred to specifically in the policies or supporting text.
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/421) considers that there should be an indication
provided that North Sea oil and gas exploration and production is a declining industry and
that there is a need to transition more rapidly towards renewable energy development in
line with Scotland's targets for reducing carbon emissions and phasing out the use of
fossil fuels. The respondent considers this to be a real opportunity for Scotland and the
TAYplan region.
Employment and Supply
Scottish Enterprise (909506/349) considers that opportunities should be maximised for
investment in TAYplan's economic sites and the respondent wishes TAYplan to give
consideration to whether the Proposed Plan optimises the potential for the flexible
economic use of land within employment sites. The respondent requests that
consideration is given to minor amendments to Policy 3 where it explicitly refers to the 3
particular Use Classes of 4, 5 and 6 to allow delivery of other forms of appropriate
economic development in those circumstances where alternative uses would
demonstrably provide employment opportunities / densities equal to or greater than the
specifically allocated use and which would be consistent with the economic environment
being created.
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Design Frameworks
RSPB Scotland (910180/353) - The respondent considers that a policy that supports
developers in contributing towards offsite environmental improvements would help
Councils fulfil their biodiversity duties.
sportscotland (905989/009) consider that for some uses, such as sports centres and
schools, a town centre location may not always be the most appropriate location - due for
example to proximity to the relevant users, or site size (e.g. if pitches are involved).
This issue has also been raised by the respondent in relation to Schedule 022
Policy 5: Town Centres First.
Summary of Representations Supporting as Written
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/281) and Scottish Water (762198/268) support the policy.
NHS Tayside (908896/324) support the policy, particularly the emphasis on economic
growth.
Tactran (441235/361) support Policy 3 which is consistent with and complements the
Regional Transport Strategy.
sportscotland (905989/008 support the specific reference to the role of sport in the yearround economy, and the requirement placed on Local Development Plans to facilitate
related development.
Scottish Enterprise (835481/369) support the policy, specifically the approach to ensuring
that the most appropriate areas for strategic development, which underpins the growth of
the region and the requirement for Local Development Plans to include Design
Frameworks for Strategic Development Areas.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Economic Growth
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/504):






Propose change to reference within policy 3 supporting text reference to the
National Tourism Development Framework for Scotland (2013) (Doc62) for
completeness, as the Framework highlights the importance of the tourism industry to
Scotland’s economy; this is particularly the case within the Perthshire and wider
TAYplan area.
The intention to create a policy framework which “seeks to assist in growing the yearround economy includes the role of the tourism, sporting and recreation sectors” as
advocated in the Topic Paper is strongly supported and as such we would urge the
SDP Authority to ensure this intention is reflected in emerging policy.
In specific relation to tourism/leisure, it is noted that “ An important factor in achieving
our growth ambitions is in continuing TAYplan’s existing tourism assets into more
rounded, added value experiences that today’s visitors want.”

This is strongly supported and we would welcome the introduction of this wording (or
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similar) into proposed Policy 3.
Comrie Development Trust (910287/396) - Propose adding tourism and events uses to
the footnote defining land for employment uses.
Thomas Wallace (910151/316):




Implied change around making it clear what ‘sustainable economic growth’ actually
is. Does it mean growth which is environmentally sustainable and therefore can be
continued indefinitely into the future? The danger is that the phrase will simply be
interpreted to mean ongoing economic growth, irrespective of its potential damage to
the environment and its long-term viability.
No other specific change identified.

Springfield Properties (910130/342) - Propose that opportunities for land for the
development of these investment areas to be specifically identified within the principle
settlements within the hierarchy. The importance of design frameworks within the areas
should be emphasised with the onus being on the Council to work with landowners/
developers in control of the land to set up the frameworks to make the process smoother.
JWK Properties (910156/320) - Policy 3C is not specific enough in terms of its guidance
to Local Development Plans, given the importance of tourism to the regional economy.
JWK Properties' planning consent, 10/01899/AMM, for a 300 bed, 5 star hotel on an
approximate 9.5 ha site at Burnfoot, Kinfauns, Perth and Kinross should be included as a
Strategic Development Area in the table on page 20.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) - No specific change identified.
National Marine Plan and Energy
Scottish Government (910172/329) - It is recommended that the Strategic Development
Plan refers to the National Marine Plan (Doc59) as being a relevant part of the general
planning and/or decision making framework. If this is not considered possible or
appropriate in view of current text structure then it should be referred to specifically in the
policies or their supporting text above. This could be done in any/all of the following
policies: Policy 3: First choice for investment (Doc80), Policy 7: Energy, waste and
resources (Doc80), Policy 10: Connecting people (Doc80).
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/421) - Propose that reference to Dundee and
Montrose ports being "increasingly attractive for oil, gas and wider offshore energy
business" should be amended to indicate that North Sea oil and gas exploration and
production is a declining industry and that there is a need to transition more rapidly
towards renewable energy development in line with Scotland's targets for reducing
carbon emissions and phasing out the use of fossil fuels.
Employment Land Supply
Scottish Enterprise (909506/349) - Propose that the following change is made (changes
shown in bold ): Local Development Plans should:
1. identify and safeguard at least 5 years supply of employment land* to support the
growth of the economy and a diverse range of industrial requirements;....
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Footnotes
*Land for employment includes Classes 4 (business), 5 (General Industrial) and 6
(storage and distribution) from the Use Classes (Scotland) Order (1997) (Doc109) and
which may allow, in certain circumstances, other uses which generate employment
densities equal to or greater than those specified above. The location of some of these is
considered as part of the town centres first approach in Policy 5.
Design Frameworks
RSPB Scotland (910180/353) - Propose adding Policy 3F ‘encourage developers to
contribute towards offsite environmental improvements.’
sportscotland (905989/009) - The second last paragraph on page 23 states...."Land uses
that generate a significant footfall will also be subject to the town centres first approach in
Policy 5." Propose that some form of caveat is provided in this comment, along the lines
of "While SPP (Doc84) outlines a town centre first approach, it is recognised that
community and educational facilities should be easily accessible to the communities they
serve. Local Development Plans should allow a degree of flexibility to allow the most
appropriate siting."
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Authority’s Response to Proposed Modifications
Economic Growth
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/504) - TAYplan is satisfied with the text in the policy and
supporting text, as it stands. Work has been undertaken reviewing all background
documents, including the National Tourism Development Framework. This has been
detailed in Topic Paper 4: Place Shaping (2015) (Doc106). TAYplan do not consider it
necessary to single out this document and refer to it in the policy or supporting text of
Policy 3. Topic Paper 4: Place Shaping (2015) (pages 5-9) (Doc106) highlights the range
of background documents that have been considered in developing the Proposed Plan.
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Comrie Development Trust (910287/396) - TAYplan is satisfied with the text in the policy
and supporting text, as it stands, and do not consider the addition of these words to add
to the clarity of the policy and/ or direction to Local Development Plans. Tourism is
already a key component of Policy 3. Tourism is not specifically considered under land
for employment uses in the Use Classes (Scotland) Order 1997 (Doc109). Therefore
TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Thomas Wallace (910151/316) - The primary objective of the Scottish Government is
to foster sustainable economic growth. This is highlighted in the foreword to the
National Planning Framework 3 (NPF3) (2014) on page 1 (paragraph 1.1) (Doc60): ‘The
Scottish Government’s central purpose is to create a more successful country, with
opportunities for all of Scotland to flourish, through increasing sustainable economic
growth.’ The Scottish Government explain sustainable economic growth as sharing ‘the
benefits of growth by encouraging economic activity and investment across all of
Scotland’s communities, whilst protecting our natural and cultural assets’ NPF3 page 1
(paragraph 1.1) (Doc60). TAYplan’s vision and objectives illustrates that the Plan has
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many focuses, primarily delivering sustainable economic growth through delivering better
quality places and responding to the Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 (Doc26).
TAYplan considers that recognition has been given to the range of industries that create
the vibrancy of the region. Within the supporting text for Policy 3 (Doc80) on page 22
TAYplan notes the importance of supporting and growing ‘finance, renewables, energy,
food and drink, life sciences, cultural industries and the visitor economy’. Topic Paper 2:
Growth Strategy (pages 59-62) (Doc104) reinforces this approach, providing further detail
on the wide range of important industries in the TAYplan region and how these are being
marketed and developed. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be
necessary.
Springfield Properties (910130/342) - TAYplan consider that the level of detail included
within this policy is sufficient at the strategic level. Employment sites of a strategic
significance are identified/ allocated. This provides sufficient direction and scope for this
to be developed further for specific settlements and sites through the Local Development
Plan. Policy 2 (Doc104) of the Proposed Plan provides further detail on Masterplans and
Design Frameworks. These should be developed in communication with relevant parties.
Scottish Planning Policy also provides guidance on strategic design frameworks and
masterplans and how these should be formulated. Therefore TAYplan does not consider
any change to be necessary.
JWK Properties (910156/320) - TAYplan consider that Policy 3C provides sufficient
direction for Local Development Plans to apply to specific development proposals and
local policies. It is not necessary or relevant for further detail to be included, at a strategic
scale, on the role of tourism. This will be dealt with on a settlement/ site basis through
Local Development Plans and planning applications.
The response to this comment has been covered in Issues 010: Policy 3D and Map 3: A
First Choice for Investment – Strategic Development Areas.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) - TAYplan supports building on the region's
existing strengths, and developing as a destination to attract tourism; to retain graduates;
and to seize the opportunities for energy based services arising from the maritime
renewables and leisure sectors. Topic Paper 2: Growth Strategy (2015) (Doc104)
outlines, in more detail, the work TAYplan has carried out into looking tourism/leisure
(page 61) and the importance of the Universities and retaining graduates. Similarly,
Topic Paper 3: Assets, Resources and Infrastructure (2015) (Doc105) explains TAYplan’s
approach to the innovative use of energy and energy based services (pages 8 – 18).
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
National Marine Plan and Energy
Scottish Government (910172/329) - Whilst the suggested change proposed by the
respondent may provide some clarity with regard to the National Marine Plan, TAYplan do
not consider this reference to be necessary.
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/421) - TAYplan do not consider there to be a
requirement for further explanation into North sea oil and gas exploration as this is
predominately out with the TAYplan area. The supporting text of Policy 3 states that
‘Dundee and Montrose Ports will play a major role in Britain’s east coast energy cluster as
envisaged by National Planning Framework 3 and the National Renewables Infrastructure
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Plan (2011). They are increasingly attractive for oil, gas and wider offshore energy
businesses.’ Topic Paper 3: Assets, Resources and Infrastructure (pages 8-18) (Doc105)
also provides a detailed review of TAYplan’s work and emphasis on renewable energy
sources, noting the opportunity of these to the TAYplan area. Therefore TAYplan does
not consider any change to be necessary.
Employment Land Supply
Scottish Enterprise (909506/349) - TAYplan consider that the Plan provides a wide
context for flexibility within employment sites promoting the value and role of TAYplan as
a place and bringing important social and economic opportunities. TAYplan consider that
the Use Classes mentioned in the footnote are the most relevant and appropriate and
there is a degree of flexibility within these. These do not and will not prevent growth of
other businesses. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Design Frameworks
RSPB Scotland (910180/353) - TAYplan does not consider an additional sub-section to
this policy to be necessary. Policy 2 (Doc104) provides further detail on place shaping
and masterplanning requirements making it clear that environmental considerations are
integral. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
sportscotland (905989/009) - TAYplan are satisfied with the text in the policy as written
and consider that the provision of e.g. sports centres and schools would be considered on
a case by case basis by local authorities and be located in areas where they are most
required. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Authority’s Response to Supporting Representations
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/281), Scottish Water (762198/268), NHS Tayside
(908896/324), Tactran (441235/361), sportscotland (905989/008) and Scottish Enterprise
(835481/369) - TAYplan welcomes support for Policy 3.
Conclusions
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged. TAYplan is satisfied that many of these issues are dealt with
appropriately by the Policy as currently written or by supporting elements of
Policies 1, 2, 4 and 5. It is also noted that Government/Key Agencies have specifically
supported the policy, including NHS Tayside, Tactran and sportscotland. They have
specifically supported the emphasis on economic growth and that the policy complements
other national/regional/local strategies.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Support
1. The support for Policy 3 as expressed in representations is noted.
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Economic Growth and Tourism
2. A reference to the National Tourism Development Framework is sought in the
supporting text to Policy 3.
3. The authority is concerned that might lead to unnecessary repetition and crossreferencing, but I find that such references are already contained in the plan, for example
at Policy 7 Part D (ii) and (x), amongst others. Indeed, within the text on page 23,
reference is made to the National Renewables Infrastructure Plan (2011). Scottish
Planning Policy (SPP) at paragraph 100 directs development plans to have regard to the
Framework.
4. I conclude that for completeness, a reference to the National Tourism Development
Framework should be included in the text on page 22, as a new final sentence in
paragraph 2 as follows:
“Tourism will play a major role in the Tayplan area, as envisaged by the National Tourism
Development Framework (2013).”
5. The inclusion of tourism and events uses is sought to be added to the footnote on
page 20 of the plan, which lists some uses from the Use Classes (Scotland) Order
(1997).
6. I find that the footnote at page 22 is not an exhaustive list of land uses that would be
permissible within identified employment land, and that other land uses would be
permissible subject to compliance with the policies of the SDP and LDP. Tourism related
uses are positively addressed at Part C of the policy and in the accompanying text on
page 22 of this plan.
7. The modification suggested in the representation would not add any clarity to the
policy and so I recommend no modification to the plan.
8. The representation suggests that the meaning of sustainable economic growth is
unclear in this policy, as equal priority appears to be given to oil and gas and other
industries. Oil and gas are not considered sustainable in the long run.
9. The Scottish Government’s explanation of sustainable economic growth is “‘the
benefits of growth by encouraging economic activity and investment across all of
Scotland’s communities, whilst protecting our natural and cultural assets” (NPF3). It is
the primary objective of the Government to achieve such growth, and the planning system
is a key driver and delivery mechanism for that growth.
10. I find that oil and gas are mentioned in the context of the potential for growth in the
east coast energy cluster, on page 23 of the plan. Recognising existing sectors and
managing anticipated growth in those sectors does not, I consider, jeopardise the overall
vision of Tayplan to deliver a sustainable, quality place. I recommend no modification to
the plan.
11. The representation considers that Part C of Policy 3 is not considered specific
enough in its guidance to LDPs.
12. I find that it is not necessary for strategic plans to provide a greater level of detail. I
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consider that Part C gives planning authorities the flexibility to create their own policies to
address the tourism sector in their plan areas, whilst requiring them to specifically
address the issues of tourism and tourist-related activity. I recommend no modification to
the plan.
13. As part of the same representation, a new Strategic Development Area at Burnfoot
Kinfauns was sought. My conclusions on this issue are addressed in Issue 010 Policy 3
D and Map 3 of this examination.
Identification of Employment Land
14. The identification of specific sites and land is sought to be set out in the principal
settlements identified in this plan, and the importance of design framework emphasised
for such areas.
15. I consider that SPP at paragraph 98 requires SDPs to identify a “range of locations”,
not individual sites within settlements, as that level of detail is properly a matter for LDPs.
The issue of design frameworks is addressed in paragraph 1 of Policy 2 Shaping Better
Quality Places, and paragraph 4 of the supporting text on page 16 of the plan.
16. I conclude that the level of detail in relation to the allocation of employment land is
appropriate for an SDP and recommend no modification to the plan. I also conclude that
the matter of design frameworks is adequately addressed at Policy 2 of the plan, and no
modification to Policy 3 is recommended.
National Marine Plan
17. Scottish Government is seeking a reference to the National Marine Plan in the
SDP, as being a relevant part of the decision making and policy framework.
18. I have separately considered this matter at Issue 028 of this examination.
19. I find that although reference to the National Marine Plan is made on page 56 of the
text accompanying Policy 9, a reference to the Marine Plan in Policy 3 would highlight the
need for the development plan system to align with national and regional marine planning
policy. Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) at paragraph 87 states that:
“The planning system should support an integrated approach to coastal planning to
ensure that development plans and regional marine plans are complementary.”.
20. I conclude that to be fully compliant with SPP, a reference to the National Marine
Plan should be included in text accompanying the policy. Although the authority is
concerned that might lead to unnecessary repetition and cross-referencing, such
references are already contained in the plan, for example at Policy 7 Part D (ii) and (x),
amongst others.
21. I recommend that paragraph 1 on page 23 be amended with the addition of the
following text as a new final sentence:
“Local Development Plans should have regard to the National Marine Plan, and Regional
Marine Plans, where appropriate.”
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North Sea Oil and Gas
22. A representation seeks recognition in the plan that there is a need to transition to
renewable energy, from oil and gas.
23. I find that the text on page 23 which accompanies Policy 3 sets out the role of
Dundee and Montrose Ports in relation to NPF3 and the National Renewables
Infrastructure Plan. As I concluded above, I find that oil and gas are mentioned in the
context of the potential for growth in the east coast energy cluster, on page 23 of the plan.
Recognising existing sectors and managing anticipated growth in those sectors does not,
I consider, jeopardise the overall vision of Tayplan to deliver a sustainable, quality place.
I recommend no modification to the plan.
Employment Land Supply
24. A flexible approach to the use classes identified in Policy 3 is sought, as the
representation considers that alternative uses may provide employment opportunities,
and that the policy may not be flexible enough to permit uses consistent with the policy
but not within the specified use classes.
25. As set out at paragraph 6 of my conclusions on this issue, I find that the footnote at
page 22 is not an exhaustive list of land uses that would be permissible within identified
employment land, and that other land uses would be permissible subject to compliance
with the policies of the SDP and relevant LDP.
26. The modification sought in the representation refers to employment densities
greater or equal to those in the specified use classes. I do not consider that to be an
appropriate modification, as it may in fact limit uses which are fully compliant with the
policy and are appropriate uses within employment land but which do not fall within the
Uses Classes 4, 5 and 6, and which might not generate equal or greater employment
densities.
27. I am content that Policy 3 and the footnote on page 20 would not prevent the
establishment or growth of other employment generating uses, subject to compliance with
the policies of the SDP and relevant LDP. I recommend no modification to the plan.
Provision of Offsite Environmental Improvements
28. An additional Part F is sought to be added to Policy 3, seeking contributions to
offsite environmental improvements.
29. I find such a general criterion if added to the Policy, would potentially not confirm to
national guidance on seeking development contributions. No such offsite improvements
may be required as a consequence of the development, and a schedule of any such
improvements should be included in an LDP rather than an SDP, where such a level of
detail would be inappropriate.
30. Developer contributions are a matter addressed in Policy 6 of this plan, and at
Issue 23 of this examination. I conclude that the proposed modification as set out in the
representation would not add clarity to the Policy, and recommend no modification to the
plan.
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Town Centre Locations
31. Tayplan has provided a response to the representation from sportscotland, but
appears to have responded to the representation made in relation to Policy 5 Issue 022.
32. I have read the representation in relation to Policy 3 by sportscotland (PLAN2015_8)
and am satisfied that it expresses support for Policy 3 and does not need a specific
conclusion or recommendation from me.
Reporter’s recommendations:
I recommend that:
1. A new final sentence be added to paragraph 2, page 22 as follows:
“Tourism will play a major role in the Tayplan area, as envisaged by the National Tourism
Development Framework (2013).”
2. Paragraph 1 on page 23 be amended with the addition of the following text as a new
final sentence:
“Local Development Plans should have regard to the National Marine Plan, and Regional
Marine Plans, where appropriate.”
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Issue 010

Policy 3D and Map 3: A First Choice for Investment – Strategic
Development Areas

Development
plan reference:

Policy 3 Part D, Map 3 and Supporting Text
pages 20 to 23

Reporter:
Sinéad Lynch

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
Forth Ports Limited (846251)
G Morris (910152)
Wallace Land Investment Management
(343111)
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network
(763366)
Mount Melville Ltd (910280)
Jennifer Hopgood (348875)
Ruth Bickerton (902970)
Scotia Gas Networks (910286)
Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community
Council (910325)
Scone Estate (909972)
Scottish Property Federation (444087)
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253)
JWK Properties (910156)

Supporting as written
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
Defence Infrastructure Organisation (MoD)
(905923)
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825)
Headon Developments Ltd (752939)
NHS Tayside (908896)
John Dewar Lamberkin Trust (763496)
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes
(843701)
The Pilkington Trust & Stewart Milne Group
(904840)
Scottish Water (762198)
sportscotland (905989)
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
The approach set out in Proposed TAYplan (2015) Policy 3 Part D (Doc80) is the same
as approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 4 part A (Doc16). The wording has changed slightly
but the emphasis has not. There are no new Strategic Development Areas and none
have been deleted.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
St Andrews West and Science Park
Mount Melville Ltd (910280/392) consider that St Andrews West and Science Park
Strategic Development Area should reflect the fact that a planning application has been
submitted for the southern (Craigtoun) part of the development area and the emphasis
should be given to the realisation of economic development on the northern area of the
Strategic Development Area.
Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community Council (910325/559) consider that St Andrews is
the most important small historic burgh in Scotland and notes that Scottish Natural
Heritage lodged strong objections to ‘the western extension proposal’. The respondent
considers that through TAYplan St Andrews is to be 'carved up to meet the needs of the
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University Consortium', which ‘proposed the western extension’. They query whether
‘problems like lack of water, and insufficient educational and transport infrastructure’, will
all be solved under the TAYplan leadership.
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/541) consider that development at St Andrew's
West Strategic Development Area risks overwhelming and changing the character of this
historic town completely. It is also suggested that other nuclei could be considered such
as Guardbridge, Leuchars with a dedicated electric light rail service running on the old
railway with short headways and perhaps podcars.
Jennifer Hopgood (348875/517) expresses concern about the landscape impacts of St
Andrews West and Science Park on St Andrews and argues that it cannot be
accommodated within the town's boundary and will be outside the boundary of the town.
West/North West Perth
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) support the continued investment in the
Strategic Development Areas of Dundee Waterfront and North West Perth on the basis
that these areas have the potential to be 'major economic drivers for the wider region'.
Dundee Waterfront
Forth Ports Limited (846251/234) consider that TAYplan's description of Dundee
Waterfront, in the Proposed Plan, differs from that in the National Planning Framework 3
(Doc60). They consider it necessary to include reference to industrial development in the
description to cover off activities at Dundee Port which is included as part of Dundee
Wider Waterfront. The respondent considers that TAYplan should note that amending
the text will not lead to non-port-related industrial development within the Port. This is
because port operations generate revenue from providing port specific operational
infrastructure and not unrelated industrial development which would have a negative
impact on their commercial operations. The respondent considers that the supporting text
for Policy 3 addresses the Port of Dundee's role in the energy industry and whilst this is
welcomed the Plan must recognise that the Port is, and will continue to operate as, what
they term ‘a multi-purpose Port’.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) support the continued investment in the
strategic development areas of Dundee Waterfront and North West Perth on the basis
that these areas have the potential to be 'major economic drivers for the wider region'.
Dundee Western Gateway
Ruth Bickerton (902970/380) considers it to make little sense to add in 50 hectares of
employment land at Dundee Western Gateway next to what is supposed to be a new
village community. The respondent is unclear from where the 50 ha figure has come and
what the justification is for it. The respondent would like to understand the kind of
employment expected to be generated and is concerned about traffic impacts in the local
area.
Ruth Bickerton (902970/382) consider that no further development should be permitted at
Dundee Western Gateway, otherwise it risks becoming urban sprawl with no green space
between locations. The respondent also considers that the original plan was for village
development, and any additional housing risks would mean that this is not fulfilled.
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Other Sites and General Comments
Scone Estate (909972/453) consider that land at Scone Estate (including the residential
allocation Scone North - H29 in the Perth and Kinross Local Development Plan (Doc5) as
having a significant role in the development of the Perth West/North West Strategic
Development Area. The respondent considers that as a principal settlement within the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan it is clear that the development of Perth is central
to the delivery of the stated vision and a mixture of development types and places will be
necessary to fulfil the vision. The respondent considers that Strategic Development
Area 4 should include all of the larger sites which are included in the Cross Tay Link
Road (CTLR) package, in order to recognise the significance of this area and ultimately
the very different way in which Perth and its hinterland will function when the CTLR is
completed.
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/248) considers that Junction 6 of the
M90 represents a significant opportunity for the promotion of economic development and
is seeking an amendment to include Turfhills, Kinross as a Strategic Development Area
(010/Extract/3). The respondent considers this to be supported by Scottish Planning
Policy (Doc84) and to significantly contribute to economic development opportunities over
the life of the plan.
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/252) is not persuaded that current land
allocations in Local Development Plans will be delivered and would like to see TAYplan
provide a what they term a 'clear context within which to address any issue of housing
land supply across the area'. They highlight the approach to this set out in Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 27, 39 and 125 (Doc84) which include circumstances
in which Local Development Plan policies for the supply of housing land will no longer be
considered up to date. The respondent cites examples of what they term 'planning delays'
at various sites in Kinross and suggest that their site at West Kinross (previously known
as site H46 (010/Extract/4) is an opportunity to resolve these issue and should therefore
be 'supported by TAYplan.
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366/261) consider the area defined as Dundee
Wider Waterfront Area to be unclear and the respondent considers that the Gas Holder
Site (GHS) should be included within this area. The respondent considers that a site
appraisal demonstrates the redevelopment potential of the site for a medium sized
supermarket of 6,500 square metres (70,000 square feet); non-food units; car parking;
landscaping and a new traffic controlled junction. The respondent has submitted a
number of reports to supplement their submission.
JWK Properties (910156/320) do not consider Policy 3C to be specific enough in
terms of its guidance to Local Development Plans, given the importance of tourism to
the regional economy. The respondent also wishes for JWK Properties planning
consent, 10/01899/AMM (010/Extract/2), for a 300 bed, 5 star hotel on an
approximate 9.5 ha site at Burnfoot, Kinfauns, Perth and Kinross to be included as a
Strategic Development Area.
Scotia Gas Networks (910286/394) - The respondent is keen to ensure that the maximum
possible flexibility is available regarding the future use of their sites at the existing gas
holder sites located at Crieff Gas Holder Site and the St Andrews Gas Holder Station.
The respondent considers that traditional employment uses would not be deliverable as
these would not generate significant value to offset remediation costs. The respondent
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considers that the sites do not provide any permanent employment opportunities at
present and the current appearance of the sites do not make a positive contribution to the
appearance of the area. It is essential that the sites are allocated for uses of sufficient
value to ensure that redevelopment is viable, taking into account the significant abnormal
costs of these enabling works. Given the OFGEM decommissioning requirement both the
Crieff and Broich Gas Holder sites will therefore come forward for redevelopment. The
respondent does not consider that the site will be used in the future for mass terranean
gas and therefore an alternative land use will, be possible. There are well rehearsed
substantial costs related to the decommissioning of the gas holders, dismantling the
associated infrastructure and decontamination of the site which prohibit low value
generating Class B uses from being considered as viable alternatives. The respondent
considers that any Strategic Development Plan approach should avoid the long term
protection of these sites as an allocation for such uses when there is no reasonable
prospect of the site being used for that purpose. They propose that the Strategic
Development Planning Authority for Dundee, Perth, Angus and North Fife consider these
Gas Holder sites within the proposed TAYplan proposed Strategic Development Plan for
higher value uses such as residential, retail and mixed use, to ensure flexibility in terms of
its potential use, in order to fund the decommissioning and remediation of the site.
G Morris (910152/379) - The respondent has requested that their Client's land is zoned
for housing and included within the Burrelton settlement boundary. The respondent
outlines that they consider the site to be 'ideally suited for residential development' for
the following reasons: 1. The land is not part of the larger farm unit and is too small to
be economically viable for agricultural use. 2. It adjoins an existing residential area. 3.
Land was previously included within the Burrelton settlement boundary. 4. It was included
in the draft 2014 Local Development Plan until it was deleted by the Scottish
Government. 5. The respondent considers that whilst there is very little land around
Burrelton zoned for residential use there is a strong demand in the village for new
houses. 6. All utility services are readily available. The respondent notes that a similar
submission has been sent to Perth & Kinross Council.
Summary of Representations Supporting as Written
St Andrews West and Science Park
Headon Developments Ltd (752939/497) support the continued proposals for a Strategic
Development Area at St Andrews West.
West/North West Perth
The Pilkington Trust & Stewart Milne Group (904840/256) support Policy 3 Part D,
specifically West/North West Perth as necessary to promote economic growth and meet
identified housing need.
John Dewar Lamberkin Trust (763496/299) supports the Perth West Strategic
Development Area and record their intention to submit an application during the autumn
of 2015.
The Pilkington Trust & Stewart Milne Group (904840/253) support the inclusion of
West/North West Perth as Strategic Development Area and provide an update on Almond
Valley, with a planning application submitted.
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The Pilkington Trust & Stewart Milne Group (904840/254) support the identification of
North West Perth as a Strategic Development Area which the respondent argues will
enable Perth to grow in a sustainable manner through the concentration of facilities and
services and through the enhancement of accessibility to Perth city centre in accordance
with NPF3.
Montrose Port
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/310) support the identification of
Montrose Port as a Strategic Development Area. They consider that identifying sufficient
housing land together with important clusters for business is essential in delivering
sustainable locations, which in turn, would enable and promote walking and cycling, by
reducing the need to travel, by integrating business and housing developments close
together.
Dundee Linlathen
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/423) support the
policy together with the continued commitment to the Strategic Development Area at
Linlathen, Dundee.
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/411) support the
transformational projects including Strategic Development Area 6 (Linlathen).
Dundee Western Gateway
Scottish Enterprise (835481/368) support reference to Dundee Western Gateway as a
Strategic Development Area arguing this is sustainably located and can deliver a welldesigned, desirable place to live and work, which reflects the wider aspirations of
TAYplan in the successful creation of sustainable communities across the area and also
supports Scottish Planning Policy's (Doc84) policy principle emphasis on the six qualities
of successful place.
Other Sites and General Comments
Defence Infrastructure Organisation (MoD) (905923/012) support the policy and reiterate
that any proposed development exceeding 91.4m above ground level should be referred
to the MOD for review, noting interest in Strategic Development Areas 5-11.
Whole Policy
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/281) and Scottish Water (762198/268) support the policy.
NHS Tayside (908896/324) support the policy, particularly the emphasis on economic
growth.
Tactran (441235/361) support Policy 3 which is consistent with and complements the
Regional Transport Strategy.
sportscotland (905989/008) support the specific reference to the role of sport in the yearround economy, and the requirement placed on Local Development Plans to facilitate
related development.
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Scottish Enterprise (835481/369) support the policy, specifically the approach to ensuring
that the most appropriate areas for strategic development, which underpins the growth of
the region and the requirement for Local Development Plans to include Design
Frameworks for Strategic Development Areas.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
St Andrews West and Science Park
Mount Melville Ltd (910280/392) - Propose change to Strategic Development Area 11 St
Andrews West & Science Park to reflect the fact that a planning application has been
submitted for the southern (Craigtoun) part of the Strategic Development Area and the
emphasis of Strategic Development Area 11 should be given to the realisation of
economic development on the northern area of the Strategic Development Area.
Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community Council (910325/559):



No specific change identified.
Implied deletion of St. Andrews West and Science Park Strategic Development Area.

St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/541):



Propose that reference to evidence supporting first choices for investment should be
provided.
Implied deletion of St Andrews West and Science Park Strategic Development Area.

Jennifer Hopgood (348875/517) - Implied deletion of St Andrews West and Science Park
Strategic Development Area.
West/North West Perth
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) - No specific change identified.
Dundee Waterfront
Forth Ports Limited (846251/234):




Propose – Page 20: Proposed uses for Dundee Wider Waterfront should be changed
to include " industrial use "
Propose - Page 23, paragraph 3: insert first new sentence to paragraph as follows,
"The Port of Dundee is multi-purpose port serving a broad range of industries and it
will continue to operate as such."
Propose - Page 23, paragraph 3: change text to “port related and industrial use.”

Dundee Western Gateway
Ruth Bickerton (902970/380 & 382) - No specific change identified.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) - No specific change identified.
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Other Sites and General Comments
Scone Estate (909972/453) - Propose a change to the “Strategic Development Areas”
and “Proposed Uses” table to also list all of the larger sites which are included in the
Cross Tay Road Link package, including the residential allocation Scone North (H29 in
the Perth and Kinross Local Development Plan (Doc5).
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/248) - Policy 3 should be amended to
include Turfhills as a Strategic Development Area (010/Extract/3).
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/252) - Propose that TAYplan should
provide a clear context within which to address any issue of housing land supply across
the area.
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366/261) - Propose that for Page 20. Policy 3. A
First Choice for Investment. 7. Dundee Wider Waterfront - The SDP should define what is
meant by the Dundee Wider Waterfront Area and The Gas Holder Site, Dock Street,
Dundee should be included within it.
JWK Properties (910156/320) - Policy 3C is not specific enough in terms of its guidance
to Local Development Plans, given the importance of tourism to the regional economy.
JWK Properties' planning consent, 10/01899/AMM (010/Extract/2), for a 300 bed, 5 star
hotel on an approximate 9.5 ha site at Burnfoot, Kinfauns, Perth and Kinross should be
included as a Strategic Development Area in the table on page 20.
Scotia Gas Networks (910286/394) - The Strategic Development Plan approach should
avoid the long term protection of these sites as an allocation for such uses when there is
no reasonable prospect of the site being used for that purpose.
G Morris (910152/379) - Implied addition of a specific site.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Authority’s Response to Proposed Modifications
St Andrews West and Science Park
St Andrews is the largest population centre in north east Fife and home to a broad range
of services and facilities. It also has a strong international reputation for its university and
as the home of golf along with the 600,000+ visitors it receives annually making it an
economic driver for north east Fife as well as the whole of Fife and also the Dundee City
Region.
The level of growth proposed for St Andrews is considered to be appropriate given its
identification as a Tier 2 principal settlement within TAYplan’s Approved Strategic
Development Plan (2012) (Doc16) and the continuation of this in the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan (2015) (Doc80).
Mount Melville Ltd (910280/392) - TAYplan welcome the update provided. Further detail
on the progress of each of the Strategic Development Areas is included within the Action
Programme (Doc76). The Action Programme has been updated accordingly with this
information. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
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Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community Council (910325/559) - The St Andrews Strategic
Development Area was allocated in the approved Fife Structure Plan 2009 (Doc44) and
the Finalised St. Andrews and East Fife Local Plan 2009 (Doc48), prior to being in the
Approved TAYplan Strategic Development Plan (2012) (Doc16). TAYplan recognises the
importance of historic settlements across the area. TAYplan continues to work in
partnership with 14 key stakeholders, including Scottish Natural Heritage and Scottish
Water. Neither has sought a change to St Andrews West and Science Park Strategic
Development Area, through TAYplan's Proposed Plan 2015 (Doc80). TAYplan also
continue to work with Fife Council to ensure that all necessary infrastructure is sufficient
for the required development. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be
necessary.
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/541) - Council Services such as Transportation
and Education, along with external partners and organisations such as NHS Fife and
Scottish Water, have been consulted throughout the development planning process.
Community engagement will be undertaken as part of the planning application process.
Guardbridge is not of a scale to accommodate the level of development proposed in the
Strategic Development Area, nor does it have the existing facilities required for new
development to take place. Moreover, it was decided at the Main Issues Report stage
(2014) (Doc56) that there would be no proposed change to the existing strategic
development areas in the Approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16). Therefore TAYplan does
not consider any change to be necessary.
Jennifer Hopgood (348875/517) - The Proposed FIFEplan (Doc79) carries forward the
existing site boundary from the adopted Local Plan in order to protect the recently
established St Andrews greenbelt. The St Andrews West and Science Park Strategic
Development Area is now within the Approved LDP boundary. Fife Council is committed
to protecting the landscape setting of St Andrews, through the continued identification of
the St Andrews green belt and a policy framework that protects against inappropriate
development. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
West/North West Perth
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) - TAYplan consider Dundee Waterfront and
West/North West Perth to be key economic drivers as they are within TAYplan's 2 cities.
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Dundee Waterfront
Forth Ports Limited (846251/234) – TAYplan’s Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) does not
repeat the exact wording from NPF3 (Doc60) for the description of the Wider Waterfront.
However, there is no inconsistency about the type of uses that are considered to be
acceptable. The description in the Proposed Plan (Doc80) does not exclude non-portrelated industrial development for the wider waterfront and includes the reference to
business. It is not considered necessary to amend the wording.
The Local Development Plan 2014 (Doc4) is more specific and allocates the area of the
Port as a Principal Economic Development Area and allows for Classes 4, 5 and 6 of the
Uses Classes Order (1997) (Doc109). Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change
to be necessary.
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Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) - TAYplan consider Dundee Waterfront and
West/North West Perth to be key economic drivers as they are within TAYplan's 2 cities.
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Dundee Western Gateway
Ruth Bickerton (902970/380) - The 50ha of employment land at the Western Gateway is
carried through from the approved TAYplan 2012 (Doc16). This location was identified in
TAYplan’s Action Programme (Doc76) to provide for a strategically located area of
employment land on the west side of the city in second period of the plan (the post 12
year period). The location was previously identified in the Dundee Local Development
Plan Review 2005 (Doc119) to accommodate a large single user site and other class 4
uses. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Ruth Bickerton (902970/382) - The TAYplan Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) does not
include any further large scale land release at this location over the already identified. It
would be for the Local Development Plan (Doc4) to consider what other, if any, sites may
be suitable for additional housing and the impact that there might be on urban sprawl and
loss of greenspace. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Other Sites and General Comments
Scone Estate (909972/453) - This level of detail is not considered necessary for the
Strategic Development Plan. Strategic Development Areas will be considered in more
detail through the Local Development Plans. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any
change to be necessary.
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/248 & 252) - In analysis of responses
received from the Main Issues Report consultation, it was concluded that there would be
no further Strategic Development Areas included in the Proposed Plan. Site specific
queries should be referred to the relevant Local Development Plan Authority. Therefore
TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366/261) - The gas holder site is an existing urban
brownfield site and is not of a scale or nature that would constitute a strategic site as its
development for retail or other uses would not singularly affect the implementation of the
Strategic Development Plan. This is an issue that should be dealt with at Local
Development Plan (Doc4) level. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be
necessary.
JWK Properties (910156/320) - The application in question for a 300 bed, 5 star hotel is
not of a scale or nature that would constitute a strategic site as the development would
not singularly affect the implementation of the Strategic Development Plan. This is an
issue that should be dealt with at Local Development Plan (Doc4) level. Therefore
TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
The response to this comment has been covered in Issues 009: Policy 3: A First Choice
for Investment – Whole Policy.
Scotia Gas Networks (910286/394) - TAYplan do not consider the sites proposed to be of
a scale or nature that would constitute a strategic site as its development for retail or
other uses would not singularly affect the implementation of the Strategic Development
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Plan. This is an issue that should be dealt with at Local Development Plan level.
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
G Morris (910152/379) - TAYplan does not consider this area of land or the proposed
development to be of a strategic scale. Such a proposal would be considered through the
Local Development Plan (Doc4) process within Perth & Kinross Council. Therefore
TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Authority’s Response to Supporting Representations
St Andrews West and Science Park
Headon Developments Ltd (752939/497) - TAYplan welcome the support for St Andrews
West and Science Park.
West/North West Perth
The Pilkington Trust & Stewart Milne Group (904840/256), John Dewar Lamberkin Trust
(763496/299), The Pilkington Trust & Stewart Milne Group (904840/253 & 254) - TAYplan
welcome the support for West/North West Perth.
Montrose Port
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/310) - TAYplan welcome the support
for Montrose Port.
Dundee Linlathen
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/423 & 411) TAYplan welcome the support for Dundee Linlathen.
Dundee Western Gateway
Scottish Enterprise (835481/368) - TAYplan welcome the support for Dundee Western
Gateway.
Other Sites and General Comments
Defence Infrastructure Organisation (MoD) (905923/012) - TAYplan welcome the support
for this Policy and note the guidance referred to.
Whole Policy
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/281), Scottish Water (762198/268), NHS Tayside
(908896/324), Tactran (441235/361), sportscotland (905989/008) and Scottish Enterprise
(835481/369) - TAYplan welcomes support for Policy 3.
Conclusions
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May 2015) and propose that the elements dealt
with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written and unchanged.
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TAYplan is satisfied that many of these issues are dealt with appropriately by the Policy
as currently written or by supporting elements of Policies 1, 2, 4 and 5.
The principle for development on the St Andrews West and Science Park Strategic
Development Area was set through the adopted St Andrews & East Fife Local Plan
examination (2009). The West/North West Perth Strategic Development Area is included
within and detailed through the Perth & Kinross Council Local Development Plan (2014)
(Doc5). Both plans have been approved by Scottish Ministers.
Any changes or alterations to any of the Strategic Development Areas could
fundamentally undermine the existing allocations in each authority as most have been
approved within Local Development Plans. All the Strategic Development Areas were
approved because they were considered effective sites.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Support
1. The support expressed in representations for the Strategic Development Areas (SDA)
as set out in Policy 3 is noted.
St Andrews West and Science Park
2. Representations object to the allocation in principle of the SDA at St Andrews West
and Science Park as included in the table on page 20 and on Map 3 page 21 of the plan.
The SDA is noted as number 11, and the proposed uses include 1,090 homes, a 5
hectare business park, 8 hectares of employment land and 10 hectares of land for
research and development or science park related enterprise.
3. In addition to objections to the principle of the SDA, concerns regarding the
availability of infrastructure are raised, alternative locations are suggested and the impact
on the landscape is questioned. Progress on the delivery of the SDA has been provided,
and noted.
4. This SDA is an area that has been “rolled forward” from the Fife Structure Plan 2009,
the St Andrews and East Fife Local Plan and Tayplan Strategic Development Plan
(SDP) 2012. There have been numerous consultations processes carried out, including
the statutory processes required to bring local and strategic plans to adoption.
5. I find that the principle of the SDA has been established, and that it is not for this plan
examination to re-visit the basis for that principle. I have no evidence before me to
suggest that there has been a change in circumstance since Tayplan 2012 which would
prompt a review of the principle of the SDA, nor have I been presented with any evidence
of a revision in the need for such levels of homes and land for employment delivery in St
Andrews and East Fife.
6. I note that there is no objection to the SDA from parties such as Scottish Natural
Heritage as suggested in a representation, and can see no basis for that assertion in this
examination.
7. Both Tayplan and Fife Council advise that they are working to ensure that all
necessary infrastructure is sufficient to deliver the proposed development. I find that
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there is no evidence to suggest that the existing or proposed infrastructure might be
insufficient, and the representation does not provide any additional information on this
matter. I conclude that as the SDA is progressed through the planning process, the
relevant statutory bodies and infrastructure providers will be consulted, and any issues
identified could be addressed prior to the granting of planning consent.
8. Community engagement and consultation has been undertaken on a number of
occasions since the preparation period for the Fife Structure Plan 2009, the Local Plan,
and both Strategic Development Plans. As matters progress, further engagement will be
carried out as part of the development management process. I conclude that the needs
of any single party do not appear to be prioritised above others, in terms of the planning
system.
9. Both Guardbridge and Leuchars have been suggested as alternative locations for an
equivalent SDA, to be linked to St Andrews by a light rail system.
10. I have separately addressed the specific issue of a light rail system for St Andrews
at Issue 031 Policy 10 Connecting People, Places & Markets – Rail, and concluded that a
new rail station/rail link to St Andrews does not appear to be a project that forms part of
Transport Scotland’s STPR, nor is it a project identified in the Regional Transport
Strategy, or in the Fife LDP. I understand that Fife Council’s strategy is to promote better
public transport connections between St Andrews and Leuchars, and to provide additional
parking at Leuchars to promote use of the train service. I also concluded that without
such support for an infrastructure project, it would not be appropriate to include it within
an SDP, or within Policy 10 or Map 10.
11. From my site visit, I note that neither Guardbridge or Leuchars would provide the
locational nexus for an SDA for St Andrews, and neither appears to have the scale of
land necessary to deliver the required homes and employment land.
12. The boundary of the SDA has not changed since the adoption of TAYplan 2012,
and the green belt and policy framework in the Local Plan and SDP around St Andrews
will serve to provide the appropriate level of protection to the landscape of the area.
13. Overall, I conclude that the St Andrews West and Science Park SDA and the
proposed levels of growth as set out in Policy 3 and on Map 3 are appropriate, and
recommend no modification to the plan arising from the representations on this issue.
West/North West Perth
14. There appears to be an error in the Tayplan response, as the representation from
the Scottish Property Federation (444087) PLAN2015-510 appears to support Policy 3
and does not seek any modifications. Having read the representation in full, I am content
that the matters raised in it are addressed at the appropriate issues in this examination.
Dundee Waterfront
15. A representation is seeking to have the references to Dundee Port be expanded to
include not just port-related uses, but industrial uses too. It is considered that Dundee
Port differs from Montrose Port in offering a wider range of industrial uses.
16. I appreciate that at paragraph 4 on page 17, National Planning Framework 3 (NPF3)
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refers to “industrial development”. Although not the same wording is used in the SDP, I
consider that the intent of Policy 3 is the same as NPF3, in that industrial use at Dundee
Port is supported.
17. I find that the term “port-related” does not in fact exclude Class 4, 5 and 6
development. I appreciate that the plan does emphasise port-related uses and states
that both ports are protected for port related uses in the text at page 23 of this plan.
However, in addition to being within a Strategic Development Area, Dundee Port is also
an Enterprise Area, and a Principle Economic Development Area as designated in the
Dundee City Local Development Plan.
18. I find that in policy terms, Class 4, 5 and 6 uses would be acceptable at Dundee
Port. The emphasis placed on port-related uses in the plan does not preclude industrial
and business uses at the Ports, and so I recommend no modification to the plan. My
conclusions on this representation also apply to the representations made at Issue 030 of
this examination.
Dundee Western Gateway
19. A representation is concerned that the allocation of employment land at Dundee
Western Gateway (SDA 8) does not accord with the concept of a new village community
and questions the overall scale of proposed development.
20. I find that the extent of development proposed at SDA 8 Dundee Western Gateway
has not altered from that set out in Tayplan 2012, and the SDA is also allocated for
development in the Dundee Local Plan. There are no extensions proposed to the SDA,
nor are there any additional homes or land uses proposed.
21. I conclude that the matters raised in the representation are not matters that require
any modification to the plan, and therefore I recommend no modifications.
Proposed Strategic Development Areas
Scone Estate
22. A representation is seeking to have land at Scone Estate and the larger site
associated with the Cross-Tay Link Road identified as SDAs, in order to recognise the
significance of the area and to reflect the role of the Estate in the development of Perth.
23. I consider that the sites set out in the representation are more appropriately
addressed in the relevant LDP, given the scale and estimated output of homes and
employment land associated with each of them. Most, if not all, are already identified in
the Perth & Kinross LDP.
24. I conclude that a modification to the plan is not required in response to this
representation.
Land at M90 Junction 6, Kinross
25. The representation is promoting an additional SDA at Turfhills, Kinross, which is the
south-west quadrant of the M90 junction. Supporting information has been submitted,
and it is asserted that the proposal is supported by Scottish Planning Policy and is a
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significant opportunity for economic development in the Kinross area.
26. In preparing the plan, Tayplan concluded from the Main Issues Report stage and the
various Topic Papers that no additional SDAs were required in this plan period. The
planning authority considers that site specific proposals should be referred to the relevant
planning authority and LDP.
27. Regardless of the merits or otherwise of the proposed site, I do not consider that a
case has been made for the addition of a new SDA in Kinross. The evidence base used
by the authority to reach its conclusion that no additional SDAs would be required
appears sound. I issued Further Information Requests 1 and 2 in relation to Issue 009,
but the response from the authority is also relevant here. From that response, I am
satisfied that there is sufficient land identified within the SDAs as set out in the plan
periods, and that an additional SDA is not required at this point in time.
28. However, I do note the points raised in the representation regarding the geographical
spread of SDAs across the Tayplan area, and the absence of such areas in the southern
M90 corridor in Perth & Kinross. I also understand that the spatial strategy of this plan is
based on the principal settlements and existing and/or committed infrastructure, and so
am content that the SDAs as set out in this plan and for these plan periods are
appropriate and sufficient to deliver the plan’s requirements.
29. I conclude that based on the premise that no additional SDAs are required in this
plan period, an additional SDA at Kinross is not supported, and recommend no
modification to the plan.
Gas Holder Site, East Dock Street, Dundee
30. A representation is seeking the expansion of SDA 7 Dundee Wider Waterfront to
include the Gas Holder Site, which lies to the north of East Dock Street. Several
supporting documents have been submitted with the representation, including a Retail
Assessment, and Transport Statement.
31. The proposed site is an existing developed site to the east of the centre of Dundee
and is considered to be brownfield in nature.
32. I find that although the boundaries of SDAs as set out in this SDP are deliberately
not fixed, it is clear that the proposed addition to SDA 7 lies outwith and to the north of the
SDA as set out in Topic Paper 2: Growth Strategy May 2015.
33. The evidence base used by the authority to reach its conclusion that no additional
SDAs would be required appears sound. I issued Further Information Requests 1 and 2
in relation to Issue 009 of this examination, but the response from the authority is also
relevant here. From that response, I am satisfied that there is sufficient land identified
within the SDAs as set out in the plan periods, and that an addition to SDA 7 is not
required at this point in time.
34. Given this site’s location, brownfield status and the size of the site, a proposal for
development could be pursued through the LDP or via the development management
system. Inclusion in an SDA is not a prerequisite for redevelopment.
35. I do not consider that a modification to the plan is required in response to this
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representation.
Burnfoot, Kinfauns
36. The inclusion of a site at Burnfoot, Kinfauns is sought for a 300 bed hotel and
associated development.
37. I find that proposals of this nature and sites of this scale are not matters routinely
addressed in SDPs, where the scale and nature of a site is generally national and or
regional in planning terms, and is required to meet the strategic housing and employment
land requirements of the plan. Individual sites are also generally not identified.
38. I conclude that a modification to the plan is not required in response to this
representation.
Crieff Gas Holder Site and St Andrews Gas Holder Site
39. The representation is seeking to have both sites allocated for land uses other than
mass terranean gas, and believes the significant remediation cost associated with both
sites dictates land uses of higher value such as residential, retail and mixed use to enable
redevelopment to take place.
40. The evidence base used by the authority to reach its conclusion that no additional
SDAs would be required appears sound. I issued Further Information Requests 1 and 2
in relation to Issue 009 of this examination, but the response from the authority is also
relevant here. From that response, I am satisfied that there is sufficient land identified
within the SDAs as set out in the plan periods, and that an addition to SDA 7 is not
required at this point in time.
41. Given the location of both sites, their potential brownfield status and the size of the
sites, a proposal for development could be pursued through the appropriate LDP or via
the development management system. Inclusion in an SDA is not a prerequisite for the
appropriate redevelopment of either site.
42. I conclude that neither site is of a scale or nature to from an SDA, nor is either site
adjacent to an existing SDA. Both sites should be addressed through the relevant LDP
process, not through the SDP process.
43. I do not consider that a modification to the plan is required in response to this
representation.
Land at Burrelton
44. The representation is seeking the allocation of a site adjacent to Burrelton for
residential use, as it is redundant for agricultural purposes and there is little land allocated
for residential development in Burrelton. The site is outside the settlement boundary.
45. I find that sites of this scale are not matters routinely addressed in SDPs, where the
scale and nature of a site is generally national and or regional in planning terms, and is
required to meet the strategic housing and employment land requirements of the plan.
Individual sites are also generally not identified.
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46. I note from the representation that an allocation is being sought through the
appropriate LDP, and conclude that is the most appropriate process through which to
assess this proposal.
47. I conclude that a modification to the plan is not required in response to this
representation.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 011

Policy 3D and Map 3: A First Choice for Investment – Cupar
North Strategic Development Area

Development
plan reference:

Policy 3 Parts D and E and Map 3
Pages 20 and 21

Reporter:
Sinéad Lynch

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
Anne Fitzpatrick (908030)
Brian H Carr (908300)
Carole Provan (908283)
Claudine Scott (907629)
Dr Melanie Chocholek (846133)
Gwen W Davies (846492)
Helen Gauld (908252)
Hugh Toner (908597)
Ian Copland (908298)
Irene Lodge (908297)
Janice Martin (910090)
Karin Donaldson (908299)
Lesley Toner (908598)
Lynne White (908262)
Mark Herd (908281)
Mary Herd (908276)
Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates &
Development Co Ltd (910305)
Mr Barr (908403)
Anthony M Davies (846494)
Ceri Williams (841675)
Douglas Provan (538763)
Roderick Gauld (846335)

Elspeth J Smith (846556)
Jennifer Hughes (844415)
Linda Jeffrey (742611)
Norma Barr (908404)
Muriel Dymock (908560)
Neil White (908268)
Nicola M Carr (908301)
Patrick McInally (908343)
Peter Cura (908558)
Prof George Evans (846525)
R J Smith (846555)
Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539)
Stephen Benwell (908562)
Sue Williams (908249)
Supporting as written
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
Persimmon/Headon/VICO (540817)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Water (762198)
sportscotland (905989)
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
The approach set out in Proposed TAYplan (2015) Policy 3 Parts D and E is the same as
approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 4 parts A and B. The wording has changed slightly but
the emphasis has not. There are no new Strategic Development Areas and none have
been de-allocated.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Overall
Linda Jeffrey (742611/448) seeks a reduction to the housing planned at Cupar North
Strategic Development Area. The respondent references that the supporting text for
Policy 4 states that the 'this Plan will be kept up-to-date, reviewed and replaced at least
twice before 2028. This provides the opportunity to review the Housing Need and
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Demand Assessment (Doc97) and other work that informs housing supply targets'. In
particular the respondent considers that there has been no alternative put forward to
Cupar North in spite of this. The respondent suggests that the Cupar North proposal is
'totally inappropriate' and 'in the wrong place' and site specific issues which they consider
will be adversely affected such as wildlife, aesthetics, drainage, health care, education
provision and productive agricultural land.
Claudine Scott (907629/226) raises concerns about the 1400 new homes as part of
Cupar North Strategic Development Area. The respondent is particularly concerned about
the impacts this could bring to Cupar's facilities such as whether Bell Baxter High School
will be able to cope with the additional pupils.
Professor George Evans (846525/446) seeks the removal of Cupar North Strategic
Development from the Proposed Plan on the basis that it is 'ill-conceived'. The
respondent suggests changes that have taken place recently such as the vacating of the
Sheriff's building and the closure of Leuchars AFB [RAF Leuchars] have not been
considered. The respondent appears to suggest RAF Leuchars as an alternative site for
development. They also argue that the focus for Cupar should be on flats and town
houses within or near to the town centre to provide easy access to shops and services.
The respondent suggests that the closure of RAF Leuchars as an airbase was not
anticipated in the October 2012 St Andrews and East Fife Local Plan from which they say
that Cupar North was derived. They also suggest that the consultation on that Local Plan
was inadequate. The respondent does not feel that the Cupar Relief Road is needed but
suggests it should not be a fast road and instead incorporate traffic calming. They also
consider there to be issues relating to flooding and drainage and seek the addition of
substantial open space. The respondent considers Cupar North would be an 'eyesore',
particularly the bulky goods retail that would adversely affect the view of the town and
affect tourism and retail in the town centre. They go on to question the benefit of the
proposal.
Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co Ltd (910305/475) considers
that if it becomes apparent that a Strategic Development Area is not progressing within a
pre-determined timescale for whatever reason, a mechanism/form of words within the
policy should be in place where alternative sustainable sites within the same area which
meet the requirements of other policies within TAYplan, should be actively considered
through Local Development Plans. They argue that without such flexibility, development
which is recognised as being desirable, and indeed needed, may not occur. The
comments particularly relate to Cupar North Strategic Development Area. The
respondent notes that the relief road is to be completed no later than 5 years after the
completion of the first house by the Cupar North Consortium. The respondent considers
that it is highly questionable whether the Cupar North Strategic Development Area,
promoted by the Cupar North Consortium, can progress within the timescales envisaged
by TAYplan, or indeed progress at all. Therefore, the respondent considers that it would
be prudent for Policy 3 of TAYplan to include a form of words which allows alternative
sites within the same Housing Market Area to accommodate more than the 10% housing
land allowance advocated by Section D of Policy 4.
Claudine Scott (907629/225) is concerned that the sequential priority in Section 5 is
contradicted by the Strategic Development Area of Cupar North. The respondent feels
this proposed development area would encourage out of town development and further
decrease the footfall in the town centre. The respondent also considers that not only will
retail development out-with the town centre seriously affect the current town centre
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footfall, but the proposed road leading around the edge of Cupar, avoiding the town
centre, would decrease/eliminate the passing trade many retailers currently receive. The
respondent also has concerns about the additional services that will be provided as part
of the Cupar North plans. The respondent Iooks forward to hearing from TAYplan with
regards to the above and hopes that any updated/more detailed plans will become readily
available to the people of Cupar in due course, as the respondent considers themselves
not to be alone with the concerns raised. The respondent considers that issues are best
'ironed out' and the town is developed in a way that the people of Cupar desire and will
enhance the already depleting town centre.
Jennifer Hughes (844415/315) is concerned with the Cupar North proposal and the
impact this development will have on the town centre of Cupar. The respondent feels
there is no work available and that this will draw people away from the town because they
will be required to commute to work. The respondent feels this will ultimately create an
unattractive centre surrounded by suburbs.
Ceri Williams (841675/244) expresses concern around the Cupar North Strategic
Development Area and considers that the community's view has been ignored. The
respondent explains an exit poll which conducted at the recent Cupar drop in event. The
respondent explains that everyone spoken to without exception thought that Cupar North
would be a 'disaster' for the town. The respondent considers that planners have boasted
that they are consulting, but are confusing the process of consultation with actual
consultation which involves a flow of ideas between parties. The respondent considers
that TAYplan has carried out no research to estimate the short and long term effect that
Cupar North will have on the rest of the town. The respondent also expresses concern
around house sales in Cupar. The respondent considers that the' best estimate of new
house sales in Cupar is 33 per annum in the boom years before 2009. The respondent
considers that ‘planners are now saying without any evidence that new house sales will
be double that and that co-incidentally, this figure would mean that Cupar North will be
finished in 20 years, when actually the hard evidence shows that it will be nearer 40
years’.
Dr Melanie Chocholek (846133/296) expresses concern around the Cupar North
Strategic Development Area and does not wish to see ‘urban sprawl on the outskirts of
Cupar, but instead the preservation of the historic buildings and regeneration within the
town, encouraging further retail development in the town centre and attracting commercial
investment’. The respondent provides examples of numerous empty units in the town
centre and business sites and quotes a number of extracts from the Adopted St Andrews
& East Fife Local Plan (2012) (Doc6) which the respondent considers to be contrary to
the Cupar North Strategic Development Area. The respondent considers that building on
the outskirts of Cupar must be aimed at drawing people to Cupar, despite the ‘current
lack of employment or growth of commerce demonstrated by previously failed
businesses, expresses concern around the increased pressure on services’. The
respondent also expresses concern for the wild roe deer, brown hare and peregrine
falcons that are ‘currently present on the Cupar North Strategic Development Area site’.
The respondent expresses further concern around the Cupar relief road and does not
wish to see ‘urban sprawl on the outskirts of Cupar, but instead the preservation of the
historic buildings and regeneration within the town’. The respondent does not agree with
the provision of a northern relief road. The respondent also considers that roadway
improvements that alleviate congestion reduce the generalised cost of driving, which
‘encourages more vehicle use through "generated traffic" reflecting the law of demand i.e.
consumption of goods increases as its price declines’. Therefore the implication is that ‘by
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adding the north Cupar Bypass road traffic will increase to fill the new capacity, causing
increased noise and air pollution, this generated traffic would then further increase in
traffic problems in Dairsie & St Andrews, bypassing town centre traders and having a
negative impact on local business’. The respondent considers that the recent
improvements to the A91 through Cupar town have had a very positive impact on flow
through and anticipates that this will have led to a positive improvement upon the air
quality within the town. The respondent considers that any house building on other sites
within Cupar but out with Cupar North will be required to make financial contributions to
the revitalisation of the town centre, local infrastructure and amenities, providing
additional employment land by allocating land for a business park and general industrial
use. The respondent supports the Town Centre Improvement Framework including
improved access to alternative transport modes and streetscape enhancement. The
respondent considers that the streetscape enhancements to date have been good and
together with the vibrant street farmers markets have improved and helped revitalize the
town. The respondent considers that the bypass will make things worse for Cupar.
Anne Fitzpatrick (908030/017) expresses concern around the Cupar North Strategic
Development Area and the increase in population in the town by one third and that it will
be built on prime agricultural land. The respondent considers that the development is not
sustainable, and TAYplan should be actively encouraging building on brown field sites.
The respondent considers that the development will be detrimental to Cupar town centre
and the services within the town. The respondent notes that Cupar does not have ‘the
doctors, dentists, schools, police or the sewerage infrastructure to cope and that a rise in
population means a rise in crime’. The respondent considers that the development will
increase pollution and will change the whole environmental footprint for the area. The
respondent considers that Cupar North is an outdated, ecological, unnecessary 'disaster'
and should be 'avoided at all costs'. The respondent considers that ‘we should start
looking to forward thinking countries for examples, have an integrated housing strategy
with existing private landlords’. The respondent considers that the landlord accreditation
and landlord agreements need changed and re-drawn to ensure accommodation is fit for
purpose and that landlords also get a fair deal from tenants who continually destroy
property, there has to be safeguards for the landlords as well as tenants.
Professor George Evans (846525/445) expresses concern around the Cupar North
Strategic Development Area and does not consider that the community have been
adequately engaged. He considers that within Cupar it would be better to develop flats
and town-houses within or near the town centre. He considers that this would provide
residences with easy access to shops and public transport and is more in keeping with
the objectives of the TAYplan and would be greener and avoid suburban sprawl. The
respondent considers that a vibrant core should be maintained in Cupar and the northern
relief road and the associated Cupar North development (with ‘suburban sprawl housing’)
would detract from this objective. The respondent also expresses concern around the
northern relief road and considers that it should not be a fast and wide noisy road and
speedbumps and other traffic calming measures should be employed, and the surface
should be the quietest available. The respondent also considers that the houses along
the northern relief road should be single storey. The respondent also expresses concern
around the ‘environmental and landscape implications of the development and the lack of
employment in the town’. It is considered that 'bulky good retail' would be an 'ugly
introduction' to Cupar. The respondent does not consider that this would provide the
employment required in the future as ‘this is being computerised and automatised’. The
respondent also considers that tourism would suffer and that there is insufficient
allowance for green spaces and parks.
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Cupar North
A) Infrastructure
Douglas Provan (538763/170), Ceri Williams (841675/159), Roderick Gauld
(846335/161), Anthony M Davies (846494/172), R J Smith (846555/165), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/166), Sue Williams (908249/160), Helen Gauld (908252/162), Lynne White
(908262/163), Neil White (908268/164), Mary Herd (908276/167), Mark Herd
(908281/168), Carole Provan (908283/169), Irene Lodge (908297/171), Ian Copland
(908298/173), Karin Donaldson (908299/174), Brian H Carr (908300/177), Nicola M Carr
(908301/178), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/180), Peter Cura (908558/175), Muriel
Dymock (908560/176), Stephen Benwell (908562/179), Hugh Toner (908597/210), Lesley
Toner (908598/204), Janice Martin (910090/303) consider that many areas of Cupar's
infrastructure would be ‘stretched to breaking point or unable to cope with a 25% increase
in the size of Cupar’. The respondents consider that the proposed bypass within the plan
for Cupar North 'would do nothing to alleviate this problem'. The respondents mentioned
specifically the sewerage and drainage system, the north/south traffic and cross town
traffic, parking which they consider is ‘already at capacity with no plans to increase the
amount of parking’, that Bell Baxter High School would be ‘well in excess of the national
average size of secondary schools’ and the Elmwood College is the only one in Cupar
meaning ‘students travelling a distance for education’. The respondents consider that
until there is a proper assessment and costings for the impact that Cupar North Strategic
Development Area will have on the stretched infrastructure in the town, it is 'reckless' with
regards to the town's future wellbeing to include Cupar North Strategic Development Area
in the current TAYplan.
B) Town Centres First
Ceri Williams (841675/024), Douglas Provan (538763/102), Roderick Gauld
(846335/087), Anthony M Davies (846494/104), R J Smith (846555/093), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/095), Sue Williams (908249/086, Helen Gauld (908252/088, Lynne White
(908262/090, Neil White (908268/092), Mary Herd (908276/097), Mark Herd
(908281/099), Carole Provan (908283/101), Irene Lodge (908297/103), Ian Copland
(908298/105), Karin Donaldson (908299/106), Brian H Carr (908300/107), Nicola M Carr
(908301/108), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/217), Hugh Toner (908597/216), Lesley Toner
(908598/201) do not consider Cupar North to fit well within the Town Centres First policy
as it has all the ingredients to ensure that Cupar town centre is ‘unsuccessful’. The
respondents consider that town by-passes have been shown to damage town centres in
the past, and the ‘supposed reduction in traffic has been shown to be illusory, often in the
short term’. The respondents consider that this has been proven by the ‘332% increase
in empty town centre floorspace in Cupar for retail and non-retail services’. They do not
consider that Cupar North helps to revitalise Cupar's town centre.
C) Access to Jobs
Douglas Provan (538763/052, Mary Herd (908276/049), Irene Lodge (908297/053, Mark
Herd (908281/050, Carole Provan (908283/051), Ian Copland (908298/054), Hugh Toner
(908597/212), Lesley Toner (908598/207), Janice Martin (910090/302) consider that
apart from the proposed ‘small’ Primary School, the respondents do not consider that
there is anything within the Cupar North plan that encourages jobs to be created as part
of the development. They consider it likely that a ‘substantial number’ of the proposed
population increase will principally take up jobs in Dundee or Glenrothes and commute
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which they consider unsustainable and place strain on some of the most dangerous roads
in Fife. They consider that overall it cannot be argued that Cupar North as a development
could be made to offer ‘easy access to jobs’ by means of non-car travel. They consider
that within the development there is ‘insufficient attention’ paid to providing new
employment opportunities and those proposed are ‘mostly low paid retail openings’,
making it ‘almost certain’ that the increased population will have to commute to work by
car.
D) Access to Supermarkets
Douglas Provan (538763/058), Mary Herd (908276/055), Mark Herd (908281/056),
Carole Provan (908283/057), Ian Copland (908298/059), Hugh Toner (908597/211),
Lesley Toner (908598/208) consider that apart from the proposed retail park, there is no
provision for any ‘increase in markets’ in Cupar and they do not consider that the
proposed ‘bypass’ will improve access to existing supermarkets which can ‘only be
accessed by cross-town traffic’. They also consider that Cupar North Strategic
Development Area will not offer easy access to markets by non-car travel which they
argue to be contrary to TAYplan's policy and ‘Scotland-wide’ policy encouraging
sustainability.
E) Access to Services and Facilities
Ceri Williams (841675/073, Roderick Gauld (846335/075), Gwen W Davies
(846492/085), Anthony M Davies (846494/081), R J Smith (846555/079), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/080), Sue Williams (908249/074), Helen Gauld (908252/076), Lynne White
(908262/077), Neil White (908268/078, Karin Donaldson (908299/082), Brian H Carr
(908300/083), Nicola M Carr (908301/084, Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/219), Janice
Martin (910090/305) consider that the service sector in Cupar has declined in recent
years. Mentioned specifically is the relocation of the Council headquarters to Glenrothes,
Cupar Sheriff Court has closed, one of the two post offices has closed, there is one petrol
station and one sports centre (with an ‘unimproved’ pool), the cricket club has closed.
They consider that most services would not be easily accessible for an edge of settlement
development on the north of Cupar. They do not consider that Cupar North Strategic
Development Area could offer easy access services and facilities without car travel and it
is considered that there is insufficient attention paid to providing new services and
amenities.
F) Appropriate Scale of Development
Douglas Provan (538763/042), Ceri Williams (841675/025), Roderick Gauld
(846335/027), Anthony M Davies (846494/044), R J Smith (846555/034), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/036), Sue Williams (908249/026, Helen Gauld (908252/029), Lynne White
(908262/030), Neil White (908268/031), Mary Herd (908276/037), Mark Herd
(908281/040), Carole Provan (908283/041), Irene Lodge (908297/043), Ian Copland
(908298/045), Karin Donaldson (908299/046), Brian H Carr (908300/047), Nicola M Carr
(908301/048), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/218), Hugh Toner (908597/215), Lesley Toner
(908598/202) consider that Cupar North represents a 25% increase in the size of the
town and that nowhere else in the TAYplan area is a settlement being asked to support
an increase of this size and the development site lies partly on high ground to the north of
the current town envelope and would be clearly visible. The respondents note that the
current TAYplan states that settlements "…will accommodate a smaller share of the
region's additional developments which is more about sustaining them". They do not
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consider the proposed development to be of an appropriate scale for its location.
G) Landscape Setting
Douglas Provan (538763/120), Ceri Williams (841675/109), Roderick Gauld
(846335/111), Sue Williams (908249/110), Helen Gauld (908252/112), Lynne White
(908262/113), Anthony M Davies (846494/122), R J Smith (846555/115), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/116), Neil White (908268/114), Mary Herd (908276/117), Mark Herd
(908281/118), Carole Provan (908283/119), Irene Lodge (908297/121), Ian Copland
(908298/123), Karin Donaldson (908299/124), Brian H Carr (908300/125), Nicola M Carr
(908301/126), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/220), Hugh Toner (908597/213), Lesley Toner
(908598/206), Janice Martin (910090/301) consider that Cupar is a valley town based on
the crossing of the River Eden running from east-west and set between Tarvit Hill and
Hawklaw and that all previous development has been of a ‘relatively small scale’ and on
the east-west axis along the valley. Respondents also considered that due to its elevated
site, Cupar North, would be highly visible and the site is ‘almost exclusively’ prime
agricultural land, or land that has a ‘special historical significance’ as landscaped in
connection with former large estates. Respondents did not consider Cupar North to
represent ‘good planning’ and suggest it may not comply with the European Landscape
Convention (Doc37) although they do not specify which part.
H) Relief Road
Ceri Williams (841675/089), Roderick Gauld (846335/094), Sue Williams (908249/091),
Helen Gauld (908252/096), Lynne White (908262/098), Neil White (908268/100), Douglas
Provan (538763/131), Anthony M Davies (846494/134), R J Smith (846555/128), Elspeth
J Smith (846556/127), Mary Herd (908276/130), Mark Herd (908281/129), Carole Provan
(908283/132), Irene Lodge (908297/133), Ian Copland (908298/136), Karin Donaldson
(908299/135), Brian H Carr (908300/138), Nicola M Carr (908301/137), Mr Barr
(908403/139), Norma Barr (908404/140), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/223), Hugh Toner
(908597/209), Lesley Toner (908598/203), Janice Martin (910090/300) consider that a
‘proper’ appraisal of road capacity should be carried out before a ‘25% increase’ in the
size of Cupar is commenced. Respondents consider that in 2005/6 the ‘officials were
reluctant to acknowledge that most of the congestion was in north-south traffic-as their
own modelling showed’. Respondents consider that as the consultation progressed that
the need for the road was ‘being manipulated’ to be used as an ‘inducement’ to persuade
the community to accept the building of 1400 new houses. The respondents also note
that since 2006, the centre of Cupar has been remodelled, all the traffic lights not
controlled by pedestrians, have been removed and a system of roundabouts has been
introduced and the congestion has ‘all but vanished’. Respondents consider that this
‘material change of circumstances’ in Cupar is being ‘overlooked or ignored by TAYplan’.
The respondents consider that TAYplan should not be accepting the thinking of 2005/6.
The respondents also consider that ‘without question’ Cupar North Strategic Development
Area should not be included in the current plan without an up to date review of
circumstances.
I) Housing Need and Demand
Ceri Williams (841675/060), Roderick Gauld (846335/062), Anthony M Davies
(846494/066), Sue Williams (908249/061, Helen Gauld (908252/063), Lynne White
(908262/064), Neil White (908268/065), R J Smith (846555/071), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/072), Karin Donaldson (908299/067), Brian H Carr (908300/068), Nicola M Carr
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(908301/069), Patrick McInally (908343/070), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/221), Janice
Martin (910090/306) consider that planning officials have ‘consistently overestimated the
rate at which new houses sell in Cupar by ‘basing their figures on the former area of
North East Fife which includes St Andrews and Taybridgehead’. Respondents consider
that Fife Council have ‘artificially inflated’ the average annual number of housing sales in
Cupar, with ‘no supporting evidence’, to show that the 1400 houses planned for Cupar
North Strategic Development Area would sell within the 20 year envelope for the
development. Respondents consider that TAYplan officials have ‘not questioned this
figure’ or the ‘lack’ of research behind it and Cupar North should not be included until
TAYplan can be sure of its timescale.
J) Further Research Required
Douglas Provan (538763/147), Ceri Williams (841675/158), Roderick Gauld
(846335/156), Anthony M Davies (846494/145), R J Smith (846555/152), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/151), Sue Williams (908249/157), Helen Gauld (908252/155), Lynne White
(908262/154), Neil White (908268/153), Mary Herd (908276/150), Mark Herd
(908281/149), Carole Provan (908283/148), Irene Lodge (908297/146), Ian Copland
(908298/144), Karin Donaldson (908299/143), Brian H Carr (908300/142), Nicola M Carr
(908301/141), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/222), Hugh Toner (908597/214), Lesley Toner
(908598/205), Janice Martin (910090/304) consider that it is now imperative that ‘proper’
research needs to be undertaken as to ‘need and viability’ so that an ‘overdue’ review of
Cupar North be carried out. Without this research, the respondents consider that Cupar
North remains in the ‘outdated thinking’ of 2005/6 and ‘the questions of need and viability
are not being investigated’.
K) Community Empowerment
Ceri Williams (841675/231), Janice Martin (910090/307) consider that Cupar North
should be taken as an opportunity to introduce innovation to solve and resolve housing
needs, involving the community in developing the plans, rather than repeating planning
decisions and thinking that were becoming out of date when they were first proposed ten
years ago. The respondents consider that too often, large schemes produce standard
unit designs which do not reflect local characteristics. The respondents also consider that
while it cannot be argued that self-build is the whole answer to the shortage of housing
across the country, TAYplan could lead the way in allocating a part of Cupar North to
plots available to the custom build industry, linking with groups like Sustainable Cupar.
Overall, the respondents consider that Cupar North should be taken as an opportunity to
introduce innovation to solve and resolve housing needs, rather than repeating planning
decisions.
Summary of Representations Supporting as Written
Overall
Persimmon/Headon/VICO (540817/455) supports Cupar North Strategic Development
Area, providing a background a history of the development area's allocation within the
Development Plan and an update on recent work which has been carried out through
engagement with the community, and key agencies, assessments carried out, the
position of planning applications and provides a timetable of forthcoming work which is
planned. The respondent notes that the Local Plan reporter concluded that
notwithstanding the housing land supply position, to ensure that the spatial strategy set
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out within Fife Structure Plan was not undermined, no other sites could be allocated
within the housing market area for the very real consequence of such piecemeal
allocations undermining the delivery of Cupar North and with it the required relief road.
The respondent considers that this remains a valid and necessary position to take
forward through into TAYplan 2.
Whole Policy
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/281) and Scottish Water (762198/268) support the policy.
NHS Tayside (908896/324) support the policy, particularly the emphasis on economic
growth.
Tactran (441235/361) support Policy 3 which is consistent with and complements the
Regional Transport Strategy.
sportscotland (905989/008) support the specific reference to the role of sport in the yearround economy, and the requirement placed on Local Development Plans to facilitate
related development.
Scottish Enterprise (835481/369) support the policy, specifically the approach to ensuring
that the most appropriate areas for strategic development, which underpins the growth of
the region and the requirement for Local Development Plans to include Design
Frameworks for Strategic Development Areas.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Overall
Linda Jeffrey (742611/448) - Proposes reducing the number of houses proposed in the
Cupar North plan and change the location of these houses.
Claudine Scott (907629/226) - No specified change identified.
Professor George Evans (846525/446) - Proposes that the Cupar North planned
development and Cupar relief road should be deleted.
Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co Ltd (910305/475) - Policy 3
requires to be more flexible in its wording.
Claudine Scott (907629/225) - No specified change identified.
Jennifer Hughes (844415/315) - No specified change identified.
Ceri Williams (841675/244) - Implied change to remove Cupar North Strategic
Development Area.
Dr Melanie Chocholek (846133/296) - Respondent implies removal of Cupar North
Strategic Development Area from the Plan.
Anne Fitzpatrick (908030/017) - Implied change to remove Cupar North Strategic
Development Area.
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Professor George Evans (846525/445) - Proposes that Cupar North development and
Cupar Relief Road plan should be scrapped.
Cupar North
A) Infrastructure
Douglas Provan (538763/170), Ceri Williams (841675/159), Roderick Gauld
(846335/161), Anthony M Davies (846494/172), R J Smith (846555/165), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/166), Sue Williams (908249/160), Helen Gauld (908252/162), Lynne White
(908262/163), Neil White (908268/164), Mary Herd (908276/167), Mark Herd
(908281/168), Carole Provan (908283/169), Irene Lodge (908297/171), Ian Copland
(908298/173), Karin Donaldson (908299/174), Brian H Carr (908300/177), Nicola M Carr
(908301/178), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/180), Peter Cura (908558/175), Muriel
Dymock (908560/176), Stephen Benwell (908562/179), Hugh Toner (908597/210), Lesley
Toner (908598/204), Janice Martin (910090/303):



Overall implied change to remove Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
Implied change that there needs to be ‘proper assessment and costings for the
impact that Cupar North Strategic Development Area will have on the stretched
infrastructure in the town.’

B) Town Centres First
Ceri Williams (841675/024), Douglas Provan (538763/102), Roderick Gauld
(846335/087), Anthony M Davies (846494/104), R J Smith (846555/093), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/095), Sue Williams (908249/086), Helen Gauld (908252/088), Lynne White
(908262/090), Neil White (908268/092), Mary Herd (908276/097), Mark Herd
(908281/099), Carole Provan (908283/101), Irene Lodge (908297/103), Ian Copland
(908298/105), Karin Donaldson (908299/106), Brian H Carr (908300/107), Nicola M Carr
(908301/108), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/217), Hugh Toner (908597/216), Lesley Toner
(908598/201):



Overall implied change to remove Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
Implied change to make Cupar North fit better into the Town Centres First policy.

C) Access to Jobs
Douglas Provan (538763/052), Mary Herd (908276/049), Irene Lodge (908297/053), Mark
Herd (908281/050), Carole Provan (908283/051), Ian Copland (908298/054), Hugh Toner
(908597/212), Lesley Toner (908598/207), Janice Martin (910090/302):



Overall implied change to remove Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
Implied change that there needs to be more within the Cupar North plan that
encourages jobs to be created as part of the development.

D) Access to Supermarkets
Douglas Provan (538763/058), Mary Herd (908276/055), Mark Herd (908281/056),
Carole Provan (908283/057, Ian Copland (908298/059), Hugh Toner (908597/211),
Lesley Toner (908598/208):
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Overall implied change to remove Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
Implied change that there needs to be better access to existing supermarkets or
provision of new supermarkets.

E) Access to Services and Facilities
Ceri Williams (841675/073), Roderick Gauld (846335/075), Gwen W Davies
(846492/085), Anthony M Davies (846494/081), R J Smith (846555/079), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/080), Sue Williams (908249/074), Helen Gauld (908252/076), Lynne White
(908262/077), Neil White (908268/078), Karin Donaldson (908299/082), Brian H Carr
(908300/083), Nicola M Carr (908301/084), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/219), Janice
Martin (910090/305):



Overall implied change to remove Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
Implied change that services need to be more easily accessible for the Cupar North
development.

F) Appropriate Scale of Development
Douglas Provan (538763/042), Ceri Williams (841675/025), Roderick Gauld
(846335/027), Anthony M Davies (846494/044), R J Smith (846555/034), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/036), Sue Williams (908249/026), Helen Gauld (908252/029), Lynne White
(908262/030), Neil White (908268/031), Mary Herd (908276/037), Mark Herd
(908281/040), Carole Provan (908283/041), Irene Lodge (908297/043, Ian Copland
(908298/045), Karin Donaldson (908299/046), Brian H Carr (908300/047), Nicola M Carr
(908301/048), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/218), Hugh Toner (908597/215), Lesley Toner
(908598/202):



Overall implied change to remove Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
Implied change that Cupar North is too large for the existing settlement.

G) Landscape Setting
Douglas Provan (538763/120), Ceri Williams (841675/109), Roderick Gauld
(846335/111), Sue Williams (908249/110), Helen Gauld (908252/112), Lynne White
(908262/113), Anthony M Davies (846494/122), R J Smith (846555/115), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/116), Neil White (908268/114), Mary Herd (908276/117), Mark Herd
(908281/118), Carole Provan (908283/119), Irene Lodge (908297/121), Ian Copland
(908298/123), Karin Donaldson (908299/124), Brian H Carr (908300/125), Nicola M Carr
(908301/126), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/220), Hugh Toner (908597/213), Lesley Toner
(908598/206), Janice Martin (910090/301):



Overall implied change to remove Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
Implied change that Cupar North would need to be more respectful of the existing
landscape and comply with the European Landscape Convention.

H) Relief Road
Ceri Williams (841675/089), Roderick Gauld (846335/094), Sue Williams (908249/091),
Helen Gauld (908252/096), Lynne White (908262/098), Neil White (908268/100),
Douglas Provan (538763/131), Anthony M Davies (846494/134), R J Smith (846555/128),
Elspeth J Smith (846556/127), Mary Herd (908276/130), Mark Herd (908281/129), Carole
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Provan (908283/132), Irene Lodge (908297/133), Ian Copland (908298/136), Karin
Donaldson (908299/135), Brian H Carr (908300/138), Nicola M Carr (908301/137), Mr
Barr (908403/139), Norma Barr (908404/140), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/223), Hugh
Toner (908597/209), Lesley Toner (908598/203), Janice Martin (910090/300):



Overall implied change to remove Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
Implied change that there needs to be an up to date review of circumstances in
Cupar, not just accepting the 2005/6 thinking.

I) Housing Need and Demand
Ceri Williams (841675/060), Roderick Gauld (846335/062), Anthony M Davies
(846494/066), Sue Williams (908249/061), Helen Gauld (908252/063), Lynne White
(908262/064), Neil White (908268/065), R J Smith (846555/071), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/072), Karin Donaldson (908299/067), Brian H Carr (908300/068), Nicola M Carr
(908301/069), Patrick McInally (908343/070, Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/221), Janice
Martin (910090/306):



Overall implied change to remove Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
Implied change for there to be supporting evidence that the 1400 houses planned for
Cupar North Strategic Development Area would sell within the 20 year ‘envelope for
the development.’

J) Further Research Required
Douglas Provan (538763/147), Ceri Williams (841675/158), Roderick Gauld
(846335/156), Anthony M Davies (846494/145), R J Smith (846555/152), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/151), Sue Williams (908249/157), Helen Gauld (908252/155), Lynne White
(908262/154), Neil White (908268/153), Mary Herd (908276/150), Mark Herd
(908281/149), Carole Provan (908283/148), Irene Lodge (908297/146), Ian Copland
(908298/144), Karin Donaldson (908299/143), Brian H Carr (908300/142), Nicola M Carr
(908301/141), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/222), Hugh Toner (908597/214), Lesley Toner
(908598/205), Janice Martin (910090/304):



Overall implied change to remove Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
Implied change that there needs to be research undertaken on the need and viability
of Cupar North.

K) Community Empowerment
Ceri Williams (841675/231), Janice Martin (910090/307):



Overall implied change to remove Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
Implied change that the community need to be involved in developing the plans.

Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
Cupar North is a Strategic Development Area proposed to include a relief road, primary
school, 1,400 houses, landscaping, open space, commercial development and
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community facilities consistent with Approved TAYplan Strategic Development Plan
(2012) (Doc16), the Adopted St Andrews & East Fife Local Plan (2012) (Doc6) and the
Proposed FIFEplan (2015) (Doc79). Formerly, Cupar North was a strategic land
allocation within the Fife Structure Plan (2009) (Doc44). The proposal is central to
achieving environmental improvements in Cupar town centre, which is currently an air
quality zone, by removing unnecessary through traffic and is consistent with efforts
across Fife to stimulate population growth providing homes and employment
opportunities for all.
There have been 10 separate and distinct stages of Fife Council engagement,
consultation and involvement on Cupar North since 2005 in addition to separate and
simultaneous progression of FIFEplan (Doc79) and TAYplan’s Strategic Development
Plan (Doc80). Fife Council and TAYplan encourage community participation and have
ensured that during respective consultations Cupar has been the location for drop in
events, focus groups and information exhibits continued and direct community
involvement in the preparation of a masterplan. The Cupar North Partnership
(developers) has also conducted public exhibitions and workshops in addition to briefings
with stakeholders in the town during 2014 and 2015 as a masterplan for Fife Council
approval is developed.
Strategic growth in Cupar North has attracted a wide range of public opinion with
numerous stakeholder exhibitions, public meetings and events conducted by Fife Council
and partner agencies to promote, explain and publicise the project. At all times the project
has been led and project managed by planning staff ensuring continuity for Community
groups, stakeholder interests and Fife Council elected members.
Strategic Development Areas, by the nature of their large size, have always been
expected to take time to develop and span a 20 year period. Recognising this and the
long-term horizons necessary to secure the investment proposed, TAYplan have
consistently agreed that it is important to maintain this Cupar North Strategic
Development Area as a long term development strategy for the growth of Cupar to meet
the need and demand from the TAYplan Joint Housing Needs and Demand Assessment
(2013) (Doc97).
Authority’s Response to Proposed Modifications
Overall
Linda Jeffrey (742611/448) - The approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) Policy 5 plans
for 110 new homes per year for the Cupar and North West Fife Housing Market Area. The
subsequent TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97)
concluded an almost identical need and demand for new homes. The TAYplan Main
Issues Report (2014) (Doc56) therefore consulted on the continuation of 110 homes per
year. This was on the basis that this could already be delivered within the context of the
strategy and elements of the existing plan which were not proposed to change. No
evidence has been provided to refute this or to provide an evidenced alternative.
As with all housing market areas the vast majority of new homes will be accommodated
within the principal settlements of the respective housing market area. This is consistent
with Policy 1 and is explained in Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) pages 14-20 and
page 40-41 (Doc104).
For the Cupar and North West Housing Market Area the expectation would be that the
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majority of the 110 homes per year would be accommodated in Cupar and Newburgh.
These are the two principal settlements within this housing market area. Of the two Cupar
is the largest and contains the greater range of services, including a main line rail station.
As part of the research behind the Main Issues Report for the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan, TAYplan undertook an assessment of each of the Strategic
Development Areas set out in TAYplan (Topic Paper 2: Growth Strategy, page 86 –
Cupar North) (Doc104). It was concluded from this Cupar North continues to reflect
TAYplan’s approved strategy and remains effective. At the Main Issues Report stage
there was an opportunity for alternative sites to be submitted to TAYplan. No other sites
were submitted within the Cupar and North West Fife Housing Market Area. The
alternative sites that were submitted within the St. Andrews and East Fife and Greater
Dundee Housing Market Areas were not considered to be a strategic scale or location to
deliver the required level of development. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any
change to be necessary.
Also see Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 015 Annual Housing
Supply Targets and Housing Land Requirements – Fife
Claudine Scott (907629/226) - The Proposed Plan has been informed by the TAYplanwide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97) that was declared
robust and credible by the Scottish Government’s Centre for Housing Market Analysis in
February 2014. It concluded a need and demand for 110 new homes per year for Cupar
and North West Fife Housing Market Area. The majority of these homes would be
focused in the principal settlements of Cupar and Newburgh.
It is anticipated that an extension to Bell Baxter Secondary School will be required and
that planning obligations will accordingly be sought from forthcoming development to
assist in funding this (Doc75). Legal agreements and planning conditions will enforce this
requirement. Fife Council's Head of Education also envisages a significant contribution
(approx £1,300 per house) towards an improved secondary school in Cupar. Therefore
TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Professor George Evans (846525/446) - RAF Leuchars has closed as an airbase. As
part of the Strategic Defence and Security Review 2010 (011/Extract/5) it was made clear
that British Army formations returning from Germany would be located there and this is
now happening. The base is therefore not available as an alternative to Cupar North.
Leuchars is also located within a different Housing Market Area (St. Andrews and East
Fife). It is also noted that no evidence has been provided that flats and town houses offer
the most appropriate housing solution or that they are the only product needed. The
Strategic Development Plan and Local Development Plan encourage a mix of housing
types as set out in Policy 4 Part C of TAYplan’s Proposed Plan. Therefore TAYplan does
not consider any change to be necessary.
Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co Ltd (910305/475) - TAYplan
has provided evidence in the Proposed Action Programme 2015 (Doc76) (which
accompanies the Proposed Plan) on recent progress on each of the Strategic
Development Areas. Developer and landowner agreements have been signed and preapplication processes are underway with Fife Council. Planning applications from
Gilliesfaulds and from the Development Partnership are anticipated during 2015 and will
be accompanied by associated Masterplans and technical studies, including phasing
strategies.
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As part of the research behind the Main Issues Report (Doc56) for the Proposed Strategic
Development Plan, TAYplan undertook an assessment of each of the Strategic
Development Areas set out in TAYplan (Topic Paper 2: Growth Strategy, page 86 –
Cupar North) (Doc104). It was concluded from this Cupar North continues to reflect
TAYplan’s approved strategy and remains effective. At the Main Issues Report stage
there was an opportunity for alternative sites to be submitted to TAYplan. No other sites
were submitted within the Cupar and North West Fife Housing Market Area. The
alternative sites that were submitted within the St. Andrews and East Fife and Greater
Dundee Housing Market Areas were not considered to be a strategic scale or location to
deliver the required level of development.
TAYplan considers that Policy 3 has sufficient flexibility in its wording to welcome and
encourage investment to grow a stronger economy with more jobs, improved
opportunities and fewer disparities. The policy also requires Local Development Plans to
identify and continue to support sustainable economic growth.
TAYplan acknowledges that if evidence is to come forward of Strategic Development
Areas not progressing, this will need to be considered in more detail and attention given
to other potential locations for development. However, at present, this is not the case.
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Claudine Scott (907629/225) - TAYplan considers that the Town Centres First policy
remains particularly relevant to Cupar. Fife Council will seek to retain town centre trading
by imposing strict controls on the type and class of out of town trading in addition to
continuing ongoing dialogue with existing town centre retailers, local business and related
enterprise. The additional development and subsequent population rise should boost
town centre trading and the local economy overall. Therefore TAYplan does not consider
any change to be necessary.
Jennifer Hughes (844415/315) - Employment provision remains a priority for TAYplan and
Fife Council and is an integral part of TAYplan's Proposed Plan and FIFEplan. Fife
Council seeks to stimulate economic growth by accommodating an increase in the area’s
population in Cupar and meeting housing needs. Efforts will be made to promote local
employment through the development of a new business and office park (proposed
location in east of the Strategic Development Area, accessed from the A91) and to
reduce the reliance on private car by improving local & regional accessibility. Where
possible local employment agreements will also be used to boost and retain local skills.
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Ceri Williams (841675/244) - In 2009 when TAYplan was preparing the 1st Strategic
Development Plan there were 3 operational Structure Plans in the area. Each included
strategic scale sites. The larger, more significant scaled development areas were then
named as Strategic Development Areas within the Approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16).
There have been 10 separate and distinct stages of Fife Council engagement,
consultation and involvement on Cupar North since 2005 in addition to separate and
simultaneous progression of FIFEplan (Doc79) and TAYplan’s Strategic Development
Plan. Further details are in the context at the beginning of the summary of responses.
TAYplan examined house sales across the Housing Market Area through the HNDA
(Doc97). TAYplan does not consider that lower house sales post the ‘boom years’ will
mean that this trend will continue in the future. In reviewing figures published by Register
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of Scotland (ROS) from 1993-2012 there were 4,047 (202 per year) and from 2000-2008
there were 2,339 (292 per year) for all sales based on datazones that cover Cupar.
Post ‘boom period’ 2009-2012 there were 567 (141 per year) for all sales. This
represents the entire market. The respondent appears to have taken 33 homes per year
and divided 1400/ 33 = 42 years. However Fife Council’s most recent Housing Land
Audit (2014) (Doc41) shows that Cupar North is expected to be built or largely built within
the period up to 2036. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be
necessary.
Dr Melanie Chocholek (846133/296) - Policy 1 is designed to prevent sprawl by focusing
the majority of development within Strategic Development Areas. Properly designed
settlement extensions are the best way to accommodate the levels of growth anticipated
for example, the required 110 homes per year in the Cupar North West Fife Housing
Market Area. Most of this development will need to be in Cupar and Newburgh.
Employment provision remains a priority for TAYplan and Fife Council and is an integral
part of TAYplan's Proposed Plan and FIFEplan (Doc79). Fife Council seeks to stimulate
economic growth by accommodating an increase in the area’s population in Cupar and
meeting housing needs. Efforts will be made to promote local employment through the
provision of employment land within the Strategic Development Area, including the
development of a new business and office park (proposed location in east of the Strategic
Development Area, accessed from the A91) and to reduce the reliance on private car by
improving local & regional accessibility. Where possible local employment agreements
will also be used to boost and retain local skills.
The protection of known wildlife habitats is the responsibility of the developers and Fife
Council in formulating and assessing planning applications. Open space and green
network corridors will be integral to the Strategic Development Area, consistent with the
Proposed Plan Policy 8 (Doc80) and Fife Council’s ‘Making Fife’s Places’ (2015)
guidance (011/Extract/4).
Details of new roads are being considered by Fife Council through the Masterplanning of
the site. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Anne Fitzpatrick (908030/017) - TAYplan is committed to Cupar North Strategic
Development Area. Cupar North is an established strategic allocation having been
contained within strategic planning documents since 2005. The Strategic Development
Area of Cupar North was an allocated site in the approved Fife Structure Plan 2009
(Doc44). The Strategic Development Area was also allocated in the Finalised St.
Andrews and East Fife Local Plan 2009 (Doc6) and since the Proposed FIFEplan 2015
(Doc79).
The figure of 1,400 homes was seen as an appropriate level of development whilst
helping fund the new Relief Road. This figure has not changed, providing certainty and
confidence to the local community that no more than 1,400 homes will be developed over
the next 20 years.
Where possible, when identifying locations for new housing and other uses, re-use of
previously developed land before development on greenfield sites is encouraged, in line
with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84). However, in this instance it is necessary to
include greenfield development sites to provide capacity for the number of new homes
required. Furthermore, the provision of a mix of brownfield and greenfield sites is required
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to provide sufficient choice for the market to deliver the developments an area needs.
Whilst planning cannot deal with landlord accreditation and landlord agreements, Fife
Council planners work closely with the Council’s Housing Department to consider the
most appropriate housing solutions for a particular place. Therefore TAYplan does not
consider any change to be necessary.
Professor George Evans (846525/445) - There have been 10 separate and distinct
stages of Fife Council engagement, consultation and involvement on Cupar North
since 2005 in addition to separate and simultaneous progression of FIFEplan (Doc79)
and TAYplan’s Strategic Development Plan. Further details are in the context at the
beginning of the summary of responses.
The Strategic Development Plan (Doc80) and Local Development Plan (Doc79)
encourage a mix of housing types as set out in Policy 4 Part C of TAYplan’s Proposed
Plan (Doc80). TAYplan agree that town centre locations are ideal locations for
development. However, in Cupar, there is insufficient vacant land within the town centre
to deliver the volume of new homes required for the area. For this reason, and after
significant analysis the site at Cupar North is considered to be the most suitable,
sustainable and long term location for development.
TAYplan agree that careful consideration requires to be given to the nature of the relief
road to ensure that this is integrated as part of the overall place. TAYplan also
acknowledge the importance of tourism throughout the TAYplan area. TAYplan do not
consider the Cupar North development to detract from this. Instead, TAYplan consider
that the greater pull of people will have a positive effect for Cupar and the surrounding
area. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Cupar North
A) Infrastructure
Douglas Provan (538763/170), Ceri Williams (841675/159), Roderick Gauld
(846335/161), Anthony M Davies (846494/172), R J Smith (846555/165), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/166), Sue Williams (908249/160), Helen Gauld (908252/162), Lynne White
(908262/163), Neil White (908268/164), Mary Herd (908276/167), Mark Herd
(908281/168), Carole Provan (908283/169), Irene Lodge (908297/171), Ian Copland
(908298/173), Karin Donaldson (908299/174), Brian H Carr (908300/177), Nicola M Carr
(908301/178), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/180), Peter Cura (908558/175), Muriel
Dymock (908560/176), Stephen Benwell (908562/179), Hugh Toner (908597/210), Lesley
Toner (908598/204), Janice Martin (910090/303) - Council Services such as
Transportation and Education, along with external partners and organisations such as
NHS Fife, Scottish Environment Protection Agency and Scottish Water, have been
consulted throughout the Development Planning process. Where potential deficiencies in
infrastructure have been identified, in some cases enhanced or upgraded provision has
already been planned for through Local Development Plan allocations. In other cases
there will be "on-demand" provision or upgrades to existing provision. Detailed matters,
such as the specifications of road access, flood risk assessment and drainage
arrangements for example, are dealt with at planning application stage and also part of
masterplanning.
Primary healthcare facilities include GP surgeries and are managed locally by NHS Fife.
In this respect NHS Fife are involved in the preparation of the Development Plan
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including to date, proposals for strategic growth in Cupar. NHS Fife confirm that investing
in current healthcare facilities and investing in new buildings to enable and facilitate the
new models of care and service delivery are central priorities within the NHS Fife
Property Asset Management Strategy (PAMS) prepared annually. Adamson Hospital will
cope in the short to medium term and any long term requirements will be discussed as
the details of the Cupar North proposal progress (PAMS 2013) (Doc66). Land is to be
safeguarded in this respect within Cupar North to ensure that if an additional primary
healthcare facility is required it can be accommodated and built in conjunction with future
development.
It is anticipated that an extension to Bell Baxter Secondary School will be required and
that planning obligations will accordingly be sought from forthcoming development to
assist in funding this (Doc75). Legal agreements and planning conditions will enforce this
requirement. Fife Council's Head of Education also envisages a significant contribution
(approx £1,300 per house) towards an improved secondary school in Cupar. Therefore
TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
B) Town Centres First
Ceri Williams (841675/024), Douglas Provan (538763/102), Roderick Gauld
(846335/087), Anthony M Davies (846494/104), R J Smith (846555/093), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/095), Sue Williams (908249/086), Helen Gauld (908252/088), Lynne White
(908262/090), Neil White (908268/092), Mary Herd (908276/097), Mark Herd
(908281/099), Carole Provan (908283/101), Irene Lodge (908297/103), Ian Copland
(908298/105), Karin Donaldson (908299/106), Brian H Carr (908300/107), Nicola M Carr
(908301/108), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/217), Hugh Toner (908597/216), Lesley Toner
(908598/201) - TAYplan considers that the Town Centres First policy remains particularly
relevant to Cupar. Fife Council will seek to retain town centre trading by imposing strict
controls on the type and class of out of town trading in addition to continuing ongoing
dialogue with existing town centre retailers, local business and related enterprise. The
additional development and subsequent population rise should boost town centre trading
and the local economy overall.
A primary purpose of Cupar North Strategic Development Area link road is to remove
unnecessary through trips from the town centre allowing streetscape and environmental
improvements to occur. Such improvements should contribute to increasing footfall in the
town centre, helping in turn to boost trade and encourage investment of town centre units.
Retail uses, beyond bulky goods provision are specifically excluded from the Strategic
Development Area for the purpose of protecting the town centre. Cupar has also recently
been successful in getting Conservation Area Regeneration Scheme (CARS) funding
(Doc28). Grants can support sensitive repairs to historic buildings using traditional
materials and skills, as well as the reinstatement of appropriate architectural details such
as improvements to historic shop fronts. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any
change to be necessary.
Also see Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 022 Policy 5: Town
Centres First – Whole Policy.
C) Access to Jobs
Douglas Provan (538763/052), Mary Herd (908276/049), Irene Lodge (908297/053), Mark
Herd (908281/050), Carole Provan (908283/051), Ian Copland (908298/054), Hugh Toner
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(908597/212), Lesley Toner (908598/207), Janice Martin (910090/302) - Employment
provision remains a priority for TAYplan and Fife Council and is an integral part of
TAYplan's Proposed Plan (Doc80) and Proposed FIFEplan (Doc79). Fife Council seeks to
stimulate economic growth by accommodating an increase in the area’s population in
Cupar and meeting housing needs. Efforts will be made to promote local employment
through the development of a new business and office park (proposed location in east of
the Strategic Development Area, accessed from the A91) and to reduce the reliance on
private car by improving local & regional accessibility. Where possible local employment
agreements will also be used to boost and retain local skills. Proposed FIFEplan (Doc79)
is supported by an Employment Land Strategy (Doc34) which aims to ensure the
provision of land and infrastructure to attract jobs and inward investment. Where possible
Local Employment agreements will also be used to boost and retain local skills.
New employment land allocations in the Local Development Plan are intended to support
the local economy. As well as attracting new employers to the area, the creation of new
enterprises and stimulating investment by developers of business premises also provides
for the expansion or relocation of existing businesses. Therefore TAYplan does not
consider any change to be necessary.
D) Access to Supermarkets
Douglas Provan (538763/058), Mary Herd (908276/055), Mark Herd (908281/056),
Carole Provan (908283/057), Ian Copland (908298/059), Hugh Toner (908597/211),
Lesley Toner (908598/208) - Strategic growth such as that proposed within Cupar North
will necessitate the provision of convenience retail within the development area, located
and appropriately arranged through masterplanning. In this respect unnecessary trips
particularly by car should be discouraged reducing the reliance on cross town movement
and in turn traffic congestion. All transport impacts from strategic growth will be identified
and appraised through completion by the developers (for Fife Council approval) of a
detailed Transport Assessment. This will consider the capacity of the existing road
network and identify the most suitable points for the relief road junctions as well as public
transport points. The Transport Assessment will be a central part of forthcoming
masterplanning and will also in due course inform and support the submission of planning
applications to Fife Council by development interests. Therefore TAYplan does not
consider any change to be necessary.
E) Access to Services and Facilities
Ceri Williams (841675/073), Roderick Gauld (846335/075), Gwen W Davies
(846492/085), Anthony M Davies (846494) PLAN2015_81, R J Smith (846555)
PLAN2015_79, Elspeth J Smith (846556/080), Sue Williams (908249/074), Helen Gauld
(908252/076), Lynne White (908262/077), Neil White (908268/078), Karin Donaldson
(908299/082), Brian H Carr (908300/083), Nicola M Carr (908301/084), Rev Dr Ken
Jeffrey (908539/219), Janice Martin (910090/305) - In terms of community infrastructure
Fife Council planning officials have had dialogue with Education Services, NHS Fife and
Scottish Water to ensure that appropriate community provision is made to support the
proposed population growth. Developer contributions will be required to ensure
community and social networks or facilities are improved. Public transport/ active travel
networks will be developed as part of Cupar Strategic Development Area making the
accessibility to public services accessible without a car. Policy 8 (Green Networks)
(Doc80) of TAYplan's Proposed Plan, reinforced by Fife Council's green infrastructure
supplementary guidance, requires new Strategic Development Areas to provide new,
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networked green spaces and integrate these with those existing green networks. This will
be required as part of Cupar Strategic Development Area. Therefore TAYplan does not
consider any change to be necessary.
F) Appropriate Scale of Development
Douglas Provan (538763/042), Ceri Williams (841675/025), Roderick Gauld
(846335/027), Anthony M Davies (846494/044), R J Smith (846555/034), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/036), Sue Williams (908249/026), Helen Gauld (908252/029), Lynne White
(908262/030), Neil White (908268/031), Mary Herd (908276/037), Mark Herd
(908281/040), Carole Provan (908283/041), Irene Lodge (908297/043), Ian Copland
(908298/045), Karin Donaldson (908299/046), Brian H Carr (908300/047), Nicola M Carr
(908301/048), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/218), Hugh Toner (908597/215), Lesley Toner
(908598/202) - TAYplan's Proposed Plan has responded to the need for population
growth across Fife and housing need and demand. TAYplan's Proposed Plan does not
significantly increase the population numbers or housing proposals for North Fife from
that set out in the Approved TAYplan SDP (2012) (Doc16) or the adopted Local Plan
(2012) (Doc6) recognising that Strategic Development Areas (Strategic Development
Areas) by nature of their large size and infrastructure requirements have always been
expected to develop slowly. Cupar North has been subject to Committee reporting
since 2005 including technical consultancy commissions for Fife Council on options for
growth, physical or environmental considerations, traffic appraisals and landscape or
topography assessment. The project will contribute to removing unnecessary through
traffic and enhance the town’s role as the service centre within North Fife. These
objectives and the requirement to maintain a 5-year supply of effective housing land are
key rationale for the allocation.
SDAs are, by their nature, large and intended to stimulate the Dundee and Perth City
Region over the long term, creating homes, jobs and infrastructure. The Strategic
Development Area for Cupar will develop over a timescale agreed by Fife Council and in
a manner that does not detrimentally affect existing services or residential amenity. The
rate of growth will be monitored through TAYplan’s Action Programme. The Strategic
Development Area aims to revitalise Cupar as a primary service centre for North Fife, not
to over dominate the town. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be
necessary.
G) Landscape Setting
Douglas Provan (538763/120), Ceri Williams (841675/109), Roderick Gauld
(846335/111), Sue Williams (908249/110), Helen Gauld (908252/112), Lynne White
(908262/113), Anthony M Davies (846494/122), R J Smith (846555/115), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/116), Neil White (908268/114), Mary Herd (908276/117), Mark Herd
(908281/118), Carole Provan (908283/119), Irene Lodge (908297/121), Ian Copland
(908298/123), Karin Donaldson (908299/124), Brian H Carr (908300/125), Nicola M Carr
(908301/126), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/220), Hugh Toner (908597/213), Lesley Toner
(908598/206), Janice Martin (910090/301) - Originally signed in October 2000 European
Landscape Convention (Doc37) came into force in the UK in March 2007. The
convention’s intention, as noted in its preamble, is to ‘achieve sustainable development
based on a balanced and harmonious relationship between social needs, economic
activity and the environment’. As such it recognises that ‘the landscape has an important
public interest role in the cultural, ecological, environmental and social fields, and
constitutes a resource favourable to economic activity and whose protection,
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management and planning can contribute to job creation’.
The convention goes on to describe the roles of European Governments in establishing
and implementing landscape policies aimed at ‘landscape protection, management and
planning’. In achieving this Scottish Government already has in place legislation/policy for
National Parks, National Scenic Areas and other designations which protect important
landscapes. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) also clearly sets out a national
policy framework for all types of land use with regard to landscape and other
designations. It is not for the Proposed Strategic Development Plan to repeat these.
The Scottish Government’s view, according to its website (011/Extract6), is that it is
satisfied that existing legislation and administrative systems for land use planning and
environmental management provide appropriate means for meeting the obligations and
objectives set out in the European Landscape Convention (Doc37). However the
Convention (Doc37) provides an important opportunity to take stock of current landscape
practice and effort, and identify where this needs to be improved.
The Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) sets out a decision making framework which reflects
the spirit and intentions of the European Landscape Convention (Doc37). Policy 2
(Doc80) covers all land uses and defines where proponents of development must
demonstrate solutions. In particular Policy 2A takes a ‘place led’ focus. This essentially
requires proponents of development to demonstrate that the location, design and layout
of their proposals have properly considered how the area functions and put in place
appropriate measures to support and enhance these. Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80)
Policy 9 also supports the spirit of the European Landscape Convention (Doc37). It takes
a holistic approach to natural and historic assets recognising the individual and
cumulative value of each. Although the whole policy is applicable Policy 9C specifically
mentions landscapes and townscapes (amongst other features). This asset management
approach complements Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 2 (Doc80) and constitutes a broad
approach to a range of important assets including landscapes but also other matters
which may influence landscapes. Map 9B also defines specific landscapes of strategic
importance for the TAYplan area. Both policies are a continuation of those already set out
in the approved TAYplan (2012) Policies 2 and 3 respectively (Doc16), albeit differently
presented.
The Proposed Plan (2015) also includes a new policy - Policy 8 (Doc80) – which covers
green networks. This utilises the development of Strategic Development Areas, such as
Cupar North, as a mechanism to protect and enhance green networks. It also takes a
broader approach to the protection and enhancement of green networks.
The Strategic Development Areas in Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 3 (Doc80) are a
continuation of those identified in the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 4. TAYplan is
satisfied that their continued identification is consistent with the principles of the
sustainable development and the broader intentions of the European Landscape
Convention (Doc37). The Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc 80) should be read as a whole. The
wider decision making framework in Policies 2, 8 and 9 (Doc 80), described above,
collectively provide the context for master planning and other more detailed work as well
as for making land allocations and determining planning applications.
At the Local Development Plan tier Fife’s Proposed Local Development Plan (Doc79) also
contains planning policies against which all planning applications will be assessed to
ensure compliance with latest and emerging best practice in design. Landscape setting
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was also considered in allocating the Cupar North Strategic Development Area in the first
instance, through the Fife Structure Plan (Doc44). Fife Council has also published a
consultation document titled Making Places (2015) (011/Extract/4) which consolidates the
previous Fife Urban Design Guide (2007) (Doc45) and Fife Masterplan Handbook (2007)
(Doc43) to provide a single reference point for new development. This provides detail on
expected design and environmental principles, density, landscaping and layout in addition
to clear phasing and implementation plans which are expected and necessary to manage
proposed growth.
TAYplan’s Environmental Report (Doc35) and the Proposed FIFEplan’s Environmental
Report (Doc47) assessed the potential significant environmental impact of implementing
the policies and proposals contained within the Plans across a number of themes - this
includes landscape. The Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) has therefore been assessed for
the extent to which its policies protect valued landscape areas and more local features of
value and how its proposals may change areas of relatively high landscape value.
Proposed FIFEplan (Doc79) also sets out that advanced planting of tree belts and
structure landscaping is anticipated and will ensure that the environmental setting of the
town is protected and that new housing is sited within the mature and established
surroundings. The development framework for Cupar North is included within the
Proposed FIFEplan (Doc79) on page 58.
TAYplan considers that the Proposed Plan (2015) fits well into the harmonious
relationship between social needs, economic activity and the environment relates to the
principles of sustainable development described by the European Landscape Convention
(Doc37) as well as the delivery of sustainable development set out in the Planning etc.
(Scotland) Act 2006 (Doc74). This has been at the heart of the vision and strategy in the
approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) and continues in the Proposed Plan (Doc80).
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
H) Relief Road
Ceri Williams (841675/089), Roderick Gauld (846335/094), Sue Williams (908249/091),
Helen Gauld (908252/096), Lynne White (908262/098), Neil White (908268/100), Douglas
Provan (538763/131), Anthony M Davies (846494/134), R J Smith (846555/128), Elspeth
J Smith (846556/127), Mary Herd (908276/130), Mark Herd (908281/129), Carole Provan
(908283/132), Irene Lodge (908297/133), Ian Copland (908298/136), Karin Donaldson
(908299/135), Brian H Carr (908300/138), Nicola M Carr (908301/137), Mr Barr
(908403/139), Norma Barr (908404/140), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/223), Hugh Toner
(908597/209), Lesley Toner (908598/203), Janice Martin (910090/300) - The relief road
proposed as part of Cupar North is important for the future of the town. TAYplan’s
Proposed Plan is a 20 year plan and with this in mind it is critical to think about the impact
of the development in 20 years’ time. Ensuring the Cupar relief road is part of the overall
development will result in the road being part of a whole place approach to the
development. In doing this the road can become part of the place instead of an add-on at
a later date which is unsympathetic to the existing place.
Fife Council has considered financial and cost appraisals in both the early stages of the
project (2005/7) and in preparing recently published Planning Obligations Guidance
(March 2015) (Doc75). Although the requirement to deliver a relief road is likely to mean
reduced rates of return for landowners, the development can be commercially viable and
realised at no net cost to the public purse. Recently (2013) developers have also shared
confidential appraisals with Fife Council and confirmed that landowner contractual
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agreements are in place obliging the project to proceed in an equitable manner to an
agreed timetable. It is also clear that the involvement of a major national housebuilder
indicates that the Strategic Development Area is an attractive proposition, one that can be
sustained and successful. Preliminary studies have been carried out to ensure that a
relief road is technically feasible and to provide the estimated cost. All transport impacts
from strategic growth will be identified and appraised through completion by the
developers (for Fife Council approval) of a detailed Transport Assessment. This will
consider the capacity of the existing road network and identify the most suitable points for
the relief road junctions as well as public transport points. The Transport Assessment will
be a central part of forthcoming masterplanning and will also in due course inform and
support the submission of planning applications to Fife Council by development interests.
TAYplan acknowledges that the recent road improvements carried out in Cupar have
improved traffic flow through the town, particularly at the St. Catherine Street /Station
Road junction. This means that it is no longer necessary for the relief road to be
operational prior to any development starting within the Strategic Development Area.
However as construction takes place within the Strategic Development Area the spare
traffic capacity within the town centre, created by the recent works, will reduce. As such
the provision of relief road timeously by developers remains an effective long term
solution achieving growth and benefits for the town. Therefore TAYplan does not consider
any change to be necessary.
I) Housing Need and Demand
Ceri Williams (841675/060), Roderick Gauld (846335/062), Anthony M Davies
(846494/066), Sue Williams (908249/061), Helen Gauld (908252/063), Lynne White
(908262/064), Neil White (908268/065), R J Smith (846555/071), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/072), Karin Donaldson (908299/067), Brian H Carr (908300/068), Nicola M Carr
(908301/069), Patrick McInally (908343/070), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/221), Janice
Martin (910090/306) - The proposal at Cupar North is large, with the Development Plan
proposing 1,400 homes for the Strategic Development Area. Given the anticipated build
rates it is possible that some of these will be completed later in the plan period or beyond.
This will be monitored annually via the constituent authority Housing Land Audit and
regularly reviewed through the Local Development Plan Action Programme (Doc46).
The Proposed Plan has been informed by the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and
Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97) that was declared robust and credible by the
Scottish Government’s Centre for Housing Market Analysis in February 2014. It
concluded a need and demand for 110 new homes per year for Cupar and North West
Fife Housing Market Area. The majority of these homes would be focused in the principal
settlements of Cupar and Newburgh. Again Cupar North has the potential to make a
major contribution to meeting this need and demand. Therefore the proposal is neither
out of date nor incorrect in its assumptions about housing need and demand. This
contributes to meeting both current and anticipated future need and demand for new
homes. This is also consistent with TAYplan’s Proposed Plan Policy 1A: Principal
Settlement Hierarchy and Policy 1B: Sequential Approach (Doc80).
TAYplan agree that build rates have fallen since the ‘housing boom’. Reaching the build
rates set out in the Proposed Plan will not happen overnight particularly as infrastructure
requirements within Cupar, including the relief road, need to be satisfied. However, the
annual Fife Housing Land Audit (2014) (Doc41) anticipated that build rates will reach, and
in some instances exceed, these levels in the 7 years following 2015. Infrastructure
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requirements are also being included as an integral part of the phasing programme and
masterplan ensuring that the proper planning of the area is not jeopardised in the event of
a further housing slowdown during the lifetime of the Strategic Development Plan.
Additionally, pages 69-86 of the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (HNDA) (2013) (Doc97) provides a review of the current market in North Fife
and pages 292-299 of Appendix 1 provides a review of Cupar and North West Fife
Housing Market Area. The HNDA concluded an almost identical need and demand for
new homes. The TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) (Doc56) therefore consulted on the
continuation of 110 homes per year. This was on the basis that this could already be
delivered within the context of the strategy and elements of the existing plan which were
not proposed to change. No evidence has been provided to refute this or to provide an
evidenced alternative. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Also see Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 015 Annual Housing
Supply Targets and Housing Land Requirements – Fife
J) Further Research Required
Douglas Provan (538763/147), Ceri Williams (841675/158), Roderick Gauld
(846335/156), Anthony M Davies (846494/145), R J Smith (846555/152), Elspeth J Smith
(846556/151), Sue Williams (908249/157), Helen Gauld (908252/155), Lynne White
(908262/154), Neil White (908268/153), Mary Herd (908276/150), Mark Herd
(908281/149), Carole Provan (908283/148), Irene Lodge (908297/146), Ian Copland
(908298/144), Karin Donaldson (908299/143), Brian H Carr (908300/142), Nicola M Carr
(908301/141), Rev Dr Ken Jeffrey (908539/222), Hugh Toner (908597/214), Lesley Toner
(908598/205), Janice Martin (910090/304) - TAYplan's Proposed Plan Policy 4 and
associated TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97)
highlights the continued need for Cupar Strategic Development Area to respond to the
growth in housing figures for North Fife. Cupar North Strategic Development Area
remains important to ensure that Fife attracts and retains its population in addition to
securing environmental improvements and economic growth. During the remainder
of 2015, developers will continue to progress community consultation and masterplanning
in advance of a planning application.
Cupar North Strategic Development Area was developed out of the former Fife Structure
Plan (2009) and has to date been subject to consultancy commissions, technical
appraisals and regular community engagement as the Fife Council Local Development
Plan has progressed. The Strategic Development Area has been developed through the
preparation and publication of a Strategic Development Framework (2009) (011/Extract/2)
supported by independent landscape appraisals. The discipline for further research will
continue, where required through conditions set out in the planning applications decision
note. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
K) Community Empowerment
Ceri Williams (841675/231), Janice Martin (910090/307) - There have been 10 separate
and distinct stages of Fife Council engagement, consultation and involvement on Cupar
North since 2005 in addition to separate and simultaneous progression of FIFEplan
(Doc79) and TAYplan’s Strategic Development Plan. Further details are in the context at
the beginning of the summary of responses.
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Authority’s Response to Supporting Representations
Overall
Persimmon/Headon/VICO (540817/455) - TAYplan welcomes the support for Cupar
North.
Whole Policy
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/281), Scottish Water (762198/268), NHS Tayside
(908896/324), Tactran (441235/361), sportscotland (905989/008) and Scottish Enterprise
(835481/369) - TAYplan welcomes support for Policy 3.
Conclusions
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May, 2015) and propose that the elements dealt
with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written and unchanged.
Any changes or alterations to Cupar North could fundamentally undermine the existing
allocation in the Approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) and Proposed FIFEplan (2015)
(Doc79). Any changes would also have major implications for the long term strategy and
the amount invested in the development to date. TAYplan is satisfied that many of these
issues are dealt with appropriately by the Policy as currently written or by supporting
elements of Policies 1, 2, 4 and 5.
TAYplan and Fife Council remain committed to Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
The Cupar North Development Partnership indicates that good progress is being made to
deliver Cupar North. TAYplan consider that a number of the points raised are local
issues and will be considered through design and planning application stages. TAYplan
reiterate that Cupar North is an established strategic allocation having been contained
within strategic planning documents since 2005 and is critical in ensuring Cupar and the
surrounding area remains a key destination in Fife.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Support
1. The support expressed in representations for Strategic Development Area (SDA) 10
Cupar North is noted.
General
2. There has been a high volume of representations made in relation to this specific
SDA, and in examining these unresolved representations, it is clear to me that there is
significant interest not just in the future of the SDA but that of Cupar as a whole.
3. Some representations object to the allocation in principle of the SDA at Cupar North
as included in the table on page 20 and on Map 3 page 21 of the plan. The SDA is noted
as number 10, and the proposed uses include 1,400 homes, 10 hectares of employment
land for research and bulky good retail, commercial space, community facilities, a new
primary school, open space and a relief road for Cupar.
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4. This SDA is an area that has been “rolled forward” from the Fife Structure Plan 2009,
the St Andrews and East Fife Local Plan, the Tayplan Strategic Development Plan
(SDP) 2012 and the Proposed FIFEplan 2015. There have been numerous consultation
processes carried out, including the statutory processes required to bring local and
strategic plans to adoption. The development consortium established to bring the project
to fruition has also carried out pubic exhibitions, workshops and stakeholder briefing in
the preparation of the masterplan for the SDA. Fife Council and its partner agencies have
also carried out a range of community engagement events in relation to the project.
5. A planning application in principle (15/04279/EIA) has been submitted by the
consortium but is yet to be determined by Fife Council.
6. Topic Paper 2: Growth Strategy 2014 assessed the SDA in terms of emerging
strategic policy and the need and demand for new homes as set out in the Joint Housing
Need and Demand Assessment 2013. For the Cupar and North West Fife Housing
Market Area, the requirement for new homes to be delivered through the planning
process is 110 per annum, and Tayplan has concluded that the majority of those homes
could be delivered through the SDA at Cupar North, and at the other principal settlement
in the HMA, Newburgh.
7. As part of the Strategic Development Plan process, there was the opportunity for
alternative sites to be submitted to the planning authority for consideration. No other sites
were submitted that were within the Cupar and North West Fife HMA and/or capable of
accommodating the required level of development.
8. Although RAF Leuchars to the north-east of Cupar has closed as an air force base, it
continues to be used as a base for forces returning from Germany. It is not available for
development.
9. A number of representations have raised issues that are more appropriately dealt with
at the Local Development Plan level, or during the development management process
when proposals are being assessed.
10. I find that the principle of the SDA has been established, and that it is not for this
plan examination to re-visit the basis for that principle. I have no evidence before me to
suggest that there has been a change in circumstance since Tayplan 2012 which would
prompt a review of the principle of the SDA, nor have I been presented with any evidence
of a revision in the need for such levels of homes and land for employment delivery in
Tayplan and more specifically, in the St Andrews and East Fife and the Cupar and North
West Fife Housing Market Areas (HMA).
11. I conclude that SDA10 Cupar North remains an appropriate allocation in the plan,
and there is no evidence before me to suggest that it would not be in accordance with the
long-term growth strategy for Tayplan and North Fife. No viable alternative has been
suggested that could accommodate the identified need and demand for housing in the
HMA, and I am satisfied that no modification to the plan is required in relation to
representations relating to the need for the SDA.
Issues raised
12. Apart for questioning the principle of allocating SDA 10 Cupar North,
representations raised queries and objections based on the relationship that the SDA has
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with other policies of the plan.
13. I find that in relation to infrastructure, access to employment opportunities, access to
supermarkets, access to services and facilities such as courts and local authority offices,
the need for further research and appropriate scale of development, all of these matters
are more appropriately dealt with at the Local Development Plan level, or during the
development management process when proposals are being assessed. I conclude that
no modification to the plan is required in relation to representations on such issues.
Landscape setting
14. I am satisfied that the issue of landscape setting has been addressed when the SDA
was first identified for development, and I am not aware of any change in circumstances
that would have altered the strategic assessment of this SDA. The Environmental report
which informed this plan also assessed the potential impact of implementing the plan’s
proposals, and that included assessing the impact on the landscape.
15. Tayplan contains a number of polices against which any proposal for development
would be assessed, as does the Fife Proposed LDP. I am satisfied that any development
proposal would be properly and fully assessed in the context of those policies.
16. Concern has been expressed that the European Landscape Convention may be
contravened by the SDA, although no detail has been provided or any specific article of
the convention highlighted. The intention of the convention is to “achieve sustainable
development based on a balanced and harmonious relationship between social needs,
economic activity and the environment”.
17. Scottish Government is satisfied that existing legislation and administrative systems
for land use planning and environmental management in Scotland provide the appropriate
means for meeting the obligations and objectives set out in the European Landscape
Convention (2000).
18. I find that Tayplan contains a vision and polices to deliver that vision as set out in the
Convention. Polices 1, 2, 7, 8, 9 and 10 in particular seek to deliver the plan’s aim of a
sustainable area with better quality environments.
19. I consider that overall, the allocation of SDA 10 Cupar North could comply with the
intentions of the European Landscape Convention 2000, as well as Scottish Planning
Policy (SPP) at paragraphs 193 and 194. I conclude that no modification to the plan is
required.
Relief Road
20. The representations are concerned that the assessments carried out in 2005/2006
are now out of date, and that a new case for the need for a relief road for Cupar has to be
made. There have been material changes in circumstances in the road system in and
around the town, and congestion is no longer such a critical issue. The need to deliver a
relief road is considered to be the justification for allocating SDA 10 Cupar North, and if
there is no need for a relief road, then SDA 10 is not required.
21. This SDP has a plan period of 20 years, which is appropriate for a strategic plan. In
the 12 years since the preparation of Fife Structure Plan which first allocated Cupar North
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as an SDA, much has progressed in planning terms, although the site has yet to deliver
completed home and employment land.
22. Although part of the original rationale for allocating the SDA may have been to
enable the delivery of a relief road, in 2017 that is not the sole rationale. As I have set out
above, for the Cupar and North West Fife Housing Market Area, the requirement for new
homes to be delivered through the planning process is 110 per annum, and Tayplan has
concluded that the majority of those homes could be delivered through the SDA at Cupar
North, and at the other principal settlement in the HMA, Newburgh.
23. It is acknowledged that the recent improvements in Cupar have improved traffic flow,
and Tayplan has confirmed that the relief road is not required to be complete prior to the
commencement of development on the site, as there is capacity in the system to
accommodate the proposed development.
24. As yet, the proposed development is not at a stage where a detailed Transport
Assessment has been submitted. It should form part of the overall planning consent
submission and at that point detailed comments on junctions etc. could be made.
25. I conclude that the requirement for a relief road in Cupar is not the sole
justification for allocating SDA 10 Cupar North. The Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment 2013 identified a need for homes to be delivered in the HMA, and I conclude
that this SDA is an appropriate strategic location for those homes. I recommend no
modification to the plan.
Town Centres First
26. Representations consider that SDA 10 Cupar North would have a negative impact
on Cupar town centre, and that town bypass schemes have been shown to damage town
centres. Cupar has a high vacancy rate in town centre floor space, and that SDA 10
would not be in accordance with Policy 5 of this plan.
27. Tayplan considers that a primary purpose of Cupar North Strategic Development
Area link road is to remove unnecessary through trips from the town centre allowing
streetscape and environmental improvements to occur, which should boost trade and
encourage investment of town centre units. Retail uses, except bulky goods provision are
specifically excluded from the SDA for the purpose of protecting the town centre. Cupar
has also recently been successful in getting Conservation Area Regeneration Scheme
(CARS) funding.
28. I consider that based on SPP and Policy 5, SDA 10 Cupar North is capable of
complying with the Town Centres first approach.
29. In sequential priority terms, Cupar North does not appear capable of being
accommodated closer to or in the town centre. The sale of retail goods is restricted, and
the increase in local population should be beneficial to the local economy. The vacancy
rate in the town centre is acknowledged, but it should be noted that those vacancy rates
exist now, before SDA 10 has been developed and therefore are the consequence of
other factors.
30. I conclude that SDA 10 is capable of complying with the policy requirements of both
SPP and Tayplan, and recommend no modification to the plan. Some of the
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representations on Issue 011 are also addressed at Issue 022 Policy 5 Town Centres
First.
Conclusions
31. I conclude that overall, the SDA 10 Cupar North is in accordance with the spatial
strategy of the plan, is capable of being delivered within the plan period and would be in
accordance with the policies of the plan.
32. As set out above, many of the representations were made objecting to the principle
of the allocation of the SDA, but I have concluded that the principle of the SDA has been
established, and that it is not for this plan examination to re-visit the basis for that
principle. I conclude that many of the issues identified in representations are local in
nature and would be most appropriately addressed at Local Development Plan level, or
during the development management process when proposals are being assessed.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 012

Policy 4 Homes - Technical and Background Assumptions

Development
plan reference:

Policy 4, Map 4 and supporting text, pages 24 to
29

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
Andrew Dundas (821782)
Dr Peter Symon (548525)
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253)
Strathkinness Community Council
(909092)

Supporting as written
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Water (762198)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
The technical and background assumptions for Policy 4/Map 4 are covered in the ‘What
the policy is for’ and ‘how the policy works’ sections. These explain some of the reasoning
behind the direction of Policy 4/Map 4. More detailed technical information about these
matters is set out in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment
(2013), the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) and Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015).
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Housing Market Areas
Dr Peter Symon (548525/409) seeks amendments to the text on Proposed Plan (2015)
pages 27 and 29 (Doc80) regarding the word ‘generous’ for the Perth & Kinross part of
the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. He suggests this on the basis that it would
‘correct a factual inaccuracy’ and ‘avoid perversity’.
He considers that the boundary between Greater Dundee and Greater Perth Housing
Market Areas should be tested at a more disaggregated level and, if required, amended
on Map 4 (Doc80) along with any consequential adjustments to the housing supply
targets and housing land requirements.
He bases this view on the analysis of sasines data in the Housing Market Area Refresh
(Appendix 5 of the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013))
(Doc97). Here he suggests that Errol and Errol Airfield/Grange have been grouped
together in the exercise instead of separately and he considers this to be ‘irrational’.
He suggests that ‘a relatively large number’ of sasines transactions are ‘presumably’
available for both locations. He also suggests that Errol Airfield/Grange is not technically
a settlement. He then refers to the consideration of other settlements along the Carse of
Gowrie describing, for example, Rait where he suggests that ‘only two sasines results
were obtained’ by TAYplan for the exercise.
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Given that Errol Airfield/Grange is located approximately half way between Dundee and
Perth the respondent appears to consider there to be a strong likelihood that the housing
market area boundary must also sit half way between the two settlements.
The respondent also describes what he considers to be the specific characteristics and
differences between Errol and Errol Airfield/Grange which he considers reinforce his
views. He considers that should the boundary lie between Errol and Errol Airfield/Grange
then the ‘values for housing outputs and housing land requirement could be ‘nonnegligible given the scale of effective land supply and projected output at Errol
Airfield/Grange in particular’.
Strathkinness Community Council (909092/227) proposes an update of the boundary of
the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. They believe it should extend much further
into North Fife to include St Andrews and Cupar. They base this on the view that they
consider the current boundary to ‘include Arbroath and Coupar Angus’.
Demographic Issues
Andrew Dundas (821782/181) implies changes to the anticipated demographic situation
envisaged through the plan. He considers that the plan has not reflected changing
technology and demography.
The respondent considers rising life expectancy to be the 'sole driver' of Scotland's
population growth and cites a 'decline in Scottish birth rates' as being insufficient to offset
the rate of growth in what he terms the 'pensioner population'.
The respondent suggests that the number of one and two person households represents
the fastest growing category of household. He also suggests that all other categories of
household size are 'much fewer in number and in long-term decline' because of the
'demographic shift' he describes.
Based on this evidence the respondent is 'sceptical' of the TAYplan strategy, implying
that he does not feel the demographic factors he describes have been properly reflected
in the Plan and that this will ignore what he terms as 'what householders want'.
The respondent also considers that ‘few of TAYplan's strategies take account of these
fundamental changes' in how people live, which he suggests 'favours more city-centre
housing'. He considers that this has resulted in a ‘lack of forward looking and commercial
awareness’ in the strategy and he thinks that this should be remedied.
The respondent considers that 'planning is a rationing system' where government controls
the supply of development land. He suggests that this has the potential to create what he
terms 'significant development errors' and that developed land can create increases in
both Council Taxes and Business Rates with 'consequential errors' that affect
government income and economic potential.
Andrew Dundas (821782/184) implies that changes are needed to the current
assumptions underpinning the Proposed Plan so as to cater for more 'smaller
households' which he considers to be 'woefully un-provided need'. This is because he
considers that households are more likely to be made up of what he terms the 'large and
growing numbers of households with one or two persons' and 'much less likely to include
children of school age'.
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The respondent suggests that most of these 'smaller households' will be 'empty-nesters'
(those whose children have grown up and left home) who are seeking to 'down-size'. He
also suggests that some of these 'smaller households' will also be aged under 35 and
single or unlikely to include school-age children yet. In both instances he suggests that
these households 'usually prefer to live in city-centre housing'. He concludes that this also
means these households will bring spending money into city and town centres.
Andrew Dundas (821782/245) would like to see TAYplan 'acknowledge and emphasise'
that the growth in numbers of households in the TAYplan area is largely due to what he
terms 'the diminishing household size and older ages of their occupants'.
He considers that most growth in households is 'amongst elderly and one & two person
households' and suggests these have 'quite different needs and preferences' to
households in the past.
The respondent suggests that these households need 'small units [Homes] with less or
no garden space' and 'all within easy walking distance of shops, medical facilities and
public transport'. The respondent suggests that 'in Perth & Kinross one in five persons is
retired' and that 'in St Andrews and parts of Dundee the needs are for rental and shortterm accommodation close to the city centre/university campuses'.
The respondent also asks TAYplan to note that the birth rate in Scotland is 'already at a
record lowest since the 19th Century' and as such that what he describes as 'fragmenting
households' and 'rising life expectancy' are driving the demand for homes.
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253) PLAN2015_542 considers a high quality and
adequate supply of homes to be 'laudable', however, they also think that more evidence
is needed 'listing future needs as forecast by main stakeholders including industry and
commerce'. They consider that the current assumptions are more 'hope than fact based'
and result from scenario models with 'doubtful assumptions'.
Summary of Supporting Representations
Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) supports all of Policy 4 (Doc80) as the basis for the
identification of housing land as consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84). They also support the role of the Strategic
Development Areas (Policy 3 - Doc80) in contributing to an effective housing land supply.
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/282) supports the recognition that the Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area extends into parts of the local authorities which surround Dundee
City. They consider that this should form the basis of a new unitary authority. They
suggest that in specific areas house building targets in specific areas have been
exceeded as a result of what they describe as 'rogue' planning approvals.
NHS Tayside (908896/325) consider that the ability to be ‘flexible’ and ‘respond to
changes in terms of Housing Need and Demand Assessment’ is important and
recognises that ‘population projections are not always reliable’.
Scottish Water (762198/269) supports this policy and reinforces its duty as an
infrastructure provider to support the delivery of this.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Dr Peter Symon (548525/409) proposes the following changes:



Pages 27 (twice) and 29: insert after the word "generous", "except in the Perth &
Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area".
Location of boundary between Greater Dundee Housing Market Area and Greater
Perth Housing Market Area should be tested at a more disaggregated level of analysis
and, if required, amended on Map 4, and the values for Housing Supply Targets and
Housing Land Requirements adjusted accordingly.

Strathkinness Community Council (909092/227) propose extending the Greater Dundee
Housing Market Boundary to include Cupar and St Andrews.
Andrew Dundas (821782/181) implies that changes should be made to the anticipated
demographic situation envisaged through the plan.
Andrew Dundas (821782) PLAN2015_184 implies that changes should be made to the
current assumptions underpinning the Proposed Plan regarding smaller households.
Andrew Dundas (821782/245) proposes that TAYplan should acknowledge and
emphasise that the growth in numbers of households in the TAYplan area is largely due
to the diminishing household size and older ages of their occupants.
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/542) implies changes regarding the realism of the
growth assumptions.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
TAYplan and the four constituent councils jointly prepared a housing need and demand
assessment to cover Angus, Dundee City, Perth & Kinross and North Fife.
The first stage was a housing market area refresh to understand whether the current
housing market area boundaries were relevant. This was published in September 2012
and later became Appendix 5 of the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) (Doc97).
The methodology used was consistent with origin-based and destination-based analysis
described in both the Scottish Government’s Local Housing Systems Analysis: Good
Practice Guide, Chapter 4 (Doc55) and the Housing Market Areas in Scotland: Definition
and Review Volume 3: Guidance on Market Area Definitions (2003) by DTZ Pieda for
Communities Scotland (Doc51). At the time both of these were the most recent advice
available.
During 2013 the partnership worked on the main elements of the housing need and
demand assessment. At this time the 2008 guidance was operational and this was used.
However, the partnership also worked closely with the Scottish Government’s Centre
for Housing Market Analysis to pilot the spreadsheet tool which is used to carry out many
of the calculations and to run scenarios. The tool was completed and rolled out in
summer 2013 and work concluded in October 2013 followed by a consultation of wider
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organisations (these are listed in Appendix 4 of the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need
and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97). Minor changes were made and the document
was submitted to the Centre for Housing Market Analysis in December 2013.
Following minor amendments the document was declared robust and credible by the
Centre for Housing Market Analysis on 24 February 2014 (Doc54). A summary of the
TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) is also included in
Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) on pages 31 to 33 (Doc104).
TAYplan also commissioned Oxford Economics to prepare an Economic Overview for the
area. Although separate this considered the scenarios in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing
Need and Demand Assessment (2013). Its conclusions support those drawn by the
TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013). A summary of the
TAYplan Economic Overview (2014) (Doc98) is contained in Topic Paper 2: Growth
(2015) on pages 23 to 29 (Doc104).
The conclusions of both the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment
(2013) (Doc97) and the TAYplan Economic Overview (2014) (Doc98) informed the
housing options considered in the TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) pages 29 and 30
(Doc56).
Following the Main Issues consultation (2014) (Doc56) TAYplan considered more recent
information including the 2012-based population and household projections (during
Autumn 2014 to spring 2015). These had not been published at TAYplan level until
summer and autumn 2014. This analysis is contained within the TAYplan Housing
Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48 (Doc100) and summarised in Topic Paper 2:
Growth (2015) pages 45 to 52 (Doc104).
Authority’s Response to Proposed Changes
Housing Market Areas
Dr Peter Symon (548525/409) - The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) Appendix 5 (Doc97) contains the housing market area refresh
exercise which used a hypothesis based approach. This tested whether there was any
reasonable evidence to suggest that the existing housing market area boundaries had
changed. It also tested whether the 2001 Greater Dundee Housing Market Area boundary
was reasonable. The history of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area is discussed in
Topic Paper 2 Growth (2015) on pages 39 and 40 (Doc104).
The Housing Market Area Refresh was prepared jointly by TAYplan and the four councils.
It was declared robust and credible as part of the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and
Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97). There are several key technical points about how
the exercise considers Errol and Grange which are explained below:
1. The exercise to look at the Greater Dundee Housing Market Areas in the Carse of
Gowrie – as carried out during 2012
TAYplan examined house moves in the Carse of Gowrie between Dundee and Perth
to understand whether the 2001 Greater Dundee Housing Market Area boundary
was reasonable. This exercise looked firstly at all house moves recorded in sasines
during 2008, 2009 and 2010 where named settlements in the Carse of Gowrie were the
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destination. There were 101 moves where Errol/Grange was the destination. This number
filters-out origin locations that were not within the Carse of Gowrie or elsewhere in
Greater Perth or the Greater Dundee Housing Market Areas (this figure of 101
corresponds with that in section 3 below). TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and
Demand Assessment (2013) Appendix 5 pages 29 to 32 and Figure 25 (Doc97) discuss
this.
2. The consideration of Errol and Grange together
Some of the destinations for house moves were to countryside locations between Errol
and Grange or around them and it was not easy to apportion these house moves to either
settlement. There were approximately 14 such moves. Also much of the origin and
destination information in sasines was presented at postal town level which meant it was
initially difficult to distinguish between Errol and Grange.
Although TAYplan does not consider its approach to be illogical we have presented the
same information but separating Errol and Grange (below) to demonstrate its impact on
the points raised by the respondent.
3. The output of separate data for both Errol and Grange
In total there were 173 house moves where either Errol or Grange or surrounding
areas were the destination during 2008, 2009 and 2010. Of these 35 moves were to
Grange, 124 to Errol and 14 to areas surrounding or between both, but where the post
town was marked as Errol. Factoring-out the 72 moves that were not from Carse of
Gowrie Settlements, the Greater Perth Housing Market Area or from the Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area - there were then 20 moves to Grange and 81 moves to Errol
during 2008, 2009 and 2010. This total of 101 moves is consistent with the 101 moves
described in section 1 above.
Of the 81 moves to Errol 32 originated in Perth, 1 in Glencarse, 28 in Errol itself and 20 in
Dundee, Inchture or Kingoodie. The dominant origins here are Perth and Errol itself,
which continues to suggest that it is reasonable to conclude that Errol is part of the
Greater Perth Housing Market Area.
Of the 20 moves to Grange 11 originated in Perth or Errol and 9 originated in Dundee or
Invergowrie. This shows that there were similar levels of moves originating from both the
Greater Dundee and Greater Perth Housing Market Areas. This is unsurprising given that
Grange is almost equidistant between Perth and Dundee. This data shows that there is
no reasonable evidence to suggest that the 2001 Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
boundary is wrong or that it should be extended to include Grange.
4. The impact of this on housing market area boundaries
This exercise shows that despite their location and whether considered together or
individually there is no compelling evidence to suggest that either Errol or Grange is part
of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area or that the boundary should shift west to
include one or both of them. Instead it is clear that both settlements are part of the
Greater Perth Housing Market Area. It is therefore reasonable to continue the
assumption, as set out in the Proposed Plan (2015) Map 4 (Doc80), that Grange is part of
the Greater Perth Housing Market Area.
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5. The impact on Housing Supply Targets and Housing Land Requirements
This shows that there is no reasonable justification for altering the housing supply targets
or housing land requirement for the Greater Perth or Greater Dundee Housing Market
Areas on the basis of the representations made by the respondent.
Similarly TAYplan considers that the current descriptions of ‘generous’ on Proposed Plan
(2015) pages 27 and 29 (Doc80) are and continue to be contextually appropriate to the
matters being discussed in that respective text. TAYplan sees no reason to make the
proposed changes as this would provide no more assistance to a reader and may well
cause confusion since the housing land requirement for all housing market areas within
Perth & Kinross are identical to the respective housing supply targets. The text in
question is explaining these and related issues. TAYplan therefore proposes to make no
change.
Strathkinness Community Council (909092/227) - The housing market area boundaries
were identified using a consistent approach of origin and destination data for house
moves from sasines information. This was a hypothesis approach to determine if current
housing markets and the 2001 Greater Dundee Housing Market Area boundaries were
reasonable. This forms Appendix 5 of the robust and credible TAYplan-wide Joint
Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97).
This exercise showed the 2001 Greater Dundee Housing Market Area boundary is
reasonable and that there is very little evidence to support its extension to include Cupar
or St Andrews. The evidence strongly supports the conclusion that Cupar is part of the
Cupar and North West Housing Market Area and that St Andrews is part of the St
Andrews and East Fife Housing Market Area.
For clarity neither Arbroath nor Coupar Angus are part of the Greater Dundee Housing
Market Area and the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013)
Appendix 5 (housing market area refresh) (Doc97) clearly shows these settlements to be
part of the East Angus and Strathmore & Glens Housing Market Areas respectively.
Demographic Issues
Andrew Dundas (821782/181, 184 & 245) - TAYplan does not agree with that planning is
‘a rationing system’ or that it leads to ‘significant development errors’. Development rights
have been nationalised and we operate within a plan-led system to ensure that problems
are identified and resolved prior to development taking place. The Proposed Plan seeks
the optimum result to deliver the vision and the outcomes which underpin it.
The planning system is there to support sustainable development as set out in Section 4E
of the Planning etc. (Scotland) Act 2006 (Doc74). There must be an acceptance that this
sometimes means there is a need to safeguard land for a limited range of land uses to
protect an asset or sensitive features (Policy 9 – Doc80). There must also be broader
value judgements about social, environmental, physical and also economic outcomes of
development versus alternatives.
Development plans and development management provide certainty to citizens,
politicians and businesses alike. All have a stake in the decisions that are taken about
development. The system ensures that one person’s property rights are not compromised
by another’s without appropriate consideration of the impacts.
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Although some of the features pointed out may arise from the existence of a planning
system, other contributing factors outside of the planning system are fiscal policy and
market choice. Similarly the consequences of failing to think through the impacts of future
development in advance (i.e. to plan) are considered to present far greater risks to the
delivery of the vision and outcomes. The vision and outcomes are themselves a
fundamental part of delivering the TAYplan area’s four community plans and single
outcome agreements. In city regions this brings together the councils whose areas cover
the functional geographies and urban areas of the largest cities in an equal partnership to
coordinate planning and action for Scotland’s key economic drivers. Failure to plan would
be, by default, planning to fail.
TAYplan does not agree that it has overlooked technologies. The Main Issues Report
(2014) (Doc56) and work on the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) was underpinned a study
into Land Use Strategy Change 2035-2050 (2013) (Doc53). This was jointly
commissioned by TAYplan, Tactran Regional Transport Partnership, Scottish
Environment Protection Agency and Architecture and Design Scotland. It looked at the
anticipated changes in the way we will live and behave over the forthcoming 50 years or
so. It considered over 100 pieces of research, included examination of technological
changes. It is summarised in Topic Paper 1 Vision and Outcomes (2015) page 11
(Doc104).
TAYplan does not agree that the ‘sole driver’ of Scotland’s population growth is rising life
expectancy. Population change is affected by natural change (birth rates and death rates
rather than one of these) and net migration. TAYplan accepts that rising life expectancy
means people live longer and this coincides with a significant population cohort (the postworld war 2 ‘baby boom’ generations) now entering pensionable age groups.
Examining Table 4 Components of Population Change in both the National Records of
Scotland Mid-Year Population Estimates 2013 (012/Extract/2) and 2014 (012/Extract/3)
shows the number of births to be 56,843 (mid 2012-mid 2013) and 56,101 (mid 2013mid 2014). Both figures are higher than the 53,000 suggested by the respondent
for 2013. However, natural change was 909 for (mid 2012-mid 2013) and 3,517
(mid 2013-mid 2014). During the same periods net migration was 9,962 and 15,585
people respectively. This suggests that net migration is the dominant driver of population
growth at Scotland level in the most recent two years.
This is reinforced by Table 6 National Records of Scotland Mid-Year Population 2014
(012/Extract/3) which looks at Components of Population Change 2004 to 2014. Over this
period natural change (births minus deaths) accounted for 25,693 people but net
migration accounted for 224,578 people. This suggests that over the last decade net
migration was the principal driver of population change. High life expectancy may well
have been a significant factor in influencing natural change but it seems clear it was
neither the sole factor nor the dominant one in influencing population growth.
The National Records of Scotland Births Time Series Data Table BT1 Births by Sex
in Scotland 1855 to 2013 (012/Extract/4) presents slightly different figures based
on calendar year rather than mid-year. Again for 2013 these present a births figure
of 56,014. BT1 (012/Extract/4) demonstrates gradually falling birth rates, albeit with
fluctuations, in the post war era to a low in 2002 with a significant rise to 2008 onwards.
The respondent is correct that current birth rates are about half those of the early 1960s
peak of 100,000, although such levels have never been repeated in the subsequent 48
years.
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TAYplan does not accept the respondent’s direct translation of Scottish trends to the
TAYplan area. Although some of these trends are apparent the drivers of future
population change and demographic structure at Scotland level differs notably for
individual areas within TAYplan.
TAYplan considered projected demographic changes in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing
Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 2 and Chapter 5 (Doc97). These used
the 2010-based population and household projections which were then the most recent.
These assumptions informed the development of scenarios which were then examined.
After the Main Issues Report consultation (April-June 2014) National Records of Scotland
published the 2012-based population projections at TAYplan level. This is shown in
TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) Figure 12 page 33 (Doc100). This shows the
very distinct variations in projected population change for the different council areas
covered by TAYplan compared with the equivalent projected trends for Scotland. In
particular it shows the strong difference in proportional growth of specific age groups.
This differs considerably from Scottish trends for North Fife, Dundee City and Perth &
Kinross in particular.
Similarly TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) Figures 13A and B on page 34
(Doc100) show that net migration is projected to be a more dominant driving force in the
TAYplan population than natural change. In other words despite the growth in life
expectancy it is net inward migration, particularly to Perth & Kinross that will drive
population growth at TAYplan level. It is also apparent at TAYplan level in Figure 13A that
natural change is projected to diminish in its significance post 2027 but net migration is
not.
All of this suggests that irrespective of whether the respondent accurately describes
Scotland’s demographic situation or not it is clear that he does not accurately describe
the TAYplan demographic situation. TAYplan is therefore satisfied that it has properly and
fully considered these matters at the appropriate stages and that these have properly
informed the Proposed Plan.
TAYplan agrees that the number of elderly people will increase as people live longer
and that these age groups will represent an increasing share of the population. However,
TAYplan does not agree that other households will fall in number. Examination of
the 2010-based population and household projections in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing
Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 3 (Doc97) concludes that the number of
families with children is expected to grow. However, the more significant growth in the
number of elderly people will mean that the former falls as a proportion of households but
not numerically.
The Proposed Plan (2015) page 26 (Doc80) presents the 2012-based projected
population composition for 2012 and 2037. It shows growth in populations of all three of
the groups. The largest proportional increase is children (20.8%), then pensionable age
groups (19.6%) and then working age groups (10.4%).
The National Records of Scotland Mid-Year Population Estimates 2014 Table 7
(012/Extract/4) shows that 24% of Perth & Kinross population are of pensionable age.
However, this does not automatically mean that all those within this age group are retired
and does not account for those who may have retired before reaching pensionable age.
Given these factors 20% may not be an unreasonable proxy for this. But the information
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shows that this figure is identical to Angus and many other authorities in Scotland show
proportions of retirement aged populations in excess of 20%. Therefore although the
statement may not be inaccurate it does not appear especially unusual.
Although the respondent is correct that the growing number of elderly households is a
major driver of future housing need and demand he has not provided any evidence to
demonstrate that this, or indeed any other factor of TAYplan’s evidence, is inaccurate.
The respondent has also not provided any evidence that means that current housing
provision is inadequate. TAYplan accepts that there are likely to be instances where the
needs of older age groups, or indeed others, are not properly met in the market.
However, the respondent’s evidence does not automatically support that conclusion or
the implication that it applies universally.
TAYplan also does not agree with the assertions that elderly people only need particular
types or sizes of housing ‘with no garden’. This is a gross generalisation which is based
on no evidence of housing aspiration or consumer wishes – or at least none has been
provided.
The issues of household size versus size of home and stage of life were considered
in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 5
page 195 in Part D (Doc97). This concludes that there is no evidence to suggest that
small households and/or elderly households automatically 'need' or aspire to small homes
and little or no garden. The respondent has not provided any evidence to consider
situations where this is not the case, such as where the 'empty nesters' he describes may
choose to remain because the property is ‘home’ or supports their lifestyle or allows
space for family or other visitors to stay. There are also very clear health and wellbeing
benefits to gardens which may well be sought by people of all age groups, as recognised
in Proposed Plan (2015) page 17 (Doc80) through the concept of Lifetime Communities.
The respondent has made a series of sweeping generalisations which fail to recognise
the range of varying needs and aspirations dependent on circumstances and householder
preferences. The respondent has provided no evidence to support their claims.
TAYplan does not accept that the way we live our lives now favours city centre housing
only, as implied by the respondent. The Proposed Plan (2015) Policies 1 and 5 (Doc80)
support city centre living and also focus the majority of new development within principal
settlements. However, there is no evidence to suggest that city centre living is either the
dominant aspiration or indeed a practical or deliverable solution for the entire population.
This is not to say that some people do not have these preferences rather that the
assertions made by the respondent appear to be all-encompassing when this is unlikely.
The respondent has provided no evidence to substantiate this.
Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4C (Doc80) plans for a range of housing type, size and
tenure to meet the needs and aspirations of a range of households throughout their lives.
It is for local authorities to consider priorities for more detailed aspects of this through
their Local Housing Strategies and Local Development Plans.
TAYplan does not agree in totality with the comments on demographic structure but does
agree that there will be commercial opportunities to meet the changing demography of
our area. Some of these will be realised through new homes being built that reflect the
needs and aspirations of these groups but the majority will be the consequence of moves
within the existing housing stock. No evidence has been presented which suggests that
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new housing, whatever it is, will or will not be ‘what householders want’.
TAYplan disagrees with the assertion that ‘on the whole, there is a lack forward looking
and commercial awareness in this Strategy’. TAYplan has considered a breadth and
depth of research and other material to understand the key drivers of emerging and future
change. This has included those we can influence and those we cannot. TAYplan has
involved commercial operators and key government agencies in the process. It is true
that there will not always be agreement but TAYplan’s central motivation as a public body
is the delivery of the vision and the four outcomes which underpin it.
Given the differences described above, TAYplan remains satisfied that its strategies
appropriately account for the fundamental changes taking place in the demographic
structure of the area and future changes in lifestyle and technology. The broader
consideration of economic factors including the TAYplan Economic Outlook (2014)
(Doc98) and its consideration of TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) (Doc97) suggest that TAYplan has considered economic and
commercial realities. The respondent has provided no evidence to counter this work and
has not presented alternatives.
The argument that the need in St Andrews and parts of Dundee City is primarily for rent is
made without any evidence and appears to be based principally on the existence of
universities. Student accommodation was examined in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing
Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 3 pages 169 to 171 (Doc97). It is clear in
parts of both settlements that the universities bring market pressures and demands to
specific areas. However, the generalisation appears to miss the depth of work carried out
in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97) which
concludes the scale of new homes in the purchase and various rental sectors. No
equivalent evidence has been provided by the respondent to substantiate their claims or
to refute the evidence from the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) (Doc97).
The respondent has made several further generalisations which appear to have no
factual evidence to back them up. TAYplan is satisfied that it has fully and properly
considered the technological, economic and demographic issues facing the region in the
future. The economic and demographic factors were also considered more recently in the
TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 13 to 48 (Doc100). These have properly
informed the Proposed Plan. TAYplan therefore proposes to make no changes.
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/542) - TAYplan is satisfied that it has
appropriately examined the implications of the recent populations and household
projections through the robust and credible TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and
Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 2 and Chapter 5 (Doc97) and subsequent work in
the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48 (Doc100).
TAYplan disagrees with the assertion that these are 'more hope than fact based'. Recent
evidence cited in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 12 to 24 (Doc100)
suggests that the situations anticipated by the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and
Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97) are taking place with a 'bumpy' road to recovery in
the economy and the housing market. TAYplan is also satisfied that the TAYplan
Economic Outlook (2014) (Doc98) appropriately considered the macro-economic factors
that influence the economy of our area and appropriately analysed the likelihood of the
scenarios taking place from the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
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Assessment (2013) (Doc97).
TAYplan also disagrees with the view that the assumptions are 'doubtful'. Although the
respondent expresses doubt about these assumptions TAYplan is satisfied that the
breadth and depth of factors considered is appropriate and that these show our
conclusions to be reasonable. The respondent has not provided any additional evidence
which refutes that provided by TAYplan in order to support their view of doubt. Therefore
TAYplan does not propose to make any changes.
Authority’s Response to Supporting Representations
Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) - TAYplan welcomes this support and agrees that the
principles and approach set out contribute to the delivery of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84).
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/282) - TAYplan welcomes the support for the whole Policy,
including the research into housing market areas.
Any decisions about new councils or the establishment or otherwise of public bodies are
matters for UK and or Scottish Governments. These are not affected by TAYplan or its
preparation of a Strategic Development Plan.
NHS Tayside (908896/325) - TAYplan welcomes the support and notes that successive
population and household projections can vary in their conclusions. TAYplan agrees that
the current approach provides flexibility to respond to these issues in a way which
delivers the vision.
Scottish Water (762198/269) - TAYplan welcomes this support.
Conclusions
Having looked again at its work TAYplan is satisfied with the robustness of its conclusions
about housing market area boundaries. As such there is no issue for these or the related
scale of housing supply target or land requirement as stated in Policy 4A/Map 4.
TAYplan agrees that the ageing population is one of the drivers of future change in
demographic and household structure. However, TAYplan is also satisfied it has properly
examined the related evidence at the appropriate geographical levels. TAYplan is also
satisfied that it has taken a measured approach to more qualitative factors and is
therefore satisfied that Policy 4C considers the variations in housing need and aspiration
without making sweeping generalisations which are not backed up by any detailed
analysis or evidence.
TAYplan is satisfied that it has considered a range of technological, economic and
demographic factors as well as physical, social and environmental factors that will affect
the TAYplan area in the future. This includes information about recent trends and future
projections to help understand the drivers of change and the likely way in which these will
manifest themselves. The respondents have not presented any additional evidence to
refute this or which cast doubt over TAYplan’s assumptions.
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TAYplan is therefore satisfied that the evidence base for the Proposed Plan is sound.
Neither the Scottish Government nor any other government agency has raised any issues
regarding Policy 4C or the evidence base and background assumptions for Policy 4.
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May, 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Housing Market Areas
1. Dr Peter Symon (548525/409) - The boundary between the Greater Perth and the
Greater Dundee Housing Market Areas is illustrated schematically on Map 4 of the
Proposed Plan. Because of this map’s small scale and schematic form, I consider that
this map cannot be said to definitively place the settlements of Errol and Errol Airfield/
Grange in either housing market area.
2. It is clear from Appendix 5 of the housing need and demand assessment
(Document 97) that Errol and Grange have been placed in the Greater Perth Housing
Market Area. However, this document does not form part of the Proposed Plan. The
Scottish Government’s Centre for Housing Market Analysis has adjudged the process
and methodology used to produce Tayplan’s housing need and demand assessment to
be robust and credible (Document 54). Paragraph 113 of Scottish Planning Policy states
that in these circumstances the approach used in the housing need and demand
assessment will not normally be considered further at a development plan examination.
Given that the authority has comprehensively explained (above) its reasons for including
Errol and Grange in the Greater Perth Housing Market Area, I identify no reason to depart
from this general principle in this case.
3. On this basis, I conclude that the precise boundaries of the housing market areas
underlying the strategy of the Proposed Plan are beyond the scope of this examination.
4. The suggested qualifications to the plan’s references to a generous land supply (to
state that this does not apply in the Perth and Kinross part of the Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area) are not necessary. These references are applied to housing
market areas, or to the plan area, as a whole. The low housing land requirement in the
Perth and Kinross part of the larger Greater Dundee Housing Market Area does not
therefore contradict these statements.
5. Strathkinness Community Council (909092/227) - The suggested southerly extension
of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area to encompass areas of north Fife extending
to Cupar and St Andrews is of a different scale. This area is clearly shown as excluded
from the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area on Map 4 of the Proposed Plan.
However, I find that the authority has undertaken a clear and thorough process to
determine where the boundary of this housing market area should be. This process is set
out in Appendix 5 of the housing need and demand assessment, which has in turn been
found to be robust and credible. As stated above, it is not a normal part of my role to
consider the approach used in such assessments. In this case no persuasive evidence
has been put forward suggesting that the housing need and demand assessment was
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flawed, and on this basis I conclude that no change is required.
6. Dundee Civic Trust (845127/282) - The call for a unitary planning authority to cover
the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area is beyond the scope of this examination. This
is a governance issue, and would probably require legislation in order to be implemented.
However the Tayplan Strategic Development Planning Authority itself exists to consider
strategic planning issues across local authority boundaries, and so goes some way
towards meeting the respondent’s aspiration.
Demographic Issues
7. Andrew Dundas (821782/181, 184 & 245) - I agree with the need for new housing
development to reflect changing demographics, and that this may include, for instance,
more smaller units for households without children, and close to city centres. To some
extent these changing pressures can be expected to be responded to by the market
through the provision, for instance, of commercial retirement and student
accommodation.
8. However, the planning system may also have a role to play. To this end I note that
these considerations are already reflected at various points in the Proposed Plan. For
instance Policy 1 directs the majority of development to principal settlements, and
prioritises land within those settlements ahead of peripheral or other locations. Policy 2B
promotes the integration of new development with existing community infrastructure.
Most notably, Policy 4C requires local development plans to ensure that the mix of
housing type, size and tenure meets the demands of a range of different households
throughout their lives. The housing need and demand assessment provides an evidence
base for considering what these demands are likely to be. On this basis I conclude that
no change to the plan is required.
9. St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/542) - Regarding the realism of the growth
targets in the plan, aspects of this matter are discussed elsewhere in this report.
However, paragraph 115 of Scottish Planning Policy is clear that housing supply targets
in development plans should be based on evidence from the housing need and demand
assessment. This is the case with the proposed plan, where such an assessment has
been prepared and found to be robust and credible by the Scottish Government Centre
for Housing Market Analysis.
10. I agree that the involvement of the development industry and commercial interests in
the setting of growth targets is important. To this end I note from the housing need and
demand assessment that private sector interests have, through membership of the
authorities’ housing market partnerships, supported the preparation of the assessment.
The main issues report stage of plan preparation also provided an opportunity for sectoral
interests to contribute to the final form of the plan.
11. NHS Tayside (908896/325) - Regarding the need for the plan to be flexible enough
to respond to updated population projections, the housing need and demand assessment
process is intended to introduce a more nuanced analysis of likely housing requirements
than a simple response to changing demographic projections. It is also the case that the
national policy requirement to provide a generous supply of land for new housing should
provide a level of flexibility to ensure the plan remains relevant even in the event of larger
than expected population growth.
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12. The levels of generosity/flexibility provided for in the Proposed Plan are discussed
further elsewhere in this report, but for the reasons above I conclude that no
modifications are required in response to this particular representation.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 013

Annual Housing Supply Targets and Housing Land
Requirements – TAYplan Level

Development
plan reference:

Policy 4 Part A/Map 4 and supporting text,
pages 24 and 25

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
D Barrie (907989)
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254)

Supporting as written
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Water (762198)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
Policy 4A and Map 4 work in conjunction setting out the housing supply targets (how
much housing is planned to be built) and housing land requirement (the amount of land to
be provided to deliver this). Map 4 presents these at TAYplan level, for each housing
market area and for the constituent council areas within TAYplan. The Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area is the only housing market area to cover part(s) of more than one
council area. Here the figures in Map 4 are set out for each constituent council area to
provide clarity for the respective Local Development Plans. This Schedule relates
specifically to points that are TAYplan-wide.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Overcrowding
D Barrie (907989/016) appears to suggest that ‘more housing’ is needed as a
consequence of 'overcrowding'. It is not clear whether they seek a change to the housing
supply targets or instead wish to see these homes delivered in full so that there is ‘more
housing’.
Housing Land Requirement at TAYplan Level
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/374) seeks an increase in the housing land
requirement for TAYplan area to 10%. This is because they consider the total level of
generosity for the TAYplan area to be 5% and consider this to be contrary to Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) Paragraph 116 (Doc84).
Summary of Supporting Representations
Support for Basis and Approach of Policy 4
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) supports all of Policy 4 (Doc80) as the basis for the
identification of housing land as consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84). They also support the role of the Strategic
Development Areas (Policy 3 – Doc80) in contributing to an effective housing land supply.
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NHS Tayside (908896/325) consider that the ability to be ‘flexible’ and ‘respond to
changes in terms of Housing Need and Demand Assessment’ is important and
recognises that ‘population projections are not always reliable’.
Scottish Water (762198/269) supports this policy and reinforces its duty as an
infrastructure provider to support the delivery of this.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Overcrowding
D Barrie (907989/016) proposes that ‘more housing’ is needed
Housing Land Requirement at TAYplan Level
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/374) proposes an increase in the housing land
requirement for the TAYplan area so it includes a generosity margin of at least 10%.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Figure 5.5 on
page 199 (Doc97) concluded that the identified need and demand for new homes for
Angus, Dundee City and North Fife was less than currently planned for in approved
TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16). For Perth & Kinross it was higher.
The Perth & Kinross build rates planned for in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5
represented almost 80% of the total identified need and demand for new homes in the
subsequent TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013).
Continuing to plan for this would mean not planning for one fifth of identified need and
demand for new homes. This was not considered to be a reasonable option at Main
Issues stage in 2014. It was therefore considered that planning for 90% of the identified
need and demand for new homes recognised the need to balance ambitions for growth
with the practical realities of economic recovery and the resource and delivery
implications of the transition to higher build rates. These practicalities are considered
further in Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) pages 33 to 37 (Doc104) and the TAYplan
Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 13 to 24 (Doc100).
TAYplan consulted on two housing options in the TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) on
page 29 and 30 (Doc56). The only difference between these was the scale of homes
planned for in Perth & Kinross. Option 1 (the preferred option) was 90% of identified need
and demand for new homes from the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment. Option 2 was 100%.
The TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100) considered additional information
following the Main Issues stage to understand the factors influencing how many new
homes to plan for. This included the newly published 2012-based population and
household projections, which were not available at TAYplan level until after the Main
issues Report (2014) (Doc56) consultation. The evidence cited in TAYplan Housing
Analysis Paper (2015) persuaded TAYplan that it was most logical and realistic to plan for
Main Issues Report Option 1 page 29 and 30 (Doc56) and this now forms Proposed Plan
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(2015) Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80).
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) was published in the final week of the Main
Issues Report consultation in 2014 (Doc56). It has been fully considered in the
preparation of the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100) and the subsequent
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80).
Authority’s Response to Proposed Changes
Overcrowding
D Barrie (907989/016) - Overcrowding and concealed households are considered in the
TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 1 and
Chapter 4 (Doc97). Chapter 4 pages 176 to 181 (Doc97) explain how overcrowding has
been considered in defining the Current Housing Need (sometimes known as Backlog
Housing Need).
Newly arising households are considered in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and
Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 2 (Doc97).
These were then brought together using the Centre for Housing Market Analysis
spreadsheet tool. This is described in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) Chapter 2 and the results are discussed in Chapter 5 (Doc97).
TAYplan agrees that overcrowding is a factor and is satisfied that consideration of this,
alongside other relevant information, has contributed to the housing supply targets and
housing land requirement set out in Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80).
TAYplan does not consider that any change is required as a result since the Proposed
Plan responds to the conclusions of the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) (Doc97) and important related factors discussed in the TAYplan
Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100) and Topic Paper 2 Growth (2015) (Doc104).
This is consistent with the evidence and presentational requirements of Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) paragraph 110 to 119 (Doc84).
Housing Land Requirement at TAYplan Level
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/374) - Although these comments are at TAYplan
level they are strongly related to those made specifically about Perth & Kinross Housing
Market Areas in Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues 014 Housing Supply Targets
& Housing Land Requirement for Perth & Kinross.
These proposed changes are sought on the basis that Policy 4A/Map 4 does not include
a 10% generosity margin in the housing land requirement at TAYplan level. The
respondent has aggregated the housing supply targets and housing land requirement for
each housing market area in TAYplan (from Map 4 page 25 – Doc80) and calculated the
aggregate percentage of generosity at TAYplan level. The respondent concludes this to
be 5%. TAYplan calculates this as 5.2%.
This 5% figure is explained by the fact that the housing supply targets and housing
land requirements for Perth & Kinross are identical. Proposed Plan (2015) page 27
paragraph 2 (Doc80) explains why and more details are set out in TAYplan Housing
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Analysis Paper (2015) pages 41 to 48 (Doc100). Perth & Kinross accounts for
approximately half of the total housing supply target for the TAYplan area and therefore,
unsurprisingly, has this statistical impact on the aggregated percentage margin of the
housing land requirement.
This calculation fails to factor in that Dundee City, under Policy 4E (Doc80), can plan to
exceed its 10% housing land requirement stated in Map 4 (Doc80). Based on the
respondent’s calculations this suggests that 5% would be the minimum level of generosity
when considering aggregated figures at TAYplan level. If Dundee City was, for instance
to plan for additional land equivalent to 20% generosity, then this would increase the
aggregate TAYplan level of generosity to 11.4% - using the equivalent calculation. This
shows the potential for variation at TAYplan level and also illustrates the limitations of
using figures aggregated to higher level geographies when making points about
generosity.
Although there is no mathematical disagreement with the respondent’s calculation
TAYplan does not consider it to properly recognise how Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) will be
implemented. This is because, irrespective of the aggregate figures for the TAYplan area,
each Council will plan for what Map 4 (Doc80) directs it to plan for at housing market area
level - reflecting Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 115 and 116 (Doc84).
This means that irrespective of the aggregate generosity at TAYplan level the respective
councils will plan for a 10% generosity margin in Angus and North Fife housing market
areas – not 5% as implied by the respondent’s calculation. Similarly in Dundee City it will
be at least 10% (and possibly higher as discussed above) and not 5% as implied by the
respondent’s calculation.
This means that the real issue being raised is actually about the margin of generosity for
Perth & Kinross. This issue is considered in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved
Issues 014 Housing Supply Targets & Housing Land Requirement for Perth & Kinross.
TAYplan does not agree with the respondent that the aggregate generosity situation is
contrary to Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84). Firstly, for the
reasons stated above - aggregating housing land requirements, which vary, does not
present a true picture of how housing land requirements are implemented. Secondly,
TAYplan considers the proposed changes to be a literal translation of Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) Paragraph 116 and Diagram 1 (Doc84) and that these fail to recognise the
robust evidence of ‘local circumstances’ provided by TAYplan in the TAYplan Housing
Analysis Paper (2015) pages 13 to 18 and 41 to 48 (Doc100).
Scottish Government has not proposed any changes or made any comments relating to
this matter. TAYplan considers this to reflect the fact that this is not contrary to Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84) and that TAYplan’s evidence is robust and
compelling in making the case for the position set out in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80).
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84) states that ‘the extent of the
margin [of generosity i.e. housing land requirement] will depend on local circumstances,
but a robust explanation for it should be provided in the plan’.
TAYplan clearly understands the concept of generosity margins and housing land
requirements. The approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16) already advocates such
an approach but does not stipulate the margin of generosity. Proposed Plan (2015)
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Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) sets out the margin of generosity of land supply (housing land
requirement) for each housing market area.
Proposed Plan page 27 paragraph 2 (Doc80) does provide a robust explanation, although
the plan is not the appropriate place for all of the technical detail. Users of the Plan are
directed to the technical documents throughout the Plan e.g. Proposed Plan (2015)
page 29 (Doc80). This information is contained in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper
(2015) pages 13 to 18 and 41 to 48 (Doc100) and is also referred to in Topic Paper 2:
Growth (2015) section D pages 33 to 39 and pages 45 to 52 (Doc104). These explain the
specific local circumstances which justify this position. The respondent has provided no
alternative evidence to consider or refute these local circumstances.
The evidence presented by TAYplan recognises firstly that the housing supply targets set
out for Perth & Kinross in Map 4 (Doc80) are extremely ambitious in themselves. TAYplan
Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 13 to 18 (Doc100) explain that the scale of
transition from currently low build rates to the levels in Map 4 is significant and the factors
needed to deliver this will take time. This means that build rates will be lower in the early
years and higher later. Based on the housing land audit information that was analysed it
is unlikely that average build rates for the first 12 years (2016-28) will reflect the housing
supply targets, although it is possible that these levels will be reached in some individual
years later in this period.
However, the next Perth & Kinross Local Development Plan will still need to identify all of
the land needed to deliver the housing supply target for all years. This means that there
will be more land than is likely to be used which provides an implicit level of generosity
within the housing supply targets.
Therefore the evidence which justifies the decision to select housing supply target based
on the preferred from Main Issues Report (2014) Option 1 pages 29 and 30 (Doc56) is
also the evidence that persuades TAYplan that the housing land requirement should be
identical.
Given the evidence link described above TAYplan does not believe it is plausible to argue
to change housing land requirement without changing housing supply targets. The
respondent has not sought changes to the housing supply targets. TAYplan therefore
considers this to mean that the respondent has accepted the evidence for housing supply
targets but has chosen not to accept the same evidence and its conclusions for housing
land requirement.
The respondent has therefore provided no compelling or robust evidence to refute
TAYplan’s conclusions and therefore TAYplan is not persuaded that there is any
justification for the changes sought.
Overall therefore TAYplan concludes that for Perth & Kinross the achievement of the
housing supply target will take time and that the identification of all of the land for this by
the Local Development Plan will build-in significant, implicit generosity of supply in the
period to 2028. TAYplan considers this to reflect the local circumstances described in
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84) and to provide the robust and
compelling evidence it demands.
The purpose of the generosity margin (housing land requirement) is to ensure that there
is enough housing land to support the delivery of the housing supply targets. This is
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laudable and TAYplan supports this principle, but the local circumstances suggest that
there is no greater likelihood that build rates will increase as a result of increasing the
margin of generosity. Doing so may result in different sites being developed instead.
However, this is not the same thing and TAYplan considers such a situation risks delivery
of the sustainable pattern of development demanded by the Vision (Doc80) and Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 40 and 76 to 83 (Doc84).
Authority’s Responses to Supporting Representations
Support for Basis and Approach of Policy 4
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) - TAYplan welcomes this support and agrees that the
principles and approach set out contribute to the delivery of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84).
NHS Tayside (908896/325) - TAYplan welcomes the support and notes that successive
population and household projections can vary in their conclusions. TAYplan agrees that
the current approach provides flexibility to respond to these issues in a way which
delivers the vision.
Scottish Water (762198/269) - TAYplan welcomes this support.
Conclusion
TAYplan is satisfied that the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment
(2013) (Doc97) and the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) have appropriately considered
issues of overcrowding.
TAYplan is not persuaded that any robust or compelling evidence has been provided of
local circumstances which justify an increase in the housing land requirements for Perth &
Kinross in order to increase the overall generosity margin at TAYplan level. Considering
generosity at TAYplan level fails to reflect that the generosity margin is applied by each
respective Local Development Plan independently at housing market area level to reflect
Map 4 (Doc80). TAYplan considers that applying the generosity margin at TAYplan level
therefore presents a distorted picture and is unhelpful.
TAYplan remains satisfied that Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) appropriately respond to the local
circumstances that have been identified for Perth & Kinross with respect to Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84). TAYplan is not persuaded that the
changes sought will bring about the circumstances anticipated by the respondent.
TAYplan considers that this will instead result in alternative circumstances with a strong
potential to fundamentally risk delivery of the sustainable pattern of development needed
to deliver the vision and Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 40 and 76 to 83
(Doc84).
Neither Scottish Government nor any key government agency have sought changes or
raised any issues relating to the interpretation or implementation of Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) (Doc84) with regard to this issue.
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May 2015) and propose that the elements dealt
with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written and unchanged.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
1. This issue covers housing supply targets and land requirements at the Tayplan-wide
level. There is an overlap with the consideration of housing matters in each of the
constituent authorities of the plan area. These are covered at Issues 14 to 18 of this
report.
2. D Barrie (907989/16) – It is clear from Figures 4.1 and 4.2 of the housing need and
demand assessment (Document 97) that the existence of overcrowded households has
contributed towards that document’s overall calculation of housing need. The housing
need and demand assessment has in turn formed the basis for the housing supply targets
in the Proposed Plan, as required by paragraph 115 of Scottish Planning Policy. I
therefore conclude that overcrowding has been taken account of in the plan.
3. The annual new build housing requirement arrived at in the housing need and
demand assessment for the Tayplan area (Tables 1 and 2 of the Executive Summary) is
for 2,205 homes. The annualised housing supply target for the Tayplan area set out on
Map 4 of the Proposed Plan is for only 2,085 houses. Therefore the Proposed Plan does
contain a shortfall in the numbers of homes required to meet identified need and demand,
including need arising from overcrowding. This shortfall is explained by the authority’s
decision to plan for only 90% of identified need and demand in Perth and Kinross. The
justification for this decision is discussed under Issue 16 of this report. In other parts of
the plan area, the proposed levels of housing supply will meet calculated levels of
housing need and demand.
4. Apart from the implications of the lowering of the housing supply target in Perth and
Kinross, I therefore conclude that the impact of overcrowding on the need for new homes
in the Tayplan area has been adequately addressed in the Proposed Plan.
5. Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/374) – Paragraph 118 of Scottish Planning
Policy requires strategic development plans to set out the housing land requirement for
the plan area, as well as for each local authority area and each functional housing market
area. According to paragraph 116, the housing land requirement should be arrived at by
increasing the housing supply target by a margin of 10 to 20%. It therefore appears that
this ‘generosity margin’ should exist at both the individual authority/ housing market area
level and across the plan area as a whole.
6. In the Proposed Plan, the plan-wide generosity margin between the housing supply
target and the housing land requirement is around 5.3%. Although Scottish Planning
Policy does refer to the exact extent of the margin depending on local circumstances, it is
clear that the margin is still expected to fall within the 10 to 20% range. I therefore
conclude that the Proposed Plan is in conflict with the national policy requirement for
there to be a 10 to 20% generosity margin at the plan-wide level.
7. Clearly, if each of the component authorities/housing market areas is provided with
a 10 to 20% generosity margin, then this margin will also be apparent at the plan-wide
level. The main reason for the plan-wide shortfall is the authority’s decision not to provide
any generosity margin in the Perth and Kinross area. It is also the case that a more
generous land supply in Dundee City, as allowed for but not quantified in Policy 4E of the
Proposed Plan, would increase the generosity margin at the plan-wide level. These
matters are considered further under Issues 16, 17 and 21 of this report.
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8. NHS Tayside (908896/325) - Regarding the need for the plan to be flexible enough to
respond to updated population projections, the housing need and demand assessment
process is intended to introduce a more nuanced analysis of likely housing requirements
than a simple response to changing demographic projections. It is also the case that the
national policy requirement to provide a generous supply of land for new housing should
provide a level of flexibility to ensure the plan remains relevant even in the event of larger
than expected population growth.
9. The levels of generosity/flexibility provided for in the Proposed Plan are discussed
further elsewhere in this report, but for the reasons above I conclude that no
modifications are required in response to this particular representation.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications. (However the recommendations at Issue 16 are relevant to this issue.)
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Issue 014

Policy 4A and Map 4 Annual Housing Supply Targets and
Housing Land Requirements - Angus

Development
plan reference:

Policy 4 Part A/Map 4 and supporting text,
pages 24 and 25

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826)
F M & G Batchelor (846821)
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292)
R Watson & Son (846824)
Scotia Homes Ltd (910294)
J G Lang & Son (846827)
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825)

Monifieth Community Council (910377)
Barratt North Scotland (910146)
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes
(843701)
Supporting as written
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
Scottish Water (762198)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
Policy 4A and Map 4 work in conjunction setting out the housing supply targets (how
much housing is planned to be built) and housing land requirement (the amount of land to
be provided to deliver this). Map 4 presents these at TAYplan level, for each housing
market area and for the constituent council areas within TAYplan. The Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area is the only housing market area to cover part(s) of more than one
council area. Here the figures are set out for each constituent council area to provide
clarity for the respective Local Development Plans. This Schedule relates specifically to
Angus Council area.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Note to Reporter
For clarity Dundee City is the same as Dundee City Council’s administrative area. This
is one part (the largest part) of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. The Greater
Dundee Housing Market Area is bigger than Dundee City and covers all of Dundee City
and some parts of all three local authorities which surround it. The South Angus part of
the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area includes the settlements of Carnoustie,
Monifieth and Muirhead/Birkhill. Monifieth and Muirhead/Birkhill are part of the Dundee
Core Area (see Policy 1 Part A). There are also some smaller settlements within this
area that are not principal settlements and are not part of the Dundee Core Area in
Policy 1 Part A. Topic Paper 2: Growth Strategy (2015) pages 39 to 42 (Doc104)
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Increase in Housing Land Requirement for all Angus Housing Market Areas
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/518), F M & G Batchelor (846821/494), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/404), R Watson & Son (846824/465), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/482), J G Lang
& Son (846827/441) and Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd
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(846825/431) seek an increase in the housing land requirements for the Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area (including South Angus) and the other three Angus Housing Market
Areas to 20% of their respective housing supply targets. This is so as to become what the
respondents describe as 'consistent with the approach' for Dundee City/Greater Dundee
HMA that they also propose. They consider this to 'ensure flexibility in housing land
provision'. Issues relating to the housing supply targets and housing land requirement for
Dundee are considered separately in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for
Issue 017 Policy 4 Homes – Housing Supply Targets and Housing Land Requirements –
Dundee City and the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area.
South Angus Part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
Monifieth Community Council (910377/562) is concerned about the scale of proposed
housing development in Monifieth related to the existing infrastructure in Monifieth. The
respondent has not specifically proposed changes but asks for this matter to be
considered.
Barratt North Scotland (910146/387) seeks an increase in the housing supply target for
the South Angus part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. They note that the
housing supply target in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) is smaller than the equivalent figure in
the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16).
They consider this proposed change is supported by Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraph 116 (Doc84) which ‘requires the allocation of a generous supply of land for
housing in order to provide flexibility for the continued delivery of housing'. They also
suggest that this is needed even if what they describe as 'unpredictable changes to the
effective land supply’ occur during the ‘life time of the plan'.
They also feel that this would promote population increase in the area and suggest that
this is ‘key to maintaining viable communities, ensuring adequate infrastructure and for
economic development and success.’
The respondent also notes that the South Angus part of the Greater Dundee Housing
Market Area has a lower housing supply target than many other parts of the TAYplan
area. Given that this area is part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area the
respondent does not consider this to be 'logical'. They also do not consider that this
supports the role of Monifieth as a tier 1 principal settlement. They therefore consider that
the increase in housing supply targets they propose would support the delivery of Policy 1
(Doc80). The same respondent makes related points in relation to Policy 1 and these are
considered in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 004 Policy 1B
Sequential Approach.
North Angus Housing Market Area
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/314) seeks an increase in the
housing supply target for the North Angus Housing Market Area stated on Map 4 (Doc80).
They note that this is smaller than the equivalent figure in the approved TAYplan (2012)
Policy 5 (Doc16).
They consider that Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84) supports this
because they consider it ‘requires the allocation of a generous supply of land for housing
in order to provide flexibility for the continued delivery of housing'. They also feel that this
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would promote population growth and make up for 'any shortfall from the failure to
develop any constrained sites'.
The respondent further considers that more homes are justified for Montrose on the basis
of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 109 (Doc84) which says that the 'provision
of new homes should be made in areas where economic development is planned'. They
cite the Montrose Port Strategic Development Area (Policy 3) as an example to support
this view.
The respondent suggests that the housing supply target for Highland Perthshire should
be reduced and the residual homes transferred to North Angus Housing Market Area
instead. The respondent bases their justification for this on the size of population and role
of settlements in the Policy 1 settlement hierarchy (Doc80). They consider the housing
supply targets for Highland Perthshire to be excessive and inconsistent with what they
term 'the theme of TAYplan’. [TAYplan considers this to mean the vision and outcomes].
The respondent also cites Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) [page 4 paragraph X] (Doc104)
which they interpret to say that 'only 50 to 55%’ of the housing supply targets in Perth &
Kinross will be met. The respondent compares this with 100% in Angus.
Summary of Supporting Representations
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) supports all of Policy 4 (Doc80) as the basis for the
identification of housing land as consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84). They also support the role of the Strategic
Development Areas (Policy 3) (Doc80) in contributing to an effective housing land supply.
NHS Tayside (908896/325) consider that the ability to be ‘flexible’ and ‘respond to
changes in terms of Housing Need and Demand Assessment’ is important and
recognises that ‘population projections are not always reliable’.
Scottish Water (762198/269) supports this policy and reinforces its duty as an
infrastructure provider to support the delivery of this.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Proposed Changes
Increase in Housing Land Requirement for all Angus Housing Market Areas
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/518), F M & G Batchelor (846821/494), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/404), R Watson & Son (846824/465), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/482), J G Lang
& Son (846827/441) and Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd
(846825/431) propose an increase in the housing land requirement for all Angus Housing
Market Areas including the South Angus part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market
Area to 20% above the respective housing supply targets in Policy 4A/Map 4.
South Angus Part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
Monifieth Community Council (910377/562) has not specifically sought changes but asks
for the relationship between new homes and infrastructure in Monifieth to be considered.
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Barratt North Scotland (910146/387) propose an increase to the housing supply target for
the South Angus part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area.
North Angus Housing Market Area
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/314) propose an increase in the
housing supply target for North Angus Housing Market Area with a corresponding
reduction in the housing supply target for the Highland Perthshire Housing Market Area.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97)
was declared ‘robust and credible’ by the Centre for Housing Market Analysis on 24
February 2014 (Doc54). The TAYplan Economic Outlook (2014) pages 32 to 36 (Doc98)
supports the conclusions of the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) (Doc97). Both documents are summarised and discussed in Topic
Paper 2: Growth (2015) pages 22 to 33 (Doc104).
The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Figure 5.5 on
page 199 (Doc97) concluded that the identified need and demand for new homes for
Angus, Dundee City and North Fife was less than currently planned for in approved
TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16). For Perth & Kinross it was higher.
This persuaded TAYplan that it would be possible to accommodate all of the identified
need and demand for new homes for Angus within the context of the existing strategy.
This is largely on the basis that the Proposed Angus Local Development Plan (2015)
(Doc77) already plans for higher levels to deliver the same strategy. Therefore the two
Main Issues Report (2014) housing options on pages 29 and 30 (Doc56) were identical
for Angus (and also for Dundee City and North Fife).
Following the Main Issues Report consultation (in 2014) TAYplan examined new
information including the then recently published 2012-based population and household
projections. This new information was considered in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper
(2015) pages 25 to 41 (Doc100) and some of this is summarised in Topic Paper 2:
Growth (2015) pages 45 to 52 (Doc104).
The 2012-based population and household projections did not replace the TAYplan-wide
Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97). They have also not been
considered alongside a revised current housing need figure (also known as backlog
need) within a robust and credible housing need and demand assessment and they have
not been tested through a Main Issues Report. Therefore they served as a ‘sense test’ to
help TAYplan to understand which Main Issues Report (2014) option for new homes
(pages 29 – 30 Doc56) is most appropriate to plan for. This work is detailed in the
TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48 (Doc100). The next housing
need and demand assessment will take place around 2017/18 and will use the 2014based projections or even the 2016-based projections dependent on publication date.
TAYplan’s analysis of the 2012-based population and household projections (Doc100)
shows that there is some potential for a higher number of households in Dundee City than
had previously been envisaged. The same information showed no equivalent situation for
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other council areas, in fact it showed the opposite. TAYplan concluded that there may be
a potential need for Dundee City to plan for higher levels of growth.
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) was published in the final week of the Main
Issues Report consultation in 2014 (Doc56). It has been fully considered in the
preparation of the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100) and the subsequent
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc84).
All of these factors combined meant that the Proposed Plan needed to express a housing
supply target and a housing land requirement. There was also a need to consider the
potential implications of the 2012-based projections and balance the risk of over
allocating land should the 2012-based projections not come about with the risk of failing
to have sufficient flexibility to cope should they actually occur.
The housing supply target for Angus is 310 homes per year. This meets the identified
need and demand for new homes from the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and
Demand Assessment (2013) page 219 (Doc97). The housing land requirement for Angus
stated in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) is 10% above the housing supply target. This is
discussed in TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 41 to 48 (Doc100). This
includes the South Angus part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area and the other
three housing market areas in Angus.
Authority’s Response to Proposed Changes
Increase in Housing Land Requirement for all Angus Housing Market Areas
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/518), F M & G Batchelor (846821/494), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/404), R Watson & Son (846824/465), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/482), J G Lang
& Son (846827/441) and Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd
(846825/431) - The housing land requirement set out in Map 4 plans for a 10% generosity
margin for each of the four housing market areas that cover Angus. This is supported by
the evidence presented in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 41 to 48
(Doc100).
TAYplan considers that the issue is not whether Map 4 does or does not plan for ‘more
generosity’ than the respondents would like, but what justification they can provide to
support the proposed changes they seek. The respondents have not provided any robust
or compelling evidence to support their proposed changes or to refute TAYplan’s
conclusions.
There is an important distinction between what the respondents are seeking and what is
written in the Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4/Map 4. The respondents treat the whole
Greater Dundee Housing Market Area in the same way as Dundee City. However, all of
Policy 4 and Map 4 specifically distinguish between Dundee City and the rest of the
Greater Dundee Housing Market Area.
This distinction reflects the conclusions of the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and
Demand Assessment (2013) pages 219 (Doc97) and the TAYplan Housing Analysis
Paper (2015) pages 25 to 61 (Doc100).
The respondents seek an increase in the housing land requirement for the whole Greater
Dundee Housing Market Area to 20%. Policy 4/Map 4 currently sets out housing land
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requirements of 10% for the four local authority parts of the Greater Dundee Housing
Market Area. Policy 4E plans allows for more land to be identified for Dundee City only
because of the potential of more households being projected by the 2012-based
household projections. However, no such evidence is apparent for Angus, North Fife or
Perth & Kinross, including their respective parts of the Greater Dundee Housing Market
Area.
The 2012-based projections indicate similar or lower levels of new households would be
expected in Angus compared with the identified need and demand for new homes taken
from the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) pages 219
(Doc97) as set out in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80). This suggests that even with a fall in
average household size the housing supply targets and housing land requirements set
out in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) remain appropriate. Therefore the evidence does not
support any increase in the housing land requirement for any area outside of Dundee
City, including the South Angus part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. No
respondent has provided any evidence to refute this conclusion.
It is for this reason that Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) deliberately sets out a 10% housing land
requirement for Angus. This fulfils the requirements of Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
Paragraph 116 (Doc84) because local circumstances demonstrate this as shown in the
TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48 (Doc100).
The respondents have therefore provided no compelling or robust evidence to support the
changes they seek or to refute the conclusions reached by TAYplan. TAYplan is therefore
not persuaded that there is any basis to make the changes sought and nor is TAYplan
persuaded that the changes would be better at delivering the vision. In fact TAYplan is
concerned that the proposed changes would conflict with the location priorities in Policy 1
(Doc80) which are an integral part of delivering the vision.
As such TAYplan does not agree with the view of Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd &
James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825) PLAN2015_431 that the proposed changes would
provide for what they term 'a sustainable pattern of growth in close proximity to the city
and services'. This is not a guaranteed outcome of the changes proposed by this and
other respondents, rather it is a possibility.
Policy 1 (Doc80) already focuses the majority of new development, including homes, in
principal settlements and these are defined in Policy 1A (Doc80). Policy 4F (Doc80) limits
development in areas surrounding Dundee City and works in conjunction with Policy 1C
(Doc80). This means that there may be instances where development on the edge of
Dundee City is still within principal settlements or may reflect the caveats in Policy 1C and
Policy 4F (Doc80). However, TAYplan does not share the respondent’s more general
assumption that edge of Dundee City locations (including some within Angus) will
automatically result in the ‘sustainable pattern of development’ they describe. The
respondent has provided no further detail or evidence to back up their assertion.
TAYplan’s comments made above are also relevant to the proposed changes to
housing land requirements for Dundee City and the Greater Dundee Housing Market
Area. These are considered separately in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved
Issues for Issue 017 Policy 4 Homes – Housing Supply Targets and Housing Land
Requirements – Dundee.
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South Angus Part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
Monifieth Community Council (910377/562) - Policy 4 (Doc80) sets out the scale of new
homes planned for the South Angus part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area.
This is based on work set out in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) (Doc97) and the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100).
Under Policy 1 (Doc80) Monifieth is one of the principal settlements where most of 70
new homes per year for this area will be concentrated. The exact scale and the locations
for new housing are a matter for Angus Council's Local Development Plan.
TAYplan agrees that infrastructure to support new homes and neighbourhoods is
fundamental to delivering successful and sustainable places. As such Policy 2 (Doc80)
includes requirements for development to design-in new infrastructure and Policy 6
(Doc80) sets out the approach for developer contributions towards this. It will be for
Councils to determine the specific requirements through Local Development Plans and to
seek these when considering planning applications. It will also be for Councils to
determine whether infrastructure constraints can be overcome or whether they mean that
development in specific locations may not be appropriate.
Barratt North Scotland (910146/387) - The respondent has used the terms housing
supply targets and housing land requirements loosely and interchangeably. Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84) is specifically about land (housing land
requirement) not housing supply targets (number of homes). Housing supply targets are
not the generosity part and therefore an increase (as proposed) in these will not lead to or
be justified by generosity elements of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84). Policy 4/
Map 4 (Doc80) already includes an element of generosity which is described as the
housing land requirement in Map 4. The approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16) sets
out planned build rates (equivalent to housing supply targets) but does not stipulate the
scale of generosity to be added. Instead it sets out that Local Development Plans should
identify sufficient land to ensure a generous supply of effective housing sites to provide
choice and flexibility.
The respondent has correctly observed that the housing supply target figure in Proposed
Plan (2015) Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) is lower than the figure in approved TAYplan (2012)
Policy 5 (Doc16). However they have not specified what scale of increase they seek,
where it would come from or on what basis it should be justified. The observation that it is
lower than in the current plan does not provide adequate justification for either of these.
The Housing Supply Targets are the result of the considering major pieces of evidence
contained in the robust and credible TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) (Doc97) and the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100).
No justification has been provided by the respondent to counter any of the evidence
presented in these documents. The housing land requirement is based on a methodology
set out in TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 41 to 48 (Doc100). The housing
supply target and housing land requirement for a given area are not based on the
presence of any principal settlement. The identification of sites to accommodate the
housing land requirement is through Local Development Plans in accordance with
Policy 1 (Doc80) which focuses most new development in the respective principal
settlements.
South Angus forms part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. Therefore it is not
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directly comparable with other housing market areas. For its housing supply target to
increase there would need to be a corresponding decrease elsewhere in the Greater
Dundee Housing Market Area. Also the sites to accommodate this would need to reflect
the location priorities set out in Policy 1 (Doc80). It would then be for Angus Council’s
Local Development Plan to determine whether Monifieth or indeed other principal
settlements are best placed to accommodate this in accordance with Policy 1 (Doc80).
Monifieth is a principal settlement within the Dundee Core Area and as such would be
one of the places expected to accommodate a large share of the growth planned for the
South Angus part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. This is a continuation of
the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 1 and Policy 5 (Doc16). TAYplan is not aware of any
evidence which suggests that Angus Council has failed to do this in its Proposed Local
Development Plan and the respondent provides no evidence in regard to this.
TAYplan is therefore satisfied that there is no compelling or robust evidence to support
the case for increasing the housing supply target for South Angus. TAYplan is also
satisfied that the current approach for providing a generous land supply is appropriate
and that Policy 1 works clearly in conjunction with Policy 4 (Doc80).
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that there is any basis upon which to make the
proposed changes.
North Angus Housing Market Area
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/314) - This respondent made almost
identical points in their response to the TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) (Doc56). In
particular relating to their proposed increase in the housing supply target for North Angus
Housing Market Area resulting from a corresponding decrease in the housing supply
targets for the Highland Perthshire Housing Market Area. This is set out on pages 60
and 67 (sections J) of the Schedule of Responses to the Main Issues Report
(February 2015) (Doc83).
The respondent has used the terms housing supply targets and housing land
requirements loosely and interchangeably. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116
(Doc84) is specifically about land (housing land requirement) not housing supply targets.
Housing supply targets are not the generosity part and therefore an increase (as
proposed) in these will not lead to or be justified by generosity elements of Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84). Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) already includes an element of
generosity which is described as the housing land requirement. For North Angus Housing
Market Area this is 83 homes per year (10% above the respective housing supply target).
The approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16) sets out planned build rates (equivalent
to housing supply targets) but does not stipulate the scale of generosity to be added.
Instead it sets out that Local Development Plans should identify sufficient land to ensure
a generous supply of effective housing sites to provide choice and flexibility.
The respondent has correctly observed that the housing supply target figure in Proposed
Plan (2015) Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) for North Angus is lower than the figure in approved
TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16). However they have not specified what scale of
increase they would seek. The observation that the housing supply target in Map 4
(Doc80) is lower than in the current plan does not provide adequate justification for an
increase.
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The Housing Supply Targets are the result of considering major pieces of evidence
contained in the robust and credible TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) (Doc97) and the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100).
No justification has been provided by the respondent to counter any of the evidence
presented in these documents. The housing land requirement is based on a methodology
set out in TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 41 to 48 (Doc100). The housing
supply target and housing land requirement for a given area is not based on the presence
of any principal settlement. The identification of sites to accommodate this through Local
Development Plans is in accordance with Policy 1 (Doc80).
The fact that Highland Perthshire may contain only tier 3 settlements or the comparative
size of its current population is not relevant. The same could be said of other housing
market areas. Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) already plans to accommodate all of the identified
need and demand for new homes in the North Angus Housing Market Area. It is therefore
unclear what additional need or demand would justify the proposed increase in housing
supply targets.
The respondent is therefore (intentionally or otherwise) proposing to meet the housing
needs of Highland Perthshire Housing Market Area in the North Angus Housing Market
Area on the opposite side of the TAYplan area. TAYplan has already established a
framework to overcome environmental and infrastructure constraints using Policy 4D
(Doc80). However, the operation of this would be that any housing land requirement from
Highland Perthshire would be met in one or more of its three neighbouring housing
market areas with Perth & Kinross only. This would only take place in well justified
instances of serious environmental and infrastructure constraint. This would be limited to
no more than 15% of the housing land requirement for Highland Perthshire. One of the
principal reasons for this limit is concern about meeting the indigenous need and demand
for new homes within the housing market area where it originates. This is one of the
reasons why Policy 4D only allows the transfer to take place between neighbouring
housing market areas within the same council area. The details about this approach are
explained in TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 55 to 61 (Doc100). It is
therefore unclear what circumstances would justify the transfer of any of the housing land
requirement to North Angus, which is separated from it by 2 large and rural housing
market areas and is in another planning authority. The respondent has not provided any
justification to explain this.
The fact that Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) page 4 paragraph x (Doc104) notes that there
is some possibility that only ‘50 to 55%’ of the housing supply targets in Perth & Kinross
may be met has no bearing on housing supply targets in the North Angus housing market
area. Using the respondent’s approach could just as easily mean that any housing market
area could accommodate all or a share of the increase they are proposing. This prompts
the question why North Angus in particular? The respondent has not presented any
evidence relating to this issue. For clarity TAYplan is not advocating this approach but is
explaining the potential inconsistencies with the approach that has been proposed by the
respondent.
The basis for the suggested transfer from Highland Perthshire to North Angus is therefore
crude and lacks evidence. It also fails to acknowledge the basis upon which the housing
supply targets and housing land requirement have been formulated. There is no evidence
to suggest that higher levels of generosity would be needed in North Angus or that the
proposed change would be the optimal method of achieving this.
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The respondent rightly observes that Policy 3 (Doc80) includes Montrose Port and also
that there are proposals in Map 10 (Doc80) for a regional rail freight facility based on the
Tactran Regional Transport Strategy (2008) Delivery Plan page 16 item J3 (Doc95).
However, this does not automatically translate into an increased housing supply target.
The respondent has provided no evidence to make a clear or compelling case that there
will be a significantly higher than anticipated growth in the number of households as a
consequence of these proposals.
When preparing the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013)
(Doc97) considerable time was given to considering the implications of the currently
stalled growth in the offshore industry, including around Montrose. This was considered
in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 2
pages 122 to 141 (Doc97). It was concluded that the existing presence of a considerable
workforce with offshore expertise along the A90/A92 corridor, south of Aberdeen in
particular, meant that such growth would not result in the sudden and significant need
for new homes above and beyond what has already been identified. The economic
thinking and scenario conclusions from the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and
Demand Assessment (2013) are also reinforced by the TAYplan Economic Outlook
(2014) pages 32 to 36 (Doc98) which was prepared by Oxford Economics on TAYplan’s
behalf.
TAYplan agrees that the respondent has correctly identified a passage of text from
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 109 (Doc84). TAYplan considers its strategy
already incorporates this recognition and does not see that this automatically means
more homes should be planned than already have been for North Angus. The scale
planned in Montrose itself is a matter for the Angus Local Development Plan. The
respondent has not provided any evidence to respond to or counter these conclusions.
Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4/Map 4 has set out housing supply targets and housing
land requirements for the North Angus Housing Market Area based on robust and
credible evidence. It is for Angus Council to determine how much of this is
accommodated in the two principal settlements in North Angus – Brechin and Montrose.
Again the respondent provides no evidence to respond to this.
TAYplan is therefore satisfied that there is no robust or compelling evidence to support
the case for increasing the housing supply target for North Angus. TAYplan is also
satisfied that the current approach to providing a generous land supply are appropriate
and that Policy 1 works clearly in conjunction with Policy 4 (Doc80).
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that there is any basis upon which to make the
proposed changes.
Authority’s Responses to Supporting Representations
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) - TAYplan welcomes this support and agrees that the
principles and approach set out contribute to the delivery of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84).
NHS Tayside (908896/325) - TAYplan welcomes the support and notes that successive
population and household projections can vary in their conclusions. TAYplan agrees that
the current approach provides flexibility to respond to these issues in a way which
delivers the vision.
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Scottish Water (762198/269) - TAYplan welcomes this support.
Conclusion
TAYplan agrees with the importance of considering infrastructure alongside new homes
and is satisfied that the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) already provides the necessary
Policy framework to achieve this through Local Development Plans.
TAYplan is not persuaded that the respondents have provided any compelling or robust
evidence to justify the proposed increases in housing supply targets/housing land
requirement that they are seeking. Neither the Scottish Government nor any other
government agency has raised any issues regarding Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80).
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May, 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
Reporter’s conclusions:
‘Generosity Margin’
1. The housing supply target for Angus is based on evidence from the Tayplan-wide
Housing Need and Demand Assessment (Document 97), as required by paragraph 115
of Scottish Planning Policy. Tables 1 and 2 of the assessment indicate an average yearly
new build requirement of 314 units in Angus. This compares with a housing supply target
of 310 in the Proposed Plan. I do not consider the small difference between these figures
to be significant. I note that the housing need and demand assessment has been
deemed to be robust and credible by the Scottish Government’s Centre for Housing
Market Analysis (Document 54). Paragraph 113 of Scottish Planning Policy states that in
these circumstances the approach used in the assessment will not normally be
considered further at a development plan examination.
2. Paragraph 118 of Scottish Planning Policy requires strategic development plans to set
out the housing land requirement for each local authority area and each functional
housing market area. Paragraph 116 indicates that this housing land requirement should
be derived from the housing supply target plus a margin of 10 to 20%. It is stated that the
exact extent of the margin will depend on local circumstances, but a robust explanation
for it should be provided in the plan.
3. The annualised housing land requirement given in the Proposed Plan for Angus
is 342 homes, which represents a generosity margin of 10.3% above the housing supply
target. The margin therefore falls within the range identified in national policy. No
explanation is provided in the Proposed Plan for the selection of 10.3% as the generosity
margin, beyond a statement that this is the minimum required by the Scottish
Government. However, in its response above, the Tayplan authority points to the 2012based household projections as evidence that similar or lower levels of new households
are to be expected in Angus compared with the outputs of the housing need and demand
assessment.
4. Figure 11B of the Tayplan Housing Analysis Paper compares the 2010-based
household projections (on which the housing need and demand assessment was based)
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and the 2012-based projections. It shows the more recent projections do indeed indicate
around 1,000 fewer households may be living in Angus by the mid-2030s than the earlier
projections had indicated.
5. New household projections in no way supersede or provide a substitute for a robust
and credible housing need and demand assessment. The 2012-based projections may
also have been unduly influenced by the particular effects of the economic downturn in
the period on which they were based. However I accept that, by pointing to these
projections, the authority has provided some justification for adopting a generosity margin
towards the lower end of the range allowed for in national policy. By contrast I have no
compelling evidence before me to support a change to any particular other higher
generosity margin. On this basis I conclude that no change is required to the identified
generosity margin in Angus.
6. NHS Tayside (908896/325) - Regarding the need for the plan to be flexible enough to
respond to updated population projections, the housing need and demand assessment
process is intended to introduce a more nuanced analysis of likely housing requirements
than a simple response to changing demographic projections. It is also the case that the
national policy requirement to provide a generous supply of land for new housing should
provide a level of flexibility to ensure the plan remains relevant even in the event of larger
than expected population growth.
7. The levels of generosity/ flexibility provided for in the Proposed Plan are discussed
further elsewhere in this report, but for the reasons above I conclude that no
modifications are required in response to this particular representation.
South Angus
8. Monifieth Community Council (910377/562) – Policy 1 identifies Monifieth as forming
a part of the Dundee Core Area, and hence as part of a principal settlement within tier 1
of the settlement hierarchy. Part B of the policy prioritises land release within and on the
edge of principal settlements. Therefore the proposed plan does contain some support
for the principle of land release in Monifieth.
9. However, no specific housing target is set for Monifieth and it could be that any
additional housing required for south Angus could be met in other parts of the area. This
will be a matter for the local development plan to consider, taking into account the
availability of existing infrastructure and options to provide new or enhanced facilities.
Local issues relating to the capacity of Monifieth, or other individual smaller settlements,
to accommodate additional housing therefore fall to be considered at the local
development plan level, and no change is required to the proposed strategic development
plan.
10. Barratt North Scotland (910146/387) – The proposed housing supply target for south
Angus was derived from the housing need and demand assessment (Tables 1 and 2),
which has been found to be robust and credible by the Scottish Government’s Centre for
Housing Market Analysis. Paragraph 113 of Scottish Planning Policy states that in these
circumstances the approach used in the housing need and demand assessment will not
normally be considered further at a development plan examination.
11. Issues of capacity are mentioned in paragraph 115 of Scottish Planning Policy
among the factors to be taken into account in arriving at the policy view about the number
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of homes to be delivered. However the housing supply target is also to reflect the
housing need and demand assessment of housing demand. I consider there to be little
value in setting a target to build more homes than there has been assessed to be a need
or demand for. It is therefore more likely that paragraph 115 is envisaging the possibility
of lowering the target in situations where there is a lack of capacity, rather than increasing
it when spare capacity exists. In any event, the respondent has not provided detailed or
compelling evidence as to the availability of spare capacity in south Angus.
12. I accept the frequent benefits of a growing population, and note from the diagram on
page 26 of the Proposed Plan that while the population of the Tayplan area is projected to
increase by 13% between 2012 and 2036, a small fall is projected in Angus over this
period. Whether the provision of additional housing land can promote long term
population growth across an area is a moot point. Functional housing market areas are
theoretically relatively self-contained, so the building of additional housing in one area will
not necessarily draw people in from neighbouring areas. However, the Proposed Plan
recognises that south Angus forms a part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area.
Therefore, additional development in south Angus could theoretically meet need and
demand generated in Dundee City (where the population is projected to increase).
13. I therefore accept that it would have been open to the authority to seek to address
population decline in Angus through additional housing development in south Angus.
However, this approach would have had knock-on effects in other parts of the Greater
Dundee Housing Market Area, and would have departed from the findings of the housing
need and demand assessment. I have no compelling evidence before me of any harmful
effects arising in south Angus from population decline. For these reasons I conclude that
no change is required to the housing supply target for south Angus.
North Angus
14. Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/314) – Many of the same
considerations apply in north Angus as in south Angus (see paragraphs 10 to 13 above).
However, unlike south Angus, north Angus is a separate self-contained housing market
area. Therefore, there is less scope to address any population decline through additional
housing development to draw in population from neighbouring areas.
15. The annualised supply target for north Angus set out in the Proposed Plan is for 75
homes, and matches that identified in the housing need and demand assessment, which
has been found to be robust and credible. As with south Angus, I consider there to be
little value in setting a target to build more homes than there has been assessed to be a
need or demand for.
16. I acknowledge the existence of economic development proposals at Montrose Port.
Equally, significant economic proposals exist in the ten other strategic development areas
identified in Policy 3 of the Proposed Plan. It is clear from paragraph 2.34 of the housing
need and demand assessment that economic analysis was factored in to the assessment
through the construction of scenarios. Scenario 4 “Better than Anticipated Economic
Future” formed (along with Scenario 3 which produced similar results) the basis for the
output figures of the assessment. The economic role of Montrose Port is specifically
mentioned at paragraph 1.8 of the North Angus Housing Market Area Profile within the
assessment. I therefore consider that economic factors were taken into account in the
preparation of the housing need and demand assessment, on which the housing targets
in the Proposed Plan were based. I identify no reason why housing targets should be
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increased in north Angus to take account of the particular economic development
proposals there.
17. It may be that components of the established land supply in north Angus are
constrained. However the Proposed Plan does not attempt to identify the volume of
additional land (over and above the established supply) that local development plans
should allocate. Rather, Policy 4A requires the Angus Local Development Plan to plan
for an average annual housing supply in north Angus of 75 homes. How this is achieved,
whether by relying on the existing supply, removing constraints to constrained sites, or
allocating additional land, is left to the local development plan process to determine. If
the existing supply is truly constrained then I expect it will be necessary for the local
development plan to identify additional unconstrained development land in order to
ensure that the supply target set by the strategic development plan is achieved.
Therefore, I do not consider the possible existence of constrained sites in north Angus to
justify any increase in the supply target for the area.
18. Regarding the suggestion that housing numbers be transferred from Highland
Perthshire to North Angus, I note that the proposed target for Highland Perthshire is
based on the outputs of the housing need and demand assessment, which has been
found to be robust and credible. A lowering of the target in Highland Perthshire could
thus result in need and demand in that area going unmet.
19. It is also the case that Highland Perthshire and North Angus are widely separated
geographically. It therefore seems unlikely that significant housing need and demand
arising in Highland Perthshire could be successfully met in North Angus. I note that
Policy 4D of the Proposed Plan contains a provision allowing for a small component of
the housing targets for the various housing market areas to be met in adjoining areas
within the same authority. This approach is discussed further under Issue 20. However I
note here that this provision therefore takes some account of the concerns raised in this
representation that the target figure for Highland Perthshire is unachievable.
20. For all these reasons I conclude that a transfer of housing numbers from Highland
Perthshire to north Angus would not be appropriate. The achievability of the housing
supply target in Perth and Kinross more widely is discussed under Issue 16.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 015

Policy 4 Homes - Annual Housing Supply Targets and Housing
Land Requirements – Fife

Development
plan reference:

Policy 4 Part A/Map 4 and supporting text,
pages 24 and 25

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
Cllr Tim Brett (333367)
Linda Jeffrey (742611)
Newport Wormit & Forgan Community
Council (909097)
Mount Melville Ltd (910280)

Supporting as written
Mr & Mrs David Finlay (344950)
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Water (762198)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
Policy 4A and Map 4 work in conjunction setting out the housing supply targets (how
much housing is planned to be built) and housing land requirement (the amount of land to
be provided to deliver this). Map 4 presents these at TAYplan level, for each housing
market area and for the constituent council areas within TAYplan. The Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area is the only housing market area to cover part(s) of more than one
council area. Here the figures are set out for each constituent council area to provide
clarity for the respective Local Development Plans. This Schedule relates specifically to
the North part of Fife.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Note to Reporter
For clarity Dundee City is the same as Dundee City Council’s administrative area. This
is one part (the largest part) of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. The Greater
Dundee Housing Market Area is bigger than Dundee City and covers all of Dundee City
and some parts of all three local authorities which surround it. The North Fife part of the
Greater Dundee Housing Market Area includes the settlements of Tayport, Newport
and Wormit. These are part of the Dundee Core Area (see Policy 1 Part A) and are
sometimes referred to locally as the ‘Tay bridgehead’. There are also some smaller
settlements within this area that are not principal settlements and are not part of the
Dundee Core Area in Policy 1 Part A. Topic Paper 2: Growth Strategy (2015) pages 39
to 42 (Doc104)
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
North Fife Part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
Cllr Tim Brett (333367/385) and Newport Wormit & Forgan Community Council
(909097/230) both express concerns about the scale of new homes planned for the North
Fife part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area.
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Newport Wormit & Forgan Community Council (909097/230) seeks a reduction in the
housing supply targets (and therefore housing land requirement) from 40 to 20 homes per
year for the North Fife part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. They propose 20
homes per year which they suggest reflects ‘the current level in the Fife Local
Development Plan’ (Doc78). They suggest that this has been the result of 'significant local
consultation over a lengthy period of time'. They consider that 40 homes per year would
be 'unrealistic' as there are 'not the sites in this locality' and that such a level would
'fundamentally change the community'. They also consider that the 40 homes per year
would 'undoubtedly exceed the infrastructure capacity available (roads, transport, health,
education)’.
Cllr Tim Brett (333367/385) seeks a reduction to the housing supply target and land
requirement for the North Fife part of the Greater Dundee Area. He suggests that as a
result the level of house building here will be 'double the level that has been included in
the current Fife local plan'. He considers that there is a lack of suitable sites in Newport
and Tayport and if no change is made this could lead to a significant change in the type of
community that currently exists. He also suggests that over the last period of the plan
'very few if any of these sites have been developed'. He therefore questions the need for
even further sites.
Cupar and North West Fife Housing Market Area
Linda Jeffrey (742611/448) seeks a reduction to the housing planned at Cupar North
Strategic Development Area (Policy 3 – Doc80). She references the supporting text for
Policy 4 which states that 'this Plan will be kept up-to-date, reviewed and replaced at least
twice before 2028. This provides the opportunity to review the Housing Need and
Demand Assessment and other work that informs housing supply targets' (Doc97). In
particular she considers that there has been no alternative put forward to Cupar North in
spite of this. She goes on to suggest that the Cupar North proposal is 'totally
inappropriate' and 'in the wrong place' and cites specific issues which she considers will
be adversely affected such as wildlife, aesthetics, drainage, health care, education
provision and productive agricultural land.
Responses covering Cupar North Strategic Development Area are dealt with specifically
in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 011 Cupar North Strategic
Development Area.
St Andrews and East Fife Housing Market Area
Mount Melville Ltd (910280/393) considers the fall in the housing supply target and land
requirement for the St Andrews and East Fife Housing Market Area, compared with the
Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16), to be 'at odds' with the principal justification
for the St Andrews West Strategic Development Area; in which they have an interest.
They seek changes to result in what they describe as a 'realistic (and proven)' capacity to
provide housing land. They suggest a new housing supply target of 180 homes per year
and a new housing land requirement of 200 homes per year for the St Andrews and East
Fife Housing Market Area. They suggest that this would reflect what they describe as ‘the
realistic availability of housing land in St Andrews & East Fife Housing Market Area’ that
accords with the Fife Housing Land Audit 2014 (Doc41).
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Summary of Supporting Representations
North Fife Part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
Mr & Mrs David Finlay (344950/457) supports the housing land requirement for the North
Fife part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. They promote a site in this area
which they note has not been allocated in the Proposed FIFEplan (2014) (Doc78). They
suggest that this site was omitted from the Proposed FIFEplan on the basis that
‘FIFEplan allocates sufficient land elsewhere in the St Andrews and East Fife Housing
Market Area’ to meet what they term ‘the strategic requirement’ and that ‘additional large
scale release of greenfield sites within the Tay Bridgehead area could be considered to
be detrimental to regeneration proposals in Dundee’. The respondent welcomes that
Tayport is part of the Dundee Core Area and a tier 1 principal settlement in Proposed
Plan (2015) Policy 1/Map 1 (Doc80) and that this area is now part of the Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area and, as such, includes its own housing land requirement. The
respondent considers that this should be ‘stressed to Fife Council’. They also consider
their proposals for this site to reflect Policy 2 (Doc80). The respondent attaches their
response to the Proposed FIFEplan (2014) (Doc78) which sets out some of the local and
detailed arguments made to Fife Council regarding the respondent's proposed allocation
of the site.
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) supports all of Policy 4 (Doc80) as the basis for the
identification of housing land as consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84). They also support the role of the Strategic
Development Areas (Policy 3 – Doc80) in contributing to an effective housing land supply.
NHS Tayside (908896/325) consider that the ability to be ‘flexible’ and ‘respond to
changes in terms of Housing Need and Demand Assessment’ is important and
recognises that ‘population projections are not always reliable’.
Scottish Water (762198/269) supports this policy and reinforces its duty as an
infrastructure provider to support the delivery of this.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
North Fife Part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
Newport Wormit & Forgan Community Council (909097/230) and Cllr Tim Brett
(333367/385) each propose a reduction in the number of new homes planned for the
North Fife part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area.
Newport Wormit & Forgan Community Council (909097/230) propose that the housing
supply target of 40 homes per year (and housing land requirement of 44 homes per year)
should be reduced to a housing supply target of 20 homes per year.
Cupar and North West Fife Housing Market Area
Linda Jeffrey (742611/448) proposes a reduction in the number of homes proposed for
the Cupar North Strategic Development Area and that the location of these should
change.
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St Andrews and East Fife Housing Market Area
Mount Melville Ltd (910280/393) proposes an increase in the housing supply target to 180
homes per year and a housing land requirement of 200 homes per year for the St
Andrews and East Fife Housing Market Area.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97)
was declared ‘robust and credible’ by the Centre for Housing Market Analysis on 24
February 2014 (Doc54). The TAYplan Economic Outlook (2014) pages 32 to 36 (Doc98)
supports the conclusions of the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) (Doc97). Both documents are summarised and discussed in Topic
Paper 2: Growth (2015) pages 22 to 33 (Doc104).
The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Figure 5.5 on
page 199 (Doc97) concluded that the identified need and demand for new homes for
Angus, Dundee City and North Fife was less than currently planned for in approved
TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16). For Perth & Kinross it was higher.
This persuaded TAYplan that it would be possible to accommodate all of the identified
need and demand for new homes for North Fife within the context of the existing strategy.
This is largely on the basis that the Proposed FIFEplan submission version (2015)
(Doc79) already plans for higher levels to deliver the same strategy. Therefore the two
Main Issues Report (2014) housing options on pages 29 and 30 (Doc56) were identical
for North Fife (and also for Dundee City and Angus).
Following the Main Issues Report consultation (in 2014) TAYplan examined new
information including the then recently published 2012-based population and household
projections. This new information was considered in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper
(2015) pages 25 to 41 (Doc100) and some of this is summarised in Topic Paper 2:
Growth (2015) pages 45 to 52 (Doc104).
The 2012-based population and household projections did not replace the TAYplan-wide
Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97). They have also not been
considered alongside a revised current housing need figure (also known as backlog
need) within a robust and credible housing need and demand assessment and they have
not been tested through a Main Issues Report. Therefore they served as a ‘sense test’ to
help TAYplan to understand which Main Issues Report (2014) option for new homes
(pages 29 – 30 Doc56) is most appropriate to plan for. This work is detailed in the
TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48 (Doc100). The next housing
need and demand assessment will take place around 2017/18 and will use the 2014based projections or even the 2016-based projections dependent on publication date.
TAYplan’s analysis of the 2012-based population and household projections (Doc100)
shows that there is some potential for a higher number of households in Dundee City than
had previously been envisaged. The same information showed no equivalent situation for
other council areas, in fact it showed the opposite. TAYplan concluded that there may be
a potential need for Dundee City to plan for higher levels of growth.
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Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) was published in the final week of the Main
Issues Report consultation in 2014 (Doc56). It has been fully considered in the
preparation of the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100) and the subsequent
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80).
All of these factors combined meant that the Proposed Plan needed to express a housing
supply target and a housing land requirement. There was also a need to consider the
potential implications of the 2012-based projections and balance the risk of over
allocating land should the 2012-based projections not come about with the risk of failing
to have sufficient flexibility to cope should they actually occur.
The housing supply target for North Fife is 295 homes per year. This meets the identified
need and demand for new homes from the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and
Demand Assessment (2013) page 219 (Doc97). The housing land requirement for North
Fife stated in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) is 10% above the housing supply target. This is
discussed in TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 41 to 48 (Doc100). This
includes the North Fife part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area and the other
two housing market areas in North Fife.
Authority’s Response to Proposed Changes
North Fife Part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
Cllr Tim Brett (333367/385) and Newport Wormit & Forgan Community Council
(909097/230) - TAYplan notes the concerns raised about the scale of development
proposed.
The scale of new homes planned (40 homes per year) is based on the conclusions of the
TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 5 (Doc97).
The housing land requirement is based on a generosity margin of 10% based on work in
the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 41 to 48 (Doc100). This reflects the
scale of identified need and demand and an appropriate margin of generosity of land
supply.
TAYplan notes the concerns raised about the impacts on infrastructure and the
community. As the only principal settlements (see Policy 1A/Map 1 – Doc80) within the
North Fife part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area there would be an
expectation that Newport, Tayport and Wormit would be the focus for the majority of new
development, including new homes. Policies 2 and 6 (Doc80) already set out the
requirements (including developer contributions) to ensure that appropriate infrastructure
is in place and that communities are well designed and capable of supporting sustainable
patterns of living.
TAYplan examined the Fife Housing Land Audit (2014) (Doc41) to understand land
availability within the North Fife part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. This
is explained in Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) pages 40 to 44 (Doc104). This indicates
that no large scale expansion, beyond what is planned, is envisaged for this area. This
also notes that the St Andrews and East Fife Local Plan (2012) (Doc6) – the current
operational Local Plan – and Fife Housing Land Audit (2014) (Doc41) identify land for 480
homes between 2016 and 2026 - equivalent to approximately 48 homes per year (see
St Andrews and East Fife Local Plan 2012 – pages 35 to 114) (Doc6). This is similar to
the 40 homes per year planned in Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) for the
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period 2016-28.
Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) pages 40 to 44 (Doc104) also explains the approach taken
to the Perth & Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. Here a similar
scale of need and demand for new homes was identified by the TAYplan-wide Joint
Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 5 pages 219 (Doc97). However,
the supply of land in principal settlements was constrained and the resultant impact would
have been a situation which conflicted with approved TAYplan (2012) Policies 1 Policy 5C
(Doc16). These policies continue in the Proposed Plan as Policies 1C and 4F (Doc80).
Similarly the Strategic Environmental Assessment (2010) page 95 (Doc99) had identified
issues with locating development along the Carse of Gowrie (between Perth and
Dundee). Therefore, to reflect the Plan 35 of the 40 homes per year are proposed to be
accommodated in Dundee City. This is part of the same housing market area and reflects
the strategy. This was presented as a preferred Option in the TAYplan Main Issues
Report (2014) pages 33 to 35 including Question 8 (Doc56).
TAYplan had not applied this approach to the North Fife part of the Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area because it considered that sufficient land had already been made
available (as described above) within the principal settlements.
TAYplan is aware that some sites that have been identified in plans have not come
forward. This is a common factor across many housing market areas and has at least
some relationship with the recent economic downturn. There are already signs that this is
changing although it should be acknowledged that the road to recovery is fragile.
The more recent Fife Housing Land Audit (2015) pages 68 to 76 (Doc120) sets out the
anticipated build rates for the listed sites. Only Balmerino, Gauldry, Newport-on-Tay,
Tayport and Wormit are within the North Fife part of the Greater Dundee Housing
Market Area. The aggregate total shows that 213 homes are anticipated in the 7 years
between 2016/17 and 2021/22. This time period also does not cover all of the first 12
years of the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) which runs from 2016 to 2028. A further 170
homes are anticipated post 2022. This gives an aggregate total of 383 homes. This
information does not include any assumptions for small sites of fewer than 5 homes.
Opportunities for further, significant extension in the Tay bridgehead (Newport, Tayport
and Wormit) are constrained by topography, landscape designations and risk of
settlement coalescence.
TAYplan had considered how land supply issues would be dealt with in the Greater
Dundee Housing Market Area as a whole given that this is covered by four Local
Development Plans. Main Issues Report (2014) pages 33 to 35 and Question 9 (Doc56)
considered options for this.
However, following the Main Issues Report (2014) TAYplan concluded that these were
too complex and did not provide for an easily operable solution. Instead the conclusions
of the four council housing land audits will be brought together to monitor the effective
housing land supply for the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area as a whole (see
Proposed Action Programme page 53 – Doc76). This is important because the effective
housing land supply is judged at housing market area level irrespective of how many
council areas this covers. The existing housing land requirement set out in Policy 4A/
Map 4 and the approach for Dundee City only in Policy 4E (Doc80) will ensure that the
Greater Dundee Housing Market Area has an effective land supply.
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The supporting text on Proposed Plan (2015) page 27 (Doc80) makes clear that if
housing supply targets for the period to 2028 are not met within the first 12 years then
there is no transfer of this ‘legacy’ to the subsequent period. This is also logical because
there will be at least two new housing need and demand assessments and related plan
reviews during that period.
There is only one alternative method to reduce the housing supply target for the North
Fife part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area within the context of the strategy.
This would be to transfer some of the homes to neighbouring Dundee City. As noted
above such an approach was used for the Perth & Kinross part of the Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area (see Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) pages 42 to 44 – Doc104).
Taking the proposed housing supply target reduction to the 20 homes per year that is
proposed by the respondent would require the transfer of the remaining 20 homes per
year to Dundee City. Were this to be undertaken the result would be as follows:





North Fife part of Greater Dundee Housing Market Area: 20 homes per year with a
10% generosity margin giving a resultant housing land requirement of 22 homes per
year.
Dundee City part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area: The extra 20 homes
per year would increase the housing supply target to 500 homes per year with a 10%
generosity margin giving a resultant housing land requirement of 550 homes per year.
The flexibility to plan for higher levels as set out in Policy 4E (Doc80) would continue
for Dundee City only.
Overall the total aggregate housing supply targets and housing land requirement for
the whole Greater Dundee Housing Market Area would remain the same as the
aggregate of the levels currently stated in the Policy 4/Map 4.

TAYplan remains satisfied that its original consideration of land supply in Policy 4/Map 4
and its proposed approach in Policy 4E are appropriate to achieve Policy 4A/Map 4 as
currently written. TAYplan has also made clear in Updated Action Programme (2016)
page 59 (Doc121) that the growth of Dundee will be one of the key considerations in the
next (third) Strategic Development Plan. Undoubtedly the issues raised here will form part
of the multitude of considerations that will be part of that debate.
TAYplan does not consider that a change is needed and the above points outline the only
conceivable alternative that would reflect the strategy and would not bring consequential
adverse impacts or changes to other parts of the Plan. Therefore TAYplan proposes no
changes.
Cupar and North West Fife Housing Market Area
Linda Jeffrey (742611/448) - The respondent appears to seek a reduction in the scale of
house building proposed at Cupar North and a change in its location. There are two
issues here; the first relating to the Cupar North Strategic Development Area and the
second relating to scale of homes for the Cupar and North West Fife Housing Market
Area.
The boundaries, master planning and design elements of the Cupar North Strategic
Development Area are a matter for Fife Council and are discussed in Policy 3D and 3E
(Doc80). Matters relating to the choice of Cupar North and related issues are considered
in more detail in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 011 Cupar
North Strategic Development Area.
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The approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16) plans for 110 new homes per year for the
Cupar and North West Fife Housing Market Area. The subsequent TAYplan-wide Joint
Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97) concluded an almost identical
need and demand for new homes. The TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) (Doc56)
therefore consulted on the continuation of 110 homes per year. This was on the basis that
this could already be delivered within the context of the strategy and elements of the
existing plan which were not proposed to change. No evidence has been provided to
refute this or to provide an evidenced alternative.
As with all housing market areas the vast majority of new homes will be accommodated
within the principal settlements of the respective housing market area. This is consistent
with Policy 1 (Doc80) and is explained in Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) pages 14-20 and
page 40-41 (Doc104).
For the Cupar and North West Housing Market Area the expectation would be that the
majority of the 110 homes per year would be accommodated in Cupar and Newburgh.
These are the two principal settlements within this housing market area. Of the two Cupar
is the largest and contains the greater range of services, including a main line rail station.
110 homes per year is equivalent 2,200 over the 20 year Proposed Plan period from 2016
to 2036. This can be broken down to 1,320 homes between 2016 and 2028 (the first 12
years of the plan) and a further 880 in the following 8 years (2028-36).
It is understood that a planning application for Cupar North is anticipated during 2016.
The Cupar North proposal of 1,400 homes would represent a significant proportion of the
homes planned in this housing market area for the period 2016-36. If the site continues to
complete beyond 2036 then this proportion will fall slightly. These points were also made
in TAYplan’s response to comments received on Cupar North in the Schedule of
Responses to the Main Issues Report (Feb 2015) pages 154-158 (Doc83).
This scale of homes at Cupar North is appropriate given the intentions of Policy 1 and the
identification of this Strategic Development Area in Policy 3 (Doc80). It is also clear that
were this site to be removed then an alternative location(s) would need to be found in
Cupar and/or Newburgh to accommodate this scale of new homes. Given the work that
has gone into identifying the site since 2005 TAYplan remains certain that Cupar North is
the most appropriate location and does not propose to remove it from Policy 3 (see
Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 011 Cupar North Strategic
Development Area). Issues relating to where the homes are located within the Strategic
Development Area are a matter for Fife Council, who are leading work on master
planning.
TAYplan therefore remains satisfied that Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) plans for an
appropriate scale of house building in the Cupar and North West Fife Housing Market
Area and that Cupar should be the focus for a large share of this under Policy 1 (Doc80).
TAYplan is not persuaded that the respondent has justified the removal of Cupar North or
the alternatives. Therefore TAYplan proposes no changes.
St Andrews and East Fife Housing Market Area
Mount Melville Ltd (910280/393) - The respondent is correct that the housing supply
targets for St Andrews and East Fife Housing Market Area have fallen when compared
with the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16). There are two reasons which explain
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this:




Previously the North Fife part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area was
considered as part of the St Andrews and East Fife Housing Market Area. This
changed and the two were then separated following proper identification of the
Greater Dundee Housing Market Area in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and
Demand Assessment (2013) Appendix 5: Housing Market Area Refresh pages 25
to 27 and pages 33 to 35 (Doc97). The details of this are explained in Topic Paper 2:
Growth (2015) pages 39 and 40 (Doc104).
The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 5
page 219 (Doc97) concluded that the identified need and demand for new homes for
the St Andrews and East Fife Housing Market Area was 145 homes per year. Even if
the 40 homes per year for the North Fife part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market
Area were added to give the equivalent geography the aggregate total of 185 homes
per year would still be lower than the 210 homes per year from the equivalent
geography in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16).

The respondent has not provided any evidence to refute these conclusions. They have
also not explained where the additional need and demand for the proposed additional
new homes would originate or the basis for this. It is plausible that the identification of the
land to accommodate the higher number of new homes from approved TAYplan (2012)
Policy 5 (Doc16) in the Proposed FIFEplan examination version (2015) (Doc79) now
means that there is more land than would be needed for the smaller figure in the
Proposed TAYplan (2015) Policy 4A/Map (Doc80). This is not adequate justification for
either a higher housing supply target or for the expansion of the St Andrews West
Strategic Development Area. The identification of sites is a matter for Fife Council through
their Local Development Plan.
The TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 40 (Doc100) examines
the 2012-based population and household projections. It does not indicate any
circumstances which support a housing land requirement in excess of 10% for the St
Andrews and East Fife Housing Market Area.
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that there is any justification to increase the housing
supply targets and land requirement on the basis that further land capacity may exist –
proven or otherwise. TAYplan is satisfied that the current evidence supports the position
set out in Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) and welcomes the confirmation that those with an
interest in the St Andrews West Strategic Development Area remain committed to its
delivery. Therefore TAYplan proposes no changes.
Summary of Representations Supporting as Written
North Fife Part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
Mr & Mrs David Finlay (344950/457) - TAYplan welcomes the support for the current
strategy and the contents of Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) and notes that the respondent is
promoting a site. Any decision to allocate specific sites is a matter for Fife Council in
future reviews of the Local Development Plan based on the approach set out in Policy 1
(Doc80).
Matters relating to sites that are being promoted as Strategic Development Areas or
where respondents specifically request the identification of a site they are promoting is
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covered by the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 010 Strategic
Development Areas.
Support for Basis and Approach of Policy 4
NHS Tayside (908896/325) - TAYplan welcomes the support and notes that successive
population and household projections can vary in their conclusions. TAYplan agrees that
the current approach provides flexibility to respond to these issues in a way which
delivers the vision.
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) - TAYplan welcomes this support and agrees that the
principles and approach set out contribute to the delivery of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84).
Scottish Water (762198/269) - TAYplan welcomes this support.
Conclusion
TAYplan notes that there are concerns regarding the scale of housing supply targets for
the North Fife part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. TAYplan is satisfied that
these meet the identified need and demand for new homes. Although TAYplan does not
propose any changes the transfer of some of these homes to neighbouring Dundee City
would not present any issues for delivering the strategy.
TAYplan remains satisfied that Cupar, and Cupar North Strategic Development in
particular, is an appropriate location to accommodate a large share of the identified need
and demand for new homes in the Cupar and North West Fife Housing Market Area.
TAYplan is satisfied that there is no evidence to change this.
TAYplan remains satisfied that the housing supply targets and housing land requirement
for the St Andrews and East Fife Housing Market Area reflect the identified need and
demand for new homes and that there is no justification to change this.
Neither the Scottish Government nor any other government agency has raised any issues
regarding Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80).
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May, 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
Reporter’s conclusions:
North Fife part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
1. Cllr Tim Brett (333367/385) and Newport, Wormit & Forgan Community Council
(909097/230) - Paragraph 118 of Scottish Planning Policy requires strategic development
plans to set out the housing supply target and housing land requirement for each local
authority area and each functional housing market area in the plan area. Where housing
market areas include parts of more than one local authority, I interpret this policy
requirement to mean the plan should include housing figures each part of the crossboundary housing market area. In the case of the “Tay Bridgehead”, which is within Fife,
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but also a part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area, the Proposed Plan is
therefore correct to set out a separate housing supply target and housing land
requirement for this area. This will serve to appropriately direct the allocation of land in
the next Fife Local Development Plan, although any future assessment of the
effectiveness of the five-year housing land supply is likely to be best considered across
the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area as a whole.
2. According to paragraph 115 of Scottish Planning Policy, housing supply targets for
each housing market area should be based on evidence from the housing need and
demand assessment. Tables 1 and 2 of the assessment (Document 97) indicate an
average annual build rate of 594 homes across the Greater Dundee Housing Market
Area. The assessment then distributes this figure between the four authorities with
territory within this housing market area and identifies an average annual build rate of 38
homes for the Tay Bridgehead. This figure is reflected (rounded up to 40) in the
Proposed Plan.
3. Because the Tay Bridgehead is an integral part of the Greater Dundee Housing
Market Area, there is no requirement for need and demand arising in the Tay Bridgehead
to necessarily be met only in that area. Such need and demand could equally be met
elsewhere in the housing market area. In the same way, need and demand arising in
Dundee or elsewhere in the housing market area could theoretically be met in the Tay
Bridgehead. Therefore I consider there is no particular reason why the housing supply
target for the Tay Bridgehead need necessarily be based on the figures produced for this
area in isolation in the housing need and demand assessment. What is important is that
identified levels of need and demand are addressed across the housing market area as a
whole.
4. Map 4 of the Proposed Plan shows an annualised housing supply target of 595
homes across the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. Thus, the requirements of
national policy are achieved. However, for the reasons set out above, it remains a
possibility to redistribute the housing allowances between the constituent authorities that
form part of this housing market area, if there are good reasons for doing so.
5. Representations allege a lack of suitable potential sites in the Tay Bridgehead to
accommodate its housing land requirement. As a background document to the hearing
held on housing matters, the Tayplan authority submitted the Greater Dundee Housing
Market Area Composite Housing Land Audit – January 2016 (Hearing Document 37).
This indicates that in 2016 a total effective supply of 385 homes existed in the North Fife
component of the housing market area along with a further constrained supply of 33
homes. This compares with a 12-year housing land requirement set out in the proposed
plan of 528.
6. It may be expected that a number of additional completions on windfall and small
sites will arise over the course of the plan period. Nevertheless it appears that some
additional sites may need to be identified in this area to meet the requirements of the
Proposed Plan. However, the scale of these new allocations would be relatively modest
(potentially of the order of around 100 homes). I have seen no compelling evidence that
persuades me that an allocation of this scale would exceed existing infrastructure
capacity, fundamentally alter the character of these communities, or would otherwise be
unachievable or have significantly harmful consequences. On this basis I am satisfied
that the housing supply target and housing land requirement set out in the Proposed Plan
for the Tay Bridgehead area are reasonable.
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Cupar and North West Fife
7. Linda Jeffrey (742611/448) – The respondent raises specific concerns about the
proposed Cupar North Strategic Development Area. Such concerns are considered
under Issue 11 of this report. The wider housing supply target and housing land
requirement figures for the Cupar and North West Fife Housing Market Area are not
disputed, and on this basis there is no need for me to consider this matter further.
St Andrews and East Fife
8. Mount Melville Ltd (910280/393) - It may be that the proposed supply target for the St
Andrews and East Fife Housing Market Area is lower than that in the existing approved
plan. However, this is not necessarily a cause for surprise or concern given that the
geographical extent of this housing market area has been reduced, and the evidence
base has changed through the preparation of a new housing need and demand
assessment to support this iteration of the strategic development plan.
9. The Tayplan authority lodged the Fife Housing Land Audit 2016 as a background
document for the hearing held on housing matters (Hearing Document 36). Figure 8 of
this audit indicates an unconstrained land supply in the St Andrews and North East Fife
Housing Market Area of 2,885 homes. This compares to a 12-year housing land
requirement in the Proposed Plan of 1,920. Part of this difference is explained by the
reduced extent of this housing market area in the Proposed Plan, but it nevertheless
appears that significantly more land is available than is necessary to achieve the
proposed housing land requirement.
10. The proposed housing supply target for St Andrews and East Fife of 145 homes per
year was derived from the housing need and demand assessment (Tables 1 and 2),
which has been found to be robust and credible by the Scottish Government’s Centre for
Housing Market Analysis. Paragraph 113 of Scottish Planning Policy states that in these
circumstances the approach used in the housing need and demand assessment will not
normally be considered further at a development plan examination.
11. Issues of capacity are mentioned in paragraph 115 of Scottish Planning Policy
among the factors to be taken into account in arriving at the policy view about the number
of homes to be delivered. However the housing supply target is also to reflect the
housing need and demand assessment of housing demand. I consider there to be little
value in setting a target to build more homes than there has been assessed to be a need
or demand for. It is therefore more likely that paragraph 115 is envisaging the possibility
of lowering the target in situations where there is a lack of capacity, rather than increasing
it when spare capacity exists.
12. The apparently healthy state of the established supply in this part of Fife may
indicate that the existing land supply is capable of meeting housing need and demand for
a period beyond the plan period of the Proposed Plan. However, I am not persuaded that
there is any case in national policy for revising housing supply targets upwards because
of the availability of additional land.
13. I acknowledge the existence of the strategic development area at St Andrews West
& Science Park. This proposal is included at Policy 3 of the Proposed Plan, incorporating
the component of 1,090 homes. I also note this level of development is reflected in the
housing land audit. I do not therefore consider that the Proposed Plan sits at odds with
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ambitions for this particular development.
General
14. NHS Tayside (908896/325) - Regarding the need for the plan to be flexible enough
to respond to updated population projections, the housing need and demand assessment
process is intended to introduce a more nuanced analysis of likely housing requirements
than a simple response to changing demographic projections. It is also the case that the
national policy requirement to provide a generous supply of land for new housing should
provide a level of flexibility to ensure the plan remains relevant even in the event of larger
than expected population growth.
15. The levels of generosity/ flexibility provided for in the Proposed Plan are discussed
further elsewhere in this report, but for the reasons above I conclude that no
modifications are required in response to this particular representation.
16. I also note that, although not listed above, representations 846827/441 from JG
Lang & Son and 910292/404 from Landvest PCC seek an increase in the generosity
margin for ‘North East Fife’ to 20% to better support housing delivery in this area. Across
North Fife, the annualised housing land requirement of 325 homes incorporates a 10.1%
generosity margin over and above the housing supply target of 295. This margin falls
within the 10 to 20% range sought by paragraph 116 of Scottish Planning Policy. The
generosity margins within each of the individual housing market areas that make up North
Fife are also all set at 10% or above. The authority’s explanation for selecting this level of
margin is not robustly set out in the plan. However, neither is there any compelling
evidence in the respondent’s reasoning in support of a 20% margin. On this basis I
conclude that there is no case for modifying the generosity margin in this area.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 016

Policy 4 Homes - Annual Housing Supply Targets and Housing
Land Requirements – Perth & Kinross

Development
plan reference:

Policy 4 Part A/Map 4 and supporting text, pages
24 and 25

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368)
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826)
F M & G Batchelor (846821)
J G Lang & Son (846827)
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292)
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825)
R Watson & Son (846824)
Scotia Homes Ltd (910294)

Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277)
Homes for Scotland (785148)
Wallace Land Investment Management
(343111)
Supporting as written
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
NHS Tayside (908896)
The Pilkington Trust & Stewart Milne
Group (904840)
Scottish Water (762198)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
Policy 4A and Map 4 work in conjunction setting out the housing supply targets (how
much housing is planned to be built) and housing land requirement (the amount of land to
be provided to deliver this). Map 4 presents these at TAYplan level, for each housing
market area and for the constituent council areas within TAYplan. The Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area is the only housing market area to cover part(s) of more than one
council area. Here the figures are set out for each constituent council area to provide
clarity for the respective Local Development Plans. This Schedule relates specifically to
Perth & Kinross.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):

Note to Reporter
For clarity Dundee City is the same as Dundee City Council’s administrative area.
This is one part (the largest part) of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. The
Greater Dundee Housing Market Area is bigger than Dundee City and covers all of
Dundee City and some parts of all three local authorities which surround it. The Perth &
Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area includes the settlements of
Invergowrie. This is part of the Dundee Core Area and is a principal settlement (see
Policy 1 Part A). There are also some smaller settlements within this area that are not
principal settlements and are not part of the Dundee Core Area in Policy 1 Part A.
Topic Paper 2: Growth Strategy (2015) pages 39 to 42 (Doc104)
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Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Seek Increase in Perth & Kinross Housing Supply Targets
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/533) and Wallace Land Investment
Management (343111/249) propose an increase in the Housing Supply Targets for Perth
& Kinross to represent 100% of the identified need and demand for new homes set out
in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 5
pages 219 (Doc97). Emac Planning LLP for Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277) PLAN2015_533 acknowledge the ‘jump in completions that will be required’ but
they wish to see a principle for this established across Scotland.

Note to Reporter
100% of identified need and demand for new homes from the TAYplan-wide Joint
Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97) for Perth & Kinross became
Main Issue 5 Option 2 in the TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) pages 29 and 30
(Doc56).

Seek Increase in Perth & Kinross Housing Land Requirement
A) Seek Increase to 10% generosity margin
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/553), Homes for Scotland (785148/239),
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/404), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/518), F M & G Batchelor
(846821/494), R Watson & Son (846824/465), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/482), J G Lang
& Son (846827/441) and Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd
(846825/431) propose an increase in the housing land requirement for Perth & Kinross
from being the same as the housing supply target in Map 4 to being 10% higher to
provide for a generous supply of housing land. This is justified on the basis of Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) Paragraph 116 (Doc84). They also note that what they describe
as ‘no generosity’ in Perth & Kinross results in only 5% generosity at the TAYplan level.
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/553), Homes for Scotland (785148/239) and
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/533) each considers that their proposed
increase in the housing land requirement would ‘increase the likelihood of the housing
supply target being met’.
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/404), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/518), F M & G Batchelor
(846821/494), R Watson & Son (846824/465), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/482), J G Lang
& Son (846827/441) and Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd
(846825/431) each acknowledge that the exact extent of the margin of generosity will
‘depend on local circumstances, but a robust explanation for it should be provided in the
plan’ as set out in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84).
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/553), Homes for Scotland (785148/239),
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/404), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/518), F M & G Batchelor
(846821/494), Watson & Son (846824/465), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/482), J G Lang &
Son (846827/441) and Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates
Ltd(846825/431) do not seek changes to the housing supply targets for Perth & Kinross
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that are set out in Map 4.
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/553) and Homes for Scotland (785148/239)
specifically accept planning for housing supply targets that are 90% of identified need and
demand for Perth & Kinross (as set out in Main Issues Report (2014) Option 1 pages 29
and 30 (Doc56)). This is based on the arguments presented in the TAYplan Housing
Analysis Paper (2015) pages 13 to 18 and Figures 4 and 5 (Doc100). The respondents
consider this to reflect Scottish Planning Policy (2014) Paragraph 115 (Doc84) and
therefore, on this basis, would not wish to see the housing supply target fall as a means
to achieve a higher generosity margin.
B) Seek Increase to 10-20% Generosity Margin
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/533) seeks an increase in the generosity of
housing land requirement for Perth & Kinross from 0% to 10-20%. This is proposed on
the basis of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) Paragraph 116 (Doc84) and to ‘increase the
likelihood of the housing supply targets being met’. They also suggest that ‘no generosity’
in Map 4 for Perth & Kinross results in only 5% generosity at the TAYplan level. They
seek this increase because they wish to see a principle established across Scotland for
this and the associated generosity of at least 10%. This increase in the generosity margin
would be applied to the increase in the housing supply targets proposed by this
respondent above.
Summary of Supporting Representations
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) supports all of Policy 4 (Doc80) as the basis for the
identification of housing land as consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84). They also support the role of the Strategic
Development Areas (Policy 3 - Doc80) in contributing to an effective housing land supply.
NHS Tayside (908896/325) consider that the ability to be ‘flexible’ and ‘respond to
changes in terms of Housing Need and Demand Assessment’ is important and
recognises that ‘population projections are not always reliable’.
The Pilkington Trust & Stewart Milne Group (904840/255) supports Policy 4 including the
housing supply targets and land requirements. They consider the approach set out to
reflect Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84). They also make particular reference to
land at Almond Valley, where they have an interest, which forms part of the West/North
West Perth Strategic Development Area set out in Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 3
(Doc80). They note in particular the contribution they consider this site will make to the
housing land requirement in the Greater Perth Housing Market Area.
Scottish Water (762198/269) supports this policy and reinforces its duty as an
infrastructure provider to support the delivery of this.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Seek Increase in Perth & Kinross Housing Supply Targets
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/533) and Wallace Land Investment
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Management (343111/249) propose changing the housing supply targets in Policy 4A/
Map 4 for Perth & Kinross to those set out below:
Area
Highland Perthshire
Strathearn
Strathmore & Glens
Greater Perth
Kinross
Perth & Kinross part of Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
Perth & Kinross

Proposed Increase in
Housing Supply Target
100
150
160
620
80
5
1,115

Figures are average annual figures for the years 2016-28
Seek Increase in Perth & Kinross Housing Land Requirement
A) Seek Increase to 10% Generosity Margin
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/553), Homes for Scotland (785148/239),
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/404), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/518), F M & G Batchelor
(846821/494), J G Lang & Son (846827/441), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/431), R Watson & Son (846824/465) and Scotia Homes Ltd
(910294/482) each propose changing the housing land requirement figures for Perth &
Kinross set out in Policy 4A/Map 4 to those set out below:
Area

Highland Perthshire
Strathearn
Strathmore & Glens
Greater Perth
Kinross
Perth & Kinross part of Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area
Perth & Kinross

No change to
Housing Supply
Target
90
135
145
555
70
5

Proposed Increase in
Housing Land
Requirement of 10%
99
149
160
611
77
6

1,000

1,100

Figures are average annual figures for the years 2016-28
B) Seek Increase to 10-20% Generosity Margin
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/533) propose changing the housing land
requirement in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) for Perth & Kinross to those set out overleaf
(these are 10% to 20% higher than the housing supply targets proposed by this
respondent above):
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Area

Highland Perthshire
Strathearn
Strathmore & Glens
Greater Perth
Kinross
Perth & Kinross part of Greater
Dundee Housing Market Area
Perth & Kinross

Proposed Increase
Housing Supply Target
(based on other
changes sought by this
respondent – above)
100
150
160
620
80
5

Proposed Increase in
Housing Land
Requirement of 10% to
20%
110-120
165-180
176-192
682-744
88-96
6-6

1,115

1,227-1,338

Figures are average annual figures for the years 2016-28
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) was declared
‘robust and credible’ by the Centre for Housing Market Analysis on 24 February 2014
(Doc54). Homes for Scotland (785148) and others with an interest in housing were
offered the opportunity to comment on the methodology for the exercise and later on a
draft of the document. A summary of the general involvement in this process and the
bodies involved are set out in TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) Appendix 4 (Doc97). Appendix 3 (Doc97) details the role of different
groups and those individuals and organisations involved.
The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 5
Figure 5.5 on page 199 (Doc97) concludes that the identified need and demand for new
homes for Angus, Dundee City and North Fife is less than currently planned for in
approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16). For Perth & Kinross it is higher.
This meant that the Perth & Kinross build rates planned for in approved TAYplan (2012)
Policy 5 (Doc16) represented almost 80% of the total identified need and demand for new
homes in the subsequent TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment
(2013) page 219 (Doc97).
Continuing to plan for approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16) build rates would
therefore mean not planning for one fifth of identified need and demand for new homes.
This was not considered to be a reasonable option at Main Issues Report stage in 2014.
However, TAYplan was aware that the scale of the transition from currently low build
rates to those of identified need and demand for new homes in the TAYplan-wide Joint
Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) page 219 (Doc97). TAYplan was also
aware of the associated wider economic, social and environmental factors and capacity,
resource and delivery issues that would govern this transition.
At Main Issues Report stage TAYplan therefore considered that planning for 90% of the
identified need and demand for new homes recognised the need to balance ambitions for
growth with the practical realities of economic recovery and the resource and delivery
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implications of the transition to higher build rates. These practicalities are considered
further in Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) pages 33 to 39 (Doc104) and the TAYplan
Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 13 to 24 (Doc100). The Main Issues Report was
then approved by the TAYplan Joint Committee in February 2014 and the consultation
ran from April to June 2014.
The TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) consulted on two housing options (pages 29
to 30 – Doc56). The only difference between these was the scale of homes planned for in
Perth & Kinross. Option 1 (the preferred option) was 90% of identified need and demand
for new homes from the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment.
Option 2 was for 100%. Option 1 was the preferred option because it recognised the
practicalities associated with capacity, resources and deliverability (described above) as
well as the wider economic, social and environmental factors that continue to be
described by Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 115 (Doc84).
The TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100) considered additional information
following the Main Issues stage to understand the factors influencing how many new
homes to plan for. The purpose of this was to be open and transparent about the
information and analysis on which TAYplan based its decision. This included the newly
published 2012-based population and household projections, which were not available at
TAYplan level until after the Main Issues Report (2014) consultation. These and other
information were used to ‘sense test’ the work for the Main Issues Report Options
(Doc56) as explained in TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 41
(Doc100). The evidence cited in TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100)
persuaded TAYplan that it was most logical and realistic to plan for Main Issues Report
Option 1 (Doc56) and this now forms Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80). This
is reinforced by the factors described in the TAYplan Economic Outlook (2014) pages 32
to 36 (Doc98).
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) was published in the final week of the Main
Issues Report consultation in 2014. It has been fully considered in the preparation of the
TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) and the subsequent Proposed Plan.
Proposed Plan (2015) has used the evidence requirements stated in Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) paragraph 115 (Doc84) to justify housing supply targets in the TAYplan
Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100). These also have relevance for the housing
land requirements.
The approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16) already includes an approach to
generosity which is similar to the housing land requirement approach. The supporting text
for approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 on page 16 (Doc16) directs Local Development
Plans to identify a supply of land larger than the house building targets in Policy 5
(Doc16) to ensure that there is enough land. However, the specific scale was a matter for
Councils based on local circumstances.
As a consequence of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84) the
Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4 (Doc80) has set out and clearly distinguished between
housing supply targets and housing land requirements. The TAYplan Housing Analysis
Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48 (Doc100) explain the technical evidence and policy thinking
which justifies these.
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Authority’s Response to Proposed Changes
Seek Increase in Perth & Kinross Housing Supply Targets
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/533) and Wallace Land Investment
Management (343111/249) - As noted above in the context section TAYplan’s preferred
option at Main Issues stage (Doc56) was to plan for 90% of the identified need and
demand for new homes in Perth & Kinross from the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need
and Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 5 page 219 (Doc97). TAYplan’s preferred
Option also included the transfer of 35 homes per year from the Perth & Kinross part of
the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area to Dundee City as explained in Topic Paper 2:
Growth (2015) pages 39 to 44 (Doc104). TAYplan considered Option 1 to best reflect the
evidence regarding the practicalities of the transition from currently low to higher build
rates and balance these with ambitions for growth. Given these issues Option 1 was also
considered to be more realistic than Option 2. This evidence was presented in the earlier
version Topic Paper 2: Growth (2014) pages 39 to 44 (Doc104) which was published
alongside the Main Issues Report in April 2014.
Further work after Main Issues Report (2014) stage showed that this situation had not
changed and that the transition to higher build rates remained significant for both Main
Issues Report (2014) Options for new homes (Doc56). This is presented in the TAYplan
Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 13 to 19 in Figures 4 and 5 (Doc100). Several
other respondents specifically cite this as persuading them to seek no changes to the
housing supply target in Map 4.
Further analysis in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48 (Doc100)
considered the implications of the 2012-based population and household projections.
These showed that planning for Main Issues Report (2014) Option 2 (100% of identified
need and demand for Perth & Kinross) (Doc56) would now be the consequence of far
higher levels of migration than even the 2012-based projections high migration scenario.
This is inconsistent with the original assumptions which underpinned the TAYplan-wide
Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) - discussed in Chapter 2
(pages 131 to 144) and Chapter 5 (Pages 189 to 192) (Doc97). It is also considered
unlikely by the TAYplan Economic Outlook Study (2014) by Oxford Economics (pages 32
to 36 – Doc98). New information presented on pages 13 to 24 of the TAYplan Housing
Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100) suggested that the evidence for the economic and
market assumptions had not changed in a way that compromised the original basis for
the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97). The
analysis of the 2012-based projections also more strongly reinforced to TAYplan that
the original conclusions supporting the preferred Main Issues Report (2014) Option 1
(pages 29 to 30 –Doc56) remained appropriate and relevant. They further reinforced the
greater likelihood that Main Issues Report (2014) Option 2 (pages 29 to 30 – Doc56) was
unrealistic.
The respondent’s proposal to ‘establish a principle across Scotland’ that the housing
need and demand assessment output should automatically become the housing supply
target has the potential to conflict with the important wider factors considered by Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 115 (Doc84). It is this paragraph which establishes ‘a
principle across Scotland’ for how to consider housing supply targets. The respondent
has also failed to provide any additional robust or compelling evidence to refute that
presented by TAYplan regarding the wider economic, social and environmental factors,
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capacity, resources and deliverability.
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) was published in the closing days of the Main
Issues Report (2014) (Doc56) consultation. Paragraph 115 (Doc84) clarifies that the
housing supply targets is a policy view of the number of homes to be planned for taking
into account wider economic, social and environmental factors, issues of capacity,
resource and deliverability. It should also reflect the respective housing need and demand
assessment estimate of housing demand in the market sector and should be supported
by compelling evidence. These factors were considered fully by the TAYplan Housing
Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48 (Doc100) and are reflected in Map 4. TAYplan
considers the Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4 (Doc80) to be consistent with the
requirements of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 115 (Doc84).
Other respondents in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues make clear that
they recognise and support the conclusions reached by TAYplan regarding the transition
from currently low to higher build rates. The Scottish Government (910172) has not made
any representations which seek a change to either the housing supply targets or the
housing land requirements. TAYplan considers this to indicate that Scottish Government
(910172) do not perceive there to be any issues with the method by which TAYplan has
determined housing supply targets (and housing land requirements) or with the
conclusions of this work as stated in Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80).
No respondent has provided any compelling or robust evidence to justify their proposed
changes to housing supply targets or to refute TAYplan’s conclusions. Neither have any
respondents presented any evidence to explain how their proposed changes would be
better placed to support the delivery of the Plan’s vision or the outcomes which underpin
it (Doc80).
TAYplan considers this to reinforce its view that it has provided robust and compelling
evidence to support the position presented in Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4/Map 4
(Doc80). TAYplan is therefore satisfied that the current approach is appropriate and does
not propose to make any changes to the housing supply targets for Perth & Kinross.
Seek Increase in Perth & Kinross Housing Land Requirement
There are three inter-related categories of response to the issues raised by the
respondents seeking an increase in the housing land requirement:
1. The interpretation of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84);
2. The collective inconsistency in the application of the evidence base by respondents to
justify these changes and those sought elsewhere; and,
3. The implications for the Housing Land Requirement at TAYplan level.
A) Seek Increase to 10% Generosity Margin
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/553), Homes for Scotland (785148/239),
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/404), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/518), F M & G Batchelor
(846821/494), R Watson & Son (846824/465), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/482), J G Lang
& Son (846827/441) and Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd
(846825/431)
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Interpretation of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) Paragraph 116
TAYplan does not agree with the respondents that the Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4A/
Map 4 (Doc80) is contrary to Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84).
Scottish Government (910172) has also not raised any proposed changes or comments
relating to this matter. TAYplan considers this to reflect the fact that this is not contrary to
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84) and that TAYplan’s evidence is
robust and compelling in making the case for the position set out in Policy 4A/Map 4
(Doc84).
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84) states that ‘the extent of the
margin [of generosity i.e. housing land requirement] will depend on local circumstances,
but a robust explanation for it should be provided in the plan’. This is specifically
acknowledged by some of the respondents in their representations although many of
these appear to ignore the element about demonstration of ‘local circumstances’.
TAYplan clearly understands the concept of generosity margins and housing land
requirements. The approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 and page 16 (Doc16) already
advocates such an approach but does not stipulate the margin of generosity. This forms
part of the broader strategy adopted by TAYplan and the constituent councils to support
sustainable growth in order to deliver the vision. Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4A/Map 4
(Doc80) sets out the margin of generosity of land supply (housing land requirement) for
each housing market area. This continues the approach of the approved TAYplan (2012)
Policy 5 (Doc16); the position set out in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116
(Doc84) and the continued ambition for sustainable economic growth to support delivery
of the vision and outcomes of the Proposed Plan (pages 4 and 8 – Doc80).
Proposed Plan page 27 paragraph 2 (Doc80) does provide a robust explanation
for housing land requirements in Perth & Kinross. This refers to the specific local
circumstances which justify this position. Users of the Plan are also directed (on
page 29 – Doc80) to the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100) and also
Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) (Doc104). These documents contain more detail and
technical analysis on housing land requirements and other matters covered in Proposed
Plan (2015) pages 24 to 29 (Doc80). The respondents have provided no alternative
evidence to consider or refute these local circumstances.
The evidence presented by TAYplan recognises that the housing supply targets for Perth
& Kinross in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) are extremely ambitious in themselves. TAYplan
Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 13 to 19 (Doc100) explain that the scale of
transition from currently low build rates is significant and the factors needed to deliver this
will take time. This means that build rates are likely to be lower in the early years and
higher later. Based on the housing land audit information that was analysed it is unlikely
that average build rates for the first 12 years (2016-28) will reflect the housing supply
targets, although it is possible that they will be reached in some individual years to the
latter end of this period.
However, the forthcoming Perth & Kinross Local Development Plan will still need to
identify all of the land (the housing land requirement) needed to deliver the housing
supply target for all years to 2028. This means that there will be more land than is likely to
be used, which provides an implicit level of generosity within the housing supply targets.
Therefore this evidence, which justifies the decision to select housing supply target from
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preferred Option 1 from the Main Issues Report (2014) (Doc56), is also the evidence that
persuades TAYplan that the housing land requirement should be identical. This is
because it is this evidence which, firstly, points out the scale of transition and the
practicalities of such, and secondly, recognises its implications for delivery and its impact
on both supply targets and the likely take up of land which ultimately impacts on housing
land requirement. It is therefore false for the respondents to suggest that there is currently
‘no generosity’ for Perth & Kinross.
For these reasons TAYplan does not believe it is plausible to argue to change the Perth &
Kinross housing land requirement without changing Perth & Kinross housing supply
targets. Many of these respondents have either specifically or implicitly accepted this
evidence for the setting of housing supply targets. TAYplan therefore considers this to
mean that the respondents have accepted the evidence for housing supply targets but
have chosen not to accept the same evidence and its conclusions for housing land
requirement. TAYplan considers this to be inconsistent.
The respondents have also provided no compelling or robust evidence to refute
TAYplan’s conclusions and to explain why there are local circumstances which support
their conclusions. Therefore TAYplan is not convinced that there is any justification for the
changes sought.
Overall therefore TAYplan concludes that for Perth & Kinross the achievement of the
housing supply target will take time and that the identification of all of the land for this by
the Local Development Plan will build-in significant, implicit generosity of land supply in
the period to 2028. TAYplan considers this to reflect the local circumstances described in
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84) and to provide the robust and
compelling evidence it demands.
TAYplan agrees that the purpose of the generosity margin is to ensure that there is
enough housing land to support the delivery of the housing supply targets. Many of the
respondents have referenced this as a reason for their representations and the proposed
changes they seek. TAYplan considers this principle to be laudable. The evidence shows
that there already is implicit generosity and that there is no greater likelihood that build
rates will increase as a result of increasing the housing land requirement beyond the
levels already stated within Map 4 (Doc80). Doing so may result in different sites being
developed instead. However, this is not the same thing and TAYplan considers such a
situation risks delivery of the sustainable pattern of development demanded by the Vision
(Doc80) and Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 40 and 76 to 83 (Doc84). The
respondents have provided no robust or compelling evidence to explain how the changes
they propose would result in more homes being built than would otherwise be the case if
their proposed changes were not made.
The implications of making the proposed changes are set out in the conclusions within
this schedule.
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/553), Homes for Scotland (785148/239) and
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/533) - TAYplan agrees that the purpose of
the generosity margin is to ensure that there is enough housing land to support the
delivery of the housing supply targets. This is laudable and TAYplan supports this
principle. The evidence shows that there already is implicit generosity and that there is no
greater likelihood that build rates will increase as a result of increasing the housing land
requirement beyond the levels already within Map 4 (Doc80). Doing so may result in
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different sites being developed instead. However, this is not the same thing and TAYplan
considers such a situation risks delivery of the sustainable pattern of development
demanded by the Plan’s vision and Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 40 and 76
to 83 (Doc84).
The respondents have not provided any compelling or robust evidence of local
circumstances or other factors (described above) that mean that the implicit levels of
generosity in Map 4 will prevent the transition to higher build rates. Neither have the
respondents provided any compelling or robust evidence to explain how their proposed
changes to housing land requirements would bring about the circumstances needed to
support a speedier transition with higher build rates earlier than anticipated. These
matters are arguably driven by macro-economic factors that govern lending, job security,
fiscal policy and the capacity of supply chain industry (See TAYplan Housing Analysis
Paper (2015) pages 13 to 19 (Doc100) and Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) pages 34
and 35 (Doc104)). The respondents do not appear to have considered these factors in
their representations.
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that the housing land requirement set out in
Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) is contrary to Scottish Planning Policy (2014) Paragraph 116
(Doc84) and is satisfied that Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) should remain as written and
unchanged.
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/404), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/518), F M & G Batchelor
(846821/494), R Watson & Son (846824/465), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/482), J G Lang
& Son (846827/441) and Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd
(846825/431) - The respondents have correctly shown that the housing supply targets for
Perth & Kinross are identical to the housing land requirement for Perth & Kinross.
TAYplan welcomes the specific acknowledgement by these respondents of the need for
‘robust evidence’ based on ‘local circumstances’ as set out in Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84). However, despite pointing this matter out the respondents
have provided no compelling or robust evidence to justify the proposed changes they
seek. Nor have they provided any which refutes TAYplan’s conclusions.
For the reasons stated above TAYplan is satisfied that it has considered a multitude of
local and strategic factors that influence the transition from currently low build rates to
higher build rates for Perth & Kinross. These were considered when preparing the Main
Issues Report (2014) (Doc56) and in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) (Doc97), Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) (Doc104) and the TAYplan
Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100). TAYplan is therefore satisfied that it has
appropriately demonstrated robust evidence of local circumstances that justify its decision
in relation to housing land requirements. There is no evidence, and none that has been
presented by the respondents, to refute this.
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that the housing land requirement set out in Policy 4/
Map 4 is contrary to Scottish Planning Policy (2014) Paragraph 116 (Doc84) and is
satisfied that Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) should remain as written and unchanged.
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/553), Homes for Scotland (785148/239)
Collectively Inconsistent Application of Evidence
The approach taken by all of these respondents presents a paradox where many of the
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same respondents overtly or implicitly support the housing supply targets for Perth &
Kinross yet they seek increases to the housing supply targets and housing land
requirements for Dundee City (see Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for
Issue 017 Housing Supply Targets and Housing Land Requirements – Dundee City).
The increases they propose for Dundee City are justified on the basis of the analysis of
the 2012-based population and household projections contained in the TAYplan Housing
Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48 (Doc100). However, applying this same logic to the
same evidence elsewhere would lead to a reduction in the respective housing supply
targets and housing land requirements for Perth & Kinross, North Fife and Angus. It is
clear that this is not what is sought by the respondents. There is a lack of evidence to
support the proposed increase in housing land requirement (described above). This also
contradicts the proposed increase to the housing land requirement for Perth & Kinross
without lowering the housing supply targets. TAYplan considers this to undermine the
already limited argument for the proposed changes.
To be clear TAYplan is not advocating these changes but is instead pointing out that the
respondents have sought a change in Dundee based on one outcome of evidence but
they have specifically not sought the equivalent changes elsewhere, including for Perth &
Kinross, even though this is implied by the same evidence. This represents a selective
approach to applying the technical outcomes of the exercise in the TAYplan Housing
Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100).
TAYplan considers that the only robust and logical approach is to accept that the
Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) is robust and to therefore accept the
approach taken by TAYplan who:












jointly prepared robust and credible housing need and demand assessment that drew
conclusions about the scale of anticipated need and demand for new homes.
considered the conclusions of an economic outlook report which reinforced the
scenario decisions in the housing need and demand assessment as well as
considering wider macro-economic drivers.
considered the evidence of wider economic, social and environmental factors,
capacity, resources and deliverability in formulating a policy view of the scale of new
homes to be planned for and the different options for this.
presented the reasonable options in a Main Issues Report and consulted on them.
considered new evidence, including new population and household projections, and
used these to ‘sense test’ the Main Issues Report options whilst accepting that this
work does not constitute a replacement for the housing need and demand
assessment.
presented this evidence and the conclusions for the preferred position to plan for in a
housing analysis paper that was published alongside the Proposed Plan.
accepted that the 2012-based projections are not a replacement for the housing need
and demand assessment which remains robust and credible for the 5 years following
24 February 2014.
accepted that the 2012-based projections are a bit lower than the Main Issues Report
Option 1 (preferred option) Housing Supply Targets for Perth & Kinross, Angus and
North Fife and that this reinforces the decision to plan for Main Issues Report Option 1
with some implicit generosity. This also makes it very difficult to argue that there is not
already generosity in the housing supply targets.
accepted that the evidence of the scale of transition from currently low build rates also
continues to justify Main Issues Report Option 1 for Perth & Kinross and that the
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practicalities involved with delivering this mean that despite identifying all of the land
for this in the Local Development Plan it will not all be used in the first 12 years – thus
implying generosity.
accepted that 2012-projections show for Dundee City the possibility of a higher
number of new households but that there is no evidence yet that this is taking place.
Therefore a way was created to ensure that there is enough land through the housing
land requirement in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) and then Policy 4E (Doc80) to allow
Dundee City to respond to this. This also accepts that the same evidence does not
imply the need for an equivalent situation elsewhere.

TAYplan’s position therefore establishes the robust and compelling evidence demanded
by Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 115 and 116 (Doc84). It also treats that
evidence consistently for all areas and responds to ‘local circumstances’ through the
housing land requirements. By contrast the respondents have presented no compelling or
robust evidence to justify their proposed changes and none that refutes the position set
out by TAYplan. One cannot simply pick the most preferred conclusions and apply them
selectively to one location but then not do so for locations where it doesn’t suit one’s
preferred outcome. This approach has further undermined the already limited case to
increase the housing land requirement without necessarily reducing the housing supply
target.
TAYplan has shown that the only plausible use of the evidence presented by respondents
would also result in a reduced housing supply target for Perth & Kinross, which the
respondents do not support.
TAYplan does not support changes to either the housing supply targets or the housing
land requirement on the basis of the 2012-based projections because:






the central justification would be on the basis of the 2012-based population and
household projections. These do not constitute a replacement for the housing need
and demand assessment. The current TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and
Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97) is robust and credible for 5 years following 24
February 2014 (Doc54). Before this time TAYplan will be looking to carry out a new
housing need and demand assessment during 2017/18 and this is likely to use the
2014-based or even 2016-based population and household projections dependent on
publication date.
there has been no Main Issues Report to test public reaction to the 2012-based
projections and their potential impacts. Their sense test implications have been fully
and properly considered in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25
to 48 (Doc100). No equivalent analysis is presented by the respondents.
changes to the housing land requirement (whether housing supply targets are
changed or not) fails to recognise the local circumstances regarding the transition
from currently low to higher build rates discussed in TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper
(2015) pages 13 to 19 and Figures 4 and 5 (Doc100). Irrespective of what is implied
by the 2012-based projections there is still no evidence that the housing supply
targets will be any more likely to be delivered as a result of increasing the housing
land requirement than if it was not changed.

Overall this gives TAYplan further confidence that the housing supply targets and land
requirements set out in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) for Perth & Kinross are appropriate and
generous. The respondents have presented no compelling or robust evidence to refute
TAYplan’s conclusions or to substantiate their own views. Again, therefore TAYplan is
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satisfied that the approach as currently written in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) continues to be
based on robust and compelling evidence and is therefore not persuaded that any
changes should be made.
The implications of making the proposed changes are set out in the conclusions section
within this Schedule.
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/553), Homes for Scotland (785148/239),
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/404), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/518), F M & G Batchelor
(846821/494), R Watson & Son (846824/465), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/482), J G Lang
& Son (846827/441) and Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd
(846825/431)
Lack of Operational Relevance in Generosity at TAYplan Level
One premise for these proposed changes is the view that Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80)
results in a 5% generosity margin in the housing land requirement at TAYplan level.
The respondents have aggregated the housing supply targets and housing land
requirement for each housing market area (from Map 4 page 25 Doc80) and calculated
the aggregate percentage of generosity at TAYplan level. The respondents conclude this
to be 5%. TAYplan calculates this as 5.2%. This matter is also considered in the
Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issues 013 Housing Supply Targets and
Housing Land Requirements for the TAYplan Area.
This 5% figure at TAYplan level is explained by the fact that the housing supply targets
and housing land requirements for Perth & Kinross are identical. Proposed Plan (2015)
page 27 paragraph 2 (Doc80) explains why and users of the Plan are directed to further
details in TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100) and Topic Paper 2: Growth
(2015) (Doc104). Perth & Kinross accounts for approximately half of the total housing
supply target for the TAYplan area and therefore, unsurprisingly, has this statistical
impact on the aggregated percentage margin of the housing land requirement.
This calculation fails to factor in that Dundee City, under Policy 4E (Doc80), can plan to
exceed the 10% housing land requirement in Map 4. Based on the respondents’
calculations this suggests that 5% would be the minimum level of generosity when
considering aggregated figures at TAYplan level. If Dundee City was, for instance to plan
for additional land equivalent to 20% generosity, then this would increase the aggregate
TAYplan level of generosity to 11.4% - using the equivalent calculation. This shows the
potential for variation at TAYplan level and also illustrates the limitations of using figures
aggregated to higher level geographies when making points about generosity.
TAYplan has also met the requirements of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 118
(Doc84) by stating a housing supply target and land requirement at the necessary
geographical levels from the expected date of approval to year 12 in Map 4 (Doc80).
Although there is no mathematical disagreement with the calculation TAYplan does not
consider it to properly recognise how Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) will be implemented. This is
because, irrespective of the aggregate figures for the TAYplan area, each Council will
plan for and identify land on the basis of what Map 4 (Doc80) directs it to do at housing
market area level reflecting Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 115, 116 and 119
(Doc84).
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Therefore although this may be statistically correct the implications for the margin of
generosity at TAYplan level are operationally irrelevant and have no impact on the
implementation of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84). This means
that the respective councils will plan for a 10% generosity margin in Angus and North Fife
housing market areas – not 5% as implied by the respondents’ calculation. Similarly in
Dundee City it will be at least 10% (and possibly higher as discussed above) and not 5%
as implied by the respondent’s calculation.
The only remaining issue is therefore the margin of generosity for Perth & Kinross and
whether higher housing land requirements are needed there. TAYplan is satisfied (see
above) that no compelling or robust evidence has been provided to support an increase in
the housing land requirement for Perth & Kinross and therefore proposes to make no
changes.
B) Seek Increase to 10-20% Generosity Margin
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/533) - Although the respondent seeks an
increase in the housing land requirement of 10% to 20% following from an increased
housing supply target for Perth & Kinross much of the reasoning for this is identical to that
which has been presented by other respondents above. Therefore all of the points raised
above relating to interpretation of Scottish Planning Policy (2014 paragraph 116 (Doc84),
inconsistent application of evidence and the aggregated TAYplan level generosity are
directly applicable in response to the proposed changes sought by this respondent.
Further, however, TAYplan has explained in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015)
pages 41 to 48 (Doc100) how it considers the application of the generosity margin
through housing land requirement and the factors that are relevant to this.
In particular higher ends of the generosity margin (e.g. 20%) are justified where there is
either an anticipated factor or a policy trigger that would mean more homes would need
to be planned for in a particular area. The TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015)
pages 41 to 48 (Doc100) recognise that the 2012-based population projections suggest
this is only plausible in the case of Dundee City. Although the 2014 mid-year population
and household estimates each show that there is no evidence of this taking place as yet.
In all other areas, including Perth & Kinross, there is no evidence from the 2012-based
projections to suggest the potential likelihood of more homes. In fact the 2012-based
projections indicate the opposite. When considered alongside the local circumstances
regarding the transition from currently low to higher build rates there is already
considerable implicit generosity within the respective housing supply targets (TAYplan
Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 13 to 19 and Figures 4 and 5 (Doc100)).
Therefore there is no compelling or robust evidence to support an increase in the housing
land requirement for Perth & Kinross. There is also no evidence to suggest that the
proposed increase in housing land requirement would be any more likely to result in more
homes being delivered. The respondent has not provided any robust or compelling
evidence of any local circumstances or other factors providing justification for the
changes they seek. TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that any change should be made
to the housing land requirement (or the housing supply targets – see above) for Perth &
Kinross.
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Additional Evidence
During 2015 Perth & Kinross Council’s Housing Team have prepared a refreshed
Housing Need and Demand Assessment (Doc97) and the Council has also published its
Housing Land Audit (2015) (Doc69). TAYplan has prepared a Housing and Demography
Update Paper (016/Extract/1) which describes the key implications of these two
documents and considers these alongside the conclusions from the TAYplan Housing
Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100).
The central conclusions of TAYplan’s TAYplan Housing and Demography Update Paper
(016/Extract/1) are that both the Perth & Kinross Housing Need and Demand Assessment
(2015) (Doc70) and the Housing Land Audit (2015) (Doc69) reinforce the original
conclusions of the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) and TAYplan’s policy thinking
to choose Main Issues Report (2014) Option 1 pages 29 and 30 (Doc56). TAYplan
considers this to reinforce its views that housing supply targets for Perth & Kinross should
not increase, that the same housing supply targets are implicitly generous and that there
is therefore no evidence or greater likelihood of delivering the housing supply targets as a
consequence of increasing the housing land requirement. There is also no additional
compelling or robust evidence of any new local circumstances which justify the changes
to the housing land requirement proposed by the respondents.
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that there is any evidence to support the calls for
changing either the housing supply targets or the housing land requirements for Perth &
Kinross as set out in Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80).
Authority’s Response to Supporting Representations
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) - TAYplan welcomes this support and agrees that the
principles and approach set out contribute to the delivery of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84).
NHS Tayside (908896/325) - TAYplan welcomes the support and notes that successive
population and household projections can vary in their conclusions. TAYplan agrees that
the current approach provides flexibility to respond to these issues in a way which
delivers the vision.
The Pilkington Trust & Stewart Milne Group (904840/255) - TAYplan welcomes the
support for the housing supply targets and housing land requirements in Policy 4 (Doc80)
and the view that these reflect Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84).
TAYplan notes that the respondent is promoting land at Almond Valley which forms part
of the West/North West Perth Strategic Development Area identified in Proposed Plan
(2015) Policy 3 (Doc80). The contribution of any individual site to the housing supply
targets and housing land requirements for a given housing market area is a matter for the
respective council in its Local Development Plan.
Scottish Water (762198/269) - TAYplan welcomes this support.
Conclusions
Whether looking at Perth & Kinross individually or whether considering the range of
arguments presented for proposed housing policy changes elsewhere there are three
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clear issues with the representations received:
1. The interpretation of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84);
2. The collective inconsistency in the application of the evidence base by respondents to
justify these changes and those sought elsewhere; and,
3. The implications for the Housing Land Requirement at TAYplan Level.
TAYplan is satisfied that the Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4 (Doc80) is consistent with
and has properly considered the evidence and presentational requirements of Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84). TAYplan is also persuaded that the
respondents have interpreted elements of this literally and without the benefit of
considering ‘local circumstances’ despite some quoting this in their representations. It is
clear to TAYplan that the respondents have sought changes but have provided no
evidence, robust or otherwise, to justify the increases in housing supply targets or
housing land requirements which they seek. They appear to have not considered the
compelling and robust evidence put forward by TAYplan and have not brought any
evidence to refute this or to properly consider the practicalities of the transition from
currently low to higher house building rates in Perth & Kinross. They have also not
considered how this affects the availability of housing land over the time period to 2028.
By contrast TAYplan has considered this.
The respondents have applied TAYplan’s analysis of the 2012-based population and
household projections from the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100) in a
wholly inconsistent way. This effectively uses the conclusions to make points that suit
them, when it suits them, and ignores the evidence when it does not suit them. This
undermines their overall case and also reinforces TAYplan’s interpretation of the
evidence. If this evidence is applied elsewhere in the way the respondents propose for
Dundee City then the outcome would be a fall in both the housing supply target and the
corresponding housing land requirement for Perth & Kinross. This is contrary to what they
seek and undermines their overall case for housing policy changes.
TAYplan is not persuaded that the aggregated housing land requirement for TAYplan
level is a relevant issue since this has no bearing on the implementation of the Proposed
Plan (2015) though Local Development Plans identifying a range of effective sites.
Policy 4/Map 4 will instead be implemented at housing market area level and as such any
use of the aggregated housing land requirement for TAYplan level would be misleading
and unhelpful. The respondents’ analysis also fails to reflect the flexibility for Dundee City
offered by Policy 4E (Doc80).
Although many respondents have pointed out that the housing supply targets and land
requirements for Perth & Kinross are identical they have not provided robust or
compelling evidence to counter this argument. Nor have they presented any robust and
compelling evidence of local circumstances which justify an alternative position. Similarly
they have not acknowledged the evidence of implicit generosity.
The more recent Perth & Kinross Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2015)
(Doc70) and the Perth & Kinross Housing Land Audit (2015) (Doc69) each reinforce
TAYplan’s thinking as set out in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100)
and Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80). This new evidence further refutes
that presented by the respondents in support of their proposed changes.
All of this persuades TAYplan that both the housing supply targets and housing land
requirement set out in Map 4 would ensure that there are sufficiently generous land
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supplies being identified in Local Development Plans.
TAYplan is not persuaded that any robust or compelling evidence has been provided
which justify the proposed increases in housing supply targets and housing land
requirements set out in Policy 4/Map 4 for Perth & Kinross (Doc80). Again, no respondent
has provided any evidence which refutes or counters this. Therefore TAYplan remains
persuaded by the evidence of the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100).
TAYplan remains satisfied that Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) appropriately respond to the ‘local
circumstances’ that have been identified for Perth & Kinross with respect to Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84).
TAYplan is not persuaded that the changes sought will bring about the delivery of more
homes. Instead TAYplan considers that an increase in the housing supply target would
mean planning for additional homes for which the need and demand is unlikely to exist.
Both this and the increases proposed in housing land requirement would provide even
more land (added already to the implicit generosity described in the TAYplan Housing
Analysis Paper (2015) pages 13 to 19 (Doc100)). This would mean an even greater
supply of land to meet a comparatively lower level of anticipated house building. Such an
eventuality would fundamentally risk delivery of the sustainable pattern of development
needed to deliver the vision and Policy 1 (Doc80) and Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 40 and 76 to 83 (Doc84). The respondents have provided no robust or
compelling evidence to consider these practicalities or any analysis to consider the
impacts of these changes.
Proposed Plan (2015) page 27 (Doc80) also explains that the regular review of the
Strategic Development Plan and supporting evidence provides the appropriate timing and
process through which to consider new evidence and amend the Plan should this be
necessary. Page 27 recognises that this is likely to happen twice by 2028 (the end point
of the first 12 years of the Plan). TAYplan is therefore satisfied that there is appropriate
opportunity to involve these respondents and other interested parties in determining how
to respond to changing circumstances at regular intervals in the future through a legally
defined and openly democratic process of plan preparation.
Neither Scottish Government (910172) themselves nor any key government agency, have
sought changes or raised any issues relating to housing supply targets or housing land
requirements and the interpretation or implementation of Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
(Doc84) or other national policy. These organisations have been involved throughout the
preparation of the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80).
TAYplan therefore considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Housing Supply Target
1. Tables 1 and 2 of the Tayplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment
(Document 97) identify an average annual new build housing requirement across Perth
and Kinross, under the favoured future economic scenarios, of 1,149 homes. The
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process and methodology used to produce this assessment has been declared robust
and credible by the Scottish Government’s Centre for Housing Market Analysis
(Document 54). Paragraph 113 of Scottish Planning Policy states that in these
circumstances the approach used in the housing need and demand assessment will not
normally be considered further at a development plan examination. I also note that the
outputs of the assessment have not been challenged in representations to the Proposed
Plan.
2. The Proposed Plan sets an annualised housing supply target for Perth and Kinross
of 1,000 homes. This figure is 87% of the total need and demand figure identified for this
area in the housing need and demand assessment. This contrasts with the situation
elsewhere in the plan area where proposed housing supply targets have been set to at
least 100% of the housing need and demand assessment output figure.
3. One component of the new build housing requirements identified in the housing need
and demand assessment relates to the eastern part of Perth and Kinross that also falls
within the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. The assessment calculated an annual
new build requirement of 38 homes in this area. The approach of the Proposed Plan is to
reallocate the bulk of this development to Dundee City, leaving an allowance of only 5
homes per year for this part of Perth and Kinross. The authority justifies this approach
through reference to environmental and capacity constraints in this area, and it is the
case that need and demand arising in one part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market
Area can theoretically be met in any other part. These 33 homes are therefore not ‘lost’
from the overall calculation, but have simply been geographically relocated. If these
additional 33 homes are taken in to account, the shortfall in the housing supply target for
Perth and Kinross is slightly less marked, at around 90% of the housing need and
demand assessment output figure.
4. Housing supply targets in development plans are not intended to be a mechanistic
translation of the new build requirements set out in housing need and demand
assessments. Paragraph 115 of Scottish Planning Policy states that the housing supply
target should be ‘based’ on evidence from the assessment. However, the target is to
be a “policy view of the number of homes the authority has agreed will be delivered”. It
may take in to account “wider economic, social and environmental factors, issues of
capacity, resource and deliverability, and other important requirements”. Therefore the
approach taken in Perth and Kinross is not necessarily contrary to national policy,
provided the lowering of the housing supply target can be justified in terms of the factors
mentioned in Scottish Planning Policy.
5. The authority’s principal justification for setting the housing supply target below the
housing need and demand assessment output figure relates to the challenges of
transitioning from current build rates to the much higher build rates that would be
required to achieve even the annual 1,000 home supply target set out in the Proposed
Plan. In preparation for the hearing held on housing matters, the Tayplan authority
submitted updated tables illustrating numbers of completions across the Tayplan area in
recent years, and anticipated future completions to 2023 (Hearing Document 32). These
tables show that the maximum number of completions achieved in Perth and Kinross
since 2002 was 941 homes in 2007/08. A marked reduction is apparent during the years
of the economic slowdown between 2009 and 2015, reaching a minimum of 339
completions in 2013/14. The average number of completions over the entire 2002
to 2016 period was 611.
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6. Clearly this average figure is heavily influenced by the effects of the 2009/15
downturn. Given the Tayplan vision to be a “sustainable, more attractive, competitive and
vibrant” area, I do not believe it would be appropriate to plan for the future based on a
rolling forward of experience during a past period of major economic difficulty. However,
even in the “good years” of 2002 to 2009, an average of only 804 homes per year was
achieved.
7. Looking forward, an average of only 680 completions per year is anticipated over
the 2016 to 2023 period, based on information from the 2016 housing land audit. To
some extent these figures may be a product of a range of factors including the land
supply made available in previous development plans and strategic infrastructure
constraints. There was some recognition from the Tayplan authority at the hearing held
to discuss housing matters that the lifting of some existing infrastructure constraints, such
as the construction of the Cross-Tay Link Road, could support increased completions in
the future. It may be that an ambitious housing supply target in the emerging strategic
development plan would result in more land being made available in the subsequent local
development plan and hence a higher rate of future completions. Some additional
windfall and small sites will also doubtless emerge to bolster the number of future
completions.
8. However, I accept that the range of evidence before me does point to it being
unrealistic to expect average completion rates in Perth and Kinross to reach the housing
need and demand assessment output figure of 1,149 homes. Such a level would equate
to a 43% increase over and above what was achieved on average even in the 2002/09
pre-downturn years, and 22% more homes than has ever been achieved in any individual
year since 2002.
9. The authority also points to household and population estimates and projections
produced by National Records of Scotland that have emerged since the preparation of
the housing need and demand assessment (Figure 11H of the Housing Analysis Paper
(Document 100) and Hearing Documents 29 and 31). In the case of Perth and Kinross,
the 2012 projections indicate that even the high migration scenario produces a lower level
of household growth than was projected in 2010 (the projections used in the housing
need and demand assessment). 2014-based high migration population projections are
below the 2010-based projections. The estimated current number of households in 2015
was also below what had been projected from the 2010 base.
10. Household projections provide no substitute for a comprehensive housing need and
demand assessment. Such assessments contain a much more sophisticated analysis of
the range of factors that may affect future need and demand. National policy is clear that
it is housing need and demand assessments that should form the basis for housing
calculations in development plans. I also consider it possible that more recent projections
are strongly affected by the economic downturn and therefore may not give the most
reliable indication of future levels of growth. For these reasons, I give these projections
only a limited amount of weight. That said, the projections do provide some additional
evidence to support the argument that it is unnecessary to plan for the high levels of
household growth implied by the housing need and demand assessment output figures.
11. I also note the views of many (though not all) respondents from the housebuilding
industry, including Homes for Scotland, that acknowledge the challenging nature of the
housing supply target set for Perth and Kinross due to the much lower levels of past and
projected delivery. Homes for Scotland confirmed at the hearing session that it accepted
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the housing supply target for Perth and Kinross being set at 90% of the housing need and
demand assessment output figure.
12. Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland assert that there should be a principle
established for the housing supply target to be set at 100% of the housing need and
demand assessment output figure. However, I find that this is not the policy approach set
out in Scottish Planning Policy, which at paragraph 115 allows authorities to also take into
account wider economic, social and environmental factors, issues of capacity, resource
and deliverability, and other important requirements.
13. I therefore conclude, for the reasons set out above, that a case does exist for setting
the housing supply target for Perth and Kinross at a level below the housing need and
demand assessment output figure for this area. However, I consider the decision to set
the target at 90% of the housing need and demand assessment figure to be somewhat
arbitrary, and also still highly ambitious. The resultant target to build an average of 1,000
homes a year would require more homes to be built annually than has ever been
achieved in in any year over the period since 2002, and 24% more homes than the
average annual figure even for the pre-recession years of 2002 to 2009.
14. The authority apparently shares the view that the proposed levels of housebuilding
represent a significant delivery challenge. Paragraph 62 of the Housing Analysis Paper
states that “it is considered unlikely that these rates will be achieved”. This view was
repeated by the Tayplan authority at the hearing, which stated that the supply target
contained some “implicit generosity”.
15. I consider this view reflects a fundamental misunderstanding of the intended
meaning of and purpose behind the housing supply target. Paragraph 115 of Scottish
Planning Policy states that the housing supply target is a policy view of the number of
homes the authority has agreed will be delivered. The glossary defines the housing
supply target as “the total number of homes that will be delivered”. It is clear that the
authority believes fewer than 1,000 homes will be delivered on average in Perth and
Kinross in the plan period, and the consensus among the housebuilding industry is also
that this level of target is challenging. I therefore conclude that the proposed housing
supply target for Perth and Kinross is too high.
16. The housing supply target is used for calculating what the effective 5-year housing
land supply should be. A risk associated with setting an unrealistically high housing
supply target is that it is likely to lead to shortfalls emerging in the 5-year effective housing
land supply. In these circumstances, paragraph 125 of Scottish Planning Policy states
that the housing land supply policies of the plan will be considered out-of-date. I
therefore consider it essential that the housing supply target represents a realistic
estimate of how many homes may be expected to be built.
17. In considering what a more appropriate level for the housing supply target in Perth
and Kinross might be, I have found it helpful to examine the potential split between
market and affordable housing development.
Tenure Split
18. Tables 1 and 2 of the housing need and demand assessment set out the net new
build housing requirements for buyer, private rented, intermediate and social rented
housing under the two favoured and closely related future economic scenarios. At the
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hearing held to discuss housing matters, the authority confirmed that the social rent and
intermediate figures in these tables could be summed to provide a proxy for “affordable”
housing, and the private rented and purchase figures together represented “market”
housing.
19. Paragraph 115 of Scottish Planning Policy states that the housing supply target
should “properly reflect the housing need and demand assessment estimate of housing
demand in the market sector”. In the Tayplan housing need and demand assessment,
scenario 4 “Better than Anticipated Economic Future” produces marginally higher figures
for market housing than scenario 3 “Anticipated Economic Future”. Under scenario 4, the
assessment estimates an annual demand for 656 homes in the market sector. In
compliance with national policy, I consider that the housing supply target in the Proposed
Plan should be capable of delivering this number of market homes.
20. The affordable housing requirement under scenario 4 is for 493 homes or 43% of
the total housing figure for Perth and Kinross. Paragraph 161 of the Housing Analysis
Paper recognises that practically only 25% of market housing sites would be provided as
affordable housing (reflecting the national approach set out in paragraph 129 of Scottish
Planning Policy). Applying such a 75:25 split to the market and affordable sectors, using
the market output figures from the housing need demand assessment, produces a total
of 875 homes, and therefore leaves a residue of 274 affordable homes that would need to
be provided through other means, or would not be provided at all.
21. The Tayplan authority’s closing statement following the hearing acknowledged that
Dundee Council do not seek any affordable housing contribution from developers, but
instead deliver such housing through other means. According to the 2016 Dundee
Housing Land Audit (Hearing Document 34), affordable completions have exceeded 25%
of total development in most recent years.
22. Paragraphs 168 to 182 of the Housing Analysis Paper refer to the potential effects of
welfare reform and a consequent increase in reliance on the private rented sector. The
argument is that a group of households which cannot meet its needs in the affordable
sector will be prepared to spend a higher proportion of their income on housing costs, and
to meet their needs instead in the private rented sector. The implication is that additional
market homes will be built in order to satisfy this demand.
23. The approach advanced by the Paper is to apply a 75:25 market/affordable split to
the total housing need and demand figure from the housing need and demand
assessment. As illustrated in Figure 21 of the Housing Analysis Paper, the implications
of this for Perth and Kinross would be annual development figures of 862 market homes
and 287 affordable homes. Thus it is envisaged that 206 more market homes will be built
annually in Perth and Kinross than the housing need and demand assessment estimated
there will be a demand for (862 minus 656), and that this difference will be accounted for
by greater-than-expected levels of buy-to-let or build-to-let.
24. I find this approach somewhat convoluted, speculative and unconvincing. There is a
lack of firm evidence that this scenario is likely to come about, and it would represent a
radical departure from the core outputs of the housing need and demand assessment.
Paragraph 181 of the Housing Analysis Paper lists a number of reasons why such an
increase in building in response to a possible increased demand from the private rented
sector may be challenging. These include the reliance on more individuals coming
forward to obtain buy-to-let mortgages despite downturns in the lending market, and the
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need for large business organisations that currently have a limited presence to get
involved in the rental market. These are factors outwith the control of the Tayplan
authority or the constituent planning authorities.
25. I also find that the housing need and demand assessment outputs already indicate
that a high proportion of the new build market housing requirement will be for private rent
(58% in Perth and Kinross under scenario 4). The notional transfer of an additional 206
homes a year from the affordable to the private rented sector would increase the
proportion of market housing that would theoretically be being built for the purposes of
private renting in Perth and Kinross to 68%. While I acknowledge the growing role of the
private rented sector, this level appears unrealistic especially given that, according to
paragraph 1.189 of the housing need and demand assessment, only 14.6% of
households in Perth and Kinross were living in private rented accommodation in 2011.
26. Furthermore, I consider this approach must be flawed as it purports to rationalise
a housing supply target figure that is separately considered by most parties (including the
authority) to be unachievable. Even applying the 75:25 market/affordable split across the
reduced Perth and Kinross annualised housing supply target of 1,000 set out in the
Proposed Plan, would require there to be an average of 750 market completions per
year, 94 more than the housing need and demand assessment estimated there will be a
demand for.
27. I prefer the more straightforward approach of applying the nationally supported 25%
affordable housing ratio to the assessed level of market housing demand, and making
some allowance for additional affordable housing provision through other mechanisms
(for instance on land already owned by local authorities or housing associations).
28. Paragraph 4.31 of the housing need and demand assessment is clear that the
potential contribution of programmes such as the Strategic Housing Investment
Programme to affordable housing completions has not been accounted for in the
assessment. However, at the hearing held on housing matters, the authority pointed
out that average affordable housing contributions from market sites may actually fall
below 25% due to an exemption for small sites and competition with other demands for
developer contributions such as education facilities. These factors will counterbalance
each other to some extent, but I conclude that the net additional number of affordable
homes that may be expected to be built over and above the 25% contribution from market
sites cannot be quantified at this stage but is likely to be relatively modest.
29. Inherent to any realistic approach that produces a housing supply target below the
housing need and demand assessment output figure is an assumption that some
affordable housing needs will continue to be unmet. Unfortunately I believe this to be the
most realistic prospect given current economic and funding circumstances. I also note
that paragraph 115 of Scottish Planning Policy appears to allow more scope to discount
elements of the affordable component of the housing need and demand assessment
output figures than the market component.
Housing Land Requirement
30. Paragraph 116 of Scottish Planning Policy states that development plans should
establish a housing land requirement 10 to 20% higher than the number of homes to be
built over the plan period. The purpose of this requirement is to provide a generous
supply of land. It means that the housing supply target can still be achieved even if there
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are delays or constraints to the development of certain individual sites. No such
‘generosity margin’ is proposed in Perth and Kinross.
31. The authority points to the statement in paragraph 116 of Scottish Planning Policy
that ‘the exact extent of the margin will depend on local circumstances’. However, I
interpret this to mean that the scale of the generosity margin may vary between 10
and 20% based on local circumstances, not that authorities may choose to adopt margins
outside this range.
32. The authority also states that there is “implicit generosity” already built in to the
housing supply target for Perth and Kinross because it is unlikely that average build rates
over the 2016-28 period will reflect the housing supply targets. As noted above, I
consider this statement reflects a fundamental misunderstanding of the intended nature of
the housing supply target, which should reflect the number of homes the authority
believes will be delivered. There can be no “implicit generosity” contained within the
housing supply target figure.
33. I have concluded above that the housing supply target proposed for Perth and
Kinross is too high, and therefore requires to be revised downwards to a realistic level.
But the requirements of national policy are clear that a generosity margin of 10 to 20%
must be added to the housing supply target to produce the housing land requirement. I
have identified no exceptional local circumstances that would justify a departure from this
principle. Some flexibility in the land supply is required in order to maximise the likelihood
of the housing supply target being achieved.
Overall Conclusion
34. At paragraph 27 above I expressed my preference for producing a realistic housing
supply target for Perth and Kinross through an approach of applying the nationally
supported 25% affordable housing ratio to the assessed level of market housing demand,
and making some allowance for additional affordable housing provision through other
mechanisms. At paragraph 28 I concluded that this additional affordable housing
allowance cannot be quantified at this stage but is likely to be relatively modest. Account
needs also to be taken of the policy decision to limit development in the Perth and
Kinross portion of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. Drawing these
considerations together produces potential housing supply targets for Perth and Kinross
as set out in the following table (based on the data in Table 2/scenario 4 of the housing
need and demand assessment, which gives slightly higher market housing outputs than
Table 1/scenario 3). Consequential changes would also be required to the Tayplan-wide
figures.
Average Annual Housing
Housing Market Area
Average Annual
Supply Target applying
Market Housing
Requirement
75:25 Market/Affordable Split
5 (balance transferred to
Perth and Kinross Part of 24
Dundee City)
Greater Dundee
343
457
Greater Perth
53
71
Kinross
90
120
Strathearn
54
72
Highland Perthshire
91
121
Strathmore and Glens
655
846
Perth and Kinross Total
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35. Turning to the housing land requirement, the Proposed Plan sets this at an average
of 1,000 homes per year in Perth and Kinross. The authority is therefore confident that a
land supply sufficient to deliver this number of homes can be made available through the
forthcoming local development plan. This scale of housing land requirement would
represent approximately an 18% margin over and above the housing supply targets I
have set out above. The generosity margin would therefore fall within the 10 to 20%
range required by Scottish Planning Policy. This level of generosity margin (towards the
upper end of the required range) would also allow for the development of some additional
affordable housing beyond that secured via the 25% quota policy within market housing
sites, while still maintaining some overall flexibility in the supply. It could, for instance,
accommodate enhanced national ambitions for affordable housing development that may
emerge over the lifetime of the plan. Overall I consider that the application of an 18%
generosity margin that produces the same housing land requirement as is set out in the
Proposed Plan for Perth and Kinross is the most pragmatic way to ensure that the plan
contains a more realistic housing supply target and housing land requirement for this
area, while also ensuring that national policy requirements relating to the housing land
supply are fulfilled.
36. In the table below I set out housing land requirements for the various individual
housing market areas within Perth and Kinross. These are calculated by applying
an 18.2% generosity margin to the housing supply targets set out above. Because these
housing land requirements are ultimately derived from the market housing requirements
set out in the housing need and demand assessment, rather than the total market and
affordable figures, there is some variation from the housing land requirements set out in
the proposed plan (though the total for Perth and Kinross is unchanged). The
requirements for Greater Perth and Highland Perthshire are slightly lower than previously
proposed, and those for Kinross and Strathearn are slightly higher.
37. However these differences are not great. In any event I note that Policy 4D of the
Proposed Plan allows a proportion of land requirements to be met in neighbouring
housing market areas in serious cases of capacity constraint. Therefore I do not consider
that the application of these small adjustments to the housing land requirements within
Perth and Kinross should be unduly problematic.
Housing Market Area
Perth and Kinross Part of
Greater Dundee
Greater Perth
Kinross
Strathearn
Highland Perthshire
Strathmore and Glens
Perth and Kinross Total

Average Annual
Housing Supply Target
5

Average Annual Housing
Land Requirement (+18.2%)
6

457
71
120
72
121
846

540
84
142
85
143
1,000

38. I have considered whether the analysis set out above requires a revisiting of the
housing land calculations in other parts of the Tayplan area. Hearing Document 32
contains analysis of recent and anticipated completions in all four local authority areas. In
the case of North Fife I note that the proposed annualised housing supply target of 295
homes was exceeded in 2004/05, and is anticipated to be exceeded in four out of the
next seven years. In the case of Dundee City I note that the proposed annualised target
of 480 was exceeded throughout the pre-recession years of 2002/09, and is anticipated to
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be exceeded through the period 2017 to 2022. In the case of Angus I note that the
proposed annualised target of 310 homes was exceeded through the pre-recession years
of 2002/09, and is anticipated to be exceeded in all years from 2017 onwards.
39. It therefore appears that, unlike in Perth and Kinross, there is a realistic prospect of
these proposed housing supply targets being achieved in other parts of the plan area. I
also note that all these targets fully reflect the output figures of the housing need and
demand assessment, and that for each of the other local authority areas a generosity
margin of at least 10% has been incorporated into the housing land requirement as
required by national policy. For these reasons, and as discussed further under Issues 14,
15 and 17, I conclude that there is no need to amend the housing supply targets or
housing land requirements in these areas in the light of the analysis above.
40. NHS Tayside (908896/325) - Regarding the need for the plan to be flexible enough
to respond to updated population projections, the housing need and demand assessment
process is intended to introduce a more nuanced analysis of likely housing requirements
than a simple response to changing demographic projections. It is also the case that the
national policy requirement to provide a generous supply of land for new housing should
provide a level of flexibility to ensure the plan remains relevant even in the event of larger
than expected population growth. Above I have discussed how the plan should be
amended to demonstrate that a generous housing land supply exists in Perth and
Kinross. On this basis I conclude that no modifications are required in response to this
particular representation.
Reporter’s recommendations:
I recommend that:
1. In Policy 4A the Tayplan-wide 20 year housing supply target be amended to 38,620,
the 12 year housing supply target be amended to 23,172, and the 2028 to 2036 housing
supply target be amended to 15,448.
2. On Map 4, the housing supply targets and housing land requirements within Perth
and Kinross, and for Tayplan as a whole be amended in accordance with the following
table:
Housing Market Area
Perth and Kinross Part of
Greater Dundee
Greater Perth
Kinross
Strathearn
Highland Perthshire
Strathmore and Glens
Perth and Kinross Total

Housing Supply Target
5

Housing Land Requirement
6

457
71
120
72
121
846

Tayplan

1,931

540
84
142
85
143
1,000 (i.e. no change from
Proposed Plan)
2,195 (i.e. no change from
Proposed Plan)

3. The first paragraph on page 27 of the plan be amended to read: “Policy 4/Map 4 plan
for housing supply targets of 1,931 new homes per year across the Tayplan area. This
is 23,172 over the first 12 years of this plan (2016-28) and approximately 38,620 homes
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over the whole 20 year period.”
4. The second paragraph on page 27 of the plan be amended to read: “The housing
land requirement provides a generous land supply equivalent to at least 10% above the
respective housing supply target for each housing market area. This is to ensure
flexibility and choice in delivering the housing supply target. 10% is the minimum Tayplan
is required to include by the Scottish Government (Scottish Planning Policy)”.
5. The final paragraph on page 28 of the plan (extending onto page 29) be deleted.
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Issue 017

Policy 4 Homes - Annual Housing Supply Targets and Housing
Land Requirements – Dundee City and the Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area

Development
plan reference:

Policy 4 Part A/Map 4 and supporting text,
pages 24 and 25

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes
(910368)
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826)
F M & G Batchelor (846821)
J G Lang & Son (846827)
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292)
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825)
R Watson & Son (846824)
Scotia Homes Ltd (910294)

Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277)
Homes for Scotland (785148)
Strategic Land (Scotland) Ltd/Iain Bett
(752940)
Springfield Properties (910130)
Supporting as written
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Water (762198)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
Policy 4A and Map 4 work in conjunction setting out the housing supply targets (how
much housing is planned to be built) and housing land requirement (the amount of land to
be provided to deliver this). Map 4 presents these at TAYplan level, for each housing
market area and for the constituent council areas within TAYplan. The Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area is the only housing market area to cover part(s) of more than one
council area. Here the figures are set out for each constituent council area to provide
clarity for the respective Local Development Plans. This Schedule focuses on Dundee
City and the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):

Note to Reporter
For clarity Dundee City is the same as Dundee City Council’s administrative area. This
is one part (the largest part) of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. The Greater
Dundee Housing Market Area is bigger than Dundee City and covers all of Dundee City
and some parts of all three local authorities which surround it. Topic Paper 2: Growth
Strategy (2015) pages 39 to 42 (Doc104) explain this and the history of this area.

Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Housing Land Requirement for the Whole Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/518), F M & G Batchelor (846821/494), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/404), R Watson & Son (846824/465), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/482), J G Lang
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& Son (846827/441) and Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd
(846825/431) seek an increase in the housing land requirement for the Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area to 20% above the respective housing supply targets on the basis
that the current approach 'fails to take the opportunity for a more generous growth'.
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825) PLAN2015_431
also suggest that this would provide for what they term 'a sustainable pattern of growth in
close proximity to the city and services'.
These respondents also seek an increase in the housing land requirements for the
remaining three Angus Housing Market Areas to 20% of their respective housing supply
targets. This is to become what the respondents describe as 'consistent with the
approach' for Dundee City/Greater Dundee HMA that they propose above and also
because they consider this to 'ensure flexibility in housing land provision'. Issues relating
to the housing supply targets and housing land requirement for Angus are considered
separately in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 014 Policy 4
Homes – Housing Supply Targets and Housing Land Requirements – Angus.
Housing Supply Targets and Housing Land Requirement for Dundee City
Homes for Scotland (785148/240), Springfield Properties (910130/343), A & J Stephen
Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/554), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller
Estates Ltd (846825/432) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/534) seek
an increase in the housing supply target for Dundee City to 120% of the need and
demand indicated in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment
(Page 219 – Doc97) (from 480 to 576 homes per year) with a 10% generosity allowance
giving a housing land requirement of 634 homes per year.

Note to Reporter
The figure from the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment
(2013) (Doc97) is 445 homes per year for Dundee City and not 480 homes per year. A
later policy decision was taken to add 35 homes per year to Dundee City from the
Perth & Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. This increased the
Dundee City housing supply target to 480 homes per year as stated in Main Issues
Report (2014) options on page 29 to 30 and 33 to 35 (Doc56) Proposed TAYplan
(2015) Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80).

The respondents also consider that the evidence set out in the TAYplan Housing Analysis
Paper Feb 2015 Page 30 (Doc100) and paragraph 6.93 of Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015)
(Doc104) supports this proposed change. These contain TAYplan's analysis of the 2012based projections which indicate that around 4,360 more households may form in
Dundee City by the mid-2030s, compared with the 2010-based projection.
Homes for Scotland (785148/240), Springfield Properties (910130/343), A & J Stephen
Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/554), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller
Estates Ltd (846825/432) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/534) also
suggest information in Figure 5 on page 16 of the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper
(2015) (Doc100) supports this. The respondents describe the data shown in the table
below which shows anticipated build rates for the years 2016/17 to 2020/21 based on
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Dundee City Council’s housing land audit (2014) (Doc32).
Year
2016/17
2017/18
2018/19
2019/20
2020/21

Anticipated build rates
802
711
708
635
593

Source: Dundee City Council Housing Land Audit 2014
These respondents report this as an average of 636 homes per year. The respondents
consider that if these anticipated build rates are accurate then with their proposed
housing supply target increase to 576 homes per year Dundee City could ‘reasonably be
expected to maintain a housing land supply that is in excess of the 5-year minimum
expected by Scottish Planning Policy (2014)’ (Doc84).

Note to Reporter
636 is actually the average of anticipated build rates for the whole 7 year period for
anticipated build from 2014/15 to 2020/21. The average for the 2016/17 to 2020/21
period described by the respondents is actually 690 homes per year.

Homes for Scotland (785148/240), Springfield Properties (910130/343) and A & J
Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/554) also consider TAYplan's approach in
Policy 4A/Map 4 and Policy 4E to represent what they term as 'hesitancy' over increasing
the housing supply target for Dundee City. They suggest that this would be
understandable if the 'evidence suggested the higher target would not be deliverable' but
they consider their analysis of anticipated build rates (above) shows this is not the case.
Strategic Land (Scotland) Ltd/Iain Bett (752940/450) proposes an increase in the housing
supply target for Dundee City to 110% of the figure indicted in the TAYplan-wide Joint
Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Page 219 – Doc97). The respondent
also proposes an increase in the housing land requirement to ‘the maximum of an
additional 20%’. The respondent considers this to provide an appropriate level of flexibility
to ensure that the Dundee Local Development Plan can identify sufficient brownfield and
greenfield land. The respondent suggests that these proposed increases would also
compensate for the 'lower (90%) housing supply target that is being set for Perth &
Kinross'.
Note to Reporter
The figure from the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment
(2013) (Doc97) is 445 homes per year for Dundee City and not 480 homes per year. A
later policy decision was taken to add 35 homes per year to Dundee City from the
Perth & Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. This increased the
Dundee City housing supply target to 480 homes per year as stated in Main Issues
Report (2014) options on page 29 to 30 and 33 to 35 (Doc56) Proposed TAYplan
(2015) Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80).
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Remove Policy 4E
Homes for Scotland (785148/240), Springfield Properties (910130/343), A & J Stephen
Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/554), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller
Estates Ltd (846825/432) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/534) do not
support TAYplan's approach of providing additional flexibility for Dundee City (Policy 4E –
Doc80) to provide additional land above the housing land requirement in Policy 4A/Map 4
(Doc80) as a mechanism to respond to the issues the respondents raise (above) based
on their analysis of the 2012-based population and household projections.
Instead they consider this to represent 'an additional 20% potential demand' and consider
that this should be taken into account when setting the housing supply target, rather than
when determining the housing land requirement.
The respondents also believe that setting the housing supply target and housing land
requirement is the job of the Strategic Development Plans in city-regions, not a matter to
be delegated in full or in part to constituent Local Development Plans based on Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) Paragraph 118 and Diagram 1 (Doc84). They consider this to
introduce a precedent for devolving these functions of a Strategic Development Plan
(wholly or in part) to Local Development Plan level. This issue is considered in more
detail in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for 021 Policy 4E. Matters
relating to what the housing supply target and housing land requirement should be for
Dundee City, including the role of Policy 4E, are considered in this Schedule 4 Summary
of Unresolved Issues.
Summary of Supporting Representations
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) supports all of Policy 4 (Doc80) as the basis for the
identification of housing land as consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84). They also support the role of the Strategic
Development Areas (Policy 3) (Doc80) in contributing to an effective housing land supply.
NHS Tayside (908896/325) consider that the ability to be ‘flexible’ and ‘respond to
changes in terms of Housing Need and Demand Assessment’ is important and
recognises that ‘population projections are not always reliable’.
Scottish Water (762198/269) supports this policy and reinforces its duty as an
infrastructure provider to support the delivery of this.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Housing Land Requirement for the Whole Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/518), F M & G Batchelor (846821/494), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/404), R Watson & Son (846824/465), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/482), J G Lang
& Son (846827/441) and Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd
(846825/431) propose an increase in the housing land requirement for the Greater
Dundee Housing Market Area to 20% above the respective housing supply targets in
Policy 4A/Map 4. They also seek an increase in the generosity of the remaining three
Angus Housing Market Areas to 20% above the respective housing supply targets in
Policy 4A/Map 4.
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Housing Supply Targets and Housing Land Requirement for Dundee City
Homes for Scotland (785148/240), Springfield Properties (910130/343), A & J Stephen
Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/554), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller
Estates Ltd (846825/432) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/534)
propose an increase in the housing supply target for Dundee City to 576 homes per year
with a 10% generosity allowance giving a housing land requirement of 634 homes per
year.
Strategic Land (Scotland) Ltd/Iain Bett (752940/450) proposes an increase in the housing
supply target for Dundee City to be 10% above the figure indicted in the TAYplan-wide
Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97). The respondent also
proposes an increase in the housing land requirement to ‘the maximum of an additional
20%’ above the proposed new housing supply target.
Note to Reporter
The figure from the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment
(2013) (Doc97) is 445 homes per year for Dundee City and not 480 homes per
year. A later policy decision was taken to add 35 homes per year to Dundee City
from the Perth & Kinross part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. This
increased the Dundee City housing supply target to 480 homes per year as stated
in Main Issues Report (2014) options on page 29 to 30 and 33 to 35 (Doc56)
Proposed TAYplan (2015) Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80).
Remove Policy 4E
Homes for Scotland (785148/240), Springfield Properties (910130/343), A & J Stephen
Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/554), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller
Estates Ltd (846825/432) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/534)
propose the removal of Policy 4E (Doc80).
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97) was
declared ‘robust and credible’ by the Centre for Housing Market Analysis on 24
February 2014 (Doc54). The TAYplan Economic Outlook (2014) pages 32 to 36 (Doc98)
supports the conclusions of the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) (Doc97). Both documents are summarised and discussed in Topic
Paper 2: Growth (2015) pages 22 to 33 (Doc104).
The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Figure 5.5 on
page 199 (Doc97) concluded that the identified need and demand for new homes for
Angus, Dundee City and North Fife was less than currently planned for in approved
TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 (Doc16). For Perth & Kinross it was higher.
This persuaded TAYplan that it would be possible to accommodate all of the identified
need and demand for new homes for Dundee City within the context of the existing
strategy. This is largely on the basis that the Dundee Local Development Plan (2014)
(Doc4) already plans for higher levels to deliver the same strategy. Therefore the two
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Main Issues Report (2014) housing options on pages 29 and 30 (Doc56) were identical
for Dundee City (and also for North Fife and Angus).
The Main Issues Report (2014) also asked two specific questions relating to new homes
in Dundee City on pages 33 and 34 (Doc56).
The first question considered the transfer of 35 homes per year from the Perth & Kinross
part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area into Dundee City. Although this
attracted comment at Main Issues Report (2104) stage no respondent has sought
changes to this at Proposed Plan (2015) stage. The justification for this approach and the
thinking behind it is discussed in Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) pages 39 to 44 (Doc104)
and TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 55 to 61 (Doc100).
The second question considered how to respond to land becoming non-effective in parts
of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area outside of Dundee City. Many respondents
at Main Issues stage questioned how such an approach would operate. TAYplan
considered this in Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) pages 50 to 52 (Doc104) and TAYplan
Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 55 to 61 (Doc100). TAYplan was persuaded that
the continuation of Approved TAYplan (2015) Policy 5B – now Proposed Plan (2015)
Policy 4E – offered the opportunity to overcome some of these issues. Policy 4E is
considered separately in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 021
Policy 4E.
Following the Main Issues Report consultation (in 2014) TAYplan examined new
information including the then recently published 2012-based population and household
projections. This new information was considered in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper
(2015) pages 25 to 41 (Doc100) and some of this is summarised in Topic Paper 2:
Growth (2015) pages 45 to 52 (Doc104).
The 2012-based population and household projections did not replace the TAYplan-wide
Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97). They have also not been
considered alongside a revised current housing need figure (also known as backlog
need) within a robust and credible housing need and demand assessment and they have
not been tested through a Main Issues Report. Therefore they served as a ‘sense test’ to
help TAYplan to understand which Main Issues Report (2014) option for new homes
(pages 29 – 30 Doc56) is most appropriate to plan for. This work is detailed in the
TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48 (Doc100). The next housing
need and demand assessment will take place around 2017/18 and will use the 2014based projections or even the 2016-based projections dependent on publication date.
TAYplan’s analysis of the 2012-based population and household projections (Doc100)
shows that there is some potential for a higher number of households in Dundee City than
had previously been envisaged. The same information showed no equivalent situation for
other council areas, in fact it showed the opposite. TAYplan concluded that there may be
a potential need for Dundee City to plan for higher levels of growth.
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) was published in the final week of the Main
Issues Report consultation in 2014 (Doc56). It has been fully considered in the
preparation of the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100) and the subsequent
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80).
All of these factors combined meant that the Proposed Plan needed to express a housing
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supply target and a housing land requirement. There was also a need to consider the
potential implications of the 2012-based projections and balance the risk of over
allocating land should the 2012-based projections not come about with the risk of failing
to have sufficient flexibility to cope should they actually occur.
The housing supply target for Dundee City is 480 homes per year. This meets the
identified need and demand for new homes from the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need
and Demand Assessment (2013) page 219 (Doc97). It also incorporates 35 homes per
year transferred to Dundee City from the Perth & Kinross part of the Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area described in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 55
to 61 (Doc100).
The housing land requirement for Dundee City stated in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) is 10%
above the housing supply target. This is discussed in TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper
(2015) pages 41 to 48 (Doc100). However, this is accompanied by Policy 4E. Although
Policy 4E serves several purposes, in this context it provides flexibility to respond to
the 2012-based population and household projections should the need arise prior to the
next review of TAYplan. Policy 4E continues the current approach from Approved
TAYplan Policy 5B (Doc16) of allowing Dundee City only, to plan for more homes. This
also provides the mechanism to respond to the 2012-based projections, should they
arise, without over-allocating. Policy 4E (Doc80) is discussed in more detail the Summary
of Unresolved Issues for Issue 021 Policy 4 Part E.
TAYplan considers this to provide the appropriate mechanism to achieve the balance in
risks of over allocation versus lack of flexibility to respond (described above). In particular
this approach allows Dundee City to consider the implications of more up to date
information before concluding its own proposed plan. For example since the TAYplan
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) was published the mid-year population and housing
estimates for Dundee City for 2014 have been published (017/Extract/1). Both show a
lower trajectory of growth than was anticipated in the 2012-based projections.
TAYplan agrees that Dundee City is a place that could accommodate more homes in the
future; particularly through the redevelopment of brownfield sites within the city. After all it
is the largest city in the region (Scotland’s fourth largest) and Policies 1 and 4 (Doc80)
are written to support this principle. However, TAYplan does not agree that the methods
proposed by respondents represent the best way to achieve this or that the respondents
have provided any compelling or robust evidence to support their proposed changes.
Authority’s Response To Proposed Changes
Housing Land Requirement for the Whole Greater Dundee Housing Market Area
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/518), F M & G Batchelor (846821/494), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/404), R Watson & Son (846824/465), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/482), J G Lang
& Son (846827/441) and Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd
(846825/431) - TAYplan agrees that the housing land requirement set out in Map 4 does
not plan for ‘more generous growth’. This is because, by virtue of currently planning for
a 10% generosity margin in Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80), it does not do something else.
However, Policy 4E does provide further flexibility for Dundee City.
TAYplan considers that the issue is not whether Map 4 does or does not plan for ‘more
generosity’ than the respondents would like, but what justification they can provide to
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support the proposed changes they seek. The respondents have not provided any robust
or compelling evidence to support their proposed changes or to refute TAYplan’s
conclusions.
There is an important distinction to make between what the respondents are seeking and
what is written in the Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4/Map 4. The respondents treat
Dundee City in the same way as the whole Greater Dundee Housing Market Area.
However, Policy 4/Map 4 and Policy 4E specifically distinguish between Dundee City and
the rest of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area.
This distinction reflects the conclusions of the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and
Demand Assessment (2013) pages 219 (Doc97) and the TAYplan Housing Analysis
Paper (2015) pages 25 to 61 (Doc100).
The respondents seek an increase in the housing land requirement for the Greater
Dundee Housing Market Area to 20%. Policy 4/Map 4 currently sets out housing land
requirements of 10% for the four local authority parts of the Greater Dundee Housing
Market Area. Policy 4E provides increased flexibility for Dundee City only.
Policy 4E applies to Dundee City only and continues the current approach in approved
TAYplan (2012) Policy 5B (Doc16). This is also justified on the basis that the analysis of
the 2012-based population and household projections considered in the TAYplan
Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48 (Doc100). This indicates the potential for
Dundee City to experience higher household growth. Policy 4E (Doc80) remains a
relevant and helpful approach to respond to what may arise as a result.
However, no such evidence is apparent for Angus, North Fife or Perth & Kinross,
including their respective parts of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. The 2012based projections indicate similar or lower levels of new households would be expected
compared with those in Policy 4/Map 4. This suggests that even with a fall in average
household size the housing supply targets and housing land requirements set out in
Policy 4/Map 4 remain appropriate. Therefore the evidence does not support an
equivalent application of Policy 4E for elsewhere in the Greater Dundee Housing Market
Area and nor does it support any increase in the housing land requirement for the Greater
Dundee Housing Market Area as a whole, or its constituent parts in Angus, North Fife and
Perth & Kinross. No respondent has provided any evidence to refute this conclusion.
Many of these respondents have used the analysis of the 2012-based population and
household projections from the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48
(Doc100) to justify their proposals. However, elsewhere in other representations many of
these same respondents have ignored its consequent impact for the other three council
areas (outside of Dundee City – including their parts of the Greater Dundee Housing
Market Area) by either proposing increases to housing supply targets and housing land
requirements there or by accepting the existing housing supply targets. This represents a
selective use of the evidence. This is particularly noted for comments made in the
Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issues 016: Policy 4 Homes covering
housing supply targets and housing land requirements in Perth & Kinross.
Similarly the respondents have also assumed that the 2012-based population and
household projections automatically justify a higher housing land requirement for Dundee
City. However, TAYplan does not agree. The 2012-based projections are trend-based
and will only occur if the trends of the most recent 5 years continue. This is not
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necessarily likely and the respondents have not considered this issue. For example the
recently published mid-year population and household estimates for 2014 suggest a
lower trajectory of growth than was envisaged by the 2012-based projections (Doc100).
These are illustrated in the TAYplan Housing and Demography Update Paper
(017/Extract/3). This therefore suggests that the potential for further growth envisaged by
the 2012-based projections is not taking place, or at least is not taking place yet. This
challenges the arguments put forward by the respondents.
It is for this reason that Policy 4/Map 4 deliberately sets out a 10% housing land
requirement for Dundee City with the capacity to identify more land under Policy 4E
(Doc40). This fulfils the requirements of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) Paragraph 116
(Doc84) and also enables Dundee City Council to consider more up to date information
regarding population and household changes in their Local Development Plan. This is
a fundamental pillar of responding to circumstances where more land for homes may
be needed in response to the 2012-based projections but also to circumstances where
it may not be needed because the 2012-based projections have not occurred.
In this way the respondents have failed to consider the overall implications for the
Vision of delivering their proposed changes in the way they seek. Similarly they have
not provided any robust or compelling evidence to demonstrate why their proposed
changes would better deliver the Vision. TAYplan is satisfied that the approach set out in
Policy 4A/Map 4 and Policy 4E (Doc80) provides the appropriate mechanism to achieve
the outcomes sought by the respondents but, crucially, without the risk of over allocating
land or preventing a response to changing circumstances.
The respondents have therefore provided no compelling or robust evidence to support the
changes they seek or to refute the conclusions reached by TAYplan. TAYplan is therefore
not persuaded that there is any basis to make the changes sought and nor is TAYplan
persuaded that the changes would be better at delivering the vision. In fact TAYplan is
concerned that the proposed changes could conflict with the location priorities in Policy 1
(Doc80) which are integral to delivering the sustainable pattern of development
demanded by the vision.
As such TAYplan does not agree with the view of Emac Planning LLP for Linlathen
Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825) PLAN2015_431 that the
proposed changes would provide for what they term 'a sustainable pattern of growth in
close proximity to the city and services'. This is not a guaranteed outcome of the changes
proposed by this and other respondents, rather it is a possibility. There is also the
possibility that a sustainable pattern of development will not be the outcome of the
proposed changes.
Policy 1 (Doc80) already focuses the majority of new development, including homes, in
principal settlements and these are defined in Policy 1A (Doc80). Policy 4F (Doc80) limits
development in areas surrounding Dundee City and works in conjunction with Policy 1C
(Doc80). This means that there may be instances where development on the edge of
Dundee City is still within principal settlements or may reflect the caveats in Policy 1C and
Policy 4F (Doc80). However, TAYplan does not share the respondent’s more general
assumption that edge of Dundee City locations will automatically result in the ‘sustainable
pattern of development’ they describe. The respondents have provided no further detail or
evidence to back up their assertion.
TAYplan is therefore satisfied that the current approach provides sufficient flexibility to
respond to change whilst also recognising the potential for growth in Dundee City. The
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respondents have provided no compelling or robust evidence to refute TAYplan’s
conclusions and therefore TAYplan is satisfied that no changes should be made to
Policy 4 and Map 4 (Doc80).
TAYplan’s comments made above are also relevant to the proposed changes to housing
land requirements for all housing market areas in Angus, including the South Angus part
of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. These are considered separately in the
Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 014 Policy 4 Homes – Housing
Supply Targets and Housing Land Requirements – Angus.
Housing Supply Targets and Housing Land Requirement for Dundee City and Policy 4E
Homes for Scotland (785148/240), Springfield Properties (910130/343), A & J Stephen
Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/554), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller
Estates Ltd (846825/432) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/534) - The
respondents appear to justify their proposed changes on the analysis of the 2012-based
population and household projections from the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015)
pages 25 to 48 (Doc100) and anticipated future build rates from the Dundee City Housing
Land Audit (2014) page 7 (Doc32) – also considered in the TAYplan Housing Analysis
Paper (2015) pages 13 to 18 (Doc100).
The respondents consider there to be ‘20% extra demand’ for homes in Dundee City.
However, this 20% does not correspond with any analysis of the 2012-based population
or household projections set out in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25
to 41 (Doc100). Looking in particular at TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015)
Figure 15 page 38 (Doc100) neither of the figures in the first two columns (the Proxy
Exercise or the CHMA Tool Rerun) is 20% different from the figures in the remaining two
columns (MIR Options 1 and 2) for Dundee City. Yet this analysis appears to be the basis
for the scale of change proposed by the respondents.
Therefore the respondents appear to be arguing that any 20% generosity margin should
be instead added to the housing supply target. This is not consistent with Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84). Again this also does not reflect 2012based population and household projections as considered in the TAYplan Housing
Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 41 (Doc100). TAYplan’s response in Policy 4A/Map 4
and Policy 4E (Doc80) deliberately recognises that the scale of additional households
may be in excess of 20% and therefore the respondents’ proposed changes appear to
ignore this and be rather more rigid than they might first suggest.
Having not carried out a new housing need and demand assessment based on the 2012based projections it is impossible for the respondents to argue that 20% would be the
resultant extra demand for new homes. As noted in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper
(2015) in the orange box on page 35 (Doc100), there has also been no recalculation of
current housing need (also known as backlog housing need) for Dundee City. Therefore
the 2012-based projections are a ‘sense test’ and cannot be considered as a replacement
for the housing need and demand assessment. The next TAYplan Housing Need and
Demand Assessment, anticipated during 2017/18, will use the 2014-based or 2016-based
population and household projections.
This shows that the respondents have failed to properly consider the evidence TAYplan
has presented and how this has been applied. The context section above explains this
evidence and its application in more detail. Neither the respondents nor TAYplan can be
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certain whether the 2012-based population and household projections will occur. TAYplan
considers this to reinforce its current position for two reasons:
1. This shows the importance of balancing the flexibility to provide more homes should
this be necessary with the risks of over allocating should it not be necessary. This is
reinforced by the recent publications of the mid-year population and household estimates
for 2014 (Doc100). These show lower rates of growth than anticipated by the 2012-based
projections. Prior to the next housing need and demand assessment and TAYplan review
Dundee City Council will be best placed to consider new information for future years and
determine whether to use the flexibility offered by Policy 4E to respond to these or other
changes when preparing its Proposed Local Development Plan.
2. TAYplan fulfils Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84) by stating
a housing land requirement of 10% and provides flexibility to respond further should it
be necessary through Policy 4E for Dundee City only; itself a continuation of the
current approach. This also allows Dundee City to plan for land releases in excess of
the 20% above the housing supply target described in Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraph 116 (Doc84), should there be evidence to support this.
Many of the same respondents have also sought increases in the housing land
requirement and/or housing supply targets for other housing market areas (above and in
other council areas) despite the same 2012-based projections analysis demonstrating a
potential reduction in the anticipated need and demand for new homes in all areas
outside of Dundee City. This represents an inconsistent application of the evidence.
TAYplan does not support this approach of using the evidence only for Dundee City and
ignoring how the same evidence applies in the other locations where the respondents
seek the opposite outcome.
Therefore the respondents have provided no compelling or robust evidence to refute
TAYplan’s conclusions or, in particular, to justify how additional housing land requirement
under Policy 4E (Doc80) automatically translates to ‘20% additional demand’ and
therefore a 20% higher housing supply target or higher housing land requirement.
The other element of the respondents’ justification is Dundee City Housing Land Audit
(2014). This shows the actual and anticipated build rates as at March 2014, which are
also considered by the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 13 to 19
(Doc100).
Housing Land Audit data tells us how much housing land the respective local authority
considers to be effective within its area each year. It is only ever a snapshot and changes
each year based on a fresh audit process. The housing land audit process is not the
pretext for determining housing supply targets but does help us appreciate whether they
are realistically deliverable. This is an important distinction.
This helped TAYplan to understand the scale of transition from currently low build rates
and what local authorities envisaged as the pace of that transition based on their
discussions with land owners and house builders. This is a fundamental component of
considering wider economic, social and environmental factors and capacity, resources
and deliverability as set out in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 115 (Doc84).
However, the respondents appear to have used the TAYplan’s analysis of housing land
audits in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 13 to 19 (Doc100) differently
and instead to justify their proposed changes to housing supply targets.
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The respondents all suggest that their proposed increases (resulting in a housing land
requirement of 634 homes per year) corresponds almost identically with the anticipated
average build rate for the years 2016/17 to 2020/21 taken from the Dundee City Housing
Land Audit (2014) page 8 (Doc32) which they state to be 636 homes per year. These
figures are illustrated in Table 1 overleaf.
However, 636 homes per year is not the average for these five years, it is the average for
the completions projected over the 7 year period from 2014/15 to 2020/21.
In the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 13 to 19 (Doc100) TAYplan
analyses both recent completions and future anticipated build rates. This shows that
build rates fell severely from 2008 during the economic downturn. In 2014 there was still
no evidence that build rates had recovered in Dundee City and analysis of the more
recently published Dundee Housing Land Audit (2015) also shows that completions in the
year 2014/15 had not recovered and had not reached projected levels, although they had
increased on the preceding year (see Table 1).
The comparatively higher anticipated build rates are also partly explained on the basisthat
some of the land that was not used during the economic downturn (described above) but
is now projected to come forward during the next few years. This is logical and was
anticipated by the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5 footnote (Doc16). It is also
anticipated by the Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4 footnote (Doc80). Table 1 (overleaf)
shows that when taken in the context of the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5A (Doc16)
some of the build rates that are anticipated post 2016/17 are contributing to some of the
homes planned for the 2012-24 period (the first 12 years of the approved TAYplan 2012).
However, there were lower build rates in the early years as the country went through the
economic downturn.
As some context it is important to remember that the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5
contains the requirements for Dundee City to plan for 610 homes per year and this is
set out in the Dundee Local Development Plan (2014). Table 1 (overleaf) shows build
rates in Dundee City from 2012/13 onwards; the first year of the approved TAYplan
(2012). Table 1 also shows the anticipated build rates from 2014/15 to 2020/21. All of
these are taken from the 2014 Dundee Housing Land Audit which is directly comparable
with the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 13 to 19 (Doc100).
TAYplan does not agree that this provides the justification for a higher housing supply
target for Dundee City Council. It simply explains the in 2014 housing land audit Dundee
City Council anticipated annual build rates of this level. Recent housing completion rates
have yet to show such a level of output.
Dundee City Council (like other councils) prepares a housing land audit for each financial
year. This provides an annual snapshot of recent build and anticipated build rates for the
future. The 2015 Housing Land Audit (Doc33) shows a different picture of anticipated
completions. The build rates in the most recent anticipated years have fallen compared
with what had been expected in 2014 and the anticipated average build rate for the period
has fallen also.
The respondents are also only examining one 7 year period which does not cover all of
the first 12 years of either the approved TAYplan (2012) or the Proposed Plan (2015). It is
therefore not a solid basis, on its own, from which to draw the conclusions they have
done since there is no evidence presented to show the situation expected in the
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remaining years. This is why TAYplan only used the housing land audit figures to
understand the scale of transition and its likely pace.
TABLE 1: Actual completions and anticipated build rates per year
TAYplan (2012)
build rates for
Dundee City
2012/13 610
2013/14 610
2014/15 610
2015/16 610
2016/17 610
2017/18 610
2018/19 610
2019/20 610
2020/21 610
2021/22 610
Average 610

Dundee Housing Land
Audit 2014 - Homes

Dundee Housing Land Audit
2015 - Homes

147
168
307
693
802
711
708
635
593
na
529

147
168
210
364
611
811
709
670
666
646
500

Actual
Completions

Anticipated
Build Rates

Actual Completions

Anticipated Build
Rates

Source: Dundee City Council Housing Land Audit 2014 and TAYplan (2012) Policy 5
Housing supply targets in the Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) are
therefore not predicated on the basis of housing land audits, as implied by the
respondents. The fact that higher build rates are anticipated in future years has as much
to do with slow build rates during the economic downturn since 2008 and the recovery of
the economy as they do with anything else. The respondents fail to acknowledge this.
Therefore TAYplan is not persuaded that this evidence justifies higher housing supply
targets. TAYplan instead considers this to reflect what is acknowledged in the Policy 4
Footnote (Doc80) - that build rates will be lower in the early years and higher in the later
years. Although anticipated by the Dundee Housing Land Audit 2014 (Doc32) the
Dundee 2015 Housing Land Audit (Doc33) shows that these rates have not yet been
delivered since 2008.
Based on housing land audit figures TAYplan agrees that Dundee City could ‘reasonably
be expected to maintain a housing land supply that is in excess of the 5-year minimum
expected by Scottish Planning Policy (2014)’. This would be consistent with approved
TAYplan (2012) Policy 5B (Doc16) and the proposed continuation of this in Proposed
Plan (2015) Policy 4E (Doc80) since both allow Dundee City to plan for higher build rates.
This would reflect the situation sought by Policy 1 (Doc80) to concentrate the majority of
new development in principal settlements.
Elsewhere several of the same respondents propose the removal of Policy 4E. They
consider that this hands responsibility for setting the housing land requirement to Dundee
City which they argue is contrary to Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 118
(Doc84). They also seek to apply Policy 4E (Doc80) to all areas.
Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) is consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
Paragraph 118 (Doc84) because it includes a specific housing land requirement for
Dundee City. There is also no evidence to support the application of Policy 4E to other
areas since the 2012-based projections do not show any equivalent potential for more
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households outside of Dundee City. This is covered in more detail in the Schedule 4
Summary of Unresolved Issues for 021 Policy 4E.
The 2014 mid-year population and household estimates are each lower than was
projected for 2014 in the respective 2012-based population and household projections
(017/Extract/1and 017/Extract/2). Although it is not possible to say how long this will
continue and what future years will hold it is clear that there is some rationale to
TAYplan’s recognition that the 2012-based projections are a sense test and that they do
not represent what will happen but instead what may happen should recent trends
continue.
Therefore TAYplan considers that Policy 4E (Doc80) allows Dundee City Council to
identify in its next Local Development Plan more land to provide for additional homes
should this be necessary. Policy 4E also allows Dundee City to plan for more than 20% in
excess of the housing supply target stated in Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80). TAYplan
considered this to be particularly important because if the 2012-based projections were to
come about then this may be necessary. The changes proposed by the respondents
would limit this. TAYplan therefore considers its current approach through Policy 4A/
Map 4 and Policy 4E to represent the most practical and flexible way of ensuring that a
strategic policy framework exists to respond to the 2012-based projections should they
arise but prevents the risks of over allocating land should they fail to do so. This is, in
TAYplan’s view, the best method of delivering the vision in response to whatever
demographic and household changes then take place.
The respondents have therefore presented an inconsistent argument based on what
TAYplan considers to be an incorrect and limited interpretation of TAYplan’s analysis of
the 2012-based population and household projections. They have then used housing land
audit information with a similar scale of anticipated house building. TAYplan does not
consider this to represent compelling or robust evidence and neither is TAYplan
persuaded that this refutes the analysis set out in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper
(2015) pages 12 to 48 (Doc100). The respondents have also failed to explain how their
proposed change would be better placed to deliver the vision. This is particularly given
that they also seek contradictory changes to housing supply targets/land requirements
elsewhere and the abolition of Policy 4E which is designed to respond to the very thing –
the 2012-based projections – that they use, albeit inconstantly, to justify many of their
proposed changes sought to wider housing policy.
TAYplan does not agree that its approach represents 'hesitancy' rather that it represents
a logical and pro-active position based on a full and proper understanding of the 2012based projections. TAYplan considers it to be entirely appropriate therefore to set 10%
housing land requirement for Dundee City and give Dundee City Council the flexibility
(through Policy 4E) to respond further where necessary.
TAYplan considers that planning on the basis of the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need
and Demand Assessment (2013) page 219 (Doc97) represents a robust and credible
understanding of the future anticipated need and demand for new homes. The TAYplan
Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100) has considered the 2012-based projections
which only raise potential issues for Dundee City the actual evidence for which is not yet
apparent. TAYplan considers that housing supply targets and housing land requirement
are appropriate and generous and reflect the requirements of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 115, 116 and 118 (Doc84). The continuation of the current approach
through Policy 4E enables Dundee City to respond to a variety of situations that require
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additional land for new homes in a manner that is consistent with vision and spatial
strategy of the Proposed Plan.
Strategic Land (Scotland) Ltd/Iain Bett (752940/450) - The respondent proposes a slightly
different change compared with those above because they seek a 10% increase in the
housing supply target (to 528 homes per year) with a 20% housing land requirement (634
homes per year).
All of the points raised above directly apply in response to the proposed changes sought
by this respondent. Nevertheless no compelling or robust evidence has been provided to
support the proposed change or to refute TAYplan’s conclusions.
The respondent suggests that these proposed increases would also compensate for the
'lower (90%) housing supply target that is being set for Perth & Kinross'. TAYplan does
not agree that this is the case or that it should form any basis to support or justify the
respondent’s proposed changes.
The housing supply targets for Perth & Kinross are justified based on the evidence
presented in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100) including
consideration of likely build rates. This is consistent with the approach set out in Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 115 (Doc84) which recognises the importance of
considering wider economic, social and environmental factors and capacity, resources
and deliverability. TAYplan is satisfied that this remains appropriate and is also reinforced
by more recent work by Perth & Kinross Council. All of these factors are considered in
more detail in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 016 Policy 4
Housing Supply Targets & Housing Land Requirement for Perth & Kinross.
There is no requirement or expectation that the residual 10% of identified need and
demand for Perth & Kinross from the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) page 219 (Doc97) should be transferred to other parts of the region
and specifically to Dundee City. There is also no evidence to suggest that this is
necessary. The only circumstance in which some homes have been transferred from
Perth & Kinross to Dundee City is for the Perth & Kinross part of the Greater Dundee
Housing Market Area. This was based on specific evidence set out in Topic Paper 2:
Growth (2015) pages 41 to 44 (Doc104) and the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015)
pages 55 to 61 (Doc100). This transfer has no relationship to the 10% referred to by the
respondent.
TAYplan notes however that the respondent appears to agree with TAYplan, and some
other respondents, that planning for 100% of identified need and demand for new homes
in Perth & Kinross would be unlikely to be met.
TAYplan is not persuaded that any compelling or robust evidence has been presented to
justify the proposed changes.
Authority’s Response to Supporting Representations
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) - TAYplan welcomes this support and agrees that the
principles and approach set out contribute to the delivery of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84).
NHS Tayside (908896/325) - TAYplan welcomes the support and notes that successive
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population and household projections can vary in their conclusions. TAYplan agrees that
the current approach provides flexibility to respond to these issues in a way which
delivers the vision.
Scottish Water (762198/269) - TAYplan welcomes this support.
Conclusion
TAYplan agrees that Dundee City is a place that could accommodate more homes in the
future. It is the largest city in the region and Policies 1 and 4 (Doc80) are written to
support this principle. However, TAYplan does not agree that the methods proposed by
respondents represent the best way to achieve this.
The respondents have made a series of inter-related points and arguments to support
changes in the number of new homes planned (housing supply targets) and the
generosity of land supply (housing land requirement). However they have based these
responses on weak and inconsistent use of the evidence. The cases they present are
neither robust nor compelling and do not present a persuasive argument to make the
changes they seek or that their proposed changes would be better placed to deliver the
vision. TAYplan considers there to be fundamental risks to the vision by identifying more
land for housing without a proven case that it will either be delivered or that there is a
demonstrable need and demand for it. Doing so may result in homes being built in
different places but not necessarily more homes overall. Such an outcome has the
potential to adversely affect the sustainable pattern of development needed to deliver the
vision and Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 40 and 76 to 83 (Doc84).
The use of the 2012-based population and household projections by the respondents is
weak and inconsistent in how they apply the conclusions geographically. Their use of the
housing land audit information relies on the presence of similar figures which represent
one snap shot in time and fails to consider the broader economic, social and
environmental factors and capacity, resource and deliverability issues considered by
TAYplan. The respondents also fail to properly consider the implications of their proposed
changes on the vision and delivery of other elements of the Plan.
Taken together with the other changes sought to housing policy by many of the same
respondents the combined result would be a weaker plan whose capacity to deliver all
elements of the vision, as set out in other policies, would be severely undermined.
All of this persuades TAYplan that both the housing supply targets and housing land
requirement set out in Map 4 (and operating in conjunction with Policy 4E for Dundee City
only) would ensure that there are sufficiently generous land supplies being identified in
future Local Development Plans and specifically for Dundee City.
TAYplan is not persuaded that any robust or compelling evidence has been provided
which justify the proposed increases in housing supply targets and housing land
requirements set out in Policy 4/Map 4 for Dundee City. Again, no respondent has
provided any evidence which refutes or counters this. Therefore TAYplan remains
persuaded by the evidence of the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) (Doc100).
No key government agency or Scottish Government themselves have sought changes or
raised any issues relating to the interpretation or implementation of Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) (Doc84).
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TAYplan therefore considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May 2015) and propose that the elements dealt
with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written and unchanged
Reporter’s conclusions:
Housing Supply Target
1. The Tayplan housing need and demand assessment (Document 97) has been found
to be ‘robust and credible’ by the Scottish Government’s Centre for Housing Market
Analysis (Document 54). In these circumstances, paragraph 113 of Scottish Planning
Policy states that the approach used will not normally be considered further at a
development plan examination. In any event, no representation is directly disputing the
findings of the assessment.
2. Paragraph 115 of Scottish Planning Policy states that housing supply targets should
be a ‘policy view of the number of new homes the authority has agreed will be delivered’.
They should be based on evidence from the housing need and demand assessment, but
may take into account ‘wider economic, social and environmental factors, issues of
capacity, resource and deliverability, and other important requirements’. There is
therefore scope to depart from the housing need and demand assessment output figures,
where appropriately justified.
3. In the case of Dundee City, Tables 1 and 2 of the assessment estimate the net new
build housing requirement (under both favoured future economic scenarios) to be an
average of 447 homes per year. Under Issue 16 I described the mechanism by which the
Proposed Plan allows for a reallocation of 33 homes per year from the Perth and Kinross
portion of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area to Dundee City. Adding these 33
homes to the housing need and demand assessment output figure for Dundee itself
produces the proposed housing supply target figure of 480 that appears in the Proposed
Plan.
4. Representations point to population projections that have emerged since the
finalisation of the housing need and demand assessment that indicate a larger than
anticipated growth in Dundee’s population may occur over the plan period. Ahead of
the hearing held to discuss housing matters, the authority submitted tables comparing
the 2010-based population and household projections (on which the housing need and
demand assessment was based) with the most recent population and household
estimates and projections (Hearing Documents 29 and 31).
5. In terms of planning for housing I consider the information concerning numbers of
households to be more relevant than population data. The information shows that
in 2015 there were around 3,000 fewer households resident in the city than had been
projected in 2010. However, the 2012-based principal projection indicates that by 2028
there might be around 2,200 more households in the city compared to the 2010-based
projections. These two pieces of evidence therefore point in different directions regarding
the accuracy of the 2010-based projections which informed the housing need and
demand assessment.
6. In any event, household projections provide no substitute for a comprehensive
housing need and demand assessment. Such assessments contain a much more
sophisticated analysis of the range of factors that may affect future need and demand.
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National policy is clear that it is housing need and demand assessments that should form
the basis for housing calculations in development plans. For these reasons I give these
projections only a limited amount of weight.
7. Representations also point to levels of past and anticipated completions in Dundee
that exceed the proposed housing supply target. Ahead of the hearing held to discuss
housing matters, the Tayplan authority submitted updated tables illustrating numbers of
completions across the Tayplan area in recent years, and anticipated future completions
to 2023 (Hearing Document 32). These tables show that the proposed housing supply
target for Dundee City of 480 was generally exceeded in the years leading up to the
economic downturn in 2009. In fact, the average number completions between 2002
and 2009 in Dundee was 602.
8. Turning to anticipated future completions between 2016 and 2023, these also
generally exceed the proposed housing supply target, again averaging 602 homes per
year. These figures are based on the 2016 housing land audit, and while the
programming of some sites may prove to be overly optimistic, equally it can be expected
that, especially towards the end of this period, these figures will be bolstered by additional
windfall and small sites.
9. It is somewhat puzzling that the housing need and demand assessment should have
arrived at a net new build housing requirement for Dundee so much lower than the actual
and programmed levels of completions for the city. Presumably these homes are only
being built or programmed because a need or demand exists for them.
10. It may be that there is some spring-back effect after the years of few completions
during the downturn of 2009 to 2015, and the long term build rate will return in due course
to a figure closer to the 480 that was estimated by the housing need and demand
assessment. The long term average between 2002 and 2023 (including the period of the
downturn) is for 495 completions per year (not accounting for new additions that will
emerge to the land supply between 2016 and 2023), which is much closer to the housing
need and demand output figure. Nevertheless, I conclude that there is clear evidence of
higher levels of delivery in Dundee than estimated by the housing need and demand
assessment.
11. The housing supply target is of crucial importance in forming the basis for the
calculation of what the effective 5-year housing land supply should be. Paragraph 125 of
Scottish Planning Policy states that where a shortfall in the 5-year effective supply
emerges, development plan policies for the supply of housing land will not be considered
up-to-date.
12. It cannot be expected that the housing supply target will exactly match actual or
programmed delivery over a five-year period (or any other period). Therefore it is
reasonable for a situation to emerge where actual or programmed delivery exceeds the
housing supply target by a modest amount. The most important thing is for there not to
be a shortfall. It is for this reason that I find it more necessary to address the potential
shortfall in Perth and Kinross than the potential excess in Dundee.
13. For actual or programmed delivery rates to often exceed the annualised housing
supply target is not necessarily surprising, as an authority that sought to avoid any such
excess would be at an increased risk of falling into a shortfall. The application of a
‘generosity margin’ on top of the housing supply target, as required by paragraph 116 of
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Scottish Planning Policy, serves in part to allow for this flexibility to exceed the target. For
this reason I am reluctant to recommend an increase in the housing supply target for
Dundee City beyond the output figure of the housing need and demand assessment. The
proposed target reflects the assessed net new build requirement, and provides a realistic
figure that past and programmed delivery rates demonstrate can be achieved.
14. Given these considerations, and the mixed messages that the more recent
household estimates and projections contain, I conclude that there is no strong case for
departing from the findings of the housing need and demand assessment and increasing
the housing supply target for Dundee City.
15. There is no need for the housing supply target in Dundee to be amended to
compensate for the lowered target in Perth and Kinross. With the exception of a small
part of eastern Perth and Kinross that falls within the Greater Dundee Housing Market
Area, Dundee falls within a separate housing market area. These housing market area
geographies have been confirmed by the current housing need and demand assessment,
which has been found to be ‘robust and credible’ by the Scottish Government’s Centre for
Housing Market Analysis. According to paragraph 111 of Scottish Planning Policy,
housing market areas are ‘areas where the demand for housing is relatively selfcontained’. Therefore there is generally not a case for meeting needs generated in one
housing market area in another housing market area, beyond the limited circumstances
described in Policy 4D (and considered further at Issue 20).
Housing Land Requirement
16. I deal here with suggestions that the housing land requirement for Dundee City or
the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area should be increased. Suggestions that
Policy 4E of the Proposed Plan is unnecessary are dealt with under Issue 21.
17. Paragraph 116 of Scottish Planning Policy requires the housing land requirement to
be arrived at by adding a margin of 10 to 20% to the housing supply target in order to
ensure that a generous supply of land for housing is provided. The proposed annualised
housing land requirement for Dundee City of 528 homes represents a 10% increase over
and above the housing supply target (which I have concluded above should remain
unchanged). The ‘generosity margin’ is therefore within, but at the bottom end of, the
range allowed for in national policy.
18. Paragraph 116 of Scottish Planning Policy also states that the exact extent of the
margin will depend on local circumstances, but a robust explanation for it should be
provided in the plan. I can find no such explanation for the selection of a 10% in the
Proposed Plan, beyond a statement that this is the minimum allowed.
19. At the hearing held to discuss housing matters, I asked parties for their views as to
what factors should influence the level of generosity of the land supply. Factors
suggested included the level of confidence that the land supply would achieve the supply
target and maintain an effective five year land supply. The authority pointed to pages 41
to 48 of the Housing Analysis Paper (Document 100). This states that high levels of
generosity might be appropriate where areas might be expected to accommodate more
growth than currently identified. Conversely it states that lower generosity levels will be
appropriate in situations where lower than anticipated levels of growth are anticipated.
20. I consider that all factors relating to how many homes should be built should be
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captured by the housing supply target. Therefore any new information influencing
thinking about the number of new homes required should feed into the construction of the
housing supply target (and I cover these matters at paragraphs 4 to 14 above). In my
mind, the ‘generosity margin’ is more concerned with ensuring that the supply target is
delivered.
21. Therefore the question in Dundee is whether there are any particular factors in this
local authority area that would make it particularly challenging to achieve the housing
supply target and which could be alleviated to any extent by the availability of more land.
No such factors have been brought to my attention, and on this basis I conclude that
there is no persuasive case to increase the generosity margin, and hence the housing
land requirement for Dundee City.
22. Similar considerations apply for the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area as for
Dundee City itself. Again no particular factors that might make it particularly challenging
to achieve the housing supply target and which could be alleviated to any extent by the
availability of more land have been brought to my attention. On this basis I conclude that
the generosity margin, and hence the housing land requirement, across the Greater
Dundee Housing Market Area may remain unchanged.
23. It is not necessary to increase the generosity margin in Dundee, or the Greater
Dundee Housing Market Area, in order to ‘compensate’ for lower generosity margins
elsewhere in the plan area. Housing market areas are considered, in policy terms, to be
areas where the demand for housing is relatively self-contained (paragraph 111 of
Scottish Planning Policy). Therefore increasing generosity margins in one area will not
necessarily have any significant effect on ensuring that housing need and demand in
other areas is met. In any event, the modifications I recommend at Issue 16 serve to
introduce a generosity margin in Perth and Kinross, and hence to raise the notional
generosity margin across the Tayplan area above 10%.
Policy 4E
24. Policy 4E proposes allowing Dundee City to plan for a housing land requirement in
excess of that provided for in the strategic development plan. I consider the matters
raised in representations regarding this policy provision under Issue 21.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 018

Policy 4 Homes - Effective Housing Land and Areas Surrounding
Perth and Dundee Core Areas

Development
plan reference:

Policy 4 Part B, Part F and, supporting text,
pages 24 to 29

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368)
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826)
F M & G Batchelor (846821)
J G Lang & Son (846827)
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292)
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825)
R Watson & Son (846824)
Scotia Homes Ltd (910294)
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277)
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254)

Homes for Scotland (785148)
Inverarity Farms Ltd (443912)
Wallace Land Investment Management
(343111)
Muir Smith Evans (202101)
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes
(843701)
Errol Estate (909974)
Springfield Properties (910130)
Supporting as written
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Water (762198)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
Policy 4 parts B and F are both about land for housing. Policy 4B requires Local
Development Plans to identify land which is effective or expected to become effective to
meet the housing land requirement stated in Map 4 up to year 10 from the predicted date
of adoption. Policy 4F makes a presumption against land release in areas surrounding
the Dundee and Perth Core Areas where this would prejudice the delivery of Strategic
Development Areas named in Policy 3/Map 3 or regeneration within the core areas or
where it would conflict with other parts of the Plan.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
De-Allocation and/or Re-Allocation of Land for Homes
These responses focus specifically on housing land but relate closely to similar
representations made by many of the same respondents in the Schedule 4 Summary of
Unresolved Issues for Issue 004 Policy 1B sequential approach.
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/520), F M & G Batchelor (846821/500), R Watson & Son
(846824/468), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/484), J G Lang & Son (846827/443), Landvest
PCC Ltd (910292/406), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd
(846825/434), Homes for Scotland (785148/242), A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes
(910368/556), Springfield Properties (910130/345) and Stewart Milne Homes North
Scotland (347277/537) each propose new wording to ensure that local development
plans examine the likelihood of sites coming forward and, where necessary, deallocate
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historic sites which have been ‘allocated for some time’ and have ‘no obvious prospect of
coming forward’.
They suggest that there is 'merit in re-balancing the suite of housing allocations' to
provide a 'better focus on land in the strongest market areas’. The respondent suggests
that this requires local authorities to take what they term a 'realistic view of the
effectiveness and viability of existing sites'. They also suggest a disparity between the
'deliverability evidence' required of those promoting new sites versus that in relation to
‘difficult sites’. They argue that a 'stronger approach' from the Strategic Development Plan
is necessary to bring this about.
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/311) welcomes the Policy 4B
(Doc80) requirement for the identification of land which is effective, or expected to
become effective to meet the housing land requirement, but they consider that ‘too much
reliance’ is being placed on existing, long standing brownfield sites within settlement
boundaries. They consider that some of these brownfield sites are constrained in the long
term and have little prospect of being delivered in the lifetime of the Plan. The respondent
proposes new wording at the end of Policy 4B (Doc80) to ensure that local development
plans examine the likelihood of sites coming forward and, where necessary, deallocate
‘long term constrained sites’ which have ‘little prospect of being delivered in the lifetime of
the Plan’ and replace them with new sites. In addition they also propose that more sites,
free of constraints, should be identified within the 10-20% generosity allowance described
in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84). The respondent considers that
this would allow more weight to be given to what they describe as ‘greenfield sites, on the
edge of settlements, with developer backing, which are capable of early delivery’.
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/378) would like to see "how this policy works"
Pages 27 to 29 section of Policy 4 (Doc80) require Local Development Plans to respond
to the strongest market areas and for local authorities to review and consider deallocating what they term 'long term housing allocations that have failed to deliver and
there is no evidence to suggest these sites are likely to become effective'.
Choice
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/378) consider that the Strategic Development Plan
should 'encourage local authorities to allocate a range of sites with a greater mix of
smaller, effective housing sites that are deliverable in the short term in order to effectively
plan for growth'. They base this on Scottish Planning Policy (2014) Paragraph 119
(Doc84).
They consider that doing so would provide 'flexibility and security from external factors
and ensures choice, and essentially delivery, in the market'. They 'recognise' that large
allocations can have an 'important role' in meeting the housing land requirement and can
bring what they term 'inherent benefits to local communities'. However, they consider that
large allocations can often fail to deliver the level of housing within the time originally
anticipated due to their significant constraints or requirements for new infrastructure that
they suggest makes a site 'unviable'.
Promoting Sites
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/252) is not persuaded that current land
allocations in Local Development Plans will be delivered and would like to see TAYplan
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provide what they term a 'clear context within which to address any issue of housing land
supply across the area'. They highlight the approach to this set out in Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) paragraphs 27, 39 and 125 (Doc84) which include circumstances in which
Local Development Plan policies for the supply of housing land will no longer be
considered up to date. The respondent cites examples of what they term 'planning delays'
at various sites in Kinross and suggest that a site they are promoting at West Kinross
(018/Extract/2) (previously known as site H46) is an opportunity to resolve these issues
and should therefore be 'supported by TAYplan’.
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/249) considers that Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) (Doc84) sets out requirements for housing land requirements but argues
that much of the land currently identified in Local Development Plans relates to ‘strategic
allocations’ [TAYplan considers this to mean the Strategic Development Areas set out in
Policy 3 (Doc80)]. The respondent considers that these strategic locations will not come
forward in the timescales envisaged due to their ‘complex nature and infrastructure
requirements’.
The respondent suggests that Kinross continues to experience demand for growth and
that the Plan should explore future capacity for this in a ‘strategic manner’. Further, they
consider that there will soon be a need to consider future growth beyond what is
envisaged by the Perth & Kinross Local Development Plan (2014) (Doc5). In a separate
response to another part of the Proposed Plan this respondent promotes a site in Kinross.
Inverarity Farms Ltd (443912/452) welcomes Dundee Western Gateway Strategic
Development Area and seeks the addition of a site to the west of the current 'South Gray
Village'. The respondent considers that this will make a contribution to the effective land
supply in order to deliver the identified need and demand for new homes from the
TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97).
Errol Estate (909974/525) proposes amendments to Policy 4F which they consider
necessary to support their ambitions to use their land assets in the Carse of Gowrie to
‘serve the leisure needs of both Dundee and Perth, and Scotland more generally’ and
allow for an increased scale of land release, to ‘support sustainable development at Errol
village’, in line with their vision. They consider that the current Perth and Kinross Local
Development Plan (2014) (Doc5) recognises Errol as having ‘a healthy range of
amenities and services’ that are ‘well linked via the national cycle network to the urban
centres it serves’. They consider this approach to also reflect Proposed Plan (2015)
Policies 2 and 8 (Doc80) including proposals to 'Improve access networks around
national cycle network 77'. Their proposals aspire to the Carse of Gowrie becoming ‘an
exemplar for sustainable development’ building on ‘active and sustainable travel links’
and seeking to develop what is termed ‘the full range of green network functions’ whilst
‘encouraging sustainable development of the Errol settlement’ with ‘enabling housing
development’ where necessary. This would involve what is described as ‘an appropriate
scale of land release around Errol settlement, but only at the appropriate time’.
Muir Smith Evans (202101/545) proposes amendments to Policy 4F (Doc80) and
elements of the supporting text so that what they describe as ‘opportunity sites’ which
meet other ‘core plan objectives’ and ‘sustainability criteria’ should also be recognised.
The respondent considers there to be a need to balance the ‘key objectives’ from Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) and promote sustainable development. They consider
that specific proposals that ‘meet development plan policy requirements in all other
respects’ and ‘deliver sustainable development objectives but are not located within
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strategic growth areas’ should not be undermined. They cite examples of where
development or redevelopment fulfil ‘sound planning objectives’ and deliver ‘significant
environmental and heritage benefits’. The respondent goes on to argue that the ‘core
growth strategy’ should not exclude other proposals simply on a locational basis if other
policy principles are met. They suggest that assessment of such sites should be
supported by detailed analysis and evidence to assess whether strategic priorities would
be threatened.
Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/377) considers that TAYplan should set out an
approach to deal with the presumption in favour of sustainable development and
approach for dealing with out of date housing land supply set out in Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) paragraphs 25, 32 and 125 (Doc84). They suggest this should be included
as a mechanism within Policy 4 (Doc80). The respondent does not regard addressing the
shortfall through Local Development Plan reviews as appropriate because these take
time to prepare. They consider the approach set out in SESplan Policy 7 (Doc15) to be a
good one.
Summary of Supporting Representations
Support for Basis and Approach of Policy 4
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) supports all of Policy 4 (Doc80) as the basis for the
identification of housing land as consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84). They also support the role of the Strategic
Development Areas (Policy 3) - (Doc80) in contributing to an effective housing land
supply.
NHS Tayside (908896/325) consider that the ability to be ‘flexible’ and ‘respond to
changes in terms of Housing Need and Demand Assessment’ is important and
recognises that ‘population projections are not always reliable’.
Scottish Water (762198/269) - The respondent supports this policy and reinforces its duty
as an infrastructure provider to support the delivery of this.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
De-Allocation and/or Re-Allocation of Land for Homes
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/520), F M & G Batchelor (846821/500), R Watson & Son
(846824/468), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/484), J G Lang & Son (846827/443), Linlathen
Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/434), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/406), A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/556) and Stewart Milne
Homes North Scotland (347277/537) propose the expansion of Policy 4 (Doc80) to
provide more guidance on the locational priorities for the allocation and de-allocation of
sites in Local Development Plans using the following words:
‘When preparing new Local Development Plans, careful consideration should be given to
how realistic it is that each allocation will be delivered within the plan period. This
principle should be applied to historic allocations that are carried forward or reintroduced
from current or previous plans, as well as to new sites that are being allocated for the first
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time. Where there are particularly high levels of unimplemented legacy sites, the priority
in identifying new allocations should be sites which have strong potential to deliver homes
within the plan period which will help to recover any shortfall in meeting housing need and
demand. Sites, which have no evidence of deliverability within the relevant plan period,
should be de-allocated when Local Development Plans are prepared and reviewed. The
annual Housing Land Audit is a useful monitor in this regard.’
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/311) proposes a new sentences at
the end of Policy 4B (Doc80) to read:
‘long term constrained sites, which have little prospect of being delivered in the lifetime of
the Plan, should be removed and new sites, which are capable of delivery, should be
identified in their place’.
Homes for Scotland (785148/242) and Springfield Properties (910130/345) propose more
direction could be given on the nature of the areas to be designated in Local
Development Plans in the 'how the policy works text' for Policy 4B (Doc80) as follows:
‘When preparing new Local Development Plans, careful consideration should be given to
how realistic it is that each allocation will be delivered within the plan period. This thinking
should be applied to older allocations that are carried forward or reintroduced from
current or previous plans, as well as to new sites that are being allocated for the first time.
Where there are particularly high levels of unimplemented legacy sites, the priority in
identifying new allocations should be sites which have strong potential to deliver homes
within the plan period which will help to recover any shortfall in meeting housing need and
demand. Sites which have no evidence of deliverability within the relevant plan period
should be de-allocated when Local Development Plans are prepared and reviewed.’
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/378) propose that in the "how this policy works"
section for Policy 4 (Doc80), reference should be made to the need for Local
Development Plans to respond to the strongest market areas and for local authorities to
review and consider de-allocating long term housing allocations that have failed to deliver
and there is no evidence to suggest these sites are likely to become effective.
Choice
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/378) propose that the Strategic Development Plan
should encourage local authorities to allocate a range of sites with a greater mix of
smaller, effective housing sites that are deliverable in the short term in order to effectively
plan for growth.
Promoting Sites
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/252) propose that TAYplan should
provide a clear context within which to address any issue of housing land supply across
the area.
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/249) implies the need for a reduction in
the proportion of housing land that is part of Strategic Development Areas and the
exploration of future capacity for this in a ‘strategic manner’ at Kinross.
Inverarity Farms Ltd (443912/452) propose that a site they are promoting should be
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included within the emerging TAYplan Strategic Development Plan.
Errol Estate (909974/525) propose an amendment to point F. as follows:
'ensure there is a presumption against large-scale land releases in areas surrounding the
Dundee and Perth Core Areas, including the Carse of Gowrie, where it would prejudice
the delivery of Strategic Development Areas or regeneration within the core areas or
conflict with other parts of this plan except where an effective sustainable development
argument is put forward'.
Muir Smith Evans (202101/545) proposes amendments to:
 Policy 4F (Doc80) by including wording such as:
…"other than proposals for identified opportunity sites that accord with other sustainable
development objectives"...


Page 29 (Doc80) replace the current text:

"Local Development Plans will not make significant land allocations for new homes in
these areas and planning decisions will also be expected to reflect this priority. Therefore,
significant new housing development will not be supported in these areas."
With the new wording as follows:
..."Local Development Plans will not make significant land allocations for new homes in
these areas and planning decisions will also be expected to reflect this priority. Therefore,
significant new housing development will not be supported in these areas unless on
specific opportunity sites that deliver other important policy objectives and do not threaten
delivery in the strategic development areas."
Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/377) proposes that a mechanism should be added
to Policy 4 which allows local authorities to deliver additional housing development
through development management procedures where this is necessary in order to
maintain a five years effective housing land supply.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
Policy 4B (Doc80) is a continuation of the initial part of approved TAYplan (2012)
Policy 5A (Doc16). Much of the wording remains similar but it was decided to separate
the land element into Policy 4B in the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80).
This was done for clarity and to reflect the distinction that Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 110 to 119 (Doc84) now make between the number of homes planned
(housing supply targets) and the land that must be identified to deliver this (housing land
requirement). Policy 4B (Doc80) continues to emphasise the need for a 5 year land
supply at all times.
It has not continued the previous approach of moving to a 7 year land supply. There are
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two key reasons for this:
1. The original intention of the 7 year idea was so that housing land audits programmed
anticipated build rates 7 years ahead allowing Local Development Plans to consider a 5
year land supply from the logical date of adoption. This shift has now happened in the
region’s housing land audits. It means that they look ahead at how much of the effective
land is expected to be delivered in the forthcoming 7 year period from the date of the
audit. This has now been achieved and therefore there is no need to re-state this.
2. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) now clarifies the role of the 5 year land supply at all
times in paragraph 119 (Doc84) and also sets out how generosity of land supply will
operate in paragraph 116 (Doc84). Even though housing land audits will continue to look
ahead 7 years there is a considerable risk of confusion by restating this because of the
approach to generosity and 5 year land supplies have already been stated by Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 116 and 119 (Doc84).
Removing this from the plan is a helpful way of avoiding unintended confusion whilst
retaining the operational practice in Housing Land Audits. No respondents have raised
any issues related to the changes described above.
Policy 4F is a continuation of approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5C (Doc16). The text
remains identical in both documents. Proposed Plan page 29 (Doc80) now explains how
Policy 4F works including more about how it operates in conjunction with Policy 1C
(Doc80).
TAYplan considers this to continue to reflect Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 40 and 76 to 83 (Doc84), which seek to prevent suburbanisation of the
countryside, unsustainable travel behaviour and unsustainable patterns of development.
Authority’s Response to Proposed Changes
De-Allocation and/or Re-Allocation of Land for Homes
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/520), F M & G Batchelor (846821/500), R Watson & Son
(846824/468), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/484), J G Lang & Son (846827/443), Landvest
PCC Ltd (910292/406), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd
(846825/434), Homes for Scotland (785148/242), A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes
(910368/556), Springfield Properties (910130/345), Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277/537) and Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/378) - These responses focus
specifically on housing land but relate closely to similar representations made by many of
the same respondents in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 004
Policy 1B sequential approach. That schedule concludes that the effectiveness or
otherwise of a site is not automatically dictated by its brownfield or greenfield status.
TAYplan agrees that some sites will take longer to come forward than others. This can
often be related to complexities of site ownership, infrastructure or access provision, the
wider economic situation, including lending climate, or other factors.
TAYplan also agrees that in identifying land for homes (and other land uses) Councils
may need to choose to de-allocate some long standing sites whose future delivery is
unlikely. Such decisions will be determined by the evidence considered when preparing
Local Development Plans and broader decisions about the importance of the contribution
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of individual sites and locations to regeneration objectives.
The factors that will contribute to these decisions are acknowledged by Proposed Plan
(2015) Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80), in the ‘how it works’ section on page 27 (Doc80) and in
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 116, 118 and 119 (Doc84). These are that
Councils will identify a generous supply of land through the housing land requirement; this
can be made up of land from a variety of sources; and, that it must be effective or
expected to be effective up to year 10 from the predicted date of adoption. Councils will
be expected to fulfil these requirements in identifying land.
Councils may also ensure that a site(s) become effective within the 10 years following
adoption by prioritising delivery of new infrastructure for example. Action Programmes are
an appropriate place to document and describe the necessary measures and timescales.
TAYplan is satisfied that individual sites can already be de-allocated and that this can be
achieved without a change to TAYplan’s Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) and without the
need to develop a set of complex and potentially unworkable criteria. The Proposed Plan
(2015) (Doc80) and Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) provide the relevant
guidance to support Councils in collecting the evidence and drawing conclusions from it.
These conclusions will inevitably be examined as part of any consideration of different
sites and their rationale, both in preparing the Local Development Plan and in examining
it following submission.
TAYplan does not see any additional value or necessity to point out to councils that
something they can already do (namely de-allocate/re-allocate) may offer a solution in
response to changes in circumstance based on the factors that have already been stated
in the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) and national policy. TAYplan considers that this is
already clear to Councils and that it is for them to decide the appropriate course of action
based on the evidence they have and the engagement processes they employ to prepare
their Local Development Plan.
On an operational note Councils consult with builders and land owners each year when
they prepare their housing land audits. They consider the responses which can include
sometimes conflicting views on different sites and ultimately they must make a
judgement. The fact that an individual may not agree with the allocation of a site or with
judgements about its effectiveness does not automatically constitute a failure of process,
a decision or a policy. Instead it means there is a disagreement.
The preparation of Local Development Plans is the time to debate the merits of individual
sites based on achieving a variety of outcomes including the vision of the strategic
development plan.
Therefore TAYplan is not persuaded that there is any additional value in pointing out that
Councils can de-allocate sites and re-allocate new ones when preparing subsequent
Local Development Plans.
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/311) - TAYplan considers there to
be a clear intention by the respondent to ensure that greenfield land on edge of
settlements comes forward for housing development. Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 1B
(Doc80) already enables this but, crucially, as part of a well-established sequential
approach, which prioritises development on brownfield and greenfield land within principal
settlements ahead of locations elsewhere (including land on their edges). This is
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designed to deliver a sustainable pattern of development which reduces the need to
travel and improves access to jobs, services and facilities. This strategy protects the
countryside, contributes to healthier and more active lifestyles, promotes opportunity and
contributes to reducing carbon emissions and improving air quality. This is consistent with
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 40 and 76 to 83 (Doc84). It is also consistent
with the Proposed Plan (2015) vision (Doc80).
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that sufficient evidence has been provided to justify
how the proposed changes would better deliver the vision or better contribute to the
intended outcomes of Policy 1 (Doc80).
Choice
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/378) - The adopted Dundee (Doc4) and Perth &
Kinross (Doc5) Local Development Plans and the proposed FIFEplan (Doc78) and
Proposed Angus Local Development Plan (Doc77) all identify a range of large, medium
and small sized sites for new homes across different settlements. These sites will
continue to be monitored through the respective annual housing land audits. Although
these (emerging and adopted) Local Development Plans are currently aligned to
approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) they fulfil many of the requirements of the Proposed
TAYplan (2015) (Doc80).
Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) already states the scale of land through the housing land
requirement and the ‘How it works’ section diagram on page 27 (Doc80) explains what
land sources can contribute to this. This reflects Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraph 118 (Doc84). Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) also states a generous land supply
which provides flexibility. Policy 4B describes the importance of effective land and this
reflects Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 119 (Doc84). Policy 4C (Doc80)
describes the need to provide for a mix of housing type, size and tenure. Although
Policy 3 (Doc80) identifies 11 Strategic Development Areas these do not constitute all of
the housing land within the TAYplan area and not all of them are for housing. Strategic
Development Areas are considered in more detail in the Schedule 4 Summaries of
Unresolved Issues for Issues 010 Strategic Development Areas and 011 Cupar North.
The respondent has not provided any examples of more detailed evidence to substantiate
their view. TAYplan agrees that small sites will play a role in delivering housing but does
not agree with the inference that these alone are the key to planning effectively for
growth. The Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) sets out a framework to deliver coordinated
growth and better quality places. Sometimes this is best delivered through Strategic
Development Areas and in other instances this is not necessary.
Therefore TAYplan is satisfied that the requirements to identify effective land within the
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) are appropriate and that there is nothing that prevents
Local Development Plans from identifying small sites that are deliverable in the short term
within the context of their housing land requirement in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80). TAYplan
is therefore not persuaded that there is any evidence to justify a change to Policy 4
(Doc80) or that the proposed changes would result in a better framework to deliver the
vision.
Promoting Sites
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/252) and Inverarity Farms Ltd
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(443912/452) - TAYplan is satisfied that Policies 1 and 4 (Doc80) provide an appropriate
framework for Local Development Plans to identify land for new homes that is effective or
expected to become effective within the requisite time period. Matters relating to
individual sites are an issue for each Local Development Plan. Related issues have been
considered above in more detail.
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/249 & 252) - TAYplan does not agree
that ‘the majority’ or ‘too much’ of the housing land requirement is absorbed by Strategic
Development Areas. For the TAYplan area over the period 2016-36 these represent
approximately 20% of all the new homes planned. In Perth & Kinross the proportion
is 26%. This assumes that the Strategic Development Areas are completed in their
entirety before 2036. It is of course possible that some may continue beyond this date
depending on when they commence.
There are no Strategic Development Areas within the Kinross Housing Market Area
where the respondent is promoting sites. As such this means the housing supply targets
and land requirement set out in Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) for Kinross Housing Market Area
will not be met by Strategic Development Areas. Instead it will be for Perth & Kinross
Council to consider the appropriateness of any sites that contribute to meeting the need
and demand for new homes in this area when reviewing the current Local Development
Plan.
TAYplan already takes a strategic view of settlements and this is set out in Policies 1
and 3 (Doc80). The detail of specific sites within principal settlements is a matter for the
respective Local Development Plan. No proposals for the site being promoted were
submitted to TAYplan at the Pre-Main Issues Report Early Engagement (2013) as set out
in Topic Paper 2: Growth (2015) Appendix 2 pages 70 and 71 (Doc104). TAYplan
concludes that there is no need for any new Strategic Development Areas and no need
to delete any of the existing ones. This was considered in Main Issues Report (2014)
pages 16 to 20 (Doc56).
It will be for Perth & Kinross Council to determine whether it is appropriate to allocate
these sites (018/Extract/2 and 018/Extract/3) in their next Local Development Plan.
Therefore TAYplan does not propose to change the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80).
Inverarity Farms Ltd (443912/452) - The decision about which sites constitute the current,
and any future phases of, Dundee Western Gateway Strategic Development Area are a
matter for Dundee City Council to determine. The southern village is under construction
and the middle and northern village have now been granted planning permission pending
section 75 agreement. The next Strategic Development Plan will be considering the
growth of Dundee as a whole, in more detail. This is described in the Proposed Action
Programme (2015) on page 59 (Doc76). Therefore TAYplan is not persuaded that the
proposed changes are appropriate or necessary.
Errol Estate (909974/525) and Muir Smith Evans (202101/545) - TAYplan agrees that
proposals for new development in locations outside of principal settlements should be
considered in respect of significant evidence. This is what the existing policy framework
already says:


The identification of sites in Local Development Plans for housing and other land uses
is already covered by Policy 1 (Doc80), which provides a clear and appropriate
framework. It explains clearly that the majority of development (including homes) will
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be accommodated in the named principal settlements and that land in these
settlements will be prioritised ahead of land elsewhere.
Policy 1C (Doc80) already explains the circumstances in which development can take
place outside of principal settlements. Policy 1C works in conjunction with Policy 4F
as explained in the ‘how this policy works’ sections on page 13 and page 29 (Doc80).

All of this is part of the approach to deliver the sustainable pattern of development
demanded by the Proposed Plan’s vision and outcomes and also by Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) paragraphs 40 and 76 to 83 (Doc84).
Policy 4F (Doc80) specifically recognises that there are risks to the regeneration of the
two Core Areas and also to the delivery of their Strategic Development Areas from
housing land releases in their surroundings. Policy 4F (Doc80) also recognises that
housing development in areas surrounding the two Core Areas also has the potential to
compromise other Policies in the Plan. This is a direct continuation of current policy in the
approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5C (Doc16) and no change has been made to this.
Policies 1C and 4F do not prevent development per se but they do require proponents of
development to justify that their proposals will avoid the risks described. This ensures that
new homes outside of principal settlements do not have adverse effects on other things
that the Plan is trying to deliver.
TAYplan considers that the proposed changes are not helpful; would not improve the
operation of the policy; and, would not lead to greater clarity about how to apply the
policy. Instead TAYplan considers that the proposed changes would bring ambiguity.
TAYplan does, however, consider that many of the concerns raised by the respondents
are already considered and overcome by the existing approach and as such what the
respondents seek from the policy is already apparent. This does not, however, mean that
any future development being promoted by the respondents in areas surrounding the
core areas would be automatically appropriate.
Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/377) - TAYplan considers that the assurances
sought by the respondent are largely apparent already. Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) sets out
housing land requirements and Policy 4B sets out the requirement for the land to be
effective or expected to become effective within the 10 years from the anticipated date of
adoption. This provides a generous supply of effective housing land to reflect Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 110 to 119 (Doc84).
Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) is based on the first 12 years of the Plan (2016 to 2028). It is
recognised that build rates will vary from year to year dependent on the market, site
practicalities and the pace of the economic recovery.
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 24 to 35 (Doc84) are clear about the decision
making framework should policies become out-of-date. However, there may well be an
onus on the proponent to demonstrate and justify that policies in a plan are ‘out of date’.
The Strategic Development Plan will also be reviewed and a new Proposed Plan will be
submitted to ministers within 4 years of approval of the preceding plan. This means that
there will be a new housing need and demand assessment and a new Main Issues
Report. There is every possibility this will alter the requirements for Local Development
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Plans in planning for new homes and the associated land requirement.
Given these factors it would seem presumptuous to conclude the need for an ‘emergency
land release’ policy when build rates will fluctuate and the plan review process is so
frequent (every four years). TAYplan considers that any judgement about the types of risk
described by the respondent would need to be based on sustained and long term
evidence over several years. The low build rates experienced in the TAYplan area have
been experienced in most parts of the UK following the economic downturn. The
respondent has not described what additional evidence would be needed to justify the
implementation of such an approach.
Similarly the criteria set out in approved SESplan (2013) Policy 7 (Doc15) are already
covered by Proposed Plan (2015) Policies 1, 2 and 6 (Doc80). These already provide a
coherent set of requirements for the location design and layout of development that work
in conjunction with other policies to deliver the vision. TAYplan is not persuaded that
there is any evidence to suggest that the circumstances described by the respondent
exist now or will do in the future. TAYplan is also not persuaded that the respondent has
provided any evidence to explain why the current decision making framework (described
above) would not be adequate to respond to the issues they envisage.
TAYplan considers that the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) and Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 24 to 35 (Doc84) provide an adequate decision making framework for
the identification of effective housing land. TAYplan also considers that the timing and
frequency of the review process for Strategic Development Plans provides an adequate
platform through which to review issues, consider new evidence and to engage through
the democratic processes set out in legislation to determine the most appropriate
solution.
TAYplan is not persuaded that any detailed evidence has been provided to refute this and
to justify the changes described. Therefore TAYplan does not propose to make any
changes.
Authority’s Responses to Supporting Representations
Support for Basis and Approach of Policy 4
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) - TAYplan welcomes this support and agrees that the
principles and approach set out contribute to the delivery of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84).
NHS Tayside (908896/325) - TAYplan welcomes the support and notes that successive
population and household projections can vary in their conclusions. TAYplan agrees that
the current approach provides flexibility to respond to these issues in a way which
delivers the vision.
Scottish Water (762198/269) - TAYplan welcomes this support.
Conclusions
TAYplan is satisfied that its approach to land release set out in Policies 1 and 4 (Doc80)
are clear and consistent with the intentions of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84)
and National Planning Framework 3 (2014) (Doc60). TAYplan is also satisfied that these
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policies work well with others in the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) to deliver the vision.
The proposed changes sought are either clearly explained by the Proposed Plan (2015)
(Doc80) or would not lead to circumstances that are better positioned to deliver the vision.
The respondents have provided no compelling or robust evidence to refute TAYplan’s
conclusions or to justify their own.
Each of these parts of Policy 4 directly continues the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5
(Doc16) and no changes to these were proposed at Main Issues Report stage. Neither
the Scottish Government nor any other government agency has raised any issues
regarding Policy 4B or 4F (Doc80).
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May, 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Allocation of Land
1. Representations seek for there to be more guidance in the plan regarding the nature
of the sites to be allocated in local development plans, the de-allocation of legacy sites
that are no longer effective, and the consideration of sites in areas with the strongest
market conditions. Largely I find that the Proposed Plan contains as much direction on
these topics as is appropriate for this tier of plan-making, and the additional factors raised
in representations are best considered at the local development plan stage.
2. Paragraph 41 of Circular 6/2013: Development Planning states that spatial strategies
in strategic development plans should be ‘specific enough to limit the options available for
subsequent LDPs to those that would have a broadly similar impact on: (a) other planning
authorities in the SDP authority; and (b) strategic infrastructure and greenspace
networks’. In this regard, I note that Policy 1 of the Proposed Plan already provides a
good degree of locational guidance as to where land should be identified for new
development. This includes a hierarchy of tiers of principal settlements and a sequential
approach to the release of land. Policy 3 of the Proposed Plan identifies a number of
strategic development areas.
3. Policy 4B of the Proposed Plan requires local development plans to identify land
which is effective or is expected to become effective sufficient to meet the housing land
requirements up to Year 10 from the predicted year of adoption, and to ensure a
minimum of 5 years effective land supply at all times. If it is indeed the case that there
are large or legacy sites in the existing housing land supply which are ineffective, and as
a result the 10 year land requirement, or the 5-year effective land supply, is in deficit, then
it will be for the local development plan process to identify additional effective sites,
replace constrained sites with effective sites, or to remove the constraints affecting
existing sites. This is the effect of Policy 4B, and as such it would appear to adequately
address the concerns raised in representations.
4. One of the measures of effectiveness set out in paragraph 55 of Planning Advice
Note 2/2010: Affordable Housing and Housing Land Audits is marketability. This factor
will therefore have to be taken into account by planning authorities when allocating sites
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in local development plans in order to ensure that the land supply is effective and meets
the requirements of national policy and Policy 4B of the Proposed Plan. The Proposed
Plan does not list the other six measures of effectiveness set out in the planning advice
note, and I do not consider it would be appropriate to single out marketability as an
isolated factor. For these reasons I do not consider it necessary to include a statement in
the strategic development plan to the effect that local development plans must allocate
sites in areas with a strong housing market.
5. I agree with Gladman Developments Ltd that the availability of a range of sites of
different sizes and characteristics would be likely to support housing delivery. A
reference to this matter would not necessarily be out of place in the strategic
development plan. However I note that while paragraph 119 of Scottish Planning Policy
does require the allocation of a range of sites, it identifies this as a role for local
development plans. Should it be necessary to include a greater number of smaller sites
in the mix of land allocations in order to ensure an adequate effective supply, then it will
be the role of the authorities preparing the forthcoming local developments to consider
this. On this basis I conclude that there is no requirement to refer to this matter in the
strategic development plan.
6. It is suggested that a policy mechanism be included in the plan to allow for the
release of additional housing land in the event of the 5-year effective supply not being
maintained. I agree that Scottish Planning Policy lays great emphasis on the need to
maintain a 5-year effective land supply, to the extent that paragraph 125 states that
where a shortfall in this supply emerges, relevant development plan policies will be
considered out-of-date. However the approach to the forward planning of the housing
land supply set out in paragraphs 113 to 122 of Scottish Planning Policy is clearly
focussed on the allocation of land in development plans, rather than on the use of policy
mechanisms. National policy contains no suggestion that a policy of the type sought
need be included in development plans.
7. I consider it far preferable for future development land to be identified in development
plans than for a reliance to emerge on other policy mechanisms to top up the supply.
Such policy mechanisms may be required on occasion where there are justifiable
concerns that inadequate effective housing land may be made available through local
development plans. However, there is no compelling evidence that this is currently the
case in the Tayplan area.
8. Action by authorities to remove constraints from existing and potential residential
development sites will generally be one effective way of maintaining and bolstering the
effective housing land supply. In this regard I note that the Proposed Action Programme
sets out actions and progress connected with the delivery of the eleven strategic
development areas, various strategic transport infrastructure projects, and the monitoring
of the effectiveness of the housing land supply. At Appendix 1 it also contains a table
monitoring progress on the delivery of the average annual housing supply targets for
each housing market area. I therefore consider that the authority is taking action to
secure the effectiveness of the housing land supply. Further actions will doubtless be
required at local authority/ local development plan level.
9. In addition, Policy 4D is proposed which allows for some limited transfer of housing
land requirements between neighbouring housing market areas in the same local
authority where there are serious constraints. I agree that this mechanism is less
satisfactory than action to remove constraints within the housing market areas where they
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arise. However, the effect of Policy 4D is limited to only 10% of the land requirement
(15% in Highland Perthshire), and the policy is only to be invoked in serious cases of
constraint. On this basis, I am content that it is a reasonable part of the range of
measures that the Tayplan authorities can take to ensure an ongoing effective supply of
housing land.
10. Representations relating to Policy 4D are discussed further under Issue 20.
11. Matters raised in representation relating to the increasing of ‘generosity margin’
component of the housing land requirement over and above the housing supply target,
are considered under Issues 13 to 17.
Particular Development Sites
12. Inverarity Farms Ltd (443912/452) - The suggestion that land west of the proposed
South Gray Village on the western edge of Dundee could contribute to meeting the
housing targets in the Proposed Plan is noted. However, the suitability or otherwise of
this land for development will be a matter for consideration through the process of
preparing the forthcoming local development plan.
Policy 4F – Presumption Against Land Release in Areas Surrounding the Dundee and
Perth Core Areas
13. Errol Estate (909974/525) and Muir Smith Evans (202101/545) – Paragraph 76 of
Scottish Planning Policy states that in ‘pressured areas easily accessible from Scotland’s
cities and main towns, where ongoing development pressures are likely to continue, it is
important to protect against an unsustainable growth in car-based commuting and the
suburbanisation of the countryside’. Paragraph 81 goes on to state: ‘In accessible or
pressured rural areas, where there is a danger of unsustainable growth in long-distance
car-based commuting or suburbanisation of the countryside, a more restrictive approach
to new housing development is appropriate, and plans … should generally guide most
new development to locations within or adjacent to settlements; and set out
circumstances in which new housing outwith settlements may be appropriate’.
14. I find proposed Policy 4F’s presumption against land releases in areas surrounding
the Dundee and Perth Core Areas, including the Carse of Gowrie, to be broadly
consistent with this national policy context. I note that Dundee no longer has a
designated green belt, but that is not to say that a clear, firm and consistent policy
approach is not required to manage the city’s growth, minimise unnecessary car-based
commuting and avoid the suburbanisation of the countryside. Policy 4F fulfils this role.
15. The existing text of Policy 4F appears to allow for the possibility of individual
development proposals being found to be acceptable where there is no prejudice to the
delivery of strategic development areas, regeneration within core areas or conflict with
other parts of the plan. More widely, proposed Policy 1C allows for some development in
settlements that are not ‘principal settlements’ (such as Errol) and in the countryside,
subject to considerations such as meeting specific local needs, not undermining the
regeneration of the cities, and avoiding the suburbanisation of the countryside and
unsustainable patters of travel and development. I therefore conclude that the Proposed
Plan makes proper allowance for rural proposals that are genuinely sustainable and do
not harm the other interests that the plan seeks to promote.
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16. I do not favour limiting the restrictive policy approach to ‘large scale’ releases, as a
plethora of small scale housing developments can have an equally suburbanising effect.
Nor do I favour excluding ‘opportunity sites’ from the scope of the policy due to the
vagueness of the term, and my view that even, for instance, the development of rural
brownfield sites may have harmful suburbanising or transport impacts.
17. Specific opportunities in Errol, and the justification for an exception to be made to
the presumption contained in Policy 4F (in line with the criteria contained in Policy 1C) will
fall to be considered as part of the process of preparing the forthcoming local
development plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 019

Policy 4 Homes - Mix of Housing Type, Size and Tenure

Development
plan reference:

Policy 4 Part C, Map 4 and supporting text
pages 24 to 29

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
Forthside Properties (832827)
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
Kingsbarns Community Council (910257)
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne
Homes (843701)
Scottish Property Federation (444087)

Supporting as written
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Water (762198)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
Policy 4 Part C (Doc80) ensures a mix of housing type, size and tenure. This is to deliver
good quality places capable of supporting the needs and aspirations of different types of
household. It supports Policy 2 Shaping Better Quality Places (Doc80). Achieving this
includes an appropriate level of affordable homes based on defined local needs. It also
sets out the approximate ratio of 75% market homes to 25% affordable homes at
TAYplan level. Map 4 (Doc80) translates this into indicative housing land requirement
figures (on the right hand side). Local Authorities may use their Local Housing Strategy or
Local Development Plan to justify variations in this ratio dependent on local
circumstances.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Design
Forthside Properties (832827/264) considers that the design of homes and
neighbourhoods is important and seeks changes that they consider would bring about
improvements to this such as has been seen in Freiburg (Germany) and Malmo
(Sweden). They propose that urban design standards must be significantly raised and cite
the housing picture in Monifieth on page 28 of the Proposed Plan (Doc80) as an example
of their prime concern.
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/422) seeks stronger referencing to Policy 2 in
particular but also to Policies 8, 9 and 10 (Doc80). They consider that it is 'too easy' for
developers and planners to focus on locational aspects without considering the design
changes needed to ensure development responds to changing social and environmental
needs.
Tenure
Kingsbarns Community Council (910257/384) wishes to see the term 'The number of new
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homes for people to live in is important, but so too is where these homes are located' on
page 27 of Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) strengthened to protect small communities in
‘desirable holiday areas’. They consider the main problem in these locations is not a lack
of homes, but lack of permanent residents.
The respondent suggests that ‘over one third’ of homes in Kingsbarns are holiday homes
and considers that new development will not help fulfil the housing supply targets in
Policy 4 (Doc80) because ‘at least one third’ of the homes will ‘go for second homes’.
Although the respondent recognises Fife Council’s current 30% target for affordable
housing (019/Extract/1) they consider that where affordable housing is built in villages
such as Kingsbarns, ‘it cannot always be filled because of the lack of infrastructure, job
opportunities and poor and expensive transport links’.
They cite a recent example where they suggest that affordable homes for shared equity
were not able to be sold and as a result they suggest that the developer was ‘allowed to
sell them at market value’. They suggest that this reduced the number of affordable
homes.
The respondent considers that more or stronger safeguards are needed than those
presently in the Proposed Plan. The respondent therefore considers that in hamlets and
villages where there is little infrastructure, TAYplan should ‘recognise that housing supply
targets and affordable housing targets should not be considered as a reason for
development’.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) seek changes so that Local Development
Plans specifically support the private rented sector through ‘build to rent’ developments
as a means of encouraging 'flexibility of affordable housing'. They also promote
appropriate policies such as 'single aspect design' where necessary.
Location
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/312) seek changes that add the
word 'location' to the range of variables considered by Policy 4 Part C. This is on the
basis that the respondent considers there to be a 'focus' on brownfield land and they
consider that this does not provide an 'adequate choice of location'. They consider this to
be an important consideration in meeting the needs of a range of different households.
Summary of Supporting Representations
Support for Basis and Approach of Policy 4
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) supports all of Policy 4 (Doc80) as the basis for the
identification of housing land as consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84). They also support the role of the Strategic
Development Areas (Policy 3 – Doc80) in contributing to an effective housing land supply.
NHS Tayside (908896/325) consider that the ability to be ‘flexible’ and ‘respond to
changes in terms of Housing Need and Demand Assessment’ is important and
recognises that ‘population projections are not always reliable’.
Scottish Water (762198/269) supports this policy and reinforces its duty as an
infrastructure provider to support the delivery of this.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Design
Forthside Properties (832827/264) proposes that urban design standards must be
significantly raised.
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/422) proposes that there should be some crossreferencing to Policy 2 (Doc80), in relation to the design of developments to encourage
active lifestyles, adapt to changing weather conditions, and promote resource efficiency,
otherwise they propose that Policy 4 (Doc80) should be renamed "Housing location and
type".
Tenure
Kingsbarns Community Council (910257/384) propose amendments that result in what
they consider to be stronger safeguards for hamlets and villages where there is little
infrastructure, which ‘recognise that housing supply targets and affordable housing
targets should not be considered as a reason for development’.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) propose changes so that Local Development
Plans specifically support the private rented sector through ‘build to rent’ and promote
'single aspect design'.
Location
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/312) propose that the first sentence
should be amended to "ensure that the mix of housing type, size, tenure and location
meets the needs and aspirations of a range of different households throughout their
lives".
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
Policy 4C is about recognising that the location, design and layout of new homes is as
important as how many are planned and the land supply to deliver this. As such it is a
crucial way of linking Policy 4 with Policy 2 (Doc80) which focuses on place quality for all
land uses (including housing) in all locations covered by TAYplan.
The first sentence of Policy 4C is taken directly from approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5A
(Doc16) and no change has been made to this. This is because the intention of this has
not altered.
The second sentence of Policy 4C differs from the second sentence of the equivalent part
of approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5A (Doc16). This has altered to reflect the
requirements now set out in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 115 (Doc80) to
specify the scale of market versus affordable housing. Previously this was not a
requirement. Although the text differs its intent is the same in both documents.
Overall Policy 4C reminds the user of the Plan that besides the scale of new homes
planned and their general location it is important to deliver homes that meet people’s
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needs and aspirations in order to support the vision. It also makes clear, crucially, that
people’s needs and aspirations differ and vary dependent on many factors throughout
their lifetime and this will require a mix of housing type, size and tenure. This should be
read alongside the broader approach to place quality considered in Policy 2 (Doc80) and
related factors in other policies in the Proposed Plan (2015).
Authority’s Responses To Proposed Changes
Design
Forthside properties (832827/264) and Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/422) TAYplan agrees that design is an important issue and is fundamental to achieving the
vision. The design of homes is important, but homes are a fundamental part of places.
The design of places, including other types of development is equally important to
people’s life experience as homes. The plan must be read as a whole and TAYplan
continues to be satisfied that Policies 2, 8, 9 and 10 (Doc80) adequately address these
issues and that the need to consider them alongside other factors remains clear.
TAYplan considers that Policy 4C (Doc80) reflects the place shaping credentials of
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 41 to 46 (Doc84) and that these are
appropriately dealt with by Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 2 (Doc80) (see also
Topic Paper 4: Strategic Place Shaping (2015) – Doc106).
Tenure
Kingsbarns Community Council (910257/384) - Housing supply targets and affordable
housing targets are not in themselves a reason for development. However, they are the
consequence of work which has examined the anticipated need and demand for new
homes in the future – the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment
(2013) (Doc97). Therefore they represent what is likely to be required over the
forthcoming years.
TAYplan agrees that in some communities there is pressure from the second/holiday
home market. This was recognised in the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and
Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 1 and Appendix 1 (Doc97). Resolving these issues
remains challenging for the reasons suggested by the respondent. Retaining people can
be difficult when many are priced out of the market by other people’s market choices to
run holiday properties or to have a second home.
TAYplan considers that the housing supply targets in Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) are
appropriate and based on strong evidence. TAYplan also considers that Policy 4C
(Doc80) provides a requirement for developers to make provision for the types of
outcome sought by the respondent. The detailed matters of where to locate development
are for the respective Fife Local Development Plan. Although affordable housing is not
the only answer it is difficult to conceive of a solution which does not involve some
affordable housing to at least provide options for those who may have otherwise been
priced out of the market. Other solutions to this issue are within the remit of UK and
Scottish Governments through fiscal policy and matters of property law.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) - The TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and
Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 5 pages 219 considers the potential scale of private
rent based on assumptions described in Chapter 2 (Doc97). Further analysis of this in
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Chapter 5 pages 213 to 217 (Doc97) considers the potential impacts of welfare reform
and other market changes. TAYplan agrees that the private rented sector is likely to play
an increasingly important role in future housing.
However, Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 115 (Doc84) requires Strategic
Development Plans to state how much of the housing land requirement will be for market
and affordable housing at the TAYplan level – this is done in Map 4 (Doc80). It does not
require any break down of rental types. The ratio of affordable to market housing will be
approximately 25%:75% at TAYplan level and this is stated in Policy 4C and Map 4
(Doc80). This is approximate because it is for Local Housing Strategies and Local
Development Plans to determine the appropriate mix for sites, settlements and housing
market areas. There may be specific circumstances where different proportions are
justifiable. This will be a matter for the respective Local Development Plan and Local
Housing Strategy.
The market will be a key driver of the ratio of private rent versus owner-occupation.
Although the Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) set out how much land and
homes are planned the decisions about whether a market property will be lived-in or
rented will be down to the owner. However the tenure arrangement could also change
quickly if the owner(s) chooses to sell. There may also be instances where larger
investors choose to build-to-rent. These decisions are not matters that are controlled by
planning but an asset decision for property owners/operators along with any appropriate
regulatory and licencing arrangements such as HMOs (Houses of Multiple Occupation).
Therefore Policy 4 (Doc80) does not distinguish between private rent and ownership and
therefore does not place any limitation on the private rented sector. Private landlords will,
of course, need to follow the appropriate regulations, but these are enforced through
mechanisms outside of strategic planning. Strategic planning, and Policy 4 (Doc80) in
particular, are vital in providing clarity and certainty to the property sector about what is
expected regarding the scale, location, design and layout of development and this
supports investor confidence. TAYplan considers this to be an integral part of supporting
the private rented sector to play a stronger role in future housing market.
However, again the role of TAYplan through Policy 4 (Doc80) is limited in what more it
can do to support private rented sector. Therefore although TAYplan supports the ethos
of the respondent’s comments it remains satisfied that Policy 4C is appropriate and
supports what the respondent seeks in as much as it can.
Location
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/312) - TAYplan does not agree that
‘location’ should be added to Policy 4C (Doc80).
Policy 4C (Doc80) is a direct continuation of approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5A (Doc16).
The purpose of Policy 4C (Doc80) is to describe the requirements for new homes to be
capable of meeting the needs of occupants throughout life; including the needs of larger
and smaller households, different ages and levels of mobility, and of those who wish to or
need to buy or rent. This has strong connections with lifetime communities and the
themes set out in Policy 2 Shaping Better Quality Places (Doc80). It is this part of Policy 4
(Doc80) which makes the link between homes and quality of life. The other aspects of
Policy 4 (Doc80) cover number of new homes and land related issues.
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The addition of the word ‘location’ is contextually out-of-place here because policy 4C
(Doc80) is location neutral in that it applies to all new homes wherever they are. The
priorities for locating new development, including housing, are set out in Policy 1 (Doc80)
and TAYplan is not persuaded that this should change. Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) already
describe the broad distribution of new homes and it is for Local Development Plans to
determine the most appropriate locations in accordance with Policy 1 (Doc80). Policy 4C
(Doc80) is not the appropriate place for matters of location to be considered.
The respondent has provided no further evidence to justify why the word ‘location’ is
important given what Policy 4C (Doc80) is trying to achieve. TAYplan is satisfied that
Policy 1 and Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) are already clear about locational decisions in
relation to housing for both developers and Local Development Plans. TAYplan is
therefore not persuaded that these proposed changes are necessary and is also not
persuaded that such a change would better bring about the vision. As described above
there is some possibility that it may less favourably contribute to the vision. Therefore
TAYplan does not propose to make any change.
Authority’s Responses to Supporting Representations
Support for Basis and Approach of Policy 4
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) - TAYplan welcomes this support and agrees that the
principles and approach set out contribute to the delivery of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84).
NHS Tayside (908896/325) - TAYplan welcomes the support and notes that successive
population and household projections can vary in their conclusions. TAYplan agrees that
the current approach provides flexibility to respond to these issues in a way which
delivers the vision.
Scottish Water (762198/269) - TAYplan welcomes this support.
Conclusions
TAYplan supports the thrust of the representations categorised under the headings
‘design’ and ‘tenure’ but remains satisfied that Policies 2 and 4C in particular as well as
other parts of the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) already do what is necessary and
possible within the remit of land use planning in relation to these issues.
TAYplan does not support the proposed changes described under the heading ‘location’
and remains satisfied the Policies 4C and Policy 2 are appropriate as written and that
Policies 4A/Map 4 and Policy 1/Map 1 (Doc80) appropriately respond to matters of
location. These proposed changes risk undermining the location priorities.
Neither the Scottish Government nor any other government agency has raised any issues
regarding Policy 4C.
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
Design
1. Forthside Properties (832827/264) – The need for improved standards of urban
design and placemaking in new development is widely accepted, and prominently
reflected in national planning policy. However, it may be that other tiers of the
development plan (local development plans, planning briefs and masterplans) have a
stronger role in setting out the expectations in this regard than strategic development
plans. I note that design/ placemaking is not listed among the expected principal topics
for strategic plans at paragraph 41 of Circular 6/2013: Development Planning. That said,
I also note that Policy 2 of the Proposed Plan includes extensive material relating to the
quality of development, including a ‘place-led’ principle for the delivery of distinctive
places. Given these considerations, I do not consider further references in the plan to
design quality are required.
2. Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/422) - The plan is to be read as a whole, and
therefore I do not consider that extensive cross-referencing between policies is
necessary. The plan as a whole is admirably clear and concise. Therefore, the
messages contained in Policy 2 relating to the quality of design are prominent and easily
found. The quality issues of interest to the respondent relate to all types of development,
not just housing, so it is appropriate for them to be contained in a separate policy. For
these reasons I conclude that additional cross-referencing to Policy 2 within Policy 4 is
unnecessary.
3. The existing title of Policy 4 ‘Homes’ is clear and concise. Policies 1, 2 and 3 deal
with a range of issues common to all development types, whereas Policy 4 is the only
policy specific to housing. I have therefore identified no strong justification for renaming
Policy 4.
Tenure
4. Kingsbarns Community Council (910257/384) – The community council’s concerns
about the purchase of property as second homes and the low take-up of affordable
housing may be justified, and are not disputed by the authority. Regarding second
homes, the planning system has little ability to prevent houses in the market sector being
used in this way.
5. The community council’s arguments seem to point towards a view by it that significant
further housebuilding in Kingsbarns would contribute little towards meeting local housing
need or demand. In this regard, I note that Kingsbarns is not identified as a principal
settlement in Policy 1 of the Proposed Plan. Part A of that policy directs the majority of
development to principal settlements. Part B states that the expansion of non-principal
settlements should only be considered where there is insufficient land or where the
nature/scale of the land use required cannot be accommodated within or on the edge of
principal settlements. Therefore I conclude that it is no part of the Proposed Plan’s
strategy that settlements like Kingsbarns should be expected to accommodate significant
additional development.
6. It is unlikely that it would be appropriate for the strategic level plan to contain specific
policy material about settlements of the scale of Kingsbarns. However, the general policy
principles contained in the plan do appear to direct development away from settlements
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of this nature, in the way that the community council appears to seek. On this basis I
conclude that no changes are required.
7. Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) – I refer at Issue 16 to the enhanced role
for the private rented sector envisaged by the authority. Although I express some
concerns about the scale of the notional transfer proposed between the affordable and
private rented sectors envisaged by authority, I nevertheless recognise that private
renting is an increasingly important component of the housing market. This is recognised
at paragraph 2.55 of the housing need and demand assessment (Document 97) which
predicts that the private rented sector will play a more prominent role in the future housing
market.
8. The Scottish planning system does not generally exercise any direct control over the
tenure of housing, particularly in the market sector. I also note that no locational
requirements specific to the private rented sector are mentioned in this representation.
Overall, I expect that a development plan context which provides a generous supply of
effective housing land will generally provide opportunities for developers of housing
aimed at the private rented sector as well as developments aimed at owner occupation or
social rent.
9. Regarding flexibility in the application of affordable housing policies, the Proposed
Plan only covers this matter at a high level. Detail such as circumstances in which
components of the private rented sector might be considered to contribute to affordable
housing requirements will be for forthcoming local development plans and associated
supplementary guidance to consider.
10. Similarly, the acceptability of single aspect design is a matter of detail best
considered at local development plan, supplementary guidance or individual site level.
Location
11. Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/312) - Policy 4 distributes
housing land requirements between the various housing market areas within the plan
area. As such, it ensures that there will be a reasonable distribution of the housing
supply around the Tayplan area, including to generally rural areas and affluent areas
such as Strathearn, as well as to Dundee and Perth. But beyond this, it is the role of
Policy 1 in the Proposed Plan to give locational direction to local development plans as to
where land should be found to meet those requirements.
12. Policy 1 defines a role for the various tiers of principal settlement as well as allowing
for some development away from principal settlements. Thus I consider that the
Proposed Plan already accommodates the desire expressed in this representation for
housing land to be provided in a range of different locations. The actual mix of sites to be
allocated for development will be a matter for local development plan processes to
determine.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 020

Policy 4 Homes - Environmental and Infrastructure Constraints

Development
plan reference:

Policy 4 Part D and supporting text, pages 24 to
29

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254)
Wallace Land Investment Management
(343111)
Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates &
Development Co Ltd (910305)
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne
Homes (843701)

Supporting as written
Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583)
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Water (762198)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
This part of Policy 4 gives Local Development Plans only, the flexibility to transfer some
of the housing land requirement for one market area into one or more neighbouring
housing market areas within the same Council area. This can only take place in response
to fully justified instances of serious environmental or infrastructure constraints. The scale
of transfer is limited to 10% of the housing land requirement for the origin housing market
area or 15% for Highland Perthshire Housing Market Area only.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Principle
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/249) acknowledges the need for
flexibilities to be built into the plan but considers that shifting housing land requirements to
neighbouring housing market areas has the potential to ‘frustrate’ the way in which
development constraints are addressed. They consider this could be detrimental and that
it is ‘unsustainable’ to have ‘a greater focus on shifting housing numbers’.
Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co Ltd (910305/474) suggests
two things:


Firstly that identified need and demand for new homes should be met within the same
housing market area; and,



Secondly that the ‘10% threshold’ should be increased to make up for any envisaged
shortfall in the housing supply target, particularly for a strategic development area
which includes residential development. They suggest this should occur by
'reassessing the spatial strategy' and the assumptions behind it; what circumstances
have changed; and, the availability of what they describe as ‘alternative unconstrained
sites’.
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They consider this issue to be pertinent for the Cupar and North West Fife Housing
Market Area. This is because of what they describe as 'the uncertainties over Cupar
North' which they suggest has ‘failed to deliver’. They consider that this is 'unlikely to
progress', or do so ‘at the rate envisaged'. They consider that it would be more effective
and sustainable to allow Cupar to ‘grow organically around the town, which in turn will
assist in the stabilisation and revitalisation of the town centre’. Cupar North Strategic
Development Area is considered in more detail in the Schedule 4 Summary of
Unresolved Issues 011 Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
They also question whether neighbouring Housing Market Areas would indeed be the
right locations for providing up to 10% of the housing land requirement when there are
serious cases of constraints.
Scale
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/313) and Gladman Developments
Ltd (846254/375) each seek an increase to 25% in the level of flexibility to respond to
serious cases of environmental or infrastructure constraint.
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/313) consider that this would ensure
'maximum flexibility' in meeting the housing land requirement.
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/375) seek this in order to maintain a 5 year land
supply. They consider that this would be a 'market driven' response and would ensure
that enough effective housing sites are available to maintain a 5 year effective land
supply at all times.
Summary of Supporting Representations
Scale
Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583/563) supports the position of 10% flexibility to
respond to environmental and infrastructure constraints. They had raised concerns at
Main Issues Report stage with proposals to potentially increase this to as much as 25%.
Support for Basis and Approach of Policy 4
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) supports all of Policy 4 (Doc80) as the basis for the
identification of housing land as consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84). They also support the role of the Strategic
Development Areas (Policy 3 – Doc80) in contributing to an effective housing land supply.
NHS Tayside (908896/325) consider that the ability to be ‘flexible’ and ‘respond to
changes in terms of Housing Need and Demand Assessment’ is important and
recognises that ‘population projections are not always reliable’.
Scottish Water (762198/269) supports this policy and reinforces its duty as an
infrastructure provider to support the delivery of this.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Principle
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/249) proposes that constraints in
Housing Market Areas should be identified by TAYplan, and an action plan developed to
deal with the issues.
Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co Ltd (910305/474) proposes
more clarity to explain that the 10% of the housing land requirement should be met on
alternative sites within the same Housing Market Area, providing that these sites deliver a
sustainable pattern of growth and meet the requirements of other policies within TAYplan.
Only if there are no identified alternative sites within the same Housing Market Area
should neighbouring Housing Market Areas be considered.
Scale
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/313) propose to change the wording
of Policy 4D to say: ‘have the flexibility, in serious cases of appropriately evidenced
environmental or infrastructure capacity constraints, to provide for up to 25% of housing
land requirement for one market area to be shared between one or more neighbouring
housing market areas within the same authority, whilst taking account of meeting needs
in that housing market area’.
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/375) propose that Policy 4D should be changed to
say: ‘Local Development Plans shall have the flexibility, in cases of appropriately
evidenced environmental or infrastructure capacity constraints or where necessary to
maintain a 5-year housing land supply, for up to 25% of the housing land requirement for
one market area to be shared between one or more neighbouring housing market areas
within the same authority, whilst taking account of meeting needs in that housing market
area’.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 4D (Doc80) is a continuation of the current approach set out
in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5A (Doc16).
Initial discussions took place with Councils prior to the Main Issues Report about
whether 10% (as currently written in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5A – Doc16) was
sufficient and whether there was any justification for higher levels. TAYplan was aware
that issues faced in Highland Perthshire in particular had the potential to justify an
increase. It was decided to ask a more open question to ‘flush out’ any evidence or lack
of it for a general increase or for specific areas.
Therefore TAYplan’s preferred option in the Main Issues Report (2014) Issue 5 Option 1
on page 32 and Question 7 (Doc56) was to increase the proportion. However, there
was no specific decision about what the best alternative proportion to 10% would be. It
was decided that whatever this may be 25% represented the maximum extent. Beyond
this it was considered to risk meeting identified need and demand for new homes in
respective housing market areas. Therefore the preferred option was to increase the level
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above 10% to possibly as high as 25%.
Following Main Issues Report stage there was some support for increasing levels to 25%;
including from some of the respondents above. However, more respondents, including
Homes for Scotland (785148), some developers and land owners, as well as others, were
concerned that such an increase would risk delivering the identified need and demand for
new homes where it originated. These respondents generally accepted the principle but
considered 10% to be an appropriate level. Some also questioned what the justification
for an increase might be. This is set out in the Schedule of Responses to the Main Issues
Report (Feb 2015) Pages 73 to 80 (Doc83).
TAYplan considered these matters in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015)
pages 55 and 58 to 61 (Doc100). The only justification for any increase was in Highland
Perthshire Housing Market Area. This area experiences significant environmental and
infrastructure constraints. The justification for this approach is set out in the TAYplan
Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 58 to 61 (Doc100). No further evidence was
provided at Main Issues stage or at other points to justify increases elsewhere or at
TAYplan level.
There have been some changes to the text between the approved TAYplan (2012)
Policy 5 (Doc16) and the Proposed TAYplan (2015) Policy 4D (Doc80). There has been
an increase from 10% to 15% in the proportion of housing land requirement that can be
shifted for Highland Perthshire Housing Market Area. This change was made in response
to the concentration of large environmental designations, the steep topography, limited
transport infrastructure and access limitations and flood risk that collectively present
infrastructure and environmental constraints affecting a significant part of Highland
Perthshire. This limits the capacity of the planning authority to provide land for new
homes in places which also fulfil many other aspects of national, strategic and local
planning policy. These matters are discussed further in the TAYplan Housing Analysis
Paper (2015) pages 58 to 61 (Doc100).
No change has been made to the proportions for the other housing market areas within
the TAYplan area. The only other changes are that Policy 4D now begins with the words
‘have the flexibility’ to tie this in with the new policy layout. The final part of the sentence
now includes the word ‘whilst’ ahead of the original words ‘taking account of meeting…’.
These word changes were added to provide clarity and context. They do not change the
meaning of the policy.
A change has also been made to use the term ‘housing land requirement’ in place of
the term ‘housing provision’ to properly reflect Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 110 to 118 (Doc84). Scottish Planning Policy (2014) was published in the
final week of the Main Issues Report (2014) (Doc56) consultation. This has been fully
considered in preparing Policy 4D and the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) as a whole.
Authority’s’ Responses to Proposed Changes
Principle
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/249) - The approach for shifting housing
land requirement is a continuation of the current approach in the approved TAYplan
(2012) Policy 5 (Doc16) and this has not changed. The only amendment to the approach
was to the scale of transfer allowed in Highland Perthshire (see context above).
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TAYplan recognises that there are some risks posed to housing market areas if too much
of the housing land requirement is transferred. This was one of the reasons for limiting
the preferred option at Main Issues stage to up to 25%. It was also one of the key
reasons why many opposed an increase at Main Issues stage.
As described in the context above TAYplan was persuaded that there was no substantial
evidence to increase the 10% level except in Highland Perthshire Housing Market Area.
However, even here consideration of the practicalities persuaded TAYplan that 15% was
sufficiently high. These practicalities are described in the TAYplan Housing Analysis
Paper (2015) pages 55 and 58 to 61 (Doc100).
TAYplan agrees that Action Programmes are helpful in identifying factors that can bring
sites forward, including some factors that may influence their effectiveness. The current
TAYplan Action Programme (Updated March 2014) (Doc3) already does this for Strategic
Development Areas identified in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 4 (Doc16). The
Proposed Action Programme (2015) (Doc76) also continues this for the same Strategic
Development Areas now identified in Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 3 (Doc80). It is not
possible for the TAYplan Action Programme to do this for smaller sites as these will need
to be identified through Local Development Plans. Therefore Local Development Plan
Action Programmes are best placed to do this along with more detailed master plans,
development briefs and other tools available to planning authorities. TAYplan is satisfied
that the current approach reflects these proposed changes and therefore does not
propose to make any changes in response to this.
Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co Ltd (910305/474) - The
respondent is correct that Councils would be expected to consider a variety of
possibilities to accommodate homes/housing land requirement in their respective housing
market areas prior to justifying a transfer elsewhere. Policy 1, Policy 4 and other policies
in the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) already set out the appropriate considerations for
doing this. Policy 4D specifically requires justification for any transfer of housing land
requirement in the face of serious environmental and infrastructure constraints.
Decisions about which sites to identify to meet the housing land requirement are a matter
for each Council in their respective Local Development Plan. Any justification for transfer
would be weakened by failing to consider alternative locations within the same housing
market area which are also capable of supporting delivery of the policy framework in the
Proposed Plan – including potentially accommodating development in other settlements
within the same housing market area. Given what is sought by the respondent and
described above this would be preferable to deliver the vision. Therefore TAYplan is
satisfied that the proposed changes describe what already happens. The Proposed Plan
(2015) should be read as a whole and TAYplan does not therefore consider there to be
any need for additional policy explanation of this.
TAYplan does not agree that the 10% level should be increased if a Strategic
Development Area does not progress at the envisaged rate. Councils prepare annual
housing land audits to ensure that there is a 5 year supply of effective housing land at all
times. This will support the delivery of Policy 4A/Map 4 and Policy 4B (Doc80). There will
also be a new housing need and demand assessment every 5 years to inform the review
of the Strategic Development Plan. This will provide a fresh understanding of the scale of
need and demand for new homes at a more up to date point in time. It will be for the
respective Main Issues Report to explore the options relating to this.
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It is not clear how the proposed change would bring about an increase in effective land
supplies any more than not making the proposed change and instead identifying
alternative effective land within the same housing market area in locations which support
Policies 1 and 4 (Doc80) in particular. TAYplan considers that Policy 4A/Map 4 and 4B
(Doc80) along with the approach in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 117
and 118 (Doc84) and annual housing land audits already provide the appropriate
mechanisms and flexibilities.
Any reappraisal of the spatial strategy will happen as a response to evidence identified as
part of the next Strategic Development Plan review and not through the review of Local
Development Plans. Policy 4D, other parts of Policy 4, Policy 1 and others (Doc80)
provide sufficient scope and clarity for Local Development Plans to identify land and
overcome issues. The implementation of the spatial strategy and the approaches it sets
out remain appropriate to deliver the vision and the outcomes which underpin it. No
evidence has been presented by the respondent that justifies a change to the spatial
strategy – see Schedule 4 Summaries of Unresolved Issues for 002 Policy 1A Settlements, 003 Policy 1A – Policy Principles, 004 Policy 1B - Sequential Approach
and 005 Policy 1C Settlement Boundaries.
TAYplan agrees that the Cupar North Strategic Development Area has not yet delivered
new homes. This is very similar to many strategic development areas and indeed other
smaller sites across the TAYplan area. Every site has its own complexities but the recent
economic down turn has resulted in similar impacts across many parts of the UK.
TAYplan is not therefore convinced that Cupar North is unique or experiencing issues that
differ from those being experienced in other locations. A planning application for Cupar
North is anticipated during 2016. However, the respondent has provided no evidence or
justification to support their views regarding Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
Cupar North and other Strategic Development Areas are considered in more detail in the
Summaries of Unresolved Issues for Issues 010 Strategic Development Areas and 011
Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
The respondent has not provided any justification for their proposed changes and
TAYplan is not persuaded that these would either result in the outcomes sought or that
they would be better placed to deliver the vision. There is some risk that effectively
exporting the housing component of Strategic Development Areas to neighbouring
housing market areas may result in the opposite and compromise delivery of many other
elements of the plan. Again the respondent provides no examination of these
practicalities or justification to respond to these risks. TAYplan is therefore satisfied that
Policy 4D remains appropriate to respond to issues of environmental and infrastructure
constraint and that Policies 4A/Map 4 and 4B are appropriate in conjunction with Policy 1
(Doc80) and other parts of the Plan for Councils to identify effective sites and overcome
the risks considered by the respondent.
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that any changes are needed to Policy 4D.
Scale
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/313) and Gladman Developments
Ltd (846254/375) - TAYplan understands the motivation for seeking an increase to 25%.
TAYplan had considered this at Main Issues Report stage in 2014 (see the context
section).
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There is, however, no automatic guarantee that the outcomes sought by the respondents
would be achieved as a result of their proposed changes or indeed that such outcomes
could not be achieved using the approach and scale that is already set out in Policy 4D.
The respondents have provided no evidence to support their wish for an increase. There
is also no detailed examination of the practical implications for specific housing market
areas such as that presented in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 55
and 58 to 61 (Doc100). For example whether such a scale of transfer to another housing
market area(s) would have adverse implications for meeting need and demand of the
original housing market area and also whether the scale of imported development could
lead to the equivalent issues of environmental or infrastructure constraint in the recipient
housing market area(s).
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that any robust or compelling evidence has been
provided to justify any change to the proportion of housing land requirement that can be
shifted.
Bon Accord Land Ltd/Stewart Milne Homes (843701/313) - TAYplan does not agree
that 25% would provide 'maximum flexibility'. The maximum flexibility would be provided
by transferring 100% of the housing land requirement. However, neither of these (100%
or 25%) are considered justifiable as a result of the points made above and, in particular,
the risk to meeting identified need and demand for each housing market area and
delivering the vision and outcomes of the Plan.
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that any robust or compelling evidence has been
provided to justify any change to the proportion of housing land requirement that can be
shifted.
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/375) - The respondent’s proposed changes appear
to merge the role of Policy 4D with the purpose of providing a housing land requirement
as set out in Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80).
The addition of the suggested criterion relating to 5 year land supply would transform
what Policy 4D is there to achieve. Policy 4D is not written to enable the transfer of
housing land requirement to deal with issues of 5 year effective land supply.
Land supply is considered in Policy 4A/Map 4, which sets out the housing land
requirement. Policy 4B (Doc80) sets out the requirements regarding the effectiveness of
land consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 117 and 118 (Doc100).
The housing land requirement provides the flexibility to ensure that there is a generous
land supply (or implicitly generous land supply in the case of Perth & Kinross). The local
authority must provide for this within their respective market areas as stated in
Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80).
The factors that determine effectiveness may include some that are ‘market driven’ but
these are not the only factors. This reflects the approach of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 110 to 119 (Doc84). Policies 1 and 4 (Doc80) both set out the
appropriate mechanisms and priorities for Local Development Plan in identifying a 5 year
supply of housing land that is effective or capable of becoming effective. This will be
monitored annually by Councils in their housing land audits.
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The only circumstances that can be envisaged to support a transfer of housing land
requirement are those already described by Policy 4D. The proposed inclusion of 5
year land supply in Policy 4D presents practical and operational issues for Local
Development Plans and their examinations. These will already focus on the justification
for site allocations and effectiveness of land to meet the housing land requirement. This
will not be assisted by opening this further so that Councils find themselves needing to
justify why they have not transferred housing land requirement to neighbouring housing
market areas on the basis of an effectiveness argument which they do not support and is
yet to be proven. This will be exacerbated when combined with the proposed increase
from 10% to 25% also sought by the same respondent.
Such an approach also presents significant risk to meeting the identified need and
demand for new homes in each housing market area. This was one of the fundamental
points considered at Main Issues Report (2014) stage when TAYplan was considering
options for change and the views of respondents. The proposed changes also present
significant risk for delivering the vision and outcomes because the respondent has not
considered any of the practical considerations explored in the TAYplan Housing Analysis
Paper (2015) pages 55 and 58 to 61 (Doc100). Again these would be exacerbated by the
respondents proposed increase to 25%.
The respondent has provided no robust or compelling evidence to justify how their
proposed changes would better deliver the vision and the outcomes which underpin it.
Neither have they explained why the outcome they seek cannot adequately be achieved
by Policy 4A/Map 4 for housing land requirement, Policy 4B (Doc80) and the use of
annual housing land audits described above.
Policy 4D is not about providing a ‘market driven’ response or about resolving issues of 5
year land supply. Instead it is recognition that environmental and infrastructure
constraints exist and can, in some instances, inhibit the delivery of Policy 1 - to focus the
majority of new homes in principle settlements - and also other policies in the Proposed
Plan. Councils need to justify their decision to transfer housing land requirement to one or
more of the neighbouring market areas within their authority. Such justification will
inevitably be considered at Local Development Plan examinations and would need to be
on the basis of the environmental or infrastructure constraints that are present.
Thus far Kinross Housing Market Area is the only instance where this has occurred. Here
Perth & Kinross Council transferred 10% of the housing land requirement to neighbouring
Greater Perth Housing Market Area in response to the environmental constraints
associated with Loch Leven. There is some prospect that this approach may need to be
applied to Highland Perthshire Housing Market Area in future to respond to the issues
identified in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pagers 55 and 58 to 61
(Doc100). However, this will be a matter for Councils through their respective Local
Development Plans.
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that there is any evidence to support the proposed
changes. TAYplan is also concerned that the apparent blurring of the operational
circumstances for using Policy 4D would result in significant and potentially inconsistent
decisions at examination. This could be avoided by not taking forward the proposed
changes.
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Authority’s Responses to Supporting Representations
Scale
Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583/563) - TAYplan welcomes the support for
Policy 4D as written.
Support for Basis and Approach of Policy 4
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) - TAYplan welcomes this support and agrees that the
principles and approach set out contribute to the delivery of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84).
NHS Tayside (908896/325) - TAYplan welcomes the support and notes that successive
population and household projections can vary in their conclusions. TAYplan agrees that
the current approach provides flexibility to respond to these issues in a way which
delivers the vision.
Scottish Water (762198/269) - TAYplan welcomes this support.
Conclusion
TAYplan is not persuaded that any robust or compelling evidence has been provided that
justifies the proposed changes or which refutes the evidence considered during and after
the Main Issues Report (2014) consultation set out in the TAYplan Housing Analysis
Paper (2015) pages 55 to 61 (Doc100).
TAYplan remains satisfied that the Policy 4D (Doc80) continues to appropriately respond
to environmental and infrastructure constraints in favour delivering the sustainable pattern
of development needed to deliver the vision and Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 40 and 76 to 83 (Doc84).
No key government agency or Scottish Government themselves have sought changes or
raised any issues relating to this or the interpretation or implementation of Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84). TAYplan considers this to mean that these organisations
are satisfied and perceive there to be no issue relating to Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
or other national policy.
TAYplan therefore considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May 2015) and propose that the elements dealt
with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written and unchanged.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Principle
1. Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/249) and Campion Homes Ltd &
Dundas Estates & Development Co Ltd (910305/474) - Paragraph 111 of Scottish
Planning Policy defines housing market areas as ‘geographical areas where the demand
for housing is relatively self-contained’. According to paragraphs 113 and 115, housing
need and demand assessments should produce results at the functional housing market
area level, and development plans should set out housing supply targets for each housing
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market area, based on evidence from the assessment.
2. I conclude from this advice that there is a clear expectation in national policy that
housing need and demand should be met in the market area in which it arises. However,
I recognise that in reality firm boundaries rarely exist between market areas, and that
there will often be a fair number of households willing to move between market areas.
For instance paragraph 208 of the Housing Analysis Paper (Document 100) identifies that
between 2008 and 2010, only 44% of house purchases in Highland Perthshire originated
within that area. In this context, a degree of flexibility in the way in which housing land
requirements are achieved is reasonable. I therefore conclude that the principle of
allowing some flexibility, as provided for in proposed Policy 4D is acceptable.
3. That said, other things being equal it remains preferable for housing need and
demand to be met within the area where it originates. This will maximise the likelihood of
households being able to find a home that meets their needs and aspirations, and should
minimise the need for long commuting journeys. I would therefore expect authorities to
take reasonable measures to endeavour to meet the entirety of the identified housing
land requirement within the relevant housing market area. As suggested in these
representations, such measures could include searching for and identifying alternative
unconstrained sites, or taking reasonable action to remove constraints where this can be
done cost-effectively.
4. I expect that it is the intention of the authority (and its constituent local authorities) to
take such measures as far as is practicable. This appears evident from the authority’s
response above, including the reference to the development plan action programmes
which can contain and programme the measures required. However, these
considerations are not so clearly set out in the Proposed Plan itself. I consider it would
be helpful for Policy 4D to clarify that the flexibility it introduces can only be applied where
the serious constraints are incapable of being practically and cost-effectively overcome
and there is a lack of suitable alternative sites. Below I recommend a modification to
Policy 4D to clarify these matters.
Scale
5. Proposed Policy 4D allows for up to 10% (15% in Highland Perthshire) of the housing
land requirement for one market area to be shared with neighbouring areas in the same
authority. At paragraph 209 of the Housing Analysis Paper, the authority acknowledges
that the specific scale of increase is not a straightforward scientific calculation. Indeed,
while 25% is suggested in the representations as an alternative proportion of the housing
land requirements that should be allowed to be shared, no particular methodology is put
forward for arriving at this figure. In the absence of any such reliable methodology I
consider the scale of any sharing must be a matter of judgement.
6. The balance to be drawn is between, on the one hand maximising the number of
households that can meet their needs within the area where the need or demand arises,
and on the other increasing the flexibility of local development plans to take any
necessary action to ensure an adequate effective supply is maintained across the plan
area. However, the requirements for local development plans to meet the housing land
requirements and ensure a minimum 5 year effective land supply is maintained are
already secured by part B of Policy 4.
7. I am not attracted by high potential transfers of housing land requirements between
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housing market areas for the reasons set out at paragraphs 2 and 3 above: the intention
behind national policy appears to be for housing need and demand to be met as far as
possible within the area where it arises; and it is undesirable for households to have to
move to areas which are not their first choice and may give rise to unnecessary long
distance commuting patterns. I also note that the idea of increasing potential transfers to
a maximum of 25% has been tested through the main issues report consultation, but this
idea was opposed by most respondents. For these reasons, I consider that the 10% rate
(15% in Highland Perthshire) proposed in Policy 4D should remain unchanged.
Reporter’s recommendations:
I recommend that Policy 4D be amended to read:
‘D. have the flexibility, in serious cases of appropriately evidenced environmental or
infrastructure capacity constraints that cannot be practically and cost-effectively
overcome, and where no suitable alternative sites exist that are compliant with the spatial
strategy of this plan, to provide for … [continue as in Proposed Plan].’
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Issue 021

Policy 4E: Homes - Exceeding Housing Land Requirement

Development
plan reference:

Policy 4 Part E and supporting text, Pages 24 to
29

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes
(910368)
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826)
F M & G Batchelor (846821)
J G Lang & Son (846827)
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292)
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825)
R Watson & Son (846824)
Scotia Homes Ltd (910294)

Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277)
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254)
Homes for Scotland (785148)
Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates &
Development Co Ltd (910305)
Springfield Properties (910130)
Supporting as written
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Water (762198)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
Policy 4 Part E enables only Dundee City Council to use its Local Development Plan to
identify a supply of land for new homes that is in excess of the housing land requirement
stated in Map 4 (page 25 of Proposed TAYplan 2015) (Doc80). This applies to Dundee
City only and not to other council areas within TAYplan. It continues the current approach
set out in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5B (Doc16).
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Note to Reporter
Policy 4E applies to Dundee City only. This is the same as the administrative area of
Dundee City Council. Policy 4E does not apply to any other Council area covered by
TAYplan, even where this may form part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area.
It applies to Dundee City Council only.
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Propose that Policy 4E Should Apply to all Areas
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/555), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/519), F
M & G Batchelor (846821/496), J G Lang & Son (846827/442), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/405), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/433),
R Watson & Son (846824/467), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/483), Stewart Milne Homes
North Scotland (347277/536), Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co
Ltd (910305/474), Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/376), Homes for Scotland
(785148/241) and Springfield Properties (910130/344) each consider that the approach in
Policy 4E (Doc80) should not apply to Dundee City Council area only and should instead
apply to all parts of the TAYplan area.
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Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co Ltd (910305/474) consider
that this would give Local Development Plans flexibility to exceed the housing land
requirement where it is demonstrated that there are serious cases of environmental or
infrastructure capacity constraints affecting allocated sites. The respondent considers this
to be the case at Cupar North.
Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/376) consider Policy 4E (Doc80) to be unnecessary and that it would prevent growth.
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/555), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/519), F
M & G Batchelor (846821/496), J G Lang & Son (846827/442), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/405), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/433),
R Watson & Son (846824/467), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/483) and Stewart Milne
Homes North Scotland (347277/536) also disagree with what they consider to be an
approach to allow Dundee City to ‘determine the additional extent of generosity’. They
consider this on the basis of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 118 (Doc84). The
respondents suggest the current policy is written as if to 'embargo' the three authorities
from outside of Dundee City from exceeding their housing supply targets.
Homes for Scotland (785148/241) and Springfield Properties (910130/344) also disagree
with the approach to ‘allow Dundee City to determine the additional extent of generosity’
on the basis of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 118 (Doc84). They suggest
that Policy 4E is ‘un-necessary’ as there is 'no obvious policy barrier' to Local
Development Plans planning to exceed their housing supply target if they chose. They
also consider that Policy 4E would have two un-intended consequences:
A. it would prevent local authorities from exceeding their housing supply targets if they
chose; and,
B. sets a precedent for a Strategic Development Plan to delegate or share the role of
setting Housing Supply Targets and Housing Land Requirements with Local Development
Plans.
They consider that this ‘undermines the important policy protection of Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) (Doc84) for binding housing supply targets’.
Homes for Scotland (785148/240), Springfield Properties (910130/343), A & J Stephen
Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/554), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller
Estates Ltd (846825/432) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/534) do not
support TAYplan's approach of providing additional flexibility for Dundee City (Policy 4E –
Doc80) to provide additional land above the housing land requirement in Policy 4A/Map 4
(Doc80) as a mechanism to respond to the issues the respondents raise (above) based
on their analysis of the 2012-based population and household projections.
Instead they consider this to represent 'an additional 20% potential demand' and consider
that this should be taken into account when setting the housing supply target, rather than
when determining the housing land requirement.
The respondents also believe that setting the housing supply target and housing land
requirement is the job of the Strategic Development Plans in city-regions, not a matter to
be ‘delegated in full or in part to constituent Local Development Plans’ based on Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) Paragraph 118 and Diagram 1 (Doc84). They consider that
Policy 4E introduces a precedent for devolving these functions of a Strategic
Development Plan (wholly or in part) to Local Development Plan level. This issue is
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considered in more detail in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for 017
Policy 4A Housing supply targets and housing land requirements for Dundee. Matters
relating to Policy 4E specifically are considered in this Schedule 4 Summary of
Unresolved Issues.
Support for Basis and Approach of Policy 4
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) supports all of Policy 4 (Doc80) as the basis for the
identification of housing land as consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84). They also support the role of the Strategic
Development Areas (Policy 3 – Doc80) in contributing to an effective housing land supply.
NHS Tayside (908896/325) consider that the ability to be ‘flexible’ and ‘respond to
changes in terms of Housing Need and Demand Assessment’ is important and
recognises that ‘population projections are not always reliable’.
Scottish Water (762198/269) supports this policy and reinforces its duty as an
infrastructure provider to support the delivery of this.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Representations Seeking a Change
Propose that Policy 4E Should Apply to all Areas
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292/405), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/519), F M & G Batchelor
(846821/496), J G Lang & Son (846827/442), R Watson & Son (846824/467), Scotia
Homes Ltd (910294/483) and Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd
(846825/433) propose amendment of Policy 4E (Doc80) to ‘expressly allow all authorities
to plan to exceed the housing supply targets set in TAYplan by allocating land in excess
of the housing land requirements also set in TAYplan’.
Homes for Scotland (785148/240), Springfield Properties (910130/343), A & J Stephen
Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/554), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller
Estates Ltd (846825/432) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/534) Propose the removal of Policy 4E and separate changes to the housing supply targets
and housing land requirement for Dundee covered in the Schedule 4 Summary of
Unresolved Issues for Issue 017.
Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co Ltd (910305/474) propose
amendments to Policy 4E to apply to all housing market areas. They also propose that
Local Development Plans should be given express flexibility to exceed the housing land
requirement where it is demonstrated that there are ‘serious cases of environmental or
infrastructure capacity constraints affecting allocated sites, such as Cupar North’.
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/555)0, Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277/536), Homes for Scotland (785148/241) and Springfield Properties (910130/344)
- propose amendment of Policy 4E to ‘expressly allow all authorities to plan to exceed the
housing supply targets set in TAYplan by allocating land in excess of the housing land
requirements also set in TAYplan’. Alternatively they propose deletion of Policy 4E
(Doc80).
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Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/376) propose deletion of Policy 4E so that it applies
to all parts covered by TAYplan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5B (Doc16) currently enables Dundee City to plan for
more homes than set out in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5A (Doc16).
The key reasons for this were that Dundee City is the largest settlement in the TAYplan
areas (and the fourth largest city in Scotland) and therefore the principle of
accommodating additional growth here is not contrary to the vision and strategy set out in
the approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16). This vision continues in the Proposed Plan (2015)
(Doc80).
To be clear the approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) must be read as a whole and therefore
it does not mean that any development can take place anywhere in Dundee City
irrespective of scale, significance, impact or land use. However, it does provide clarity
that where proposed development (whether by a developer or in the Local Development
Plan) delivers the strategy the stated number of new homes planned is, on its own, not a
barrier to delivery of a higher level of new homes.
Given that the Proposed Plan (2015) vision and Policy 1 Location Priorities (Doc80) have
not changed there was no reason to amend or remove this policy. As such it is now
written as Policy 4E (Doc80).
There have been some minor alterations to the text in Policy 4E (Doc80) compared with
approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5B (Doc16). This is to specifically link it to Proposed
Plan (2015) Map 4 (Doc80) and also to make clear that this applies to Dundee City only.
This is particularly important because it makes clear that it is Dundee City Council’s
administrative area only and neither the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area as a whole
nor the Dundee Core Area as a whole. This is an important distinction because these are
all different geographies and without this text there may be confusion.
Two additional factors arose in preparing the Proposed Plan which mean that Policy 4E
continues to be relevant:




Policy 4E supports the delivery of the location priorities set out in Policy 1 in the event
that some sites in the non-Dundee City parts of the Greater Dundee Housing Market
Area become non-effective and no alternative, suitable sites can be found which
support the strategy. This differs from the situation in the approved TAYplan (2012)
Policy 5B (Doc16) because the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area was fully
defined after its publication (see the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) Appendix 5 Housing Market Area Refresh pages 27 to 35 –
Doc97). From an operational perspective such an approach mimics how all other
housing market areas operate. The difference being that the Greater Dundee Housing
Market Area is the only housing market area in the TAYplan area which is covered by
more than one Local Development Plan.
Policy 4E also provides the capability to respond to the possibility that Dundee City
may see higher levels of household growth than originally envisaged by the TAYplanwide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) Chapter 5 page 219
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(Doc97). This is as a result of the 2012-based population and household projections
which are considered in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48
(Doc100). Policy 4A/Map 4 already set out housing supply targets and a housing land
requirement for Dundee City. Policy 4E (Doc80) allows higher amounts of land to be
made available through the Dundee Local Development Plan should the evidence
change.
Both of these points illustrate previously un-anticipated circumstances in which
approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5B (Doc16) could be used to ensure the strategy set out
in Policy 1 (Doc80) is delivered. TAYplan considers that this remains an appropriate
policy mechanism to be available and that these circumstances provide additional
justification for its continued use.
Analysis of the 2012-based population and household projections in the TAYplan Housing
Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48 (Doc100) indicate that there is no equivalent
evidence to suggest the need for such a policy to apply to any other housing market area
or council area covered by TAYplan. Therefore TAYplan transferred approved TAYplan
(2012) Policy 5B (Doc16) into the Proposed Plan (2015) as Policy 4E (Doc80).
Authority’s Response to Proposed Changes
All of the respondents have sought the same general outcome which is either an
amendment to Policy 4E (Doc80) or its removal to enable the flexibility it currently
reserves for Dundee City only, to apply to all planning authorities and housing market
areas within TAYplan. The respondents have cited a number of specific points which are
dealt with below.
It should be made clear that the deletion of Policy 4E and the amendment of Policy 4E
will not result in the same outcome. The deletion of Policy 4E would not result in the
flexibility it currently provides for Dundee City only, being passed on to all areas within
TAYplan. Instead it would remove that flexibility from the Plan entirely. Therefore those
respondents who propose transferring the flexibility to all areas or the removal of
Policy 4E entirely are proposing two distinct changes; each of which is different and
would result in entirely different outcomes. They do not appear to have acknowledged this
distinction in their representations.
Propose that Policy 4E Should Apply to all Areas
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/555), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/519), F
M & G Batchelor (846821/496), J G Lang & Son (846827/442), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/405), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/433),
R Watson & Son (846824/467), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/483), Stewart Milne Homes
North Scotland (347277/536), Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co
Ltd (910305/474), Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/376), Homes for Scotland
(785148/241) and Springfield Properties (910130/344) - Although the respondents
criticise the proposed approach in Policy 4E this is not a new approach. Instead, as
mentioned in the context section above, it continues the approach which already operates
in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5B (Doc16). This currently allows Dundee City
Council to plan for higher levels of new homes than set out in the respective TAYplan. No
change has been made to this Policy and no change was proposed to this at Main Issues
Report stage.
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TAYplan does not agree that Policy 4E is ‘un-necessary’ or ‘prevents growth’. Policy 4A/
Map 4 (Doc80) plans for growth based on meeting the identified need and demand for
new homes form the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013)
Chapter 5 page 219 (Doc97) and wider economic, social and environmental
considerations set out Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 115 (Doc84). Policy 4E
(Doc80) provides scope for Dundee City to go further if needed for the reasons described
in the context section above. It is unclear how this could be considered to prevent growth.
This approach is also necessary. Firstly, it provides the clarity and recognition that
Dundee is Scotland’s fourth largest city and can grow, within the context of the Plan.
Secondly, it also recognises that the 2012-based household projections anticipate the
potential for a larger scale of new households for Dundee City than the housing supply
targets set out in Map 4 (Doc80). As noted in the context section above this is considered
in the TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 41 (Doc100).
This is important because the 2012-based projections are not a replacement for the
‘robust and credible’ TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013)
(Doc97). Instead they provide a sense test to understand their potential impact. The
TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48 explore the implications of this
and consider the impacts. Although they indicate the potential for higher levels of
household growth there is no guarantee that these trends will take place and no evidence
as yet to back this up.
The National Records of Scotland 2014 Mid-Year Household Estimates (published
July 2015) (021/Extract/1) show that the number of households for Dundee City have
followed a lower trend since 2012 than was envisaged by the 2012-based household
projections principal projection variant (as examined in the TAYplan Housing Analysis
Paper 2015 pages 25-48 (Doc100)).
Although 2 years-worth of data does not necessarily illustrate a longer term trend it
demonstrates that household growth anticipated by the 2012-based projections is not yet
taking place. Dundee City Council will already provide a generosity of land supply
(housing land requirement) which is 10% higher than the respective housing supply
target. This is set out in Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80). However, Policy 4E provides clarity
that there is no planning barrier to prevent Dundee City Council planning for more land to
be available should the evidence change prior to the next review of the Strategic
Development Plan.
No robust or compelling evidence has been provided by the respondents to demonstrate
that Policy 4E is either un-necessary or that it would prevent growth. Nor have any of the
respondents presented any evidence to refute TAYplan’s approach. TAYplan therefore
remains persuaded that Policy 4E is necessary and is designed to enable growth in a way
which supports the delivery of the Plan’s vision through Policy 1 Location Priorities
(Doc80). Therefore TAYplan does not agree that Policy 4E should be deleted (Doc80).
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/555), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/519), F
M & G Batchelor (846821/496), J G Lang & Son (846827/442), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/405), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/433),
R Watson & Son (846824/467), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/483), Stewart Milne Homes
North Scotland (347277/536), Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co
Ltd (910305/474), Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/376), Homes for Scotland
(785148/241) and Springfield Properties (910130/344) - TAYplan does not agree that the
approach set out in Policy 4E should be amended to apply to all areas covered by
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TAYplan. As described in the context section above the purpose of Policy 4E is very
specifically driven by Dundee being Scotland’s fourth largest city and the additional
reasons also stated in the context section above.
The TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 41 (Doc100) considered the
equivalent 2012-based projections for all Council areas within TAYplan and examined
the potential implications for new homes. For Angus, North Fife and Perth & Kinross
the 2012-based projections suggest the likelihood of a slightly lower scale of new homes
than those set out in Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80). This persuaded TAYplan that the housing
supply targets for those areas are reasonable and may even incorporate some implicit
generosity (further implicit generosity in the case of Perth & Kinross).
For Dundee City only the anticipated number of new households under the 2012-based
projections is larger than Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80). This also means that there is no
evidence to suggest that an approach equivalent to Policy 4E would be needed for any
other council area, any other housing market area covered by TAYplan or indeed any
other local authority part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area. The respondents
have not considered this issue in their representations and they have not provided any
robust or compelling counter evidence to deal with this. Given other changes sought by
many of these respondents to other elements of housing policy TAYplan considers this to
be an inconsistent use of the evidence which further undermines the case for the
proposed changes.
The 2012-based projections do not constitute a replacement for the ‘robust and credible’
TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand Assessment (2013) (Doc97) and they
have not been tested through a Main Issues Report (2014) (Doc56). Therefore TAYplan’s
approach to continue the policy of the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5B (Doc16) is
also rational from this point of view.
Following through the approach proposed by the respondents would mean that all areas
covered by TAYplan that are outside of Dundee City would have the flexibility to exceed
the housing land requirement, to deliver the housing supply targets of Policy 4A/Map 4
(Doc80), which are themselves generous.
TAYplan considers that doing this would effectively remove the point of stating a housing
land requirement in Policy 4A/Map 4 for each housing market area by making the housing
land requirement for these areas limitless. TAYplan considers that this is contrary to
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 116 (Doc84) because there is no robust
evidence to support it, there are no specific local circumstances besides those already
stated for Dundee City and there is no case for a universally limitless housing land
requirement.
The factors for determining housing land requirement are set out in TAYplan Housing
Analysis Paper (2015) pages 25 to 48 (Doc100). These are logical and rational. Their
application is based on consistent evidence covered in the TAYplan Housing Analysis
Paper (2015) pages 41 to 48 (Doc100). As explained above there is no evidence to
support higher or indeed ‘limitless’ housing land requirements in any areas outside of
Dundee City. The respondents have not provided any alternative or more rational criteria
from which to judge housing land requirements or any robust or compelling evidence to
back these up.
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that the proposed changes are necessary and is also
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not persuaded that these will result in the Plan being better placed to deliver the Vision
and the outcomes which underpin it. The proposed changes have the potential to
undermine the location priorities set out in Policy 1 (Doc80). This is because there is no
evidence that the changes will result in the housing supply targets being any more likely
to be delivered. However, they may well mean that the sites used to achieve this are
different. In some cases these will support the strategy and in other cases they may not.
Either way the development of different sites is not the same as increasing the likelihood
that housing supply targets will be delivered. This would result in major implications for
the delivery of the sustainable pattern of development demanded by the vision and
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 40 and 76 to 83.
TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that there is any robust or compelling evidence to
support or justify the application of Policy 4E to areas outside of Dundee City.
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/555), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/519), F
M & G Batchelor (846821/496), J G Lang & Son (846827/442), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/405), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/433),
R Watson & Son (846824/467), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/483), Stewart Milne Homes
North Scotland (347277/536), Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co
Ltd (910305/474), Gladman Developments Ltd (846254/376), Homes for Scotland
(785148/241) and Springfield Properties (910130/344) - TAYplan does not agree that
Policy 4E ‘undermines the important policy protection of Scottish Planning Policy for
binding housing supply targets’. TAYplan also does not agree that the Policy 4E is an
'embargo' on the three authorities outside of Dundee City from ‘exceeding their housing
supply targets’.
Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) sets out both the housing supply target and the housing land
requirement for all areas within TAYplan as directed by Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 115 to 118 (Doc84). The housing land requirement makes clear that there is
generosity of land supply to support the delivery of the respective housing supply targets
(for Perth & Kinross this is also explained in the supporting text on page 27 – Doc80).
Policy 4E makes no references to housing supply targets; it focuses specifically on the
housing land requirement.
TAYplan considers that the respondents are using the terms housing supply targets and
housing land requirement interchangeably. This is not accurate or helpful.
Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80) are very clear that housing supply targets refer to the scale
of new homes that are planned to be built. The housing land requirement is the amount
land that will be identified by Local Development Plans in order to support the delivery
of the housing supply targets. This distinction is clear in Map 4 (Doc80) and reflects
the presentational and evidence requirements of Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 110 to 119 and diagram 1 (Doc84).
The suggestion that TAYplan is delegating responsibility for setting housing supply
targets and housing land requirements for Dundee City is false. Policy 4/Map 4 (Doc80)
clearly states the housing supply targets for each housing market area and each
constituent part of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area (including Dundee City). It
also states housing land requirements for the same geographies. For housing market
areas covered by Dundee City, Angus and North Fife this is a 10% generosity margin
above the respective housing supply target. Therefore the housing land requirement for
Dundee City is stated as 10% above the respective housing supply target as shown in
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Map 4 (Doc80).
TAYplan considers there to be implicit generosity within the Perth & Kinross housing
supply targets and so these and the housing land requirement for this area are identical.
This is explained in Proposed Plan (2015) page 27 (Doc80) and this issue is considered
in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 016 Perth & Kinross.
Dundee City will already plan for a minimum housing land requirement that is 10% above
its housing supply target as stated in Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80). Policy 4E allows it to plan
for higher levels of land should there be evidence to support this. For example this could
be to respond to the potentially higher levels of new households anticipated by the 2012based household projections. This does not constitute any delegation of responsibility
instead it presents a clear framework which Local Development Plans will be expected to
plan for.
The 2012-based projections anticipate a slight fall in the number of households for the
other planning authority areas covered by TAYplan (outwith Dundee City) when
compared with Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80). TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that there is
either an ‘embargo’ or that Policy 4E undermines anything to do with housing supply
targets, or indeed housing land requirements for these areas.
The respondents have provided no robust or compelling evidence to substantiate this
view or to refute TAYplan’s conclusions. TAYplan is therefore satisfied that it has not
devolved responsibilities defined in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 118
(Doc84) but has instead reflected them and those of Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 110 to 119 (Doc84). Nor is TAYplan persuaded that Policy 4E (Doc80) has
any impact on ‘binding housing supply targets’ since it is a policy statement about
housing land requirement not housing supply targets.
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/555), Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/519), F
M & G Batchelor (846821/496), J G Lang & Son (846827/442), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/405), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/433),
R Watson & Son (846824/467), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/483), Stewart Milne Homes
North Scotland (347277/536), Homes for Scotland (785148/241), Springfield Properties
(910130/344), Homes for Scotland (785148/240), Springfield Properties (910130/343), A
& J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/554), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/432) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/534)
- TAYplan does not agree that it is ‘sharing the role of setting Housing Supply Targets
and Housing Land Requirements with Local Development Plans’.
Policy 4A/Map 4 clearly sets out housing supply targets and housing land requirements
for each housing market area (and for constituent parts of the Greater Dundee Housing
Market Area) and local authority areas within TAYplan. This is what Local Development
Plans will be expected to plan for. Policy 4E does not introduce or provide any opportunity
for any local authority to counter or reduce what is stated in Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80).
This is consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 110 to 118 (Doc84).
Policy 4E allows Dundee City only, to plan for more land to be made available but does
not alter the housing supply targets. Therefore there is no sharing of this responsibility;
instead there is an in-built flexibility for Scotland’s fourth largest city to accommodate
more growth should the circumstances arise. Given the focus on National Planning
Framework 3 (2014) (Doc60) on the growth of Scotland’s cities it seems reasonable to
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make clear to investors that should there be evidence to support higher growth then the
plan will not be a barrier to this whilst still ensuring that the vision and outcomes (Doc80)
are delivered.
Policy 4E is a continuation of the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 5B (Doc16), which
remains relevant for the reasons stated in the context section above. As described above
this flexibility is important because it is presently unclear how the 2012-based projections
will manifest themselves and there is no evidence yet that this has happened in Dundee
City.
Neither the Scottish Government nor any other government agency has raised any issues
regarding Policy 4E (Doc80). TAYplan considers this to mean that these organisations do
not perceive there to be any issue regarding consistency with Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) (Doc84) or other national policy.
TAYplan is therefore satisfied that Policy 4E (Doc80) is consistent with Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) paragraph 118 (Doc84) and that it provides an appropriate mechanism to
respond to future eventualities; including those which are anticipated but for which there
is currently no evidence to suggest they are taking place.
Homes for Scotland (785148/241) and Springfield Properties (910130/344) - The
respondents appear to contradict their own point by arguing there are ‘no policy barriers’
for local authorities to exceed their housing supply targets/housing land requirement, but
then arguing that Policy 4E (Doc80) should apply everywhere and that its present wording
would result in the ‘unintended consequences’ they describe; and, furthermore, going on
to point out that Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) says the housing supply
targets/housing land requirement are ‘binding’.
For the reasons explained above TAYplan considers Policy 4E (Doc80) to be necessary
and helpful. TAYplan does not agree that there is ‘no policy barrier’ to Local Development
Plans exceeding their housing land requirement. These are set out in Policy 4A/Map 4
(Doc80). However, it must be recognised that the nature of sites and variations in density
etc may result in slight variations of capacity on individual sites. However, this does not
constitute a robust or compelling argument to justify the removal of Policy 4E (Doc80) or,
alternatively, its application to all areas. TAYplan is not persuaded that either of these
outcomes will bring about more development or be better placed to support the delivery of
the vision.
Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co Ltd (910305/474) - TAYplan
does not agree that Local Development Plans should have the flexibility to exceed the
housing land requirement where it is demonstrated that there are serious cases of
environmental or infrastructure capacity constraints affecting allocated sites. This is
because Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 118 (Doc84) and Policy 4B (Doc80)
are already clear that land identified in Local Development Plans needs to be effective or
expected to become effective during a plan period. Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraph 117 (Doc84) and Proposed Plan (2015) page 27 diagram and the text on
page 28 (Doc80) already explain what sources of land can make up the effective land
supply. This will be monitored each year by councils through annual housing land audits.
The housing land requirement is the mechanism to ensure that there is sufficient
generosity of land supply to avoid land affecting delivery of the housing supply targets.
Therefore the mechanisms to deliver the outcomes sought by the respondent are already
covered in Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80).
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TAYplan has also set in place measures to deal with serious cases of environmental and
infrastructure constraints. These are covered specifically in Policy 4D (Doc80). This is
discussed in more detail in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 020 Housing Market Areas 10% Shift. The changes sought by the respondent appear to
broaden the circumstances in which land could be transferred beyond just serious cases
of environmental or infrastructure constraints. The respondent has proposed no
operational criteria to support their proposed change. This suggests to TAYplan that such
an approach would therefore be operating in almost any circumstance and TAYplan does
not agree that this would be consistent with meeting identified need and demand for new
homes or that it would better contribute to delivering the vision.
The respondent has not provided any evidence regarding the constraints they consider to
exist at Cupar North Strategic Development Area. Nor has the respondent explained the
reasons why these would be best resolved by transferring the housing land requirement
for that Strategic Development Area to a different housing market area as opposed to
alternative solutions. TAYplan is not persuaded that there are constraints at the Cupar
North Strategic Development Area which would require such a response. More detailed
matters relating to Cupar North are covered in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved
Issues for Issue 011 Cupar North Strategic Development Area.
TAYplan is satisfied that the flexibilities already discussed are ample and clear for Local
Development Plans when identifying land. TAYplan is not persuaded that the changes
proposed offer the most appropriate solution or that such a solution is necessary.
TAYplan is also not persuaded that any robust or compelling evidence has been provided
to justify these proposed changes.
Authority’s Responses to Supporting Representations
Support for Basis and Approach of Policy 4
Scottish Enterprise (835481/370) - TAYplan welcomes this support and agrees that the
principles and approach set out contribute to the delivery of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraphs 110, 123 and 125 (Doc84).
NHS Tayside (908896/325) - TAYplan welcomes the support and notes that successive
population and household projections can vary in their conclusions. TAYplan agrees that
the current approach provides flexibility to respond to these issues in a way which
delivers the vision.
Scottish Water (762198/269) - TAYplan welcomes this support.
Conclusion
The matters discussed in this Schedule 4 are very closely related to the issues covered in
the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 017 covering housing supply
targets and housing land requirements for Dundee City.
TAYplan does not support planning for higher housing land requirements where there is
no persuasive evidence that this would support the delivery of the housing supply targets
and also the delivery of a sustainable pattern of development to achieve the vision and
outcomes of the Plan.
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Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) provides the appropriate and evidenced housing supply
targets and housing land requirements consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraph 110 to 119 (Doc84). It does so for all areas including Dundee City and there is
no sharing or devolving of the responsibility for setting these.
The TAYplan Housing Analysis Paper (2015) pages 41 to 48 (Doc100) has examined
the circumstances in which one might logically consider housing land requirements
of 10%, 20% or other generosity margins. TAYplan is satisfied that the criteria for these
are logical and that Dundee City remains the only part of the TAYplan area where there
appears to be any evidence of a likely/potential of higher levels of household growth than
currently planned for.
The same work carried out for other housing market areas/local authorities demonstrates
implicit generosity when considering the 2012-based projections, plus that which has
been added as 10% generosity margin for Angus and North Fife. Given these conclusions
it would seem odd to then make the housing land requirement effectively ‘limitless’ for all
areas when there would be effectively no market for them.
Policy 4E provides the necessary flexibility to respond to anticipated potential growth in
households for Dundee City as well as other circumstances which may warrant the
identification of additional land. Given that there is no clear evidence to show that the
growth envisaged by the 2012-based projections is yet taking place TAYplan is satisfied
that this provides a clear, appropriate and manageable solution that is consistent with
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 110 to 118 (Doc80). This also offers the
democratic opportunity for the public, business, infrastructure providers and politicians to
consider the implications carefully through a clear and legally defined process when
identifying specific sites in Local Development Plans. This is consistent with Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 110 to 118 (Doc84).
The respondents have provided neither compelling nor robust evidence to justify why
Policy 4E (Doc80) would results in the circumstance they described, why it should apply
elsewhere or why it should be deleted. The changes they propose are not supported by
the consideration of the 2012-based projections or by examination of mid-year population
and household estimates (2014) (021/Extract/1 and 021/Extract/2). The respondents
have also not provided any evidence to adequately explain how the proposed changes
would better and more effectively deliver the vision of the plan and the outcomes which
underpin it. Similarly there has been no consideration by the respondents of the potential
adverse impacts on the sustainable pattern of development or other intentions of the
vision and outcomes (Doc80) resulting from the proposed changes.
TAYplan remains satisfied that Policy 4E works alongside Policy 4A/Map 4 (Doc80) and
that it is necessary and appropriate, and, that it should continue in its current form.
TAYplan is not persuaded that there is any evidence to support making the proposed
changes.
Neither the Scottish Government nor any other government agency has raised any issues
regarding Policy 4E (Doc80). TAYplan considers this to reflect the satisfaction of these
bodies that Policy 4E does not present any conflict with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) or
other national policy.
Therefore TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May, 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
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elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Paragraph 118 of Scottish Planning Policy requires strategic development plans to set
the housing land requirement for each local authority area. This wording does not imply
any flexibility for subsequent local development plans to vary the housing land
requirement. However, the proposed wording of Policy 4E does appear to give this
flexibility in the case of Dundee City.
2. I consider this approach to be inconsistent with Scottish Planning Policy: it is the role
of the strategic development plan to set the housing land requirement, and this should not
subsequently be open to amendment at the local development plan stage. An important
role of strategic development plans is to set clear parameters for subsequent local
development plans, in order to simplify and accelerate the preparation of those plans.
This role is not assisted by a policy approach that leaves as important a matter as the
level of the housing land requirement open to further debate at the lower tier of planmaking. I therefore conclude that some amendment is required to Policy 4E.
3. It is less clear from Scottish Planning Policy whether the housing land requirement is
necessarily a figure that should be exactly matched, or may be regarded as a minimum.
Paragraph 119 of Scottish Planning Policy states that local development plans should
allocate sites to meet the housing land requirement. Arguably a plan that exceeded the
requirement would also serve to meet that requirement. Certainly it is the case that falling
short of the housing land requirement would generally be more serious than overshooting
it, as the plan would then risk failing to provide a 5 year housing land supply though the
plan period.
4. In my experience, allocations in few local development plans exactly match the
housing land requirement. Minor variations are commonplace, and when not significant
are generally found to be acceptable. However the allocation of significantly more land
than required to achieve the housing land requirement may not always be desirable.
Such an approach may divert development pressure away from where it is most needed
and create unrealistic expectations (or fears) that all of this land may be developed.
5. Strategic development plans may legitimately seek to limit development in certain
areas in order to meet strategic planning objectives. For instance, the Proposed Plan
diverts development away from the Carse of Gowrie and transfers the growth pressure
arising in that area to Dundee City. Such decisions could be subverted if local
development plans could allocate significantly more land than set out in the strategic
development plan.
6. In general therefore, I consider that significant over-allocations in local development
plans should be avoided. I do not support the contention, implied by some
representations, that national policy allows a ‘carte blanche’ to local development plans to
overshoot the housing land requirement by any amount.
7. The potential disadvantages of over-allocating land may not apply equally to all areas.
The spatial strategy of the Proposed Plan, as set out in Policy 1A, is to focus
development in principal settlements, with the majority of new development being
accommodated in the tier 1 settlements of the Dundee and Perth Core Areas. The
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development of additional housing land in Dundee City, over and above the housing land
requirement, will only serve to bolster this strategy.
8. Conversely, allowing other areas to significantly exceed their housing land
requirements could draw development pressure away from Dundee City. This could
particularly be the case in other parts of the Greater Dundee Housing Market Area, where
development would theoretically be meeting the same need and demand as development
in Dundee itself. Such a diversion of development away from the city would run counter
to the strategic location priorities set out in Policy 1.
9. Arguably the same logic could be applied to the Perth Core Area, but I consider that
some different considerations apply here, including the existence of a green belt, and the
generally more dispersed nature of the settlements within this core area. These factors
may justify not applying the ‘Policy 4E approach’ to the Perth Core Area.
10. In conclusion, and on balance, I consider that national policy does not preclude
strategic development plans from making specific provision to allow local development
plans to allocate more land than required to achieve the housing land requirement in
certain locations. However, this must be properly justified. In this case, for the reasons
set out at paragraph 7 above, I consider such a justification exists, and no significant
harm would arise. Therefore, I am content that Dundee City may be given the flexibility to
plan for housing numbers in excess of the housing land requirement. However, as
discussed at paragraph 2 above, it should be noted that this is different from allowing the
Dundee Local Development Plan to change the housing land requirement itself. Below I
recommend an amendment to the wording of Policy 4E to clarify this point.
11. I considered the latest household projections for Dundee City at paragraphs 4 to 6 of
Issue 17. There I concluded that these projections should only be given a limited amount
of weight. At paragraph 20 of Issue 17 I concluded that factors relating to how many
homes should be built should be captured by the housing supply target. For these
reasons I conclude that evidence relating to household projections is not of great
relevance to this discussion of how much flexibility Dundee City should be given to
exceed the housing land requirement.
12. Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co Ltd (910305/474)
suggest that all areas should be given the freedom to exceed the housing land
requirement in cases where historic allocations are seriously constrained. I consider that
this matter is partially addressed by Policy 4D which allows flexibility for up to 10% of a
housing market area’s housing land requirement to be met in another area where
environmental or infrastructure constraints exist. In addition, if certain individual sites are
severely constrained then it will be for local development plans to address this matter and
potentially allocate alternative sites as necessary to ensure that a 5 year effective housing
land supply is maintained at all times. For these reasons I do not find it necessary to allow
additional flexibility to exceed housing land requirements to address environmental or
infrastructure constraints.
Reporter’s recommendations:
I recommend that Policy 4E be modified to read:
“E. for Dundee City only, have the flexibility to plan for housing numbers in excess of the
housing land requirement set out in Map 4.”
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Issue 022

Town Centres First

Development
plan reference:

Policy 5 Town Centres First and Map 5 Network
of Centres, Pages 30-34

Reporter:
Sinéad Lynch

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue representation
reference:
Seeking a change
Andrew Dundas (821782)
Claudine Scott (907629)
Comrie Development Trust (910287)
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
Jennifer Hughes (844415)
Land Investment Management (343111)
Professor George Evans (846525)
Scottish Enterprise (909506)
Scottish Property Federation (444087)

Sportscotland (905989)
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253)
Sustrans (346798)
Supporting as written
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(835401)
Scottish Water (762198)
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
This Policy defines a network of centres, land uses that generate significant footfall as
well as other land uses and activities. It also explains how the sequential approach will
operate within the context of the defined network of centres, their roles and their functions
to implement the town centres first approach.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Locations Outwith City/Town Centres
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/250) supports the principle of Policy 5
(Doc80). However, they do not consider that a 'one policy fits all' approach is acceptable.
They consider that TAYplan should acknowledge that the strategy should allow for retail
and other floor space to be developed outwith the town centre. The respondent considers
that smaller Town Centres such as Kinross should not necessarily be constrained, and
that local considerations in a regional context should be key. The respondent is promoting
a site outwith Kinross town centre.
The respondent quotes Scottish Planning Policy (2010) paragraph 45 (Doc85) in support
of their views. The respondent considers that a key focus of Scottish Planning Policy is
town centres but that it also establishes the methods for identifying a network of centres
within the development plan and for treating proposals for development outwith town
centres. The respondent considers that not to do so, in line with Scottish Planning Policy,
could potentially undermine and limit inward investment opportunities.
Scottish Enterprise (909506/350) supports the clear policies in Town Centres First but
considers that the specific wording of Policy 5 (Doc80) should not have a detrimental
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effect on creating opportunities for Class 4 office development on land identified for and
safeguarded as part of the 5 years supply of employment land, as referred to in the
Proposed Plan Policy 3 (Doc80). The respondent requests that consideration is given to
the specific wording of the policy to ensure that it will achieve the desired aim of town
centre development without unnecessary constraint being presented to economic
development opportunities on Policy 3 land (Doc80).
Whilst the respondent appreciates the attempts to seek to redirect the intentions of
investors towards town centres, the respondent requests TAYplan gives further
consideration to the requirements of Policy 5 Town Centre First (Doc80) and in
particular 5A (Doc80) and the identified Sequential Priority/functions of centres to ensure
that TAYplan and all associated Local Development Plans do not result in a detrimental
attitude towards investment especially as the respondent notes that it is intended to
delete the previous policy to safeguard Class 4 (offices) land. The respondent supports
the allocation of land under Policy 3 (Doc80), and feels that as this is justified, then it
should not be ‘covertly withdrawn’ by Policy 5 (Doc80). They consider that to do so may
prevent delivery of employment land within the strategic priority areas.
Town Centres First
sportscotland (905989/010) considers there to be a need to recognise that a town centre
may not always be the most appropriate location for some high footfall land uses due, for
example, to the proximity of relevant users, or because of the site size. They consider
that if Local Development Plans have policies which impose a blanket sequential
approach on all such development, then the likes of new primary schools could be
directed to a town centre, in preference to a larger site on the settlement edge which
would allow space for sports pitch(es). Another example they provide considers a sports
facility that is proposed to support a thriving local Club. They consider that to continue the
success/popularity, it may be important for the facility to remain in that local community as
opposed to a town centre. The respondent appreciates that in this instance the
development may not be classed as generating 'significant footfall' but provides these
examples to demonstrate why they are cautious about potential unintended
consequences of the town centre first approach - subject to the detailed wording of
Policy.
sportscotland (905989/011) considers that community, health care and education facilities
are located best within the communities that they serve and that Policy 5A might have
potential unintended consequences of the town centre approach for sport and educational
facilities.
Claudine Scott (907629/225) considers Cupar's town centre to be ‘deteriorating in terms
of vacant shops and reduced footfall’. She asks how the centre will be improved in Cupar
before the Policy 5 (Doc80) sequential approach moves to "Sequential Priority 2" to
develop the surrounding area.
She asks what evidence TAYplan has regarding ‘increased current footfall on Cupar high
street’ and if this been a reason for development outwith the centre. She considers that
the town's footfall has ‘significantly decreased’ and the building of a proposed retail park
on the perimeter, will ‘kill the high street and Cupar's centre will reflect that of
Kirkcaldy/Leven who's high streets have suffered as a result of a retail outlet being built
on their outskirts’.
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The first paragraph of Policy 5 (Doc80) advises that the development, if it goes ahead,
will "protect and enhance the vitality, viability and vibrancy of city/town centres" - the
respondent would like to be provided with evidence of previous towns/developments
where TAYplan have been successful in doing this and what will be done in Cupar to
support this?
The respondent considers that retail development outwith the town centre would seriously
affect the current town centre footfall and that the proposed new road on the edge of
Cupar will ‘eliminate the need to travel through the centre of Cupar, thus resulting in a
decrease footfall, which TAYplan are primarily trying to improve before a development is
built on the outskirts of a town’.
The respondent would like TAYplan to clarify how the Network of Strategic Centres
highlighting Cupar as a Larger Town Centre was measured. The respondent would like
to know if this is relating to population/current shop frontage on the high street. The
respondent also considers there is a need for new Health Centre and a new dentist in
the town. This is also considered in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for
Issue 011: Cupar North.
Jennifer Hughes (844415/315) considers the proposal to build 1,400 houses on ‘good
agricultural land’ to the north of Cupar will ‘do nothing to put the town centre first'. She
considers that the proposals are ‘developer-led and will mean years of heavy construction
traffic in the town centre and the narrow streets in the north of Cupar’. She also considers
that this will make the town centre ‘even less of a pleasant place to walk and shop than it
is now’. She states that there is ‘no work locally for 1,400 houses - worth of people, so
they will all commute to Dundee and beyond, and therefore shop elsewhere’. She
therefore considers TAYplan will ‘turn Cupar's town centre into a derelict crumbling
wasteland surrounded by ugly suburbs - just like Dunfermline is- within ten years’. This
issue is also considered in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issues 011:
Cupar North.
Professor George Evans (846525/447) considers that it would be beneficial to focus new
housing closer to Cupar town centre where there are’ buildings that remain unoccupied’.
He considers there is no reason for a relief road in Cupar because of the ‘recent changes
to the road network within the centre’. He considers it important for Cupar to maintain a
vibrant core and the northern relief road and associated Cupar North development (with
‘suburban sprawl housing’) would ‘detract from this objective’. He considers it will ‘create
additional traffic, noise and pollution and that tourism would suffer’. Furthermore, he
considers that retail in the town of Cupar would ‘suffer, as people would be diverted away
from the town centre’. He considers that the idea that bulky goods retail would provide
employment in the future is ‘laughable’, as retail is now ‘computerised and automatised
more and more, and that on-line retail in particular is growing rapidly’. This is also
considered in the Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issues 011 Cupar North.
Comrie Development Trust (910287/395) considers that there can occasionally be cases
where Policy 5's sequential approach would not be appropriate. For example, the
respondents suggest that footfall generating development designed to attract visitors to
historically important locations and/or where the heritage interest is at risk, such as
Cultybraggan Camp in which the respondent has an interest. The respondent considers
such development to play an important part in sustainable preservation and enhancement
of such important assets. Furthermore, the respondent considers that this
kind of enabling development can only be located at the historic sites and these, like
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Cultybraggan Camp, are often not located within a Town Centre.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) considers that planning policies should
promote the enhancement of leisure, hotel and restaurant offers in town centres. They
consider that changes in consumer demand, particularly towards online retail and
convenience shopping mean that traditional retail development has changed and poses
many challenges for town centres.
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/544) considers that there should be a more
integrated approach across the whole TAYplan area to the balanced provision of schools,
healthcare, care homes and other vital services, including the emergency services.
Andrew Dundas (821782/182) considers that the strategy within the proposed plan is ‘not
commercially aware enough and lacking in forward thinking’. His concerns include the
change in shopping patterns in recent years which he suggests involve ‘certain types of
commerce such as market trading dropping in usage and the rise of internet shopping’.
As a result, he is concerned that city and town centres will be left with a ‘blight’ of ‘scruffy
and derelict buildings’. He advocates that the proposed plan should allow for ‘change of
use within centres for homes and short term lets’. This, he considers, will also allow
‘iconic buildings’ to be retained, encouraging ‘new and alternative uses’ to be
accommodated.
Sustainable Transport
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/424) considers that the combination of Policies 2, 5
and 10 (Doc80) should help to reduce carbon emissions from transport. The respondent
considers the need for an explicit statement about the environmental benefits of colocating services and facilities in urban centres which are easily accessible on foot, by
bike and by public transport.
Sustrans (346798/488) supports the focus on town centres particularly in terms of
encouraging pedestrians, cyclists and public transport. The respondent seeks an explicit
recognition of development encouraging parking management in town centres. They cite
a London Councils report as evidence of the importance to encourage walkable centres
which can in turn promote greater spending (022/Extract/3).
Summary of Representations Supporting as Written
Sustainable Transport
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/195) supports Policy 5 (Doc80) in terms
of supporting the reduction of car usage and greenhouse gas emissions.
Overall Policy
Scottish Water (762198/270) supports this policy.
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/283) welcomes the focus on existing centres for the reasons
set out in the plan and in particular the importance of creating life and vitality in existing
town and city centres. They note that this policy has been ignored by one of TAYplan’s
constituent Councils in some of their recent planning approvals.
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Tactran (441235/362) supports Policy 5 (Doc80) which is consistent with and
complements the Regional Transport Strategy (Doc94).
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Locations Outwith City/Town Centres
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/250) propose the following changes to
Policy 5:



“TAYplan should acknowledge the strategy should allow for retail and other floor
space to be developed outwith the town centre also where its operation ordinarily
requires.
Smaller Town Centres such as Kinross which itself is a Principal Settlement should
not necessarily be constrained, and local considerations in a regional context should
be key. Appropriate development and investment should be encouraged.”

Scottish Enterprise (909506/350) requests that consideration is given to minor
amendments to Policy 5 (Doc80) (changes shown in bold):
“To protect and enhance the vitality, viability and vibrancy of city/town centres,
strategies, plans, programmes and development proposals should focus land uses
that generate significant footfall in city/town centres defined in the network of centres
(below) ahead of other locations subject to the requirements of Policy 3 (including
retail, commercial leisure, offices, community and cultural facilities, civic activity and,
where appropriate public buildings such as libraries, education and health care
facilities)”
Town Centre First
sportscotland (905989/010) suggest some form of caveat should be provided in Policy 5A
(Doc80), along the lines of "While Scottish Planning Policy (Doc84) outlines a town centre
first approach, it is recognised that community and educational facilities should be easily
accessible to the communities they serve. Local Development Plans should allow a
degree of flexibility to allow the most appropriate siting."
sportscotland (905989/011) supports the second last paragraph on page 33 (Doc80)
(starting Community, health care and education facilities…). They suggest that the
recognition that they are best located within the communities they serve could be
emphasised more strongly - this would likely address their comments in relation to the
town centre first approach (policy 5A) (Doc80). They suggest that the following text be
inserted into Policy 5A:


"While Scottish Planning Policy outlines a town centre first approach, it is recognised
that community and educational facilities should be easily accessible to the
communities they serve. Local Development Plans should allow a degree of flexibility
to allow the most appropriate siting"

Claudine Scott (907629/225) considers the Cupar North Strategic Development Area in
TAYplan to have a potentially damaging impact on Cupar’s town centre and therefore
would like to see its deletion from the plan.
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Jennifer Hughes (844415/315) considers the Cupar North Strategic Development Area in
TAYplan to have a potentially damaging impact on Cupar’s town centre and therefore
would like to see its deletion from the plan.
Professor George Evans (846525/447) considers the Cupar North Strategic Development
Area and related infrastructure, including the relief road, in TAYplan to have a potentially
damaging impact on Cupar’s town centre and therefore would like to see its deletion from
the plan.
Comrie Development Trust (910287/395) would like the following to be added to
Policy 5A (Doc80), “a qualification at end which indicates that an exception to the policy
may apply where footfall generating development is proposed to enable the preservation
and enhancement of significant historic assets, especially those identified as being at
risk”.
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/544) support the goals to revitalise town centres
but consider there should be more coverage and direction/emphasis on obligations to
analyse trends, e.g. balance of different types of commercial, retail, business, leisure and
housing in town centres - audit processes are needed to identify good and bad trends.
Andrew Dundas (821782/182) implies that a change to Policy 5 is required to ensure that
there is no inhibition to change of use for city centre buildings into homes and for short
term lettings and also to enable the exteriors of important buildings to be retained whilst
the interiors are re-built for alternative uses.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) implies changes should be made to ‘promote
the enhancement of leisure, hotel and restaurant offers in town centres’.
Sustainable Transport
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/424) suggest the inclusion of an explicit statement
about the environmental benefits of co-locating services and facilities in urban centres
which are easily accessible on foot, by bike and by public transport.
Sustrans (346798/488) seek an explicit statement regarding the recognition of
development encouraging parking management in town centres
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
The Scottish Town Centres review reported in July 2013 and the subsequent Scottish
Government policy response was issued soon after. These informed the TAYplan Main
Issues Report (2014) (Doc56) which was prepared during autumn of 2013.
The TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) (Doc56) consultation took place from 15 April
to 27 June 2014. It sought views about land uses within the town centres first approach
and how the network of centres and their functions should be approached. TAYplan Main
Issues Report (2014) Main Issue 4: planning for vibrant town and city centres pages 21
to 24 (Doc56). Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) was published in the closing days
of the Main Issues consultation and clarified some of these matters.
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During the summer of 2014, TAYplan considered both the new Scottish Planning Policy
and responses to the Main Issues Report (2014) (Doc56) and these informed the
Proposed Plan.
In the consultation of the Main Issues Report in 2014 (Doc56), 44 respondents supported
the town centres first approach, whilst 4 respondents did not support it, including those
who were promoting sites in a specific non-town centre location. 29 respondents
supported the approach to identify a network of town centres whilst only 5 opposed this
approach.
TAYplan, the constituent authorities and other partners considered how to approach this
matter and the appropriate approach for a Strategic Development Plan. This included
how to expand an approach, previously applied to leisure and retail, to other land uses
and the implications of this. It also considered how the role and functions of centres
should be considered. These matters are described in the Town Centres sections of
TAYplan Topic Paper 4: Strategic Place Shaping (2015) (Doc106).
The town/city centres and commercial centres identified on Map 5 (Doc80) and also in the
table in Policy 5 (Doc80) have not changed since the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 7
(Doc16). Similarly the role of each centre e.g. Regional Centre, Sub-regional Centre,
Larger Town Centre, Smaller Town Centre and Commercial Centre, have also not
changed. The sequential approach is also the same. This is therefore a continuation of
the existing approach.
However, where change has been made is that this approach is now applied to a wider
range of land uses to reflect Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 63 (Doc84). This
now applies to all high footfall land uses not just commercial leisure and comparison retail
as before. This is a transformation in town centre policy that is happening across
Scotland following the introduction of the town centres first approach in Scottish Planning
Policy (Doc84)and in broader Scottish Government policy.
The Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) is the consequence of these deliberations and treads
the narrow line between what is stated in national policy and the logical flexibilities and
business of Local Development Plans. More detailed discussion of the thought processes
behind this are contained in the town centre sections of TAYplan Topic Paper 4: Strategic
Place Shaping (2015) pages 46-49 (Doc106).
Responses to Representations Seeking a Change
Locations Outwith City/Town Centres
Wallace Land Investment Management (343111/250) - The respondent appears to be
concerned with the perceived limitations of locating development within the town/city
centre given their promotion of land interests outwith Kinross town centre. Specific sites
are a matter for the Local Development Plans and decisions through the development
management process. The respondent has justified their approach on the basis of
Scottish Planning Policy 2010 paragraph 45. Scottish Planning Policy 2014 has now set
out a clearer approach to town centre land uses as part of a broader national policy
framework (as outlined in the context section above).
The sequential approach and network of centres set out in Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 5
(Doc80) is clear. It implements a national policy framework that has been derived
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following significant national debate about the right direction and the practical implications
of delivering vibrant and commercially healthy city and town centres.
Policy 5 (Doc80) promotes a sequential approach that focuses land uses that generate
significant footfall in town centres first. When no appropriate site can be found within the
centre, edge of town locations can be identified for development. This remains an
appropriate system through which to consider development proposals and land
allocations for high footfall land uses. Therefore, TAYplan does not consider any change
to Policy 5 (Doc80) necessary.
Scottish Enterprise (909506/350) - As noted above Policy 5 does not prevent office
development from taking place on identified sites outwith town centres but rightly
recognises that town centres should be a key location for offices and that proper
consideration should be given to the impacts that developing in other locations would
have on the network of centres. The Proposed Plan should be read as a whole and
therefore Policies 3 and 5 can be read together. TAYplan is therefore not persuaded that
it is necessary or appropriate to change Policy 5.
Town Centres First
sportscotland (905989/010 and 011) - TAYplan does not consider it necessary to add the
points regarding community, educational and sporting facilities to Policy 5 Part A (Doc80).
Policy 5 (Doc80) does not prevent community, health care, sport and education facilities
from being sited outwith town centres and invariably this will be the case. Policy 5 sets
out a rational framework to consider whether there is space to accommodate high footfall
land uses within town centres (including local centres) and also for considering whether
such choices will adversely affect the network of centres.
In terms of the best locations for community, educational and sporting facilities, TAYplan
acknowledges that town centres will not always be the best locations for sports facilities
including those that form part of schools and local clubs. It is true that availability of
appropriate grounds/premises to accommodate facilities such as pitches and courts will
be important factors. This may mean that they form part of local centres or other hubs”.
The proposed changes may bring further confusion and Proposed TAYplan (2015)
page 33, column 3, 2nd paragraph (Doc80) acknowledges that ‘Community, healthcare
and education facilities are best located at the heart of the communities they serve’.
TAYplan considers that this offers a common sense and proportionate approach to
dealing with such matters, which includes but are not solely related to sports facilities.
TAYplan also recognises that the approach to green networks (Policy 8), managing
TAYplan’s assets (Policy 9 Part C) (Doc80) and shaping better quality places (Policy 2)
and Policy 3 (Doc80) collectively support this approach. Therefore, TAYplan does not
consider any change to Policy 5 (Doc80) is necessary.
Claudine Scott (907629/225) - Considerable background research is undertaken to
formulate any policy. In this case, Policy 5 has been derived from National policy thinking
on town centres (see context above), which included a National Review of Town Centres,
a Scottish Government Action Plan, Planning Advice Notes and a Toolkit (Scottish
Planning Policy 2014, Paragraph 60 (Doc84)). The policy is a consequence of this and
TAYplan considers this to reflect well the national approach.
The term ‘larger town centre’ is a descriptive term to differentiate the scale of town
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centres. It is not the result of specific test of size or footfall. This is a continuation of the
same terminology used in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 7. Development proposals
and Local Development Plan site allocations will be considered by the respective Council
using Policy 5. This does not prevent retail or other development taking place outside of
town centres but it does ensure that all avenues have been explored to ensure that town
centre land uses are focused in town centres first.
In terms of Cupar, Fife Council undertake a Retail Capacity Study (022/Extract/1) each
year and in 2009, a Fife Household Survey (Doc40) was undertaken to understand the
shopping patterns, behaviour and needs of Fife’s residents. Cupar has been identified in
the St Andrews & East Fife Local Plan as “District Town Centre”. It is considered to be the
service centre for much of rural East Fife. The Strategic Development Area proposed at
Cupar North proposes to enhance this function (Retail Capacity Study, 2014, CH2M HILL
and Maria Francké Planning, Paragraph 2.3.3) (022/Extract/1).
TAYplan does not consider any change to Policy 5 (Doc80) necessary.
Comrie Development Trust (910287/395), Andrew Dundas (821782/182), Professor
George Evans (846525/447), St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/544), Jennifer
Hughes (844415/315) - Policy 5 (Doc80) is aimed at having a vital, viable and vibrant
town centre with a diversity of uses. It does not prevent homes from being located in the
centre but does aim to generate significant footfall in the town centre, supporting daytime
and evening economies. In Policy 5C (Doc80), the plan specifically states that Local
Development Plan should recognise a number of facilities that support visitor numbers
and day to night activity. This creates an integrated approach to the development of
centres, allowing for a diversity of uses to promote central sites. Furthermore, the policy
actually intends to prevent empty buildings and shop frontages in the centre by prioritising
this location first in the sequential test. The locating of housing development proposals is
undertaken through a rigorous process. The strategic development proposal at Cupar
North is aimed at supporting the services and amenities that Cupar already provides. A
rise in population will provide greater footfall to the town centre. The relief road proposed
should provide a safer and more pedestrian friendly environment within the town,
reducing congestion and allowing safer access to shops. In terms of the specific concerns
regarding the Cupar North Strategic Development Area, the location of this proposed
Strategic Development Area is dealt with in greater depth in Schedule 4 Summary of
Unresolved Issues for Issue 011: Cupar North Strategic Development Area. Therefore,
TAYplan does not consider any change to Policy 5 (Doc80) necessary.
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) - Policy 5 (Doc80) aims to enhance the vitality
and health of town centres. It is not preventative in terms of leisure, hotels and
restaurants. Indeed, it aims to provide more opportunities for day to night activities. A
range of different facilities is therefore encouraged to encourage greater footfall and
active streets. This is also supported by Policy 2: Shaping Better Quality Places (Doc80).
Therefore, TAYplan does not consider any change to Policy 5 necessary (Doc80).
Sustainable Transport
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/424) and Sustrans (346798/488) - Policy 5 is aimed
to encourage greater footfall in town centres so that it is more likely to be accessible on
foot, bicycle and public transport. This works in conjunction with Policy 2: Shaping Better
Quality Places (Doc80) which promotes walkable places and active travel. Therefore,
TAYplan does not consider any change to Policy 5 necessary (Doc80).
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Sustrans (346798/488) - In terms of town centre parking management, this is an area that
is the responsibility of the Councils.
Responses to Representations Supporting as Written
Sustainable Transport
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/195) - TAYplan notes this support.
Overall Policy
Scottish Water (762198/270), Dundee Civic Trust (845127/283), Tactran (441235/362) TAYplan notes this support.
Conclusions
Proposed Plan Policy 5 is reflecting the national policy shift to town centres first for a
broad range of land uses as set out in Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (Doc84). The
respondents have not provided any evidence to suggest that this approach is wrong or
that an alternative could better deliver the vision. The policy framework set out continues
that of the approved TAYplan (2012) whilst expanding to cover a broader range of land
uses. The policy framework is not a rigid or preventative framework and is capable of
differentiating between land uses that may best be located within the communities they
serve such as some education, sport and community facilities. It is also capable of
ensuring that high footfall land uses such as retail and leisure continue to adhere to a
town centre first approach. It also recognises the broader importance town centres for
non-retail land uses and as pivotal to the visitor and experience economies.
The Scottish Government has not raised any issues relating to the implementation of
town centres first as proposed in Policy 5. TAYplan is therefore satisfied that the
approach set out in the Proposed Plan remains appropriate. Therefore TAYplan does not
propose any changes to this Policy.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Support
1. The support expressed in representations for Policy 5 is noted.
Out of Centre Locations
2. A representation is seeking to have the plan recognise that retail and other uses
outwith town centres would be appropriate. In particular, smaller town centres should not
be constrained.
3. National Planning Framework 3 and Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) both promote the
town centre first approach, which is then fully reflected in this plan in Policy 5. I find that
Policy 5 does not prevent out of centre development taking place, it simply and accurately
sets out the sequential process that needs to be considered to demonstrate, if possible,
that there are no appropriate sites within centres which could accommodate the
development proposed. The table at Policy 5 on page 30 of the plan clearly makes
provision for development in locations out of centre, by including at point 4 “appropriate
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out of centre locations with good foot, cycle and passenger transport links”. I find that
out of centre development, including office and retail floorspace, is not prevented by this
plan.
4. Policy 3, dealing with Strategic Development Areas and Policy 5 should be read
together. I do not consider that Policy 5 has a constraining effect on locations identified in
Policy 3 as Strategic Development Areas (SDA), as such locations are allocated in both
the Strategic and Local Development Plans as being appropriate locations for the
designated uses. I recommend no modification to the plan.
Town Centres First
5. Concern is expressed by sportscotland that town centres may not always be the most
appropriate locations for sporting and community facilities, which should be located close
to the communities they are serving.
6. I find that the plan acknowledges at page 33 in the text accompanying Policy 5, that
community, healthcare and education facilities are “best located at the heart of the
communities they serve”. However, sporting facilities are not mentioned, although
presumed to be included in the “community” reference. I consider that the availability of
appropriate sites for pitches, courts and associated sporting facilities could be
constrained in many centres, and that facilities often are proposed to be located adjacent
to or as part of existing facilities, which is good practice and can create hubs for local
communities. I consider that for the purposes of clarity and completeness, “sporting
facilities” should be added to the first sentence of paragraph 6 on page 33, and the plan
modified accordingly.
Cupar Town Centre
7. A number of representations have questioned the impact that the allocation of
Strategic Development Area (SDA) 10 Cupar North might have on the town centre. The
evidence base for assuming that the allocation will benefit the town centre is questioned,
and there is concern that the population of the 1,400 new homes will commute out of
Cupar and any potential increase in footfall and spend would be lost to larger centres
where people will work.
8. The hierarchy of centres in the Tayplan area is set out at Map 5 Network of Strategic
Centres. Cupar is designated as a larger town centre, which is a designation relative to
other centres in the plan area, not a consequence of a specific size or footfall test. Fife
Council carries out an annual Retail Capacity Study to assess occupancy rates in
centres, and Cupar has been identified as a District Town Centre in the Local Plan.
9. It is difficult to predict where people will actually work and spend their money, but I
consider that the additional population from Cupar North could reasonably be expected to
broadly follow the same spending patterns as existing residents, and so give additional
support to the town centre. The proposed retail element of the SDA is limited to bulky
goods only and should not pose a competitive threat to existing businesses.
10. The allocation of 1,400 homes at Cupar North is not, as far as I am aware and I have
not been provided with evidence to the contrary, capable of being accommodated on any
site closer to the town centre, nor are there any vacant buildings or any complex of
buildings in Cupar town centre capable of accommodating the proposed development.
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11. I do not consider that Policy 5 restricts the development of homes in town centres,
and by applying the town centres first approach, aims to encourage the re-use of
buildings and sites in town centres before any other locational options are considered.
Part A of Policy 5 specifically encourages residential development in town centres.
12. The proposed relief road is intended to remove traffic congestion from the town
centre, which should then have a safer and more accessible environment. I appreciate
that recent traffic calming measures have improved the traffic situation in the town, but I
have not been provided with any compelling evidence that a relief road is no longer
required.
13. Overall, the representations relating to SDA 10 Cupar North and Policy 5 all seek the
deletion of the SDA from the plan. The principal of the allocation of SDA 10 Cupar North
is addressed at Issue 011 of this examination. I do not recommend any modification to
Policy 5 arising from these representations.
Historic Assets
14. Acknowledgement of the locational issues associated with historic assets is sought,
in that they are not always located in centres, and footfall generating uses which
constitute enabling development should be permitted.
15. I note that Tayplan has not provided a specific response to this representation, as
there appears to be a drafting error in the Schedule 4. However, I am content that the
responses provided by the authority to other representations are applicable to here and
consider that the matters raised in the representation have been addressed.
16. I find that Policy 5 is primarily aimed at attracting uses that generate significant
footfall to town and city centres. Where this is not possible, I find that Policy 5 does not
prevent out of centre development taking place, it simply and accurately sets out the
sequential process that needs to be considered to demonstrate, if possible, that there are
no appropriate sites within centres which could accommodate the development proposed.
I agree with the representation that there can be circumstances where the location of the
historic asset may justify a new and associated use not being located in a centre, but I
also find that Policy 5 makes provision for those circumstances. The table at Policy 5 on
page 30 of the plan clearly makes provision for development in locations out of centre, by
including at point 4 “appropriate out of centre locations with good foot, cycle and
passenger transport links”. I find that out of centre development, including enabling
development associated with historic assets, is not prevented by this plan. I recommend
no modification to the plan.
Leisure, Hotel and Restaurant Uses
17. Promotion of leisure, hotel and restaurant uses is sought in Policy 5.
18. I find that the text accompanying Policy 5 acknowledges at page 33 that hospitality
and catering uses are appropriate in town centres but are not subject to the town centre
first approach, which is consistent with SPP at paragraph 60, where hospitality and
related uses are not included. I also find that Policy 5 Part A encourages hospitality and
catering uses in town centres. I therefore conclude that such uses are already actively
encouraged by Policy 5 and recommend no modification to the plan.
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Sustainable Transport
19. An explicit statement about the environmental benefits of locating facilities in centres
is sought.
20. SPP sets out at paragraph 62 that town centres should have a high level of
accessibility. In conjunction with Policy 2 of this plan, accessibility to and in centres has
been addressed, in particular at paragraph 3 on page 32, in the text accompanying
Policy 5. I do not consider that an additional statement on accessibility is necessary and
recommend no modification to the plan.
Town Centre Parking
21. Recognition of town centre parking management is sought, to encourage walkable
centres.
22. Whilst the encouragement of walkable centres is to be encouraged, town centre
parking management is a matter for the relevant Local Development Plan. I recommend
no modification to the plan.
Changes in Retail Patterns
23. A number of representations have expressed concern that the plan is not addressing
what are seen to be major shifts in retail spending patterns, particularly internet shopping.
24. The change in retail patterns is not explicitly addressed in Policy 5, but I consider
that the entire aim of Policy 5 is to encourage retail development and a range of other
uses in appropriate locations, and to protect and enhance the vitality and viability of town
centres. Without Policy 5, the potential impact of changing shopping patterns may be
much greater on our town centres. Paragraph 1 of the accompanying text on page 32
acknowledges that changing lifestyles and technology have an impact on town centres.
25. I conclude that no modification is required.
Reporter’s recommendations:
I recommend that:
Amend paragraph 6 on page 33, with the amendment of the first sentence as follows:
“Community, healthcare, education and sporting facilities are best located at the heart of
the communities they serve.”
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Issue 023

Developer Contributions

Development
plan reference:

Policy 6 Developer Contributions and supporting
text, Pages 35-37:

Reporter:
Stephen Hall

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue representation
reference:
Seeking a change
Cupar Community Council (909152)
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368)
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826)
F M & G Batchelor (846821)
J G Lang & Son (846827)
Landvest PCC Ltd (910292)
Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James
Keiller Estates Ltd (846825)
R Watson & Son (846824)
Scotia Homes Ltd (910294)
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277)
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
Homes for Scotland (785148)

Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates &
Development Co Ltd (910305)
Ms McEwen (832812)
RSPB Scotland (328507)
RSPB Scotland (910180)
Ruth Bickerton (902970)
Scottish Enterprise (909506)
SEStran (908118)
Supporting as written
Headon Developments Ltd (752939)
Network Rail (910281)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Scottish Natural Heritage (869435)
Scottish Water (762198)
Sustrans (346798)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
This Policy identifies what developer contributions will be sought for. It will be for Local
Authorities to operate an appropriate system for seeking such contributions.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Education Provision
Ruth Bickerton (902970/381) supports Policy 6 Developer Contributions and would like a
school built as part of Dundee Western Gateway Strategic Development Area. The
respondent queries whether TAYplan could be the forum for cross boundary working on a
new school.
Green Infrastructure
RSPB Scotland (910180/355) considers additional text needs to be added on page 37
which ensures monitoring of conditions and liabilities. The respondent also believes
consideration should be given by TAYplan to the need for further guidance regarding
financial guarantees to be attached to certain developments.
RSPB Scotland (910180/354) considers that additional wording to incorporate habitat
restoration should be added on page 35.The respondent also believes consideration
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should be given by TAYplan to the need for further guidance regarding financial
guarantees to be attached to certain developments.
Planning Obligations
Ms McEwen (832812/003) suggests the addition of 'flood/water management' developer
contributions to the list of planning obligations and good neighbour agreements as the
respondent considers 'new developments invariably put great stress on/overloading water
systems'.
Supplementary Planning Guidance
Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co Ltd (910305/472) consider
Local Development Plans should produce Supplementary Planning Guidance on strategic
developer contributions and the respondent considers that this would give the developers
"required" certainty at the outset of a project about the level of strategic developer
contributions expected by a planning authority.
Policy to Direct Local Development Plans
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/557), Homes for Scotland (785148/243),
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/521), F M & G Batchelor (846821/503), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/407), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/435),
R Watson & Son (846824/470), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/485), J G Lang & Son
(846827/444) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/538) all consider that
there are varying practices across Planning Authorities and suggest TAYplan could
encourage Local Authorities to make improvements to identify and cost infrastructure
requirements at an early stage, consider the viability implications of developer
contributions and get full draft sets of Supplementary Guidance in place in time to be
considered alongside the Proposed Plan. Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland
(347277/538) also states the TAYplan Action Programme should set out a robust strategy
to deliver the plan.
Proportionate Contributions
Scottish Enterprise (909506/351) suggests the addition of the word "proportionate". They
believe that it must be explicit that contributions will be sought only which are
proportionate to the development proposed.
Strategic Infrastructure Funding
SEStran (908118/032) considers that text should be added on page 37 to promote other
approaches to infrastructure funding. They consider this to be crucial in ensuring there is
flexibility to consider a levy on new houses to cover strategic transport infrastructure,
especially where there are cross boundary issues.
Sustainable Transport Infrastructure
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/425) considers that developer contributions should
not be sought only to mitigate negative impacts of a development as they believe is
implied in Policy 6. The respondent believes the policy should be modified to recognise
the opportunity to use such contributions to enhance the benefits provided to society from
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a development.
Whole Policy
Cupar Community Council (909152/233) consider that the plan should adopt a stronger
policy position on how investment will be secured. They also consider the issue of a lack
of front-end investment in primary infrastructure which they consider is stalling the
process of the Strategic Development Areas requires resolution.
RSPB Scotland (328507/289) consider a 'stronger' policy is needed to cope with habitat
restoration with particular regard to financing this in the event of operators/owners going
out of business. The respondent also believes consideration should be given by TAYplan
to the need for further guidance regarding financial guarantees to be attached to certain
developments.
Summary of Supporting Representations
Green Infrastructure
Scottish Natural Heritage (869435/188) is supportive of developer contributions covering
green infrastructure and recognises this could be sought for related offsite improvements
to green infrastructure.
Sustainable Transport Infrastructure
Sustrans (346798/493) supports the principle of seeking developer contributions towards
new sustainable transport infrastructure.
Whole Policy
Headon Developments Ltd (752939/502) comments on the implementation of the policy in
relation to Strategic Development Areas and the need to holistically consider
consequential impacts on existing infrastructure capacity.
Scottish Water (762198/271) supports policy 6.
NHS Tayside (908896/326) supports the need for Local Development Plans to consider
infrastructure. The respondent also states that this should also include aspects of
healthcare infrastructure.
Network Rail (910281/570) considers that demand on Network Rail infrastructure will
likely be as a direct result of new residential development and supports the policy
specifically identifying that developer contributions can be sought towards these works.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Education Provision
Ruth Bickerton (902970/381) - Would like to ensure that the Dundee Western Gateway
has a school built as part of its development.
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Green Infrastructure
RSPB Scotland (910180/355) - Insert at the end "Tayplan Councils will ensure proper
monitoring of conditions takes place and that sufficient guarantees are in place for any
large-scale infrastructure with significant restoration liabilities”
RSPB Scotland (910180/354) - Insert after "green infrastructure" the words "including
habitat restoration".
Planning Obligations
Ms McEwen (832812/003) - Propose that the list of planning obligations and good
neighbour agreements should also, and specifically, include the requirement
for flood/water management developer contributions.
Supplementary Planning Guidance
Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co Ltd (910305/472) - Propose
that policy 6 should be amended to address strategic and site specific developer
contributions requirements.
Policy to Direct Local Development Plans
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/557), Homes for Scotland (785148/243),
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/521), F M & G Batchelor (846821/503), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/407), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/435),
R Watson & Son (846824/470), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/485), J G Lang & Son
(846827/444) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/538) - Propose that
Policy 6 should include wording to encourage the production of Supplementary Guidance
on Developer Contributions through the LDP process to be considered alongside
Proposed Plan consultations and examinations.
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277) PLAN2015_538 also propose that the
TAYplan Action Programme should therefore set out a robust strategy to deliver the plan.
Proportionate Contributions
Scott Hobbs Planning for Scottish Enterprise (909506/351) - Propose the addition of the
word ‘proportionate’ in the policy after the words ‘new development’ and before the words
‘developer contributions’.
Strategic Infrastructure Funding
SEStran (908118/032) - Propose adding the following to the end of paragraph 3: "Other
approaches will continue to be explored to fund strategic infrastructure especially where
there are cross boundary issues."
Sustainable Transport Infrastructure
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/425) - Propose that the policy should be modified to
recognise the opportunity to use such contributions to enhance the benefits provided to
society from a development.
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Whole Policy
Cupar Community Council (909152/233) - Propose a stronger policy position on how the
necessary investment will be secured.
RSPB Scotland (328507/289) - Propose a stronger policy to cope with habitat restoration
with particular regard to financing this in the event of operators/owners going out of
business.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
The Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 8 (Doc16) was entitled Delivering the Strategic
Development Plan. This has become the Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 6 and has been
renamed Developer Contributions. This is clearer given the structure of the Proposed Plan
(2015). The emphasis of the proposed policy is identical. There have been 2 changes: i)
the policy has been split into 2 sections, and ii) there has been the addition of green
infrastructure.
The references to Scottish Government Circulars have also changed to reflect the newer
Circular 3/2012 (Doc24) that now covers Planning Obligations.
Authority’s Responses to Proposed Changes
Education Provision
Ruth Bickerton (902970/381) - Dundee City Council has established that the existing
catchment area schools have capacity to accommodate the pupils generated by the
proposed development at this time. An appropriate developer contribution in relation to
education shall be sought in order to ensure that, when required, a new primary school
can be provided to deal with an increase in demand arising from the development. This
will be decided by Dundee City Council. Further details can be found at
http://idoxwam.dundeecity.gov.uk/idoxpaweb/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=N93YOQGCK8G00
(023/Extract/3).
TAYplan would not be the forum for these decisions to be made, as it is the responsibility
of the local authorities as the Education Authorities. Therefore TAYplan does not
consider any change to be necessary.
Green Infrastructure
RSPB Scotland (910180/355) - TAYplan has no remit in respect of planning applications
or in monitoring any related conditions/legal agreements. Therefore TAYplan does not
consider any change to be necessary.
RSPB Scotland (910180/354) - TAYplan agrees that habitat restoration is an important
issues and Policy 8 Green Networks (Doc80) identifies that Local Development Plans
should include ‘improvements to habitat networks’ which would include habitat restoration
where appropriate. The additional text is considered too detailed. Therefore TAYplan
does not consider any change to be necessary.
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Planning Obligations
Ms McEwen (832812/003) - TAYplan agrees that flood risk is an important issue but this
is already covered in Policy 2 (Doc80). The ‘list’ of planning obligations and good
neighbour agreements is directly from Circular 3/2012: Planning Obligations and Good
Neighbour Agreements (Doc24). SEPA are consulted on development sites and
proposals. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Supplementary Planning Guidance
Campion Homes Ltd & Dundas Estates & Development Co Ltd (910305/472) - TAYplan
is aware that some local authorities have either recently published, or are in the process
of preparing guidance on developer contributions and/ or infrastructure funding. TAYplan
does not consider there is a requirement for any further detail to be included within
Policy 6. TAYplan considers that the level of detail currently within Policy 6 provides a
meaningful basis for local authorities to consider their own policies, with a level of
consistency. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Policy to Direct Local Development Plans
A & J Stephen Ltd & Avant Homes (910368/557), Homes for Scotland (785148/243),
Delson Contracts Ltd (846826/521), F M & G Batchelor (846821/503), Landvest PCC Ltd
(910292/407), Linlathen Estates (Tayside) Ltd & James Keiller Estates Ltd (846825/435),
R Watson & Son (846824/470), Scotia Homes Ltd (910294/485), J G Lang & Son
(846827/444) and Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/538) - TAYplan agrees
that at times there has been variations in the way policies are presented across local
authorities. However, TAYplan considers that a role of Strategic Development Plans is to
produce a high level approach to developer contributions which provides local authorities
with a platform to consider how this could be presented locally and in relation to specific
development proposals. TAYplan considers that this has been achieved within the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan, adhering in full to the requirements set out in
Circular 3/2012: Planning Obligations and Good Neighbour Agreements (Doc24).
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Stewart Milne Homes North Scotland (347277/538) - TAYplan considers that the Action
Programme presents an up to date account of the key projects and proposals to deliver
the Plan and, where possible, TAYplan is working with delivery bodies to drive these
projects forward. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Proportionate Contributions
Scottish Enterprise (909506/351) - TAYplan does not consider it necessary to include
the word ‘proportionate’ within the policy. Such matters are already covered by
Circular 3/2012 (Doc24). TAYplan considers that the scope of this policy is sufficient to
ensure cross-boundary consistency in how this is delivered through the local authorities.
It will be for the local authorities to consider that contributions are proportionate to the
development proposed when reviewing specific proposals and planning applications.
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Strategic Infrastructure Funding
SEStran (908118/032) - Infrastructure funding mechanisms have not been considered in
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detail through the Strategic Development Plan, however some of TAYplan’s local
authorities are looking at more innovative ways in which this can be considered. TAYplan
will provide an updated position on this in relation to the Strategic Development Areas,
through the Action Programme. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be
necessary.
Sustainable Transport Infrastructure
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/425) - The principle of developer contributions is to
mitigate against impacts of development. They are not sought in order to enhance the
benefits provided to society from a development, although this may be a secondary
benefit of these contributions. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be
necessary.
Whole Policy
Cupar Community Council (909152/233) - The Proposed Plan has been written to
facilitate investment across the TAYplan area. The benefits of development are
recognised throughout the Plan. Local Authorities will continue to consider alternative
funding models to assist in delivering development. Therefore TAYplan does not consider
any change to be necessary.
RSPB Scotland (328507/289) - TAYplan does not consider the points raised to be a
strategic planning issue and does not consider there a requirement for such issues to be
detailed in this policy. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Authority’s Response to Supporting Representations
Scottish Natural Heritage (869435/188), Sustrans (346798/493), Headon Developments
Ltd (752939/502), Scottish Water (762198/271), NHS Tayside (908896/326) Network Rail
(910281/570) - TAYplan welcomes the support of these issues.
Conclusions
TAYplan is satisfied that many of these issues are dealt with appropriately by the Policy
as currently written or by supporting elements of Policies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10.
The Policy is clear and entirely consistent with Circular 3/2012 (Doc24). TAYplan’s Topic
Paper 2: Growth Strategy (Doc104) clearly sets out a clear framework for delivering the
Strategic Development Plan, whilst achieving better quality places (Doc80). As set out in
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (page 63, paragraph 275) (Doc84) ‘the action programme,
should indicate how new infrastructure or services are to be delivered and phased, and
how and by whom any developer contributions will be made’. TAYplan’s Proposed Action
Programme will be monitored and updated to include more detailed information, when
available. All key agencies worked in partnership in developing TAYplan’s Proposed
Action Programme and are in agreement with this document.
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
Supplementary Guidance
1. Detailed requirements relating to developer contributions will generally be set out in
supplementary guidance associated with local development plans (though they may be
included in the local development plans themselves). Paragraph 139 of Circular 6/2013:
Development Planning identifies “exact levels of developer contributions or methodologies
for their calculation” among a list of suitable topics for supplementary guidance.
2. I agree that the ideal scenario would be for this supplementary guidance to be
published alongside proposed local development plans. However, given that the
resources available to local authorities to prepare planning policy documents are limited, it
may not be reasonable to require this supplementary guidance to be prepared at this
early stage. It may also be possible for local authorities to adequately demonstrate the
viability of their suite of development sites without having finalised the detail of their
approach to developer contributions. Circular 6/2013 is clear that the items for which
contributions will be sought, and the circumstances, should be set out in the local
development plan itself.
3. However, I do consider it to be important that any supplementary guidance on this
topic is produced timeously, otherwise development crucial to the delivery of the aims of
the strategic development plan may be delayed. I therefore believe it is reasonable to
include a reference to this matter in Policy 6. I also note that Policy 6 is unusual in not
containing a specific direction to local development plans, unlike other policies in the plan.
I recommend a suitable form of words below to address these matters.
4. It is also suggested that the action programme should set out a robust delivery
strategy. Paragraph 131 of Circular 6/2013: Development Planning identifies the delivery
of key infrastructure (and indeed of supplementary guidance) as likely components of the
action programme. However, the content of the action programme is beyond the scope of
this examination, and I am therefore not in a position to make any recommendations
relating to it.
Other Matters
5. Ruth Bickerton (902970/381) - The matter of education provision associated with
the Dundee Western Gateway development is important, and it may be that there are
some cross-boundary implications. However, I consider this to be primarily a local matter
best considered by the local authorities involved. While the up-front provision of all onsite and off-site infrastructure may be ideal, it is not always possible due to the funding
arrangements involved. It is thus not unusual for there to need to be some transitional
arrangements for schooling during the early phases of major developments.
6. RSPB Scotland (910180/354) – There may be instances when developer
contributions may reasonably be secured towards habitat restoration, where this meets
the tests in Circulars 4/1998: The Use of Conditions in Planning Permissions or 3/2012:
Planning Obligations and Good Neighbour Agreements. However, I consider that habitat
restoration falls within the category of green infrastructure, which is already referenced in
proposed Policy 6. On this basis, I conclude that no change to the plan is required.
7. RSPB Scotland (328507/289 and 910180/355) – The monitoring of conditions is a
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normal function of the development management or enforcement sections of Tayplan’s
four constituent planning authorities. It is therefore not necessary to include a statement
in the strategic development plan requiring this to be done.
8. I agree that recent experience elsewhere in Scotland has demonstrated the
importance of ensuring that appropriate financial guarantees are in place to secure the
restoration of sites used for certain major developments. Some of these developments,
for instance certain energy or waste proposals, may be strategic in their scale and
influence, and so an appropriate topic for the strategic development plan. However, I
consider the restoration of such sites once their use has ceased to be a more local
matter, best addressed through local development plans and the development
management process. I therefore conclude that it is not necessary to cover the topic of
restoration guarantees in this plan.
9. Ms McEwen (832812/003) – Flood risk and water management are important issues,
as the Tayplan authority acknowledges above. Drainage infrastructure, waste water
facilities, flood defence and water supply are significant components of the basket of
infrastructure requirements associated with most developments. There may also be
significant cross-boundary implications, making this a highly relevant topic for the strategic
development plan. Elements of this infrastructure may be paid for by the public sector,
but there may also be a need for developer contributions.
10. Above, the authority refers to the coverage of flood risk at Policy 2 of the plan. But
this policy does not refer directly to developer contributions, and also covers matters such
as transport and green infrastructure that are nevertheless listed in Policy 6. The
authority also refers to a ‘list’ of planning obligations in Circular 3/2012 that included the
items in proposed Policy 6, but not flood risk/ water management. However, I could not
identify any such list.
11. The second sentence of proposed Policy 6 is clearly not intended to provide an
exhaustive list of all the various items for which developer contributions might be sought.
However, I consider the flood risk and water management aspects of development to be
of such significance that they should be mentioned in Policy 6. I therefore recommend
including reference to these matters below.
12. Scottish Enterprise (909506/351) – This representation suggests Policy 6 should
refer to developer contributions being ‘proportionate’. I agree that any requirement for
developer contributions needs to meet the various policy tests set out in Circular 3/2012.
It would certainly have been possible for the Proposed Plan to have set out these tests in
the text of the policy, but this would have made for a rather long and unwieldly statement.
The Tayplan authority has preferred instead to include a cross-reference to the circular.
13. In any event, proportionality is not one of the tests for planning obligations set out in
the circular. There is a test relating to ‘relationship in scale and kind’, which could be said
to address the issue of proportionality. But this is just one test among five. I therefore do
not believe it would be appropriate to pick out this one factor in the text of Policy 6.
14. SEStran (908118/032) – This representation seeks the inclusion of a reference to
“other approaches” to the funding of strategic infrastructure. However, in this context I
note that the fourth paragraph on page 37 of the Proposed Plan already refers to “the
wide range of options which can be used to support new development”. On this basis I
conclude that no further text on this matter is required.
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15. Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/425) – Developer contributions must conform
to the policy tests set out in Circular 3/2012. Paragraph 21 of the circular states that
planning obligations should not be used to secure contributions to the achievement of
wider planning objectives which are not strictly necessary to allow permission to be
granted for the particular development. It would therefore be unreasonable for the
strategic development plan to seek contributions that went beyond the mitigation of
impacts but which instead sought to secure enhancements.
16. Cupar Community Council (909152/233) – I acknowledge that there are widespread
difficulties throughout Scotland in securing the up-front investment in infrastructure that is
often required to unlock large development proposals. The Proposed Plan enters into
some of the approaches that can be taken to resolve this problem on page 37, and I note
the respondent does not suggest any alternative ideas. On this basis, I conclude that no
change is required.
Reporter’s recommendations:
I recommend that Policy 6 be amended to read:
“To ensure suitable infrastructure is in place to facilitate new development, local
development plans and/or associated timeously produced supplementary guidance
should set out a policy framework for seeking developer contributions to mitigate any
adverse impact on infrastructure, services and amenities brought about by development.
This may include contributions towards schools, the delivery of affordable housing,
transport infrastructure and facilities (including for road, rail, walking, cycling and public
transport), green infrastructure, mitigating flood risk, water supply and drainage and other
community facilities … [continue as in Proposed Plan]”
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Issue 024

Energy, Waste and Resources: Whole Policy and Other Issues

Development
plan reference:

Policy 7: Energy, Waste and Resources and
Maps 7A and 7B Pages 40 to 45:

Reporter:
Sinéad Lynch

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue representation
reference:
Seeking a change
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
Shell UK Limited (832929)
RSPB Scotland (910180)
Scone Estate (909972)
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(835401)
Scottish Government (910172)
Thomas Wallace (910151)

Supporting as written
Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583)
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
RSPB Scotland (910180)
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(835401)
Scottish Water (762198)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
This policy covers all forms of infrastructure relating to energy, waste and liquid/solid/gas
minerals in any place and of any type and scale within the TAYplan area.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Proposing Change
Emission Reduction
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/426) considers there to be a ‘missed opportunity’ in
terms of emission reductions. They would like to see the inclusion of a ‘new strategic
commitment’ within Policy 7 (Doc80) to maximise the energy production capabilities of
new and existing public buildings and land, consistent with Policy 2D (Doc80). They
promote the installation of solar roofs for photo-voltaic or thermal energy production and
solar fields, the harnessing of geothermal energy or use of heat pumps.
Thomas Wallace (910151/317) considers Policy 7 (Doc80) makes no mention of the
impact on climate change of the exploitation of fossil fuel sources or link this to the
Scottish Government’s targets for reduction in Carbon Dioxide emissions. He considers
there is no intention to reduce or phase out this exploitation of fossil fuels. He also
considers there is a very vague reference to ‘Measures that take advantage of the
locational flexibilities offered by technology to help overcome localised constraints and
practical issues, will need to be consistent with Policy 7D.’ The respondent considers that
it is ‘very unclear what this means’ and as such that it is ‘very difficult to understand and
determine the viability of energy-related applications coming forward for consideration’.
Gas Extraction
RSPB Scotland (910180/364) considers that TAYplan take a precautionary approach to
shale gas extraction, coalbed methane and underground coal gasification. This would be
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in line with Scottish Planning Policy (Doc84) which has removed any presumption in
favour of unconventional gas extraction. They feel that risk assessments should be
undertaken with consultees and communities to prevent unacceptable risks and create
buffers to protect communities and sensitive areas.
Heat Generation
Scottish Government (910172/332) propose changes so that Policy 7 (Doc80)
acknowledges the recently published Scottish Government Heat Policy Statement
(Doc50) regarding matters on heat efficiency and support for district heating and cooling
networks.
RSPB Scotland (910180/358) considers that a renewable heat generation policy should
include reference to biomass sustainability, as they consider that heat energy from
biomass is only renewable where the biomass comes from a certified sustainable source.
They propose using the Forest Stewardship Council standard (024/Extract/1) as the
standard to be measured against.
Overall Policy
Scone Estate (909972/456) considers that Policy 7 is ‘unhelpful in its attempt to mix the
policy requirements for renewable energy with other forms of energy production and
waste facilities’. They feel this had resulted in an ‘overly onerous’ statement of
requirements which they consider would ‘not work well with a range of clean renewable
energy technologies’. They therefore propose amendments so that renewable energy has
‘its own set of policy requirements which support and facilitate the implementation of such
schemes’.
Pipelines
Shell UK Limited (832929/023) considers that Policy 7 should be amended to make
provision for a Pipeline Safeguarding Policy. They feel that this would recognise the
existing oil and gas pipelines that run through the TAYplan area as strategically
significant energy infrastructure and would safeguard the existing infrastructure from
compromising development and encourage cross boundary protection. They observe this
is an approach consistent with the requirements set out under Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraph 99 (Doc84), which they consider to support the recognition and
protection of pipelines. They conclude that inclusion of such a policy would ensure
consistency throughout the planning process and also advocate that any new strategic
development areas should also be appropriately assessed.
Waste Management
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/197) considers the diagram on page 45
(Doc80) to be incorrect. This is because they consider that the term ‘reuse’ is used
incorrectly. They suggest that "Preparing for reuse" is a legal term in waste management
and therefore propose this to ensure legal compliancy. The respondent has provided the
amended diagram (Doc80).
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Summary of Supporting Representations
Emission Reduction
Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583/566) considers there to be no indication as to
how carbon capture and storage could be addressed in Proposed Plan. Nonetheless, the
respondent feels that current references within the plan are adequate.
Overall Policy
Scottish Water (762198/272) supports Policy 7 (Doc80).
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/196) supports Policy 7 (Doc80)
because they consider that it:










addresses energy, waste and sustainable resource management;
seeks to deliver a low/zero carbon approach to development;
requires Local Development Plans to identify locations for waste and energy
infrastructure;
requires that waste management infrastructure is measured against the objectives
and actions within the Zero Waste Plan (Doc117) and their ability to achieve waste
hierarchy principles;
supports the proximity of resources with potential users;
identifies strategic energy opportunities (including renewable energy hubs and
potential heat network locations) within Map 7a (Doc80);
seeks to establish a diverse and balanced energy portfolio to provide Scotland with
secure and affordable heat and electricity for the future;
requires through Policy 7D (Doc80) that waste management infrastructure is
measured against the objectives and actions within the Zero Waste Plan (Doc117)
and their ability to achieve waste hierarchy principles;
accords with Scottish Governments approach to resource consumption, resource
security and the sustainable management of resources that is the emerging circular
economy agenda.

Dundee Civic Trust (845127/284) supports Policy 7 (Doc80) and ‘its approach to fracking
and windfarm development locations’. They also support the development of Dundee as a
hub for development and renewable energy.
Solar Farms
RSPB Scotland (910180/360) is supportive of Policy 7 D vii (Doc80) and recommends
guidance on solar farms to maximise their biodiversity value.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Emission Reduction
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/426) propose a ‘new strategic commitment within
Policy 7 and the supporting text (Doc80) for the TAYplan partners to maximise the energy
production capabilities of new and existing public buildings and land, consistent with
Policy 2D. This would include installation of solar roofs for photo-voltaic or thermal energy
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production, but could also involve solar fields or harnessing of geothermal energy or use
of heat pumps.”
Thomas Wallace (910151/317) proposes changes that more strongly balance the need
for heat and power and other resources with the challenges of climate change.
Gas Extraction
RSPB Scotland (910180/364) would like the following to be changed:
Page 44, at end of para beginning ‘Policy 7 also covers..’, add ‘A clear and robust policy
framework adopting a precautionary approach, will be agreed in relation to
unconventional gas extraction.’ (Doc80).
Heat Generation
Scottish Government (910172/332) propose changes so that Policy 7 (Doc80)
acknowledges the recently published Scottish Government Heat Policy Statement
(Doc50) regarding matters on heat efficiency and support for district heating and cooling
networks.
RSPB Scotland (910180/358) propose inserting the following text between Policy 7D
criteria iii and iv: ‘A renewable heat generation policy will ensure that any use of biomass
is from sustainable sources’. (Doc80).
Overall Policy
Scone Estate (909972/456) propose an amendment to the policy: “that renewable energy
has its own set of policy requirements which support and facilitate the implementation of
such schemes”.
Pipelines
Shell UK Limited (832929/023) propose a Pipeline Safeguarding Policy recognising that
existing oil and gas pipelines the run through the TAYplan area as strategically significant
energy infrastructure. They propose that the new policy also safeguards existing
infrastructure from development which would compromise its continued operation. They
also propose that this new policy should provide strategic locational guidance for any new
development proposed near these existing pipelines, including appropriate references to
the Health & Safety Executive PADHI Guidelines (024/Extract/3).
Waste Management
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/197) propose the replacement of the
Diagram page 45 with an updated version.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
The Scottish Government’s headline target is to meet the equivalent of 100% of
Scotland’s electricity demand from renewable sources by 2020 and to generate 11% of
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heat from renewable sources by 2020. The TAYplan area has strong potential for
economic opportunities for offshore wind energy and these are set out in the National
Renewables Infrastructure Plan (NRIP) 2010 (Doc61) and have formed part of TAYplan’s
thinking since that time. Hydroelectric power, micro-renewables and heat production and
reuse are also potential sources of energy considered during the preparation of the
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80). The publication of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) has
reinforced the aim to deliver a low/zero carbon future and prudent use of resources.
These factors were explored in the TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) pages 36 to 42
and pages 43 to 46 (Doc56).
The approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 2, 3 and 6 (Doc16) all relate to energy, waste and
resources. Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 7 (Doc80) is a continuation of the current
approach set out in Approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 6 (Doc16) and the newer Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 152 to 192 (Doc84) requirements to consider heat
networks, spatial frameworks and cross-boundary impacts.
Similarly, at a broader level, the Proposed Plan (2015) continues the current approach in
Policy 2 Place Shaping, Policy 9 Managing Assets and Policy 10 Connecting People,
Places and Markets (Doc80).
Several amendments have been made to improve the clarity of Policy 7 and also to
incorporate measures relating to unconventional gas and the new requirements of
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84). These include additional criteria and text in
Policy 7D and the addition of Policy 7C (Doc80). The latter recognises some of the
technological opportunities to overcome environmental constraints and limit the impact of
infrastructure on people and property.
Policy 7D continues to operate in conjunction with Policies 2: Shaping Better Quality
Places, Policy 8:Green Networks and Policy 9: Managing TAYplan’s Assets, covering
new proposals, extensions or existing facilities (Doc80).
As before Policy 7 (Doc80) recognises that in spite of varying technologies there are
numerous very similar impact considerations associated with all energy, waste and
resource management infrastructure. The emphasis continues to be on trying to ensure
that any detrimental impacts of this infrastructure can be overcome in the best way
possible rather than arguing about the efficacy of such infrastructure.
Authority’s Responses to Proposed Changes
Emission Reduction
Thomas Wallace (910151/317) - The first sentence of Policy 7 (Doc80) clearly states that
it aims is to ‘deliver a low/zero carbon future and contribute to meeting Scottish
Government energy and waste targets and prudent resource consumption objectives’.
This is further reinforced by the supporting text on page 43 (Doc80). The policy sets out
the strategic considerations for the location of energy, waste and resource management
infrastructure to deliver the vision. It therefore concentrates specifically on the need to
ensure that locations and proposals are appropriate and do not lead to unacceptable
consequences. This approach is supported by Policy 9: Managing TAYplan’s Assets
(Doc80) which ensures the responsible management of TAYplan’s assets, including finite
resources. Policy 2: Shaping Better Quality Places (Doc80) also relates to efficient
resource consumption and ensuring adaptability and resilience to a changing climate.
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TAYplan therefore considers that the Proposed Plan (2015) already includes the features
sought by the respondents and therefore does not consider the proposed changes
necessary.
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/426) - Policy 2D (Doc80) relates to efficient
resource consumption by ensuring that the design of new buildings incorporates the
efficient use of resources. This covers all development of all scales. It is therefore
unnecessary to duplicate this in Policy 7 (Doc80) which is focused on the infrastructure
required for energy, waste and resource management. Therefore, TAYplan does not
consider the proposed changes necessary.
Gas Extraction
RSPB Scotland (910180/364) - Policy 7 applies to the infrastructure requirements for
liquid, solid and gas minerals extraction including unconventional gas. The specific
requirements for extracting gas from coal-bed methane and underground coal gasification
are covered by legislation and/or national policy. Policy 7D (Doc80) requires proponents
of development to demonstrate how they will resolve issues described in the Policy and
this includes the impact on buffer zones and residential property. This is consistent with
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 234-248 (Doc84) which cover unconventional
gas extraction. Therefore, TAYplan does not consider the proposed changes necessary.
Heat Generation
Scottish Government (910172/332) - Policy 7 (Doc80) is consistent with Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) (Doc84) objectives for a low carbon economy and reflects those of the
recently produced Scottish Government Heat Policy Statement (Doc50). The Statement
was published after the Proposed Plan. TAYplan does not consider it to be necessary to
make this proposed change.
RSPB Scotland (910180/358) - One of the Proposed Plan’s key principles, set out in the
Vision (page 4) (Doc80) is that the TAYplan area will be a sustainable place to live. In
Policy 2D (Doc80), the Plan requires efficient resource consumption. This includes ‘the
use of or designing-in the capability for low/zero carbon heat and power generating
technologies and storage to reduce carbon emissions and energy consumption’ (page 14)
(Doc80). Policy 7D (Doc80) is primarily about the approach that Local Development Plans
and development proposals take regarding the infrastructure required for energy, waste
and resource management. Policy 7A refers to the requirement for renewable sources of
heat and electricity (Doc80). These policies are ‘technology neutral’ and therefore apply
to all technologies. The criteria in Policy 7D in particular enable planning authorities to
determine whether they are satisfied that the materials used for biomass, in this instance,
genuinely reflect the intentions of the policy. Therefore, TAYplan does not consider the
proposed changes necessary.
Overall Policy
Scone Estate (909972/456) - Policy 7 (Doc80) relates to energy, waste and resource
management infrastructure together because there are strong similarities between the
types of consideration required for each. TAYplan considers that separating energy,
waste and resource management would lead to considerable policy repetition and
confusion. This is because modern technologies mean that, for example, energy from
waste plants become process industries that result in heat, power and the processing of
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waste for disposal or into new resources. If TAYplan were to separate out energy, waste
and resource management it would not be clear how such a proposal would be
considered. The respondent has not provided an alternative approach which sufficiently
answers these questions or presents a workable solution that would better deliver the
vision or overcome the issues described above.
TAYplan remains persuaded that the current ‘technology neutral’ approach of focusing on
the impacts of the infrastructure needed for different energy, waste and resource
management is the most appropriate and clear approach. TAYplan also considers that
this directly links to delivering a ‘low/zero carbon future and contribute to meeting Scottish
Government energy and waste targets and prudent resource consumption objectives’.
There are also strong similarities between the considerations needed for energy, waste
and resource management infrastructure and the siting of such developments. The
purpose of the infrastructure is also to contribute to objectives of reduced consumptions,
resource security and tackling climate change. It is therefore logical to deal with these
issues within the same policy. Therefore, TAYplan does not consider the proposed
changes necessary or appropriate.
Pipelines
Shell UK Limited (832929/023) - TAYplan agrees that the UKs oil and gas pipelines are
important pieces of national infrastructure. Pipelines are currently safeguarded under the
Pipeline Safety Regulations 1996 (Doc73) which is monitored by the Health & Safety
Executive. This ensures a buffer zone around all major accident hazard pipelines to
prevent any development impacting on them. There is therefore no need for TAYplan to
repeat this existing system with a new policy or an amendment to Policy 7 (Doc80).
Furthermore, the Proposed Plan acknowledges the need to ensure that all areas of
search have taken into consideration the ‘statutory safety exclusion zones or buffer areas
where they exist’ (Policy 7D). This means both recognition of existing ones and the need
to plan development land take to include these where the consequent development would
need such a zone itself. TAYplan is therefore satisfied that the current Regulations and
approach set out in the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) provide the appropriate framework
through which to achieve the outcomes sought by the respondent. Therefore, TAYplan
does not consider the proposed changes necessary.
Waste Management
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/197) - The diagram on page 45 (Doc80)
showing the waste and resource management hierarchy was originally sourced from the
Environment Scotland website and was correct at the time of publication. TAYplan
understands that Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401) has subsequently
amended this diagram since as there were slight text variations with equivalent diagrams
published elsewhere. TAYplan does not propose to make this change prior to submission.
However, making this proposed change would not adversely affect the vision or have any
consequent impact on other areas of the Plan.
Authority’s Responses to Supporting Representations
Emission Reduction
Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583/566) - TAYplan notes this comment
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Overall Policy
Scottish Water (762198/272), Dundee Civic Trust (845127/284) and Scottish Environment
Protection Agency (835401/196) - TAYplan welcomes this support.
Solar Farms
RSPB Scotland (910180/360) - TAYplan notes this support.
Conclusions
Policy 7 provides a framework for considering and resolving issues relating to the
deployment of energy, waste and resource management infrastructure in order to bring
about a low carbon economy and resource security. This directly links to the approaches
set out in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) and National Planning Framework 3
(2014) (Doc60), which also seek to bring about these outcomes.
The approach in Policy 7 informs decision making for Local Development Plans, planning
decisions and planning proposals. This approach is shared by policies for place shaping
and managing assets. The criteria set out in Policy 7 apply to all technologies of all scales
in all parts of the TAYplan area. With the exception of some changes to reflect national
policy and respond to issues relating to liquid, solid and gas minerals Policy 7 (Doc80)
represents a continuation of the current approach in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 6
(Doc16).
Neither the Scottish Government nor any other government agency has raised any issues
regarding the changes sought by other respondents and TAYplan considers this to reflect
their satisfaction with the approach as set out in Proposed TAYplan (2015) Policy 7
(Doc80).
TAYplan is not persuaded that the respondents have provided any robust evidence to
explain why their proposed changes would better deliver the vision or would lead to a
clearer and more workable framework than the one set out currently. TAYplan is therefore
satisfied that the approach set out in Policy 7 remains appropriate.
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Emission Reductions
1. In terms of emissions reductions and a strategic commitment, I find that Policy 2
Shaping Better Quality Places addresses this matter, specifically at Part D of the policy.
In addition, I consider that the text accompanying Policy 7 on pages 43, 44 and 45 of this
plan sets out the aims of the policy, including reducing emissions. I conclude that it is not
necessary to add a further commitment to reducing emissions as requested by the
representation, as it is a matter already addressed in both the policy and accompanying
text. I recommend no change to the plan.
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2. A representation suggests that a reduction on the use of fossil fuels and the potential
impact on climate change and carbon dioxide emissions is not addressed in Policy 7 or in
the Plan. I find that these issues are specifically addressed in Policy 7, which aims to
deliver, amongst other objectives, prudent resource consumption. It also aims to enable
authorities in the plan area to meet the Scottish Governments energy and waste targets,
including the strategy set out in the National Planning Framework (NPF) which aims for a
low carbon economy and a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. I also consider that
the Policy reflects Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) at paragraph 154. In the plan itself,
policies 2 and 9 address the issue of resource consumption.
3. On balance, I conclude that the matters raised in the representation have been
addressed in the plan and no modifications are required.
Gas Extraction
4. The representation seeks to add a requirement for risk assessments to be carried out
for unconventional gas extraction proposals. SPP sets out national policy on the
responsible extraction of resources at paragraphs 234 to 248, including the issue of risk
assessments at paragraph 245. Tayplan Policy 7 reflects SPP, and all development
proposals would be expected to demonstrate the extent (or otherwise) of compliance with
national policy.
5. I conclude that the matters raised in the representation are addressed in SPP and in
this plan, and no modification is required.
Heat Generation
6. The Scottish Government are seeking a modification to Policy 7 to include a reference
to “Scottish Government Heat Policy Statement (2015)” (HPS), relating to matters on heat
efficiency and district heating and cooling networks. Although HPS was published after
the Proposed Plan, I consider that a reference to the most recent and pertinent national
position on heat policy would be a valid and useful addition to this plan. Part A of Policy 7
relates to infrastructure for heat and power plants and generation, but a reference to HPS
at paragraph 3 on page 43 of the plan would add further emphasis to the role of surplus
heat and power in efficient energy consumption.
7. I conclude that the plan should be modified with the addition of a new sentence to the
end of paragraph 3 on page 43 of the plan, as follows “Proposals should be justified on
the basis of national objectives and the Scottish Government Heat Policy Statement
(2015) on efficiency and heat generation.”
8. A representation seeks to ensure that a reference to biomass sustainability is
included in Policy 7, as energy from biomass is only renewable when the biomass
material is from a sustainable, certified source.
9. I find that Part A of Policy 7 enables Local Development Plans (LDP) to form suitable
policies for renewable sources of heat and electricity. Energy from biomass and biomass
plants would be covered by this reference, and development proposals would be
assessed against the criteria set out at Part D of Policy 7 to ensure that that proposals
are in accordance with both the SDP and any LDP policies. In addition to Policy 7, this
plan includes Policy 2 Shaping Better Quality Places, Part D Efficient Resource
Consumption, and the vision for the plan includes making the Tayplan area sustainable.
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10. I conclude that the proposed policy context is sufficient, and should ensure that any
proposal for biomass energy and biomass plants would use biomass from a sustainable
source, and that a specific reference in Policy 7 is not required to deliver that outcome. I
recommend no modification to the plan.
Pipelines
11. A representation is seeking to have Policy 7 make explicit reference to pipelines,
and for a specific Pipeline Safeguarding policy in the plan.
12. I find that Part D of Policy 7 refers to areas of search, routes for energy and resource
management infrastructure and statutory safety exclusion zones or buffer areas. All
areas of search are expected to take into consideration the aforementioned zones, areas
and infrastructure, for existing and proposed development. The Health & Safety
Executive provide the statutory framework and regulatory environment for pipelines in
Scotland, and I find that it is not necessary to replicate the regulations in policy format in
this plan.
13. I conclude that there is no requirement for a specific pipeline policy in the plan, and
am recommending no modification to the plan.
Waste Management
14. The Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) has advised that the Waste
and Resource Management Hierarchy diagram on page 45 of the plan has not been
reproduced exactly from the original, and should be modified to reflect the diagram in
Part 1, paragraph 1.2, Figure 3 of “Guidance on Applying the Waste Hierarchy 2012”.
15. I appreciate that the diagram set out in the Proposed Plan was obtained from the
SEPA webpage, but as SEPA has offered to provide an updated version, then I conclude
that for clarity and to ensure the plan reflects the correct version of the hierarchy, the plan
should be modified with the replacement of the diagram on page 45, with the diagram in
Part 1, paragraph 1.2, Figure 3 of “Guidance on Applying the Waste Hierarchy 2012”.
General
16. A representation objects to the inclusion of all forms of energy and waste production
and resources in one policy, as it may be too onerous on some clean renewable energy
technologies. A separate set of policy requirements for clean renewable energy
technologies is proposed.
17. I find that the “neutral” approach as set out in Policy 7 has resulted in a clear and
concise set of policy criteria that could be replicated in LDPs. Nothing in Policy 7
prevents LDPs incorporating the approach of this plan but adding technology specific
policies which are appropriate for the area in question.
18. I consider that the policy is aimed at delivering the Scottish Government’s aims of a
low/zero carbon future, and in doing so sets out a strategic approach to energy and waste
resources.
19. I conclude that should the changes suggested in the representation be included in
the plan, there could be a high level of repetition and over-lapping policy requirements. I
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recommend no modification to the plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
I recommend that:
1. Amend paragraph 3 on page 43, with the addition of a new final sentence as follows:
“Proposals should be justified on the basis of national objectives and the Scottish
Government Heat Policy Statement (2015) on efficiency and heat generation.”
2. Replace the “Waste and Resource Management Hierarchy” diagram on page 45 ,
with the diagram in Part 1, paragraph 1.2, Figure 3 of “Guidance on Applying the Waste
Hierarchy 2012”.
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Issue 025

Energy, Waste and Resources: Wind Energy

Development
plan reference:

Policy 7 Energy, Waste and Resources and
Maps 7A and 7B, Pages 40 to 45

Reporter:
Sinéad Lynch

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue representation
reference:
Seeking a change
Cairngorms National Park Authority
(910266)
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368)
James Watt (610383)
Mountaineering Council of Scotland
(904595)
Patrick Ford (910331)
RSPB Scotland (910180)
Scottish Government (910172)

Supporting as written
Defence Infrastructure Organisation (MoD)
(905923)
Mountaineering Council of Scotland
(904595)
RES UK & Ireland (760515)
Scottish Natural Heritage (869435)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
This policy covers all forms of infrastructure relating to energy, waste and liquid/solid/gas
minerals in any place and of any type and scale within the TAYplan area. This specific
issue relates directly to Wind Energy.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
James Watt (610383/014) considers the extreme north-west section of Map 7B (Doc80)
to be wild land and that this should therefore not be a search area for windfarms.
Patrick Ford (910331/535) considers there to be a requirement for absolute protection
from Wind Energy development along the sky-line formed by the Highland Boundary
Fault lying within the TAYplan area. The respondent considers that this sky-line,
associated with the Angus Glens, is visible to all visitors from the A90. They consider that
this is a ‘unique visual asset for TAYplan and deserves more robust protection’. The
respondent would like to see a region-wide study carried out in 2017 with this as its
principal aim.
Scottish Government (910172/330) considers Map 7A (Doc80) not to reflect the current
situation regarding offshore wind sites in territorial waters. They propose an amendment
to reflect the National Marine Plan (2015) (Doc59). This is because it includes decisions
on terrestrial planning applications and enforcement action which affect the UK marine
area. Public authorities, when making decisions which are capable of affecting the marine
area which are not authorisation or enforcement decisions, must have regard to National
and regional marine plans. This applies to the preparation and adoption of terrestrial
development plans.
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/505) is concerned with the cumulative impacts of wind
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energy schemes and feels it is ‘vital that TAYplan addresses this issue urgently’. They
suggest there are areas where capacity no longer exists for new or repowered turbines,
likely to be larger in size and scale, to be erected. They cite text on page 45 (Doc80) to
reflect this and suggest that this indicates that because of the particular character of the
landscape and the cumulative impacts of existing onshore wind energy development,
there is limited scope for further new wind farm proposals within the TAYplan area.
The respondent considers that the cumulative impacts of wind energy schemes having
previously been tested and assessed through the planning system as being unacceptable
are not adequately reflected in this Plan. They consider these to include impacts on areas
of Perthshire, key tourist routes and destinations, and that cross-boundary locations are
of serious concern. Given the length of the plan period, they consider that TAYplan must
ensure this issue is addressed urgently. While the Proposed Plan seeks to ensure a
consistent approach by constituent authorities in their approach to landscape, cumulative
and cross-boundary impacts in the development management process, in its current form
the respondent does not consider that the proposed policy really achieves this or offers
adequate direction to Local Development Plan Authorities to ensure this is the case. The
respondent notes that TAYplan will coordinate preparation of a region-wide study in 2017
on cross-boundary constraints and opportunities. This will be based on updating the
existing landscape capacity studies, but working to a consistent wind energy typology.
The respondent would welcome further detail from TAYplan about this and encourage
TAYplan to engage with both the onshore wind energy industry and key stakeholders
across the TAYplan area.
The respondent supports Policy 7D (Doc80), however, they urge TAYplan to ‘consider
and indeed take real cognisance of those areas where unsuccessful planning applications
and appeal decisions have centred on issues of cumulative landscape and visual impact’.
To guide the development industry, they also propose that emerging planning policy
should include some reference to this.
RSPB Scotland (910180/356) supports the inclusion of environmental considerations
when siting energy, waste and resource management infrastructure. They further
recommend a broader range of considerations when looking at cumulative impacts of
wind energy. These include: natural heritage, impacts on deep peat, peat land habitats
and carbon soils as well as hydrology, the water environment and flood risk. They are
also concerned with what information has been used to make up Map 7b and recommend
that reference is made to Royal Society of the Protection of Birds bird sensitivity map
(025/Extract/1). The proposed study should include protected and sensitive areas are
based on biodiversity and not just landscape.
Mountaineering Council of Scotland (904595/001) considers there to be little merit in the
proposed actions and believe them to be overly pre-occupied with cross-boundary
concerns.
Cairngorms National Park Authority (910266/388) considers there to be increasing
development interest around the National Park boundary. They believe that there is the
potential for wind farms to significantly affect the landscape setting of the National Park
as well as Wild Land both inside and outside of the National Park boundary. They
consider that the definition of Energy proposals of strategic significance (p.45 - Doc80)
should include not only wind farm proposals within or adjacent to Group 1 and 2 areas,
but also proposals that have the potential to impact on the setting or aims of Group 1
areas.
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Summary of Supporting Representations
Defence Infrastructure Organisation (MoD) (905923/013) has no issue in principle with
Policy 7 (Doc80), but they have concerns that wind turbines can cause obstructions to
‘protected critical airspace’ and can cause ‘interference to aviation safety and defence
interests’. The Ministry of Defence therefore needs to review all applications for turbines
of 11 metres or greater in height.
Scottish Natural Heritage (869435/189) considers Policy 7 (Doc80) to be a robust
approach to delivering renewable energy to appropriate locations. They suggest that
additional supplementary planning guidance through the Local Development Plans would
be helpful to provide more detail about specific regional issues/features, including key
transport corridors and landscape features.
RES UK & Ireland (760515/458) is supportive of the whole wording of the Policy and
associated maps. In particular, they are supportive that TAYplan have followed Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) Paragraph 163 (Doc84) in creating a spatial framework that is
consistent with following the Group categories in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) Table 1
(Doc84). They also support that TAYplan recognises its role in co-ordinating activity for
identifying strategic capacity for onshore wind farms as per Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) Paragraph 162 (Doc84).
Mountaineering Council of Scotland (904595/001) supports the views in Policy 7, page 45
paragraph 2 ‘that landscape capacity and cumulative impacts mean there is limited scope
for further new wind farm proposals’ (Doc80).
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
James Watt (610383/014) proposes that the wild land in the extreme north-west section
of Map 7B (Doc80) identified as group 2 ‘Areas of significant protection’ should be
changed to be in group 1 ‘Areas where windfarms will not be acceptable’.
Patrick Ford (910331/535) proposes ‘absolute protection from Wind Energy
developments along the sky-line formed by the Highland Boundary Fault lying within the
TAYplan area.’
Scottish Government (910172/330) proposes that Map 7a should be amended to reflect
the current offshore wind sites in territorial waters contained in Chapter 11 Map 9 of the
National Marine Plan (Doc59).
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/505) implies changes so that ‘cumulative impacts of wind
energy schemes having previously been tested and assessed through the planning
system as being unacceptable’ are added to the Plan.
RSPB Scotland (910180/356) proposes the insertion of the following text at the end of
Policy 7D vii: ‘a broad range of issues should be considered and, in addition to
communities, landscape and visual impact, these should include natural heritage, deep
peat, peat land habitats and carbon soils as well as impacts on hydrology, the water
environment and flood risk’. (Doc80).
Mountaineering Council of Scotland (904595/001) supports the view expressed in
paragraph 2 on p.45 (Doc80) (beginning Landscape capacity studies ...") that landscape
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capacity and cumulative impacts mean there is limited scope for further new wind farm
proposals. However, they propose deletion of the other actions proposed.
Cairngorms National Park Authority (910266/388) proposes changes as follows:



Policy 7 (Doc80) should clarify that Group 1 areas include National Parks.
The definition of Energy proposals of strategic significance (page 45 - Doc80)) should
include not only wind farm proposals within or adjacent to Group 1 and 2 areas, but
also proposals that have the potential to impact on the setting or aims of Group 1
areas.

Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
Scotland’s headline target is to meet the equivalent of 100% of Scotland’s electricity
demand from renewable sources by 2020 and to generate 11% of heat from renewable
sources by 2020 (Doc1). The Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 (Doc26), along with a
number of other key Scottish Government publications, such as the 2020 Route map for
Renewable Energy in Scotland (Doc1), all aim to ensure that Scotland transitions into a
low carbon economy and place, becoming far less reliant on fossil fuels.
The approved TAYplan (2012) already stresses the need to reduce consumption of
resources and energy in Policies 2, 3, and 6 (Doc16). All three relate to energy, waste
and resources, requiring low and zero carbon energy generation technologies in
electricity and heat production. Nonetheless, it was considered that the emphasis could
be strengthened in terms of assessing and identifying opportunities. Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) paragraph 162 (Doc84) states that ‘both strategic and local development
planning authorities…should identify where there is strategic capacity for wind farms’. It
stresses the need for Strategic Development Plans to lead in cross-boundary constraints
and opportunities and coordinate activities and actions between constituent planning
authorities.
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) Table 1 (Doc84) provides a Spatial Framework template
as a guide for onshore wind farm capacity in a consistent manner. It identifies criteria
where windfarms will not be acceptable (Group 1), those that have significant protection
(Group 2) and where there is potential for wind farms. It does not address landscape
capacity or cumulative impacts. The spatial framework will be complemented by a ‘more
detailed and exacting development management process’ described in Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) paragraph 163 (Doc84) to consider and determine the cumulative,
landscape and visual impacts of wind farm proposals.
Currently, the landscape capacity studies undertaken by the constituent Councils have
only recently been completed or are nearing completion. This means that developing a
methodological or typological assessment at this stage of the Plan preparation is not
considered necessary. Nonetheless, TAYplan has set out an action to consider further
research in 2017 to look at a consistent approach by constituent authorities (See
Proposed Action Programme, page 56 – Doc76). This will consider any updates to the
existing landscape capacity studies that have been undertaken by individual authorities
and work on a consistent wind energy typology.
TAYplan dedicated considerable time to examining its future approach energy including
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wind power in the TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) pages 36 to 42 (Doc56). Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) was published in the final week of the Main Issues
consultation. Further discussions were held in autumn 2014 including a workshop to
consider how best to implement the requirements of Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
(Doc84). This work is documented in Topic Paper 3: Assets, Resources and
Infrastructure (2015) pages 8 to 17 (Doc105).
Authority’s Responses to Proposed Changes
James Watt (610383/014) - Wild land is not in the Group 1 criteria set out in Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) Table 1 Spatial Framework (Doc84). The criteria for ‘Group 1:
Areas where windfarms will not be acceptable’ is very specific and only includes National
Parks and National Scenic Areas. ‘Group 2: Areas of significant protection’ specifically
covers areas of wild land. The proposed change would therefore contradict Scottish
Planning Policy (2014). The approach which is set out within the Proposed Plan is
consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) TAYplan do not consider this
change to be appropriate.
Patrick Ford (910331/535) - The Highland Boundary Fault is not a designation in planning
terms and therefore is not used as criteria in Scottish Planning Policy (2014) Table 1
Spatial Framework (Doc84). Only National Parks and National Scenic Areas are in
‘Group 1: Areas where windfarms will not be acceptable’. The proposed change would
therefore contradict Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84). There may be some
Group 1 or Group 2 areas which also cover the Highland Boundary Fault.
TAYplan explored the option of defining the Highland Boundary Fault as a regionally
important cross-boundary feature at Main Issues Report stage (pages 36 to 42 – Doc56).
However, further consideration revealed that the individual impacts of specific proposals
could vary dependent on where along the Fault they were and how close they are to it.
This meant that it may not be appropriate to consider the Fault as a single entity when
making such decisions.
Whilst TAYplan recognises that the Highland Boundary Fault is an important landscape
feature, it is considered that through more detailed Local Development Plan policies and
any related Supplementary Guidance, the potential impact of any proposals would take
into account the range of landscape features, and other considerations, that are apparent
along the length of the Highland Boundary Fault. TAYplan does not consider this change
appropriate.
Scottish Government (910172/330) - Proposed Plan Map 7a (Doc80) reflects the current
position at the time of publication. Whilst the suggested change proposed by the
respondent may provide some clarity with regard to the National Marine Plan (2015)
(Doc59), TAYplan does not consider that the suggested changes to Map 7a are
significant enough that it requires a modification to the Proposed Plan. However, making
these modifications would not necessarily affect the strategy but they may not be visible
on Map 7a (Doc80) depending on their size and distance from the coastline.
The Gleneagles Hotel (909368/505), RSPB Scotland (910180/356) and Cairngorms
National Park Authority (910266/388) - TAYplan has set out an action in the Proposed
Action Programme (page 56) (Doc76) to consider a region-wide Energy Study in 2017 on
cross-boundary constraints and opportunities. The scope of this study is still to be
determined. In the meantime, the Proposed Plan has defined criteria which can be used
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when considering wind and other energy technologies in Local Development Plans and
Development Management decisions within the TAYplan area.
This should ensure a consistent approach is being taken to cross-boundary and
cumulative impacts affecting more than one authority. Therefore, TAYplan does not
consider the proposed changes necessary.
Policy 7D v. (Doc80) emphasises the importance of sensitivity of landscapes and also the
water environment, biodiversity, geo-diversity and habitats when considering Local
Development Plans and development proposals. TAYplan therefore considers this meets
with the respondents concerns and therefore does not agree that there is a requirement
to change Policy 7 (Doc80).
Cairngorms National Park Authority (910266/388) - Map 7b (Doc80) incorporates all
of the requisite designated areas sought by Scottish Planning Policy (2014) Table 1
(Doc84). Some of the Group 2 designations also cross the TAYplan boundary into the
Cairngorms National Park, however, since this is a national park this areas is covered
by a Group 1 designation as shown on Map 7b (Doc80). Map 7b also shows that the
majority of areas surrounding the Cairngorms National Park that are within the TAYplan
area are covered by Group 2 designations. However, Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraph 195 (Doc84) makes clear that buffer zones should not be established around
areas designated for their natural heritage importance. TAYplan is therefore satisfied that
the existing framework set out in Policy 7 (Doc80) and Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
paragraphs 161 to 174 (Doc84) provides an appropriate framework for considering the
landscape sensitivity of planning proposals, including for cross-boundary issues. TAYplan
considers this to already reflect the respondent’s concerns. Therefore, TAYplan does not
consider the proposed changes necessary.
Mountaineering Council of Scotland (904595/001) - In terms of cross boundary concerns,
TAYplan covers four local authorities within its area and therefore needs to reflect this in
its objectives. The other proposed actions are integral to ensuring a consistent approach
to landscape sensitivities. Therefore, TAYplan does not consider the proposed changes
necessary or appropriate.
Authority’s Responses to Supporting Representations
Scottish Natural Heritage (869435/189), RES UK & Ireland (760515/458) and
Mountaineering Council of Scotland (904595/001) - TAYplan welcomes this support.
Defence Infrastructure Organisation (MoD) (905923/013) - TAYplan welcomes this
support as Policy 7D criteria i and iv (Doc80) specifically refer to ‘statutory safety
exclusion zones or buffer areas’ and also ‘radar installations’ when Local Development
Plans and development proposals are considering areas of search, sites and routes for
energy, waste and resource management infrastructure. It will be for Local Planning
Authorities to consult on all applications of wind turbines over the appropriate height.
Conclusions
Policy 7 provides a policy framework for the consideration of energy, waste and resource
management infrastructure proposals to inform decision making and planning authorities.
In terms of wind energy, the Proposed Plan has defined criteria which can be used when
considering wind as well as other energy technologies in Local Development Plans and
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Development Management within the TAYplan area. This is taken directly from Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) Table 1 Spatial Framework (Doc84).
Making some of the changes proposed would result in the Proposed Plan being
inconsistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84). Other proposed changes do
not include any detailed proposals to explain or justify how these would operate in a way
which better delivers the vision or offers greater operational clarity.
TAYplan is satisfied that Policy 7 reflects the requirements of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) (Doc84) and that other proposed changes are appropriately dealt with by the
existing policy framework. TAYplan is therefore satisfied that the approach set out in the
Proposed Plan remains appropriate. No further robust evidence has been provided to
justify the proposed changes.
Although Scottish Government has proposed one change neither the Scottish
Government nor any other government agency has raised any issues regarding the
nature, content or intent of this Policy. TAYplan considers this to reflect contentment with
Policy 7 as written.
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May, 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Support
1. The support expressed in representations for Policy 7 Energy, Waste and
Resources – Wind Energy is noted.
Wild Land
2. A representation considers that the land to the extreme north-west of Map 7b Spatial
Framework for On-Shore Wind Energy Proposals is wild land, and so should not be an
area of search for windfarms.
3. I find that the area referred to may be wild land as set out in the Scottish Natural
Heritage Map June 2014. However, wild land is not identified in Scottish Planning Policy
(SPP) Table 1: Spatial Frameworks as areas where wind farms will not be acceptable. I
find that SPP specifically identifies wild land within Group 2: Areas of significant
protection.
4. I conclude that Tayplan has correctly identified the area of land in question as
Group 2 land, and that Map 7b is correct in this regard. I recommend no modification to
the plan.
The Highland Boundary Fault
5. Recognition of the skyline of the Highland Boundary Fault is sought, with wind energy
development which may have an impact on it declared unacceptable.
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6. Parts of the Highland Boundary Fault may be within Group 1 and/or Group 2 area
(SPP), but as a single entity, the Fault is not within Group 1 as set out in SPP, and so I
find that it could not be identified as being within Group 1 for the purposes of Policy 7 or
Map 7b.
7. An action is identified in the Proposed Action Programme 2016 for Tayplan to lead an
energy study which includes all constituent councils, Scottish Government, SEPA and
SNH. Any cross-boundary implications arising from wind energy for the Fault could be
explored as part of this study, subject to the parameters of that study.
8. I conclude that the modification requested is not supported, as the Fault does not fall
within Group 1 as set out in SPP, and so to designate it as such would be contrary to
national planning policy.
The National Marine Plan
9. The Scottish Government suggests that Map 7a does not reflect the current situation
regarding offshore wind energy sites in territorial waters, and proposes an amendment to
reflect the National Marine Plan, Map 9 Plan Options for Offshore Wind and Marine
Renewable Energy and Planned Developments in Scotland.
10. I agree that this plan should reflect the most up to date position in relation to national
planning matters. I find that Map 7a could be amended to include an inset illustrating the
relevant extract from Map 9 of the National Marine Plan, as I concur with the planning
authority that Map 7a may not extend far enough eastwards to encompass the current
situation.
11. For clarity and to reflect the current situation, I conclude that Map 7a should be
amended to reflect Map 9 of the National Marine Plan. An inset box could be added to
the Map on age 41 of the plan, illustrating the relevant extract.
Cumulative Impact
12. A representation considers that where wind farm proposals have been tested
through the development management process or another regulatory planning process,
then these areas should be reflected in the plan. A consistent cross-boundary approach
to assessing wind energy proposals is also sought in this plan.
13. I consider that including in the plan areas which have been assessed as being
impacted upon by a wind energy proposal could unreasonably limit proposals which may
have a different impact. It may be that the proposal which has been assessed and found
to be unacceptable had particular characteristics which rendered it so, but another
scheme may have the potential to address any such issues and have an acceptable
impact. I conclude that to modify the plan as suggested in the representation would not
add clarity to the plan, and may unfairly limit potentially acceptable proposals. I
recommend no modification to the plan.
14. An action is identified in the Proposed Action Programme 2016 for Tayplan to lead
an energy study which includes all constituent councils, Scottish Government, SEPA and
SNH. I find that this study should address the concerns expressed in the representation
relating to consistency of decision making, and recommend no modification to the plan.
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Proposed Actions
15. The representation is seeking the deletion of all actions except the
acknowledgement that there “is limited scope for new wind farm proposals within the
Tayplan area”. There is a perceived over-emphasis on cross boundary issues.
16. I find that cross boundary issues are vital to the proper consideration of wind energy
proposals in Tayplan, given that there are four local authorities within the Tayplan area. I
cannot conceive why it would be appropriate to disregard such issues where they are
relevant, or why it would be in any way appropriate to disregard the potential issues that
may arise should a consistent approach not be agreed between the authorities. I
consider that the emphasis placed on cross boundary issues on page 45 of the plan to be
proportionate, the actions identified on page 45 are appropriate and I recommend no
modification to the plan.
Cairngorms National Park Boundary
17. The National Park Authority is seeking to add “proposals which have the potential to
impact on the setting or aims of Group 1 areas” to the third bullet point in the section
headed “Energy proposals of strategic significance” on page 45 of the text accompanying
Policy 7.
18. I find that Policy 7 and SPP paragraphs 161 – 174 provide the appropriate policy
framework for assessing the potential impact of proposals, including cross- boundary
issues. SPP paragraph 196 makes clear that “Buffer zones should not be established
around areas designated for their natural heritage importance”, which would include
national parks. If the modification suggested by the National Park Authority were
supported, then I suspect that a defacto buffer zone may be established as proposals
would have to assess potential impacts on the setting or aims of Group 1 areas, even
though they are not adjacent to or within them, and even if the proposal is in a Group 3
area.
19. I conclude that such a modification could be contrary to SPP Table 1: Spatial
Frameworks, and recommend no modification to the plan.
20. However, I have separately concluded at Issue 028 Managing Tayplan’s Assets of
this examination, that in order to fully reflect any cross-boundary implications which could
arise, Map 9b should illustrate the boundaries of the National Parks, where shared with
the boundary of Tayplan. I conclude that a similar modification would be appropriate for
Map 7b, as it would clarity and certainty to users of the plan. Map 7b should be modified
accordingly.
Reporter’s recommendations:
I recommend that:
1. Map 7a should be amended to reflect Map 9 – Plan Options for Offshore Wind and
Marine Renewable Energy and Planned Developments in Scotland of the National Marine
Plan by adding an inset box to Map 7a on page 41 of the plan, illustrating the relevant
extract, in the waters adjacent to the Tayplan area.
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2. Modify Map 7b with the addition of the Cairngorms National Park boundary and the
Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park boundary, where shared with the Tayplan
area boundary.
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Issue 026

Energy, Waste and Resources: Minerals

Development
plan reference:

Policy 7: Energy, Waste and Resources and
Maps 7A and 7B, Pages 40 to 45

Reporter:
Sinéad Lynch

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue representation
reference:
Seeking a change
UK Coal Authority (846947)
Breedon Aggregates Scotland Limited (909803)
Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
This policy covers all forms of infrastructure relating to energy, waste and liquid/solid/gas
minerals in any place and of any type and scale within the TAYplan area. This specific
issue relates to Minerals.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
UK Coal Authority (846947/018, 019, 020 & 021) proposes several different amendments
which collectively have the result of removing fuel minerals, specifically coal and coal-bed
methane, from Policy 7. They consider that Strategic Development Plans should consider
the safeguarding of construction aggregates for the needs of the city region over the plan
period. They consider that all other minerals issues are for Local Development Plans.
This is argued on the basis that Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 237 and 239
to 241 (Doc84).
Breedon Aggregates Scotland Limited (909803/258 & 260) considers that Policy 7D iii)
should better recognise the need to work resources where they are found and that
geology will dictate where minerals, including aggregates, can be extracted. They also
state that the policy should also refer to hard rock (Doc80).
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
UK Coal Authority (846947/018) propose the deletion of policy 7C (Doc80).
UK Coal Authority (846947/019) propose the deletion of policy 7D viii (Doc80) where it
currently says ‘particularly for extraction of solid, liquid and gas minerals’.
UK Coal Authority (846947/020) propose the removal from the footnote in Policy 7
(Doc80) of the following text:
 Lines 4-6 ‘and; for the exploration, extraction, transfer, distribution and storage of
solid, liquid or gas minerals.’
 Lines 10-11 "quarrying and mining equipment, unconventional gas and oil extraction
equipment"
 Lines 11-12 "oil and gas"
 Lines 12-13 "solid mineral sorting and transfer facilities."
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UK Coal Authority (846947/021) proposes the following amendments to Page 44 (Doc80),
middle column, second paragraph:


Delete the text: ‘extraction including coal, oil, gas and aggregates (rocks, sand and
gravel). This also applies to unconventional gas; including extracting gas from coalbed methane and underground coal gasification. Many of the specific requirements for
these operations are covered by legislation and/or national policy. Measures that take
advantage of the locational flexibilities offered by technology to help overcome
localised constraints and practical issues, will need to be consistent with Policy 7D.’



Replace this with new text so that it reads as follows: ‘Policy 7 also covers minerals
only in relation to the overall supply of construction aggregates; it does not cover other
minerals which are matters for Local Development Plans.’

Breedon Aggregates Scotland Limited (909803/258 & 260) propose revisions to
Policy 7D iii) (Doc80) as follows:




‘Proximity of resources (e.g. geo-thermal heat, sand, gravel, hard rock, gas, oil,
woodland, wind or waste material); and to users/customers, grid connections and
distribution networks for the heat, power or physical materials, by-products and waste
that are produced, as appropriate’.
They also propose stronger recognition that ‘mineral resources can only be worked
where they are found.’

Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
TAYplan has recognised that solid, liquid and gas minerals are vital for everyday life and
are used for a range of human activity. Extracted from the earth, they play a central role
as fuel for transport, heating, building and industrial processes. Solid, liquid and gas
minerals are sourced from within the TAYplan area and from elsewhere in the UK,
offshore and overseas. Sourcing minerals is governed by their availability in the earth’s
crust, along with cost of extraction and transportation. The British Geological Survey’s
Risk List 2012 (026/Extract/1) identifies critical minerals that are considered economically
essential but for which the UK is reliant on limited home supplies and/or imports. This was
recognised in the TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) pages 43 to 46 and Topic Paper 3:
Assets, Resources and Infrastructure (2015) pages 4 and 5 and also pages 19 to 25
(Doc105).
The TAYplan area has known deposits of some critical raw materials such as Barytes,
Gold, Silver and Zinc. There are also numerous deposits of construction aggregates. The
Scottish Aggregates Survey, being conducted jointly by the Scottish Government and
Planning Authorities across Scotland, will provide further insight into where there is a
surplus or a shortfall in hard rock, sand and gravel. From a policy point of view Policy 9
Managing TAYplan’s Assets (Doc80) specifically focuses on protecting the locations of
sensitive assets for a limited range of land uses. This is a continuation of the current
approach set out in approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 3 (Doc16). This includes areas with
known mineral deposits as well as prime agricultural and important historic and
environmental assets. There is specific protection for minerals identified on the British
Geological Survey’s Risk List (026/Extract/1). This approach is consistent with Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 235 and 236 (Doc84). More detailed matters regarding
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minerals are covered at Local Development Plan level as described in Scottish Planning
Policy (2014) paragraphs 237 to 248 (Doc84).
Policy 7 is a continuation of the approved TAYplan (2012) Policy 6 (Doc16). It considers
the factors that must be taken into account when deploying energy, waste and resource
management infrastructure rather than the issues about the specific resource itself. This
is an important distinction. Energy, Waste and Resource Management infrastructure are
considered together in one policy because the factors and impacts that need to be
considered are very similar. Infrastructure for the exploration, extraction, distribution,
transfer and storage of all liquid, solid and gas minerals is included within this irrespective
of whether it is for fuel minerals or those minerals used for other purposes.
Policy 7 is also reinforced by Policy 2 (Doc80) which focuses on place quality and covers
all scales and all types of development including energy, waste and resource
management infrastructure.
Authority’s Responses to Proposed Changes
UK Coal Authority (846947/018, 019, 020 & 021) - The respondent has proposed several
different amendments which collectively have the result of removing fuel minerals,
specifically coal and coal-bed methane, from Policy 7. They consider that Strategic
Development Plans should consider the safeguarding of construction aggregates and that
all other minerals issues are for Local Development Plans. This is argued on the basis
that Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraphs 237 and 239 to 241 (Doc84).
However, as noted above in the context section, Policy 7 is not a minerals policy it is a
policy which considers the impacts of the infrastructure that will be deployed for the
exploration, extraction, distribution, transfer and storage of all liquid, solid and gas
minerals (as well as energy, waste and other resource management infrastructure). It is
rational and sensible to consider this along with energy and waste management (as
described in the Policy 7 Footnote – Doc80). Given such an approach it would seem both
unusual and incomplete to have such a policy which then effectively removed
infrastructure relating to fuel minerals only. TAYplan considers such an approach to be
illogical since, in reality, the spirit of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84) and the
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) would effectively require the equivalent decisions to be
taken in any event.
TAYplan cannot conceive of circumstances where the decision making framework
expressed by Policy 7 (Doc80) would not be applied to the infrastructure for solid, liquid
or gas fuel minerals. Nor, indeed where Policy 7 would be applied to the infrastructure for
non-fuel minerals only. TAYplan is satisfied that the approach set out in Policy 7 is logical,
reasonable and appropriate. TAYplan also considers that this is consistent with Scottish
Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 193 (Doc84) and more broadly the intention of
delivering successful, sustainable places and natural, resilient places as advocated by
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84). The proposed amendments would, in TAYplan’s
view, result in a situation that would make it more difficult to deliver these intended
outcomes and also those of the Proposed Plan’s (2015) vision (Doc80). It would also
make things more confusing for users of the Plan.
On a more detailed level:


Policy 7C sets out that infrastructure associated with extraction, transfer and
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distribution of liquid and gas minerals may take advantage of locational flexibilities
offered by various extraction techniques. In other words technology offers the chance
to overcome some of the potential impacts of activity on sensitive receptors. This
supports rather than contradicts the overarching principles of Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) Paragraph 235 (Doc84) to ‘minimise the impacts of extraction on local
communities, the environment and the built and natural heritage’.


Policy 7D (Doc80) provides detailed criteria by which Local Development Plans and
development proposals should be assessed. The reference to the extraction of solid,
liquid and gas minerals in terms of land restoration in Policy 7D viii (Doc80) is
consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) paragraph 235 (Doc84) which
specifically states in its Policy Principles that the planning system should ‘secure
the sustainable restoration of sites to beneficial after use after working has ceased’.
Policy 7 applies this to all types of energy, waste and resource management
infrastructure. It would seem unusual to remove such an important and wellestablished requirement from a policy which is trying to minimise the impact of
infrastructure and its activity. It would also seem unusual to remove such a
requirement from solid, liquid and gas minerals proposals since these are amongst
those with the most recognisable and potentially significant post-operational legacies.



The Policy 7 footnote (Doc80) provides greater detail of the types of infrastructure that
Proposed Policy is referring to. The removal of solid, liquid or gas minerals would lead
to an inconsistency in the application of this policy. As mentioned above, it is unlikely
that the considerations outlined in Policy 7 would not be used for such proposals yet
the proposed change would result in this perception and subsequent ambiguity and
confusion about what is expected.



The respondent also refers to the safeguarding of minerals – this is considered under
Policy 9: Managing TAYplan’s Assets (Doc80). The respondent’s comments on
Policy 7 (Doc80) do not provide any alternative approach to dealing with infrastructure
for minerals but simply wish to exclude minerals from being mentioned. Scottish
Planning Policy does not at any point stipulate that Strategic Development Plans
should not mention the extraction, safeguarding and areas of search for minerals. Nor
does it prevent Strategic Development Plans from considering the impact of solid,
liquid and gas mineral infrastructure or activity.

TAYplan therefore considers that the changes proposed by the respondent do not fully
recognise the focus of Policy 7 on infrastructure and its impacts. TAYplan also considers
that such changes would lead to confusion and ambiguity to the detriment of the Vision
(Doc80) and the spirit of Scottish Planning Policy (2014) with regard to ‘responsible
extraction of resources’ (Doc84). TAYplan is not persuaded that the respondent has
adequately considered the consequent impact of the proposed changes on these broader
issues. No robust or compelling evidence has been presented to justify why the proposed
changes would better result in the outcomes sought by Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
(Doc84) or the achievement of the Proposed Plan (2015) Vision (Doc80). TAYplan
considers that the proposed changes are therefore neither necessary nor appropriate and
proposes to make no changes.
Breedon Aggregates Scotland Limited (909803/258 & 260) - Policy 7D iii (Doc80) sets out
requirements to consider the proximity of the factors that are involved in processing
waste, generating energy or extracting resources because of the impact this will have on
location choices and the transportation of material to and from site. It describes the need
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to consider the proximity of resources, customers/users, grid connections and distribution
networks. The text provides examples of some resources ‘e.g. geo-thermal, heat, sand,
gravel, gas, oil, woodland, wind or waste material’. The respondent is correct that ‘hard
rock’ has not been referenced here. However, many potential resources have also not
been referenced such as surplus heat, sun light, hard rock, coal and other materials. It
would not be possible to list all of the potential resources that could be described and
TAYplan is satisfied that Policy7D iii (Doc80) makes the relevant points about proximity
and gives some pointers about what it means.
TAYplan agrees that minerals can only be extracted where they are found. This is
why Policy 9A (Doc80) sets out an approach to protect finite resources. It is also why
Policy 7C (Doc80) recognises role of technology in influencing specific location of
extraction infrastructure and why Policy 7D iii (Doc80) recognises the issue of proximity.
TAYplan is satisfied that both Policy 7 and Policy 9 (Doc80) appropriately deal with the
matters raised by the respondent already and is not persuaded that there is any evidence
to justify why the proposed changes would better deliver the Vision (Doc80). Therefore,
TAYplan does not consider the proposed changes necessary or appropriate and
proposes to make no changes.
Conclusions
Policy 7 (Doc80) provides a policy framework for the consideration of energy, waste and
resource management infrastructure proposals to inform decision making and aid the
Local Development Plans. This is strategically significant and a logical approach to
development with strong similarities.
Neither the Scottish Government nor any other government agency has raised any issues
regarding the changes sought by other respondents and TAYplan considers this to reflect
their satisfaction with the approach as set out in Proposed TAYplan (2015) Policy 7
(Doc80).
TAYplan is not persuaded that the respondents have provided any robust evidence to
explain why their proposed changes would better deliver the vision or would lead to a
clearer and more workable framework than the one set out currently. TAYplan is therefore
satisfied that the approach set out in Policy 7 (Doc80) remains appropriate.
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May, 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Fuel Minerals
1. A representation is seeking to have references to fuel minerals, including coal and
coal-bed methane removed from Policy 7, as it is argued that Scottish Planning Policy
(SPP) at paragraph 236 limits Strategic Development Plans’ (SDP) consideration of
mineral issues to the availability of aggregates for construction only, and that all other
consideration of mineral content is properly addressed in Local Development Plans
(LDP). The deletion of Part C of Policy 7 is sought, along with all references to fuel
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minerals in both the policy and accompanying text on page 44 of the plan.
2. SPP at paragraph 236 states:” Strategic development plans should ensure that
adequate supplies of construction aggregates can be made available from within the plan
area to meet the likely development needs of the city region over the plan period.”.
However, I find that in the preceding paragraph, 235, SPP makes clear that the planning
system should “recognise the national benefit of indigenous coal, oil and gas production
in maintaining a diverse energy mix and improving energy security;
• safeguard workable resources and ensure that an adequate and steady supply is
available to meet the needs of the construction, energy and other sectors;
• minimise the impacts of extraction on local communities, the environment and the built
and natural heritage; and
• secure the sustainable restoration of sites to beneficial afteruse after working has
ceased.”
3. I consider that while paragraph 236 of SPP relates solely to SDPs, paragraph 235
applies to the whole planning system including SDPs, and so the inclusion of Part C and
subsequent references to fuel minerals in both the policy and accompanying text on
page 44 of the plan, is, I conclude, reasonable and in accordance with SPP. Although
coverage of this topic may not be essential due to few obvious cross-boundary
implications at a regional scale, it is nevertheless a useful addition to the SDP. If such
references were not included in the plan, then I conclude that delivery of the National
Planning Framework and SPP in terms of the responsible extraction of natural resources
could be compromised, and LDPs could be constrained in terms of their consideration of
fuel minerals.
4. The changes sought in the representation would not result in a plan that is consistent
with SPP and so I recommend no change to the plan.
Construction Aggregates and Hard Rock
5. A representation is also seeking to have Part D(iii) of Policy 7 recognise that in
relation to construction aggregates, proximity of resources can be limited by the
extraction location. A specific reference to hard rock aggregates is also sought in
Part D(iii).
6. I find that in relation to the proximity of resources, Policy 9 Managing Tayplan’s
Assets Part A addresses finite resources and reflects the spatial strategy to deliver a
sustainable pattern of development in the plan area. The proximity of resources,
especially construction aggregates, could be limited by their location, and that is
recognised by Part D of Policy 7, where such sites have to justified in accordance with the
policy criteria. Such locations would be permitted, once a reasoned justification is
provided.
7. On that basis, I conclude that a modification to the plan in accordance with the
representation would not be necessary, and recommend no modification to the plan.
8. A number of examples of resources are given at Part D (iii) of Policy 7, and I note the
authority’s response that not all resources are listed, just some examples. I find that the
list of examples is not exhaustive, and is meant to be indicative of what type of resources
the policy could apply to. I conclude that adding hard rock aggregates to the list would
not add any clarity to the policy, as there would remain a number of potential resources
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that have not been specifically referenced, and the general issue of proximity of
resources would remain unchanged.
9. I recommend no modification to the plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 027

Policy 8: Green Networks – Whole Policy

Development
plan reference:

Policy 8 and Map 8
Page 14

Reporter:
Sinéad Lynch

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a Change
Cairngorms National Park Authority
(910266)
Cupar Community Council (909152)
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
RSPB Scotland (910180)
Errol Estate (909974)
Scone Estate (909972)
Scottish Enterprise (909506)

Supporting as Written
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
NHS Tayside (908896)
Errol Estate (909974)
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(835401)
Scottish Natural Heritage (869435)
Scottish Water (762198)
Sustrans (346798)
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
The green network policy is new. This developed out of an action in the Approved Action
Programme (2012) (Doc3) on developing a green network strategy for the TAYplan area.
The policy relates to the proposal set out in Map 8 for a new green network. This links
the existing coastal routes and connecting Dundee and Perth green networks,
strengthening policies to encourage more active travel, adaption to our changing climate,
and design which achieves healthier lifestyles. This is part of a holistic strategy to
improve place quality, safeguard important assets and to improve health and quality of
life.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Whole Policy and Map
Scottish Enterprise (909506/352) supports the policy providing this has no impact upon
the delivery of what they term ‘economic development sites’.
Cupar Community Council (909152/232) supports the policy and suggest that there would
be merit in adopting a policy of establishing a system of green networks linking the Eden
Valley.
Policy 8B
RSPB Scotland (910180/366) support the policy and suggest this should include
maintenance and creation of wetlands as well as planting native trees.
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Scone Estate (909972/469) and Errol Estate (909974/524) consider that there is no
mention of the economic improvements, for example visitor facilities, such as farm shops
or coffee shops, that are considered to be an integral part of green infrastructure. The
respondent states that Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014 (Doc84) and the Land
Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 (Doc52) emphasise the importance of green infrastructure
providing multiple benefits. The respondent considers that TAYplan's definition of green
networks, including all their opportunities and multiple functions, should be fully
articulated in the main policy text. The respondent considers that to ensure green
networks are truly multi-functional the economic element cannot be underplayed.
Policy 8C and Map
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/427) consider that there is no explanation of why
the green network axis through Strathmore from Perth through Coupar Angus,
Blairgowrie, Alyth, Forfar and Brechin is missed out. They consider that a similar
argument could be made for the A9 corridor and the Angus Coast.
Cairngorms National Park Authority (910266/389) consider that the National Cycle
Network beyond the routes between Perth and Dundee should be referenced or
identified.
Scone Estate (909972/471) consider that other strategic developments or assets to the
north of the eastern side of the River Tay should be recognised on Map 8. The
respondent considers Scone Palace and Estate to offer a key opportunity to enhance the
Tay green network and ‘attach them to attractive visitor facilities.’
Summary of Supporting Representations
Whole Policy and Map
Scottish Water (762198/273) supports the policy.
Scottish Natural Heritage (869435/190) support the policy in explaining that the green
network strategy is a targeted and prioritised approach that provides LDPs with a focus
for delivery of green network enhancements in key strategic growth areas and near where
most people live.
Tactran (441235/363) support the policy which is consistent with and complements the
Regional Transport Strategy (Doc94).
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/198) supports the policy, in particular
the reference to the importance of blue networks and their relationship to green networks.
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/286) supports the policy recognising the important
contribution to quality of life and quality of place.
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/428) supports the policy, particularly the
environmental and social benefits in relation to biodiversity, recreational activity, quality of
life, and climate resilience.
NHS Tayside (908896/327) supports the policy, particularly the expansion and
development of green networks which are easy and accessible for people to use.
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Sustrans (346798/506) supports the policy, specifically in relation to active travel and
strongly support the inclusion of Strategic Active Travel Links being incorporated within
Local Development Plans to ensure that they are implemented as part of new
developments where necessary.
Policy 8C and Map
Errol Estate (909974/523) supports Policy 8c.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Whole Policy and Map
Scott Hobbs Planning for Scottish Enterprise (909506/352) - Seek no change providing
the requirement to provide the green network does not affect the implementation of the
economic development sites, particularly within the Strategic Development Areas, and
Dundee Waterfront and Montrose Port in particular.
Cupar Community Council (909152/232) - Seek a policy of establishing a system of green
networks linking the Eden Valley.
Policy 8B
RSPB Scotland (910180/366) - Propose for Policy 8Biii to insert after "management": "to
include maintenance and creation of wetlands as well as planting native trees for the
benefit of local BAP species and habitats".
Scone Estate (909972/469) and Errol Estate (909974/524) - Propose a change to the
policy should be made to incorporate an additional point as follows: ‘v. policies setting an
appropriate level of support for economic development activities to promote fully
functional green networks.’
Policy 8C and Map
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/427) - Propose inclusion of a green network axis
through Strathmore from Perth through Coupar Angus, Blairgowrie, Alyth, Forfar and
Brechin.
Cairngorms National Park Authority (910266/389) - Propose inclusion of a reference to or
identification of the National Cycle Network beyond the routes between Perth and
Dundee.
Scone Estate (909972/471) - Propose changing policy C, as follows: ‘A further
opportunity should be added to Map 8 with the appropriate number to state SconeImprove access networks between Perth and land to north and east of the River Tay.’
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Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Authority’s Response to Proposed Modifications
Whole Policy and Map
Scottish Enterprise (909506/352) - TAYplan welcome the support for this policy. In
respect of the changes sought TAYplan consider that the green network will be an asset
to the area socially, environmentally and economically. Access to open space, active
travel routes and green networks, in general, have been shown to support the economic
competitiveness of an area (see page 31 of Topic Paper 4: Place Shaping – part 7.12
Benefits and Values of Green Infrastructure) (Doc106). The detail of any development
proposal and how TAYplan’s green network policy and proposals link to that is a
consideration, amongst others, at masterplanning and planning application stage.
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Cupar Community Council (909152/232) - TAYplan welcome the support for this policy.
In respect of the changes sought, whilst TAYplan has focused on the linkages between
Dundee and Perth core areas and the strategic development areas, this does not
diminish the importance of other green networks across the area. More localised green
networks will be set out in Local Development Plans (LDP) level. TAYplan held
workshops to establish what was considered to be ‘strategic’ in terms of the green
network (Topic Paper 4: Place Shaping pages 29-43) (Doc106). At a strategic scale,
TAYplan have focused on the area with the greatest concentration of people, cross
boundary and where most development will occur and through which green network
linkages can be delivered at a larger scale. A green network linking the Eden Valley is
not considered to be strategic. The priority area represents an area where population
growth is predicted to exceed 10% within the lifetime of the plan and as such represents
main areas of land use change and development pressures and is cumulatively strategic.
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Policy 8B
RSPB Scotland (910180/366) - TAYplan welcome the support for this policy. In respect
of the changes sought, TAYplan consider that the suggested change is too detailed for a
strategic policy and would be considered further through the Local Development Plans.
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Scone Estate (909972/469) and Errol Estate (909974/524) - TAYplan consider that
Policy 8B iv) provides scope for appropriate tourism/economic improvements to be
considered. Such proposals would be considered, under this sub-section of the policy, on
a case by case basis by the local planning authority. This policy is not an economic
development policy, such proposals will be considered against Local Development Plan
economic development policies. This policy does however recognise that maximising
opportunities to enhance green networks can contribute to economic growth. Therefore
TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Policy 8C and Map
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/427) - Whilst TAYplan has focused on the linkages
between Dundee and Perth core areas and the Strategic Development Areas, this does
not diminish the importance of other green networks across the area. More localised
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green networks will be set out in Local Development Plans level. TAYplan held
workshops to establish what was considered to be ‘strategic’ in terms of the green
network (Topic Paper 4: Place Shaping pages 29-43) (Doc106). At a strategic scale,
TAYplan have focused on the area with the greatest concentration of people, cross
boundary and where most development will occur and through which green network
linkages can be delivered at a larger scale. A green network through Strathmore from
Perth through Coupar Angus, Blairgowrie, Alyth, Forfar and Brechin is not considered to
be strategic. The priority area represents an area where population growth is predicted to
exceed 10% within the lifetime of the plan and as such represents main areas of land use
change and development pressures and is cumulatively strategic. Therefore TAYplan
does not consider any change to be necessary.
Cairngorms National Park Authority (910266/389) - TAYplan supports the desire to
enhance active travel networks through the National Cycle Network. In Topic Paper 4
(Place Shaping) (pages 29-43) (Doc106) there is greater detail around the background to
the green network strategy and what has been included in this policy/ map. A detailed
mapping exercise was carried out in developing the green network strategy and it was
agreed, with key partners that in the Proposed Plan the National Cycle Network would be
represented where it was relevant to the focus of the policy. Further linkages will be
considered through Local Development Plans. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any
change to be necessary.
Scone Estate (909972/471) - The TAYplan green network strategy focuses on the core
areas of Dundee and Perth, in addition to the Strategic Development Areas. TAYplan
consider that within Perth Core Area, through the use of map symbols, the linkages
across the whole of Perth Core Area are represented clearly. As Scone Palace and
Estate is not a Strategic Development Area, it is not specifically considered within the
strategic green network strategy. Perth & Kinross Council will consider local green
infrastructure and networks through the Local Development Plan process. Therefore
TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Authority’s Response to Supporting Representations
Whole Policy and Map and Policy 8C and Map
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/286), Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/428), NHS
Tayside (908896/327), Errol Estate (909974/523), Scottish Environment Protection
Agency (835401/198), Scottish Natural Heritage (869435/190), Scottish Water
(762198/273), Sustrans (346798/506) and Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235/363) - TAYplan welcome the overall support for the green network strategy.
The corridor between Perth and Dundee and around the Tay coastline is included as a
key project of the strategy. TAYplan's 2 cities are only 22 miles apart and TAYplan
considers this to be an ambitious opportunity which focuses on the existing and potential
linkages between the cities. This is consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014)
(paragraph 223, page 51) (Doc84) emphasises the need for Strategic Development Plans
to consider cross boundary green network linkages.
However, whilst TAYplan has outlined the linkage between Dundee, Perth and the
coastline being a key project, this does not diminish the importance of ensuring that green
networks are a core component of all other Strategic Development Areas. This will be set
out through Local Development Plans and/or Masterplans. The Local Development Plans
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will outline any detailed green network proposals. Local Development Plans will also
recognise other linkages and networks e.g. along the Fife and Angus coasts.
TAYplan propose that active travel will be a core component of green networks. In
developing green network linkages along the Carse of Gowrie, this will not only be from
new development, but also from other projects e.g. delivered by the Tay Landscape
Partnership.
Progress in developing the key green network priorities identified in the Proposed Plan
will remain up to date through regular monitoring through TAYplan’s Action Programme.
Early work has already begun in looking at the path network between Newburgh and the
Bridge of Earn/Oudenarde.
Conclusions
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May, 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
TAYplan is satisfied that many of these issues are dealt with appropriately by the Policy
as currently written or by supporting elements of Policies 2, 3, 7, 9 and 10.
Green networks are a central element in delivering the Proposed Plan vision and
objectives for developing better quality places. The approach taken to the green
networks strategy in the Proposed Plan has been developed through partnership working
with key agencies and local authorities. Scottish Natural Heritage, Tactran, Forestry
Commission, Scottish Water, SEPA and NHS Tayside in particular have all been involved
in developing this policy and related proposals. Over half of respondents (53%) have
supported this policy. This is recognised in the representations of support. This
approach has been considered the most appropriate in connecting TAYplan’s
communities and deliverable through the Strategic Development Areas and in line with
projects promoted by other partnerships e.g. the Tay Landscape Partnership.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Support
1. The support for Policy 8 expressed in representations is noted.
General
2. A representation has expressed concern that Policy 8 may have an impact on the
delivery of economic development sites within the Strategic Development Areas (SDAs).
The representation does not elaborate on how such an impact is envisaged to arise, or
what the impact might actually be, for example in terms of delivery, constraints on
effectiveness, time delays, etc.
3. I find that Policy 3 A First Choice of Investment, which addresses the issue of
employment land and economic development sites, makes general provision for the
integration of the overall policy requirements of this plan, including green infrastructure, at
Part E. All SDAs should have Design Frameworks in place, from which masterplans will
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then be developed to deliver projects. The text at page 23 of this plan set out how
Policy 3 will work, and includes what design frameworks will be expected to address,
specifically referencing green networks and Policy 8.
4. I conclude that the combination of Policy 8 and Policy 3, with the requirements for
design frameworks and masterplans, and the subsequent policies in Local Development
Plans (LDP), should deliver the plan’s vision of sustainable economic growth, with better
quality environments.
5. I conclude that Policy 8 is unlikely to have a limiting effect on SDAs, and should in
practice ensure that when LDP policies are formulated and development proposals
appraised, that the green network would be an integral part of delivering successful
SDAs. I recommend no modification to the plan.
The Eden Valley
6. A representation is seeking to have the Eden Valley linked by a series of green
networks. The Eden Valley is a river valley, which begins in Perth & Kinross, traverses
the Howe of Fife, and the river itself enters the sea at Guardbridge, passing Cupar on its
way east.
7. Topic Paper 4: Place Shaping, considered the strategic green networks in the plan
area, of which the Eden Valley was not one. This plan is not an exhaustive or definitive
list of green networks within the TAYplan area, and I find that Policy 8 suggests at Part C
that LDPs will consider opportunities to enhance green networks. The text at page 50
paragraph one sets out that LDPs will consider smaller scale, local green network issues.
8. I conclude that the approach adopted in this plan, which addresses the strategic
green networks and associated issues, and acknowledges that local green networks are
matters to be dealt with in LDPs, is consistent with SPP at paragraph 223, which states
that “Strategic development plans should safeguard existing strategic or regionally
important assets and identify strategic priorities for green infrastructure addressing crossboundary needs and opportunities.”. I recommend no modification to the plan.
Policy 8 B Local Development Plans
9. A representation seeks to have a specific reference to the maintenance and creation
of wetlands and the planting of native trees included in Policy 8 at part B.
10. I find that such matters are properly for consideration in LDPs, in accordance with
SPP paragraphs 224 and 225, both of which address the protection, enhancement and
creation of new and existing green infrastructure. The design of green infrastructure is
addressed at SPP paragraph 232, and is a matter for the development management
process, except when part of a design framework, brief and/or masterplan.
11. I conclude that to incorporate the requested modification would lead to a level of
detail that is not appropriate in an SDP, and so I recommend no modification to the plan.
Visitor Facilities
12. A reference to the potential economic benefits of visitor facilities that are often an
integral part of green infrastructure, and the multi-functional nature of that infrastructure,
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is sought at Policy 8 Part B.
13. I find that Part B of the policy already references the benefits provided by green
infrastructure, without listing each potential benefit. As this is an SDP, I am content that
such a reference is sufficient. In any event, the text accompanying the policy at page 50
paragraph 3 of this plan clearly acknowledges the role green infrastructure has to play in
generating and/or “supporting economic investment and associated business
opportunities.”. I also find that the issue of economic benefit is a matter that would be
addressed through LDP economic development policies, in accordance with Policy 8
Part b of this plan.
14. I conclude that the matters raised in the representation are already addressed in this
plan, and recommend no modification to the plan.
Policy 8C and Map
15. The rationale for omitting the green network through Strathmore from Perth through
Coupar Angus, Blairgowrie, Alyth, Forfar and Brechin is sought, in addition to the A9
corridor and the Angus Coast. The representation seeks to have these networks added
to the Policy and map.
16. I find that Topic Paper 4: Place Shaping, considered the strategic green networks in
the plan area, of which the above- mentioned were considered to be local. This plan is
not an exhaustive or definitive list of green networks within the Tayplan area, and I find
that Policy 8 suggests at Part C that LDPs will consider opportunities to enhance green
networks. The text at page 50 paragraph one of this plan sets out that LDPs will consider
smaller scale, local green network issues, such as the ones listed in the representation.
17. I conclude that the approach adopted in this plan, which addresses the strategic
green networks and associated issues, and acknowledges that local green networks are
matters to be dealt with in LDPs, is consistent with SPP at paragraph 223, which states
that “Strategic development plans should safeguard existing strategic or regionally
important assets and identify strategic priorities for green infrastructure addressing crossboundary needs and opportunities.”. I recommend no modification to the plan.
The National Cycle Network
18. A modification to include the National Cycle Network on Map 8 or a reference to the
National Cycle Network is sought. At present, only the part of the route is identified.
19. Tayplan state that only the part of the National Cycle Network that is relevant to the
focus of the policy is represented on the map, and that further linkages would be
considered through LDPs.
20. I find that although the routes illustrated on Map 8 accord with the policy focus in
Policy 8, a reference to the National Cycle Network in Part C of the plan would provide a
fuller picture of its relevance in the plan area. The key to Map 8 should be amended to
read “Coastal Routes including National Cycle Network Route 1”, and Part C (iii) to read
“……, and connecting with existing routes including the National Cycle Network.”.
21. I conclude that the proposed modification would add clarity to the policy and a
complete picture of the extent of the network. The plan should be modified accordingly.
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Green Infrastructure
22. Another representation seeks to have strategic developments or assets such as
Scone Palace and Estate noted on Map 8, as they are key visitor facilities and can
contribute to the economic benefits arising from green infrastructure.
23. As set out above at paragraphs 12 -14 of these conclusions, I find that Part B of the
policy already references the benefits provided by green infrastructure, without listing
each potential site or location in the plan area. As this is an SDP, I am content that such
a reference is sufficient. I also find that the issue of economic benefit is a matter that
would be addressed through LDP economic development policies, in accordance with
Policy 8 Part b of this plan. Although not in a Strategic Development Area, Scone Palace
is explicitly recognised on page 22, in the text accompanying Policy 3 A First Choice for
Investment.
24. I recommend no modification to the plan.

I recommend that:
1. The key to Map 8, page 49, should be amended to read:
“Coastal Routes including National Cycle Network Route 1”, and;
2. Policy 8 Part C (iii) should be amended so that the final line would read:
“……, and connecting with existing routes including the National Cycle Network.”.
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Issue 028

Managing TAYplan’s Assets

Development
plan reference:

Policy 9, Maps 9a and 9b and supporting text,
Pages 52 to 56

Reporter:
Sinéad Lynch

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue representation
reference:
Seeking a change
Cairngorms National Park Authority
(910266)
Comrie Development Trust (910287)
RSPB Scotland (328507)
RSPB Scotland (910180)
Scottish Government (910172)
UNESCO UK MAB (909284)
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network
(763366)

Supporting as written
Breedon Aggregates Scotland Limited
(909803)
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(835401)
Scottish Natural Heritage (869435)
Scottish Water (762198)
Thomas Wallace (910151)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
This Policy sets out the approach to limit the range of land uses or to limit the
circumstances in which development can take place in sensitive areas. This is to
safeguard assets that are considered of social, economic and/or environmental
importance to the future of the TAYplan area.
Planning Authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Coastline
Scottish Government (910172/335) considers that recognition of an integrated approach
to coastal planning should be made in Policy 9D highlighting the need for Local
Development Plans to align with marine planning policy and development proposals.
Finite Resources
RSPB Scotland (328507/292) is supportive of the proposals but recommends an
additional policy regarding mineral extraction sites to ensure that they do not impact on
deep peat. The respondent would like to see a clear commitment to peat land restoration
and opportunities for better coastal management.
Wallace Planning for National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366) PLAN2015_262
considers that brownfield sites require particular encouragement to bring about their
treatment and expensive remediation in the interests of sustainability and to accord with
Scottish Planning Policy (Doc84). This respondent is promoting a brownfield site.
Scottish Government (910172) PLAN2015_333 considers an additional point is
necessary in Policy 9A to protect lesser land that is important locally. This will reflect
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paragraph 80 of the Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (Doc84).
RSPB Scotland (910180) PLAN2015_367 considers an additional point is required
regarding a clear commitment to peat land restoration adding the sentence "The
presence of deep peat is a significant constraint on development and minerals
extraction".
Natural and Historic Assets
Comrie Development Trust (910287/397) considers that Policy 9 C predominantly
focusses on the natural heritage. The respondent believes that by adding further
information about specific important historic assets would stress the importance of this
aspect too. They consider that it would also assist those responsible for preserving and
enhancing those assets when seeking funding and support for enabling development.
Scottish Government (910172/334) considers that no distinction is made between the
level of protection required of the natural and historic assets. The Scottish Planning
Policy 2014 is clear in paragraph 196 (Doc84) that the level of protection afforded to local
designations should not be as high as that given to international or national designations.
The Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (Doc84) details the level of protection afforded to
different natural and historic assets. 9 (C) (i) should be amended to make clear that the
level of protection varies (often quite considerably) across the range of assets that are
referred to.
Cairngorms National Park Authority (910266/390) considers the need to acknowledge
cross boundary implications for natural heritage assets and ensure appropriate protection
of Natura sites and Wild Land.
UNESCO Nomination
UNESCO UK MAB (909284/246) would like to see the plan and action programme
nominate the Lower Tay as a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve (they do not define the
geographic location of this). They believe this would "significantly" extend its reach by
embracing a coastal and marine area which they consider to be "intimately linked" to the
long-term economic and environmental sustainability of the region, its competiveness and
quality of life, and the effects of a changing climate. They also argue this would provide
opportunity for the four local authorities to work together as well as highlight the region on
an international stage. The respondent states a biosphere reserve would provide support
for the implementation of a number of the TAYplan polices. (Biosphere Reserves are nonstatutory designations made by UNESCO under its ‘Man and the Biosphere’ programme).
Summary of Representations Supporting as Written
Finite Resources
Breedon Aggregates Scotland Limited (909803/259) supports the protection of mineral
resources and maintaining a land bank for construction aggregate in accordance with
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84).
Thomas Wallace (910151/318) supports Policy 9A as it promotes environmentally
sustainable economic growth.
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Natural and Historic Assets
Scottish Natural Heritage (869435/191) is supportive of Policy 9, particularly in terms of
wild land, National Scenic Areas and carbon rich soils as assets rather than development
constraints.
Overall Policy
Scottish Water (762198/274) is supportive of this policy.
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/199) supports Policy 9 for the following
reasons: the recognition that the natural environment, specifically the water environment
along with soils; the identification within policy 9iv and within the supporting text that Local
Development Plans should ensure responsible management of TAYplans assets by
protecting prime agricultural land, new and existing forestry areas, and carbon rich soils;
the strong direction within policy 9, page 56 that development should be refused where
the nature or scale of proposed development would have an unacceptable impact on the
natural environment; Policy 9 accords with the requirements and objectives set out in
paragraphs 205 & 244 of Scottish Planning Policy (Doc84) which identifies carbon rich
soils as a nationally important asset; Map 9a which shows carbon rich soils, rivers and
lochs as well prime agricultural land in the TAYplan area, this provides a good
visualisation of such assets in the TAYplan area.
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/429) is supportive of Policy 9.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Coastline
Scottish Government (910172/335) - Proposes that Policy 9D should make reference to
the need to align Development Plans with the national marine plan and forthcoming
marine spatial plans (also see Scottish Government (910172) PLAN2015_329).
Finite Resources
RSPB Scotland (328507/292):




Proposes the inclusion of a policy to ensure that development proposals, including
mineral extraction sites are sited to avoid impacts on deep peat (over 0.5m).
Proposes this being mapped as constraint to inform development and mineral
extraction applications.
Proposes that clear commitments to peat land restoration should be made in the
TAYplan and constituent Local Development Plans.

National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366/262) - Proposes the insertion of “v).promote
the remediation and redevelopment of brownfield sites especially those requiring
substantial investment."
RSPB Scotland (910180/367) - Proposes adding, after 4th paragraph: "The presence of
deep peat is a significant constraint on development and minerals extraction”.
Scottish Government (910172/333) - Proposes adding the words to Policy 9A (iv):
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“protect prime agricultural land or land of lesser quality that is locally important, new and
existing forestry areas, and carbon rich soils where the advantages of development do
not outweigh the loss of this land.”
Natural and Historic Assets
Cairngorms National Park Authority (910266/390) - Proposes that cross boundary
implications should be considered to ensure appropriate protection of Natura sites and
Wild Land.
Comrie Development Trust (910287/397) - Considers the need to add further information
about specific important historic assets.
Scottish Government (910172/334) - Proposes that a distinction is made between the
level of protection required of the natural and historic assets.
UNESCO Nomination
UNESCO UK MAB (909284/246) - Proposes that the Proposed Plan and Action
Programme nominate the Lower Tay as a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve (they do not
define the geographic location of this).
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) Policy 9 is a direct continuation of the approach set out in
approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) Policy 3. However, only those elements of approved
TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) Policy 3 that have a relationship with ‘resilience’ are presented
in Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) Policy 9. This is because the Proposed Plan (2015)
(Doc80) follows the structure of National Planning Framework 3 (2014) (Doc60) and
Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84).
As such, some elements of Approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) Policy 3 were considered
to be most relevant to the ‘successful and sustainable places’ section, some to the
‘resilient places’ section and others to the ‘connected places’ section of the document.
Thus approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) Policy 3 was split between Policies 3, 9 and 10
in the new Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80). Otherwise, there have been minor changes to
the structure and layout of these elements within the new Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80)
Policy 9.
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) Policy 9 part A covers the finite resources element of
approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) Policy 3. Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) Policy 9 Part
A iv remains the same as the equivalent part of approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16)
Policy 3.
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) Policy 9 parts A i to iii have been amended compared with
Approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) Policy 3, although the emphasis remains the same.
Parts i and ii clarify the need to identify as well as protect deposits of liquid, gas and solid
minerals. It was considered necessary to ‘identify’ these before ‘protection’ could be
carried out hence the addition of this wording. It was also felt that the approved TAYplan
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(2012) (Doc16) Policy 3 had a strong emphasis on aggregates and other forms of solid
minerals. Therefore, the term liquid, solid and gas minerals was considered to more
accurately describe all types of minerals, particularly given the growth of interest and
debate regarding unconventional gas and shale oil. This description has also been used
in Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) Policy 7. Although the approach was always intended to
apply to all types of minerals this change makes it clear. Part ii continues the previous
approach of maintaining a ten year supply of aggregates.
Part iii is entirely new and recognises the strategic significance of nationally important
minerals that are defined in the British Geological Survey’s ‘Risk List’ (028/Extract/1).
TAYplan is aware that some of these minerals, such as barytes, are present in the
TAYplan area. This approach received support at Main Issues Report stage during 2014
(Topic Paper 3: Assets, Resources and Infrastructure, page 43 (Doc105)).
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) Policy 9 parts B, C and D separate out the approach
previously contained in Approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) Policy 3 Natural and Historic
Assets. This separation is considered to provide more clarity for the reader of plan. As a
result, there have been a series of minor consequential changes. These provide clarity
and ensure that the sentence structure makes sense whilst retaining the original meaning
set out in Approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) Policy 3.
The first bullet from the Approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) Policy 3 part on Natural and
Historic Assets covering Natura 2000 sites has become Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80)
Policy 9 Part B. The wording is identical with the exception of one small change where
‘…requires to be identified…’ has been changed to ‘…must be identified’. This is
considered to be clearer but does not alter the meaning or intention of what is stated.
The second bullet from the Approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) Policy 3 part on Natural
and Historic Assets covering a listed range of assets has become Proposed Plan (2015)
Policy 9 Part C. The wording remains the same with the exception of the following
changes:
The first sentence now reads ‘…understanding and respecting the regional
distinctiveness and scenic value of the TAYplan area through safeguarding the integrity of
natural and historic assets; including...’ This utilises the introductory sentence from the
approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) Policy 3 part on Natural and Historic Assets. This
continues to have the same meaning and intent but is necessary to clearly structure the
policy wording within its new format. The new words ‘the integrity of’ make clearer the link
between development or activity and the role and importance of the asset rather than
simply protecting the asset per se.
Historic battlefields have been added to the list on the advice of Historic Scotland.
The Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) Policy 9 Part C ii is new and was added following
discussions with Scottish Environment Protection Agency. A stronger approach to
management of water was considered in the TAYplan Main Issues Report (2014) (Doc56)
as part of Main Issue 1: How to become more resilient to a changing climate (pages 8
to 11). This was also considered to more explicitly integrate river basin management and
broader water environment and management considerations with the intentions of the
Policy. This elaborates on the water environment which is already considered in what is
now Policy 9 Part C i. It also more clearly aligns with the resilience approach set out in
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) Policy 2 Part C.
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The third bullet from the Approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) Policy 3 part on Natural and
Historic Assets covering ‘undeveloped coast’ has now become Proposed Plan (2015)
(Doc80) Policy 3 part D. The term ‘undeveloped coast’ has been replaced by the new
term ‘unspoiled coast’ to reflect the changes in terminology in Scottish Planning Policy
(2014) paragraph 89 (Doc84). A full stop has been added after ‘…that is unsuitable for
development.’ This allows the following sentence to reflect the new structure of the policy
by beginning ‘Local Development Plans should set out…’ This also continues the
emphasis of the Approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) Policy 3 by making clear the role of
Local Development Plans with regard to this. This is a structural change that does not
alter the meaning of the Policy.
Authority’s Responses To Proposed Changes
Coastline
Scottish Government (910172/335) - Reference to the National Marine Plan is clearly
made within the explanatory text that accompanies Policy 9. Reference to forthcoming
marine spatial plans within the policy is not considered necessary. The Strategic
Development Plan shouldn’t need to cross refer to a whole range of other national plans.
In terms of the information available at the time of publication for this Proposed Plan, the
most current data was acknowledged. Therefore, TAYplan does not consider any change
to Policy 9 necessary.
Finite Resources
RSPB Scotland (328507/292) - Policy 9A iv) specifically references the protection of
carbon rich soils as part of the TAYplan area's finite resources. Therefore, TAYplan does
not consider any change to Policy 9 necessary.
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366/262) - The reuse of previously developed land
and buildings is prioritised within Policy 1B Sequential Approach as a key part of Location
Priorities. This issue is therefore already adequately met by the Proposed Plan.
Therefore, TAYplan does not consider any change to Policy 9 necessary.
Scottish Government (910172/333) - Policy 9A iv) specifically references the protection of
Prime Agricultural Land as part of the TAYplan area's finite resources. Therefore,
TAYplan does not consider any change to Policy 9 necessary.
RSPB Scotland (910180/367) - The fourth paragraph in Policy 9 already acknowledges
environmentally sensitive areas of which deep peat is one. It is therefore unnecessary to
add an additional sentence. Furthermore, adding this sentence would place this
environmental issue of greater importance than the many other aspects of environmental
concern within the TAYplan area. Therefore, TAYplan does not consider any change to
Policy 9 necessary.
Natural and Historic Assets
Comrie Development Trust (910287/397) - Policy 9C makes direct reference to the
safeguarding of historic assets, including townscapes, archaeology, historic battlefields,
historic buildings and monuments. It furthermore allows for development that does not
adversely impact upon but preferably enhances these assets. This issue is thus already
adequately met by the Proposed Plan. Therefore, TAYplan does not consider any change
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to Policy 5 necessary.
Scottish Government (910172/334) - Policy 9C is about safeguarding the integrity of
natural and historic assets. It is all encompassing to ensure that each of the listed aspects
is understood and respected. The degree to which level of protection each asset is
afforded is already determined in Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (Doc84). Policy 9 is
therefore an overarching policy to guide Local Development Plans as to ensuring the
protection of the listed assets. It is for the Local Development Plans to provide more
detailed policy on the individual aspects of natural and historic assets. Therefore,
TAYplan does not consider any change to Policy 9 necessary.
Cairngorms National Park Authority (910266/390) - Map 9B clearly demonstrates the
areas where natural heritage assets are to be protected from development. In terms of
the Cairngorms National Park, the requirement of Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (Doc84)
is to protect the landscape within the National Park. National planning policy does not
endorse a buffer zone along the park's boundary. Nonetheless, a considerable range of
the boundary for TAYplan and the Cairngorms National Park is protected by the
identification of wild land, Natura 2000 sites and National Scenic Areas. Policy 9B & C
promote the protection of these sites ensuring that their integrity remains intact.
Therefore, TAYplan does not consider any change to Policy 9 necessary.
UNESCO Nomination
UNESCO UK MAB (909284/246) - The nomination of a biosphere reserve located in the
Lower Tay region is an interesting and positive proposal. Its potential links with the long
term economic and environmental sustainability of the area could be very positive for the
TAYplan aims and objectives. Nonetheless, this is not a statutory designation in planning
terms. To support this proposal, TAYplan will be required to undertake research to ensure
its impact is beneficial to all the Plan’s policies. As this proposal has come in at the
Proposed Plan stage, TAYplan consider it too late to incorporate into this Plan and would
like to carry out further work and consultation before any decision is made. This issue can
more appropriately be considered in the preparation of the next Strategic Development
Plan. Therefore, TAYplan does not consider any change to Policy 9 necessary.
Authority’s Responses To Supporting Representations
Finite Resources
Breedon Aggregates Scotland Limited (909803/259), Thomas Wallace (910151/318) TAYplan notes this support.
Natural and Historic Assets
Scottish Natural Heritage (869435/191) - TAYplan notes this support.
Overall Policy
Scottish Water (762198/274), Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/199),
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/429) - TAYplan notes this support for Policy 9.
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Conclusions
Policy 9 is about ensuring that new development is located appropriately whilst ensuring
that the natural assets of the TAYplan area are adequately safeguarded. It works in
conjunction with Policies 1, 3, 4, 5 and 7 as part of a framework that recognises the need
to achieve good quality places without losing the those features that help define the
identity of the area. Scottish Planning Policy (2014) is clear that development should not
be allowed unless the nature and scale of it is acceptable within the natural environment
(Paragraph 29) (Doc84). The Proposed Plan addresses these national principle policies
through Policy 9. TAYplan is therefore satisfied that the approach set out in the Proposed
Plan remains appropriate. The UNESCO proposal is one that can be considered in
preparation of the next Strategic Development Plan, once research and consultation has
been undertaken. The evidence provided by the respondents has not persuaded TAYplan
that the approach set out in Policy 9 requires to be changed. Therefore TAYplan does not
propose any changes to this Policy.
Therefore TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to
the Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May, 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Support
1. The support for Policy 9 as expressed in the representations is noted.
Marine Planning Policy
2. The Scottish Government has made a representation seeking a greater alignment
between the Strategic Development Plan (SDP) and regional marine plans in Scotland.
Specific mention of the National Marine Plan and any relevant regional marine plan is
sought in Part D of Policy 9.
3. The planning authority considers that this plan does not need to cross-refer to a whole
range of other national plans.
4. I find that although reference to the National Marine Plan is made on page 56 of the
text accompanying Policy 9, a reference to the Marine Plan in Part D of Policy 7 would
highlight the need for the development plan system to align with national and regional
marine planning policy. Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) at paragraph 87 states that “The
planning system should support an integrated approach to coastal planning to ensure
that development plans and regional marine plans are complementary.”.
5. I conclude that to be fully compliant with SPP, a reference to the National Marine Plan
should be included in Part D of the policy. Although the authority is concerned that might
lead to unnecessary repetition and cross-referencing, such references are already
contained in the plan, for example at Policy 7 Part D (ii) and (x), amongst others.
6. I recommend that Part D of Policy 9 be amended with the addition of the following text
as a new final sentence “Local Development Plans should have regard to the National
Marine Plan, and Regional Marine Plans, where appropriate.”
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Finite Resources
7. A specific reference to peat land restoration and impact on deep peat is sought, in the
form of an additional policy.
8. I find that Part A (iv) of the policy already refers to “carbon rich soils”, their location is
mapped on Map 9a Soil and Water on page 53 of the plan, and in conjunction with
Policies 1 and 2 should deliver the outcomes sought in the representation. I recommend
no modification to the plan.
9. A representation is seeking to insert a new criterion at the end of Part A, promoting
the reuse of brownfield sites in the plan area, in accordance with SPP. The
representation is made in relation to the Gas Holder Site, East Dock Street Dundee.
10. I find that Policy 1, and the sequential approach set out at Part B of that policy,
specifically addresses the issue of previously used land in the plan area. Policy 2 also
promotes the optimum use of land in accordance with SPP, as does Policy 5. The overall
aim of this plan is to create a sustainable area and I conclude that the polices in the
proposed plan should enable that aim to be achieved. I consider that the issue of the
promotion of brownfield sites is properly and adequately addressed at Policy 1, and there
should be no further modification to Policy 9 in relation to brownfield sites.
11. There appears to be some confusion regarding representation 910712
PLAN2015_333, from the Scottish Government. The response from Tayplan seems to
refer to prime agricultural land, while the representation actually refers to “land of lesser
quality that is locally important”.
12. I find that the representation is based on SPP paragraph 80, which refers to
“Development on prime agricultural land, or land of lesser quality that is locally important
should not be permitted except where it is essential:”. The representation seeks to have
land of lesser quality that is locally important specifically included in Part A (iv) of Policy 9.
13. I conclude that to fully reflect SPP, such a reference should be included in Policy 9,
and I recommend that the plan be modified with the additional text in Part A (iv) in bold “protect prime agricultural land or land of lesser quality that is locally important, new
and existing forestry areas, and carbon rich soils where the advantages of development
do not outweigh the loss of this land.”
Natural and Historic Assets
14. Reference to specific historic assets is sought in Part C of Policy 9, to emphasise the
importance of historic assets. I find that as this plan is an SDP, it would not be
appropriate to list specific historic assets, as that would be a matter properly addressed in
Local Development Plans (LDP), in accordance with SPP paragraphs 138 and 139.
15. I find that the emphasis on natural and historic assets as set out in Part C (i) is
appropriate and proportionate, and affords the same policy safeguarding to both types of
assets. I recommend no modification to the plan.
16. The Scottish Government is seeking a distinction to be made in the level of
protection afforded to the varying types of designations, with a change to Part C 9 (i) of
Policy 9.
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17. I find that Part C of Policy 9 as currently worded does not distinguish between the
level of protection afforded to local, national or international designations. The planning
authority is of the opinion that it will be for LDPs to provide more detailed policy on
individual assets.
18. I am satisfied that Policy 9 Part C (i), if modified in accordance with the suggested
modification, would reflect paragraph 196 of SPP which states “Plans should set out the
factors which will be taken into account in development management. The level of
protection given to local designations should not be as high as that given to international
or national designations.”. SPP does not distinguish between SDPs or LDPs, and so I
conclude that this plan should include a reference to the potential for differing levels of
protection.
19. The modification suggested is the addition of the following text to Part C (i) “The
level of protection afforded to these assets varies and should accord with the level set out
in the SPP.”. I consider that the suggested additional text is not precise enough, and
would prefer the following text, which incorporates and paraphrases SPP paragraph 196:
“Local Development Plans should set out the factors which will be taken into account in
development management. The level of protection given to local designations should not
be as high as that given to international or national designations. International, national
and locally designated areas and sites should be identified and afforded the appropriate
level of protection, and the reasons for local designations should be clearly explained and
their function and continuing relevance considered, when preparing plans.”. The plan
should be modified accordingly.
Map 9b Nature and Landscape
20. The Cairngorms National Park Authority is seeking the recognition of the crossboundary implications of natural heritage assets, particularly in relation to the Cairngorms
National Park.
21. I find that Policy 9 offers the appropriate protection to the wild land, Natura 2000
sites and National Scenic Areas which form part of the boundary with the National Park.
However, the National Park is not mentioned in either the policy itself, or the
accompanying text on pages 55 and 56 of the plan.
22. In order to fully reflect any cross-boundary implications which could arise in relation
to such sites and designations, I find that Map 9b should illustrate the boundary of the
National Park, where shared with the boundary of Tayplan. This modification would
provide clarity to users of the plan. In addition, I conclude that the boundary of the Loch
Lomond and the Trossachs National Park should also be illustrated on Map 9b for
consistency and completeness. Map 9b should be modified accordingly.
UNESCO Biosphere Nomination
23. UNESCO UK MAB has sought the inclusion in the plan of a potential new Biosphere
Reserve in the Lower Tay.
24. I understand from both the representation and the response from Tayplan that this
nomination was received in response to the Proposed Plan consultation process, and that
it has not been considered fully by the planning authority. The nomination is welcomed
by Tayplan, and it has suggested that it would seek to carry out further work and
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consultation on this matter. It is suggested that this is an issue that could properly be
addressed during the preparation of the next SDP.
25. I find that the nomination of a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve for the Lower Tay is
welcome, being only the third such nomination in Scotland. It could have the potential for
positive links with the economic and environmental sustainability of the area and could
contribute to the policy aims of the SDP.
26. Given the early stage of this nomination, I conclude that the most appropriate
reference to this nomination should be in the accompanying text to Policy 9, on page 56
of the plan. I acknowledge that the nomination is at an early stage, but this should not
preclude a commitment being made to investigating the potential biosphere further, in
terms of its potential impact on the Tayplan area and the policies of the both the SDP and
LDPs.
27. I recommend that the following sentence be added as new paragraph 3, on page 56
- “The potential for the nomination of a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve on the Lower Tay
will be further explored with the relevant parties.”.
Reporter’s recommendations:
I recommend that in Policy 9:
1. Part D should be amended with the addition of the following text as a new final
sentence:
“Local Development Plans should have regard to the National Marine Plan, and Regional
Marine Plans, where appropriate.”
2. Part A (iv) should be deleted and replaced with the following (new text in bold):
“protect prime agricultural land or land of lesser quality that is locally important, new
and existing forestry areas, and carbon rich soils where the advantages of development
do not outweigh the loss of this land.”
3. A new final sentence should be added to Part C (i) as follows:
“Local Development Plans should set out the factors which will be taken into account in
development management. The level of protection given to local designations should not
be as high as that given to international or national designations. International, national
and locally designated areas and sites should be identified and afforded the appropriate
level of protection, and the reasons for local designations should be clearly explained and
their function and continuing relevance considered, when preparing plans.”
4. Map 9b Nature and Landscape should be modified with the addition of the
Cairngorms National Park boundary and the Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National
Park boundary, where shared with the Tayplan area boundary.
5. A new paragraph 3 on page 56 be inserted as follows:
“The potential for the nomination of a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve on the Lower Tay will
be further explored with the relevant parties.”.
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Issue 029

Policy: Connecting People, Places and Markets - Whole Policy

Development
plan reference:

Policy 10

Reporter:
Sinéad Lynch

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
Coupar Angus & Bendochy Community
Council (909949)
Dr Peter Symon (548525)
Freuchie Community Council (910081)
Forth Ports Limited (846251)
Thomas Wallace (910151)
Errol Estate (909974)
Scottish Property Federation (444087)
St Andrews Environmental Protection
Association Limited (STEPAL) (910367)

Supporting as written
Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583)
Cairngorms National Park Authority
(910266)
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(835401)
Scottish Water (762198)
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership
(908118)
Sustrans (346798)
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
This policy is about seeking to protect land for infrastructure or the infrastructure itself to
support a modal shift to active travel, passenger transport and to rail and sea freight. The
policy continues to protect port infrastructure for port related uses only. This is particularly
important both for freight and cruise liner tourism but also for growth of the offshore
energy sector as promoted by the National Renewables Infrastructure Plan and this
Plan’s Strategic Development Areas. This has also been considered in recognition of the
emerging National Marine Plan.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Overall
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) promote the planning of digital infrastructure
improvements to support growth in business and recognise that this can enable growth to
take place in smaller settlements.
Coupar Angus & Bendochy Community Council (909949/293) consider the Coupar Angus
relief road for Queen Street/A923 to be vital to the future of the community there, which
was removed from the recent Perth & Kinross Council (PKC) Local Development Plan
(Doc5) and re-entered by Reporters. It is considered that the current route of the A923 is
unsatisfactory, as Queen Street has a narrow carriageway and inadequate footways, and
its houses and historic buildings front directly onto the road. It is considered imperative
that the bypass corridor is safeguarded from any development which could prevent the
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road from being built when funds allow and that the project should be incorporated into
the local authority's action plan and capital programme.
Coupar Angus & Bendochy Community Council (909949/295) would like to be reassured
that the new TAYplan and associated policy document Assets, Resources &
Infrastructure (Doc105) will incorporate the findings of the new Regional Transport
Strategy (Doc94).
Ports and Rail Freight
Forth Ports Limited (846251/235) consider that the Port of Dundee will continue to
operate as a multi-use port for the region and therefore the respondent wishes the policy
to be amended to state that Policy 10 safeguards the Port of Dundee for port-related and
industrial land uses and Montrose port for port-related land uses. The respondent also
seeks to have reference to the proposal for an intermodal regional rail freight facility
removed because, at this time, there is no prospect of it being delivered.
Dr Peter Symon (548525/473) considers that the policy should be strengthened to
safeguard the Port of Perth and to support sea freight and local economic growth there.
The respondent considers that there are policy changes necessary in order to more
effectively meet the objectives of the Strategic Development Plan, including those flowing
from the overarching Scottish Government policy of encouraging sustainable economic
growth.
Road Infrastructure
Freuchie Community Council (910081/298) seeks improvement to Freuchie junctions on
the A92. The respondent notes that at peak times entering onto the A92 is ‘totally unsafe’
and on many occasions turning right to head south is ‘impossible to do in a safe manner’.
The respondent considers that a number of minor improvements should be carried out in
the short term otherwise the development of Freuchie will be restricted as the ‘dangerous
junctions’ will mean people will not wish to live in Freuchie.
Reducing Carbon Emissions
St Andrews Environmental Protection Association Limited (STEPAL) (910367/548)
consider that TAYplan should be more proactive in identifying ways in which carbon and
particulate emissions can be controlled and reduced. The respondent considers that the
environmental and health impacts from vehicle emissions are well established and are of
such a serious nature they deserve a particular focus in a strategic plan which deals with
environmental issues, providing specific examples from St. Andrews.
Errol Estate (909974/526) considers that there should be a statement in the text for Local
Development Plans to enhance connectivity of people, places and markets by
safeguarding the Strategic Active Travel Links and other opportunities to enhance the
TAYplan Green Network referenced in Policy 8 (Doc80). The respondent accepts that
Policy 8 (Doc80) point C. identifies strategic priorities for green infrastructure; however it
is felt that these should be safeguarded in Policy 10 so that Scottish Planning Policy is
better met.
Thomas Wallace (910151/319) considers that the policy compliments other policies
relating to the walkability around homes, suggesting a modal shift towards sustainable
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travel. However the respondent considers the policy to also support the building of new
roads and the dualing of others. The respondent considers that this may benefit
business, but does not seem to compliment Policy 2 (Doc80) and could detract from good
place-making and from promoting a 'walkability' to services etc. around homes.
Summary of Representations Supporting as Written
Overall
Scottish Water (762198/275) support the policy.
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/365) supports Policy 10 which is
consistent with and complements the Regional Transport Strategy.
Scottish Enterprise (835481/371) supports the policy to ensure that Strategic
Development Areas are underpinned by the right infrastructure, the direction given to
Local Development Plans and that the policy reflects SPP.
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/285) supports the policy, emphasising the connectivity
projects that is needed to enhance the region's economic prospects and that it is
essential to capitalise on the investments being undertaken in the city in particular in the
V&A and waterfront area. The respondent makes specific reference to Dundee
infrastructure proposals and the desired direction for these.
Cairngorms National Park Authority (910266/391) supports the strategic infrastructure
proposals with the upgrading of the A9 between Perth and Inverness and improvements
to the Highland main rail line being of particular significance to the National Park.
Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583/565) supports the proposed A90 upgrade at
Dundee and on the rail network at Usan south of Montrose. The respondent considers
that while road improvements to increase capacity, speed and reliability of journeys on
the A90 at Dundee and on the rail network at Usan south of Montrose are mentioned,
these improvements are critical from Aberdeen City and Shire's perspective too and that it
is vital that TAYplan and TACTRAN both continue to push coordinated work on this, with
Transport Scotland and others, to see these improvements delivered within the plan
period.
Ports and Rail Freight
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/035) supports the consideration of
freight transport issues.
Reducing Carbon Emissions
Sustrans (346798/507) strongly supports safeguarding land for future sustainable
transport infrastructure provision, in particular any that is necessary to deliver
enhancements to the National Walking and Cycling Network.
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/200) fully supports the proposed
strategy for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and improving air quality within the
TAYplan area, and considers air quality issues to be a cross boundary problem.
Distinguishing that Local Development Plans should aim to minimise carbon and local air
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quality emissions and recognise the link between the two agendas as well as that plans
should improve air quality through sustainable development in their areas is welcomed.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Overall
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) - Propose that Local Development Plans
should highlight the provision of appropriate broadband infrastructure keeping
communities and local businesses supplied with modern technology developments is now
frequently an essential component of quality of life, commercial demand and also
community services. Therefore it needs to be planned for. The growth of such technology
may also be an opportunity for the successful regeneration of some of the region’s
smaller urban centres such as Montrose and Arbroath as businesses may find they no
longer have to be located in major city centres to deliver their services. Of course this
point does not preclude the need to continue to make transport improvements which are
badly needed throughout the region and are well documented in the Strategic
Development Plan.
Coupar Angus & Bendochy Community Council (909949/293) - Respondent implies a
change to include a Coupar Angus relief road.
Coupar Angus & Bendochy Community Council (909949/295) - Respondent recommends
that TAYplan incorporates the findings of the new Regional Transport Strategy.
Ports and Rail Freight
Forth Ports Limited (846251/235):





Propose that P58 Policy 10 item A: Amend text to state, “port related and industrial
uses.”
Propose that P61, paragraph 4, Amend text to state, “Policy 10 safeguards the Port of
Dundee for port-related and industrial land uses and Montrose ports for port-related
land uses. The Port of Dundee will continue to operate as a multi-purpose operational
port. The safeguard will facilitate the growth in the offshore renewable energy, oil and
gas sector …”
Propose that Policy 10, alongside Map 10, associated supporting text at Policy 3 and
Proposed Action Programme action 17. remove reference to the proposal for an
"intermodal regional rail freight facility."

Dr Peter Symon (548525/473):




Propose change to page 58, Policy 10A, after "Dundee" insert , "Perth".
Propose change to page 61, How this policy works, para. 4, after "Dundee" insert ,
"Perth".
Propose change to page 61, How this policy works, para. 4, second sentence, after
"(2011)" insert "and to support sea freight".

Road Infrastructure
Freuchie Community Council (910081/298) - Seeks improvement to Freuchie junctions on
the A92 to make the junction safer.
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Reducing Carbon Emissions
St Andrews Environmental Protection Association Limited (STEPAL) (910367/548) Respondent believes that TAYplan policies should be more proative in identifying ways to
reduce carbon emissions and provide specific examples from St. Andrews.
Errol Estate (909974/526):








There is no explicit statement in the text “Local Development Plans should enhance
connectivity of people, places and markets by…” that safeguards the “Strategic Active
Travel Links” and other opportunities to enhance the TAYplan Green Network
referenced in Policy 8 (Doc80) “Green Networks” (p48).
Amendments to the text of point iii. are therefore proposed. Point iii. currently states
“other locations or routes, as appropriate, including those which are essential to
support a modal shift from car reliance on the car travel and road-based freight and
support a reduction in carbon emissions and improvements to air quality”
The amendment should read: “other locations or routes, as appropriate, including the
opportunities identified to enhance green networks at Policy 8 (Doc80) point C., which
are essential to support a modal shift from reliance on the car travel and road-based
freight and support a reduction in carbon emissions and improvements to air quality”
The underlined text is additional and the strikethrough text should be deleted.

Thomas Wallace (910151/319) - No specific change specified although respondent
implies that new roads and dualing doesn’t compliment Policy 2 (Doc80).
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Authority’s Response to Proposed Modifications
Overall
Scottish Property Federation (444087/510) - TAYplan support the promotion of digital
infrastructure improvements to support growth in business and places. Reference to this
has been made in the supporting text of Policy 10. Local Development Plans will address
this through planning applications for specific sites. Therefore TAYplan does not consider
any change to be necessary.
Coupar Angus & Bendochy Community Council (909949/293 and 295) - Any potential
relief road at Coupar Angus is a local issue which is for Perth & Kinross Council to
consider. Perth & Kinross Council has no funding to implement such a proposal at this
time, nor is it anticipated that there will be funding available within the lifetime of the Local
Development Plan. However, Perth & Kinross Council acknowledges the comments
made, and accepts that the resultant congestion in Queen Street is not acceptable to the
local community. The Council has offered to investigate traffic solutions which may go
some way to alleviating the short term issues, however, it is recognised that a by-pass at
some time in the future would no doubt remove the majority of the concerns expressed.
Tactran sit on TAYplan's Key Stakeholder Group and work closely with TAYplan. In
developing the Proposed Plan and associated Proposed Action Programme (Doc76)
specific attention is given to the Regional Transport Strategy (Doc94) and the projects
within this. Responses to any comments the respondents have made to the Regional
Transport Strategy will come through Tactran. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any
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change to be necessary.
Ports and Rail Freight
Forth Ports Limited (846251/235) - The response to this comment has been covered in
Issues 030: Policy 10: Connecting People, Places And Markets – Map 10.
Reference to an ‘intermodal regional rail freight facility’ is within Tactran’s Regional
Transport Strategy Delivery Plan (2013-14) (Doc94).
Dr Peter Symon (548525/473) - There is no requirement to specifically identify the
importance of Perth Harbour within Policy 3 (Doc80) as it is not of a scale of operation
that has the same strategic importance in comparison to Dundee and Montrose Ports.
Perth Harbour is considered to be local infrastructure. TAYplan only focuses on the large
commercial ports. Smaller fishing harbours in Angus and Fife are not considered within
the Strategic Development Plan either. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any
change to be necessary.
Road Infrastructure
Freuchie Community Council (910081/298) - TAYplan is committed to improvements
to the A92 between Edinburgh and Dundee as stated on p.22 of the Proposed Action
Programme (May 2015) (Doc76). Some of these measures have already been
implemented or are currently committed, others are awaiting approval and/or
programming. TAYplan does not set out individual projects but rather than A92 as a
whole. Although TAYplan only covers part of the A92 route Fife Council covers all of
the A92 in Fife and has strategic level input into SESTRAN Regional Transport
Partnership and both TAYplan and SESplan. TAYplan considers this to provide the
appropriate scope for Fife for the identification and delivery of specific improvements.
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any further change to be necessary.
Reducing Carbon Emissions
St Andrews Environmental Protection Association Limited (STEPAL) (910367/548) TAYplan have undertaken a significant amount of background work in reducing carbon
emissions and climate change resilience. This work can be viewed in Topic Papers 3
(Assets, Resources and Infrastructure) pages 8-18, 19-20 and 24-31 (Doc105) and 4
(Place Shaping) pages 28-29 and 44- 46 (Doc106). TAYplan consider that the Proposed
Plan has taken this work and developed policies and supporting text which sets a strong
framework to provide direction to local authorities and assist in the delivery of this.
Providing specific examples is not considered necessary in the Plan. The policies will be
applied, as required, to relevant development proposals across the TAYplan area, not just
specific towns. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Errol Estate (909974/526) - TAYplan do not consider it necessary to repeat text already in
Policy 8 (Doc80). The focus of the green network strategy is for social, economic and
environmental benefits as explained in the explanatory text following Policy 8 (Doc80).
All policies within the Strategic Development Plan should be read together as it is only by
doing this that the concept of the whole place can be built up. Therefore TAYplan does
not consider any change to be necessary.
Thomas Wallace (910151/319) - TAYplan does not consider this policy to detract or
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contradict Policy 2 (Doc80). Whilst active travel and walkable environments is important
to TAYplan's place shaping agenda, the requirement for infrastructure developments,
including roads, is also necessary. TAYplan's focus is on having modal choice and where
possible modal shift. Where road upgrades and developments are necessary TAYplan's
focus is that this is done in a way which promotes Policy 2 (Doc80) and ensures the
quality of place remains important to these improvements. Therefore TAYplan does not
consider any change to be necessary.
Authority’s Response to Supporting Representations
Overall; Ports and Rail Freight; and Reducing Carbon Emissions
Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583/565), Cairngorms National Park Authority
(910266/391), Scottish Enterprise (835481/371), Dundee Civic Trust (845127/285),
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/200), Scottish Water (762198/275),
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/035), Sustrans (346798/507) and
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/365) - TAYplan welcome support for
Policy 10. TAYplan note that the Proposed Action Programme will be updated annually
where the progress on these proposals will be recorded.
Conclusion
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May, 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
TAYplan is satisfied that many of these issues are dealt with appropriately by the Policy
as currently written or by supporting elements of Policies 1, 3, 4, 5 and the Proposed
Action Programme (Doc76).
A number of the changes sought above are considered to be of a local level for
TAYplan’s constituent local authorities. Including additional detail in the Strategic
Development Plan, on these issues, would result in repetition within the Policy and
detract from the high level, strategic nature of TAYplan.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Support
1. The support expressed for Policy 10 in representations is noted.
General
2. The Scottish Property Federation has made a representation seeking that this
Strategic Development Plan (SDP) should highlight the need for Local Development
Plans (LDP) to make provision for appropriate broadband infrastructure, which is an
essential component of modern life. Such technology may benefit smaller centres, where
the availability of broadband might change locational priorities.
3. I find that the importance of digital infrastructure has been addressed at paragraph 2
on page 60, in the text supporting Policy 10. I find that the provision of digital
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infrastructure would also be addressed in LDPs, by the application of Part D (i), (ii)
and (iii), in that land for infrastructure provision of all types is safeguarded. I recommend
no modification to the plan.
4. A Community Council is seeking to have the by-pass corridor for Queen Street / A923
in Couper Angus safeguarded. The route is identified in the LDP.
5. Tayplan advises that any potential relief road in Couper Angus is a local issue, and a
matter for Perth & Kinross Council to consider. Perth & Kinross Council have advised
that there is no capital funding available for the project at this point in time.
6. I find that Policy 10 is a broad overview of connectivity aspirations in the plan area.
As acknowledged at paragraph 1 on page 61 of the supporting text to Policy 10, not all
infrastructure and/or service improvements currently have funding or are programmed.
Some are purely aspirational. However, all are either national, regional or Strategic
Development Area (SDA) related. Those projects illustrated on Map 10 Strategic
Infrastructure Projects are precisely that, not local projects which are appropriately dealt
with in the relevant LDP. I recommend no modification to the plan.
7. Assurance is sought that regard will be had to the new Regional Transport Strategy. I
find that Part D and the supporting text to Policy 10 on page 61 have regard to the
Regional Transport Strategies for the Tayplan area. I conclude that the assurance sought
in the representation is given in the plan, and no modification is necessary.
Ports
8. A representation is made seeking to amend the plan references to Dundee Port. This
representation is considered in full at Issue 030 Policy 10 Connecting People, Places and
Markets Map 10 B. The issue of an intermodal regional rail freight facility is also
addressed at issue 030, as part of the conclusions of this examination.
9. Reference to Perth Port is sought in the same context as Dundee and Montrose in the
plan. I find that Perth Port is local in nature and not of the same strategic importance as
Dundee and Montrose, in terms of the SDP. Perth Port could be safeguarded and/or
enhanced through the appropriate LDP, in accordance with Part A of Policy 10. I
recommend no modification to the plan.
A92 Improvements
10. Improvements to the A92 junctions at Freuchie are sought to be identified in this
plan. Development of Freuchie is considered to be restricted, as access is limited by the
existing junctions.
11. I find that route management options are identified for the A92 in this plan at
Map 10, but specific individual projects along the route are not. Tayplan advises that Fife
Council covers all of the A92 within Fife, and has strategic level input into the Regional
Transport Partnership (SESTRAN), and to both Tayplan and SESplan, the two SDPs
which apply to the A92. This plan sets out at paragraph 2 on page 61 that specific sites,
routes and land will be safeguarded and identified in LDPS.
12. I conclude that the appropriate place to identify the specific works within the overall
A92 Route Management Options would be in the appropriate LDP, and that the strategic
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overall project is appropriately identified in this plan. There is no modification arising from
the representation.
Reducing Carbon Emissions
13. A representation considers that the plan is not proactive in terms of promoting the
reduction of carbon and particulate emissions, and suggests that specific example of
initiatives from St Andrews could be used to illustrate the issue.
14. I find that the overall vision of this plan is to be sustainable, and that better-quality
environments will be created, and that the people of the Tayplan area would live within
the environmental limits of the area. This vision is expressed throughout the plan,
providing a policy framework for LDPs to base their local polices on and to assist in the
delivery of the strategic vision for Tayplan. Specific examples from St Andrews may be
better suited to the LDP context, and more relatable at a local level. I conclude that
seeking to introduce a mechanism to reduce carbon and particulate emissions in
Policy 10 would not sit well with the general aim and objective of the policy, and is a
matter that would sit more appropriately in Policy 7 Energy, Waste and Resources. I
recommend no modification to the plan.
15. Concern is expressed in a representation that there may be a conflict between
Policy 10 and Policy 2, in terms of promoting “walkability” and providing infrastructure for
car use.
16. Tayplan promotes modal choice and where possible, a modal shift. The
infrastructure required to connect people, place and markets is set out in the plan, and is
that required to deliver a successful, sustainable Tayplan area. Part D (iii) of Policy 10
does stress the support for a modal shift from reliance on car travel. Overall, I conclude
that the two policy aims are not contradictory, and I recommend no modification to the
plan.
Green Networks
17. The safeguarding of the Strategic Green Networks as set out in Policy 8 of this plan
is sought in Policy 10 as well. The representation considers that SPP paragraph 223
should be reflected in Policy 10, to give a greater strategic commitment to the further
development of green infrastructure. An amendment to the text of Part D (iii) is
suggested, to reflect Policy 8 Part C.
18. I find that this issue is adequately addressed in Policy 8, and to repeat it in Policy 10
would not add clarity to the plan. Polices in Tayplan are complementary, not isolated,
and should be read in conjunction with each other. I conclude that as the suggested
modification relates to a matter already addressed in Policy 8, there is no modification
recommended for Policy 10.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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Issue 030

Policy 10: Connecting People, Places and Markets – Map 10

Development
plan reference:

Policy 10, Map 10 and supporting text pages
58 to 61

Reporter:
Sinéad Lynch

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
Auchterhouse Community Council
(330201)
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
Forth Ports Limited (846251)
Andrew Dundas (821782)
Scottish Government (910172)
Sustrans (346798)
Supporting as written
Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583)

Cairngorms National Park Authority
(910266)
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(835401)
Scottish Water (762198)
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership
(908118)
Sustrans (346798)
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
The Plan recognises nationally and regionally important infrastructure projects in Map 10.
There has been limited change from the infrastructure projects set out in Proposals Map 1
in SDP1. Many but not all are transport infrastructure or service enhancement projects.
These transport projects include those identified in the Strategic Transport Projects
Review (STPR) (2008) (Doc92) and both Regional Transport Strategies (Doc94) that
cover the area. They also include new routes associated with the Strategic Development
Areas in this Plan. This has been the result of lengthy discussions between TAYplan
officers and Transport Scotland, the 4 Councils and the regional transport partnerships
and more detailed information is within the Action Programme (Doc76) (each Map
number corresponds to the number in the Action Programme (Doc76)).
Of specific note is the A90 upgrade through or around Dundee (Project 21 in TAYplan’s
Proposed Plan Map 10) which is within Transport Scotland’s STPR (Doc92) and
Tactran’s RTS Delivery Plan 2008-2023 (Doc95). This is the only project in STPR
(Doc92) to have options: through or around. Initial discussions have taken place on how
to take forward this project and timescales for progressing are awaited from Transport
Scotland. The project is particularly important for the future development of Dundee City
and surrounding areas.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Road Upgrades
Auchterhouse Community Council (330201/383) seek a change to Map 10 to either
remove the reference to route options or amend it to make clear the markers showing
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project 21 do not identify a designated route for the "around" option. The respondent
notes that references have been made to project 21 in the text and table but no reference
is made to specific routes. The respondent notes that no option has been selected yet for
this project and there has been no identification of any potential route for the "around"
option. However, the respondent notes that the key to the map showing this project
describes what is shown on the map as "route options". The respondent considers that
route options have been identified and are indicated on the map (shown by the two
number 21s) which is incorrect as far as the "around" option is concerned.
Scottish Government (910172/338) consider that the Proposed Plan requires to
include information on the constraints associated with development impacting on the
A90(T)/A937 junction at Laurencekirk. Transport Scotland's position is that no new
development can take place which will have an impact on the trunk road network at this
location, until such time a scheme of grade separation is in place. The respondent
considers that this current and consistently stated position will directly affect potential
developments in the Montrose area and that the Plan therefore requires to detail this
specific infrastructure constraint which may significantly impact upon deliverability,
development timetables and funding. The respondent considers that Scottish Planning
Policy (SPP), Circular 2/2008 (Doc23) and Circular 6/2013 (Doc25) back this up in that
Development Plans should be consistent with the policies set out in SPP, take account of
the relationship between land use and transport and particularly the capacity of the
existing transport network, and address land use issues which are cross local authority
boundaries or involve strategic infrastructure.
Ports and Rail Freight
Forth Ports Limited (846251/235) consider that the Port of Dundee will continue to
operate as a multi-use port for the region and therefore the respondent wishes the policy
to be amended to state that Policy 10 safeguards the Port of Dundee for port-related and
industrial land uses and Montrose port for port-related land uses. The respondent also
seeks to have reference to the proposal for an intermodal regional rail freight facility
removed because, at this time, there is no prospect of it being delivered.
Modal Shift
Sustrans (346798/514) consider that all strategic roads, identified in Map 10 should be
treated as multifunctional corridors for the carriage of traffic, supporting active travel and
enhancing biodiversity as part of wider green networks. The respondent considers it
important that for all road upgrades proposed in the TAYplan area, cycle and pedestrian
paths are included alongside the carriageway as standard practice.
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/430) supports the references to modal shift, active
travel and public transport but feel that this strategic intent needs to be backed up by a
commitment of a parallel shift in resources to enable this to happen. The respondent
supports references to modal shift but consider that the list of infrastructure proposals in
Map 10 is contrary to the Plan's commitment to reduce the reliance on the private car and
reduce carbon emissions. The respondent proposes including a commitment to shift
resources away from investment in road improvements towards active travel
infrastructure, to facilitate modal shift. The respondent also proposes removing the option
of re-routing of A90 from the map and emphasising need to speed up provision of park
and ride for Dundee to tackle air pollution, using sites in neighbouring local authority
areas if necessary.
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Dundee Airport
Andrew Dundas (821782/183) considers that larger and more expensive aircrafts drive
competition towards lower fares, and more frequent turnaround which generates much
larger and wider catchments of travellers than are available within our region. The
respondent considers that an alternative use of the large and valuable airport site should
be planned for. The respondent notes that Perth has three bus stations and considers
that this illustrates some failure of Local policy and that there is a lack of forward looking
and commercial awareness in this Strategy that should be remedied.
Summary of Representations Supporting as Written
Road Upgrades
Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583/567) notes the requirement for a junction
upgrade at Laurencekirk and considers there to be a need for joint approach to funding to
be the most successful way of removing this constraint. The respondent considers that
this is a matter that Angus Council should continue to pursue with Transport Scotland,
Nestrans and Aberdeenshire Council in order to build up a package of funding which can
deliver the required improvements.
Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583/564) considers it vital that any new stations do
not result in an increase in Aberdeen-Glasgow and Aberdeen-Edinburgh inter-city service
journey times.
Whole Policy
Scottish Water (762198/275) support the policy.
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/365) supports Policy 10 which is
consistent with and complements the Regional Transport Strategy.
Scottish Enterprise (835481/371) supports the policy to ensure that Strategic
Development Areas are underpinned by the right infrastructure, the direction given to
Local Development Plans and that the policy reflects SPP.
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/285) supports the policy, emphasising the connectivity
projects that is needed to enhance the region's economic prospects and that it is
essential to capitalise on the investments being undertaken in the city in particular in the
V&A and waterfront area. The respondent makes specific reference to Dundee
infrastructure proposals and the desired direction for these.
Cairngorms National Park Authority (910266/391) supports the strategic infrastructure
proposals with the upgrading of the A9 between Perth and Inverness and improvements
to the Highland main rail line being of particular significance to the National Park.
Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583/565) supports the proposed A90 upgrade at
Dundee and on the rail network at Usan south of Montrose. The respondent considers
that while road improvements to increase capacity, speed and reliability of journeys on
the A90 at Dundee and on the rail network at Usan south of Montrose are mentioned,
these improvements are critical from Aberdeen City and Shire's perspective too and that it
is vital that TAYplan and TACTRAN both continue to push coordinated work on this, with
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Transport Scotland and others, to see these improvements delivered within the plan
period.
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/035) supports the consideration of
freight transport issues.
Sustrans (346798/507) strongly supports safeguarding land for future sustainable
transport infrastructure provision, in particular any that is necessary to deliver
enhancements to the National Walking and Cycling Network.
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/200) fully supports the proposed
strategy for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and improving air quality within the
TAYplan area, and considers air quality issues to be a cross boundary problem.
Distinguishing that Local Development Plans should aim to minimise carbon and local air
quality emissions and recognise the link between the two agendas as well as that plans
should improve air quality through sustainable development in their areas is welcomed.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Road Upgrades
Auchterhouse Community Council (330201/383) - Propose amendments to the key for
Map 10 in relation to Project 21 'route options'.
Scottish Government (910172/338) - Propose that the SDP should include reference to
the A90(T)/A937 junction at Laurencekirk and the potential constraint to development in
and around Montrose this presents until such time a scheme of grade separation is in
place.
Ports and Rail Freight
Forth Ports Limited (846251/235):





Propose that page 58 Policy 10 item A: Amend text to state, “port related and
industrial uses.”
Propose that page 61, paragraph 4, Amend text to state, “Policy 10 safeguards the
Port of Dundee for port-related and industrial land uses and Montrose ports for portrelated land uses. The Port of Dundee will continue to operate as a multi-purpose
operational port. The safeguard will facilitate the growth in the offshore renewable
energy, oil and gas sector …”
Propose that Policy 10, alongside Map 10, associated supporting text at Policy 3 and
Proposed Action Programme action 17 - remove reference to the proposal for an
"intermodal regional rail freight facility."

Modal Shift
Sustrans (346798/514) - Propose that all strategic roads, identified in the Strategic
Infrastructure Projects map, to be treated as multifunctional corridors for the carriage of
traffic, supporting active travel and enhancing biodiversity as part of wider green
networks.
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Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/430):




Propose including a commitment to shift resources away from investment in road
improvements towards active travel infrastructure, to facilitate modal shift.
Propose removing the option of re-routing of A90 from the map.
Emphasise need to speed up provision of park and ride for Dundee to tackle air
pollution, using sites in neighbouring local authority areas if necessary.

Dundee Airport
Andrew Dundas (821782/183) - Implied change to plan for Dundee Airport to be used for
alternative uses.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Authority’s Response to Proposed Modifications
Road Upgrades
Auchterhouse Community Council (330201/383) - TAYplan appreciate the respondent’s
concern around the wording in Map 10. The reference to route options refers only to
the 'through' or 'around' Dundee options and the respondent is correct in that no further
detailed work has been carried out into these options. Map 10 does not indicate any
specific routes for this national project. Further detail on the updated position is
under Action number 21 (page 41) (Doc76) of TAYplan's Proposed Action Programme
(May 2015) (Doc76). As stated in the Action Programme, initial discussions will take
place before the end of 2015. An updated position will be presented in the review of
TAYplan's Action Programme (reviewed annually). Therefore TAYplan does not consider
any change to be necessary.
Scottish Government (910172/338) - TAYplan have worked with Transport Scotland and
Angus Council to determine wording (on page 11 of the Proposed Plan Action
Programme (Doc76)) which stated that any further development at Montrose Port should
be supported by a Transport Assessment to establish impact on the local and strategic
road network and in particular the A90/A937 junction at Laurencekirk in consultation with
Transport Scotland. This corresponds with the wording and approach in Angus Council’s
Local Development Plan. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be
necessary.
Since publication of the Proposed Plan in February 2015 the NESTRANS “Access to
Laurencekirk” (Doc80) study has identified a grade-separated junction as the preferred
option to address capacity issues at the A90/A937 south junction. The costs, potential
funding sources and timescale for delivery of such a scheme are the subject of further
work and have not been confirmed.
In effect the Scottish Government representation seeks to highlight that development in
Montrose will be constrained until a grade separation scheme is in place. It is recognised
that proposals in the Montrose area that are likely to generate significant new traffic will
be required to provide a Transport Assessment to ascertain whether there is an impact on
the A90/A937 junction, and the scale of that impact. The Angus Council Proposed Local
Development Plan (Doc77) currently includes text which recognises potential impacts on
the A90/A937 junction and requires a Transport Assessment to be undertaken for the
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sites allocated within the plan at Montrose. The text is intended to be flexible and allow for
a range of mitigation measures to be brought forward, either through condition or
developer contribution.
The need to acknowledge the infrastructure issue for the Montrose area as a whole, and
not just for allocated sites is accepted. Angus Council have proposed amendments to the
Settlement Statement in the Angus Proposed Local Development Plan (2015) (Doc77)
which is currently at Examination stage within their Schedule 4 on Issue 20 (Doc82).
TAYplan considers that the wording in Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) and Proposed
Action Programme (2015) (Doc76) is consistent with this and therefore TAYplan does not
consider any change to be necessary.
Ports and Rail Freight
Forth Ports Limited (846251/235) - TAYplan do not see the need to amend the term Port
Related Use. Dundee City Council’s Local Development Plan (LDP) (Doc4) allocates the
Port as a Principle Economic Development Area. Within these areas Classes 4,5 & 6 of
the Use Classes Order (Doc109) are acceptable. Therefore, a wide range of industrial
uses are already acceptable in policy terms. The term port related does not limit them in
terms of securing industrial uses. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to
be necessary.
Reference to an ‘intermodal regional rail freight facility’ is within Tactran’s Regional
Transport Strategy Delivery Plan (2013-14) (Doc95).
Modal Shift
Sustrans (346798/514) - TAYplan support enhancing active travel networks and
enhancing biodiversity as part of wider green networks. Throughout the Plan and Action
Programme (Doc76) TAYplan focuses on active travel and biodiversity networks and
enhancing these. Policy 8A ii) states that Strategies, Policies, Plans and Programmes
shall protection and enhance green and blue networks by ensuring that ‘development
incorporates new multifunctional green networks (that link with existing green networks)
of appropriate quantity and quality to meet the needs arising from the nature of the
development itself’. This policy promotes encouraging all routes (new and existing) to be
multifunctional as part of wider green networks. This approach is also supported in
Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) paragraph 232 (Doc84) in stating that ‘Green
infrastructure should be treated as an integral element in how the proposal responds to
local circumstances, including being well-integrated into the overall design layout and
multi-functional.’ Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/430) - TAYplan does not consider this policy to
detract or contradict Policy 2 (Doc80). Whilst active travel and walkable environments is
critical to TAYplan's place shaping agenda, developments to infrastructure, including
roads, is also necessary. TAYplan's focus is on having modal choice and where possible
modal shift. Where road upgrades and developments are necessary TAYplan's focus is
that this is done in a way which promotes Policy 2 (Doc80) and ensures the place
remains critical to these improvements.
TAYplan does not support removing the re-routing of the A90 from Map 10. This project
is part of ongoing discussions and is critical to the future development of Dundee City and
the surrounding areas.
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TAYplan recognises the importance of park and ride for Dundee and welcome the
support for these. Page 39 of TAYplan’s Proposed Action Programme (Doc76) outlines
the updated position of each proposed strategic park and ride/ park and choose facilities
to serve Dundee. Transport Scotland and Tactran/Sestran Regional Transport
Partnerships remain committed to these projects. Therefore TAYplan does not consider
any change to be necessary.
Dundee Airport
Andrew Dundas (821782/183) - TAYplan support the growth in services at Dundee
Airport. Action 19 in the TAYplan's Proposed Action Programme (May 2015) (Doc76)
provides more detail and evidence of recent progress in this. TAYplan is committed to
the growth in services at Dundee Airport and considers this to be an important asset to
the area, connecting the city with other UK cities. TAYplan consequently do not support
an alternative use of the airport. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be
necessary.
Authority’s Response to Supporting Representations
TAYplan welcome the support for Policy 10 and Map 10.
TAYplan acknowledge the requirement to ensure efficient rail travel between cities and
note the necessity for this to be maintained.
Conclusions
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May, 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
TAYplan is satisfied that many of these issues are dealt with appropriately by the Policy
as currently written or by supporting elements of Policies 1, 3, 4, 5 and the Proposed
Action Programme (Doc76). This is a long term strategic Plan. It is appropriate to
identify locations for new transport infrastructure as part of an integrated spatial strategy.
This is also important for the sustainable economic growth of the area.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Support
1. The support for Policy 10 and Map 10 in representations is noted.
Dundee Airport
2. An alternative use for Dundee Airport is sought to be identified in the plan, as it is
considered that the region is already served by large airports, and the Tayplan area
cannot sustain Dundee Airport.
3. Dundee Airport is identified on Map 10 as “19 Proposed Dundee Airport – expanded
services”. The planning authority advises that there is a commitment to growth at
Dundee Airport and that it is considered to be an asset to the area, connecting the city to
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other centres in the UK.
4. I find that in addition to being identified in the plan, Dundee Airport is also identified in
the Proposed Action Programme 2016 as a “Geographically Specific Action” on the map
at page 23, as number 19. Detail is provided at page 41 under Project/Proposal – The
Action and other column headings. It is identified as high priority, and the aim is to deliver
a growth in services through the plan period. The airport has been the subject of a
scoping study carried out by Transport Scotland, and a number of new routes have come
online in 2016.
5. I find no evidence to support allocating the airport site for an alternative use. Based
on the information I have before me, there appears to be a commitment to enhancing the
services offered at Dundee Airport, and to opening new routes. I conclude that allocating
the site for an alternative use would serve no purpose in the context of this plan, and
recommend no modification.
Road Upgrades
6. The references to project 21 (Proposed A90 upgrade (route options)) are objected to
on the basis that their positioning on Map 10 could imply that they are a designated route
for the “around” option.
7. I find that Map 10 does not actually indicate any preferred route for the upgrade to the
A90 in Dundee, as the Proposed Action Programme 2016 makes clear on page 44 that
only initial discussions have taken place with all partners, and that it is a work in progress.
No upgrade option has been chosen as yet, and no route for either option of “through” or
“around” has been chosen.
8. I conclude that Map 10 is sufficiently precise to reflect that this is a national project,
but does not in any way delineate a chosen route or option. I recommend no modification
to the plan.
9. The Scottish Government has suggested that the A90/A937 junction at Laurencekirk
should be detailed in this plan, and the potential constraints to development in and
around Montrose as a consequence of the junction be acknowledged.
10. Tayplan advise that it has been in discussions with Transport Scotland and Angus
Council regarding the plan references to the above junction. The Transport Assessment
required at page 11 of the Proposed Action Programme 2016 specifically addresses the
A90/A937 junction at Laurencekirk. Tayplan considers that the wording in the Angus
Local Development Plan, and that set out in the Proposed Action Programme, is
sufficient.
11. I find that although the junction is identified in the Proposed Action Programme, it is
not referenced in the plan. The works to the junction have been identified in the
NESTRAN “Access to Laurencekirk” study, subject to funding and timescales. Other
significant road upgrades elsewhere have been identified on Map 10, and I can see no
clear reason for not identifying the A90/A937 junction upgrade, especially when it has
been the subject of a specific study, and when all parties are agreed that there is an
infrastructure issue to be addressed at Montrose.
12. I conclude that a reference in the Proposed Action Programme to the junction of the
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A90/A937 should also be reflected on Map 10 for consistency and clarity, and
recommend that Map 10 be amended with the introduction of a new marker and key
notation as follows: “3 Proposed A90/A937 junction upgrade”. The number reflects the
project reference in the Proposed Action Programme. The plan should be modified
accordingly.
Port and Rail Freight
13. A representation is seeking to have the references to Dundee Port be expanded to
include not just port-related uses, but industrial uses too. It is considered that Dundee
Port differs from Montrose Port in offering a wider range of industrial uses.
14. I find that the term “port-related” does not in fact exclude Class 4, 5 and 6
development. I appreciate that the plan does emphasise port-related uses and states
that both ports are protected for port related uses in the text at page 23 of this plan.
However, in addition to being within a Strategic Development Area, Dundee Port is also
an Enterprise Area, and a Principle Economic Development Area as designated in the
Dundee City Local Development Plan.
15. I find that in policy terms, Class 4, 5 and 6 uses would be acceptable at Dundee
Port. The emphasis placed on port-related uses in the plan does not preclude industrial
and business uses at the Ports, and so I recommend no modification to the plan. My
conclusions on this representation also apply to the representations made at Issue 010 of
this examination.
Modal Shift
16. A reference to “multifunctional corridors” is sought for all of the strategic road
projects identified on Map 10.
17. I find that the reference at Policy 8 Green Networks Part A (ii) and Part C (iii) set out
that development incorporates multifunctional networks and that active travel links will be
identified and promoted though LDPs.
18. Although not expressly set out in Policy 10 or Map 10, I consider that the plan does
reference multifunctional networks, and that the policies in this plan are intended to be
read as an integrated policy response to the aims and vision of the plan. I conclude that
the plan does promote the multifunctional use of all routes and therefore no modification
to the plan is required.
19. Concern is expressed in a representation that there may be a conflict between
Policy 10 and Policy 2, in terms of promoting investment in road improvements and
providing infrastructure for car use.
20. I find that the overall vision of this plan is to be sustainable, that better quality
environments will be created, and that the people of the Tayplan area would live within
the environmental limits of the area. This vision is expressed throughout the policies of
the plan, providing a policy framework for LDPs to base their local polices on and to
assist in the delivery of the strategic vision for Tayplan.
21. Tayplan promotes modal choice and where possible, a modal shift. The
infrastructure required to connect people, places and markets is set out in the plan, and is
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that required to deliver a successful, sustainable Tayplan area. Part D (iii) of Policy 10
does stress the support for a modal shift from reliance on car travel. Overall, I conclude
that the two policy aims are not contradictory, and I recommend no modification to the
plan.
22. The same representation seeks the removal of the A90 re-routing in Dundee from
the plan. There is no evidence base provided to demonstrate how the local and regional
road network would cope without this national project or how its removal would impact on
economic and community development in the region. The A90 re-routing project is ongoing, and is considered to be critical for growth in Dundee and the surrounding area. I
recommend no modification to the plan.
23. The strategic park and ride facilities are listed in the Proposed Action Programme as
Action 20, and there is a commitment to deliver them. I find that the commitment to
delivering park and ride facilities for Dundee is adequately addressed in the Action
Programme, and there is no modification required to Map 10.
Reporter’s recommendations:
I recommend that Map 10 should be amended with the introduction of a new marker on
the map, and a new key notation as follows:
“3 Proposed A90/A937 junction upgrade”
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Issue 031

Policy 10: Connecting People, Places and Markets – Rail (inc
Map 10)

Development
plan reference:

Policy 10

Reporter:
Sinéad Lynch

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Seeking a change
Network Rail (910281)
Newburgh Train Station Group (909581)
Errol Estate (909974)
Scottish Government (910172)
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253)
Starlink (St Andrews Rail Link) Campaign
(546345)
Strathkinness Community Council
(909092)
Transform Scotland (910307)

Supporting as written
Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583)
Cairngorms National Park Authority
(910266)
Dundee Civic Trust (845127)
Scottish Enterprise (835481)
SEPA (835401)
Scottish Water (762198)
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership
(908118)
Sustrans (346798)
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership
(441235)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
The Plan recognises nationally and regionally important infrastructure projects in Map 10.
There has been limited change from the infrastructure projects set out in Proposals Map 1
in SDP1. Many but not all are transport infrastructure or service enhancement projects.
These transport projects include those identified in the Strategic Transport Projects
Review (STPR) (2008) (Doc92) and both Regional Transport Strategies (Doc94) that
cover the area. They also include new routes associated with the Strategic Development
Areas in this Plan. This has been the result of lengthy discussions between TAYplan
officers and Transport Scotland, the 4 Councils and the regional transport partnerships
and more detailed information is within the Action Programme (Doc76) (each Map
number corresponds to the number in the Action Programme (Doc76)).
Of specific note is the proposals for proposed/ aspiration new rail stations. In summary,
both Newburgh and Oudenarde remain in the Proposed Plan and Proposed Action
Programme as ‘proposed’ new rail stations of medium priority. Both are within Tactran’s
RTS Delivery Plan 2008-2023 (Doc95) and the relevant Local Development Plans.
TAYplan is committed to considering how these locations can be better connected
through improved public transport. The Action Programme sets out the requirement for a
STAG appraisal to consider all options for improving the transport system which could
include other improvements to public transport.
The priority of Wormit rail station has been amended to now be of a low priority in
TAYplan’s Proposed Action Programme and stated to be an ‘aspirational’ new rail station
in TAYplan’s Proposed Plan. TAYplan have made this change through discussions with
Transport Scotland and other relevant parties. TAYplan have listened to Transport
Scotland and understand the impacts of this rail station on the strategic transport network
due to the close proximity to Leuchars. This rail station also has had significantly less
background work carried out and visible community backing through consultation
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responses received.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Note to Reporter - Scottish Government also submitted PLAN2015_337 but this was a
repeat of PLAN2015_336.
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Rail
a) Overall Comments
Transform Scotland (910307464) consider that Policy 10 calls for good connectivity within
and through the area yet the Plan fails to make provision for significant rail journey time
improvements between the area and adjoining regions but does provide for new road
capacity at various points within the region. It is considered that the Plan should make
provision for the retention of the existing/remaining trackbeds on the historic routes of the
Glenfarg Line and Strathmore Line, providing a direct route from Edinburgh to Perth,
stating that this is in accordance with Scottish Planning Policy. It is also considered that
prior to reinstatement for rail use; there should also be opportunities for the protected
trackbeds to be used for active travel purposes. The respondent provides an example of
the Borders railway and explains the process and funding. The respondent considers
that the currently under-utilised Perth station could also be transformed into a new InterCity hub and the catalyst for transport connectivity and urban regeneration.
Strathkinness Community Council (909092/228) consider that there should be reference
to a regional transport interchange hub at Leuchars Railway Station included.
b) New Rail Stations
Scottish Government (910172/336) consider that transport appraisals considering
potential interventions around the areas identified for rail stations are at the early stages
and as such the rational for any of the stations is yet to be established. The respondent
notes that text on the map is not correct as appraisals should be objective-led, not
solution-led. Relevant sections of Planning Circular 6/2013 (Doc25) and Scottish
Planning Policy (Doc84) are also stated to emphasise that Development Plans should set
out ambitious but realistic long-term visions for their areas, indicate where development
should happen and where it should not, providing confidence to investors and
communities alike and that Development Plans should be consistent with Scottish
minister priorities and national policies, providing confidence to stakeholders that the
outcomes can be achieved. The respondent has also noted that whilst stated in Scottish
Planning Policy (Doc84) and Network Rail guidance, agreement has not been reached
with Transport Scotland and Network Rail on the inclusion of the stations at Wormit,
Newburgh, Bridge of Earn and the relocation of Invergowrie to Dundee West.
Consequently, it is considered that these stations should be removed from Map 10.
Errol Estate (909974/527) consider that the reopening of Errol rail station should be
added to Map 10 as this would complement the long term vision for the Carse of Gowrie
and the Estate land, including any eventual land release, noting benefits of the station
reopening and the history of Errol station.
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Starlink (St Andrews Rail Link) campaign (546345/508) consider that a new railway and
station to St. Andrews should be included as St. Andrew's is an economic generator and
better connectivity will benefit the whole surrounding area.
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/543) also consider that more emphasis needs to
be placed on communities developing integrated transport plans. The respondent also
considers that development in Guardbridge should stimulate sufficient demand to link St.
Andrews with a light electric rail shuttle service that would also connect with mainline rail
services.
Network Rail (910281/568) considers that there should be caution over safeguarding land
for a rail halt in Wormit. The respondent considers that the close proximity to Leuchars
station may raise issues in achieving appropriate line speeds between the stations. The
respondent suggests that the Local Development Plan/Transport Appraisal considers an
alternative option to the new rail station. In considering a new station at Newburgh and
Oudenarde, the respondent explains that by adding an additional one or two new stations
to a single line may impact on the ability to deliver the new timetable and if not proven
feasible alternative policy and practical measures to support new development may have
to be considered.
Newburgh Train Station Group (909581/569) considers that Newburgh rail station should
be presented as a high priority action within TAYplan. The respondent provides a detailed
background to the Newburgh Train Station Group's campaign for the rail station and has
referenced a number of reports. The respondent considers the rail station to be
supported by the community of Newburgh and also neighbouring Abernethy in addition to
tourists and international visitors to the town. The respondent considers Newburgh to be
an actual community and a visual arts and crafts hub. The respondent considers that the
reopening of Newburgh rail station would give back the networks needed to make
Newburgh a viable place to live and work.
Summary of Representations Supporting as Written
Whole Policy
Scottish Water (762198/275) support the policy.
Tactran Regional Transport Partnership (441235/365) supports Policy 10 which is
consistent with and complements the Regional Transport Strategy.
Scottish Enterprise (835481/371) supports the policy to ensure that Strategic
Development Areas are underpinned by the right infrastructure, the direction given to
Local Development Plans and that the policy reflects SPP.
Dundee Civic Trust (845127/285) supports the policy, emphasising the connectivity
projects that is needed to enhance the region's economic prospects and that it is
essential to capitalise on the investments being undertaken in the city in particular in the
V&A and waterfront area. The respondent makes specific reference to Dundee
infrastructure proposals and the desired direction for these.
Cairngorms National Park Authority (910266/391) supports the strategic infrastructure
proposals with the upgrading of the A9 between Perth and Inverness and improvements
to the Highland main rail line being of particular significance to the National Park.
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Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583/565) supports the proposed A90 upgrade at
Dundee and on the rail network at Usan south of Montrose. The respondent considers
that while road improvements to increase capacity, speed and reliability of journeys on
the A90 at Dundee and on the rail network at Usan south of Montrose are mentioned,
these improvements are critical from Aberdeen City and Shire's perspective too and that it
is vital that TAYplan and TACTRAN both continue to push coordinated work on this, with
Transport Scotland and others, to see these improvements delivered within the plan
period.
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/035) supports the consideration of
freight transport issues.
Sustrans (346798/507) strongly supports safeguarding land for future sustainable
transport infrastructure provision, in particular any that is necessary to deliver
enhancements to the National Walking and Cycling Network.
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/200) fully supports the proposed
strategy for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and improving air quality within the
TAYplan area, and considers air quality issues to be a cross boundary problem.
Distinguishing that Local Development Plans should aim to minimise carbon and local air
quality emissions and recognise the link between the two agendas as well as that plans
should improve air quality through sustainable development in their areas is welcomed.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Rail
a) Overall Comments
Transform Scotland (910307/464) - Propose that in Map 10 and in supporting text, the
Plan should make provision for the retention of the existing/remaining trackbeds of the
historic routes of the Glenfarg Line and Strathmore Line to provide a direct EdinburghPerth route, and that these be specified within Map 10 list of Strategic Infrastructure
Projects.
Strathkinness Community Council (909092/228) - Propose including reference to a
regional transport interchange hub at Leuchars Railway Station.
b) New Rail Stations
Scottish Government (910172/336) - Propose removing reference to proposed or
aspirational new railway stations at Bridge of Earn, Newburgh and Wormit and the
proposed relocation of Invergowrie rail station to Dundee West on Map 10 of the
Proposed Plan.
Errol Estate (909974/527) - Propose an amendment to: Include an additional point on
Map 10 for an aspirational re-opened rail station at Errol.
Starlink (St Andrews Rail Link) campaign (546345/508) - Propose including a railway to
St Andrews and station, subject to STAG, as you have for Wormit and Newburgh.
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/543) - Propose that more emphasis needs to be
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placed on communities developing integrated transport plans, involving all key
stakeholders, better provision of safe cycling and walking, better public transport
connected with park and ride and park and shop. Car sharing and pooling initiatives
should be developed to encourage less car dependency.
Network Rail (910281/568):




Proposed new station in Wormit: it is suggested that the Local Development
Plan/Transport Appraisal considers an alternative option of investigating how new
development and policy can support the existing stations such as bus priority
measures, cycle lanes and footpath networks.
Proposed new station in Newburgh: Between 2014 and 2019, Network Rail is
delivering a project which will both increase the number of trains between Inverness
and the Central Belt, but also reduce the journey time by around 10 minutes. Adding
one or possibly two new stations to a single line may impact on the ability to deliver
the new timetable and, as above, if not proven feasible consideration needs to be
given to alternative policy and practical measures to support new development.

Newburgh Train Station Group (909581/569) - No specific change stated for the
Proposed Plan. Changes specified are for the Proposed Action Programme.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Authority’s Response to Proposed Modifications
Rail
a) Overall Comments
Transform Scotland (910307/464) - TAYplan consider that provision has been made to
consider rail journey time improvements between the area and the adjoining regions.
Pages 26-29 of TAYplan’s Proposed Action Programme (Doc76) provide detail on the
specific national rail improvements proposed through Strategic Transport Projects Review
(Doc92). One of the key drivers of each of these projects is to improve journey times and
connections throughout the east of Scotland.
The issue of the protection of former railway lines was raised in the Reporter’s response
to the Perth & Kinross Council Proposed Local Development Plan (2012) (Doc71). While
no-one specifically called for the reopening of the former Edinburgh/Perth line, the
Reporter summarised that people wished the line protected as a path for walking, cycling
etc. while maintaining its availability should it be needed for railway use in the future. PKC
accepted this would be desirable and suggested the Reporter could make a
recommendation under the community facilities (paths and public access) section of the
plan rather than the transport section. The Reporter agreed and Policy CF2 in the Local
Development was modified to include protection for disused railway lines, which also
meets the requirements of SPP 2014 para 277 (Doc84). Any further consideration of
disused railway lines will be through the Local Development Plan (Doc71).
Developing Perth Station as an intercity hub is not identified as a funding priority by
TACTRAN in its Regional Transport Strategy Delivery Plan (Doc95) nor is the proposal
part of Perth & Kinross Council’s Local Development Plan (2012) (Doc71). It is therefore
unlikely to come forward within the lifetime of the LDP. It is considered that such a project
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would need to be identified in Transport Scotland’s Strategic Transport Projects Review
(Doc92) before it could be considered for inclusion in the Local Development Plan or
Strategic Development Plan. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be
necessary.
Strathkinness Community Council (909092/228) - TAYplan do not support this change.
This project is not a commitment of Transport Scotland nor is it within SEStran's Regional
Transport Strategy (Doc88). However, Fife Council are promoting better public transport
connections from St Andrews to Leuchars through enhanced bus provision and
encourage the use of the train by improving car parking facilities at Leuchars station.
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
b) New Rail Stations
Scottish Government (910172/336) - TAYplan have worked closely with Transport
Scotland, Tactran and Fife Council. Whilst Transport Scotland did not agree, Fife Council
and Tactran agreed that the wording for Wormit rail station would be amended to
'aspirational' given the current status of this rail station.
However, it was also agreed that the proposed rail stations at Bridge of Earn, Newburgh
and the proposed relocation of Invergowrie rail station would remain a higher priority in
the Proposed Action Programme (Doc76) and titled ‘proposed’ rather than ‘aspirational’
given their current status. Recent background work has been carried out on each of
these which have evidenced the higher priority given to these rail stations.
TAYplan’s Proposed Plan Policy 10Dii states that ‘Local Development Plans should
enhance connectivity of people, places and markets by safeguarding land for future
infrastructure provision (including routes) that are identified in the National Planning
Framework; Strategic Transport Projects Review or Regional Transport Strategies
covering the TAYplan area.’ Each of these proposedaspirational rail station proposals is
included in the currently approved TAYplan Strategic Development Plan proposals map
and is in the relevant Local Development Plan. The Local Development Plans have been
approved by Scottish Ministers. Each of these rail station proposals is also in the relevant
Regional Transport Strategy (Doc94) approved by Scottish Ministers and associated
Delivery Plans (Doc95). All proposed stations are important to the long term sustainable
strategy of TAYplan.
In addition, Invergowrie Station relocation proposal was identified through Tay Estuary
Rail Study (2009) (Doc96) and will be given further consideration following clarification
of the future rail timetable taking cognisance of Strategic Transport Projects Review
project 23: Rail Improvements between Aberdeen and the Central Belt (Doc92). Bridge
of Earn rail station proposal is part of a Masterplan and Section 75 agreement for the
Oudenarde Development (031/Extract/3). Bridge of Earn and Newburgh proposals are
also subject to ongoing feasibility work by Sestran, Tactran, Fife and Perth & Kinross
Councils. Therefore it is appropriate that each of these three stations is identified as
proposed. Wormit Station is included in Sestran Regional Transport Strategy Delivery
Plan (Doc95) however additional feasibility work has not been undertaken and therefore
is included as aspirational.
Whilst currently not within the Scottish Government’s Strategic Transport Projects Review
(2008) (Doc92), these proposals are an important component of TAYplan’s strategy. It is
considered appropriate to include these proposals. Therefore TAYplan does not consider
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any change to be necessary.
Errol Estate (909974/527) - The re-opening of Errol station does not comply with
TAYplan’s Proposed Plan Policy 10 as it is not identified in the National Planning
Framework (Doc60), Strategic Transport Projects Review (Doc92) or the Regional
Transport Strategy (Doc94), nor is it considered to be a location that is essential to
support modal shift and reduced carbon emissions and improvements to air quality. An
additional number of stops on the main line between Perth-Aberdeen are not supported.
The re-opening of Errol station does not support TAYplan’s spatial strategy. TAYplan
therefore consider that the re-opening of Errol station should not be added to Map 10.
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Starlink (St Andrews Rail Link) campaign (546345/508) and St Andrews Preservation
Trust (910253/543) - A rail link to St. Andrews was raised as part of the TAYplan Main
Issues Report in 2014. TAYplan's position remains unchanged. TAYplan do not support
this proposal.
The proposal is not included in the Proposed FIFEplan (Doc79) and is not currently on
Transport Scotland’s list of priorities. A full Strategic Transport Appraisal Guidance
(STAG) (Doc87) assessment would be needed. The proposed scheme is also severely
disruptive to the Old Course Hotel and Links Trust property. The strategy of Fife Council
is to promote better public transport connections from St Andrews to Leuchars through
enhanced bus provision and encourage use of the train by improving car parking facilities
at Leuchars station. Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Network Rail (910281/568) - TAYplan acknowledges the importance of reducing journey
time between cities in Scotland. However, TAYplan note that on pages 31-33 of the
Proposed Action Programme (Doc76), the emphasis is on undertaking a transport
appraisal of each area. The Proposed Action Programme does not just specify the need
for a rail study, instead highlighting the need for a wider transport study. This study may
indicate that an alternative public transport measure is more appropriate to some areas.
Therefore TAYplan does not consider any change to be necessary.
Newburgh Train Station Group (909581/569) - The Proposed Plan identifies a new rail
station at Newburgh as one of several proposals important to the delivery of the Proposed
Plan. Work related to this, and the prioritisation given to the project, is detailed in the
updated Proposed Action Programme (May 2015 Page 32, Action 15) (Doc76). The
priority given to ‘undertaking a transport appraisal for the Newburgh area’, when
compared to the Approved Action Programme (June 2012) (Doc3), has increased to
medium priority to be consistent with other new rail stations proposed. The Plan does not
deal with prioritisation but gives support to the scheme therefore no change is proposed.
The site is included within SEStrans Regional Transport Strategy Delivery Plan 2008 –
2023 (Doc89) but the proposal is not currently supported by the Strategic Transport
Projects Review (Doc92) and Transport Scotland have no commitment towards funding
the delivery of a station at this location. Transport Scotland’s policy is to promote better
utilisation of the existing network as a first choice and, as such, welcomes proposals for
Park-and-Choose sites which complement established rail facilities. Therefore TAYplan
does not consider any change to be necessary.
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Authority’s Response to Supporting Representations
Whole Policy
Aberdeen City and Shire SDPA (442583/565), Cairngorms National Park Authority
(910266/391), Dundee Civic Trust (845127/285), Colliers International for Scottish
Enterprise (835481/371), Scottish Environment Protection Agency (835401/200), Scottish
Water (762198/275), SEStran (908118/035), Sustrans (346798/507) and Tactran
(441235/365) - TAYplan welcome support for Policy 10. TAYplan note that the Proposed
Action Programme will be updated annually where the progress on these proposals will
be recorded.
Conclusions
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May, 2015) and propose that the elements dealt
with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written and unchanged.
TAYplan is satisfied that many of these issues are dealt with appropriately by the Policy
as currently written or by supporting elements of Policies 1, 3, 4, 5 and the Proposed
Action Programme (Doc76). This is a long term strategic Plan. It is appropriate to
identify locations for new transport infrastructure as part of an integrated spatial strategy.
This is also important for the sustainable economic growth of the area.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Support
1. Representations supporting Policy 10, Map 10 and the references to rail are noted.
Rail Journey Times
2. A representation suggests that the plan does not make provision for reducing rail
journey times and promotes road journeys.
3. Although not specifically set out in Policy 10, I find that Part D (iii) aims to support a
modal shift from reliance on car and road-based travel. Overall, I find that Policy 10 is
part of a broader approach of this plan, where Polices 1, 2, 3, 8 and 10 are designed to
reduce the need to travel, and to travel more sustainably.
4. In addition, I consider that the Proposed Action Plan 2016 sets out at Actions 13
and 14, pages 29-33, the detailed actions required to deliver the aims of the plan. One of
the specific objectives of these actions is to improve rail journey times and improve
connectivity.
5. I conclude that the matter raised in the representation is already adequately
addressed in the plan, and no modification is required.
Protection of former railway lines
6. The inclusion of disused railway lines and rail beds such as the Glenfarg and
Strathmore Lines is sought, and the protected lines promoted for active travel purposes.
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7. Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) at paragraph 277 states “Disused railway lines with a
reasonable prospect of being reused as rail, tram, bus rapid transit or active travel routes
should be safeguarded in development plans.”. I consider that as there is provision in the
Perth & Kinross Local Development Plan (LDP) in Policy CF2 for protection for disused
railway lines, then a similar policy is in this plan would lead to policy duplication, where is
it not required. I find that the requirements of SPP are met in the LDP, and the suggested
modification would not enhance the policy approach as set out in SPP and the LDP. I
recommend no modification to the plan.
Perth Station
8. Perth Station is considered to be under-utilised, and the representation suggests it
should be transformed into an inter-city hub.
9. Action 14 in the Proposed Action Programme 2016 specifically addresses the issue of
Perth rail and bus station. There is a commitment to deliver a business case for station
improvements, and the project is included in the Perth City Investment Plan. The project
is also included in the Draft Perth City Plan.
10. I conclude that the plan has an express commitment to supporting and delivering the
desired improvements to Perth rail and bus station. Making it an inter-city hub is a matter
for TACTRANS RTS Delivery Plan 2008 – 2023, and it is not included in that programme.
Without an evidence base for an inter-city hub at the station, and the support of the
relevant parties involved in delivering such a project, I recommend that no modification be
made to the plan.
Leuchers Rail Station
11. A reference to a regional transport interchange at Leuchers Station is sought.
12. I find that the proposed modification is not a project supported by Transport
Scotland in its Strategic Transport Project Review (STPR), nor is it a project identified in
the SEStran Regional Transport Strategy. Without such support for an infrastructure
project, I conclude that it would not be appropriate to include it within an SDP, or within
Policy 10 or Map 10. I recommend no modification to the plan.
New Rail Stations
13. A number of parties have sought to have new rail stations included in the plan, at
Map 10. These include Errol (reopen), a light rail link between St Andrews and
Guardbridge, a rail halt at Wormit, and a station at Newburgh.
Errol Station
14. In relation to Errol station, I find that there is no policy justification for reopening the
station. The representation suggests that the reopening would be in accordance with the
long-term vision for the Errol Estate and the Carse of Gowrie.
15. I find that there is no strategic long term vision for the release of land in the Carse of
Gowrie, and that the re-opening of the station would not actually serve any Strategic
Development Area (SDA), or area of major land release.
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16. The reopening of Errol station does not appear to be a project that forms part of the
Transport Scotland’s STPR, nor is it a project identified in the Regional Transport
Strategy. On that basis, and the basis that it would be contrary to the spatial strategy of
the plan, I recommend no modification to the plan.
Light Rail Link to St Andrews.
17. A rail link to St Andrews has been raised in two representations. Both consider that
there would be sufficient demand to support a rail link, and one suggests it should be
between Guardbridge and the town. It should be an electric light rail link, connecting with
mainline services.
18. I find that a new rail station/rail link at St Andrews does not appear to be a project
that forms part of Transport Scotland’s STPR, nor is it a project identified in the Regional
Transport Strategy, or in the Fife LDP. I understand that Fife Council’s strategy is to
promote better public transport connections between St Andrews and Leuchers, and to
provide additional parking at Leuchers to promote use of the train service.
19. Without such support for an infrastructure project, I conclude that it would not be
appropriate to include it within this strategic plan, or within Policy 10 or Map 10. I
recommend no modification to the plan.
Newburgh Station
20. A representation is seeking the identification of the reopening of Newburgh Station
as a high priority action in the plan. The submission is supported by a number of reports.
The modifications required are not actually for the plan itself, but for the Proposed Action
Programme 2016.
21. I find that Action 15, on page 35 of the Proposed Action Programme 2016,
specifically addresses this matter. Although support is included in the SEStran Regional
Transport Delivery Plan 2008, the project is not supported by Transport Scotland and its
STPR, and a STAG appraisal has not yet been carried out on the project. I consider that
to identify a rail station as a high priority in this plan would pre-empt the outcome of the
proposed transport appraisal.
22. I conclude that the matter raised in the representation is already adequately
addressed in the Proposed Action Programme 2016 under Action 15 – Undertake a
Transport Appraisal for the Newburgh Area, and no modification is required in relation to
this representation, subject to any other recommendation made on this issue which may
have a consequential impact overall on Map 10.
Wormit Station
23. Network Rail has expressed concern regarding the identification of safeguarding
land for a rail halt at Wormit, on the basis that proximity to Leuchers station may create
issues for delivering the strategic network and the new timetable.
24. The potential for a new station is raised in Action 16 of the Proposed Action
Programme 2016, at page 36. However, as is pointed out by the planning authority, the
Action does not presume that a new station will be provided, rather it says that a range of
options will considered.
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25. I conclude that the matter raised in the representation is already adequately
addressed in the Proposed Action Programme 2016 under Action 16 – Undertake a
transport appraisal for the Wormit Area, and no modification is required, subject to any
other recommendation made on this issue which may have a consequential impact
overall on Map 10.
New Stations at Wormit, Bridge of Earn, Newburgh and the relocation of Invergowrie to
Dundee West
26. The Scottish Government has objected to the inclusion of the above stations on
Map 10, as the transport appraisal process for each of them is at an early stage, and
agreement has not been reached with either Transport Scotland or Network Rail on their
inclusion.
27. Tayplan considers that each of the proposed stations is an important component
of the plan strategy and that it is appropriate to include these proposals in the plan and
to illustrate them on Map 10. It does not agree with the suggested modification. On
Map 10, Wormit is noted as “aspirational”, while the other three stations are described as
“proposed”. The difference arises as background work has been carried out on the
proposed stations which has given them a higher priority.
28. I find that SPP at paragraph 277 sets out the basis of inclusion of new rail stations
as follows:
“The strategic case for a new station should emerge from a complete and robust
multimodal transport appraisal in line with Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance. Any
appraisal should include consideration of making best use of current rail services; and
should demonstrate that the needs of local communities, workers or visitors are sufficient
to generate a high level of demand, and that there would be no adverse impact on the
operation of the rail service franchise. Funding partners must be identified. Agreement
should be reached with Transport Scotland and Network Rail before rail proposals are
included in a development plan or planning application and it should be noted that further
technical assessment and design work will be required before any proposed new station
can be confirmed as viable.”.
29. I consider that in terms of SPP, a strategic case has not been made for all or any of
the four stations in question. A Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance appraisal (STAG)
has not been carried out for all or any of the stations. Funding partners have not been
identified. Agreement has not been reached with Transport Scotland and/or Network
Rail. No station has been confirmed as viable.
30. I find that given the position of Transport Scotland and Network Rail and the
lack of identified funding or support for the stations, and the policy context of SPP
paragraph 277, there is no justification for including the four stations in question as
“aspirational” or “proposed” on Map 10 in this plan.
31. However, I conclude that to omit the stations from the plan would not fully reflect the
strategy of the plan, and the Proposed Action Programme 2016. I note that the Proposed
Action Programme refers to “undertaking a transport appraisal” for both areas. I find that
to properly reflect the strategy of the plan and to accord with SPP, the description on
Map 10 of Actions 15 and 16 should be modified to “Area for Transport Appraisal”. This, I
conclude, would properly reflect the status of the areas.
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32. In relation to Action 18, Invergowrie Station relocation, the relocation of the station
forms part of a wider SPTR project as the Highland Mainline and Aberdeen to Central
Belt rail service enhancement (Projects 17 and 23). An outline business case has been
made. I find that to properly reflect the strategy of the plan and to accord with SPP, the
description on Map 10 of Action 18 should be modified to “Potential relocation of
Invergowrie rail station to Dundee West”. This, I conclude, would properly reflect the
status of the area.
Reporter’s recommendations:
I recommend that:
1. Amend Map 10 page 59, by changing the notation on the key for Actions 15 and 16 to
“Area for Transport Appraisal”
2. Amend Map 10 page 59, by changing the notation on the key for Action 18 to
“Potential relocation of Invergowrie rail station to Dundee West”
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Issue 032

Something Else

Any other issues that do not relate directly to
Reporter:
any one policy within the plan, as well as
Sinéad Lynch
general comments.
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including
reference number):
Development
plan reference:

Seeking a change
Andrew Dundas (821782)
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network
(763366)
Claudine Scott (907629)
Confederation of St Andrews Residents
Associations (339848)
Coupar Angus & Bendochy Community
Council (909949)
Freuchie Community Council (910081)

Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935)
Scotia Gas Networks (910286)
Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community
Council (910325)
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253)
Strathkinness Community Council (909092)
The Theatres Trust (856633)
Supporting as written
SEStran (908118)

Provision of the development plan to which the issue relates:
Any other issues that do not relate directly to any one policy within the plan, as well as
general comments.
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Summary of Representations Seeking a Change
Allocation of Land
Andrew Dundas (821782/186) considers planning to be ‘a device for the cruel rationing
development land, it is the main cause of the astronomic rise in site values’. He considers
the system to be dictatorial and only to benefit those landowners whose land is allocated
for development. The respondent considers that further land is required and infrastructure
is needed to enable development.
Consultation Process
Claudine Scott (907629/224) considers the online consultation process to be ‘ineffectual’.
The respondent had difficulty logging on and that the email address, which is published,
did not work and hopes that TAYplan will improve this process in the future.
Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community Council (910325/528) considers the online
system “not to be user-friendly” and that the consultation procedure fails to encourage
participation from members of the public, and therefore fails to encourage interest and
involvement in the Plan itself. The respondent also considers there to be no provision for
those without the access to a computer to take part in any aspect of TAYplan. The
respondent also considers that those who have ‘I.T. skills’ will not wish to be involved in
this “bureaucratic exercise with its enormous documents as few of which have much
attraction for the ordinary person”.
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Confederation of St Andrews Residents Associations (339848/449) does not consider
that the web response forms are user friendly and suggests TAYplan are ‘not engaging
adequately with the public’. The respondent is specifically concerned about the
percentage of landowners and developers who have responded to TAYplan. The
respondent also considers that TAYplan is distant from the public and ‘seriously
dislocated from concerns or aspirations of many non-governmental organisations’. They
give St Andrew's green belt as an example, in which they state TAYplan have made
virtually no comment on. They compare this with Agricultural Land which they say
TAYplan monitor in terms of losses and incursions.
The respondent also considers the logos etc. of Dundee City Council on emails do not
assist members of other communities to feel that they are valued in relation to responses.
The respondent recognises that while it is not a specific requirement of equalities
legislation, accessible and understandable processes of consultation are key to the
effective engagement of the public in plans which affect them.
Freuchie Community Council (910081/297) considers that the website is ‘totally user
unfriendly’ and consider that this contributes to an ‘un-democratic process’.
Hazardous Substances and Installations Policy
Scotia Gas Networks (910286/394) promotes the Crieff and Broich Gas Holder sites
which will come forward for redevelopment and will not be used for future gas storage.
They consider that the decommissioning costs for such sites rule out low value
employment uses. They therefore propose any removal of protection for such sites and a
new policy for hazardous installations which provides the flexibility for higher value land
uses that the respondent considers necessary to offset the anticipated decommissioning
costs.
Cultural Facilities
The Theatres Trust (856633/522) considers cultural facilities to be an important part of a
sustainable community, including facilities such as museums, exhibition halls, live music
venues, community halls, libraries and other public venues. The respondent considers
that policies which support and enhance cultural facilities and activities can be used as a
catalyst for wider cultural development and city regeneration.
They therefore consider it important that the TAYplan support arts and culture at all levels
and ensure that all residents and visitors have access to cultural opportunities. They also
seek to specifically protect, support and enhance existing leisure and cultural facilities
from change of use or redevelopment, unless it can be demonstrated that there is no
longer a community need for that facility, as well as providing criteria for encouraging new
cultural development of all sizes.
The respondent supports the cultural content of Policy 5 Town Centres First (Doc80),
especially with regard to the role of cultural facilities contributing to town centre vibrancy,
vitality and viability throughout the day and into the evening. However the respondent
considers that the plan should have a policy that aims to specifically safeguard, promote
and enhance the existing community and cultural facilities that are important to local
communities, or to find alternative community uses when they become no longer viable,
before moving onto criteria for new development.
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Document Suite
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366/263) considers there to be a need for a
glossary of terms that are included in the Plan.
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/539) considers the documents to be “difficult to
penetrate”, and feels the separation of the plan and action programme lacks cohesion.
Coupar Angus & Bendochy Community Council (909949/294) considers the maps in the
Proposed Plan (Doc80) are unclear, and considers that town locations and important
connecting roads should be clearly indicated.
Confederation of St Andrews Residents Associations (339848/449) considers there to be
‘generalised inspirational statements’ about the quality of life for residents and about
place making in the TAYplan area, which are ‘so generalised and non-specific that they
could be interpreted in a dozen different ways and produce a dozen different outcomes’.
The respondent considers this would have no significant improvement on individual lives.
The respondent also considers that the Proposed Plan could be improved by setting
down targets for issues as ‘travel times to education establishments and recreational
facilities for adults.
The respondent is also concerned to ensure that the Community Empowerment
(Scotland) Act 2015 (Doc27) is not ‘used as a lever to further minimise the involvement of
the public in plans which will affect their lives’. They are concerned that public documents
are becoming ‘so impenetrable’ that they become irrelevant and an instrument of public
policy.
Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community Council (910325/558) considers the use of jargon
to mean ‘little to most people’ for example the term the ‘spatial strategy’. The respondent
considers this is best exemplified in an extract from Topic Paper 1 Vision & Outcomes
(2015) paragraph 1.4 (Doc103) which the respondent outlines. They consider it is ‘almost
unbelievable’ that this is included in a Plan, and is part of information for public
consumption.
Environmental Report
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366/276) considers the need for more emphasis to
be placed on the identification of areas in need of remediation and redevelopment
thereby contributing towards environmental improvement and sustainable economic
development.
Governance
Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community Council (910325/561) considers TAYplan
governance to be a ‘closed group’ and that ‘the Scottish Government and the four local
authorities which make up the TAYplan have imposed a regime on the public’ which will
be a ‘heavy burden’” on this part of Scotland for the foreseeable future.
Introductory Contextual Statement
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/436) considers an introductory, contextual
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statement would ‘underpin’ some of the rationale for individual policies such as
references to climate change, modal shift in transport, resource efficiency and green
networks and biodiversity. They also consider it would help emphasise why we need to
think differently about the type of infrastructure which is designed to meet the challenges
of the coming decades. They advise the inclusion of ‘some figures that would substantiate
trends and projections, and beef up some of the broad statements of intent in the Plan’.
They note that these maybe found in related TAYplan background reports, but that it
would be useful to have a digest of these in the Plan itself.
National Policy
Strathkinness Community Council (909092/229) considers it to be important that ‘enough
contingencies’ will be set up to cope with any significant changes in national or Scottish
Government policies in forthcoming years.
Sustainable Economic Growth
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/436) considers that ‘sustainable’, ‘sustainable
economic development’, ‘sustainable growth’, and ‘sustainable development’ are used by
different people and organisations in many different ways which often in conflict with
‘environmental sustainability", so it is necessary to state how a particular publication or
commentator intends each term to be understood. The respondent feels it is then easier
to consider whether the content of the document or statement is consistent with the
intended meaning of the term.
Summary of Representations Supporting as Written
Document Suite
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/038 and 039) considers the documents
comprehensive but readable. They also consider that the Strategic Environmental
Assessment (2014) (Doc35) document identifies the pertinent issues. They question
whether a full Strategic Environmental Assessment is required if there are no significant
changes to the original Strategic Development Plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Allocation of Land
Andrew Dundas (821782/186) implies change to the rationale of planning away from a
system that 'rations' land and for there to be further land and infrastructure available to
enable development.
Consultation Procedure
Confederation of St Andrews Residents Associations (339848/449), Royal Burgh of St
Andrews Community Council (910325/528), Claudine Scott (907629/224) and Freuchie
Community Council (910081/297) implies changes to the consultation response form and
the website in order to make the website and overall process more user-friendly.
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Hazardous Substances and Installations Policy
Scotia Gas Networks (910286/394) propose a new Hazardous Substances Installation
Policy that removes protection for former gas holder sites and has the flexibility to support
high value land uses on such sites to overcome the anticipated costs of
decommissioning.
Cultural Facilities
The Theatres Trust (856633/522) proposes either the creation of a new policy on
community and cultural facilities; or, amendments to be made to the supporting text for
the Policy 5 Town Centres First on page 32-34 (Doc80) to say that: ‘Local Development
Plans should safeguard, promote and enhance existing community and cultural facilities
in addition to providing criteria for new community and cultural facilities’.
Document Suite
Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community Council (910325/558) propose changes to the
terminology used throughout the plan to eliminate ‘jargon’ and use clear language that all
can understand.
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366/263) propose a glossary of terms should be
included in Plan.
Coupar Angus & Bendochy Community Council (909949/294) propose that town locations
and connecting roads should be clearly indicated on maps within the plan.
Confederation of St Andrews Residents Associations (339848/449) propose deletion of
what they term ‘generalised inspirational statements’ about the quality of life for residents
in the TAYplan area and about place making. They also propose the introduction of
targets (rather than prescriptive standards) for such issues as travel times to education
establishments including primary and secondary schools as well as community
educational and recreational facilities for adults.
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/539) implied changes to make the suite of
documents easier to penetrate and combination of the strategic plan and the proposed
action plan.
Environmental Report
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366/276) incorporation of more emphasis to be
placed on the identification of areas in need of remediation and redevelopment.
Governance
Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community Council (910325/561) propose improvements in
what they term the ‘time efficiency of committee meetings’ and an implied reduction in
what is termed the ‘heavy burden’ that the four local authorities that make up TAYplan
have ‘imposed’.
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Introductory Contextual Statement
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/436) propose the addition of a brief introductory
contextual statement to summarise some of the key environmental, social, technological,
economic and demographic trends which are likely to shape the world of 2036. As well as
the addition of metrics and targets.
National Policy
Strathkinness Community Council (909092/229) propose an increase in flexibility and
contingencies built into the plan to mean that it is still relevant even after significant
national or Scottish Government policy changes in the future.
Sustainable Economic Growth
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/436) propose the addition of a definition of what this
means - development which is environmentally sustainable, or development which can be
maintained for a certain period of time.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Authority's Response to Proposed Modifications
Allocation of Land
Andrew Dundas (821782/186) - The respondent raises similar issues in the Schedule 4
Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 012 Policy 4 Homes Technical and Background
Assumptions.
TAYplan does not agree that planning is ‘a device for the cruel rationing development
land or that this is the main cause of the astronomic rise in site values’. Planning involves
thinking about the needs for and impacts of development so that issues can be
considered and resolved in advance of action. The purpose of this is to ensure that
development and the behaviours it either supports or promotes do not result in adverse
consequences for the rest of society.
The Proposed Plan (2015) vision (Doc80) is about quality of life and promotes economic
growth, better quality places, better health and living within the Earth’s environmental
limits. This means that growth is a means to an end and not the end in itself. Identifying
land through the planning system provides economic certainty and supports democratic
participation in the future of places and people’s lives.
TAYplan does not agree the planning system is ‘dictatorial’ although it is the mechanism
through which consent to develop can be refused or granted. The respondent has not
provided any evidence which describes how land values have changed or indeed any
evidence which clearly and specifically identifies the land owners of allocated sites to
have been the main beneficiaries of this. Development can meet social need, provide
jobs and promote behaviours that support a better quality of life for many people. It can
also contribute to making areas more attractive for future investment and job creation.
TAYplan is not persuaded that more land, on its own, will automatically result in more or
indeed better quality development. It is equally plausible that this would instead result in
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similar levels of development taking place but in different locations. This is not the same
thing and may not offer the same opportunities to deliver the vision and outcomes
(Doc80). Therefore although the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) is orientated towards a
growing economy this is not at any cost and the vision and policy framework of the
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) make this clear.
TAYplan agrees that infrastructure plays a vital role in supporting growth and improving
the quality of communities. However, it is a means to delivering those ends rather than an
end in itself. TAYplan is satisfied that the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) provides
appropriate details to support the delivery of infrastructure and its consequent impacts.
The Proposed Action Programme (2015) (Doc76) also sets out the actions necessary to
deliver infrastructure proposals or development which includes new infrastructure.
The respondent has not presented any persuasive evidence to describe an alternative
workable approach to bring about the changes they seek or explained how this would be
better for delivering the vision than the approach outlined in the Proposed Plan (2015)
(Doc80). TAYplan therefore does not propose to make any changes to the Proposed Plan
(2015) (Doc80).
Consultation Process
Claudine Scott (907629/224), Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community Council
(910325/528), Confederation of St Andrews Residents Associations (339848/449) and
Freuchie Community Council (910081/297) - TAYplan has made a conscious shift to
online systems since many individuals and organisations are appropriately equipped and
skilled for this. Online systems offer major timing and resource savings to the
development plan process that would otherwise be spent on administering and reentering hand written or typed responses. To be clear the majority of all responses were
online at both Pre-Main Issues early engagements in 2009 and 2013, at both Main Issues
Report consultations in 2010 and 2014; and, at both Proposed Plan periods for
representations in 2011 and 2015. TAYplan does not therefore agree with the assertion
that this process was ‘ineffectual’.
The online forms are specifically designed to ensure that respondent can be clearly
understood, including which part of the plan the comment relates to and whether a
change is sought. The forms can be completed quickly with tick boxes and drop down
menus. It was also possible to copy and paste text in from Microsoft Word. This also
offered administrative advantages to TAYplan and helped overcome challenges of
interpreting handwriting or from essay style responses covering multiple issues.
There have been instances when respondents have experienced difficulties using the
online system. When contacted TAYplan has been able to assist.
TAYplan also provided alternatives to online systems as described in the ‘Quick Guide to
the Period for Representations Leaflet (2015) (032/Extract/1) and Proposed Plan (2015)
page 6 (Doc80).
TAYplan does not agree that such exercises are ‘bureaucratic’, although there is some
administration. The central purpose is to be clear, transparent and open so that interested
parties can be involved in shaping future public policy. The online systems mentioned
above have helped to significantly reduce the bureaucratic impact that may otherwise be
apparent with such as process.
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Overall TAYplan is satisfied that it has provided an effective online system and also clear
alternatives for those who wish to use these. TAYplan has also used the conclusions of
its own customer surveys to improve. The preparation of the third Strategic Development
Plan provides a good opportunity to take this forward. TAYplan is satisfied that there are
no issues raised here that warrant any changes to the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80).
Claudine Scott (907629/224) - The respondent contacted TAYplan to say that the email
address published in the paper copies of the response forms was incorrect. TAYplan
investigated this and found that a spelling error has been missed in quality checks.
TAYplan apologised to the respondent and re-printed response forms with the correct
email address. TAYplan also noted this as a lesson learned to ensure that future material
is checked more thoroughly. Overall only two responses were received that used the
paper response forms and these were completed and submitted at community drop-in
events. The remainder of representations were made by letters, emails or online.
Confederation of St Andrews Residents Associations (339848/449) - The Schedule of
Responses to the Main Issues Report (2014) page 5 (Doc56) shows that Land
Owners/Operators/Developers were the largest individual group of respondents at Main
Issues Report consultation stage in 2014. The next largest group was made up of
individual members of the public. However, these figures exclude the large numbers of
young people that TAYplan worked with at primary and secondary schools across the
region and through its young place maker initiative.
It is perhaps unsurprising that the development industry has a keen interest in strategic
development plans since these have an important role in their day to day business. At
Proposed Plan stage the largest individual group of respondents was members of the
public.
TAYplan does not agree that it is ‘distant from the public’, however, like any organisation
the only way to remedy such a perception is to create a presence. TAYplan does this
actively through Twitter, quarterly newsletters, email updates, its website, news releases,
statutory public notices, working with young people, speaking at conferences and through
public events during engagement phases. However, not all people know of every public,
private or voluntary organisation and this will continue to present challenges in the future.
Through engagement work TAYplan is aware of numerous different concerns and
aspirations that are raised by individuals and organisations. TAYplan is also aware of
different and related issues resulting from the consideration of research conclusions and
other information such as government policy.
Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 1 Part D (Doc80) sets out TAYplan’s approach to the St
Andrews greenbelt. This is a continuation of the current approach from approved
TAYplan (2012) Policy 3 Greenbelts (Doc16). This is considered in more detail in the
Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues for Issue 006 Policy 1D Greenbelts.
To be clear TAYplan does not monitor losses or incursions on agricultural land although
the TAYplan Monitoring Statement (2014) Figure 65 on page 63 (Doc101) considers the
distribution of prime agricultural land in relation to settlements.
Dundee City Council is the parent body for TAYplan on behalf of the four councils. As
such Dundee City Council runs TAYplan’s IT and emails and their standard disclaimer
appears at the bottom of all emails, including those from TAYplan. TAYplan values the
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comments received from all people and organisations irrespective of where they live or
are located.
Hazardous Substances and Installations Policy
Scotia Gas Networks (910286/394) - The respondent has not provided any specific
details about what their proposed policy should say or how it should operate. It is
therefore not clear what intended scope the proposed new policy would have and how
this would impact on the delivery of the Proposed Plan.
The reuse of individual sites is a matter for Local Development Plans and development
management decisions. Policy 1 (Doc80) is clear about the reuse of brownfield land for
alternative uses. This includes all sites whether their redevelopment is dependent on
decommissioning of some sort or not. Policy 7 (Doc80) is already clear on the decision
making framework for energy, waste and resource management infrastructure. Policy 2
Shaping Better Quality Places (Doc80) already applies to all development of all scales in
all locations within the TAYplan area. Action Programmes can also set out the
requirements to bring individual sites forwards.
The respondent has provided no robust or compelling evidence to justify why their
proposed changes are necessary or cannot be dealt with by the current policy framework.
The respondent has also provided no robust or compelling evidence to describe how their
proposal would operate, how it would result in the outcomes they suggest and how this
would better bring about the vision.
TAYplan is satisfied that the existing policy framework (described above) provides
sufficient flexibility for the respondent to pursue a variety of different potential land uses
for its sites. TAYplan is also satisfied that the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) already
provides sufficient strategic clarity for the regeneration of previously developed land and
buildings. TAYplan is not persuaded that there is any evidence to support the proposed
changes and therefore TAYplan does not propose to make any changes to the Proposed
Plan (2015) (Doc80).
Cultural Facilities
The Theatres Trust (856633/522) - TAYplan agrees that cultural facilities are an important
part of a sustainable community and can form a major part of regenerations schemes, for
example Dundee Waterfront, which forms part of the Dundee Wider Waterfront Strategic
Development Area set out in Policy 3 (Doc80). Such facilities are currently covered by
Policy 5 Town Centres First and Policy 9 Managing TAYplan’s Assets (Doc80).
Policy 5 Town Centres First (Doc80) focuses high trip generating uses in town centres
and also recognises the broader roles of centres, including land uses which relate to their
cultural significance. Policy 9 Managing TAYplan’s Assets (Doc80) provides protection for
natural and historic assets some of which will also have cultural significance.
TAYplan is satisfied that these policies provide the appropriate strategic context for
decisions about new development, including the reuse of, renovation of or protection of
culturally significant buildings and places. TAYplan is not persuaded that there is any
additional evidence to support a new policy which is specifically focussed on cultural
assets. Therefore TAYplan does not propose to make any changes to the Proposed Plan
(2015) (Doc80).
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Document Suite
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366/263) - TAYplan considers the Proposed Plan
to be understandable, and that it avoids using complex terms where there is an easier
alternative. However, there are instances where it is necessary to use specific
terminology or phrases to reflect legal requirements. Where TAYplan uses specific terms
these are defined either in policy and supporting text; e.g. principal settlements in Policy 1
(Doc80), or; the accompanying footnotes. TAYplan does not consider the addition of a
glossary to be necessary. Therefore TAYplan does not propose to make any changes to
the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80).
St Andrews Preservation Trust (910253/539) and Confederation of St Andrews Residents
Associations (339848/449) - TAYplan has worked hard to produce a Proposed Plan
(2015) (Doc80) which deliberately moves away from more traditional report formats and
makes documents easier to understand. Techniques such as story-boarding have been
used and considerable thinking has gone into graphics.
TAYplan has also deliberately separated the technical background material from the Plan
itself. Therefore the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) explains what is being planned for
and directs users to further information where appropriate. The suite of background topic
papers allows those who wish to go into further detail to do so. Specific research and
assessments are also available for those who want to get into the specifics about
individual issues.
As ever there is a balance between complex, technical material which forms a necessary
part of our understanding and how best to communicate this in a meaningful way. This is
very challenging since the audience includes those for whom these matters are routine
and day to day as well as those for whom this is not. Although TAYplan has tried hard to
achieve this balance it appears not to have provided everyone with the clarity they would
like.
TAYplan has learned some useful skills through story-boarding and graphics work that
should assist in helping to make background material more understandable. TAYplan will
continue to develop these skills further and use them to help make future material clearer
and more understandable. TAYplan does not propose to make any changes to the
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80).
Coupar Angus & Bendochy Community Council (909949/294) - TAYplan has worked
closely with the University of Abertay to harness the computer games graphics expertise
available there. The Main Issues Report (2014) (Doc56) shows TAYplan’s
experimentation with 3D maps and colours. The Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) shows
the evolution in clarity of these maps.
This is a proposed Strategic Development Plan and so the maps are broad and strategic
in scale. They do not identify specific towns or proposals for e.g. roads etc. The towns
and roads/rail presented on maps are either contextual to help understand locations or
specifically relate to a Policy or strategic proposal. More detailed proposals and individual
sites or locations are covered by Local Development Plans.
TAYplan does not consider there to be a need to alter the maps and therefore does not
propose to make any changes to the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80).
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Confederation of St Andrews Residents Associations (339848/449) - TAYplan accepts
that its vision will probably be shared by lots of different organisations in different parts of
the UK and beyond. There is nothing wrong with this and it is difficult to imagine
circumstances where such a vision would be rejected. The purpose of the vision is to
make clear what is being planned for and the policies set out the decision making
framework to achieve it.
Some policies are not prescriptive such as Policy 2 Shaping Better Quality Places
(Doc80). Rather than imposing a one size fits all regime this Policy states a series of
requirements where proponents of development must demonstrate how they will designout issues. The approach is therefore the same but the solutions will vary because all
places are different and sometimes there may be more than one solution. There are also
some other factors governing quality of life that are determined by matters that are
outwith the remit of the land use planning system. These elements are relevant to all
people because they will affect how people’s surroundings change and will shape how
places function and support social, economic and environmental progress.
TAYplan agrees that it will be important for public bodies to work together to support the
spirit of the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 (Doc27). TAYplan is an
example of a statutory partnership of 4 councils and works closely with a wide range of
stakeholders including the public. The processes and requirements for public
engagement are open, democratic and are clearly established in the Planning etc.
(Scotland) Act (2006) (Doc74), the Town & Country Planning (Development Planning)
(Scotland) Regulations (2008) (Doc107) and Circular 6/2013 Development Plans
(Doc25). TAYplan is not clear how the provisions of the Community Empowerment
(Scotland) Act 2015 (Doc27) could be considered to alter these requirements in a way
that would result in less involvement. The changes to community land ownership do not
present conflicts with the policy framework set out in the approved TAYplan (2012)
(Doc16) or the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80). TAYplan does not propose to make any
changes to the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80).
Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community Council (910325/558) - TAYplan agrees that
there are some technical terms that may not be familiar to everybody. However, the job of
the Plan is to explain these in a way which helps people to understand without adversely
affecting the operation of the plan itself. The term ‘spatial strategy’ is used on Proposed
Plan (2015) page 12 in the first sentence (Doc80). It is then explained in the same
sentence. Other terms are described in the supporting text or in footnotes.
TAYplan does not share the view that it is ‘unbelievable that such a paragraph should be
included in a plan of this nature’. To be clear the paragraph is not part of a plan but
instead a topic paper which sits as a background document alongside the Proposed Plan
(2015) (Doc80). Paragraph 1.4 from Topic Paper 1 Vision & Outcomes (2015) (Doc80)
does not sit alone and is explaining the differences between vision and outcomes.
TAYplan is content that the paragraph and those it sits with explain clearly the messages
they are trying to communicate. That said these comments provide the opportunity to
reconsider how topic papers are written and presented in future and TAYplan will be
considering this ahead of the next plan review. TAYplan does not propose to make any
changes to the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80).
Environmental Report
National Grid/Scotia Gas Network (763366/276) - Sites in need of remediation are
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already listed in the Scottish Vacant and Derelict Land Survey which is updated annually.
Council Housing Land Audits also consider the effectiveness of sites and identify
constraints that may exist. The Proposed Action Programme (2015) (Doc76) sets out the
actions necessary to deliver the Strategic Development Areas in Policy 3 (Doc80).
Proposed Plan (2015) Policy 1 (Doc80) makes clear TAYplan’s Location Priorities for the
release of land. The remediation of contaminated sites is an implicit priority with Policy 1
(Doc80) under the general description of brownfield land, which will include some sites
which are contaminated or require remediation of some kind, as well as those which do
not. It will be for respective councils to do the same for other sites through their Local
Development Plans and accompanying Action Programmes. TAYplan is therefore not
persuaded that any changes need to be made to the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) in
order to respond to the proposed changes.
Governance
Royal Burgh of St Andrews Community Council (910325/561) - For clarity TAYplan is a
statutory partnership of Angus, Dundee City, Fife and Perth & Kinross Councils. The
Scottish Government is not a partner although the Scottish Government and many of its
agencies work closely with TAYplan.
TAYplan does not agree that it is a ‘closed group’. The TAYplan Joint Committee is made
up of 12 elected councillors – three from each council. Their decisions on the Main Issues
Report and the Proposed Plan are ratified by each of the four constituent councils.
All stages of engagement are described in the TAYplan Statement of Conformity (2016)
(Doc90). This shows that the process and governance arrangements have been open,
transparent and democratic. TAYplan will always look to improve but is satisfied that it
has reflected the requirements of legislation and has also gone beyond them in some
cases, for instance the publication of the Schedule of Responses to the Main Issues
Report (published February 2015) (Doc83). There is no requirement to publish such a
document but TAYplan considers this to help interested parties to see how their views
have been considered between Main Issues Report and Proposed Plan stages. TAYplan
considers this to be a further way of helping people to understand how strategic planning
is working.
TAYplan is also satisfied that the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) is clear, well evidenced
and coherent. TAYplan does not agree that this represents a ‘heavy burden’ although
TAYplan respects that this description is a matter of judgement to which the respondent is
entitled to hold their view on. TAYplan does not propose to make any changes to the
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80).
Introductory Contextual Statement
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/436) - Much of the introductory context is written in
the Leadership and Action section and also the vision and transformational projects map
on pages 3 to 6 of the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80). TAYplan is satisfied that these give
the user a sense of what the plan is for with each individual policy area being linked back
to this. The policies are stated first with maps where appropriate and then a section which
explains what the policies are for and how they work. This allows the reader to make the
connection between individual policies and the vision and also to see the policy, its spatial
implications and understand how the policy is intended to operate.
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The purpose of the plan is to say what is planned. Much of the detailed reasoning and
statistical evidence is presented in background papers. Older plans frequently included
lengthy context and introductory sections before finally getting to the point. Both the
approved TAYplan (2012) (Doc16) and the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) move away
from such an approach to a briefer and more upfront clarity.
The trends described by the respondent have been covered in various sections of the
Proposed Plan (2015) including page 26 (Doc80), in depth in the Main Issues Report
(2014) where these were relevant for options (Doc56) or in background papers and
research such as Chapter 2 of the TAYplan-wide Joint Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (2013) (Doc97).
The respondent has provided no specific detailed text that they wish to see added and
TAYplan is satisfied that all of the material they describe is either contained in the
Proposed Plan or back ground material. TAYplan therefore proposes no changes.
National Policy
Strathkinness Community Council (909092/229) - TAYplan considers that the Proposed
Plan (2015) (Doc80) is consistent with Scottish Planning Policy (2014) (Doc84), National
Planning Framework 3 (2014) (Doc60) and other national policy. TAYplan has examined
genuine issues for the future and considers that it has anticipated future needs. However,
one can never be truly proofed against changes to national policy. It is also true to say
that even if national policy does not change local, regional or national circumstances may
change or new research may reveal new information or make clearer a situation.
All of these factors whether alone or combined may result in a need to alter the policy
context of a plan whether through enhancements to existing policy or a complete change.
Similarly the changes described above may not always result in a need to alter a plan and
could be accommodated within the existing policy framework. It is difficult to anticipate all
of these circumstances and sometimes it may be necessary to argue where local
circumstances differ to the national policy position.
These are some of the reasons why there is a legal requirement to review and submit a
new Proposed Strategic Development Plan within four years of the preceding plan being
approved. TAYplan is satisfied that this legal requirement and the associated, legally
defined procedures provide an appropriate mechanism to deal with the issues raised by
the respondents in an open and democratic way. Therefore TAYplan proposes no further
changes.
Sustainable Economic Growth
Friends of the Earth Tayside (845935/436) - TAYplan agrees that there are numerous
different terms relating to the parent concept of sustainability. However, each of these is
united by the concept of sustainability whether is it ‘growth’, ‘development’ or ‘economic
development’. This is because there is a recognition that sustainability will not work or be
accepted if the consequence is not an improvement in quality of life. This requires a
stronger economy with more jobs and fewer disparities; access to homes, jobs, services
and facilities; good quality living environments so that people can live healthy and happy
lives. It also requires and must be achieved by working within the Earth’s environmental
limits otherwise these things will not be sustainable and will not be available to future
generations.
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These concepts are encapsulated within the Proposed Plan (2015) vision on page 4 and
the outcomes expressed on page 8 (Doc80). These factors together explain what is
necessary to deliver the various concepts referred to by the respondent. The more
detailed thinking on the vision and outcomes are considered in Topic Paper 1: Vision and
Outcomes (2015) (Doc103). The factors described are also clear from each of the policies
which focus on the location, design and layout of development and how these support
people and organisations to behave in more sustainable ways.
TAYplan is therefore satisfied that the Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80) appropriately deals
with these issues and spells out its message in a clear way. TAYplan does not propose to
make any further changes.
Authority's Response to Supporting Representations
Document Suite
SEStran Regional Transport Partnership (908118/038 and 039) - TAYplan welcomes the
support and considers that a Strategic Environmental Assessment is essential at Main
Issues Report stage to consider the environmental implications of proposals. TAYplan
agrees that there is no need to prepare a new Strategic Environmental Assessment
following Main Issues Report stage if there are no changes to the options and proposals
considered in the Main Issues Report and the original Strategic Environmental
Assessment.
Conclusions
The respondents have raised a range of varied points about the Proposed Plan (2015)
(Doc80) itself, the process and mechanisms employed during the period for
representations and the document suite.
Although TAYplan considers that the presentation of documents and the arrangements
and procedures for public engagement were good there have also been lessons learned.
Some of these responses and the TAYplan Customer Survey (2015) (032/Extract/2) have
provided constructive feedback to assist in improving future engagement. Although
TAYplan will look further into these and explore the options they do not warrant any
changes to the Proposed Plan (2015).
The matters raised by respondents seeking specific policy changes or the addition of text
and other material are considered to be well reflected within the existing content of the
Proposed Plan (2015) (Doc80). No compelling or robust evidence has been presented
that persuades TAYplan that there is a need to change the Proposed Plan (2015)
(Doc80) or that the existing policy framework is not satisfactory.
Neither the Scottish Government nor any other government agency has raised any issues
regarding those raised in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues.
TAYplan considers that all of the issues raised do not warrant any change to the
Proposed Strategic Development Plan (May 2015) (Doc80) and propose that the
elements dealt with in this Schedule 4 Summary of Unresolved Issues remain as written
and unchanged.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
Support
1. The support expressed in representations relating to the above issues is noted.
Allocation of Land
2. The representation addresses what is perceived to be the inherent defects of the
planning system in Scotland and the consequences of that system on land values.
3. This matter also formed part of a similar representation to Issue 012 Policy 4 Homes,
and is addressed there.
4. For completeness, I will also address it here. The Planning System in Scotland may
be perceived as “rationing land”, but I do not agree that it manifests as a negative force in
relation to this plan. I consider that the current national planning guidance and regulatory
environment is necessary to ensure that Scottish society as a whole benefits from
development, and that development which is essential to sustainable growth and
prosperity happens in a manner which is appropriate to local areas. Simply allowing the
development of all and/ or any land would not enable the vision and strategy of this or any
plan to be fulfilled, and could result in shortages of homes, schools and other essential
infrastructure for local communities.
5. I have not been provided with any evidence to persuade me that there is a better
alternative to our current system, and do not recommend any modification to the plan.
Consultation Process
6. Concern has been expressed in representations that the opportunities for becoming
involved in the plan preparation process were overly focussed on the online system, and
that the online system was not user friendly.
7. The authority acknowledges that it has made a conscious decision to focus on its
online system for participating in the plan process, but does not agree with the
representations.
8. I find that although the focus was on using the online forms, this is a reasonable
approach to take, given the access that the majority of residents of the plan area have to
the online system. In addition, I agree with the authority that using an online system
creates real savings in terms of both time and resources, an issue which is important to
public bodies. I note that alternative means of participating were provided, and where
errors such as an incorrect email address were brought to the authority’s attention, they
were rectified as soon as practically possible.
9. I note that the Schedule of Responses to the Main Issues Report (2014) page 5
shows that Land Owners/Operators/Developers were the largest individual group of
respondents at Main Issues Report consultation stage but at Proposed Plan stage, the
largest individual group of respondents was members of the public. Based on those
results, I conclude that the plan preparation process did not overly-focus on the interests
of a single sector, but that it illustrates that differing interests are involved at different
times, based on their own agendas and priorities.
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10. The St Andrews greenbelt is addressed at Issue 06 of this examination.
11. I note the comments from the authority regarding Dundee City Council being the
administrative parent body for TAYplan, and agree that the logo on the correspondence
does not imply that their input is more valuable than others.
Hazardous Substances and Installations Policy
12. Scottish Gas Networks have proposed a new policy for decommissioned gas holder
sites, to generate higher land values in an effort to offset the decommissioning costs
incurred.
13. I find that such sites and their re-use are already addressed in this plan, at Policy 1,
and in particular at Policy 7. The appropriate end landuse for individual brownfield sites is
a matter to be determined on its merits, and in accordance with plan policies.
I recommend no modification to the plan.
Cultural Facilities
14. A specific policy, or reference in Policy 5 Town Centres First, is sought to address
community and cultural facilities.
15. I find that Policy 5 already makes provision for cultural facilities at Part A on page 30
and that adding a specific policy or an additional reference would not add any
demonstrative policy protection to this sector. I conclude that the plan makes adequate
provision for cultural facilities and do not recommend any modifications.
Document Suite
16. A glossary is requested, to explain technical terms. I find that the footnotes in the
plan fulfil that role and that an additional glossary to this plan is not necessary.
17. The separation of the plan and the technical papers and the Action Programme is
objected to.
18. In separating the technical papers from the plan itself, I consider that the authority
has created a suite of documents that is appropriate for its purpose. Should all of the
information be held as a single document, then it would be unwieldly, and unlikely to be of
direct relevance. In having the technical papers and Action Programme as separate
documents, people can choose to focus on their area of interest and at the level of detail
they desire.
19. I appreciate that the “jargon” used can sometimes appear confusing, and that some
of the technical papers are very detailed and use terms that can be difficult to decipher if
you are not a property professional. However, I consider that TAYplan has struck a
reasonable balance between fulfilling its requirement to produce a plan based on a
reasoned evidence base, and making that evidence base accessible to those interested
in the plan.
20. This is a Strategic Development Plan (SDP) covering diverse parts of the country,
some urban, some rural, and all with different needs and aspirations. I am not surprised
that the plan may appear general, as the vision it contains should be relevant to all
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communities in the plan area. Given the strategic nature of this plan, I conclude that the
way in which the vision is expressed is appropriate and recommend no modification to the
plan.
21. I consider that the maps as contained in the plan are appropriate in scale and nature
for an SDP, and are concept and proposal based. The level of detail would be amplified
in the Local Development Plan. I recommend no modification to the maps in this SDP.
22. The Community Empowerment Act (Scotland) 2015 is unlikely to reduce public
involvement in the planning process, and the representation has not provided any further
rationale for this position, nor is there any evidence to suggest that such an outcome
would be likely to eventuate.
23. Topic papers do not form part of this examination, and I am unable to consider
suggested modifications to any such papers.
Environmental report
24. The representation is seeking to have sites in need of remediation addressed more
fully in the Environmental Report that accompanies this plan.
25. TayPlan advises that such sites are listed in the Scottish Vacant and Derelict Land
Survey which is updated annually. Council Housing Land Audits also consider the
effectiveness of sites and identify constraints that may exist and the Proposed Action
Programme sets out the actions necessary to deliver the Strategic Development Areas in
Policy 3. Policy 1 also makes clear Tayplan’s location priorities for the release of land,
including brownfield sites.
26. I find that sites in need of remediation are addressed appropriately in both the plan
and the Environmental Report and recommend no modification.
Governance
27. At the outset of this examination process, the authority submitted a participation
statement as part of the plan submission suite of documents. In July 2016, the authority
was advised that that the reporter had concluded the examination of conformity with the
authority’s participation statement under Section 12(2) of the Town and Country Planning
(Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended), and would in due course proceed to examine the
issues raised in representations. That examination of conformity did not find any issues
with the processes undertaken.
28. The composition of the authority, the committee meetings and the parties involved
are not matters for this examination.
Introductory Contextual Statement
29. It is considered that an introduction statement would assist in setting the context for
the policies of the plan, and some evidence of trends and projections should be included.
30. I find that pages 3 to 5 of the plan set the tone and vision for the plan, and that a
more detailed introduction is not necessary. The topic and technical papers provide the
evidence base for the plan and I agree with the authority in that if evidence is included in
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the plan itself, the succinct and brief approach would be lost. The representation
acknowledges that the information is contained in the technical papers, and I am content
that is the correct place for it. There is no modification to the plan.
National Policy
31. Reassurance is sought that the plan can adapt to any potential future national
planning policy changes.
32. It is difficult to anticipate future changes to planning policy and local circumstance,
and that is why there is a legal requirement to review and submit a new Proposed
Strategic Development Plan within four years of the preceding plan being approved. I am
satisfied that this legal requirement and the associated, legally defined procedures
provide an appropriate mechanism that would address the issues raised in the
representation.
Sustainable Economic Growth
33. The use of the term “sustainable” can be interpreted differently, and that
interpretation may conflict with “environmental sustainability”.
34. The vision and outcomes on pages 4 and 8 of the plan are then elaborated on in
each of the polices and in Topic Paper 1. I do not consider that the term “sustainable” is
so unclear as to not enable people using the plan to appreciate that sustainability will not
work if the consequence is not an improvement in quality of life. Consequently, a
stronger economy with more jobs and fewer disparities, access to homes, jobs, services
and facilities and good quality living environments will be required to enable people to live
sustainably and well.
35. I am satisfied that the plan is sufficiently clear in this regard, and recommend no
modification.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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